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^otd /9c&hma

Who has very scantly been treated for his cult-iiuagcs and cult-

shrines, perhaps due to some curse-—vide p. 179—which evidently rcHects

the popular mind, nevertheless he is the ideal god who can inspire humanity

for perpetual endeavour—the Sadhana, the struggle for that Creative Power

(which is another name of Humanity) with unabated vigour, unblemished

wisdom and unsophisticated living.



FOREWORD

I deem it a privilege and also my duty to write a foreword for

Dr. D, N. Shukla’s book on Hindu Canons of Iconography and Paintings

which forms Vol. IX of the Bharatiya Vastu-iastra Series. The series

was planned out by Dr. Shukla himself, and he has already published

five Volumes of it. Of these as many as four are in Hindi, the fifth one

on Hindu Canons ofPainting being in English. This shows the bulk and

magnitude of the work already done by him, and he intends to follow

it up by bringing out Volumes on Hindu Canons of Architecture, which

will constitute the remainder of the series. It has been possible for

this comparatively young scholar to do so much work of this highly

technical character, for he has combined in him a very intimate know-

ledge of Sanskrit with a firsthand experience about the architectural,

iconographic and pictorial remains of ancient and medieval India,

'fins is a combination rarely to be found among scholars engaged in

the pursuit of similar studies, and 1 am sure he will be able to throw

much further light on this branch of Indology. I have long been

acquainted with the progress of his work, and I can say without any

hesitation that he has all along been sincere and conscientious in his

scholarly researches. His treatment of the various topics connected with

his subject has always been critical, and his appraisal of the views of

previous writers has been fair and just. I have no doubt that the

Government of the Uttar Pradesh and the Government of the Indian

Union will extend to him their full patronage in the matter of the

publication of his further researches.

It should be emphasised in this connection that he is not only

advancing the bounds of our knowledge in this fascinating branch of

Indology, but he is also enriching the technical side of Hindi literature

by wrfting many of these books in the Rashtrabhashi.

In fine, I can only observe that the present work on the Hindu

Canons of Iconography and Painting is one of considerable merit, and

I am sure it will receive attention and appreciation from the world

of scholars, which it so thoroughly deserves.

J. N. Banerjea

Carmichael Professor of Ancient

Indian History and Culture,

Calcutta University



INTRODUCTION

This work—Vastusasira Vols. I & It—^Vol. II being published first,

originally conceived as one of the series of a ten-to-fourtecn-volume-

project, under the general caption ‘Bharatiya Vastusastra’ instituted

by me some years back, can now be said, a complete English version of

my D.Litt. Thesis—“Foundations and Canons of Hindu Iconography

(both sculptural and pictorial)”—the two parts i. e. Canons of Icono-

graphy (I) and Canons of Painting (III) wherein could also be sub-

mitted, along with my already published works— Pratima-vijnana,

Pratima-laksana and Citra-laksana.

The author, primarily a student of Vistu-lastra, when got enchanted

with this fascinating lore of Silpa-sastra, has to say a word on the

wide scope of Vastu-sastra where b'ilpa-sastra, the science of sculpture,

and the canons of painting (the Citra-sastra) are also included in its

broader purview.

The English word ‘architecture’ does not and cannot denote and
connote fully the Indian word ‘Vastu’ (sastra or kali). In India the

Science of Architecture—the Vastu-sastra has at least five main branches;

the Canons of Town-planning; the Art of House-building (both

secular and religious—^secular being the residential houses of middle
class people (House-architecture) as well as the palaces of kings (Palace-

architecture) and religious being the abodes of gods—the temjdes—
(Temple-architecture) ; the Canon of icon-making—Iconography (and

also the art of sculpture, the rich heritage of India); the essential

characteristics of Painting—Citra-laksana and the art of the const! uc-

tion of the machines (mechanical devices) as well as the articles of
furniture etc.

Fortunately this full-fledged scope of architecture is fullyrepresented

in the $)ages of the Samarangana-Sutnadhara of King Bhojadeva of
Dhara, one of the greatest literary luminaries of India and the greatest

patron of Art and Literature. The writer, a student of this magnificent

book with the magnificant title, written by a magnificent king, while

working for his Ph.D. Thesis—“A study of Bhoja’s Samarangana-
Sutradhara, a treatise on the science of Architecture”, naturally

conceived the idea of pursuing this subject further up and this has
resulted in brining out about five Volumes—Bharatiya Vastu-sastra
(Vistu-vidya evam Puranivesa) dealing with a succinct outline history
of Vastu-vidya and the ancient town-planning—both the rise and
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growth of the different and manifold types of towns and the Canons of

Tbwn-planhing
; the Prisada-vastu (only one part is so far printed

under the title ‘Hinda Prasada ki caturmukhl Prsthabhnmi) and the

three volumes already mentioned above—Pratima-vijoana, PratimS-

lakiana and Qitra-lak ana.

The very high opinion of the renowned indologists like Dr. J. N.

Banerjea, Carmichael Professor of Ancient Indian History and Culture,

Calcutta University, and Dr. V. S. Agarwal, Professor of Art and

Architecture in the University of Varapasi, and the felicitations received

from so many other quarters as well as the patronage from the Uttara

Pradesha Government and the University Grants Commission in the

shape of subsidies and grant for publication of these researches, have also

encouraged me a great deal to go ahead in my humble pursuit to make

an attempt to open up a l.ttlc fringe of that vast vista of vision—the

India’s past.

Now when the Volume on Iconography, the ‘Pratima-Vijnana’

came out, it attracted the notice of that silent savant, the renewed

Buddhist and Pali scholar. Professor C. D. Chatterjea, Head of the

Department of Ancient Indian History & Archaeology, Lucknow Univer-

sity, who liked this work very much, especially the angle ofthe treatment

and he suggested I should now work on ‘An anthology of Pratimala-

kvanas’ making an advancement on Sri Rao’s work. I took his advice

to my heart and dedicated myself with heart and soul and added

another volume to the subject. Later on a third volume, ‘An anthology

of Oitralaksapa’ was also added and thus all these may be said to

'

fittingly comprise the full subject of Indian Iconography.

Thus my iconographical studies comprised of the three volumes—

I. Pratima-vijnana.

a. Pratima-lakjapa and

3. Citra-laksana—constitute the four main pillars, on which

the grand edifice of Hindu Iconography stands. These aw the.

Background of Indian Iconography— the Institution of Worship (vide

the 1st part, the ‘Purva-pUkika' of the ‘Pratiina-Vijnana* in full ten

chapters and 169 pages); the Canons of Iconography (vide the and

part, the ‘Uttarapithika’ of ‘Praiimi—Vijnana, the last seven chapters

as well as the first Khanda of Pratima-laksapa)
; the essential charac-,

teristics of Indian icons (Brahmana, Baudha and Jain—the exposition

of which having been made briefly in the body of the Uttarapi thika

(Chapters 8—10) are fully and exhaustively shown corroborated, ftoro..

the- original sources of. Purl^as, Sgaraas, Silpa-texts and
,

otbei',;

imsc^laneomdig5sts and , anthologies (cf. the ‘Sources of Hindu luono-*
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gtaphy*—the »nd . Chapter ‘PmtimS-Vijn5na*----Utt;atap!thIh&^ md
gathered together in one volume (vide 'PratimS-lahjapa, II KJhandi^

of eight patalasf. the parts) and Jastlj^ the Canons of Painting, the

iCitralak ana^i forming an essential part of Hindu Iconography (the

Citraja images being very highly extolled in the religious digests like

Hatibhakti-vilisa of Gopalabhatta).

Happily my Ph. D. Thesis, on account of its high merit (a pioneer

work and the contributions which I Could make there being regarded as so

high that the award of Ph. D. Degree was the least credit for such a

scientific and conscientious labour) was singled out by the University of

Lucknow for seeking a substantial grant from the University Grants

Commission, for its publication in an extended investigation. This

gave me an added impetus to take considerable pains to make a fuller

survey in such a manner of this subject as to evolve out a compre*

hensivc work dealing practically with all the main branches of Hindu

Iconography as already pointed out below; hence the emergence of this

book.

This is, in short, the history of this work. Now let me come to

the exposition of the subject-matter and contributions which I have

been able to make in this very important and difficult branch of ancient

Indian lore.

The subject cf Indian Icon graphy is one of the most fascinating

branches of Indology. It is not a pure art, it is applied theology,

religion and philosophy, all embeded in one. Iconography, the science

of image-making, forms one of the principal topics of Hindu science of
the Vastu—Architecture (cf. writer’s Hindu Science of Architecture-^
the scope and the subject-matter of architecture) and the religious

origin of Indian Architecture is well known. Naturally, therefore, Indian
Iconography, unless studied in its background of the religious beliefs

of the people; its treatment is only half done. It is from this broad
cultural stand-point that the writer has devoted as many as*tcn chapters,
a Dasadhyayi, to the exposition of this background—the Institution of
Worship.

Again Iconography in India is not an end itself, it is only an aid
by means of which the spritual life, the religious craving and the pious
dedications of the multitude of men in India were ennobled, satisfied

4nd completed. Art for Art’s sake may be a good dictum only so far

as it aims at the development of the Art. The art when divested from
the life in its spiritual inspiration and religious aspirations, becomes a
dead art. The so called sensibility, the acstheticty or emotionalism

aroused by the creations of art, unless they aim at something higher
^nd abmething nobler, are too not things of cultivation frocn
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HJnda view of life. It is from this ftjndameatal backgroand that
Studies on Indian Art—iconography, sculpture, architecture and painting’
should be taken up. After all, all these arts and sciences, thoughts and
beliefs are only the different pillars, on which the great bridge of Hindu
Cult^c has been built under which the sublime and divine current of
life is flowing from the times immemorial. This current, though
disturbed, is still flowing and the bridge of Hindu culture shows no
sign of decline.

We know that the religious life of Hindus has had many trans-

formations. The key-note of this religious life in India has been the

quest of the object beyond this perceptible world. The life Divine,

has always captured the life worldly. In the Rgvedic times the centre

of the quest was manifold objects of natural phenomena, conceived as

gods and goddesses, having their threefold divisions, those belonging

to earth, midair and the sky. The cult of prayer (singing hymns of

the Rgveda) was the first attempt to win over these divinities. Later

on, the cult of sacrifice was in vogue (cf. Yajus-Samhita, Brahma^as

and Kalpa-sutras). Still later, the paraphernalia of sacrifice, the

complicated ritual requiring manifold articles and involving a good deal

of expenditure, both monetary and temporal, could not last long.

Hence centre shifted from the extrenal quest to the Internal Atman.

This is what we learn from the Aranyakas and Upanijads.

In the Sutra period, however, the problem was how to reconcile

both these ancient institutions of saenhte and meditation as arose and

developed in the Brihmanas and Upanijads. An orientation, therefore

was felt necessary, to co-ordinate boih the elements and the result was

the rise of the Puriijias, Agamas, Tantras and the later systems of Indian

philosophy and religion.

Despite a genuine effort on the part of the great thinkers of the

past, howevW, a want was there. Both these institutions of complicated

ritual and the philosophical or mystic meditation were not suited to

the mass of huminity, the simple unsophisticated people, the ordinary

run of men, forming the bulk of the population. Hence religious

reform was undertaken and this could be accomplished only by a sage

like Vyasa, the celebrated author of Puranas. The Puranas gave the

popular religion of Bhakti, the germs of which had already been thpr©

in that fountain head of Vcdic lore itself (cf. Svet. Up.).

Now with the dawn of the devotional movements, the propagation

of the image-worship as advocated by the Puranas and the Agamasaiming

at the new orientation of the religious life of India after the sacrificial

•cult of the Vedas, a powerful impetus was provided for the erectioO of



the temples and places of pilgrimage in every part of India giving the

•to-so many sacred places—dhams, mathas, tlrthas and sacred shritKM

‘«nd temples all over India. Side by side this architectural upiurgej

thS corresponding and consequent necessity of the installation of the

images of gods, more especially those of the two famous gods, §iva and

Vispu, of the Hindu Trinity, was felt. Thus the origin and development

of Architecture was synchronous with the origin and development of

sculputrc. It was with this background that almost all the treatises, all

the manuals of architecture, both architectural like Visvakarma-Prakasa,

Samarangana-Sutradhara, Aparajita-praccha, Mayamata, Manasara,

Agastya-sakaladhikara, Silparatna and a host of others and non-

Architccural like Purapas, Agamas, Tantras and Pralistha works, etc.

have devoted a good many chapters on the treatment of sculpture

also.

Without going into the details of the subject-matter dealt with in

the respective parts—vide the Introductory Cliaptcrs, it may be brought

home to my readers that the arrangement of this work is comprised of

as many as five parts : The ‘Introductory’ pan deals very briefly with

the foundations of Hindu Iconography (which has been treated in

details in my Hindi work Pratima-vijnana and gets compensated here

also cf. the part II. ‘The Icons and Iconology—an exposition of

Pratima-lakianas’). The first part deals with the canons of Icono-

graphy, systematised under suitable scientific headings bringing not

only a good deal of new material, but also including some new element*

for the first time, a reference to which may be seen in the Introductory

chapter of this part. The second part dwells at length, with the Icon*

and Iconology—the exposition of Pratima-laksapas in as many as

eight chapters treating all the Indian images—Brahmapa (Trimarti,
etc. Brahma, Vaifpava, Saiva Gapapatya, Devi, the Sun Adityai,

Navagrahas—and the Dikpila ones and those pertaining to Yakiai
Vidyadharas, Kinnaras, Nagas, Vasus, Pitrs, Rsb and Bhaktas, etc.)^

Baiidha and Jain, along with the background of their respective sec-

tarian cults as well as their artistic (iconographic) evolutions and
developments. The third part deals with the pictorial art (and ioono-

jfaaphy), the citraja-imagea, the treatment of which under scientific art

. canons along with an outline history of painting, both from the archaeo-

logical and literary sources, may be taken as a first systematic attempt
in the contemporary studies, to which detailed introductory remarks

be seen in the Introductory Chapter of this part. The fourth part
iathe compilation of the sources from the representative works be-

• tengin|i to all classes of literature—Purapas, Agamas, Sfilpa-iattras,
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. PftifthS works, ete., etc., bringing quite a good deal of material so far

cfcmained unworked by my predecessors, under three sections, Pratimi-

vijSana, Pratima-laksa^a and Citra-laksapa. Thus all these parts really

represent only two divisions : the first, the exposition, the second, the

sources. The unique feature of this compilation is its emergence of a

modern manual on this art in Sanskrit.

Now, in the last, a very brief indication of the contributions,

which I can claim, and the new path I have trodden, has to be made for

the furtherance of the further studies, otherwhe it is not very happy

to sing one’s own hymns of praises.

Not many a savant have contributed to the real genesis and
development of this most fascinating bianth of liidolog)— Hindu Science

of itonegraphy. 'Ihe first and I'ortraosi lionouitd place goes to that

renowned South Indian wtitcr, Sn T, Gopiaath Kao, the celebrated

author ol the ‘Elements of Hindu Iconography’ in four volumes (Vols. I

and 11 with parts I and II each). Rao’s treatment of the subject, to

some extent, remainea confined to mainly the oouih Indian images,

Sri Biindaena Bhatiachai>a’s “Indian linages’' a piy..ceung attempt to

treat Indian Iconography liorn the culiuiui poiiu ol view, was lu a way

a complementary to Rao’s work inasmuch as ic coufaned itself to the

exposition of the North Indian images. A good many other scholars,

notably Smith, Coomarswamy, Kramrisch, Gangoli, Fouchcr, Grund-

wcdel, V. & B. T Bhattacharyas and so many others were also famous

contributors to this side-branch ol Indian Art,

The next stage in the exposition of this subject begins from the

• monumental work of Dr. J. N. Bancijca, the Development of Hindu

Iconography, where marshalling of the material connccitd with archaeo-

logical data, especially the cpigraphic and numismatic one, whxh has

been a long dcsscdcratum was its gicatesi contribution. The recent studies

of Sri §ivaramamurit, (cf. monographs like geogi aplncal and chronological

background of Hindu Iconography; Sanskrit liteiaiure and Art, etc. etc.)

have added a new angle to the contemporary artistic studies in India.

An explanation, therefore, is needed how far does this work of mine, on

theself same subject of Indian Iconography, make an advancement on the

studies of previous scholars? I may, therefore, submit with all my

humility, the following few facts for the consideration of the world

of scholars intrested in this fascinating branch of Indology :

Being conscious of my limitations, attempting any far reaching

advancement from the historical and archaeological point of view,

.. Irhave chosen to treat this subject from the cultural and rhe literary
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(the Sistric) points of view. This is the naaiti contribution of thk
Work. A detailed treatment on the Foundation of Indian Iconography
in as many as ten chapters (vide Pratima-Vijnana—Puxvapithiki) is the

first systematic attcUipt to present all the allied topics connected with

the background of Hindu Iconography—The Institution of Worship.

Some of the topics like the bearing of image-worship on art and
iconography in India as well as many-sided development of Indian

icons in relation to the manifold religious sects and sub-sects together

with the rise of TIrthas both natural like Dhams, Kfetras, Kha^ds,

Ara^yas and the man-made temples under the royal patronage in both

the main parts of India—the South and the Noth, are some ol the

notable introductions to this foundation of Indian Iconography, The
treatment of the rise and development of religious movements like

Saivism, Vaisnavism, Saktism, Saurism, Ganapatyism, nco-Buddhism

(Vajrayana etc.)-and Jainism and an outline of the mode of worship,

the Arcapaddhati, etc. are also a new presentation in this study of

mine. Thus Area, Arcya, Arcaka, Arca-paddhati, Arcagrha etc. etc. •

all these topics of the Pflrva-plchika of Pratima-vijn.ana have an
intimate relationship towards the exposition and the foundation of
Hindu Iconography,

The second contribution, which I can claim, is the systematic

presentation of the canons of Iconography in which the materials ol the
authoritive compendia like the Samarahga^a-Suiridhira and
Aparijita-praccha have been included for the first time in the modern
studies on Indian Iconography. Further again, in the canons, a good
many new topics like the aestheticism, (the Rasa and Rasadrstis),

Installation (Pratitthi, Pratima and Prasada— both ritualistic *and
artistic) and a new interpretation of the Doctrine of Mudris along
with a notice of the principal texts on the sources of iconography and
a brief outline of the sculptural sources and a valuable hint at the
furtherance of these sculptural studies in future—all thesc"may Jbe viewed
as art advancement in furtherance of these studies.

The third major contribution which the author can present to the
scholarly world in this realm of Iconography is the preparation of a
systematic anthology of Pratimi-lak apas in about ten thousatid lines
wherein, not only the traduional lak.anas of the diffeiem deities are
presented (vide II Kha^da with eight parts) but the canons of
iconography are also included (vide its I Khanda). The presentation
of the matciial of the recently discovered texts like the S. S. and the
A. P. as well so many other texts should aho not go without credit.

The fourth notable contribution of this work is the equal
prominence given to the pictorial art in the studies on Hindu Icono.
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graphy, A critical aiid systematic treatment of the CitrajS

images from the Sistric point of view is the first attempt, and the

compilation of the Citra-laksana is a pioneering attempt in which all

the principal literary sources like V. D., S. S., A. P,, Ab. C. {Minaso-
llasa) and S. R. have been fully exhausted under as many as S2
headings. Thus the Hindu canons of Painting based on as many as

five principal and four subsidiary texts is the pioneer attempt systema-

tised under the principal canons of art—vide Pt. Ill of this work and
the separate edition under the title.

Lastly, though not least in importance, is the cultural background,

the key-note of this work, which has served as a beacon light in exploring

the depth of this very vast ocean of Vastu-sastra, which is unfathom-
able at many places, unaccessible and dark, though full of mysterious

jems and for the successful crossing of which you need a ship of

wisdom

:

Further again, it would not be inappropriate to say that the exposi-

tion of such a technical science as Iconography also in Hindi, the

national language of India ^for the enrichment of which great enter-

prises as well as big projects are being undertaken by the Provincial and

Central Governments and the Universities and the University-men

should also not lag behind) for the first time is itself a landmark in the

contemporary linguistic and literary national renaissance of our

independent motherland.

Now I must remember my gurus. Prof. Iyer had prescribed, for

my Ph. D. Thesis, Bhoja’s Samarangana-sutradhara, a voluminous

work dealing practically with all the principal topics of this technical

branch, the \®istusastra, and that gave me a life’s task, first a study of

this work* now a critical and comparative survey of the whole fidd of

this most technical branch of Indology—vide my Bharatiya Vastu-sastra

series—about a fourtcen-volume-projcct. I, therefore, express my
profoundest gratitude to him. For devoting a greater attention (than

originally planned out) to these iconographical studies, I am specially

indebted to Prof. C. D. Chatterji, and this has brought for me a first

distinction in the University of Lucknow—the award of the D. Litt.

Degree, from the Department of Ancient Indian History and Archaeo-

logy—^vide my Thesis on the subject and the very high opinions on th«

work by illustrious savants of India like MahimahopidhySya Sri

V, V, WirSli and Dr. J. N. Bane^ea, to both rfwhom I must express my
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teaTt-felt gratitude for their very apt appreciation and future cnoofuriig©*

nient. To the latter I owe a special debt of gratitude for the ‘Foreword*

of the work. Sri T. Gopinath Rao, Dr. P.' K. Acharya, Dr. Bhandarlcar,

Dr. Kane, Dr. J. N. Banerjea, Sri Brindavan Bhattacharya, Sri B.’T,

Bhattacharya and so many other noted indologists who preceded me
on this (and allied) branch are my real gurus, but for whose monu-

mental works, this comprehensive survey would not have been possible in

such a short t me. I, therefore, offer my sinccrest obligations to them.

I shall suitably remember my other benefactors in the first volume of

this work when it sees the light of the day by that Sustaining Grace

which is the Real Author of These Researches. Before I finish I must

thank Pt. B.N.Jha, the Vice-Chancellor of Gorakhpur University, for

his very high appreciation of my work and writing out a short intro-

duction to my ‘Hindu Canons of Painting’, forming an integral part of

this complete volume as published separately.

In the end I take this opportunity to express my heart-felt thank-

fulness to Prof. Kali Prasad (Dean, Faculty of Arts, Lucknow University),

the Hon. Librarian of Lucknow University Tagore Library and his assis-

tants for a very generous accord of Library facilities without which the

completion on of this work on my going over to Gorakhpur University

could not have been possible.

Buddha-purtiima, 2015 vik (May 1958). D. N. Shukla
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INTRODUCTORY

It has already been remarked that any study of Iconography in

India must say something about the purpose of Iconography* We
know that the vast varieties of icons as found in the different parts of

this land of ours were the objects of worship, hence something about

worship, its antiquity, origin and development together with the

different forms and different modes has to be dealt with in order to

form a complete picture. Again we know that this institution of wor-

ship had undergone different transformations with the predominence

of the different cults in India. In those days of Vedas and Vedahgs

in the sacrificial cult, the worship centred round the sacrificial altar

and it had become such a mighty institution that the gods, to whom

the offerings were made, were made subordinate to the Yajna—the

supreme power in the hands of the Aryans of those days. Yajna, itself

became the supreme deity—Yajaa-Narayana. Later on, in the days of

the Upanifads and Sranyakas, the centre of a ttcntion from an external

deity shifted to the internal Stman’—a manifestation of the all-pervading

Paramatman, the Supreme Soul

Again with the rise of Buddhism and Jainism, the heterodox religious

movements in India, antagonistic to this sacrificial cult, made a pro-

pound change in the minds of people and they propagated a new way of

religion, a new gospel of God and godliness. To undo ^ what the

Buddhism had done, the rise of a Brahmanic religion—a neo-religious

movement in the shape of Pauranic dharma, so powerful and so vigorous

that the erection of temples and the installations of the deities in them

found the greatest impetus. It is here that the image-making art

found a natural atmosphere for development.

Naturally, therefore, a bird’s eye-view on the different religious

systems- advocating the different modes of worship in their different

cults is a necessity for a fuller presentation of the subject-matter in hand.

This is only a bare indication of the Purva-Pithika of the PratimS’'

vijnana (the Hindi work) duly incorporated here in this work as well"--*

cf. Pts, Introductory and II of this study. It is the foundation stone on
which the edifice of icons is to be built,

N. B.—-This theme of ‘Foundations of Iconography’ has been

treated in exhaustive details in my Hindi work ‘Pratima-vijSSna’ and
here in this work only a bare outline is given; nevertheless it has been

compensated to some extent in Pt, II—the Exposition of Pratimi-

laksanas so far as the evolution of the cult ;^s associated with a particular

deity is concerne4»



CHAPTER I

WORSHIP AND ITS ANTIQ1JITY

As mentioned in the introduction to this subject, that an exposition

of Iconography must have two angles of investigation—image-making

as an art and image-worship as an institution. The former pre-

supposes the latter, rather the former is an outcome of the latter. The
word Icon derived from Greek word Eikon signifies an object of worship.

It is associated with the rituals relating to the cults of different

divinities. Similarly the word Image dcrl\’t^d from old French and

Latin Imago has got the basic connotation of 'likeness’. This latter

word has got a parallel in such Sanskrit words as Pratikrti, Pratima,

Bimba, etc. But the denotation of these words was not restricted to the

images of divinities alone* The word 'Pratima’ in the Pratima-Nataka

of Bhasa denotes the statues of the departed royalties* In Mahabharata

(Striparva), similarly the word Pratima (cf. Ayasi Pratima of Bhtma)

denotes the figure of a person. But here in this treatment the word

Image or Pratima is restricted to the figures of the divinities—the gods

and goddesses together with their accessories Yaksas, Gandharvas, Pisacas

etc. It is from this limited or technical denotation and comrotation of

the word Pratima, Pratikrti, Bimba etc, that in a systematic investigation

ipto the sculptural traditions bcliind them, they must presuppose a

cultural tradition before them.

The story of human civilisation is the story of man’s mode of living,

dressing, eating and thinking. Man as a rational animal has been

tliinking of himself his Creator, his guardians and his benefactors.

Gosmologically and mythologically (cf. 'Sahadevadhikara’ the S. S.

Chap. VI) man has never forgotten that he was once one with gods—the

perfect beings. Humanity in its perfection is nothing but another

name of god-hood or godliness. Unavoidable separation of mankind

from gods gave an impetus for the cultivation and dedication of a life fit

for the attainment of union with them. This has been the fundamc^l^^^

craving of humanity that was responsible in giving rise to^ such

lofty doctrine as Atman Doctrine or the Doctrine of Brahma-realisation,

the attainment of true Knowledge, the realisation of the ultimate Reality

etc. ofthe Upnisads. What do all these txMngs mean? They mean

p:^-«i„one thing—that man was once separated from his ‘self’, the

hif||er^ self| wants to unite with it. His quest has been on,

ftfM ttoes immemorial. The different institutions of
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religion, the worship and homage, yogic practices and penances-^ all

have one aim—to propitiate the gods whose anger has brought mankind

to such a miserable state. They We forsaken and deserted as it were,

and now want to know the path leading to immortality, which is all

blissful and where there is no pain and no misery, no death and no birth.

The great Religions of the past, the great Teachers of the past, the great

Scriptures of the past, have all taught one thing—the Dedication of the

life to some higher end, free from cares of paltry life, the

life of godliness, the life of devotio^lTervour and the life of spiritual

realisation. But frail as men are—-how can such high and lofty principles

of advanced metaphysics and philosophy be translated into life, woven

into the texture of living? After all, all are not learned, all are not

expected to possess the same intellectual acumen, the same discipline

of mind and spirit. The Atman doctrine, and the doctrine of Brahma*

realisation may be true to the learned, what about the ignorant?, the

mass of humanity, whose only knowledge is the knowledge of eating,

drinking and covering their bodies. How to cover their souls?—that was

the problem and has been the problem. On this, the ancient seers, the

leaders of men and thought, not only in India but also elsewhere have

pondered over and have given a code of conduct, best suited to this mass

of humanity. This code was the code of worship. The forms and modes

of worship have differed in different times and climes ; but the

fundamental inspiration has been the same*

To put it in one word—worship as an institution is as old as the

civilisation ofman itself. It was a Iife"Compamon throughout the ages.

Hence the scholarly discussions and controversies of this institution may
be of an academic interest, but from the broad cultural point of view

(the key-note of this book), the worship through some symbol or other,

was of a very hoary antiquity.

The objects of worship or the symbols of worship *havc been
different in different periods of human civilisation. In India, however,
the objects of worship other than gods and goddesses are fairly well

known and of a very long tradition and even today they arc woven
into our daily religious life. Even today we pay our homage to certain

trees and deem them as sacred. The Asvattha, the Nimba, the Nyagrodha,
the Bilva, the Amalaka are sacred trees and we pay our homage to them
some way or other, according to their days in Hindu Calendar. This
is tree-worship. The worship of rivers is very common in India. The
river Ganga is the sacred-most. The Holy Ganga—-a very bath in it, k a
sanctity* Before taking a plunge in it, we first pay our homage to it.

Every significant family event or social event such as Yajnopavlta or
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marriage or birth of a child, requires Gauga-puja. Similarly other

rivers too are our objects of veneration. Every devout Hindu in bit

daily bath remembers these rivers (cf. the couplet Gauge ca^ Tamune caiva^

etc. etc. • . .)• Mxny a mountain has been our object of worship from

times immemorial. It is mountains from where we have derived the

worship of Salagramas and Bana-lingas, later on, deemed representatives

of Visnu and Siva respectively. Ammal-worship5 the worship of cow»

Bird-worship (cf. Garu^Ja etc.) are also of hoary antiquity.

The sum and substance of this symbolism in worship is the

fundamental fact of being grateful to an object which some way or the

other has been conducive to the well-being ofhuman life and its primary

necessities. Man has always found in Nature, his protector and the greatest

benefactor. The trees, the rivers, the mountains, the sun, the moon,

the stars and animals like cow, etc. have all been the bcncfactow

and protectors of man and hence objects of veneration and worship.

The hymns of the Rg-veda are the earliest testimony of paying homage

to the natural objects.

Now granted that worship as an institution has been the very

breath of man from the very birth of civilisation, the question which

agitates the mind of men these days is : At what period of history in

India did the worship of the images of gods and goddesses arise ? This

is the subject of inquiry and investigation of the present chapter.

Wc have already seen the all embracing principle of life—the

communion with Nature. This formed the first religion of man in India.

The religious life of the early Vedic Aryans, naturally therefore, revolved

round the glorification of the natural
!
objects—typified as gods and

goddesses and their glorification in prayer and oblations was its out-

come. Their anthropomorphism formed the basis of Iconology which

in its return gave rise to Iconography. Hence Iconography presupposes

Iconology—description of the vedic gods and goddesses as having hands,

fcct^ arms, dress, chariots, vehicles cannot be regarded as mere poetic

imageries. They may be viewed as the material images of the divinities.

Therefore, they may be considered as the progenitors of the images as

described in the early Puranas, Sgamas and the Silp-sastras.

In India the cultural chain is never broken. The cardinal truths

of life and conduct as incorporated in the Vedas in their characteristic

style and symbolism also handed down in the Puranas, though

outward appearance seemed different. The Vedic representations of

gods were also the Pauranic representations of gods. In the times of
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th« Vtfdas and the Vcdlhgas, the mode of worship was mostly rharar-

teristic of individual worship—a daily pcrformaiic.r centring round the

Fire, the Agnihotra etc., among the high class Aryans. 'I’hns even in the

prayer-worship of the Vedas as well as the ritualistic worship of

the Brahmanas and the Sutras, prominent clement was the god.s to whom

offerings were made, and rewards desired. Worship, through tlie agency

of prayer or ritual, was confined to the higher strata of society. What

about the masses ? In the aboriginal form, the worship may be having

any symbolism of a tree or a river, a mountain-slab or tlic mountain

itself, a bird or an animal, but later on, there was an admixture of the

peoples, Aryans and non-Aryans, something was taken and something

was given. This is always the case in the history of cultural life of

mankind. No culture is isolated, or pure; ;dl arc cuiupo.siic culiuic!,

and admixtures of one auoihei , lience to my mind in the early Vedic

age, image worship L e. the worship of gotls in images, could not have

iMcn prevalent —here I ugnjc with other scholars. But as time passed

and Aryans and non-Aryans —aboriginals, abandnoing their rivalry

and animosity became united iu more than one ways, religious

life of the then India branched off in two equally powerful channels—the

ritualism of the upper class and the popular religion, characteristic of

imtige-worship, ofthe masses. Thus Image-worship formed the very pivot

of the popular religion in India. If we accept this syntlietic cultural

truth, we need not worry ourselves with academic discussions and
scholarly controversies centring round the topic of the antiquity of

Image-worship in India. I have purposely avoided entering into this

ootatroversy. From the dawn of civilisatioit, the Dvandva has been the

fundamental factor of evolution of the world and the humanity at large.

The mythological accounts of Devas and Asuras, the historical accijunti

of Aryans and non-Aryans, the philosophical accounts of Saguya and
Nirguna, geneological accounts of Rajas and Frajas, to mention a few
of these, show that there could not have been one universal code of life

and conduct. Naturally, therefore, this image-worship must iiavc been
runifing parallel even in such remote ages as the times of Vedas them-
selves or prior to them, as is evident from the finds at Mohenjo-daro
and other ancient sites. This latter surmise has very ably been brought
put by the eminent Indologists like Marshall (vide his ‘Mohenjo-daro &
Indus Valley Civilisation’) and others. Moreover, wc should not forget

that the costly paraphernalia of a Vedic ritual, as advocated by the
.fealma^ias and Sutra works, and the high religion of the Upanifads
revolving round the Atman and Parmatman, the Absolute, the Brahman,
ccmld not have been a practical acceptance of the masses. The highly
idealistic and pantheistic conceptions could not have become of easy
,«^apfeh<ais.ion and practical adoption by .the man in the street, tl^
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ignorant, the AjHas (cf. quotation a head). Hence image-worship, in my

opinion, was a grand religious and philosophical solution of the difficulty

of conceiving a limitless Absolute from the practical point of view and

the conveniences thereof. A reconciliation of Vedantic or idealistic

philosophy of the Upnisads with the image-worship, representing

polytheism, has been strikingly effected in the National Religion of this

ancient country.

N. B.—As already hinted at, in the introductory Chapter of this part, this topic has

been dwelt at length in the writer’s Pratima-vijnana, from all the three angles

namely from the fundamental basis of cultural intcr-mixturc (already expounded

above), the literary sources and historical interpretations from the archaeological data

—

the Monumental, the Epigraphic & the Numismatic, Those interested in the lattter two,

arc referred to, to read the Pratima-Vijn ana. Dr. J. N. Bannerjea’s masterly disserta-

tion in marshalling the material connected with archaeological data (vide Development

of H. L Chapters II to V) is also referred to, for reference.



CHAPTER II

IMAGE-WORSHIP—ITS DEVELOPMENT

Image-worship—its forms and modes as well as its development in

relation to the different and divergent religious trends and beliefs^ form

the subject-matter of the present chapter.

Before the rise of Buddhism or more correctly before the Christian

Era, the image-worship, the pivot of popular religion, had attained the

status of a national religion of Hindus. The dictum ‘'AjHanam

Bhavanarthaya pratima parikalptia’’ no more held good. Pratima as an

aid to higher meditation and contemplation was fully accepted even

among the yogis and jaanis. Patanjali’s Yoganusasanam is a testimony

to this fact. We know that every institution in India for its codification

and universal acceptance must have a philosophical background and a

mythology in order that it could have a popular appeal among both

the classes of men, high and low.

During the rise of Buddhism and Jainism, a great set-back was
experienced, rather a terrible blow was felt, by the adherents of Vedic

religion. Not only the common run of men and women, even the kings

and princes, nobles, merchants, commanders and craftsmen all alike

had their leanings to the New Dharma-chakra of Bhagvan Buddha.

The vedic religion with its great super-structure of sacrificial cult, the

high and abtruse Upai$adic doctrines of Yoga, meditation and contem-

plation etc. also could not have been within the easy reach of

ordinary people—the common people with limited knowledge.

Naturally, therefore, a revolt was unavoidable. It was a critical

juncture in the religious history of India. It is at these moments that

men^s minds become alert, hearts are searched, the soul re-discovered.

A sense of Pseudo-greatness was prevailing as an outcome of the Aryan
supremacy in India among the custodians of the Vedic Dharma. This

revolt from the Buddhism and Jainism together with a natural internal

revolt from their own kith and kin, the seers of Upnisads, the great

teachers of the Upnisadic lore, denouncing the cult of sacrifice and
teaching the Atman doctrine and focussing their attention more on the

self than non-self, simply opened their eyes and gave an extraordinary

impetus to a new orientation of Vedic Dharma. The old Testament
was to be remodelled, reformed, reorientated to satisfy the urge of the

time and was made a popular vehicle of faith in the worlds above. It wm
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at this supreme hour of crisis that a Vyasa was wanted. If a Buddha
could give a new religion—a religion of middle-path to the world, a
Vyasa also could do something to save the old tradition,

Badarayana Veda-Vyasa rose to his height of intellectual, mental
and spiritual power and put all the Vedic lore in a popular language for

ready acceptance of the masses. The Puranas were written. The
Avatar-vada, the main theme of the Puranas was promulgated. The
Triad, Brahma, Visnu and Mahela were glorified as great gods. By
accepting Buddha as an incarnation of Visnu Himself, the Puranas, this

way, as it were, completely devoured the hetrodox Buddhism from the land
of its inception. This catholocity gave a death-blow to Buddhism,
Pauranic Dharma was a land-mark in the character of worship also.

From individualistic sacrificial performances, the congregation at
Tirthas was a collective worship among the Hindus. The rise of
Tirthas, the construction of the Temples and the installation of Images
therein, were some of the broad features of this New Testament.
Though the main theme of the Puranas was the glorification of the
Hindu Trinity—Brahma, Visnu and MaheSa, the great god Vis^u
however, captured the imagination most. The religion of Puranas
gave rise to a principal cult of Vaisnavism. What Puranas did mainly
on this part of India—the North—the Uttarapatha, the Aryavarta
proper, the Agmas did for the glorification of the god^Siva and thus the
outh became the stronghold of Saivism. And the Sakti-worship—the

greatest living cult in India got its codification from the Tantras. Thus
these three branches of religious literature, the Puranas and Agamas and
Tantras, gave rise to the three powerful sects of Vaisnavism, Saivism and
Saktism. They had their philosophy, their metaphysics, their mythology
^nd ritual too. It was from these fountain-heads that image-worship
as an institution of religion and the image-making as an art got the

encouragement for their development.

The image-worship got such a stronghold in the minds of men that

even the great philosophers and monist-yogis and sanyasls too took to

it. Side by side, with religious advancement, the philosophical advance-

ment did not lag behind. The rise of six Systems was pre-Christian and
their development must have been synchronous with the rise ot

religious movements. But it is interesting to know that no ancient

system of philosophy in India is known to have ever pronounced

Iconolatory as unphilosophical. Philosophers among co-religionists of

India, strongly advocated this system. Even the hetrodox MahayanJs,

the pioneers of introducing philosophy into Buddhism, encouraged image-

worship. §fikarachirya, the great monist that India could produce,
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WRS Rxi image-worshipper himself* I have already written that t!ie

Upasana, or the practical side of Hindu religion, has necessitated this

form of image-worship from time immemorial. Wc know the Nirguijia

Brahma, the Absolute beyond all subject and object cannot be easily

an object of worship. Hence the Saguna Brahma was an outcome

through this agency of Upasana, mental operation concerning Brahma

with attributes ;

{—I. L p. xvii)

The following lines of Ramopanisad also set this idea ;
—

Thus the image-worship embraced practically all strata of society

without any reservation and it developed to its fullest stature to envelop

the whole religious life of the people from birth to death. The Ganapalh

pujanaThe Sakti-pujana, the offerings to the nine planets—Navagrahas

and a visit toihe temple ofthe Isfa-Devata these are alia matter of routine

in any rite or performance, social, religious or otherwise. Hence this

powerful sway, it exercised in the life of the people in India, is not a

matter of dispute.

With this generalisation wc arc now better fitted to understand the

forms and modes of worship as a consequence of the great development,

the image-worship, had attained in the religious life of India. All the

leading sects— the Vaisnavism, the Saivism, and the §5ktism had their

different codes of worship and not one but many volumes are needed to

describe this great institution of Pujapaddhati. As the SHtra-works

codified the institution of Sacrifice, the ritual of image-worship gave

rise to many learned Paddhatis. Here I shall be content to speak of

those popular forms which were universal in character. Th!; sectarian

cults could never become the universal code of conduct in relation to

worship.

THE PAJJCXYATANA

The five principal gods formed the nucleus of the image-worship in

India. This is called Pancayatana. It was in vogue in the time of the

great Sankara. The Pancayatana-gods are

I. Vknu & His different or ten AvatSras.

g. Siva & His manifold forms*
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3. Durga and the various Sakti-forms,

4. Ganesa &
5. SHrya.

The Smrti-mukta-phala corroborates this institution and says :

—

It IS also a fact that all these gods could not have equal homage

from every one. Some one of them became a focus of greater attention,

and naturally it gave rise to sectarianism, centering round a particular

deity like Visnu or Siva, Durga or Ganesa. Dr. Bhandarkar has brought
out a learned exposition of all these religious sects in his eminent work
cf. ^Vaisnavism, Saivism and minor religious systems’. But even when
a particular god is deemed supreme in a particular sect, this institution

of Pancayatana can be moulded in accordance with the five princTpal

deities into five Pancayatanas. Dr. Kane in his History of Dharma-Sastra
has given the following chart of all the possible five Pancayatanas

EAST

Visnu

Pancayatana

Siva

Pancayatana

Surya

Pancayatana

Devi
Pancayatana

Ganesa
Pancayatana

Sankara Ganesa Visnu Surya Sankara Ganesa Visnu Sankara Visnu Ganesa

3 3 2 3 2 3 a 3 2 3

Visnu Sankara Surya Devi Ganesa

I I I I I

Devi Surya Devi Ganesa Devi Visnu Surya Ganesa Devi Surya

5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4

WEST

VISNU-PUJA OR VAISNAVISM
• • »

The God Visnu in order to save world from the abyss of Adharma

and to uphold the integrity of Dharma has assunied ten principal

incarnations (cf. Bhagvad-Gita—Yada yada hi dharmasya etc ).

The Dasavataras of Visnu are: Matsya, kurma, Varaha, Nrsimgha,

Vamana, Parasurama, Rama, Krsna, Buddha and Kalki. Again the

rise and development of Vaisnavism gave rise to so many further mani-

festations of Visnu, a detailed notice of which has been taken ahead in

connection with Vaisnava Images.

Vaifpavisni as a religious cult was Ekantika Dharma. or the teligioit

pf a sin^le-njinded iovc syid devodoh tp Qne, its background ^topd
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the Bhagavad-gita. It soon assumed a sectarian form and was called

the Pancaritra or Bhagavata religion in which some of the teachings of

the Upnisads and a few general doctrines of two kinds of philosophy,

the Samkhya and Yoga were also embodied.

It may be noted here that this cult of Vaisnavism had exercised a

powerful sway over the minds of people right from the 5th Century B. C,

to the 17th Century A. through a great line of Vaisnava teachers,

philosophers and saints, among whom, names of Ramanuja, Madhava or

Anandatirtha, Nimbarka, Ramananda, Kabira, Tulsidasa, Vallabha,

Caitanya Namadeo and Tukarama are a popular knowledge. All these

teachers taught Vaisnavism in their respective ways and formulated

their own systems. ‘‘The points of contact between these various

Vaisnava systems are that their spiritual elements arc essentially derived

from the Bhagavad-gita, that Vasudeva as the name of the Supreme

Befcig stands in the background of all, and that spiritual monism and

world* illusion are denounced by them ecjually. 'Fhe dilFercnccs arise

from the varied importance that they attach to diilercnt spiritual

doctrines; the prominence that tliey give to one or other of the three

dements that were mingled with Vasudevism; the meta-physical theory

that they set up ; and the ceremonial which they impose upon their

followers. The Bhagvadgita was supplanted in later times by the

Pancaratra Samhitas and the Puranas such as the Visnu and the

Bhagavata and other later works of that description. These occasionally

ducidated some of the essential doctrines, laid down the ceremonial and
brought together a vast mass of legendary matter to magnify the impor-

tance of their special teachings and render them attractive'* Dr.

Bhandarkar Vaisnavism etc. p. loi.

N. B. For fuller details the reader is referred to read writer’s Pratima-Vijnana,

where in the outline history of Vaisnavism, some innovations have been put forward

for the first time in the estimation of this great and powerful religious upsurge affecting

and ennobling the life and deeds of millions of people in India.

§IVA-PTJJA OR §AIVISM

No Deva-puja is so old and so famous in India as thatof§5va.

Historically it is as old as the Indus Valley Civilisation. It has undergone
•d^eren* modifications and manifold adaptations in the different times
and dimes in the d^er^t sectarian sccte of Saivism itself. The Xgamas
and Tantras made me Siva-puja a very complicated scheme,

§iva-puja from the point of view of iconographical interest, as we
shall see, is of two kinds—one is symbolic—the phallus as an emblem **
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the Linga-puja and the other is anthropomorphic as of others. Siva in

sculpture is Paucatunda (five-faced) and these five mouths are

:

Sadyojata, Vamadeva, Aghora, Tatpurusa and Isana,

The great Siva-devotee Bana, it is said, founded as many as fourteen

crores of Siva-Hngas which later became famous as Bana-lingas. They
are still found in the sacred rivers like Ganga and Narmada. Kurma-
purina has an elaborate account of Linga-puja, its origin and
development. The Vamana-purana has given the glorious descriptions

of the famous ancient sites where the Siva-lingas were founded.

The famous Dvadasa-Jyofir-lingas (the Twelve Ever-shining Lingas)

are :

—

Name Place Name Place

I. Omkara Mandhata 7- Kedarnatha Garhwal

2. Mahakala Ujjain 8. Visvesvara Kasi

3- Tryambaka Nasika 9- Somanatha Kathiyawada

4. Dhrsnesvara Illora ro. Vaidyanatha Newparli

5 Naganath Ahmadnagar II. Mallikarjuna Srisaila

6. Bhtma’iankara Sahyadri Mt. 12. R’amesvara Dcccau.

The Bhima river.

N. B.—Now the paucity of space and the digressive nature cf the scheme forbids

me to elaborate any further on the remaining schools of worship—^aivism, iSaktisnot,

G'Inapatyism, and Saurism. I better, therefore, give Dr. Bhandarkar’s brief Kesumc

on these as the material is simply too bewildering and too exhaustive to be done full

justice in a limited space here. The reader is referred to, to a read the writer’s Pratima-

Vijiiana for sufficient details and estimation thereof, of not only all the schools of Saivism

like Pasupatas, Kapilikas—Kilamukhaas, Lingayatas, Pratyabhijnivadins, etc*, but

also an outline history of this great religion, its rise and development, as well as the

ritualism of the sects and worship of linga together with a formidable analysis of all

other sects in separate chapters devoted to them.

‘'The fearful and destructive phenomena of nature led to the concep-

tion of, and belief in, the god Rudj'a the terrible howler, accompanied

by his groups, or Oanas, called sometimes Rudras or Rudriyas, who

were minor howlers. This god, when propitiated,^ became the auspicious

§iva, the beneficent Sankara and the benignant Sambhu. The concep-

tion gradually developed further, until Rudra became the god of wild

and awful scenes, such as cemeteries, mountains and forests. Of the

beasts and savages that dwelt in these last and of the thieves and

outcasts that resorted to them, he became the lord. "’iSubsequeatly he

developed into the god who pervades the universe, dwells in fire and
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w^tcr, in all beings and in herbs and trees and was the supreme Ruler

of alU When he rose to this position, he became the subject of

Upanisadic speculation, by meditating on whom and seeing wdxom

everywhere in the universe, a man attained blissful^screnity.

But the awful and wild side of his nature was not effaced, but went

on developing; and when religious schools such as that of the

Pancaratras came to be established, one with Rudra or Pasupati as the

god to be adored was set up sometime after. Its founder was a human

being, who came to be known as Lakutin or^Lakulin, the holder of a

club, and Lakullia or Nakulisa, the lord, the holder of the club.

Pahearatra was the title of the work attributed to him, and his system

came to be known by the name of Pasupata. Two CKtremc schools

were developed out of this, and also one which was more moderate

known by the name of the Saiva. Traces of these schools have

been found from about the second to twelfth cetitury of the

Christian era. But the repulsive nature of the two extreme

schools and the wild and fantastic character of the other two led

to a reaction, and in the beginning of the ninth century we have

the first Kasmira school
;
and about a hundred years afterwards

was founded another. These are very sober in their doctrines and

practices, and may be considered to have been inilucnced by the

school of Sankara, though an escape from his severe spiritual monism

has been provided for, so as to allow an individual existence to the

delivered souL A further reform was effected about the middle of the

eleventh century by the Lingayata school The philosophical doctrines

of this school amount to this ; that God as infinite intelligence and joy

is the creator of the world and the instructor and redeemer of mankind,
and that the individual soul attains to a unity of blissful experience

with in him by gradually estranging himself from the world, pursuing a

course of devotional worship, abandoning himself to God and seeing Him
in everything. This philosophy seems to have been influenced by the

tenets of the school of Ramanuja. The spirit of the Lingayatas was,

however, combative, and they set up for themselves a community
distinct from that which ows its origin to the Brahmanic system. All

the while, however, during the existence of these schools the general

worship of Rudra-Siva has prevailed among ordinary people regardless

of the doctrines of these schools.

Siva was associated with his consort Parvati or Uma. She too had
a beneficent and majestic character as alluded to, in the KnU. But just

as an aboriginal clement contributed to the formation of the character

of Rudra-Siva, so an aboriginal element of a more distinct nature came
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to be combined with his consort, and she became a terrible goddess

that had to be appeased by animal and even human sacrifices, But

since the lustful nature of man is very strong in him, that goddess under

the name of Tripurasundari (the beauty of the three cities) or Lalita

(sportively graceful) became the creator of the world, and was also

worshipped with debasing and sensual rites
;

and thus came in, the

school of the Saktas, who looked forward to an identity with Tripura-

sundari as the goal of their existence, Ganapati as the leader of a host

was, of course, connected with Rudra-Siva. That idea became mingled

with the idea of Vinayaka, an evil spirit that possessed men, and thus

the combined god Ganapati-Vinayaka became an "object of worship on

the principle that an obstructive and evil spirit should be first propitiated

before beginning an action. Thereafter he became the special

god of six minor sects, one of these, holding doctrines as debasing as

those of the Sakta-cult. Skanda was more closely connected with

Siva as the lord of one of his ganas or groups
;

and afterwards

came to be believed to be his son
;
and his worship prevailed for several

centuries from the time of Patanjali downwards and has not become

obsolete even at the present day. The sun was a god worshipped in

early times and his cult did not disappear, as his orb was daily visible.

But he became the object of sectarian worship sometime later. About

the third century, however, of the Christian era, another cult of the

sun was introduced from Persia. It took root on Indian soil and

prevailed for a long time in North-Western India, a good many splendid

temples having been erected from time to time for his worship. A special

caste of priests of the name of Nagara was associated with the cult, and

the masses of the Hindu population adopted it as if it had been

indigenous to the country”.

N, B.—In the writer’s Pratima Vijnana, all these sects, Saktism, Glnapatyism,

and Saurisni, have been presented with fuller details. The Saktism has been

dwelt upon,.with a new angle, where in the Saivism and Saktism have been shown to

meet in poets like Kalidasa (cf. his memorable Mangalacaraija in the Raghuvamsa

a new interpretation in light of §ambhava-darsana is attempted and the reader is

referred to read all this.

FORMS & MODES OF WORSHIP

With this general introduction to Devarca, in relation to the

different and divergent religious trends and beliefs^ the five pincipal

schools of worship, we may now take up the remaining question of the

forms and modes of worship. This is what is called the Puja-paddhati, so
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much elaborated in Puja-Prakasa and in works like Raghunandana’s,

Hemadri’s, Isanasivagurudeva’s and of a host of others.

We know Deva-paja contains certain items apd stages in the whole

procedure. These are called Upcaras (ways of service). They are

usually stated to be sixteen, tabulated as hereunder;

—

I. Avahana 9 - Anulepana

2 , Asana 10. Puspa

3 - Padya II. Dhupa

4. Arghya 12. Dipa

5- Acamaniya 13. Nalvedya or Upahara

6 . Snana 14. Namaskara

7 - Vastra 15 . Pradaksina &

8 . Yajnopavita 16. Visarjana or Udvasanll

A good number of learned anthologies and Puja-paddhatis have

taken an elaborate notice on the different forms and modes of worship

and the reader is referred to Pratima-Vijnana Chapter IX of the PBrva-

Pithika for details.

It may be remarked here that these upacaras are not altogether an in«

novation in relation to the image-worship as elaborated in the medieval

digests. The names of some of these upacaras occur even in Asv. Gr.

(IV.7. 10 & VI.8.1 )
in relation to the Brahmanas invited at Sraddha.

Dr. Kane (History of Dharmasastra p. 730) says, Tarquhar is not right

when he says in his outline of the Religious Literature of India p, 51
that the sixteen upacaras are so distinct in character from the sacrificial

cult as to betray alien origin. When image-worship became general,

items offered to invited Brahmanas were also offered to the images
of gods. It was a case of extension and not of borrowing from an alien

cult’.

This is only a bare outline of the forms of worship. A detailed
exposition of the different forms and modes in relation to different deities

is out of Question here—see Pratima-Vijiiana for details.

_
N. B.—Something ought to have been said here of Buddhism and Jainism alio

as has been done in Pratima-Vij^:ana, Chapter 8 of the Piirva-Pithika, but has been
rwerved for the two chapters of the 3rd part of this book wherein Buddhist and Jain
Pmtimal<dcsa3}M are dealt with.



CHAPTER III

BEARING OF DEVA-PUJA ON ART AND ICONOGRAPHY
IN INDIA

A brief notice of Hinduism as related to the worship of images in

all its diverse sects and sampradayas has already been taken. In other

ancient countries, say Greece, the image-making was contemporaneous

with other arts, e. g, poetry. In Greece the origin and development of

art of sculpture saw also the rise and progress of poetry by its side.

Hence it is unusual to suppose that India should prove quite an excep-

tion to this human tradition. Art and Iconography are co-related

subjects. In India origin of art is religious in character—this we have

seen in case of art of Architecture. Iconology wielded a tremendous

influence on the artist of India. Indian art is a thing by itself. It is

one of the many manifestations which represent, in all the consumation,

the spiritual life of Indians. Sri Brindabana Bhattacharya (Indian Images

p. xx) says, "that the whole of the Vedic period, with its civilised

condition of society and developed state of arts, wanted only in the art

of sculpture, another aspect of ‘fine arts’ is probably as unfounded a

fact as it is unconceivable”. Naturally, therefore, I am also inclined to

suggest that the image-worship and iconography in India went side by

side.

The Vedic representations of gods were really the progenitors of the

Pauranic representations of gods. The origin of images, I believe, lay

in the imagery of the ancient seers of India—the Rsis of the Vedas.

Tvasta, the Divine artist must not have remained idle. For the purpose

of prayer addressed to gods, nataral and spontaneous and manifold

conceptions of the Divine in the shape of the Mantras contributed to the

fertile field for the images to grow. The seeds of iconography do ' not

lack rather found in abundance in the semi-philosophical hymns of the

Vedas. Brindavan is very apt in his remarks, (see I.I. p. XVI): "The

representation of the gods and goddesses as conceived in the iRgveda

have assumed 'Such a definite, well marked and solid form that for their

permanence, they immediately aeeded the help of the sculptor to trans-

late them into stones and metals. It is, indeed, inconceivable that such

definite pfictmes ofthe divinities dearly drawn in three dimensions as

found in the Rgveda couH have long existed in the minds of the Ifesis.

Hence the forms, which the Rsis and poets conceived in abstraction,

were expressed in the woriss oTthc sculptor”,
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Whether this antiquity of the iconographical tradition is true or not,

it is a fact that in the days of the Puranas and these days must be prc-

Buddhistic, Image-worship, Iconology, and Iconography existed side by side.

bear the testimony. There was an intimate connection

between this new form of Hinduism—a neo-orientation of Vcdic Dharma

and the Iconography. We all know Hinduism inclines to a belief in the

divine forms of Avataras and in the sanctity of Tirthas and Rivers. These

tirthas have formed the nucleus of the religious activities of the people-

erection of temples, installation therein of the images of gods and therefore,

these tirthas have become living museums of images and statues. It is

there that a study of Iconography along with a study of religion can

be profitably started and finished. Fergusson’s remarks are worth quot-

ing (cf. History of Indian Architecture-N.Ed. Vol. I, page 36.)-“By th«

aid of Photography, anyone now attempting the task would be able to

select perfectly authentic examples from Hindu temples of the best age.

If this were done judiciously and the examples carefully reproduced, it

would not only afford a more satisfactory illustration of the mytliology

of the Hindus than has yet been given to the public, but it might also

be made a history of the art of sculpture in India, in all the ages in

which it is known to us”.

With this general background of the intimate relationship of

iconography with religion, we can now proceed with this topic in detail.

Image-worship is mucivolder than the actual monuments in stones and

metals which are available pid, therefore, the absence cannot be

attributed to the use of stones and metals in sculpture in comparatively

a later date. Architectural and sculptural traditions in India, I believe,

in this respect, are on par. The early architecture was wooden, the

early sculpture may have been made of sand or clay or of any other

material than stone. We shall see in the next chapter that the Vastu-

§astra literature both architectural and non-architectural speaks of as

many as eight or ten materials—clay, wood, 'copper, iron, silver, gold,

stone, precious stones etc. of which the images of gods and goddesses can

be made. Even now in,private or individualistic worship of Liiiga—the

use of sand or clay is a matter ofdaily routine. This may be a tradition

of very high antiquity. Therefore, absence of an image made
of stone or bronze belonging to the hoary past should not be deemed
as proof of the absence of the iconographical traditions in that period.

,1 have maintained that recorded Puranas presupposes a floating Paura^ic

,'^ditioh,'the evolution of which must have taken centuries. Similarly,

the bearing of Deva puja on the art must take centuries before an evolved
art must have come to the surface. AH the sculptural monument!
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which we possess are deemed as finished art, an art of perfect and Very?

much developed form-—a creation of a high water-mark in the genius of
draftsmanship of the Indian artists.

In its infancy this art must have been simple and undecora tive. It

must have been a symbolic art. But as time passed, the simplicity gave
way to more refined specimens and later on to an unwieldy exhuBerance,^

the examples ofwhich do not lack in the finds in our poss’ession* ’'Ah;

this evolution from the simplicity to complexity in art is indicative of the

fundamental truth of evolution characteristic of any art anywhere ands

Everywhere. Spontaneous outbursts of Vedic poets (seers)^ the simple

poetry of Valmiki and Vyasa and even Kalidas could stand no longer,,

as the evolution went farther and further, the poetic art declined and by

the Eleventh or Twelfth Century, it was not poetry but a play of words,

jugglery or verbosity. Similarly it may be said of the iconographical^

art loo. Even Deva-Yajm, in its earliest form being very simple-r

a prayer only, got complicated into ritual. Similarly the Deva-

piija, so simple in its early form, got complicated in the Tantric system.

Even today worship .assumed an intricate and unwieldy contention.

What are these Sodasopacaras ? Tliev all show one fundamental truth

that art and literature in their infancy are simple and as time passe^.^

they become unnatural and full of effort. ,

With this general introduction to the subject-matter in hand, let us

now see how Art ami Iconography were affected in India by this hoary_

imlitutbn of Deva puja. Art priinaril“tands here for architecture and

sculpture. Indian, architecture and sculpture being predominantly^

religious in cliaracter, arc the best illustrations of artistic creations in

wliich the religious influence in the shape of devotional movement has

been the sole instrument in bringing out all these monumental temple-

buildings. Even the Buddhist architecture (the stupas, the caityas,

the viharas, the caves etc., etc.,) was an outcome of this religious upsurge^

when the devotion to the Lord (The Great Buddha) was more predo-

minant than the devotion to the tenets of Buddhism. Similar is the

case with Jainism. In case of Brahmanical temples, if it were said,

barring a few finds and fields of Town-planning and Palace-architecture

all the ancient buildings are religious in character, we are not far from

the truth, tience we can very well understand the implication of this

bearing of Deva-puja on Art. The history of Indian architecture is the

history ofdevotional architecture in India.The Vedic
altar, the more ancient

cult of worship, was the progenitor of Hindu temple and Hindu temple,

the Dcva-blmmi, both as a finished product of art as well as a sacred spot

(the bank of a sacred river, lake or tank or the mountain, its
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peak, slope or valley or the sacred forests where innumerable Khandas,

Avartas, Dhamas, Mathas, Ayatanas had risen and were located)

the Tirtha-bhumi, made sacred by some hoary tradition, arc all

the outcome of this institution of Deva-puja.

Now after this very briefindication (for details see Pratima-Vijnana-

Purvapithika Chapter lo. a word may be

said on the bearing of Deva-puja on Iconography, This subject has got

many sides. Iconography includes all the traditions, mytholog'cal,

literary (ie. canons) and artistic. Apart from theHindu Triad, the supreme

Trinity of Brahma, Visnu and Mahesa, there are a good many individual

Ibfms, incarnations and appearances of these three, besides innumerable

other deities whose icons were praised and sculptured. Similarly, artistic

creations, as prescribed by the Silpa-sastras vary with various forms and

varieties. All this gave rise to an unwieldy lore in the Sastra and innumer-

able varieties in the monuments.

We know that Indian art is predominantly religious in character

and this religious upsurge came in the wake of the Devotional Movement

as’ was first enunciated and inculcated in some of the Upnifads them-

selves- Later on, the influence of this upsurge was so powerful, its urge was

so keen that not only divergent and different religious sects arose in the

Brahmanical fold itself, viz. Salvism, Vaisnavism and so many others but

also a, good many sectarian cults developed in the hetrodox rdigiwius

schools like Buddhism and Jainism. As the most popular element ol

this side of religious life being Deva-pujI, naturally, the service of

art 'was most advantageously employed for innumerable creations in

stone. They varied in rich sculpture of icons and images. The Buddhist

art and the Buddhist images arc our proudest possession. So is the

else' with the Jain and Brahmanical art. All this is the outcome of the

Deya-pujS. Before concluding the chapter, a pertinent pointy need still

ip'Be expounded. Vicissitudes in the history of gods and goddesses, the

entrance" of Tantric ideas into the worship of the Hindus as well as the

Buddhiks together with the creation of new images consequent upon the

sectarian rivalry—these three factors also contributed a great deal in the

exhuberant growth of Indian images.
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After a very brief exposition of the background of Hindu Iconogra-

phy—the Institution of worship— let us now take up the Canons of Icono-

graphy, the science and art of image-making. Here the first and foremost

thought goes to the different iconographical sources that we have to take

into otir account. There are primarily two principal sources, the literary

and the artistic. Both these traditions, the Sastra and the Sthapatya

must 1)0 ptirvi(;wed before the scientific canons are to be expounded.

Accordingly this topic of the sources of the Study of Hindu Iconography

will form the subject-matter of the first chapter of this part.

I’lius (‘cjtti])ped with the traditional lore on the one hand and the

traditions of the art as <wolvcd in the different centres, scattered over all

the parts of this great land, on the other, we would be better fitted to

attempt a classification of images, the subject-matter of the second

chapter.

In the third chapter, we shall discuss those Canons of Iconography

which are particularly related to Icouo-planning and Iconometry.

tentunnetry, the Canons of Measurement and the difierent standards

tlicrcof, was a very rigid Institution in India. No deviation from the

prescribed formulae was allowed. The.Pramupa was the life-breath in

the icouo})laslic art atul we shall discuss it at ‘length* The S.‘S. has

only echoed the time-honoured tradition of the rigidity or non-flexibility

of the prescribed Canons of Pramana when it says

:

“WOT ff” Ch. 40. 13

j

‘Gods and goddesses become fit to’ be worshipped only when they

are set up with correct proportions’.

Adherence to the G.uions of Measurement was the ,
only criterion,

to evolve out a Ijcauliful image -'^rRSfirT^^r tft ^Kr;-?r ffptr ff’.

Thus it is evident how the rules of proportionate measurements in

carving out an icon were essential in Indian Iconography.

As regards Iconoplastic Art, we know that in India the manufac- ,

turing of icons was neither a trade nor an industry by itself, it had a

sanctity alround. Sculpturing and modelling of images were not done
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in. haphazard fashion. Image-making was as sacred as any religious

ceremoney or ritual. It was undertaken under a proper discipline of

mind and body. We still hear that the sculptors of Khajuraho temples

were the ^yogis'. Only yoghsthapatis, fully initiated not only in the art

and science of sculpture, but also in the morals of mind and wisdom,

the Prajna and Sila (cf. writer’s H. S. A. Vol I 'Sthapati and Sthapaka’)

could have produced the marvels of art and have earned the laurels of

the world.

Further again, it is our common knowledge even today that some-

times, rather often times, the worshipper himself, • was an image-maker.

The temporary lingas made of clay, sand, rice, curd, etc. used to be

shaped then and there; hence such productions were a part of daily

routine in Indian life, the Sandhya-vandana, the morning and evening

prayers and oblations. Therefore the Iconoplastic art of India was not

confined to stone-sculpture or wooden, models or burnt-clay images or the

paintings on the canvas of wall, paper and cloth alone. Moreover, icons

being the cult-objects, the stations of the adherents of the cults varied from

a king to a beggar. Naturally, therefore, substances of the image-making

also differed. The Dhatuja or Ratnaja class of images could adorn

the palace of a king or the family-chapel of a wealthy merchant.

Varahmihira’s dictum regarding variations in the dresses and ornaments

of the images taking after those prevalent in a particulars part of

the country, could equally hold good in the manufacturing of images, in

accordance with the tastes and conveniences of the people worshipping

them. All this gave rise to innumerable varieties of the substances which
we shall presently see in the chapter 4, ahead*

In studying Hindu Iconographly, after we have taken into our
account, the differents sources of the manuals and the monuments, wc have
classified the Indian images accordingly and have also determined their

proportions of measurement and the manifold substances, there is still

^mething Very important to’ be said before the PratimS-laksanas of
various deities belonging to different religious sects and sub-sects, are
attempted. This is the Doctrine of Mudras, the symbolism in Art, very
intimately associated with Cult-Icons in India.

.
^ This topic of Mudrology has been attempted with some innovations
here. It is said that Mudras are aharactristic of Buddhist and Jain images
only. This has been refuted here and it has been held that what are

. called mudras in Buddhist Iconography like Varada, Vyakhana, Yoga
Santa, btc. ate also characteristic of Brahmanical images like those of

Birahma and Yogic forms of Siva.
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Furthermore, the dilTerent and manifold Rupa-Samyogas (Bh. V. S.

Vol. IV—‘Pratima-Vijnana’ chap. 6. pp. 217-238) like seats, conveyances

and emblems of wc,apon.s, musical instruments, birds and beasts, etc.,

so exuberantly depicted in Brahmanical Image, are nothing but Mudras,
the symbols. It is through this symbolism of Rupa-samyoga, the images
unfold not only the very life and doings of the deities but also their role

in imparting spiritual message, wishing peace and prosperty of the people
and giving them protection from fear and want. I have accordingly

discussed all the items of Rupa*samyoga in two separate chapters 5
and 6.

In India, the Art of Architecture,theVastu-Kala, of which Iconography
is an essential subject (vide ‘the Scope and Subject of Architecture’-

ll. S. A. Vol. I and also Bh. V. S. Vol. I), is both mechanical and fine.

A line art presupposes the tirousal of anaesthetic experience and aesthetic

experience is based on the sentiments, the Rasas and Rasadrstis,

According to Hindu view of Poetics and Dramatics as well as the science

of Fine Arts, tin aesthetic experience is not only a pleasure to the senses, it

is not only toning up of lieart and mind, it is something more, rather

much more. It is elevating the soul. This is the spiritual background

and it is in accordance with this fundamental tenet of aestheticity in India

that writers on Ac.slhetics have likened an asthetic experience to the ex-

perience jirouscd in Briihmti-Rcalization-'Brahmananda-svada-sahodarah’.

Raja Bhoja,oiu.u)ftln'grcateu exponents of the asthetic school of Sanskrit

Poetry and Drama (cf. his ‘Schgara-Prakasa’), has had the credit to

introduce and, expound this side-branch of Iconography, the Rasa-citras.

'I’hc treatment of the aestheticity in the sculptural and pictorial images

(vide the S. S. ch. 82) is a unique distinction of the Samarangana-

Siitradhara in the extant manuals of Vastu-Sastra. The author has,

therefore, very briclly expounded this new element of Hindu Iconography,

in a subscc|uent chapter-

A finished image like this must be given a place—a proper place

to be .set in or inlsalled into. Tills place is not the secular abode of

mortals. It Is the sacred Garbhagrha of a Prisida or Vimana, the Hindu

Temple, where the Principal Image takes its place and the outer walls

of the superstructure of the temple are adorned by the hosts of

major and minor images (cf. the varied rich sculptures on the temples of

Khajuraho, Bhuvanesvara, etc., etc.). Thus Pratima, the Image and

the images and the Pra'sada, the Temple and its superstructure both are

intimately connected with each other. Their relationship is so intimate

according to Hindu view of life that they may be likened to, as body and

soul, respectively. It has, therefore, also been allotted, one separate
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chapter to complete a broad outline of the edifice of the science and art

of icons—the Iconography.

Let us now come to the Pratima-laksanas. It is for the first time

that necessary information on this very vast subject has been sorted

out and gathered together in single chapters, devoted to the three

principal iconic cults, the Brahmanism, Buddhism and Jainism.

The interpretation of the Pratima-laksanas of a particular deity in

a critical and comparative estimation, is one of the special features

of the treatment of the Brahmanical Images. Besides to avoid

unwieldy laksanas, only tabulations are given of the sub-varieties of

dijfferent categories of icons. Another feature of the Pratimi laksana is

an appendage ofan anthology ofPratima-laksana in one of the appendices

in the end.

It may be pointed out that among the three chapters, devoted to

this topic, the chapter on Brahmana-pratima-lakjana, is naturally larger

and more exhaustive for the simple reason that the author is

primarily a student of the texts of Vastu-Sastra (particularly tlic S. S.

and the A. P), where only Brahmanical images figure (tltough AparaJiLa-

Praccha touches on the Jain images also). For the sake of completeness

however, a bare outline of Budhist and Jain iconography is also attempt-

ed and I am sure it may serve a very useful purpose.



CHAPTER I

STUDY OF HINDU ICONOGRAPHY—THE SOURCES .

Study of Hindu Iconography provides a study of religion—this we
have already seen. As a matter of fact, Iconography is an outcome of the

religious life itself. The religious view of life in India was not theological

in character. It embraced 'all the aspects of culture. Naturally, there-

fote, iconography is only a branch in the broad cultural history of this

land. Materials for the study of iconography are of mainfold data. The
archaeological data has been well investigated by the eminent scholars, like

Fergusson, Havell, Goomaraswamy and so many other stalwarts in this

fascinating field of Indology. The Epigraphic and Numismatic data also

come under the former and it has been done full justice to, by J. N. Ban-

narjea, in his ‘The Development of Hindu Iconography’ in which the

learned author has devoted two long chapters showing the bearing of this

data on the study of Iconography. Again the literary data so abundant

and exhaustive in the Puranas and Agarnas and so many texts ofVastu-

Sastra, has also been made use of, in his monumental work the ‘Elements

of Hindu Iconography’ by T. Gopinath Rao. But it may be pointed out

that this class of material supplying the traditional and Sastric information

on the iconographical tradition has not been properly studied. Much
water has since flown and a fresh attempt is called for. Therefore, there

is still plenty of material, which can be utilised by not one scholar but a

body of them to correlate and corroborate both the existing monumentf

and sculptural representations provided by the texts.

, ,

We on our part will take ourselves to the main literary sources in wh ch

some of the medieval texts like the S, S. and the A. P. are more helpful,

the iconographical contents of which have been studied by the writer, for

the first time, in contemporary iconographical studies. Some passing

remarks will also be made on the artistic traditions, the different centres

of Indian art, the open books of Indian Iconography. But the latter

theme is a. very difficult subject. It has not been studied properly and

hence it provides a vast field for student-researchers to take up the

snbject. Every temple-site, be it Bhuvanesvara, or Khajuraho in the North

or. Ramesvarsun and Minaksi-Sundaresvaram in the South, is full of

iconographical details. The sculpture worked out there and depicted

oij^,^|!,;tpmple-wails is itself a fascinating field of enquiry. All these need

^§g<5ugh,, examination and correlation to evolye out the different

Sculpture and, Iconography as we have ^ne in the field of

ArclStectur^,
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Let US now take up the literary sources—

A, Literary Sources

Iconographical literature may be divided into the following seven

sub-divisions :

I, Puranas 2. Agamas

3. Tantras 4. Silpa-sastras

5, Pratistha-paddhatis 6. Dhyanas

and 7. Sadhanas.
j

Before we take up all the literary sources one by one, I must raise

a very pertinent problem regarding these sources whether they rise from

one fountain-head or they are independent to one another. Unity iti

diversity is the key-note of Indian culture. Iconography, only one stream

of this broad current ofIndian culture, cannot be an exception. Hence,

though it is very difficult to maintain, it may be said that rise of these

different sources from a single primordial source is not impossible of

solution. The Vedic lore is the primordial source from which all these

currents have flown. The story of the course of a river is the history of

inter-mixture of so many side-currents in it. Naturally the sacred course

ofVastu-vidya (ofwhich Iconography is a part) flowing from that fountain-

head of Kalpa, when reaches the ocean ofPuranas, assumes an enormous

current of many confluences. The marked confluence, like that ofGanga
and Yamuna at Prayaga, is clearly perceptible here also. The Aryans

and Dravidians both had their own art-traditions. Visvakarmi and

Maya are regarded as ancient projinitors of this tradition of Vastu-vidyS.

They are also the founders of the two famous schools of Indian Architec-

ture, the Northern or Aryan and the Southern or Dravidan Schools.

Here we have to just make a few observations about the origin and
development of these manifold sources. In our opinion, all these

sources really owe their origin from the Stuti-mantras, the Hymns of

theT Vedas from which the Dhyanas of the different deities were

conceived by the poets, the religious teachers and the devoted bhaktas.

The Pratima-laksanas as given in the text of both the classes of works—

the Architecturahproper like the Silpa-texts and Non-architectural ones

like the Purinas, Agamas, Tantras etc., are only a dictation, as it were,

Stereotyped statements, the Canons. The spontaneous outbursts of the

dCYotional fervour of the image-worshippers composed in the highest

mystic state of mind and heart, were the starting points in the evolution

of the most essential characteristics of the images of gods and goddesses,

the cult-deities and the objects of highest veneration and devotion. These
Stutis or Dhyanas, tEferefore are still kept secret in the different religiouf
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sects^ the various Sampradayas, the central seats of the religious sects-like

Vaisnavism, Saivism, Saktism, Jainism, Buddhism etc. etc.

The primeval sources of Hindu Iconography, therefore, lay hidden

in these Mathas and temples. For the artistic—the sculptural traditions

of India, if the temple-sites are our open books, surely some of these

sectarian temple-organisations—the Mathas can also unfold to us, a very

brilliant account of iconographical sources to be reconstructed in their

historical perspective and evolutionary processes.

It is therefore also a very profitable branche of Indian iconogra-

phical researches to be undertaken in right earnest to advance these

studies further up. For the present, it is not our purpose to dabble

with this side-branch of Hindu Iconography. It is pointed out only to

direct the further studies on this most fascinating branch of oriental

knowledge, one of the richest possessions of our religious and classical

heritage.

Again there are clear references (cf, Bh. V. S. VoL L p. 19 )

to ancient Acharyas by such names as Brahama, Bhrgu, Brhaspati,

Vasistha, Narada, Nandiia, Parasara, Bhardvaja, Agastya, Kasyapa

etc. etc. as many as twenty-five, most of whom are all Vedic Rsis.

They should not be deemed either as a mere exaggeration or simply a

,

myth. The celebrated commentator of Varahi Brhatsamhiti, Utpala,

quotes the authority of Vasi^tha and Nagnajit (cf. Br, S. 57*.i7)* Again

among the Silpa-texts a good many treatises pass by the authorship of

such sages as Agastya (Sakaladhikara) Kasyapa (Amsunpiadbheda), etc.

etc* Hence all this unmistakably shows that- Vastu-mtra was one of the

auxiliary limbs of the primordial knowlede, the Vedas and these so many

sages propounding the ancient lore, were themselves the Vedic Rsis. Thus

the common supra-source of all these sources is not very difficult to

understand.

We have already seen that the origin and development of Architecture

(temple^building) was syochronous with the origin and development of

^Sculpture (the manufacturing of icons—the cult-objects, the images of the

deities to be enshrined or installed into the temples) . This clearly speaks why

such literary sources like Puranas, Agamas, Tantras, Prtistha-paddhatis

^ Ihe mae hand, and the Silpa-texts on the other should have devoted

a good space to the subject. Both these classes .of ^orks belong to-

two deferent schools of Indian Architecture. Thus it may not be

to say that the literary sources of icono jraphy can be broadly

only into two groups, those belonging to the DraVidw

imd tltoe toAryan
.
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'
' The seven above-mentioned divisions of the literary sources, however,

is more convenient. We may not abandon it and so go by it* This is

more so important as it shows strides of development of iconographical

literature as well. Let us now lake them one by one.

Puranas.—^The wealth of architectural details in Puranas is simply

exuberant. Casual references are frequently met with in all the eighteen

or nineteen great Puranas. Among them some nine Puranas have treated

the subject more systematically.

Now the architectural details of these Puranas can be 'broadly

classified into two groups, the one dealing with architecturabproper—the

buildings, the secular (residential houses) and the religious (the temples)

and the other with sculptural rather more corre ctly iconographical themes.

This latter material is abundantly found in the Puranas like Matsya, Agni,

Skanda, Garuda, Linga, Bhavisya and Visnu (particularly in the Vi§nu-

dharmottara).

From the point of view of our purview of the subject and 'also from

the development of the lore, Mastya, Agni, and Visnu-dharmottara may

be taken as representative Puranas, reflecting high strides that Hindu

Iconography had reached in them. We may therefore leave other

PurS^pias and concentrate ourselves on the three of them only an4
r
briefly

mention their contents.

.

r Matsya.—Matsya is considered to be a very ancient' Pur^'jrla. It is

'regarded older than Agni and Visnu* Its architectural coUtribUtions, arc

.of a very high order. Iconographical details are described in as many as

the following ten chapters : . »

No. Subject Chapter No. Subject Chapter

1 1. DeVarcanukirtne kathanam a6i

Pramana-kathanam 352 5 - Puhika-kathanam 363

3 . Pratima-Iaksanam 259 6. Linga-lak anam 363

3- "Ardhanarisvaradi- 7 - Kundadi-pramapam 264
•

Pratima-svarupa- 8. Adhivasana-vidhi 2C5

kathanam s6o 9 - Pratiftha-prayogah a66

Prabhakaradi-pratima- 10. Devata-manam 367

? Iconometry is a special feature of this Purana. Icono-plastic art along

•^frith Other iconographical details are more or less traditional but among
Saiva HconS, a distinct departure in the Purana is of anthropomorphic

forms of §iva having so many varieties like Ardhanarisvara, etc. ’and

the Lingodbhava-murtis which as we shall see are a special feature bf the

Agamas* The composite images like Siva-Narayapa are also doscribedin if*
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Other deities having an honoured place initials PurSn'a are Brahma^

G^ruda, Kartikeya, Ganeia, Katyayani, Mahisasurmardinij Indta ’ and

Indrani. Proportionate measures of an image in Tala-measurements’ are

its special contribution.
”

Agni.—^Among the Puranas, the architectural and sculptural details

of Agni-Purana may be considered to be the most elaborate.

sixteen chapters devoted to the Silpa-sastra, Iconography has had'

lion-share of as many as the following thirteen chapters :

No. Subject , ChaptCK

7. Suryaidi-pratamS-laksa^ia'j 5*1

8. Catu5sasti-pratima-lak;sa^%.^

9. . Linga-pratinaailaksapajp jjsg

10. Linga-manacji-kathanara- 54
11. Pindika-laksana-kathanam^

1 2. Vasudevadi-pratistha-vidhiSo
. V. . . lA :i

13. Laksami-pratistha-vidhi 62

This tabulation clearly speaks Of the exhaustiveness and the richne^

of the material. Practically all the deities of the Pancayatana have been

described from the iconographer’s point of view. Among the Vaisnava

Icons, apart from the Dasavatara-Murtis, some extraordinary forms, likO

Vasudeva have also found place. The details on Salagrima are most

elaborate and not to be found elswhere. As many as two dozen varieties

of §aiagrama are described (cf. the tabulation ahead vide^Prahrnanical

images). Similar details and varieties thereof, are described of the

phallic emblem of Siva. • . ,

Visnudharmottara.—^After Matsya and Agni, iconographical details of

Vi nudharmottara are the richest arid cotnpletest._ A special feature -of thfe

Pura^^a is its elaborate treatment on .paintipg. In the third part of this

Puraina, the first forty-three chapters deal with the Theory of 'Fainting

and the last forty-two deal with Iconography proper. 'I’he former dst'^ls

will be looked into in the third part, of the work—the Painting. Hgre

let us peep into the contents of the last forty-two chapters- dedlfng vJ-lth

the science and art of image-making. Abput, one hundred ^^ehi^kiiaving

an iconic form are described Here. Such ah elaborate treatment will

not b e found elsewhere and it indicates the zenith of Hindu Icorfo|rapliy

which had taken strides of ^development all round, in which hprchlylhe

traditional Pancayatana clhss of deities were fit for cult-objeCtS,''fi.bt oitly

Dikpalas, Nagas, Yaksas, Gandharvas, Navagrahas^ Adityas, were' ador-

able ones, bul also Vedas, Smrtis, Darsanas„ Puranas, Itihasas as wella

aliments. like E^ver,.,yijrtues like Fame, Prosperity;' Dev^otion,?yength,

No. Subject Chapter

1. Prasada-devata-sthapana 43

ik. VSsudeva-pratima 44

3. Pindika-Iaksana 45

4*. §aHgramadi-murti-laksana 46

5, Matsyadi-dasavalara-

kathanam 49

Q, Devl-pralima-laksana 50
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Knowledge and Renunciation, etc., etc. too were spoken of as having an

iconic form and tradition. ^^Directlons are given with regard to the

making of Lingama, Vyoman and Aiduka. Whereas the first symbol

is widely used, the more complex forms of Vyoman and Aiduka arc

uuknown hitherto as actual objects of worship. Both of them seem to

be the remnants of an aniconic cult, the plastic equivalent to some uegree

of the graphic yantras. Their geometry strongly contrasts with the florid

features of the anthropomorphic forms. Yet a connection is established,

between them, the yantra and the anthropomorphic image, by the

minute description of the lotus on which the worship of the gods should

be performed”—Kramrisch. A complete list of these icons described in

the pages of the illustrious work is given in the writer’s Pratima-Vijaana

hnd the reader is refered to, for an interesting reading.

Brhat-Samliita.—It is asemi-Purana and hence from its characteristic

Pauranic lore and also from the relative antiquity, its iconographical

contents are very important. The contents, though succinct and brief

and to the point, nevertheless bespeak of sound judgment and authority.

It is one of the most authoritative and representative treatises on Hindu

Iconography. Its value is more enhanced as the Pratima-laksapa and

othor iconometrical and icono-plastic details are not simply erudite, they

have the character of a practical artistic tradition and its canons are

represented in some of the master-pieces of Indian Art—both in

Architecture and Sculpture of ancient India.

' B. S. has only four chapters on Iconography : the Pratima-lakfapa

the sfithj the Vanasampravesadhyaya (i. e, for collection of the meterial—

th^ wood, etc, from the forest for manufacturing the images, etc.) the

jqjthj Pratiftha-vidhi-the installation-ceremony, the doth; the Panca-mahi

,pi|ru5a-laksapa (i. e. the standards of measurements to be adopted

inSmoulding and shaping of an image) the 69th. In the chapter on

Pra&m-laksana, the following gods and goddesses have been dealt upon

:

I.
^
Pisarthi Rama I a. §iva (Vamardhe Girisuta)

2. Vairocani Bali 1 1. Buddha

Vif^u (Dvibhi^a, Gaturbhuja 12. Arhata-deva

and Aftabhuja) 13 ' Ravi

4. Krsn,a-Baldeva (Nanda in the 14. Linga

middle) la- Matrs

S’ Pradyumna id. Revanta

.6. Samba 17 . Yama

7’ Brahma 18. Varupa
a. Kumara (Skanda) 19- Kubera

9* ' Indra (with his elephant, the 20. Ganesa
Airivata) (the lord of Pramathas.)
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Agamas.—The Sgamic material for the reconstruction of Hindu
Iconography has very ably been utilized by Sri Gopinath Rao, the cele-

brated writer of the ‘Elements of the Hindu Iconography’ (in four volumes).

Therefore all these details need not be repeated here. In my ‘Out-line of

Vastu Vidya, Vol. I. in the series of Hindu Science of Architecture, with

special reference to Bhoja’s Samarangana-Sutradharaand Bhuvanadeva’s

Aparajita-praccha, I have tried to evaluate their contents in greater

details. Incidsntly, however, I may repeat a few remarks here also.

‘The Agamas, like the Puranas, deal with architectural subjects, their

contributions to the Slipa-Sastra are, however, more extensive and
valuable. Some of the Agamas deal with very technical matters, which
arc not met with in the Puranas. Some Agamas, to all intents and pur-
poses, are but architectural treatises. The Kamikagama, for instance,

devotes sixty chapters out of a total of seventy five, to architecture

and sculpture, and its treatment of the subject can hardly be surpassed

by that of an avowedly architectural treatise’—Acharya.

The number of Agamas is greater than, Purapas. They are twenty

eight (while Puranas, only eighteen). The principal Agamas dealing,with

iconographical subject are Kamika, Karna, Suprabheda, Vaikhiinasa

and Amiumadbheda. Their special feature is the laudation of Saivism

and §aiva icons. The Talamana is their chief contribution to the canons

of Iconometry. Puranas excel in Iconology, Agamas beat them in

Iconography. Their iconographical prescriptions are a common
property of the artisans of the South. Thus they were hand-books or

guide-books of Art. Let us locate their most important chapters dealing

with Iconography :

—

Kamikagama

No, Subject Chapter No. Subject Chapter
1. Lingalaksana-vidhi 62. 4. Devata-sthapana-vidhi 6y.

2. Ling-Pratistha-vidhi 64. 5. Pratima-pratistha-vidhi 68.

3. Pratima-Laksana-vidhi 65. 6. Vrsabhasthapana-vidhi 94^

Karnagama
Part (I)

No. Subject Chapter No. Subject - Chapter
1. Linga-laksana-vidhi 9. 7. Mahabhifeka-vidhi -41,
2. Pratima-lakfapa n. 8. Lingasthapana-vidhi 59.
3. Strlmana-dasa-tala- 12. 9. Ratna-Linga-sthapana- 62.

lak^apa. vidhi

4. Kanistha-dasa tata- 13. 10. Parivara-bali (66;:

lakfa^a. ii, Bhakta-sthSpana-vidhi 88.

5* Navatalottama-lakfapa 14. i2. Mrtsamgraha (repeated)

6# M^ttsamgraha-vifthi 19. . . ;
- ;
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-Part (II)

'No. Subject Chap. No. Subject Chap,

‘13. Pitha-laksana 7- 16. Bimba-Suddhi 13-

Y47 ’ Sakti-laksana 8. 17 - Nayanonmilana IS-

^15, Mrtsb.mgraha'^ (again 1

1

18. Bimba-sudhi (repeated) IS.

repeated)
-

19- Sivalingsthapana. 20.

Siliprabkedagam

'/li liinga-laksana 33- 4 - Sakala-pratistha-vidhi 3-7-

i 52..'- Sakala-laksana-vidhi 34- • 5- Sakti-pratistha-vidhi 38.

- 3.- ’Tinga-pratistha-vidih 36. 6. Vrsabha-pratistha-vidhi 40*

, .The Vaikhanasagatna has. two chapters on sculpture. The ‘^Pratima

Laksana (Patala ^2) deals with the general description of images
;
and

the other ‘Uttain-dasa-tala’ (p. 43) gives the tcn-tala-measurc.

The Amsumadbhedagama need be distinguished from the archi-

tectural tr-catisc (Silpa-Sastra), bearing the title Amsumadbheda, the

atuthqrship of which is attributed to Kasyapa. It has a single cliaptcr

®t£ama**dakrtala-vidhi’ (Patala-28) on the ten-tala -measure. 'Phe other

Agamas also'contain a good mratcrial but the multiplication is not ncces-

sary here.’ ^

^Tantfas.—Mantras and Tantras represent two streams of Indian

religious lore and pbint out to the two sources of the composite Hindu civi-

lization and culture. From the primeval Veda^Trayl of the Aryans, the

rise of Catur-Vedas with the inclusion of Atharva-Veda, the primordial

source of the Tantric knowledge, a distinct admixture of Aryan and Non-
Aryan elements of Hindu culture, was then an established fact. Mantras

and Tantras the Secret formulae expounded and elaborated

ifi^^the” Sectarian Samhitas. Naturally, therefore, worship in India

WM two distinct forms—the Vaidiki ' and Tantriki. A third type the

Mi^ra* also arose—vide Bh. P. 27. 7, ^Vaidikastaritriko misrah iti tribidho

makhah’. While sacrifices, offerings in fire, were characteristic of Vaidiki

Puja, Tantric-cult and its ritual developed Yantra-devices and so many
other complications as well (cf. Pratima-Vijnana ch. 7). The Misra,

die mixed one, may be classified as Pauranic worship where Upacairas

ar§a special.feature. . ,
-

The word TTantral-also means a §astra and it naturally, therefore,

ii.-associated with religio-philo&ophical “ systerhs of a particular sect,

Saivisni; ‘.Vaisnayism or Saktism, Those propounding the ttnets of

Saivis^m are; called the- Agamas, others Of ^ Vaisnavism and §aktisih

the Pancaratras and Saptaratras respectively. As titn'c passed, Ta ntras
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however, came to be entirely associated with the Sakti-cult—Saktism

—

and a brief resume of this cult along with Tantricism may be referred

to, in writer’s Pratima-Vijnana ch. 7.

Now Tantras as an iconographical source are really of very far-

reaching importance. These unfortunately have not yet been tackled

and studied properly. Many medieval religious digests have been based

on Tantras. A very interesting work of this character is ‘Tantra-

Sara’ of Krsnananda Agamavagisa, It contains extensive quotations

from various Tantras like Rudra-yamala, Brahma-yaimala, Kubjika-mata

Sarada-tilaka and others
;
many of these contain dhyanas of Tantric

gods and goddesses, which help to explain their iconographical

features.

The list of the Tantras is also very formidable [Vide ^Hindu Science
of Architecture VoL I (Hindi) p, 22]. Tantras like Hayasirsa is full

of iconographical material and a critical study of this great work can

throw a flood of light on the different branches of Brahmanical Hindu*

Iconography. Its chief contribution is its non-scctarian treatment.

Silpa-Sastras.—Now comes the turn of the ilpa-S§astras. The
number of this class of architectural-proper treatises (Puranas, Agamas,
etc* being non-architcctural treatises) is very great. We will have, there-

fore, to take only the representative ones into our account here with one

or two exceptions. We know—vide Vol. I. ‘An outline of Vastu-vidya’—

that there were two schools of Indian Architecture, the School of Maya,

the Southern or Dravidian School, and that of Visvakarma, the Northern

or the Aryan or Nagara School, The respective texts of both these

schools are already tabulated—vide Hindu Science of Architecture Vol, 1 .

(Hindi), Page 21. Among them the following will be briefly looked into

here a$ they are representative works on this side-branch of Architecture

showing phases of development of the iconographical art:—

Southern, Northern.

1. Mayamaia i. Visvakarma-prakaia-cum-Silpa.

2, Manasira 2* New Visvakarma Vastusastra

3* Kaiyapiya-Amsumadbheda 3* Samarangana-Sutradhara

4. Agastya-Sakaladhikara 4. Aparajita-Praccha

5. &rikumara*s Silpa-ratna* 5. Rup^mandana,

Mayamata.—It is an ancient treatise and the most authoritative

text on the Dravida Vastu-Vidya. A detailed critical examination of the

treatise and its author has been made in Vol I of these studies. Its

iconographical details are limited to lingadcons and they arc very rich.
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Manasara.—Maiiasara is more complete a treatise and it is regarded

as the most standards rather the fountain-head, of all the Silpa-texts, by

Dr. P. K. Acharya. This contention of the learned Doctor is no more

tenable and a detailed examination is attempted in the Vol. I ‘'Outline

History of Vastu-Sastra’. ‘Of the seventy chapters of the Manasara, the

first eight are introductory, the next forty-two deal with architectural

matters, and the last twenty are devoted to sculpture, where sculptural

details of idols of deities^of the Hindus, the Buddhists and the Jains,

statues of great personages and images of animals and birds are given/

These are

:

I. Tri-murti-laksana-vidhana ii. Garuda-laksana-vidhina 6i

..51 12. Vrsabha-laksana-vidhana 62

(The Triad—Brahma-Visnu- 13. Simgha-laksana-vidhSna 63

Siva) 14* Pratima-vidhana **64

Lingadaksana .. 52 15. Uttama-dasa-tala-vidhana65

3, Pitha-laksana-vidhana ..53 16, Madhyama-dasa-tala*

4, Sakti-laksana-vidhana .
. 54 vidhana . . 66

(the female deites) 1 7. Pralamba-lak^ana-v i d h a n a

5, Jain-lakSana-vidhana .
. 55 (The Plumb-lines) * . 67

6, Buddha-laksana-vidhana 56 18. Madhu-cchista-vidhana, . 68

7, Muni-laksana-vidhana .
. 57 (The casting of the image),

8, Yaksa-vidyadhara-vidhanasS 19. Anga-dusana-vidhana . . 69

9, Bhakta-laksana-vidhana.
. 59 20. Nayanonmilana-vidhana 70

10.

Vahana-vidhane—H a m s a- (The chiselling of the eye)

laksana . . 60

N. B. Thre are some more chapters having their intimate bearing

on this subject viz* Ratha-laksana (43), Simhasana-laksana (45)

Kalpa-vrksa-vidhana (48), Abhiseka-laksana and (49), Bhu^ana-lak aria

(50). Here in the last chapter the subject of decorations of the images,

especially the headgear, is described.

It may be remarked here that a study of the contents of these

chapters on Iconography will reveal that the scholars have not given

their- serious thought to a very specialized treatment of the sculptural

art as is expounded in the pages of this one of the most popular texts

on Silpa-§astra. Even Dr. Acharya, one of the two pioneers (the other

being, Rama Raz cf. his Essay on Hindu Architecture) did not care to

reveal the marvel of the sculptural art.

:
Manasara represents that period of Indian sculptural traditions

when correct Proportions were the essence of Art. It is from this

fundamental angle that this work has treated not only sculpture^ but
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also architecture. The very name ‘Manasara’ (the essence of Measure-

ment) is the key-note of the treatment of the subject. To me, Manasara

is neither a Rsi—the author of the work—nor a title without significance.

It is proportions—the different and detailed canons of Measurement

that are life and breath of this work. The so-called barbarous

Sanskrit, in which it was written as contended by scholars, was the Sanskrit

of the ' artisans of India as ffandeA down through oral transmission by

the Acharyas of the Science —the Sthapakas. Naturally it got corrupted.

My study of the work convinces me of the distinct character of this

work when finished art had to rigidly follow the canons of measurements.

Agastya-Sakaladhikara.—This treatise is exclusively on sculpture

(^Sakala* means an icon). Its author is the hoary sage who had

aryanized the Dravidian country. He is frequently cited as an authority

on architecture. The text being in the line of the Agamic tradition of

worship and the object of worship being the great God Siva, only Saiva

icpns form the subject-matter of this treatise. The following chapters

will show this bearing :

(a) I. Manasamgraha 6. Vrsabha-vahana-lak sana

9 . , Uttama-dasa-tala 7- Tripurantaka-laksana

.. 3* Madhyaraa-dasa-tala 8. Kalyana-sundara-laksana

„ 4- Adhama-dasa-tala 9- Ardhanarisvara-lak ;ana

5- Pratima-laksana 10 . Pasupati-laksana

'

6. Vrsabha-vahana-laksana II. Bhiksatana-laksana

7- Natesvara-vidhi IS. Gandesanugraha-laksana

8. Sodasa-pratima-laksana 13- Daksinamurti-laksana

. 9- Daru-samgraha 14 . Kaladahana-laksana

'lO. Mrt-samskara 19- Pratima-laksana

114 Varna-samskara (c) so. Upapitha-vidhana

(i) I. Mana-samgraha-visesah SI. Sula-mana-vidhana

3. Uttama-dasa-tala 32. Rajjubandha-

3-
' Madhyama-dasa-tala samskaravidhi

: 4. Somaskanda-laksana 23- Varna-samskara

5- Candra-sekhara-laksana 24 . Aksimoksapa.

N. B. These a, b, c, denote the different compilations in the

different manuscripts Ghapts. 15-18 apparently missing.

Agastya’s and Kasyapa’s treatises, to all intents and purposes,

^re identical and so both of them cannot be deemed representative.

Between the two, Kasyapa’s work is not only more authoritative, more

copious and complete, but also much more popular among the artisans

of the South. *It is their hand-book and, therefore, it is really the
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representative work. I have written a few words on Agastya’s work, for

my veneration to the hoary sage.

Kasyapiya-Amsumad-bheda.—Amsumad-bheda of Kasyapa is

one of the largest text on Va.stu-§astra. It deals with sculpture more ela*

borately than the Manasara. It has devoted asmany as thirty-nine chapters

to sculpture in place of some twenty chapters of Manasara. As this

treatise is the follower of the Agama by name, and the Saiva-icons being the

special attention in the Agamas, the §aiva-icons are predominant here

as well. Its delineation on the Tala-measure is another speciality. The

following chapters reveal this fact

:

I. Sapta-matrka-laksana .. 46 19- Gahgadhara-murti-Iaksana64

2. Vin'ayak-laksana .. 47 20. Tripura-murti-laksana * . 65

,

3- Parivara-vidhi .
. 48 21. Kalyana-sundara-laksana 66

4- Linga-laksnoddhara .. 49 22. Ardhnaarisvara-laksana . « 67

5- Uttama-dasa-tala-p u r u s a- 23- Gajaha-murti-laksana . , 68

niana .. 50 24. P'asupati-murti-laksana . • 69

6. Madhyma-dasa-tala-purusa- 25- Kahkala-murti-laksana. • 70

mana ,. 51 26. Haryardha-Hara-laksa^a 71

7- Uttama-nava-tala .. 52 27. Bhiksatana-murti-laksana 72

8. Madhyama-nava-tala •• 53 28. Gaiidesanugraha 73
9-’ Adhama-nava-tala •• 54 29- Daksina* murti-lakfana 74

10. Asta-tala •• 55 30- Kalaha^murti-laksa^a .
. 73

II. Sapta-tala . 56 31- Lingodbhavadaksana 76
12. Pitha-laksanoddhara • 57 32. Vrksa-samgraha **77
13 - Sakala-Sthapana-vidhi , . 58 33- Sula-laksana ,

. 78

14. Sukhasana •• 59 34- SulapanHakfana . * 79
IS- Sukhasana . . 60 35- Rajjubandhadaksaiia 80

IS. Gandrasekhara-murti- 36. Mrt-samskara-Iakfapa . , 81

laksana . 61 37- Kalka-samsakara-lak^ana 82
17- Vrsabha-vahana-murti- 38. Varna^samskara-lak^ana 83
« laksana . 62 39- Varna-lepana-mcdhya-

18. Nrtta-marti-laksana . 63 laksana ,,84
Silparatna

Silparatna of §rikumara is a later medieval southern text on
V2stu-Sastra. This is a highly useful work on Iconography and is very
comprehensive, dealing with practically all classes of icons—-^aiva
Vaisnava, Sakta and others belonging to PaScayatana groups, along
with the images of miscelleneous deities as we have seen in Vi^nudhar*^
mottaram. The §ilparatna, from the point of view of the historicatl

development of the art, is the fourth representative work on the southern
or Dravidian Style of Architecture and Sculpture. Mayamata,
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Manasara, Amsumadbheda and Silparatna, all these four texts of the

Dravida Vastu-vidya epitomise the four stages of development of the

art. In its infancy the art was symbolic, the worships for which the

service of the art was employed, too was symbolic. Naturally therefore the

worship of the phallic emblem and the manufacturing of the linga and its

pedestals were the initial stage of development. This is what Maya-

mata portrays. Now apart from the linga-piija and linga-icons, the

worship of other deities, particularly the Triad—Brahma, Visnu and
Mahesa and the icons of this famous Trinity, along with their vehicles

—

Hamsa, Garuda, and Vrsabha, were in vogue. This was the second^stage

of development, as is manifest in the pages of Manasara. The tliird &tag9

was a bit fanatic and its adherance only to a particular god, viz. Siva,

become an established canon, both in art and religion. This is what
we understand by the perusal of Agastya’s, or Kasyapa’s works. This

antithesis brought a synthesis as a natural course, as is evident from

Silparatna, a work of broad catholicity and tolerance, depicting the

universal reverance not to one class but to all the classes of deities and

their icons.

Srikumara lived at the close of the i6th century and compiled this

work on the authority of the vast Silpa-literature at the instance of Deva
Narayana, ancient ruler of North Travancore, as is evident from textual

quotations. Thus it is not far from the truth that Silparatna is the

culmination of Dravida VaUu-Vidya and Dravidian style of arts, mirror-

ing exuberant growth of Gopura-Architecture of towering height and

magnificent imposurc as well as the fullest development of Hindu Icono-

graphy in all its remifications having no particular sectarian bias, the

characteristic feature of the earlier texts like the Sakaladhikara and

Amsumad-bheda. I'he only criticism against this renowned texts is its

copying the material verbatum from the Agamas* A perusal of the

Pratimalaksanas (cf. 'Ihe Appendices alxead) will convince us of this fact.

Let us now give the tabulation of the chapters (vide S. R. Pt. H) to

support this estimation made above ;

t
'

Chapler I—It is tilled ‘Bimbadisadhana-vidhi’. The chapter deals

witli the j>r(;linuijary matters like astronomical calculations when the

work of fashioning' the phallus and the collections of the material, etc.

are to be undertaken. Further details are the seven-fold classifications

'

of icons, examination of the stone to be employed in linga and its

defects (Jiila-dosa). Then described the different varieties of linga- in

accordance with their substances—precious stones, iron (the eightfold)

wood, clay, misra, Ickhya, sand; and in the last is described the Linga-pitha.
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Chapter II—entitled ^Linga-laksana’ firstly (i) deals with Sukhasanadi

1

8

special varieties of Lingodbhava-Murtis, then are described

—

(ti) Linga-vikalpa—the

ones

(Hi) Linga-Pramana

{iv) Lauha-Linga-vidhi

(y) Linga^bheda

(*)

generic (z-'i) Sarva-sama-linga

{vii) Sarvatobhadra, etc.

(viii) Linga-Pitha and the

avoidance of chhaya-dosa

(ix) Other details of linga and

Bana-linga-vidhi.

' Chapter III—entitled ^Laksanodhara-vidhi’, deals with the further

details of Linga-constructions, along with their pedestals, the yoni, etc.

Chapter IV—entitled Tratimotsedha-vidhi’ deals with the different

heights of the idols of different categories and incidently touches the

Tala-measures.

Chapters V to XV—all deal with the different varieties of the Tala*

measure—beginning from the Uttama-dasa-tala, ending in Catus-tala.

Chapter XVI—entitled ^Kiritakatakadilaksana’ deals with the

ornartients, hand-poses^ drapery and weapons, implements, etc. and the

list is as follows

:

Urah-sutra. Sara.

Kirita. Canna-vira. Tanka.

^ Kundala. Graiveyahara (necklace). Mrga.

Graiveya. Aksamala. Cakra.

Kataka. Skandhamala. Sahkha.

Keyura. Kati-sutra. Damaru.

Mudraka. Jalaka. Kamandalu.

Varda, etc. hand-poses

Bhujahga-valaya.

Bastram—the clothes. Padma.

Yajnyopavita Dhanu. Nala.

Chapter XVII—entitled ^Sulasthapana-laksana’, delineates upon the

installation of the Sula, the characteristic emblem of the chief deity.

It describes it in connection with both the male and the female deities.

Chapter XVIII—‘Rajjubandha-laksanam’, is also technical in

prescriptions of the moulding out the icon.

Chapter XIX—^Mrllepana-vidhP—deals with clay-coatings, etc.

Chapter XX—entitled ‘Devi-Kumara-laksapam’, describes icons of

Devi and Kum'lra.
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Chapter XXI—^Vahana-laksanam’ describes the animal-vehicles

like bull, horse and elephant.

Chapter XXII—is devoted to the §aiva-icons and deals with the

following varieties of &iva-images.

Sukhasana, Pasupata. Yoga-daksinamurti.
Somaskanda. Kahkala. Kalari.

Candrasekhara. Harihara. Lingodbhava.

Vrsarudha. Bhiksatana. Sripancaksari.

Nine Nrtlamurtis. Candesanugraha. Rudras.

Gangadhara. Dharma-vyakhyana- MVyumjaya.
Tripurantaka. daksina-murti. Saivastaksaram,

Kalyanamurti. VJnadhara-daksina- Daksinamurti,

Ardhanarisvara. murti. Aghora & Kinnasrasiva

Gajaha-murti. Jnana-daksinamurti. & Sadyojata, etc* etc.

Chapter XXIII—

i

deals with Vaisnava icons in the following heads

:

Astaksari, Kartavirya. S riramasadaksari.

Gayatr!. Sripancamrtam* Ramadhyana.

Srikarastaksaram. Santanagopalam. Gopalakabheda.

Sudarsanam. Tadbhedah, Aftadasaksaribheda.

Nrsimgha. Avahanti. Vasudevadi catuskam*

Vidarana Nrsirnglla. Purusasuktam. Kesava etc.

Tadbheda-Sadaksari. Laksml-Narayana. Visvarupa.

Varaha. DvavismantyaksarL The weapons and their

Caturaksarl. Vimsantyak^ari. places in worship

Dhanvantari- Tadbheda. Astadasaksari.

Tadbheda, Hayagriva. Tadbheda*

Cnapter XXIV—

^

deals with the different forms of Devi-Murtis espe-

dally Durga the presiding Goddess of the Saktas: •

Muladurga. anadurga. Tripura.

Bhuvanesvari. Trailokya-mohxn!

.

Triputa.

Vagisvarl. IndranL Bhuml.

§rl. Svayamvara. Sulinl.

Tvarita. Pranasakti* Gayatn.

Dhuinavati Asvariidha, Gauri.

Kali, Vajraprastaririi Annapurna*

. Bhclakhi, NityaklinnS* Saptamatrs.

Matahgl.
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Chapter XXV—deals with other miscellaneous deities and they are:

Indra. Bijaganapati. Kama. Trivikrama.

Agni. Heramba. Virabhadra. Matsya-murti,

Samvadagni. Bala-ganapati* Hanuman. Kurma.

Samardhi. Subrahmanya. Garuda. Prabha,

Raksohagni. Nagayaksi. Asvinau. Brahma.

Yama. S’asta, Pitrs, Kumara,

Nirriti. Satyaka. Apasaras, Nagas.

Varuna. Saktiganapati. Saptrsis. Asuras*

Vayu. Laksmi-nara- Ekadasarudras. Danavas.

Dhanda. yana. Ksetrapala, Pisaca".

Soma, Ardhanarlsvara. Vamana. Vetalas.

Brahma. Samkara-nara- Nrvaraha. Navagrahas.

Sesa* yana. Nrsimha. Grdhras.

Mahaganapati. Surya.

Chapter XXVI—entitled ‘Bimba-dosa-laksanam’ describes the

defects of the Image both of a male and female deity from head to foot.

Chapter XXVII—entitled ‘Pithadi-laksana’ gives details of the

pedestal on which the image is to be placed in all its parts in accordance

with the different styles and shapes and other architectural and sculp-

tural canons on this important iconographical subject.

Chapter XXVIII— entitled ‘Pratistha-Vidhana’deals with the install-

ation of an image and the connected ceremonials as well as the digging

up of the pits—the kundas^ etc. etc.

Chapter XXIX—entitled ‘^Jtrnnoddhara’ is an ancient institution

both in connection with temples and their idols and the proccdurial details

are described here at greater length.

Chapter XXX—entitled ^Linga prasada-karana’ is a new problem for

an iconographical treatise. An Arsa or Paurusa or Svayambhuva u /?. a linga

rose by itself or founded by a Rishi, or aman or if found out in a forest, it has
to be installed in a proper temple. The details are given how to do it.

Chapter XXXI—entitled hVIanusyalaya-laksanam’ is not clear why
the topic of the secular architeture cropped up here. The whole of the

2nd part of Silparatna as edited and published in Trivindram Sanskrit
Series is devoted to Iconography. The chapter on house-architecturei
therefore, seems to be an interpolation or a misarrangement.

Chapters XXXII, XXXIII and XXXIV-arc also of non-icono-
graphical character, as they deal with the different kinds of wells
(vide XXXII); seats (Xsana) cots, fans, conveyances and yantras like jala-
yantra, Ikju-yantra, Nadi-yantra, etc. (the subject matter of XXXIII);
the rules of the wages of the artisans, vide XXXIV and the last XXXIV
incidently again deals with dhanu, etc.—the weapons,
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Visvakarmiya-Silpa.—Let us now take up the northern or

Aryan texts. Amongst them first and foremost consideration goes to the

treatises going by the name of Visvakarma, the Architect of the Devas,

and the founder Acharya of the Aryan Vastu-vidya, having got it from

Brahma, the Creator of the universe. In Hindu mythology Brahma and

Visvakarma go together. From the architectural point of view the couple

is complementary to each other. Brahma is the Sthapaka Acharya,

Visvakarma is the Sthapati Architect. One conceives, the other executes.

Every creation is a planning before-hand. Creation too is a pre-planned

act—the Manas! Srui. Even today before building-operations are

started, the planning—engineering or overscering— is an essential pre-

requisite. Origin of the Vastu-sastra from the Primordial Being, the

Pitamaha, is a very interesting story and the readers are referred to the

VoL I. of these studies.

Though Visvakarma’s work is the most popular treatise, there seems

to have been more than one title to his work—Visvakarma-prakasa,
Visvakarma-vastu-sastra, Viwakarmlya-silpa, Visvakarmiya-Hlpa-

sastra. The one designated as Visvakarma- prakasa and published

by Venkatesvara Press, Bombay (1952 sarnbat), is devoted purely to

astronornical-cum-astrological and architectural matters
;
while the other

bearing the title Viwakarmrya-silpa, is chiefly sculptural. Dr. Tarapada

(cf. A study of Vastu-vidya) takes both these treatises separately and

thinks of them belonging to the two different schools of Vastu-vidya

—

Nagara and Dravida. In my opinion it is not right In my own view

the two versions form in fact the complete treatise, and this contention

is supported by Dr. Acharya (H. A. I. A. P 169) also.

A special feature of this latter compilation namely Visvakarmiya-

silpa is that it is written in Tantric style, having Siva as its narrator.

The contents are classified under the following 17 chapters :

(i) Visvakarmotpattih karma-visesa-bhedena vyavahrta-taksaka-

vardhakyadisabda-vyutpattisca.

{ii) Satyadi-yugajata-naroccata-pramanam, yajniya-ka^thena

prastarena va deva-pratima-^nirmane manadi.

(m) Taksakasya garbhadhanadi-samskara-kathanam, garbhotpatti*

kathanadi ca.

{id) Siva-lingadi-prati jthartham sabha-nirmanadi

{v) Graha-pratima nirmana-pramanam, ling-pitha-nirmana-pra-

manadi ca.

[vi) Ratha-nirmana-vidbi-kathanarUi
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(vii) Ratha-pratistha-vidlii.

(viii) Bralimi Malicsvaryadiuam svariipadi-varnadi.

{ix) Yj nopavita-laksnani,

{x) Suvarna-rajata-munjadi'iiirmita-yjnopavita-kathanam dig-

bhedena-devasthapana-pTakaradi, mci'U-daksina-stliila-

hcmsilakathanadi,

(xi) Laksmi'Brahmi - Maheivaryadi - devindradi - dikpala-grahadi-

murti-nirmana-prakara.

(xii) & {xiii) mukuta-prakaradi.

(xiv) Sthavarasthavara-simhasana-nirmana-prakaradi, puiiarvisc-

scna kiriuidalata-pattikadi-nirmana-prakarah, Dcvatayah

mandirasya ca jirnoddlulra-prakara.

(xv) Linga-naurti-mandira-dvaradi-kathana.

{xvi) Pratima-murti-maudira-dvaradi-kalhana.

(xvil) Viglniesa-milrti-inandiradi-nirnuinadi-vldhi.

New Visvakarma-Vastu-Sastra.—This is a ucwly discov(‘red

manuscript in the Sarasvati Mahal Library 1 anjorc. It is expected to

come out very soon. It contains as many as ciglity-sevcu Chapters Vide

Silpa-sam>Sra Janin.y, 1936. A detailed analysis of its contents has

been attempted in the ist volume of these studies —Hindu science of

Architecture.

Samarangana-sutradhara.—It is a medieval treatise by the pen of

the renowned King Bhoja of Dhani, the most celc))ratcd patron of art aittl

literature who ruled over Malava in the nth century A. 1 ). I'lie S. H.

is a landmark in the development of Hindu Science of Architecture. It

has not only consolidated the floating architectural lore of this whole sub-

continent in one single treatise^ evolved out ornamental style of its own,

the Lata style, the Gujarata school (though it does not speak of

it by this name), but also it had prepared the ground for the evolution

of a composite All-India-Hindu-Style. This is one great contribution to

its credh. Further again its delineations on practically all the branches of

Vastu-Sastrae.g. Preliminary matters like engineering and overseeringetc.,

the Regional planning and the Town-planning along with the .selection of
the site and examination of the soilj Secular Architecture—the Civil Archi-
tecture (the residential houses for common middle class people, the .^ala-
houses and Palace Architecture)

; Religious architecture—Temple-archi-
tecture; Sculpture (Iconography) and Painting (both religious and
secular (cf. the medieval tendencies in this bianch of artistic traditions)
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and the Arts like Yantra-ghatana—construction of machines and the

Sayanasana—the construction of household furniture, are its unique

features not to be found elsewhere. In the ist volume of these studies a

detailed examination of this great text has been already made, as a mattei

of fact the whole study in about a dozen volumes is primarily based on

this renowned standard text.

Now coming to its treatment of the subject of Icnonography it

may be remarked that it is neither exhaustive nor copious in comparisioii

to its treatment of the subject of Architecture both secular and religious,

nevertheless, it has introduced some new elements in its iconographical

prescriptions not to be found in other texts. The Rasas and Rasa-

drstis, the Mudras, the Canons of Pictorial Art—are some of the novelties

of the text and we shall presently see all these treatments of the text

in their respective chapters ahead.

Aparajita-praccha.—The A. P. is also a medieval treatise like the

S. S. and it is in a way contemporary of the Samarahgana-siitradhara,

though the S. S. is decidedly anterior to it (vide the ist volume where a

detailed discussion on the date of this work is attempted). Though not so

standard a compendium as the S. S., the Aparajita-praccha of Bhuvana-

dcvacarya, to some extent, is complimentary to the S. S., as its delineations

upon the sculptural details having the background not only of the Puranas

and the PaHcaratra-texts but also of the Agamasand Tantras, betokening

the influence of the Dravidian canons of Indian architecture and

sculpture as influenced by the Saivite traditions and Agamic and

Paucaratiic ritualism and metaphysics, show. The writer has attempted a

detailed introduction along with an outline of its contents chapter-wise

to this important and representative treatise of the Northern school of

Indian architecture and sculpture in the ist volume of these studies and

therefore a repetition here is not desirable.

It may be noted that while the S. S. is more and solely wedded to

the Nagara school, Aparajita’s leaning towards the Dravidian one, is

its special characteristic. Like the Samaraiigana, the Aparajita is not

a confluence of the two streams where a Sangaraa of All India Com-

posite Hindu style has taken place. Both the streams are running

parallel here.

With this general estimation of the work, let us now comp to

its iconographical contents. The iconographical details of the

Aparajita are not only exhaustive and extensive enough but here are

described practically all the important classes of deities, Saiva,
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Vaisnava, Brahma, Gainapatya, Saura and Sakta -the whole of the

Pahcayatana. Not only the Briihmanical images but also the Jam ones

are included in the broader purview of this magniiicant treatise.

Other details like Iconometry and Iconoplastic art, would be examined

in their proper places ahead. Here a brief analysis is attempted of all

the icons described in this illustrious work.

I. Saivalcons—il. TheLingas.—Sutras 196-207 and pages 505-32.

The theme of Linga—its origin, its importance as a cosmic principle

and other allied topics of worship as well as the manifold classifications

etc. is very elaborately dealt with, in as many as twelve chapters, under

the following headings

:

1.
Brahma-Visnu-samvade-lingotpatti-the origin of Linga.

2. Lingarcana-vidhi—the worship of Linga.

3’ Ratnaja-linga-pramana-Linga-icons of precious stones.
^

4. Astalohamaya-linga-nirnaya—metallic icons of eight-lo t

varieties.

5.
Daruja-linga-nirnaya-Wooden Lingas and their nine yarietic.^

and the different species of the wood fit to be employed and their iiulivi-

dual characteristics.

6.
Sailaja-linga-hastangula-pramana-nirnayah-stonc-lingas,

their

proportions and their thirty-three varieties.

7.
Sailaja-ghatyadi-nirnayah-a detailed description of the dille-

rent parts of the Linga and their nomenclature, etc.

8. Linga-pariksa—Examination of Linga, its sulistanccs, the suddha

Linga^ the auspicious and inauspicious signs, the defects—those resulting

from Salyas (the wounds) and the Mandalas (the rings).

Q. Vyaktavyakta-Parthiva-linga-nirnayah—the clay images oflinga,

the two general classifications-Vyakta, the manifest and Avyakta, the

non-manifest. Among the Vyakta varieties follow the two divisions ol

those made of burnt-clay and those of unburnt one. As regards the

- Avyaktas, they are the traditional and time-honoured the live-fold

isanadi. In the end Baina-linga also is touched upon.

10. Bana-Linga—the history of its origin and the Tritiyavrata

(the 3rd day of both the fortnights of a month) as initiated by Parvatl,

the consort of Siva.
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II. Bana-Liiiga.'—the theme is continued— origin, etc. and 14

varieties.

12. Pithika-laksana.—the characteristics of the pedestal of a linga

and its ten varieties,

Saiva Icons— the Anthropomorphic Forms — sutras 208

and 213.

1 . Nandisvaralaksana, along with the laksana of Candanatha.

2, Ekadasa-Rudra-lak ana—the Elevan Rudras beginning with

Sadyojata and ending in Mahadeva along with Dvadasa-kala-sampurna-

Sadasiva

;

3, Then follow the icons of Ganesa, the Ganapati and the com-

posite murtis like Ilarihara-murti, Dhanvantari-Susena, intermingled

with Svamikartikeya and Vaidyanatha,

4. The Sutra 213 describes various classes of icons such as Dik-

palas —Indra, Yama, Agni, etc. and the PraUharas of Siva and their

assignment in their respective quarters
;
at the end of this Sutra are

given I'npurantaka-laksana as well as some other composite images

like Arclha^nansvara, Umamiahesvara, Krsna-Sankara, Hari-Hara-

Pitamaha, llari-Hara-Hiranyagarbha, Gandra-Arka-Pitacnaha, etc.

IL Brahma and Saura Icons.—Sutra 214.

AparajiuPs classification of Brahma Images is a bit innovation.

Varieties like Kamalasana, Viranci, Pitamaha, etc. are told in accord-

ance with the different Yugas, the Ages. Later follow the Sun-images

along with the nine planets, the Navagrahas.

III. Vaisnava Icons.—Sutras 215-219.

Introducing the Vaisnava Icons, the author of the Aparajita, first

takes up the preliminary matters intimately related to the Visnu-images,

especially the Vaisnava Dhruva-Beras what are known as Sthanaka,

Sayana, etc. forms, i,e, Urdhvasanarca-parikaraandthe Sayanarca-pari-

kara, together with the five-fold Arches in connection with Vahika-krama,

the external ornamentation pertaining to the Central Image, in a Visnu-

Shrine. Then are described the four Primary forms—Vasudeva,

Samkarsana, Pradyurnna and Aniruddha, along with their trikas, the

triads—thus completing the twelve primordial forms. The sutra 218

incidently describes the Dvaravati, its five chandas—Padminl, etc. and
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theiij its dificreul varities and their linking up with the aforesaid

four primary forms. Afterwards are taken up the Kranadcons, the

primordial from —the Vasudeva and other forms, such as Adi-varaha,

Vaikuntha, ViWarupa, Ananta, Trailokya-mohana, Kesava—Jala^sayi.

In the end arc taken up the Visnu-pratiharas.

N. B. The Sutra 220 enumerates eight Pratiharas, the Gate-*

keepers of all the principal deities-—Brahma, Surya, Ganesa, Gauii

Dvarapaiikas) Gandika and Vita-raga, the Jina.

IV. Devi Icons. —SiUra 222-23.

The Sutra 222 describes 12 images of Gauri and then takes up the

Panca-laliya-marlis (‘Lahya’ means the nomenclature begimning with

letter ‘T) Then arc described Nava-Durga-miirlis, begining with

Mahalak mi and ending in Hara-Siddhi, In the Sutra 223 arc

described other Devi-murtis such as Garnunda, Katyayani and the

Sapta-Matrs.

V. Jain Images

After this famous Pancayatana is elaborately dealt upon, the

author does not forget the Jain Images which arc more or less

improvished on the Brahmanical images. Among the Jain images the

twenty-four Tirathankaras, along with their Sasana-devas, the Yaksas and

the Sasana-devikas, the Yakunls are only delineated upon and otlicis

like Sruta-devis or Vidya-devis, cic. are left out as unimportant. As

regards the Buddhist images, the author perhaps could not cherish them

being ali(*n not only in conception (cf. the Yabyum of Tibbct) but als(?

aiUi-Brahmauical and so are ignored ,JO)gLtliei.

Rupa-mandana— It is a historical treatise from the pen of Mai^dana

or Sutradhara Mandana of Malava. It is also an important work on Ico<-

nography. The word Rupa or Bim.ba or Bcra all signify icons, Mandana is

stated to have been in the employ of King Kumbhakarna of Mcclapalha

and husband of MirabaL According to Tod, this king ruled over the

country of Mewara from A. D. 1419 to 1464. It is, therefore,

post-Samaraiigana and mirrors some of the later phases of development

of Hindu Iconography. Hence its position as a rcprescniallve treatise

may not be disputed.

'Several works attributed to Mandana, the son of Srikietra, both

ofwhom flourished in Mewar during the reign of Maharana Kumblia
are of a great importance in this respect. Mandana, a reputed artist
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of his age, had his own statue as well as those of his two soiiSj Jaita and

Saita, carved in relief inside the dhvajn-stambha raised under the orders

of the said Maharana, his Patron^ in honour of the great god,

Samiddhesvara vSiva, whose temple was erected by Rana Mokal near

by Ghitorgarh. Mandana is said to have composed or compiled several

works on art and architecture, two of which are specially connected

with our subject. These are Devatamurti-prakarana and Rupamandana/

It may be noted that the Devatamurtiprakarana draws mainly from

South Indian works like Mayamata and Silpa-ratna. The borrowings

from Puranas are also there.. Dr, J. N. Bannerjea regards Rupa-

mandana as more authoritative and therefore it may be classed as a repre-

sentative work. It may however be noted that Mandana is a great

borrower* A persual of the Pratima-laksanas will convince us that he has

simply verbatum taken from mainly the Aparajita-praccha.

Now as regards the Paddliati-class of works and the Dhyanas and

Sadhanas, a ta])ulation need not be attempted here for want of space

as well as for brevity’s sake. It may be noted however that these Paddhatis

having an abundant iconographical material are also very important in

elucidating the growth and strides of development of this side of

religious trend— the ritual of image worship—and the corresponding

religious art, the Iconography. There are a good many of them and

among them Hemadri’s Caturvarga-cintamani and Gopalabhatta’s

Haribhakti-vilasa are very important. The Vrat-khanda of Hemadri’s

monumental work contains numerous extracts dealing with the iconograph-

ical features of a really formidaable host of gods and goddesses belonging

to the pantheon of different Brahmanical cults. Gopala Bhatta’s work as

the name indicates, is chiefly a Vaimava treatise. Both these works are

also remarkable for their mentioning of the sources from which they

quote—the Purnanas and Pancaratra works. Similarly, paddhatis

like Isana-siva-gurudeva’s and Mantra-mahodadhi, etc. are also of

sustaining interest.

The Dhyanas are scattered practically in all religious digests. The

Sadhanas are a special class of works belonging to Vajrayana-Buddhism,

(Vide Sadhana-mala) fully made use of, by Bhattacharya in his Indian

Buddhist Iconography. ‘An anthology of Pratima-laksana’, appended

with this work, will give due space to these Dhyanas and SMhanas.

B. SCULPTURAL SOURCES

With these observations on the literary sources (the Sastrlya) of
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Hindu Iconography, let us very briefly introduce the sculptural ones

(the Sthapatya) the second line of investigation. I have pur[)Oscly

used the second word, the Sthapatya, to hint at its wider field

of enquiry. It may include not only the stonefimages, wooden

ones or the clay icons, but also the images on the coins and the seals and

so many other terracotta figures and figurinensasfound in the remotest past.

To put it in one word all that goes by the name of Archaeological data

can be easily included in the broad scope of sculptural traditions of this

country where the services of not only the stone-mason, wood-carver and

the potter but also those of the metal-caster were employed by the

numerous religious-minded people of India. Among metallic images

(those of gold, silver, bronze etc.) the images on ancient coins and seals

presuppose the flourishing metal-casting art of India. Hence all these

^ data provide a facinating field of enquiry to reconstruct not only the

sources of Hindu Iconography but also its rise and development.

Dr. J. N. Bannerjea in his monumental work ‘^Development of

Hindu Iconography’, has very ably utilized the archaeological data of

inscriptions, coins and seals in relation to the dcvclopinent of

iconic cult and the iconography. As regards the sculptures (tlie

stone images) found in the dififerent parts of the land, mainly on the temple

'

sites and cities, these have not been satisfactorily studied from this

angle, though some purvacaryas like Smith, Havell, Brown, Kramrisch,

GangoH, Bhattacharya, to mention a few of them, have treated this

subject in their own way. But as the writer is more coticcrncd

withthecanons of theart rather than the monuments, these artistic studies

unless coordinated with canonical ones, arc only half done. In our opinion

it provides a very vast field of research and study and scholars interested

in this very paying branch of Indology may take up this study not only

from the point of view of the monuments but also from canons as well. The
author has set up this ideal, though it is not very easy to correlate the

sculptures with the canons and so the present work may suffer from

initial limitations. Nevertheless raising of certain problems in this field is

itself not devoid of value.

This problem of the synthetic sttudy e, correlation between the

monuments and the literature on the subject may be proceeded with his*

torical chronology—the different periods of Indian history presenting

evidences both in the literary sources and the the monumental remains.

We may begin with Vedas, As already hinted before, the anthropomor-
phic descriptions of the Vedic gods and goddesses are material des-

criptions very valuable in forming their coherent "pictures* This
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iconology therefore may be considered to be the progenitor of the later

iconography as set out in both the sources of Art and literature. The

descriptions of Indra^ Surya, Visnu, etc. as given in the Rgveda are full

of iconographical features. All these early Vedic iconographical

elements will therefore have to be valuated ahead when the Pratima-

lakjanas of individual gods and goddesses are attempted.

After the Samhitas, Sutras also provide a valuable field of enquiry

to reconstruct an early iconography. Many gods and goddesses have

been described therein. After Sutra works Mahabharata and Ramayana

are our very rich literary sources, which also need be studied from this

angle. Both these great works throw a flood of light, not only on the

early traditions of image-worship in relation to the yak«as and gods

and goddesses but also give a valuable hint at the early arcagrhas—the

caityas, etc. Before the full-fledged temple envolved in brick and

mortar with its characterstic grandeaur of superstructure, early premitive

shrines in the shapes of catvaras and caityas were very much in vogue.

The Mahabharata has a further importance in this respect as it has laid

down vivid descriptions of some of the popular gods of the time, like

Skanda (A. P. Skandavansa) from where we can reconstruct an early

icnography. All these early literary sources like Samhitas, Sutras and

epics, unfortunately cannot be shown correlated in the monuments as

the finds in our possession do not warrant this. In this direction the

archaeological material like terracotta figures and figurines found in the

early excavations on the sites like Mohenjodaro, Harappa, etc. do give

some clue towards this reconstruction but that has still to be worked

out satisfactorily before a proper evaluation is attempted.

After Mahabharta, the different periods of ancients Indian History,

like Sunga, Kusan and Gupta are clear enough from where we can start in

reconstructing the correlation between the manuals on the one hand and

the monuments on the other. c

With this general introduction to this line of investigation, for

completeness’ sake let us first take a bird’s eye view on the principal

schools of Indian sculpture as well as characteristic features of the

sculptures of various periods before we give our own lines

from which these studies should be taken up. In this connection, the

first thing to be noted in this historical point of view is that the early art

is simple and Tree from the cramping influence of artificial rules, and

are notably realistic
;
a desire on the part of the artist to copy nature as

faithfully as possible is plainly visible in his work’—Rao. The arrange-

ment of the different limbs particulary the chest and outline of the
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whole body are remarkably natural in earliar sculptures. The drapery too

is very effective and natural. In later sculptures however, there is a

marked tendency of decorations and arrangements too deviate from a

natural simplicity and seem to unwieldy effort. The later tendency is also

represented in the iconographical prescriptions of the later Vastu-texts,

notably the Agamas.

Viewing broadly, writers on this branch have classified Hindu

sculpture in four different schools, representing four different regions

of India, ®‘The first comprises what Mr. V. A. Smith calls the Mathura

school. The second school is represented by the sculptures of the

early Chalukyas of Badami and also those of Pallavas of Kanchi.

All the three groups comprised within these two schools are marked

by the same characteristic simplicity and elegance combined with

much naturalism. The South Indian Sculptures of a later period

corresponding to the re-established dominancy of the Gholas and

Pandyas are but the continuation of the Pallava style, and may there-

fore be canveniently classed with it. The third school of Indian

Sculpture is the later Chalukya-Hoysal school, which is distinguished

from the other schools by its extremely florid sytle of ornamentation and

delicate tracery in details {e, g. Chennakesava : stone Belur). In

this school convention naturally holds a dominent place
;

and we

notice a striking similarity between figures representing the same sub-

jects, although they may be found in different and distant parts of tlie

country; the same kinds of ornamentation, clothing, head-gear,

posture and grouping may be observed in the same subjects in a

uniform manner. The fourth school, which resembles closely the third

in respect of ornamentation and grouping, is chiefly represented by the

sculptures of Bengal, Assam and Orissa. It is at once recognized by the

human figures therein possessing round faces, in which are set two

oblique eyes, a broad forehead, a pair of thin lips and a small chin.’^—

Rao.

Having this classification of Hindu Sculptures with their general

characteristics in view, I am prompted to remark that all this is very

elementary in the faithful and the fullest estimation of Hindu sculptures.

Much needs be done in this realm of Indology where an integration

of the prevalent faiths, the dominant creative urges as well as the

exuberance of particular local or regional styles are given due consl-

' deration before a proper elucidation of this vast field of sculpture can be

tackled with some satisfaction.

Here we may raise certain problems as starting points to fathom
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the unfathomed (though not unfathomable) ocean of Indian sculpture

or better would be the analogy of the vast firmament with innumerable

shining devas, devis, sages, apsaras, gandharvas, kinnaras, yaksas,

nagas, animals, and birds and hence for a comfortable flight, we need
some device for our aerial sojourn.

The first question is : Can we investigate these scattered icons and
other sculptures and gather them together in groups or styles or orders

on the basis of the aforesaid integration as we have been able to do, to

some extent, in case of the architectural remains ? The answer may be in

negative. As already pointed out that the background ofHindu Iconogra-

phy is the institution of worship and this institution has had manifold

transformations with the rise of different and divergent cults and sects.

The rise of iconography, therefore, in our view, is synchronous with the

cult-rituals. Granted that there were only five principal religious

schools—Saivism, Vaisnavism, Siktism, Buddhism and Jainism—develop-

ing their own Theology, Philosophy, Mythology and Rituals and in ac-

cordance with them for a proper evaluation ofthe sculptures associated with

these religious trends, we have to go back to sacred sites. Naturally there-

fore, all the iconic sculptures scatterd far and wide in the different temple-

sites to mention a few of them—Khajuraho and Bhuvanesvara in the

North, Madura, Srirangam, Ramesvaram, etc. in the south can

conveniently be grouped into two or three groups as the affinity is bewil-

dering and evolution too is a result of inter-mixture of one another.

Similarly the Buddhist and Jain Sculptures can be studied even

though apparently hetrodox they are really very much influenced by the

Brahmanical influences.

Temples and temple-sites or temple-cities are our open museums.
For a proper sculptural analysis—its origin and development as well

as their grouping —there can be no better way than to devote a good deal

of our attention to these sites and attempt a comparative estimation.

The affinity between Bhuvanesvara and Khajuraho is remarkable
;
so is

the case with Madura. The other sites too will unfold some another vista

of vision. Therefore in my humble opinion, the study of the temples

of India is still incomplete. The pioneering lead from this angle has
already come from that gifted and talented lady, the author of Hindu
Temple (two Volumes), Dr. Stella Kramrisch. We hope such
volumes can be prepared on one single temple. Let us wait for the day

when such specialised undertakings are forthcoming.



CHAPTER II

CLASSIFICATION OF IMAGES IN GENERAL

As the previous pages of this work maintain that the Iconography

was intimately related to religion, and religious creeds and sects being

many^ the natural corrolary was that the diiSerent religious creeds both

hetrodox and orthodox gave rise to different sets of icons and images*

Furthermore we have also seen—vide the last chapter (Sources of

Hindu Iconography)—^that this religious upsurge is fully represented

in the pages of the literary texts. Hence here in this chapter I shall

try to give the classification of images in general and incidentally dwell

at length on the variety of Hindu images of gods and goddesses as found

not only in the sculptures, but in the canons of the Sastras, so that this

equipment may provide a connecting link between them in the next chapter

in which the images as described in Samarangana-sutradhara and Apa-

rajita-praccha as well as other sources which have been taken notice of.

Now before proceeding with the classification we have to take into

consideration one fact of fundamental importance that each sculpture

of an ancient date has a religious history behind it. The religious

history of India in the pre-Christian and post-Ohristion periods is

memorable in giving rise to so many faiths or cults, though they are all,

as if they were, branches of one great tree. The Buddhism, Vaisnavism
Saivism, Jainism, and the Saktism togetlier with Saura and Ganapatya
cults, to mention only the principal ones, are the illustrations. A good
many minor sects also arose in their respective folds, some of which as-*

sumed the character of a school itself. The Mahay anism and Hinayanism
in Buddhism, schools of Svetambaras and Digambaras in Jainism are

notable examples of this fact. Similarly, Vaisnavism and Saivism too

had "their minor schools of thought and ritual. All these varieties in the

religious life of India as a consequence, increased correspondingly, the

varieties of sculptural representation in the realm of National Icono-

graphy of India.

Thus it is evident that the classification of images is not a simple
thing. Classification can start only^ from some angle or other, naturally,

therefore, there emerge various classifications, a brief notice of which I

am going to take here. The classification of images can have various

bases and these have been found currency in various treatises of
modern scholars.
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A. Centres of Art

We can classify images from the point of view of centres of art:—

I , Gandhara sculptures. 4, Tibetan sculptures.

3. Magdha
,, 5, Dravidian ,,

3. Nepalese „ 6, Mathura ,, and so on.

But this classification is not scientific, it is only an explanation.

Because though the images may belong to the different centres, they

may be of the same style and hence there would be overlapping.

B. Religions Basis

I. Vaidic 2. Pauranic 3. and Tantric.

1. Vaidic

—

i, e, those based on the conception of the

2. Pauranic „ „ „ „ „
3. Tantric „ „ „ „ „ ,,

Vedas.

Puranas.

Tantras.

But this also falls too short of a complete classification of Indian

Images. What about the Buddhist and Jain Images? Though
Buddhists and Jains too had their mythology, i. e. the Puranas and
Tantras, but their images were quite different from those of the orthodox

Hindu deities.

C. Sectarian Basis

I. Saiva 2. Vaisnava and 3. Saura images—it is also not

broad enough. It only refers to minor faiths or sections of a principal

school. Therefore, a good many scholars advocate three broad divisions

of Indian Images :

—

1 . Orthodox Hindu or Brahmanical Images.

2. Buddhist Images.

3. Jain Images.

But this classification too needs some modification. There is vast

difference and divergance between the Pauranic images and the Tantric

images, both in Hinduism and Buddhism alike. Hence unless it is

modified like the following, it may not be a systematic and scientific

classification :

—

1. Brahmanical Images (z) Pauranic {ii) Tantric.

2. Buddhist Images, (z) Pauranic (zi) Tantric,

3. Jain Images.

Rao, Gopinath, T. A. in his ^Elements of Hindu Iconography’ how-

ever, gives a somewhat quite different classification of the Images. As

his treatment is confined to the Hindu or Brahmanical images, it is more
acceptable than any so far advanced, though it may be pointed out

that in several works on Silpa-sastra, Brahmanical and Buddhist as

well as Jain images have been treated side by side (cf. Manasara).
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the different bases—hitherto not taken into account—of the classification of

Hindu images, Rao takes up the following ones :

—

A. Basis as portability. Images are divided into three classes on

the basis of portability or otherwise :

—

1. Gala—^Movable.

2. Acal—Immovable and

3. Cal'acala—Movable-immovable.

Now movable and immovable images again can be classified into

five categories as per Bhrgu’s Vaikhanasagama.

Gopinath Rao has adduced from it the following four categories of

movable images :

—

I. Kautuka Beras .

.

for worship.

2. Utsava Beras to be taken out on festive occasions.

3 - Bali Beras daily service of offerings.

4. Snapana Beras .

.

for bathing.

These are made of metal and are easily portable.

B. Basis as Posture. Now the immovable images, called Miila-

Vigrahas or Dhruva-Beras, are generally made of stone to be permanently

fixed in the central shrine, and they are invariably large and heavy

images. They are classified into the following three categories :

—

1 . Sthanaka— Standing

.

2. Asana— Sitting.

3. Sayana— Reclining.

Here the basis is posture and a particular point of attention is that

images of Vi»nu alone can have all these three postures^ 2, reclining

posture is not admissible in any other god except Visnu. Again in case

of Vai^nava images, each of these three kinds of images are further sub*

divided into the following four varieties :

—

I. Yoga 2. Bhoga 3. Vira and lastly 4. Abhicarika.

Thus the Vaisnava Dhruva-Beras are classified into as many as twelve

Varieties as per the tabulation below

I. Yogasthanaka 7 - Virasana

2. Bhogasthanaka 8. Abhicarikasana

3 - VIra-Sthanaka 9 - Yoga-sayana

4. Abhicarika-Sthanaka 10. Bhoga-sayana

5 - Yogasana II. Vira-sayana.

6. Bhogasana 12. Abhicarika-sayana

The first variety is meant to be worshipped for the spiritual realisa-

tion, the second for the worldly prospects, the third for the military

prowess and the fourth, that is the last, for the purpose of inflicting
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defeat and death on the enemies and this last variety is not auspicious

and is fit for setting up only in forests, on mountains, marshy tracts, etc.,

as they are not fit to be installed in the temples built in towns and

villages.

C. Basis of Sculpture.—Sculptural basis presupposes the different

and manifold substances as well as modality of the icons# It is with this

fundamental angle that our texts of Vastu-sastra (cf. Mayamata, Silpa-

ratna, Samarahgana, Aparajita, etc. quoted in Pr. Laks. pp. 10-14)

have classified an image into three broad divisions, viz, Niskala, Sakala

and Misra. Niskala is linga, the non-manafest
;
Sakala is Bera, the

fully manifest, and Misra—the manifest-non-manifest—the mixture of

the first two, e. g. Mukha-linga.

From the point of view of art, these images can have another

classification into :

—

I. Gitra 2. Giti'ardha and 3, Gitrabhasa.

Citra—fully sculptured. It is also called Vyakta i, e, the images

in the round, wilh all their limbs worked out and shown.

Gitrardha.—is half represented, say upto the chest. It is Vyakta-

avyakta—manifest-non-manifest and is also called half-relief.

Gitrabhasa.—refers to images painted on walls and clothes and

such other suitable objects.

D. Bhava or Sentiment.—There is yet another basis for the

classification ofimages. It is Bhava, the sentiment : Raudra—the terrific

—

or Santa or Saumya—the mild. It is particularly represented in the

Saiva Images.

These are some of the bases from which the images are classified.

In the Samarangana-Sutradhara and other texts (vide P. L. pp. 10-14)

however, the criterion of classification of images are the substances—

the different varieties of which shall be dealt with in a subsequent

chapter (cf, Iconoplastic Art) of this part.

This in short, is the contemporary treatment of the classification

of images in general. A critical examination (vide Pratima-Vijnana

p. 196-7) however would reveal that all these classifications so far

advanced are faulty; for instance, classification proceeding from the

basis of relegion—Brahmana, Baudha and Jain— is too wide and very

general classification and in an iconographical analysis, it is of no help.

Brahmana images themselves vary in accordance with the various cults

and cult deities also vary with reference to the particular objects, forms

and modes of worship. Similar have been the transformations in relation

to Buddhist and Jain images as well. Naturally this classification may

be helpfpl for a catalogue of images, but for our treatment which aim’s
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at dealing with the characteristic types of images and their gradual

development, this is not very helpful.

Similarly the classification of Indian Images having basis of the

art-centres, Gandhara, Mathura, etc., is also faulty. Many of the

images belonging to the two different centres tally one another not

only in stylistic details but also in conceptual analysis. Thus this

division commits the fallacy of overlapping each other. Further these

divisions of art-centres do not claim sufficient exclusiveness from the

point of view of art. ‘Interchange of artistic styles has for all ages

obtained among the ancient artists. It may be shown that Tibetan

style of sculpture and the Dravidian style influenced each other and are

identical in several ways. Similarly the style of the Mathura artists was

deeply affected by Gandhara style. Needless, therefore, to multiply the

defects of this classification’.

In consonance to the spirit of the cultural background (in which

art and religion both are integrated) the following five-fold criterion or

basis of the classification of Indian Images may be adhered to :

—

I. Dharma (religion) 2. Deva, the deity, 3. Dravya the subs-

tance, 4. Sastra—the canonial literature, and 5. Sail!, the style.

The first criterion is broad enough to include all the images,

Brahmana, Baudha and Jain, The Second one may be comprehended

into the five principal classes of gods—Brahma, Vaisnava, §aiva,

Saura, Ganapatya, etc. The Sakti forms, i. e. the female images of the

consorts of the gods, can be coupled with their companion gods. As
regards the Buddhist and Jain images, they are nothing but an improvisa-

tion or extemprovisation of the Brahmanical deities. They have sprung up
from the same channel, but with a coloured water (except the Buddha
image) that colour being the Yab yum of the Tibetan Tantricism. As
regard the different varieties of Buddha’s images they can very easily be

included in Dasavatara images of Viinu. So is the case with the Jina
images also.

As regards the 3rd basis, the criterion of Substances, enough has to

follow on this topic. The Sastra and §aih have been already taken
into account. Thus the sum and substance of advancing this classifica-

tion is to impress on the readers the desirability of such a classification

of Indian Images which takes into its account all the above-mentioned
bases.



CHAPTER III

ICONO-PLANNING AND ICONOMETRY IN RELATION TO
A PERFECT ICONOGRAPHY

While introducing this part, it has been already pointed out that

image-making in India was a very sacred institution. Though an art,

it was a ritual as well. Similarly the complete adherance to the

prescribed laws of image-making, was also an essential pre-requisite

before iconography could be undertaken. It is in accordance with these two

fundamental backgrounds that in evolving out a perfect iconography,

let us first say something on both these pre-requisites—the Iconoplanning

and Iconometry,—the subject matter of the Chapter.

Icono-planning.—The word icono-planning is a new coinage in

the contemporay studies on Hindu Iconography. According to Hindu
view of life, every creation is a pre-planned act. Even the Creation of

the Universe is first Manasi Srsti, Therefore an image-maker, a mortal,

however, adacious he is, while creating an image of the immortal (cfi

‘Amarah nirjarah devah’) must undergo a descipline of mind and body

both. The ancient studios were neither a factory nor a shop. They were

either temple-sites themselves or a sacred secluded corner—a family

chapel as it were—in the house itself.

With the intellectual, practical axid the moral equipment of an

ancient Sthapati (vide B. V, S. Vol. I ''^Sthapti evam Sthapatya’—ch. 6)

who was not only an architect but also a sculptor or image-maker, an

equipment of a rigorous discipline of concentration like that of a Yogi

was also a sacred tradition of Art in ancient India. The S. S. has very

aptly hinted at this artistic sacrament of the past. The S. S. says

(vide P. L. p. 9; and also other texts M. P. and A, P. pp. 9-10): ‘The

wise image-maker should commence the immage-making, observing

complete Brahmacarya and having fullest of control over his senses

(jitendriyah) , During these sacred operations, he has to continue the

‘Japa’ (counting of beads with a sacred formula of a mantra) and ‘homa’

(the offerings in fire—sacrifice). He has regularly to live only on the

remains of the sacrificial offerings (the havisyanna). He has to abandon

sleeping on the cot and should sleep on the ground only. ’

The Matsya also corroborates this procedure of self-purification

of an image-maker. The Aparijita-praccha, however, goes further

and has very brilliantly brought out the philosophical or metaphysical
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implication of the concrete image being nothing but a symbol of the

Abstract Absolute. The sculptor has to meditate upon the deity whose

icon he has to carve out, with the mantras as hinted at in the text

[ P. L. pp. 9"io (hi) 3TO q*© ]; the image-maker has not only to make his

various instruments fit for the job, but also with the Japa-mantras,

he has to bring in, the power of the deity in question, into his or her

icon.

This preliminary procedure is a step towards the planning of an

image-maker and the image both. To carve out or mould or shape or

paint the image of a deity, requires a perfect ^Yoga’ (the ^citta-vrtti-

nirodha) and this yoga can be attained only under a proper discipline

of body and mind—the regulations both in the mode of living and ways

of doing. Only under a proper concentration, an artist can coxiceive

an image. Conception follows conceptulation. Both these cnoception

and conceptulation have a meaning, a purpose. This is the transforma-

tion of the Divine, the Absolute, the Nirguna God into a concrete god

—

Saguna. We know that the sculptural productions of the Indian

artists had a deeper meaning. The Indian images used to be wrought

and fashioned for the purpose of worship. Brindavana has very aptly

said: ^And in order that the worshipper might, without much effort,

meditate upon them, might think that his dearest, his saviour, his

object of reverence has come before his eyes, might forget his own

individual identity and identify his own self with the image of god,

the artists of India have tried their fullest to render the image as

impressive and imposing as could be possible in a sculptural art. They

believed with the devotee that ^God comes near the worshipper if the

images were made fine.’

Haya-sirsa-paScaratra falso cf. ahead Pt. Ill— Pictorial images), has

clearly put this ancient tradition :

Further this conceptual process of the image-maker has a further

meaning and purpose. As the seeds of
.
Hindu Iconography are to be

found in the semi-philosophical hymns of the Rds—-the Dhyinas,

Stutis and Mantras, and as the Nirguna Brahma, the Absolute can not

easily be an object of worship, spontaneous springing up of Upasana

)
was the most natural outcome, Image-worship,

Aerefore, was a historical necessity, Images were found to supply the

readiest means of fulfilling the needs af Upasana. Trayer in the Plindu

sense, chiefly, means meditation on the divine. The steps leading to

it, as systematically treated in the practical side of the Yoga-philosophy,
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may be shown to co-ordinate with the stages of Iconolatryh And
Sukracarya, one of the greatest Achaiyas of the science of Indian Archi-

tecture and sculpture has rightly echoed this ancient tradition in the

following lines

:

V C »»

^TO ^0 ?v\3
i

Thus in relation to icono-planning, the first thing enjoined by the

text, keeping in the old tradition, both of the culture and the theology

of India, is that the icon-maker, be he a sculptor or carpenter or a

mason or a painter, he must attend to some of the ethical and religious

discipline*

The iconographer must be adept in the sastras and endowed with

insight and lead a life of perfect Brahmacarya and the Samyama

(control over his senses). Before taking up this sacred task oT giving a

murta, the manifest form to the amurta, the non-manifest one, of the

gods— the presiding deities of the destiny of mankind, he should perform

the sacrifice and then start japa in order to purify himself of all the

secular impurities, so that his hands may be in complete union with the

spirit and the mind. A code, indeed of rigorous discipline, is prescribed.

He cannot even sleep on a cot, must sleep on the ground specially spread

over with the Kusa grass.

Iconometry;—^Thus equipped spiritually (the mental equipment

gained by the perfect study of the Sastras and physical equipment

consisting of the practical experience gained beforehand), the sculptor

starts his work of image-making. Now in fashioning the image the artist

has to follow the rules of measurements as given in the sastra (the

subject-matter of the Iconometry of this chapter), the strict adherence to

which is a matter of supreme importance. But even the code of measure-

ments is there, the materials not wanting,"^what are the models set

before him. After all an artist cannot fashion out an image just from

his own imagination, though the element of imagination is very neces-

sary, the model is indispensible for any such creation of art. This

model can be got from no where than from the man himself, the maker.^

It is here that the Maker and the maker meet. It is here that irony is

most remarkably exhibited and the metaphysical truth of the identity

of the supreme soul with the individual souls is realised. Varahamihifa’s

dictum regarding the display of the drapery and the decorations of the

images in consonance with those .prevalent in a country among men
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and women themselves, perhaps needs some addition that the forms of
the images too must conform to the forms prevalent among the mankind.

The conception of gods as anthropomorphic in nature and their

representation in the mythology and art as mortals, was not peculiar to

India. It was so in other ancient countries too. I’his affinity between

the mortals and immortals, as hinted above lies deeper. The gods
become gods only when they assume the human forms (cf. the Doctrine

of Incarnation) otherwise the God, the Absolute, has no form. This is

the underlying philosophical and mystic truth which has led men from
very early times to endow the gods with human forms, human dresses,

human decorations and even human emotions and passions. The
innumereble illustrations of this fact in all the classes of ancient litera-

ture, Vaidic, Pauranic, Epic, where the denizens of the heavens appear

for all practical purposes, as mere men, living their lives ofjoys and
sorrows, though there was a time when the mortals and immortals were

one and living only a life ofjoy alone (S. S. Sahadevadhikira, Chapter
VI).

Thus the model of the image is the model of the man liimself.

Therefore, the proportions of height, length, breadth, girth, together

with various limbs of the body of the image to be fashioned out from
head to foot, correspond to those of the standard types of men. Icono-
metrical measurements of the images of the gods to be fashioned out

in sculpture and painting are akin to those of men. Our Sastras

believe in five different types of men and ^amarangana-Su^radhara

has assigned a separate chapter to this subject (cf. Pancapurusa-
Strllakjana, the 8ist chapter) wherein the author has not only

described the five different types of men but also five differctU types

of women. These five different types of men and women serve the
models for the Monographer in fashioning out the different deities, gods
and goddesses together with their accessories—the dami-gods and
their opponents, the demons.

Five^ types of men, according to Samaranga^a-Sutradhara, are
Hamsa, Sasa, Rucaka, Bhadra and Malavya. The mana, that is the
height of the first type, namely the Hamsa is eighty eight angulas and by
increasing the measurement of Hamsa by two angulas we get the height

of Sass, and similarly increasing again two angulas in each of the
remaining types we get the following chart of the proportions of all

these types:

—

2. Hamas 88 Angulas 3. Rucaka •• gc Angulas
2. Sasa ..90 „ 4. Bhadra ..94 „

5, Malavya 96 Angulas
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This standard of measurements of the Samarahgana-Sutradhara

however, does not tally with that of the Brhats^mhita, which is so much
talked of in the contemporary critical works on Architecture and Icono-

graphy, Perhaps this variation is due to the fact that all the

measurements as given in the text are for the images in paints and the

images that are painted must be of lesser size than those carved out in

the stone or made of the wood or the clay. The Aparajita-praccha

is conspicuous by the absence of any meticn in it of the standards of

measurements. It hovewer has a chapter on Talamana and that too in

relation to the Gitra-images cf.

According to B. S. of VarShamihira (belonging to the Gupta

period), the height as well as girth of the self same five types of men is

96, 99, 102, 105 and 108 ahgulas, respectively. It may however, be

pointed out that the standards of measurement of the length of the five

principal types of men as given in the text is the middle of the path

canon, and the text which is missing might have added something

more to relate these measurements to the traditional ones as ordained

in so many other books. Or are these standards of measurements

influenced by the secular tendencies ofmedieval art when the royal statues

and the statues of great men, men of letters and artists (cf. the statues

of Mandana and his sons) came to the sculptured? Again as elucidated

by Utpala, the famous commentator of the B. S. on the authority of

Parasara, a hoary sage and one of the earliest authorities on Vastu-sastra,

these standards of Varaha-mihira appear to apply to mahapurusas

alone and so are most suited to the standards of the divine beings.

The B. S. itself lays down some of the characteristic signs of the

best type of men viz. Malavya in the verse—^Malavyo naganaso. . . •

etc., etc,, which supports this conclusion. Dr. Bannerjea also (cf. p. 312)

supports this very conclusion that the physical features of Malavya, as

enumerated by Varahamihira, contain several of the major Mahapurusa-

laksanas, which are also characteristic signs of a Buddha or a god.

As pointed out, the iconometrical chapters of the S. S. are very

corrupts we do not find in full the relative nomenclature and the

proportionate measurements of the height, etc. of the five principal types

of women as promised in the very first line of this chapter:

Here Hamsa and other four companions are clear in the text, but

the Dandini and other companions are not clear. Vrtta, Paurail,
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Balaka and DandS;, four types of women could only be reconstructed

(see the detailed measurements in the appended charts Appendix A).

In the Visnudharmottara also, the five-fold varieties of women-

models have been hinted at, but there too the whole picture is not

clear, nor the nomenclature of the five varieties are mentioned. It only

says: (videPr. Laks. p. 31 1)—As five models of men Hamsa, etc., have

been described, similarly there are five varieties of women as well.

The height of women (when she is with her companion) should not

exceed the shoulder of the man. Her waist should be thinner by two

angulas and it should exceed the waist of the man by four

angulas. Her breasts of course should go after her the liras and should

be made fine.

With this introduction to the five principal standard measurements

as illustrated in the five principle types of men Hamsa, etc., wc may
now say something more on this iconometrical tlieme. As Iconography

and Iconometry are related subjects and complementary to each other,

a working knowledge of the Iconometry is iiidl^pcnsible to draw a

iconograpliical picture in its fullest of structure.

The 75th Chapter entitled "'ManotpattP gives the units of measure-

ments together with other allied canons of iconometry. Wc know that

there are two different kinds of units of measurements in the traditional

measure of length. They are absolute and relative. The following

table shows the relation between the various quantities used in the

absolute systems as prescribed by the Samarangana-Sutradhara:

—

8 Parmanus make

8 Rajas make
8 Romas make

8 Likias make

8 Yokas make

8 Yavas make
2 Angulas make

2 Golakas or Kalas make

I Raja

I Roma
I Liksa

I Yuka

I Yava

I Angula (also Matra, cf. 9th Chapter),

I Golaka or kala

I Bhaga—part.

This is the Manahgula-measuremcnt employed in connection with
IcOnographers’ art, while for the Architect in planning out a building,

a village or town or a street or road the measure called Hasta is

employed, a notice of which has already been taken in connection with
the Town Planning in VoL I of the study. This Hasta measure has been
dealt with fully in the text (S. S. 9th Ch.).

In the relative system there are as many as three types of Angulas--
Manahguk, Matrahgula and Dehihgula (or Dehalabdha-ahgula). The
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first is what is described above. Dr. Bannerjea (cf. D. H. I. p* 3 ^®"7 )
doubts

the applicability of this type of angula as the unit of measurement by the

iconographers of ancient and medieval India, as the width of eight

yavas (barley corns) placed side by side is far thicker than the same of

the unit which was adopted by the artisis in measuring different sec-

tions of images. And higher units of length-measurement as used in

Silpa-texts, such as Kisku {i* e. 24 angulas making one kisku), Prajapa-

tya (25 angulas) Dhanurgrha (i. e, 26 angulas) Dhanurmusti (f. e. 27

angulas) and Danda [i, e, 4 dhanurmustis) have no place in iconometry.

Though derivatives of angula, f. e. manangula, they are employed in

such architecutral planning as streets and towns, etc.

The second type, the Matrangula was most suited and it was

adopted by the image-makers in fashioning out the divine images. This

is arrived on the basis ofHhe length of the middle digit of the finger of

either the sculptor or the architect or of the rich devotee who causes a

temple to be built or an image to be set up’—Rao. There is yet another

manner in which the Matraixgula was reached^, and it is referred to, by

Dr. Bannerjea (p. 317), as laid down in the Sukranitisara (IV. 4. 82).

This is the fourth part of one’s own fist.

Now as regards the third type of angula, i. e, the Dehalabdha or

Dehangula, which was really the principal basis of the various kinds of

image-measurements, it may be pointed out as per the commentary of

Utpala, commented by Dr. Bannerjea (pp. 3 ^ 7“^^)
translated by

him as to how this angula was derived: ‘First, the height of the block

of wood or stone out of which the image is to be made, leaving aside

that portion of it on which the pedestal is to be shown, should be div^

ded into 12 eqaul parts; when one of the latter is again divided into 9

equal partis, each of these sub-divisions is equivalent to the angula unit,

thus the height of an image is 108 angulas; lastly the length and breadth,

of the face of the image should be 12 such angulas, L e. the angula of the

image itsef’. Further critical details as initiated by Dr.

Bannerjea, may not be taken up here. In regard to this angula,

however, one significant remark which need be made is that the different

names are given to certain lengths represented by two or more dehin-

gulas up to twenty-seven; a knowledge of which is very helpful ixi under-

standing the texts on this topic—vide P. L. pp. 14-15'—'the Managananam,

a tabulation of which is given in the appendix ‘A’.

Again in order to understand the canons of iconometry as prescribed.

in the texts (vide P. L. p. 15). it is necessary to know something about

the meaning and usage of certain technical terms denoting* the different

ways in which the images used to be measured.
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The iconometrical measurements as laid down in the ancieii'

text like Marld’s Vaiklianasagama (P. L. p. 15) are sixfold: Mans,

Pram&na, Unmina, Parim&m, Upam&na and Lambaiiikna. "Mana is the

measurement of the length of a body; pramana is that of the breadth,

that is a linear measurement taken at right angles to and in the same

plane as the mana; measurements taken at right angles to the plane, in

which the mana and pramana measures have been noted, are called

unmana, which obiviously means the measure of thickness; pramana is

the measurement of girtha or periptery of images; upamana refers to the

measurements of inter-spaces, such as, for instance, that between the two

feet of an image; and lastly lambamana is the name given to measure-

ments taken along plumb lines.”

Dr. Bamrerjea, however, notices some difference in meanings in rela-

tion to a comparative study of the early texts both inconometrical and

general, and this discussion may be seen in his book (pp. 314-15). The

last measure namely the lamba-mana has very ably expounded in the

Manasara—vide P. L. pp. 26-30. These terms however have several

synonyms tabulated in the Appendix A.

Now with this introduction to the angular-measure, let us come

to the Tala-measure, the more popular measure in the Sgamas and

other Dravidian texts, like Manasara, Sakaladhikara, Amsumadbheda,

etc. But before we do so, it may be noted that besides the smaller unit

known as the dehahgula there are other larger relative units of length,

which are called Pr'idesa, Tala, Vitasti and Gokarna. "I’he distance

between the tips of the thumb and the forefinger, when they arc

stretched out to the utmost, is called Pr&deia; that between the tips of

the thumb and the middle finger, when they are also so stretched out, is

called the Tala-, that between the tips of the stretched out thumb and

ringfinger is known as the Vitasti-, and that between the stretched out

thumb and little finger is called the Gokarna.

Leaving aside all others (f. e. pridesa,'etc.) we have to concentrate

on the tala, the most widely used term of measuremeni in Agamic texts

like Suprabhedigama and §ilpa-texts like Manasara and Silpa-ratna.

These tala-measures vary from Uttama dasa-tala to ekatala—vide P. L,

pp. 16-18. Bimba-mana, a manuscript in the British Museum

No. 552-558 (mentioned by P. A. Mankad—editor of Aparajlta-praccha

—

vide his introduction p. CXXXVII) has a wider range going upto 1 2

talas. The Aparljita-praccha (cf. Sutra No. 225. 4-25) l^as, however,

overtopped all the above texts and here the range of the tala-mana

extends upto 16 talas, a comparative tabulation is given in the

appendix A.
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It may be noted that tala-measure is not altogether a new thing

—

angula is its constituent. The Vaikhanasagama has laid down that a

tala is constituted of 12 ahgulas and has itswarious synonyms such as

Vitastij Mukha, Yama, Arka, Rasi and Jagatl. In some texts Vitasti is

more comraon while in others Mukha—vide Matsya purana (Ch. 258. v.

19.) Again in this relative measure of Tala-mana, the different varieties

pertain to a single tala itself, e. g. uttama, madhyama axid adhama dasa-

tala, uttama navatalas, satryahgula nava-tala, etc. etc. Except

Matsyapurana, no other Puranas or the Silpa-texts of purely Nagara

school like the Samarahgana-Sutradhara give their iconometrical pro-

portions in tala-measure. It is a characteristic of Agamas and the

Dravidian texts like Manasara and Silparatna, etc. Dr. Bannerjea makes

a significant remark—p. 326—^'Thus it is quite likely that the tala of

different measurements was a cor late feature in the iconome-

trical system of India. The earlier method of arriving at the smaller

and higher units was a much simpler and practical one”.

The subject of Talamana, however, cannot be so lightly passed on.

It is really a very fascinating branch of Indian Iconometry as it opens

up a wider field for research in which anthropologists, ethnologists and

other workers in allied sciences can co-operate.

In the hierarchy of relative superiority of the Devas, Devis, Daityas,

Danavas, Gandharvas, Yaksas, Kabandhas and Kusmandas, etc., etc.,

the assignment of tala-measurement in acconlance with the superiority

and inferiority (vide the tabulation already referred—appendix ‘A’) is

itself an indication that this topic has got some deeper meaning and

purpose. Moreover these tala-measures as prescribed in the Indian

texts of Iconometry should not be deemed as mechanical rules. They

are apparently so. Their practical utility is not devoid of aesthetic

principles. Mr. Hadaway, a metalist of repute, rightly observes,

“Hindu image-maker or sculptor does not work from life, as is the usual

practice among Europeans, but he has in place of the living model, a

most elaborate and beautiful system of proportions, which he uses

constantly, combining these with those of observation and study of

natural detail. It is in fact, a series of anatomical rules and formulae

of infinitely practical use than any European system which I know, for

the Indian one treats of the actual proportion and surface form, rather

than the more scientific attachments of muscles and articulations of

bones”.

A word need be said on the Lamba-mana, one of the six categories

of measure as already spoken before. Among the Silpa-texts, Manasara

has got a full chapter on this topic cf Pralamba-Iaksana—vide P. L.
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pp. 26-30—and its canons on this category of iconometrical measure arc

more or IckSS common to those prescribed in the Agamas and I better

give the following repi'oduction from Rao’s book (VoL I Pi. 2—’Appendix

pp. 29 -32’^

*'For measuring lengths along plumb-lines an instrument called the

lamba-phalaka is employed. It is a plank, two ahgulas in thickness

and measuring 68 ahgulas in length and 24 in breadth. All round the

plank a margin of 3 angulas is left. A small hole, just a trifle larger

than a yava in diameter, is bored in the centre of the margin along the

length of the plank; this hole is meant for the madhya-sutra. Other

holes are bored for the puta-paryanta-sutra (nasa-puta-sutra), netra-

paryanta-sutra, karna-paryanta-sutra, kaksha-paryanta-sutra, and bahu-

paryanta-sutra, in places marked on the accompanying diagram ol the

Lamba-phalaka. Through these are suspended by strings, which arc^

one yava in thickness, small plummets of iron or clay. In the case ol^

reclining figures the sutras are strings stretched horizontally in front ol

the figure which is in the process of modelling. In the case of the

sthanaka-murti, the madhya-sutra which is suspended from the akhamani

(crest-jewel) set in front of the kirita (crown) of the image, should

pass through the middle of the forehead, between the brows, the middle

of the nose, the neck, the chest, the abdomen, the private part and bet-

ween the legs; it should touch the body at the tip of the nose and the

middle of the abdomen. The distance of the top of the crown behind

the madhya-sutra is 6 angulas ;
that of the middle point of the chin 4lr

angulas ;
that of the hikka-sutra, 4 ahgulas

;
that of the middle of the

chest, 2| ahgulas ;
that of the navel, i| ahgulas ;

that of the root of the

penis, 2 ahgulas ;
that of the middle of the thighs, 3 ahgulas ;

that of

the knee-joint, 8 ahgulas; that of the shin bone, 16 ahgulas; of the

total length of the great toe a portion measuring half an ahgula is to

be in front of the madhya-sutra, while the remaining portion of it

m'easuring 2| ahgulas is found to be behind the madhya-sutra. The

bahu-paryanta-sutra, which is also known as the ahga-parsva-madhya-

sutra should pass through the middle of the side jewel of the crown, the

head the sides of the ear, the upper arm, the elbow, and the middle

ofthe knee, the foreleg and the foot. The other madhya-sutra which

is hung behind the middle of the back, should pass through the middle

ofthe back ofthe crown, the head, the nape of the neckj the back-bone,

between the two glutials, and the heels. The vaktra-bahya-sutra should

'pass by the side ofthe head, through the extremity ofthe mouth, side

ofthecheek, endofthechin, sideofthe srojni, and the middle of the

thigh and the foreleg.

All' the six sutras mentioned above should be suspended as far below
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as the pitha or pedestal on which the image is made to stands whereas

other sutras, which are required for taking the measurements of particular

limbs of the body may be suspended as far as the lower extremity of

those limbs.

The nasa-puta-sutra is also called the drigantarl-sutra, that is, the

line that passes through the inner margin of the eye near the nose!

This sutra also passes through the extremity of the mouth and is the

same, therefore, as the vaktra-bahya-sutra. The antarbhujavadhi-sutra

is the same as the kaksha-paryanta-sutra and is also sometimes called

the ahga-parsva-madhya-sutra, a term which means the line which is to

pass through the middle of the side of the body. The sutra, which

passes through the back of the head and is known as the sirah-prishtha-

vasana-sutra, is also the outer limit of the back hands of a figure with

four arms.

Different names are found given to the same sutra, according as the

sutra is viewed from the front or the side of the Lamba-phalaka
;

for example, the kaksha-paryanta-sutra, when viewed from the front of

the Lamba-phalaka, is seen passing just in front of the arm-pit and is

therefore called the line that forms the limit of the arm-pit
;
the same

sutra when viewed from the side is seen passing just in front of the bhuja

or the upper arm
; hence it is called the line which forms the inner

boundary of the upper-arm or antarbhujavadhi-sutra.

If the image is a seated one, the six sutras should be suspended as

far as the pitha on which it is seated. The distance between the two

knees in a figure seated with crossed legs, as in the yogasana posture, is

equal to half the total height of the corresponding standing figure, that

is 6i2angulas.’’

Now with this criterion of measurement in hand, Samarangana-

Sutradhara’s prescriptions ofvthe different classes of measurements in

relation to gods, demi-gods and men can be seen in the charts worked

out ahead (cf Pt. Ill—Tainting’).

Thus this is the standard of measurement of the body of the gods.

Now after this, the text proceeds with the different varieties of the

forms of the gods, demons and men etc., together with the enumeration

of the species of elephants, horses, lions, serpents, hens, etc. etc. and this

I believe, is altogether an innovation in this work. In the ancient

paintings the motifs centered round the celestial beings, L e.^ Yaksas and

Apsaras and the natural sceneries, but with the advent of the Medievel

trends in the art, the motifs from animal kingdom also fascinated the
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artist. A detailed tabulation will be found in the subsequent Part III—
^Painting’,

Now comes the theme of the proportionate measurements of tlie

different limbs of the image in relation to its fashioning of the whole.

In the 76th Chapter entitled Tratima-laksana’ the author, therefore,

has given the proportions, first in relation to male figures of all the

different limbs beginning from the eyes, ears, nose, nasaputa, cibuka,

lips, srk, nose and their allied members, together with the forehead,

cheeks, neck, chest, naval, genetic organ, uru, knees, legs, feet, finger

nails as well as the hands, fingers; also all the other limbs and sub-limbs

have been duly represented in the proportions of their respective

measurements. The charts (vide Appendix A) will show these proportions

in their broad features.

Lastly it may be pointed out that in the Aparajita-praccha, the

canons of iconometry are related to the proportions of the Prasada

itself. The Sutra 209—vide P. L. p, 30-31—prescribe the proportions

of the image in relation to the Sima, the Garbha and the door of the

temple as well as the hastangula also. The Sima-manodbhavarca
again is described of three orders—the superior, the middle and the

inferior—as per their respective dimensions. Similar proportions are laid

down in case of Garbha-mana and also Dvaramanodbhavarca. Lastly

il^t also touches upon the Asana (the Sitting) the Sayana (the reclining)

and the Sthanaka (the Standing) images in relation to their standards

of measurements.

Now with this much of a very brief exposition of the two ancient

institutions of Hindu Iconography, namely, the Icono-planning and
Iconometry, a word may be said here of the virtues and defects in

relation to a perfect image or its imperfect counterpart. The S. S. has a
credit to summarize the defects oF the image in one of its chapters

(cf. the S, S. 78. 1-9 and P. L. p. 35) in the most scientific manner
nowhere else to be found in the extant manuals, though Silpa-ratna

also has a long description (cf. ch. 26 and also P. L. p. 35-40) but it is

not wholly iconographical, much of it is anatomical in relation to the
different kinds ot men, women, etc. Thus the defects to be avoided in

the evolution of a perfect image as laid down in the text are as follow :

The Merits & Demerits of the images (S. S. 78,)*

A—Demerits
1. Aslistasandhi 3. Vakra

2. Vibhranta 4. Avanata
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5. Asthita

6. Unnata

7. Kakajangha

8. Pratyangahina

9. Vikata

1 o. Madhyagranthinala

1 1. Udbaddhapindita

1 2. Kuksistha

B—Merits

r, Suslistasandhi

2. Tamra - loha-suvarna-rajata-

baddha

3. Priiiianasuvibhakta

4. Aksala

5. Apadiga

6. Avivarjita

7. Apratyangahina

13. Kubja

14. Parsvahina

15- ^
?

16. Asanahina

1 7. Alayahma
18. Nanakasthasamayukla

19. Ayasapindita

20. ?

8. Suvibhakta

9. Yathotsedha

I o. Prasannavadana

11. Subha
1 2 . Nigudliasandhikarana

13. Samayati

14. Rjusthita

1 5. Pramanagunasamyuta

Jsf. B,—'i'he absence of the defects like thdse in (A) are the virtues in (B),



CHAPTER IV

ICONOPLASTIC ART

In my Pratima-vjnana, I have taken up the topic of Iconoplastic

Art first and Iconometry afterwards. That order has also been adhered

to, in the compilation of Pratimalaksanas, where in the ist part, i. e,

Khanda a new compilation in regard to the different canons of

Iconography has been made and while classifying the different and

manifold classes of an area, the image, it was but natural to take up

the classification of the substances of which the images were wrought.

Here however in this work a departure has been made to take up tlic

Iconometry first and Iconoplatlc Art afterwards. It was so ncccssiatcd

because the author wanted to introduce a new canon, not so far taken

up by any other contemrporary writer on the subject, viz^ the sacred

institution of Icono-planning, Icono-planning is not only a ritual but

also a scientific prerequisite licfore fashioning an image out and therefore

any planning, if it is scientific, must start with the coiTCCt proportions

as handed down in the Sastras. It is in accordance with this new

element of the exposition of the different canons of Hindu Iconography

that Icono-planning and Iconometry have been taken together.

Now comes the turn of the Icono-plaslic art.

As already hinted at, the Murtisthanas z, e, the materials of which

the icons are made, now may be dealt with in detail. Samarangana-

Sutradara’s classification of the materials of the images is sevenfold,

the details of the materials and their respective efficacy is laid down

hereunder :

—

Icons made of

1. Gold

2. Silver

3. Copper

4. Stone

5. Wood
6. Lekhya

7. Lepya

The Rewards gained

Health

Fame

Progeny

Landed property and victory

Longivity

Wealth
^

According to the great strides iir the propogation of the Paur'a^ic,

Agamic and Tantric worship in the orthodox Hindu religion of the

post-Christian period as well as the adoption of the cult in later

Buddhism and Jainism (Mahay'anism and Neo-Jainism), the correspond-

ing development of the iconoplastic art was but a natural consequence.
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At many places in the previous pages of this study> I have pointed out

a number of times that the architecture in India got the greatest

impetus for its evolution and development from the religions of the

land, naturally, therefore, when so many temples were built, so many

tirthas founded, so much emphasis laid on the worship of the images in

the powerful and everexpending tradition of the Bhakti Cult,

iconographer’s art too took the greatest strides in its development. The
services of the wood-carver, the potter, the stone-mason, the painter,

the jweller and the metal-caster were utilised by the numerous religious

minded people of India and more especially the ruling princes, the

greatest patrons of art and literature through their benevolence and

munificence. They gave active encouragement to this art and all this led

to the tremendous development in the domain ofarchitecture, sculpture and
painting in India. Thus the previous thesis—the Architecture in India

was Dharmasraya or Rajasraya—is equally true here as well. The
sculpture and painting both were side-developments of the art of

Architecture which in the broad sense of the Vastu, includes them in its

scope
(

cf. Scope of Architecture, H. S. A. Part I.),

Now coming to the subject matter, namely the materials, the

dravyas of the areas, the images or the icons, it may be pointed out

that the different authorities give different classifications of materials

more or less of the same nature ; but a thing of special notice here in

this classification of the Samarangana-Sutradhara is that in its sevenfold
^

classifications (cf the opening sentence of the Chapter, 76 :

—

^ Tfr ^ I
c\

%fgr fsrPrf^ 1^0 go

Here the latter part ofsecond line being corrupt, Mahamahopadhyaya

T. Ganapati Sastri, the editor, has suggested the correct rendering of

this in the foot note as Now taking this rendering, Sri J. N.

Bannerjea in his Development of H. Iconography remarks : ‘This list is

practically the same as that found in the Bh. Purina as noticed above,

with this difference only that it omits reference to clay images while

mentioning pictorial representations twice under the heads Lekhya and

Gitra”. But the text being quite vocal on the point that the materials

are sevenfold how can this rendering be helpful to so

reconstruct the text in the light of the univocal statement ? I, therefore,

suggest that ‘Lekhyani’ should be read ‘Lepyani. This rendering is

in keeping with the Lepya constituents which are elaborated in more

than one place of the ^t (cf Chapters 72 & 73). In the Lepya class
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of materialSj the most predomineiit constituent is the clay and, thereforej
it can pass for the Tarthivi’ variety of the classification ofBhavisya
Parana, the affinity of which with that of the Samarahgan-Sutradhara’s
classification is hinted by the learned writer. Thus the correct
rendering would be :

—

mm ^ I

I ^0 go

Again this Lepya variety, as will be evident from other classifications

just to be noticed, forms one of the varieties and hence the S. S. instead

of Parthivi category speaks of Lepya in which the ingradient of clay

is so fashioned as to make it not a vulgar or primitive form of clay

mouldings, but rather a scientific formula of what is known as Stucco.

After the establishment of the correct rendering of the text, let me
take some other texts where the classifications of the materials throw a

good deal of light on the development of iconography and the iconoplastic

art in India as hinted in the previous paragraphs of this chapter.

From this angle, the classification of the materials as we find in Gopala
Bhatta’s ‘Haribhakti-vilasa’ which is an anthology of an encyclopaedic

nature giving detailed information regarding both the traditions of th(j

Purana and the Pancaratras are more helpful Gopala Bhatta supplies

two sets of classifications. According to the first images of the divinities

are classified into four broad divisions:

1. Citraja—painted on canvas, wall or cloth.

2 . Lepyaja—made of clay.

3. Pakaja—made of molten metal (cast-images).

4. Sastrotkirnaja—carved by metal instruments.

According to the second classification, there are seven different
varieties of these images in relation to the characteristic materials of
which they are made of

:

1. Mrnmayi—made of clay

2. Daruja—-made of wood

3. Lohaja made of iron and other metals

4. Ratnaja—made ofjewels

5. Sailaja—made of stone

6. Gandhaja—made of pastes like sandal, etc.

7. Kausumi—made of flowers.

Sukranitisara’y classification is more informative and it needs to be
quoted : Pratima Saikati Paiiti Lekhya, Le]!^ ca Mrnmayi Varkis
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Pasanadhatuttlra sthira jneya yatliottara (IV. 4. 72). Here the last

statement says that each successive material is more durable than the

preceding one and the metal images are the most permanent among

them. Further, this list contains certain new materials which have

not been taken into consideration so far. They are sand and the pista

(the substance grund and then mixed with water into a dough). This

pista evidently refers here to such a material as rice powder mixed

with water, the ladies of these provinces call it Pitha (from Pista-Pitha).

Besides these materials as quoted from Sukra, there still remain some

more materials. T. Gopinath Raoinhis ‘Elements ofHindu Iconography’

mentions the following three other new materials namely : i • Brick

2. Kadi-Sarkara and 3, Danta (Ivory)* Among these the first and

the last—brick and ivory—are clear. What does this Kadi-Sarkara naean ?

Does the word Karkara stand for Sarkara ? If so, it means little stone

chips. Sabda-Kalpadrum assigns this meaning. Sri Rao also says,

{ihid) that the main ingredient in the preparation of Kadisarkara is

lime stone, z. €. lime stone chips—perhaps stone chips. “Almost all the

Dhruva beras, that is, the images set up permanently in the central

shrines of Indian temples (Hindu, Baudha or Jain) happen to be

generally made of stone. There are a few instances of such principal

images being made of wood ;
the most famous instance is in the temple

ofJagannatha of Puri. The figure of Trivikrama in the central shrine

of the large Visnu temple at Tirukkoyilur, (South Arcot district,

Madras Presidency) is also made of wood. Brick and mortar or Kadi

sarkara images are also occasionally met within several temples
;
in the

famous temples at Srirahgam and Trivandram (Anantasayanam) the

main central images are understood to be of this kind. Metal is rarely

employed in the making cf Dhruva-beras. This material is almost

exclusively used for casting utsava, snapana and ball images. Instances

are not unknown in which precious gems such as sphatika (crystal)

padmaraga," vajra (diamond) vaidurya (cat’s eye) Vidruma (coral)

pusya and ratna (ruby) are employed as material for images. The

palace of the king Theebaw of Burmah is said to have contained a

large ruby image of Buddha. The temple at Gidambaram has a

sphatika linga which is about nine inches in height and has a

pindika (base) of as many inches in diameter” (Rao E. H. I* pp. 49-50).

All these substances have been differently spoken of in the different

texts—vide P. L. pp. 11-14— and therefore a detailed notice is called for;

but before it is done, a passing remark may be made about the iconic

substances as described in the pages of Aparajita-praccha vide sutra*

197 and P. L. p. 13-14* The Sutra (z. e. the Chapter) in question is

entitled the ‘Lihgarcana-vidhi’ and so the substances of which the
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difTcrcnt species of Ling-icons are made, have been enumerated here

along with their efficacy as well as the worshippers. The following

tabulatioir will show at a glance the din'erent substances and the merits

thereof

;

Substances Won'kippers Met its

I. Vajramaya made of Diamond Indra Surarajatva

2 . Svarnamaya 5> Gold Kubera Dhanadatva

3- Rupyamaya Silver Visvedevas Visvedevatva

4- Pittalatmaka ?? brass Maruts Pavanatva

5- Kamsyamay 5? the bellmetal The Eight Vasutva

Vasus

6 . Sisakodhhava 3, the lead The Pisacas Emancipa-

tion.

7- Suryakantamaya 55 the mani by The Aditya Suryatva

the name

8 . Gandrakantamaya —do

—

The Moon Overlord-

ship of the

stars

9- Prabalakamaya 55 Coral The Mars —
10 .

Indranllamaya 55 the mani by Budha-Mercury —
the mane

II. Pufparagamaya — Jupitor-Brhaspati —
12 . §ankhamaya 55 Conch-shell The Venus—Sukra —
i3‘ Krsna-nllaja 55 the mani by The Saturn,

the name Sanaiscara

14. Vaiduryamaya made of cat’s eye The Comet—Ketu —
IS- Gomedhiya — The demon Rahu —
IS. Suddhasphatikaja 55 Pure crystal The Arhatas. —
17 - Haimavata 55 the Stone Brahma, Himself —

(the Mahalinga) found at peaks

of Himalaya
18 . Haimakutaja—the 55 Vignu—the janardana

—

Virupaksa

19 - Astaloh.imaya (cf. the metallic All the goddesses —

-

icons)

20. Dhyanaja—the — Yoginis. —
Divyalinga

21. Ratnaja made of precious The Kings. —
stones

N. B.— fi) In the end the text takes up the different varieties of the

^ailaja lingas which is of eightfold colour, viz :

—

I. §veta—the white efHcacious for Brahmanas

2 . Padma-var]^a—that of lotus n „ Kings.

3* Kumudabha—that of lily „ „ the Vaisyas
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4. Mudgabha — efficacious fer the Sudras

5 - Pandura — gives health

6. Maksikanibha — victory

7 - Kapotabha 55 Wealth and pros-

perity

8. Bhrngabha 55 progeny.

(ii) Further follow other varieties of substances. The Parthiva is

of two kinds pakva and apakva; the Kumkuma, the Karpura, the

Kastur!
j
Matulinga, Karbira and other species of fruits, are also deemed

suitable substances for making linga-icons. It is however enjoined that

one who worships a fruit-icon, has to abstain from eating it.

From all these generalizations, it follows that the principal substances

of which the images were made, are sevenfold: the clay, the wood, the

stone, the metals (eightfold what is called astalohamaya), the precious

stones (of manifold species), the alekhya (the paints) and the misra,

the mixture of two or more substances. Let us therefore dwell at length

upon these one by one.

The clay.—The substance of clay, though primitive, is also the

most up to date. The ancient guilds of architects, though principally

four in number, we are well acquainted with the geneological accounts

of so many other artisans like Kumbha-kara, the potter, the Svarna-kara,

the goldsmith, etc. who too were in the geneology Visvakarma and thus

the potter can very well be regarded as the maker of clay images.

Even today the clay-images of so many gods and goddesses expecially

those of Ganesa and Gaur! on the national festival of Dipavali are

manufactured in large numbers by these potters. Some of the clay-

image-manufacturing centres of Uttara Pradesha, like Mirzapur, are

producing very nice images of not only divinities but also of great person-

ages, birds and animals.

The clay-images can be classified into two broad divisions the

terracotta figurines abundantly found in the excavations of the most

ancient sites like Mohenjo-daro and this shows this institution of clay-

images was as old as the Indus Valley civilization. The second class

of Clay-images are what we understand by the Lepyaja ones, a

detailed procedure of their manufacture is a special treatment of the

Samarahgana (vide the S.S. 73; also Citra-laksana pp. 305-6,). This

latter class of clay-images can also fall under Misra class of the seven-

fold substances in which ingredients of the clay compound are a

mixture of so many other substances like sand, husks of corns, the hair

of the horses and the cows, the bark of the coconut, as well the stone-
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chips^ etc.—cf. the S. S. 73. Both these crude and refined varieties of

clay-images have been in vogue from times immemorial.

The Silp-texts like Silpa-ratna (vide Pr. Laks. p. 12) have described

clay-images in two categories, the amamartika, i. e. apakva, the

imburnt clay-images and the pakva, the burnt-clay ones. The process

of the amamartika class of images as described in the Silpa-ratna is as

follows: the clay got from such sacred spots as a tirtha, or a

ksetra or the mountain or garden or any sacred site and having a colour

either white or red or yellow, or even black, should be powdered and

then be mixed with the powders of barley, wheat, maja-beans and the

guggula. All this mixture should be made liquid with the juice

obtained from specified trees as well as the oil and the kapilapaheagavya

—the fivefold mixture got from the Kapilfi cow— her dung, urine,

etc. etc. and then all this compound should be well shampooed for a

fortnight and then the image could be moulded and it should be kept

up for being dried up for the period of a full month,”

Now as regards the second variety of the burnt-clay images, the

only difierence is that they are burnt in the fire, other details arc com-

mon.

Before we conclude this category of clay sul)stancc, the attention

of the reader may be drawn to a very advanced prescription of the

clay-compound as laid down in the Plaribhakti-Vilasa—the r8th (quoted

from such a sacred and authoritative scriptural text or Hayasir»a-panca-

ratra). The following lines give a detailed information on the scientific

and the most advanced clay-compound:

c ^

5?r: I

wm STfcHTT H

Here in this prescription the ingredients include some new materials

like stone-chips ( iron-powder, etc., besides those expoun-

ded above.

Dr. J. N. Bannerjea’s remarks on this compound are worth quoting

(vide D. H. I. p. 2ro). ^‘This mode of the preparation of clay, however,

shows that the material thus prepared was used for making images far
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more durable than ordinary clay ones, some of its constituents being-

powdered iron and stone. This compound is much similar to the

material known as stucco which was so copioulsy used by the Hellenistic

artists of Gandhara from the third to the fifth century A, D, if we are

to understand that lime stone is meant by the word pas ana, than

the similarilty becomes greater. This seems to be the substance which

was so frequently used in making many figure sculptures on the towering

gopuras of many of the South Indian temples.”

The Wood.—The wood is the primeval substance from which the

creation was conceived. The Rgveda (X.81-4) bears the earliest

testimony to the material of wood out of which the god Visvakarma

could have created the universe. In my "^Hindu Science of Architecture’

Vol. I. Pt. Ill cf. ‘Secular Architecture’, the origin of the first human

house tvas described to have sprung up from the branches of trees, the

sakhas~~the Sala-houscs. Naturally both in architecture and sculpture

the earliest material used was the wood. The architecutral ornamenta-

tions in palaces and pillars of the early medeival period, owe their origin

to the wooden motifs of the earlier times. Wood was the principal

material by which the ritual implements were fashioned out. Moreover

from the point of the economy and convinient procurement, wood was

the most handy material. It is therefore now an accepted fact that the

earliest images must have been created out of wood. On account of the

perishable nature of wood there is extreme pauchity of the early finds of

images. All the early texts like Brhatsamhita and others have given

prominence to the collection of wood from the forest for the purpose of

xnaking images (vide Vanasampravesadhyaya). There are detailed and

minute rules for starting to the forest under auspicious constellation,

selection of the trees and avoidance of the unfit ones. All these rituals

and the scientific procedure of selection of wood is a common discourse

of practically all the manuals. The text like Manasara and the

Samarangana have these expatiations on the wood not in relation to the

construction of images; but in regard to the house-construction. Thus the

Manasara—vide Chapter on Stambha-laksana, the 13th—deals at great

length with this topic of Darusangrahana—the collection of the wood

from the forest, in relation to the architectural constructions. The S. S.

also (vide its chapter on Vanasampravesadhyaya, the i6th) delineates

upon this theme of Daru-aharana only in connection with the architec-

tural constructions. All this shows that wood as a material employed in

iconoplastic art of India was only an early institution. In the medieval

and later medieval times this art must have taken high strides and

naturally the stone was the most popular sculptural material. Never-

theless the early sources like the Brhatsamhita and Puranas like

Bhavisya, Matsya and Visnudharmottara, etc. do show that the wood
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was the most frequently used material for image-making from very

early times.

With these general remarks on the wood as a material for icono-

plastic art, let us dwell a little more at the more important items of its

selection from the trees as enumerated in the Silpa-texts. The S. S.

has an elaborate code of selection. You have first to ascertain the age

of the tree. The young ones and old ones are to be avoided. Same is

the case with the defective trees. The trees inhabited by insects, etc.

are also to be avoided. Those grown on the places like cemetry, the

high"ways, the hermitages etc., should not be disturbed. The following-

lines from the S. S. are a beautiful and by far the most scientific code

of selection of the trees

:

o •

Vi

ii

P5PJFP; PPJfJT I

ii

^Tf?r ^f'lT PTcTir i

’T^oftiiTcr pi'4'^'j5iraT^^; ii

gq-p; 'rfroTFriT ^r^rr i
c V

sfra jmwt PTTcTcr^rr ii

gF<TTr# ?5: ?!rpq=^: i

cr^qrF^pJT^? =t^>4¥rFqTir: ii

|:F?2RrT5TFq ^ jfr i

II

3Fq^fcTF^r?r F^^rprraq'T^FTc&TTR iV >a

?rF?#Ff^5rRT!pqf w^rFf^frr^TJjTF ii

^TfF)T#F5fFnf gR i

FTwrEq-mpri-? ff'TcTRFq' qF^Tf'??: ii

PcITa'FqRSTFT ’T^T^T^rq |

SRiTP q 'ftfecTIfT 1

II

^F^fr ^3R): pFfr qqqr:
i

Fqqwt ^ifr'TJffqrqqBqT i

flFRqRift 5fF^r 5Fr?t ii
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B, These verses are a repetition in this work. They are trans-

lated and commented in the writer’s ist volume of this work to be

published afterwards. It is necessiated only to bring home to the reader

this very rich statement on the selection of the trees for the structural

and sculptural purposes in this illustration work.

The Aparajita-praccha, sutra 200 (vide Pr. Laks. p. 122-23) has

some innovations to offer regarding the daruja - icon of a linga or for

the matter of any image. It first gives the names of nine lingas

like Makarendu, etc. and then enumerates the trees like Candana,

Devadaru, etc. as the fit trees^ the wood of which should be employed; in

the end it directs that a wooden icon of linga should not be made in

lesser proportions than sixteen ahgulas. It further prescribes that a

wooden linga should be installed only in a wooden temple the nilaya

—

etc.

The Stone.—The stone is the most popular and widely and uni-

vei'sally used material for sculpture, not oxily in India but all over the

world. The ancient Greek Sculpture is predominantly rather mainly

fashioned out of the stone. India is rich with a large varieties of stones

found in the different reputed centres.

A special feature of the Vastu-texts, where the examination of

stone is dwelt upon, is an elaborate procedure of its manifold tests

—

vSilapariksa. These tests are both ritualistic and scientific as well.

The earlier texts like Bhavisyapurana, Brhatsamhita and Matsyapurana

have special preference for wood. The Visnudharmottara, however,

lays down elaborate rules not only for the selection of the proper wood to

be employed in making images, its expationations on the examination

of the stone are also very elaborate and they more or less closely follow

those enjoined in connection with Darupariksa. Dr. Bannerjea (cf.

D. H. I. pp, 217-18) has taken full notice of the chapter on Silaparikia

(the 19th) of the V. D. He has also given the extracts from Haribhakti-

vilasa (the i8th) as taken from Haya-SirsapaScaratra and has duly

translated and commented upon them. There are however^ some other

texts like Silparatna and Aparajita-praccha which also have very rich

discourse on this topic, a detailed notice of which will be taken here

for the first lime. A succinct summery of the contents of the first two

texts will however introduce the topic and may be complimentary to

the exposition of the matter from the S. R. and A. P.

The sum and substance of this Visnudharmottara’s Silapariksa is

that in the procurement of the Sila for image-making the Sthapati,

the sculptor, should go under auspicious stars. The colour would vary
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according to the devotees belonging to the four castes -while, led^

yellow and black stones arc recommended for the Brahinanas, Ivsatiiyas,

Vaisyas and Sudras respectively* It is further laid down that stone

preferred should be of one colour. It should be ‘^smooth, imbedded

in earth, without any grains of sand in its layers^ good to look at,

washed by spiring water or merged in winter, shaded by trees and

hailing from sacred TIrthas, of good length, breadth and thickness

(ayamaparinahadhyam) . . etc.”—Bannerjea's translation. The further

text prescribes various inodes of testing the selected stone. They are,

called Silalepas. The details of Siiapariksa as laid down in the Harh

bhakti-vilasa are more or less in the line of those of the V. D. Here

though they arc more ritualistic, nevertheless embody certain very

scientific statements. Its details of the different types of stones are

worthy of mention. These are “yuva (youthful), maclhya (of middle

age), bala (very young) and vrddha (old) of which the first two only arc to

be used for images (these refer to the geological age of particular

varieties) ;
stone of masculine, feminine and neuter gender arc to be

destingushed with the help of their characterstic signs such as their

ring and their glaze. The main image should be made of masculiut*

Slone, the pedestal of feminine, wdiile the pindika (lowermost base) of

the neuter (Pumlingaih pratima Karya strilingaih padapitluka i pindi-

kartham to sa grahya dirstva ya sanda«laksana)”—Bannerjea’s trans-

lation. The further text goes on with the diflerent varieties of the

pedestal and they may not be enumerated here as they are common to

what will folow when linga-iccns along with their prcdcstals arc taken

up ahead. With this general introduction to this substance of stone to

be used in making images as gathered from the V. D. and H. V. let

us now concentrate on the contents of S. R. and A. P.

After the ritualistic details in connection with the procurements of

the proper stone, the Silparatna (vide chapt. I 22-30) makes a modifi-

cation of the ancient rule of caste-wise colour of the stone that a devotee

belonging to any caste can have any colour he likes—sarvesamathava

sarvah silah syuriti kecan. Then are enumerated the merits of the

fourfold colour of the stone—while bestows emancipation, red the victory,

yellow the wealth, the black the prosperity (dhanyam). Silparatna

also colloborates the recommendatian of Haribhakti-vilasa that the

masculine stone should be used for the image proper, the feminine for

its pedestal or altar and the neuter for the base—the lowermost part.

Any diviation from this lule according to the text brings misfortune to

the nation as a whole :
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TOT ^ 1% ^2TT^ 11

The Aparajita-praccha has got a very elaborate procedure
for the selection of a proper stone for sculpturing a linga icon. The
Sutra 203 entitled ‘Linga-Pariksa’ (the contents reserved here and not
quoted in the Anthology) may be quoted here to bring home to the
reader this great ancient Indian institution of very meticulous care
in the selection of a proper kind of stone for image-making.

fsT^ ITOT I
•N

^ era
I

f^r55PT sr^sfJTTpT ?rTw: ii

f^^ffeT 'TI^cTij; II

Tre?q'TraT5FJTf'»T ^srr i

ersrr =## Trr^'Twrtr ii

^ =^rcn;Tf% i

^'TlffeT ! %=^raR II

?^qffeT?STTq'^5Tt ^5 I

^f?r ii

^fqTJn5:irrat i

^rsrr Ve^ifF^PfrJra sritt ?rf ii

q'^ra ^rq^ftrarrff^: i

qira fqTRmqiq- q ^fqnr: ii

?r5?qtf^?fqira Tpj?raffera er^qr i

rara qTW ii

qt?rrfr'nf|ef =#? q-^qrFftsfq' i

^TTfrajfeqqrqqiir j

?fSTf5TfqqrT^5qT ^gq'jffqqfTfwT i

’rar TTWt ii

qtfaqiT frar i

srfqf^vrr ii

Fq^i^ffeHT q^ffrqr qqcqcr: i

^I’TraTfFcT^q ’TsraT^rfFerra^TT ii

sraqrarfF^tq qi'tF^raTfF^^q’ =q
i

5TW II

srsnr erFssrRtqra snr?^ Fqqra^ i

5 IfeT: 7>3:oti!
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srr^^ sfOT fw^rflcrTr i

^Rcff ZPT II

5r#f!TiTT8T?rTsrw;JT i

iTr^> wi wt ^rFq- ?f??rr#^r^^!5HTii

XP^J ^F^irr JEqriT^IT F^^T ^^ cT^IT I

IR =^§Tg;5f qrFerw^ ii

g^argnf ^ cTR^f ?r^r i

fo^ %F?r F^^if ^13=^ jjftw II

?ft^ ww 551^ t F^g^f si^ir I

=^5fT^ =t^ F^^rfst^ II

^ ?2rF??r% F^ir^«rT ii

^ts=WTT ?R?f5«rT% ^T^rsEr^igiw i

^oq'P^zrTrT|;?| minin' ^ Ji«rT F^rF^r ii

3I^FR^ tr^ afrsft 3f3R3«rT |

^ ?rTc^ ®[«rT cf^ ^ ii

iT^iT 5i?!TirT%>j i

arrar^ ^ sr^tfr ^ ii

^ ^ ^ ^'3rErs3T^?cr«TT i

JT^q^T^^^TTTpT sfTi^irr ^ Jr^er^rr: ii

^^qTTT^il srF^^w^ii i

(
^Tl

'^Rt gr^TTO?) 3TfTTF?T^?T?m: II

q7iri|?STF«r?f Fw^ F^?i i

^sFr^=5r 5RnT5=5r ^^rq-an^r ii

F^JTT: II

?r#=FTirr«f ?rr"qaFir ii

qrFamTFfT ws^^ttF^t i

MtF^T^T^ ?fgw Fq^^’^^nr ii

••• 5rF5JTF?w^ ^ I

?nT^ ^rFs^rRtirTg; sft^raRT Fspq^^^ji

qtFsT'ssr'# ’T®?# ?3TT^ fF^ ^T! I

qt^ q>?rt Fqsrrqlin^^ Fq?rr?r ii

q;Fq% tir: spqrJr ^ i

^ 3r^#5r fqql%^ ii

•qwT^ sfir: 5%?r':i?n% i

fqf^ qft=qqr Fq?rra; ^¥f5rqF’?r?rF?fRrii

’^Fqr^r fnrq:? sfttBT: ^tttnT: i

?Ffr5!TRirT: Fh^^Iiwt: 5gfar^'qFqq#%ii
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Here in this extract the first line very briefly indicates the procedure

how to purify a ling-stone at the mountain. Further, the lines 2-15

describe the signs on the stone-slab both auspicious and inauspicious

Padmakara, Svastika, Sankhabha, Gakrasannibha, Ghatrakrti, Dhva-

jakara, Trisulakrti, Matsya-makara-kurmabha, Govrsabhakrti, Vajra-

khadgakrti, Dandabha, Gamarakrti, etc. are the auspicious signs and

are said to be conducive to the well-being and prosperity both of the

Sthapatis, the sculptors, and the Sthapakas, the priest-representatives

of their patrons, the donors, the Yajamans. Similarly Samudra-

vicisankasa and Mandalakrtika—these two signs are also hailed very

auspicious. Indrayudhanibha line is good for all casts. Then follow

the colour-signs and they are traditional, white, red and yellow and

black good for Brahmanas, etc,, the four castes respectively. The text

is emphatic about the unbroken line as auspicious, otherwise {i. <?.

broken and having dots, the bindus on it) inauspicious. The further

signs as enumerated in the text as in-auspicious are :

—

Bankabhasakrtl
|

as well as it lays down that its colours

Grdhrkakakrti
|

indicating those of kita, sarpa
Valayadyakrti

j
patanga ete. are also inauspicious.

Kausikakrti
j

Further text takes up the lanchanas—the wounds of the slab. If the

avarta, i. e. the mandala, the ring takes the right direction, it is good,

if otherwise (z. e, left) is bad.

Other lanchanas, enumerated as good are as follows :

—

prasada

ratha

nandyavarta

ankusa

rambha

puspamala

siva

darpana

kalasa

hara

akiasutra

pavitraka

vastrayugma

kundala

tarakakrtika

Now follow a very interesting code of lanchanaksaras, the syllables

of the Lanchana—vide the lines 21-28. The import of these lines is

certain vowels-consonants-like signs if seen on the slab ace enumerated

as inauspicious and others as auspicious. Now in the end follow the

Salya-dosas and Mandala-dofas,

The Mandala (ring on the slab) is indicative of the life under-

neath it and the following tabulation will be intersting to bring home to

the reades this ancient conjecture of the wounds of the slab:

ManjUtha Mandala Krsna Snake

Harita Karkara Kapila Mouse

Pita Godha $yama Krkalasaka
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Kinsukabha

Vidtra

Agnisaiinibha

Deep red

Kliarjura

Vrsdka

Khadyota

Indragopa

White

Atasibha

Bhasmabha
Gampabha
White

Bahlika

Pipilika

Smrmara
Krmis

Narottama

Bhasmabha

N. B.—The I St word is the name of the colour, the second the name

of the animal, etc.

Now after the selection of a proper kind of stone free from all the

blemishes, a meticulous care in the examination of which was a matter

of deep religious faith and artistic craftmanship, something ought to

have been said of the proportions also. Accordingly as regards the

actual proportions in carving out the entire image and its various sec-

tions and sub-sections, they have already been discussed in tlie previous

chapter, the detailed instructions of which abound in practically all the

texts on Iconography.

The Metals :—Images made of metals fall under the category of

cast-images. Metal-casting also might have been a very ancient institu-

tion in India. Bronze-images abund in our ancient sculptural heritage

(cf. ^South Indian Bronzes’—Gangoli). The beautiful bronze Buddha of

the early Gupta period, found at SuUanganj and now in the Birmingham

Museum and Art Gallery, as well as the gold-plated bronze image of

Manjusri recovered from the Balai Dhap mound, close to the ruins of

Mahasthana and now in the Rajsahi Museum, are sufficient and unique

specimens to prove that the Indian artists were quite adept in the art

of metal-casting. The evidence furnished by the early coinage (the

uninscribed and inscribed cast-coins of the pre-Christian period—some of

them belonging to as an early age as the 2nd and 3rd centuxy B, C.)

also goes a long way to prove that this art was as old as 5th Century

B. G. Despite the paucity of a large number of ancient remains, the

surmize that ‘^the metal-casters’ art especially in the fashioning of divine

images, remained throughout at a highlevel”—is amply borne out by the

medieval bronze statues and statuettes from Nalanda, Kurkihar, Jhaveri

(Chittagong) and other places of eastern India, and Chamba, Rajputana,

etc. of north India and the broxxze images found at Nagapatarn, and

various other parts of southern India.

All this early and medieval archaeological evidence of the metal-

casting art is also corroborated in the §ilpa-texts. The ^Madhucchista-

vidhana’ Chapter in the Manasara (a work of Gupta period as con-

tended by Dr. P. K. Acharya) and detailed instructions as given in the

Pancaratra religious-texts, like Hayalirsa, etc. in regard to the prepara-
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tion of the clay to be used in besmearing the wax-model are a sufficient

testimony of this icono-plastic art of metal-casting. The medieval texts

like Abhilasitartha-Cintamani (also Mansoilasa of King Somesvara of

the western Galukya-line of Kalyanl, 12th century A. D.) and Srikumara’s

Silpa-ratna, give detailed instructions on the metal-cast-images.

Further again, this metal-casting was both solid and hollow. Regard-

ing the latter, there are clear evidences in as an early literature as the

Rgveda itself (vide quotations in Pratima-Vijhana—^Surmayam, Susi-

ramiva, etc.’). The Manusmrti also corroborates this ancient institu-

tion as pointed out by Dr. Bannerjea (cf. 217).

It may be pointedput here that the casting of large-sized metal-images

was an elaborate process and required a good deal of expense. Naturally

therefore, metal was rarely employed in the making of Dhruva-beras.

Gopinath Rao’s remark Hhis material is almost exclusively used for

casting uisava, snapana, and bali images’ is thus quite significant and

true.

Now with this general introduction to this ancient art of metal-

casting, let us proceed further with the texts (as quoted in the Pr. Laks.

34 (a) Sc (b)). Metals as enumerated in the Vastu-texts (cf. Silpa-ratna

—

Pr. Laks p. ii) are eight-fold and they are designated as ‘Astalohamaya’.

This astalohamaya-bimba comprises within itself that made of gold

(sauvarna) silver (Rajata), bronze (Tamra), brass (Paittala) bell-metal

(Kamsya) iron (Ayasa) lead (Saisaka) and. . . .? (Trapu§a).

The text further lays down the respective merits of images made of

these metals—the gold-image gives bhukti and mukti both, the silver

image bestows strength, the bronze and brass bless with sons, bell-

metallic image offers health and longivity, but the last three are instru-

mental in briging about death, enmity and uccatana, etc. The text

therefore is emphatic enough to instruct us to use only the first four

metals called the 'Mukhya-lohani’ and avoid the last four called Tisaca-

lohani’. We shall see ahead-—vide linga-icons, that the different texts

like Suprabhedagama, among the Agama texts and Aparajita-praccha

among the Silpa-texts, also keep intact this tradition of the 'astaloha-

maya’ metallic iconoplastic art.

Now the question is what was the process of making this class of

cast-images? There are as many as six texts (i. Karnagama, 2.

Suprabhedagama, 3.^ Visnu-Samhita, 4. Manasara, 5. Abhilasitartha-

cintamani and 6. Silparatna) which have expatiations on this art.

Amongst these, the ist two (K. A. and S. A.) merely testify to the use

of bees’ wax in metals-casting, the fourth, L e. Manasara, though devotes

a complete chapter (see Pr. Lak. p. 34) hinted before, for describing
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the method of casting of images in metals, is chiefly concerned with the

ritualistic side of the subject. Now remain the three texts, a glance at

whose contents is necessary. The Viinusamhita mentions briefly thus i

^ jr: ii

W?T3T I

2. e, Tf an image is to be made of metal, it must first be made in wax

and then coated with earth
;
gold or other metals are purified and cast

into (the mould) and a complete (and fully solid—sarvatoghanam) image

in thus obtained by capable workmen.’—Rao’s translation.

The more important and fuller textual testimony of the process of

casting metal-images comes from Abhilasitirtha-cintamani and

Silparatna (as quoted in Pr. Laks. pp. 34. a & b). Both these texts arc

remarkable in giving to us both the methods of cast-images—solid and

hollow. The former lays down rules of solid-cast, the later of the

hollow one. A brief notice of both these quotations is necessary to

acquaint the readers with this skilled art of ancient India.

Sri S. K* Saraswati has the credit to point out, for the first time,

the passage of Abhilasitarthacintamani—vide J. 1 . S, O. A. Vol. IV. No.

2 p. 139 fl—'An ancient text on the casting of metal images’. Dr. J. N.

Bannerjea (D. H. I* p. 213-4) has also utilised this text as translated by

Sri S. K. Sarasvati. The text [cf. Pr. Laks, p. 34 (a) J first refers

to the preparation of the image (i, e. the model, evidently made of wax

though not expressly said so here) complete with all the details, accord-

ing to the navatala measurement; then instructions arc given about

the placing of wax-tubes on its back, shoulders and the neck or crown

and besmearing it with refined clay in three layers. Rules for the

preparation of the clay are given in detail. The clay coatings should be

made in regular intervals and be carefully dried up in the shade. The

textual injunction to be noted is that the amount of wax used to pre-

pare the model should be weighed in the very beginning by the wise

artist. Then the particular metal out of which the casting is to be

done should be measured according to certain proportions; if the image

is to be made of brass or copper, the metal should weigh ten times (or

eight times according to a varient reading), if of silver, twelve times,

and if of gold, sixteen times, the weight of the wax model, according to

.the specific gravity of the metals. Then the measured metal should be

encased in a cocoanut-shaped earthen crucible
, and the wax

from the clay-coated mould should be melted away by heating the

image in fire. The crucible with the metal within ought to be so heated
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that the latter may form a liquid mass, then after puncturing the top

of the crucible with an iron rod, the whole molten metal should

be carefully poured down the mouth of the tube. When the molten

metal has congealed after cooling down, the clay coating should be
broken up very carefully. Any superfluous metal and tubes adhering
to the fully fashioned metal image should be filed away with a carana
(a file?), and lastly the whole should be brightly polished ’

—

Bannerjea. This is the technique of the solid cast.

Now comes the turn of the last text Silparatna[Pr. Laks. p. 34 (b) ]

prescribing the technique of the hollow cast and it is being translated by
the present writer for the first time, a perusal of which should convince

the reader of the efficacy of this art handed down from the hoary

past.

Let a wax-model be prepared first, of an image (either a ^Bimba’

or a Linga’)
;
then a sufficiently strong clay coating be overlaid and

dried up, wax should then be removed. In that model then liquid iron

or any other metal—gold or silver or bronze, etc.—is filled up. Now I am
going to describe the technique of this casting for the benefit of

workmen. There are five types of clay compounds to be used for a

coating in a cast-image : ^kathina’ (hard)
;

manda-kathina (medium-

hard) : mrdvi (soft) ; mrdutara (softer) and musakaranayogya (clay

fit for making a crucible— cf. writer’s ‘Hindu science of Architecutre’,

where the architecutural connotation of this word is expounded for the

first time) , Of these the first type is prepared of ordinary clay or that

got from ant-hills (nakuja) and it has to be made fit for besmearing,

by thoroughly mixing it with finely powdered brick-dust, pure water

and extracts of arecanut or betelnut husks and it has also to be

beaten down by a stone-pestle to make it hard. If, however, the second

variety, medium hard, is desired, the above compound should be

mixed up with cowdung. Further again if the third type of clay

compound is aimed at, it is constituted by finely powdered dust ofearthen

pots {L e, ground in a grinding stone) mixed with clay in proportion of

one to four. If cowdung is added to this compound, the fourth variety

is constituted. Lastly, the fifth is made by mixing charred husk,

earthen pot dust and desiccated {u e, pounded up by pestle) cotton

cloth all in equal proportions and all finely powdered.

Whatever a variety of an icon is desired to be cast, its model

should be prepared in a bit lesser measurements so that the different

clay coatings may not go out of proportions After the first coating is

made and it got dried up the further coatings should be applied in

such a way that the image is fashioned by and by and got hard also.
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Now in the end, to make it soft, it should be besmeared with an essence

ofcowdung. Thus prepared (the model) a wax-plate, along with the

desired metal in proper proportion with all the charaelcri.stic signs of

the image (aimed at) should be overlaid. As regards the ornaments

and other decorations or symbols they may be cast cither by a wire of

the wax itself or by tanta (tintinisara)
;

or again by a bamboo-fibre

(venu-sara). Thus carved out with all the characteristic symbols as

well as the weapons also, it should now be made well glossed and again

a liquid clay coating of the softer type be given in more than one

succession. When got dried up, it should be again besmeared with

the soft variety of clay compound and be left for being dried up. Thus

made hard enough it should now be tied up with black iron plates

;

again a claycoating of the hard variety should be given in such a

proportion with which it may endure—this coating process may be

continued in succession. On the minor limbs of the image the iron-line

(loha-paddhati) is the rule. Thus dried up, it should be put on the

furnace which is duly lit up with fire and the model covered up witli

the firclogs.

Now when the colour of the image takes up the colour of the

flower of Kusmanda (ai kind of pumpkin gourd) as is visil)lc througli the

irompouring hole, it should he taken down from the furnace and Ise

placed with its mouth upwards, in a pit dug in the ground. Now is

the time when the iron-liquid already melted in a crucible sliotikl he

brought quickly and be poured in the mouth gradually, so that tlie

whole interior is filled up wkh the substance. After this, the model in the

hole is covered up with the dust and when in time it is cooled down

all the coated clay should be removed by the sharp iron sticks by and

by. It should then be smoothed with the proper implcnifuts.

Metal images fall under the category of cast images, the pakaja

class, which again also include the terracotta figurines that liave been

discovered in untold numbers from various parts of India belonging to

the remotest past.. Many of the terracotta objects as found in the

Indus valley sites also stand for the images of gods. *Mackay expressly

tells us that the numerousness of such finds shows that they were manu-

factured in the factories of image-makers of tlxese regions*—^Banerjea,

Similar is the conclusion of the excavations in the historic sites oi'

Vaisali, Bhita, Sravasti, Kausambi, Somapur (Paharpur), Pundravar-

dhana (Mahasthan), Banaras, Patna, Nalanda etc.

Precious stones ,—Now comes the turxx of the precious stones as

one of the principal substances of image-making. The Ralnaji class

ofimages are said to be made of as many as eight kinds of precious stones
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vide Silparatna (Pr. Laks. p. 1 1) They are Sphatika (crystal) Padmaraga

(Lapisiazuli), Vajra (diamond) Nila (sapphire), Hiranya (Gold) Vaid-

urya (cat’s eye), Vidruma (coral) and Pusya. Aparajita-praccha, how-

ever, (Pr. Laks. p. 128) enumerates more than a dozen precious stones

and gems of which the linga-icons were to be fashioned.

Regarding the evidence of the ratnaja class of images, Rao supplies

it (E. H. I. Vol. I. pt. 1 . pp, 49-50) with the remark that instances are not

unknown in which the precious gems are employed as material for

images. The palace of the king Theaba of Burmah is said to have

contained a large ruby image of Budha. The temple at

Chidambaram has a sphatika lihga which is about nine inches

in height and has a pindika (base) of as maziy inches in diameter.

Dr. Bannerjea further supplies us an information on the subject parti-

cularly in regard to the crystal by his remark ‘‘That crystal could be

very skilfully handled and fashioned into beautiful forms, is proved by

the discovery of the excellently carved crystal bowl with fish handle

among the relics of Budha inside the big monolithic chest at Piprawa”

As regards the technique and craftsmanship in fashioning the images

out of the precious stones, details are wanting in the texts of the Vastu-

sastra. Dr. Bannerjea (ibid pp. 224-25) observes “As regards the ratnja

class of images, little or no details about their manufacturing technique are

to be found in the general body of the iconographical literature for the

obvious reason that these images, being expensive ones, were seldom in

demand by the common class of devotees, and even when a few wealthy

ones were in need of them, the highly skilled jwellers and ivory carvers

of ancient and medieval India were never handicapped for lack of ins-

tructions in meeting their wants.”

Ivory.—In ancient and medieval India, art of ivory cons-

truction was also in great vogue and it was one of the finest manifesta-

tions of Indian skill in artistic creations. Naturally, therefore, this art

was also at the disposal of the worship and its object. Hence danta

(ivory) was also reckoned as one of the precious materials of which the

the images were made. It may be pointed out that the ivory-images may

be included under the broader class of Ratnaja images—vide A. P.

sutra 128 and Pr. Laks. p. 128.

The sixth member of the seven-fold substances (clay, wood, stone, *

metals, precious stones, Misra (the mixture of two or more) and the

alekhya-the painting) is what is described by Silparatna (Pr, Lafe.

p. 1 2) as Misiramayam and the text defines it in relation to a ling-icon

that after a wooden sula, a pike i, e, a shaft is overlaid with iron-plate
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(loha-patta) it should be adequately besmeared with clay and then be
kept for being dried up- This suggests that the ingredients of this misra

material may include any number of substances#

While dealing with clay, it had already been pointed out that the

clay images and sculptures, used to be fashioned out with ingredients of

more than one substances. Sri Gopinath Rao has mentioned Kadi-

sarkara also as one of the substances for making images. In my opinion,

Kadi-sarkara images, fall under this category of misra-material. The

main ingredient in the preparation of Kadisarkara according to Rao, is

limestone, the others are not pointed out by him. Dr. Bannerjea has

enlightened us further on the basis of a textual evidence from Hayasirsa-

pancaratra, as quoted in Gopalabhatta’s Haribhakti-Vilasa (the 15th one)

that this clay compound in which some of the constituents being powdered

iron and stone, is much similar to the material known as stucco, which

was so copiously used by the Hellenistic artists of Gandhara. Again while

introducing the Misra or mixed material of the Silparatna, mention has

already been made of a sula or pratima-sula. This is also corroborated

in the following passage from Haribhakti-Vilasa:

i

far: ii

Matsyapurai^a also refers to mixed material

:

'Trf«r% ctstt

?T^3rt firm =? ii

Dr. Bannerjea takes this misra compound as falling under this very
category of stucco or kadi-sarkara. Karkara and Sarkar'a denote the

same thing—little stone chips, (perhaps limestone chips). Rao further

informs us, “Brick and mortar or Kadi-sarkara images are also occasion-

ally met with in several temples; in the the famous temples at Srirangam
and Trivindrum (Anantasayanam), the main central images arc under-

stood to be of this kind.”—E. H. I. Introduction p. 49.

Under this mixed material also fall brick and mortar images and
Rao refers to one such image of Mahasadasivamurti found by him in

'Vaittisvarnkoyil (Tanjore District), which is a rare representation of
brick and mortar image. The Vastusastra description of MahasadaMva-
marti (cf. Manasara) that this form should have fifty arms and twenty-

five faces (also Pr. Laks p. 137) is corroborated in this find. In the

25 faces of this figure, each of the five aspects of .^iva—•Varaadeva,
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Sadyojata, Aghora, Tatpuru^a and Isana are represented, by five faces.

As regards its sculptural skill, Rao remarks: ‘'the heads are arranged in

tiers in arithmetical progression, thus the topmost tier has only one head,

the next one below has three, the next five and so on till the last tier

has nine heads’’ Dr. Bannerjea further observes (D. H. 1 . f. n. p. 228):

'Reference may be made in passim to the similar arragement of heads

of the multi-headed Avalokitesvara figure belonging to the Vajrayana

pantheon of Tibet and Nepal. One such eleven-headed standing

figure has been illustrated by Grundwedel in his 'Buddhist Art’, p. 203,

fig. 148.

Lastly though not least in importance is the Alekhhya as one of

the most popular media of divine representations. Such images are

said to belong to Chitraja class; a detailed exposition of the pictorial

art as well as a critical examination of the sastric canons as found in the

texts like the Samarangaiia-Sutradhara, Aparajita-praccha, Mansol-

lasa (or Abhilasitartha-cintamani) and Silparatna etc. are reserved to

the 3rd part of this work, hence repetition is unwarranted here.

A further reference ought to be made, for the sake of completeness,

to various other modes of representing the deity. The Silparatna (Pr.

Laks. p. 12) mentions some of the materials like sand, cowdung, piita

(pilha—prepared in rice powder) gola, (wooden ball) fruits and butter.

The linga-icons, made of these materials, are said to be moulded

temporarily and abandoned daily. The text is emphatic on the avoid-

ance of any other parapharanelia, such as their pithika, trikhandamana''

or sirovartana, etc. as well as any consideration of the time, the muhurta
or the adhivasana, etc. The diety may be fashioned then and there and
after paying one’s homage, it may be adandoned in waters.

With this, a bit detailed exposition of the individual iconic subs-

tances, the truth must have been brought home to the reader

that iconoplastic art of India was not only varied and rich but also

popular in asmuch as it was meant to satisfy the demands both of a king

and a beggar alike. The memorable Gita verse geef holds

good here as well. Dr. Bannerjea simply echoes time-honoured truth

when he says "The service of the wood-cutter, the potter, the stone-

mason, the painter, the jeweller and the metal-caster were utilised by

the numerous religious minded people of India in greater or less degrees.

In fact, the divine images and their worship had come to be the most

potent factor in the lives of the majority of the Indians as the simplest

manifestation of the inner religious experience as inculcated in Bhakti.’*

The Puranas like Visnudharmottara make emphatic declaration that in
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Kali Age there is no better way to pay homage to gods than in their

images.

In the end a word may be said to the several factors which ^collec-

tively contributed to the phenomenal [rise to importance of this practice

and the consequent development of the iconoplastic art in its various

phases’. The first and foremost of them according to Dr. Bannerjea, was

undoubtedly the wide prevalence of sectarianism in India in the centuries

of Christian era. In the writer’s Pratima-vijnanaj a detailed exposi-

tion of these manifold sects has already been attempted and Dr, Banner-

jea’s desertation on the theme (D. H, I. pp. 32 on wards) is very valu-

able information and the reader is referred to, to read all this. The pheno-

menal rise in the number of divinities and new errants in the orthodox

hierarchy comprising not only the Brahmanic pantheon, but also the

Buddhist and Jain ones, is another factor in the exuberant upsurge.

Another factor which contributed to the development of iconogra-

pher’s art in this country was undoubtedly her contact with the foreig-

ners, especially with the Greeks, in the centuries immediately prccceding

the Christian era.’

^The evolution of the Tantras and the gradual canonisation of the

modes for icon-making were also important factors conducive to the

development of Indian iconoplastic art.’ ‘The last though not lcast|>

important factor contributing to the development of Indian religious

art, was certainly the systematic patronage which was given by the ruling

powers of early and medieval India’, the instances of the munificence

of Emperors like Asoka and the Imperial Guptas, Chalukyas, etc, are a

common place history.



CHAPTER V

MUDRAS—POSES AND POSTURES

Iconography is both a science and an art. An art must express life

in all its manifestations. Images and sculptures, the finest productions

of art, naturally therefore, must express life. An ideal art like icono-

graphy must not only express life, but should also ennoble life by means

of its appeal, not only to the senses, but also to the spirit. Early Indian

art being religious in character has always adhered to this spiritual

side of artistic appeal. The very aim of Indian Iconography being the

fulfilment of the want of worship of the gods and goddesses; and worship

is nothing but a homage to the loftiest of virtues and highest of

thoughts and noblest of acts that are understood to be possessed of, by

these divinities; therefore they needed, in the anthopomorphic repre-

sentations of gods and goddesses, to be expressed through some medium

of art. How to do it? It was through the symbolism of Mudras that

the artists of India have done it and have done it creditably. The

symbolism of Indian art is its chief characteristic which gives to it a

unique distinction in the artistic history of the world.

The sculptural art in other ancient countries like Greece and Rome

never cared with this symbolism. An image, if carved out beautiful,

perfect in proportions and complete in artistic details as well as material

craftsmanship, that was all that could be aimed at, ‘The bodily culture

and the improvement of its form engaged the sole attention of the

Greek artists’. But here in India, this was not all. Art and Icono-

graphy are correlated subjects. Iconography, in fact, forms not only

a part of cultural art but cultural life itself. Indian Iconography, as

pointed out previously, has developed out of the womb of Iconology.

This iconology is one of many manifestations which represent in all the

consummation, the spiritual life of Indians. This iconology again was

an outcome of man’s reflections on nature and its manifold processes,

Naturally therefore all these reflections had to pass through a mental

process of personification, abstraction or generalization as well as

recollection and representation. Therefore it is with this fundamental

background of human mind that we have to view the Indian art which

was rooted in the spiritual advancement and religious craving and its

satisfaction of Indian people.

Our canonical and iconographical litemture not only directs the

Indian artists to express in art ‘certain symbolic representations of the
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nature of a particular god or goddess but to show, through their chisel

work, extremely subtle poses of the image,, to show unmistakably the

various moods, either grim or mild or meditative or grave or some

other kind, in which deities were to appear before the worshipper.

This presumably led to the psychological foundation of Indian arth

It is from this cardinal angle of Indian art that Indian Images

possess such a variety of expressive postures not only of the

face but of the whole body—the hands and feet, etc. All these

peculiarities of Indian art have thus a tradition both in manuals and

monuments alike. There is no better designation of this element of

Indian Iconography than the word ‘Mudrah

All the poses and postures both of the hands and the feet, together

with those of the body, I have placed under Mudras. Anthropomor-

phic representation of the gods being itself a symbolic phenomenon,

everything connected with its details should also be taken as symbolic.

The word Mudra conveys the sense and significance of all this symbolism.

The seats, conveyances, the dresses and the ornaments, all are symbolic

in nature so far as they arc related to the anthropomorphic figures of

gods and goddesses. Therefore, these latter topics, seats, etc. have also

been placed by me under the heading of Mudra (cf the VI Chapter

—

Mudras—continued).

Again we know that these ^Hasta^ poses which are so much talked

of, in the manuals on Iconography, really owe their origin to the

institutions of dance and drama. Bharata’s Natyasastra treats this

subject of ^Hasta’ poses in relation to the different dancing modes for

not only the production of the rhythm, so essential in the art, but also

for the conveying of the expressions latent in the physical manifestation

of the art. It is the mute expression of some of the noblest and highest

ideas of poetry and philosophy on the part of the ‘Nata’, the dancer,

to bring home to the spectators, the ‘Sabhyas’, the ^Sahrdayas’, the

'apperception’ by means of which they loo identify themselves

with this apperception leading to the appreciation of the true

meaning of the art with all its sentiments, emotions and underlying

message.

Further again the imagination and the imitation are the foremost
factors in any symbolic representation. They arc more so in the fine
arts. Visnudharmottars s accounts regarding the origin of painting
(cf. Part III Gh. 2, verses I-9) from the science of dancing
also corroborate this truth that observation, imitation and imagina-
tion are essential in any symbolic expression, be it painting or
dancing.
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It is with this background that the technical Mudras—hand poses,

and the postures of legs—are intimately associated with the figures of
gods and goddesses both in painting and sculpture, where the aim
of the artist is to provide the mute gods and goddesses, a vehicle of
expression through the medium of poses and postures. This suggestive-

ness, the most vital element in the art, brings life in any artis.ic expression.

Moreover, gestures have played a great part in the development of
human civilisation from the linguistic point of view. With the
tiemendous advancement in power of speech, a rational endowment
to mankind, the use of gesture sometimes, in the expression of ideas
with more clarity and emphasis, has been in vogue from time im-
memoricil and it is still a civilised sign of an orator, a public speaker,
or a lecturer in the class room. A mere gesture with a hand or any
other limb of the body suggests volume of ideas otherwise unexpressed
or expressed imperfectly. Hence the hand poses, the poses of the

body or the postures of legs, in which the art traditions of ancient
India make their images express themselves, were long stereotyped
here.

Goomarswamy observes (cf. Coomarswamy and Gopalakrishnayya—
Ihe Mirror ol Gesture, page 24) “Such motions must have been
elaborated and codified at a very early date, and later on we find

that the art of silent communication by means of signs, which is in
effect a deaf and dumb language’, and just like the American Indian
hand-language, was regularly regarded as one of the ‘sixty-four arts’

which every educated person should have knowledge of”. “He refers

to Jataka number 54G (J. Text, VI pp. 364) where Bodhisattvajudges the
suitability of a woman for being his wife by communicating to her
through the medium of a particular hand sign (hattha-mudda); she
understood it correctly and replied to him with another of her own.

(J. N. Bannerjea, D.H. I. p, 247).

With this general introduction to this subject, I may now proceed
with their elaboration in the text of the Samarangana-Sutradhara which
has treated this subject very systemstically by devoting three separate
chapters to the technique of poses and postures, the depiction of which
in the domain of art, both sculptural and pictorial, has been a living

tradition in India.

These Mudras according to the Samarangana-Sutradhara may be
classified into three broad divisions.

1. Poses of hands (vide Patakadi 64 Hastas, the 83rd Chapter).

2. Poses of the body (vide Rjvagata, etc. Sthanas—79th Chapter).
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3. Postures of the legs (vide—Vaisnava etc. Standing postures

—

the 80th Chapter).

This broad division of the Madras, to my mind, comprises the

whole kingdom of the Madras. Sri R. K. Poduval, however, distinguishes

between 'three broad divisions of Madras, viz. Vedic, Tantiic and Lauk-

ika, (cf. his "Madras in art”). All these have been ably examined and

deah with by Dr. J.N. Bannerjea in his learned book the 'Development of

Hindu Iconography’. Dr. Bannerjea has also done a singular service to

the advancement of this particular branch of Indology by a study of

these Madras in relation to their illustration in monuments. Let us

first take the Hasta Madras:

—

I. Hasta Madras

Poses of the Hands.^—As regards the poses of the liandss the

Samarangana Sutradhara divides them into the three varieties,

namely:

—

1. The Twenty four Asainyuta Hastas beginnirg with Pataka, etc-

2. The thirteen Samyuta Hastas beginning with Anjali etc.

3. The Twenty-nine Nrtta Hastas beginning with Caturasra etc.

All these are tabulated hereunder:

—

(i) Group—254 Asamyute Hastas

I. Pataka 13 - Sarpasira

2 . Tripatika 14. Mrgasirsaka

3 - Kartanmukha 15 - Kangula

4. Ardhacandra i6. Alapadma

5 - Arila 17- Catura

6. Sukaiunda 18. Bhramara

7 * Musti 19- Hamsavaktra

8. Sikhara 20. Hamsapaksa

9 - Kapittha 21. Sanddamsa

10. Khatakamukha 22. Mukula

II. Sucimukha 23 - Crnanabha

12. Padmakosa 24. Tamracuda.

(ii) Group-13 Samyuta Hasta?

I. Karkata 7 - Dola

2 . Savastika 8. Puspaputa

3 > Khataka 9 - Makara

4. Utsanga 10. Gajadanta

5 - Anjali II. Avahittha

6. Kapota IQ. Vardhamana
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1

(iii) Group—21 Nrtta Hastas

I. Caturasra 12. Latahasta

2. Viprakirna 13. Karihasla

3. Padmakosa 14, Paksavancitaka

4. Arala Khatakamukha 1 5. Paksapracyotaka

5. Avidha-vakraka 1 6. Garudapaksa

6. Sucimukha 17. Dandapaksa

7. Recitahasta 18. Urdhvamandali

8. Uttanavancita 19. Parsvamandali

9, Ardharecita 20. Uromandali

10. Pallava 2 1 . Urahparsvardhamandala.

: I . Kesavandha

It may ))e noted that all these hastas though more true in drama

and dance arc really characteristic of the peculiar poses in which some

of the renowned forms of Lord Siva (cf, Nrtta-murties) are represented

in Art. Dr. Bannerjea’s observation (p. 24.8) that these have no practical

application in Iconography is not fully correct. The standard manuals

like the Vhs:nu-dharmottara and the Samarahgana-Sutradhara have

given an honoured place to these in rclatian to their iconographical

expositions. Sri R. K. Poduval also bases his studies on 'Mudras in Art’

on an early Sanskrit text ^Balaramabharatam’ written by King Balarama

Kulasekhara Vanci Bhupala of Travancore. The real significance,

however, as hinted at previously and pointed out in my Tratima-

Vijnana’ (p. 240) is that among tlic wSilpa-texts, it is unique distinction

of the S. S. that it has devoted 3 chapters on Mudralogy and one chap-

ter on Aesthetics in relation to the canons of painting. Both these are

very important topics in dance and drama, where and

are aimed at, and as per the \nsnudharmottara’ dictum (Bk. Ill Ch. 2)

that the science of painting is dependent on the art of dancing, the S. S.

too has echoed this fundamental truth of the intimate relationship of

the art of daiK'ing and drama with that of the Mudralogy in art:

\

11

and so cDticIusu>n is that what is true in Painting and the Cilraja images, is

also true in sculptural images, in the considered opinion of an asthetician

of repute, king Bhoja of Dhara, tlie ccleberated author of the S. S.
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Now it may be pointed out here that sometimes in the texts on

Iconography, the words diasta’ and ^mudra’ are spoken of as synony-

mous, for example ^abhaya-liasta’ and ‘^abhaya-mudra' Varada-hasla’

and Varada-mudra’, etc. Sometimes again the word ‘hasta^ denotes

an emblem and a posture both, e, g, ^padma-hasta’, ^pustaka-hasta’,

etc. would mean a hand holding a lotus and a book respectively

;

whereas the word ^suci-hasta’ would literally .mean a hand holding a

sewing needle
;
but really it denotes the pointing pose. The word

^danda-hasta’ may stand for both, the emblem as well as a specific

gesture. Further again, the word 'mudra’ is also used in a restricted

sense of a hand pose, e.g, jnana-mudra, cinmudra or vyakhyana-mudra

—

all these denote the peculiar posture in which the palm with fingers is

shown.

As regards the word fiiasta’. Dr. Bannerjea, observes that it is

generally used in cases where the whole of the arm along with the

hand is shown in a particular pose (cf. dandahasta, gaja-hasta, kali-

hasta, etc.). But as per the writer’s observations before, the word

^mudra’ in Indian Iconography, should be taken in a wider sense to

denote the whole kingdom of symbolism associated with the images of

divinities.

A reference has been made to R. K. Poduval’s three broad

divisions of mudras (cf. his ^Mudras in Art’). His contention is that

he has recognised as many as 64 mudras in Art and 108 in Tantra.

Among the 45 Tantric Mudras as reproduced by Poduval, such as

anjali, vandani, vainayaki, etc., etc., Dr. Bannerjea’s observations

(D* H. 1 . p. 249) are worth quoting
; ^A careful analysis of these

names show that some are connected with the deities to be worshipped,

while others with the worshipper, a third set again symbolising the

upacaras used in worship’.

Without entering into further discussions whether PoduvaPs

contentions are satisfactory or otherwise, let us see how many hasta-

mudras are found depicted in early art of India. The following

tabulation will suffice to supply this important information as gathered

from Bannerjea’s work.

The following hasta-mudras are depicted in early representations

.of the Indian divinities and their attendants

1. Abhaya

2. Varada

3. Anjali

4. Dhyana or yoga
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5. Jnana

6. Vyakhyana

7. Dharmacakra

8. Katyavalambita

9. Kataka or Simhakarna

10. Gaja or danda

11. Suci

12. Tarjani

13. Vismaya

14. Bhusparsa

Abhaya—-It is also known as Santida (cf. Br. S. ch. 57-VV-33-5)

the hand turned towards the visitor^ {i. e. turned to front) with fingers

raised upwards. Its early illustrations are Mathura Buddha figure of

the Kushan period
;
Siva-Visvamitra figure (on the coins of Dharaghosa)

;

King Brahmadatta in illustration of Mahakapi Jataka at Bharhut,

^This is one of the commonest mudras in which one or other hand of

the Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jain images is shown, and it stands

for assurance of fearlessness, tranquillity and protection given by the

deity to his worshipper’—D. H. 1 . p. 251.

Varada.—It is also another ofthe typically common mudras in icono*

graphic illustrations ofancient and medieval India, symbolises the bestowal

ofboon or benediction by the god on his votary. Utpala, the celebrated

commentator of Br. S. explains this mudra as the pose in which the

palm with fingers pointing downwords is shown inside out. The

antiquity of this pose goes as far back as the age of Indus Valley

civilization (cf. Mohenjodaro seals containing figures of a god seated in

yoga posture and Harappa terracotta human figurines). Sri M. S-

Vatsa has described several such Harappa figures—vide ‘Excavations at

Harapa’, p. 294, pi. LXXVI. Kubera (Kupiro Yakho) is also depicted

in Bharhut with his hands in this pose.

Dhyana—Yoga—or Samadhi-mudra ;
—Tt is that particular pose

in which the palm of the right hand is placed in that of the left and

both together are laid on the crossed legs of the seated image’—Rao.

Our early literature abound the description of this yogic posture

(cf. Bhagvadgita VI. 13; Samannaphalasutta ; Kumarasambhava

Canto* III. 47)- Regarding its illustrations in the early art

Dr. Bannerjea says (D. H. L p. 253-54): “The earliest approach to the

Dhyana-mudra of the texts, as explained by the quotation from Rao,

is to be found in the figure of a deity seated on a lotus seat, appearing

on certain copper coins of Ujjayani, that can be dated in 2nd-3rd

century B. C. In Gandhara some of the numerous Buddha figures are

shown with their hands in this pose ; its association with asceticism

(tapas) is characteristically emphasised in the figures of Buddha
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practising asceticism in the collections of the Peshawar and Lahore

Museums. The red sandstone figure of Parsvanatha from Mathura,

now in the collection of the Lucknow Museum, shows the Jina seated

erect with his legs crossed and his hands in Dhyana-mudra
; it belongs

to the early Kushan period. Many images, Brahmanical, Buddhist and

Jain, of the Gupta period, show this pose, two Yogasana-Visnu figures

in the Mathura Museum characteristically portraying iPb

Jnana-Mtidra :—Rao says, Hhe tips of the middle finger and

the thumb are joined together and held near the heart, with the palm

of the hand turned towards the head’. Bharhut railings typify this

pose as an early example in Ajakalaka Yaksa and other representations.

The front right hand of the figure of Narayana in the Nara-Narayana

relief at Deogarh, is its Gupta period illustration. Dhyau Budha

figures of early period also illustrate this. It may be remarked that

this mudra is particularly associated with Siva’s Daksinamurti and

unfortunately its correct representation in early art is yet to come to

light.

Cinmudra It is described by Rao thus-^the tips of the thumb

and the forefinger are made to touch each other, so as to form a circle,

the other fingers being kept open. The plam of the hand is made to face

the front’. The hand in this pose is usually raised upwards near the

breast and it appears that this is the exact counterpart ofjnana-mudra’

—

Bannerjea. This mudra is adopted when an explanation or exposition

is being given, hence it is also called Vyakhyana-mudra and Sandarsana-

mudra. Illustrations :— r. The extreme right section of a large panel in

the cave temple of Ramesvara at Ellora depicts Subrahmanya teaching

his father Siva the significance ofOm
;

the right hand of polycephalous

god is shown in the Vyakhyana pose, a rosary being shown in the palm;

2. The two-armed figure of Nara in the Deogarh reliefjust referred to,

shows his right hand in the same pose, a rosary being also placed in the

hand. 3. 'One of the earliest representations of a teacher expounding

his lessons or doctrines is to be found at Bharhut where the sage

Dirghatapasvl is shown in the attitude of instructing his pupils’

—

Bannerjea.

Dharmacakta:—^It is characteristic of Buddha images alone.

It symbolises the first preaching of the Law by the Master at Sarnath,

'thus figuratively speaking, setting thenceforward the 'Wheel of the

Law’ in motion. It is also used in the representation of the Great

Miracles at Sravasti. The Gandhara images, in the opinion of
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Dr. Bannerjea (D. H. I. p. 256) could not give an authentic representa-

tion of this, pose. ^But in the truely Indian images of Buddha from the

Gupta period onwards, the Dharmacakra-mudra is invariably presented

in the manner shown in Fig. 4, Plate III of this book’. Dr. Bannerjea

further remarks—^this hand-pose is nothing but the combined representa-

tion ofjnana and vyakhyana-mudras, the left hand being in the former

and the right in the latter’.

Katyavalambita—or Katisamsthita-hasta :—It is the pose in

which “^the arm is let down so as to hang by the side of the body, and

the hand is made to rest on the loin, indicating thus a posture of ease’

—

Rao. This is the most popular and commonly met mudra in the

artistic remains. Goomarswamy takes it as the iconographic pose par

excellence in ancient and medieval India, *Dr. Bannerjea has a long

ist to represent this pose, a tabulation of some of the more famous

ones is given below vide—Eaily Indian coin-devices:

1. Siva on some coins of Wema Kadphises,

2. Siva-Visvamitra on Dharghosa’s silver coins

3. Siva-chatresvara on some Kuninda coins.

4. Laksmi on the unique coin with the legend ‘Pakhalavadidevata,’

f. e, Puskalavati-devata grouped by the numismatists in the Indo-Scythic

series.

5. Durga Simha-vahini or Ekinamsa on some copper coins of

Azes, identified by Dr. Bannerjea on the authority of the Brhatsamhita’s

description of this goddess-Ekanamsa.

^The standing images of Buddha, the Nagas and various other

divinities, of the early Kushan and subsequent periods found at Mathura

and adjacent places very frequently display this attitude
;

the Katra,

Anyor and Mankuwar images of seated Buddha also show the same pose’,

Bannerjea.

Kataka

—

or Simhakarna-hasta :—It denotes that particular pose

where in Hhe tips of the fingers are loosely applied to the thumb so as

to form a ring or, as some what poetically expressed by the latter name,

so as to resemble a lion’s ear’—Rao. It is specially suited to figures of

goddesses and is very common also. Sirima devata at Bharhut is one

of its earliest representations.

Da:^da-hasta or Gaja-hasta :—‘It has got the technical sense of

the arm thrown forward (sometimes across the body), appearing like a

straight staff or the lolling trunk of an elephant’. The palm in this pose
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'^seems to be in Vainayaki mudra’, Bannerjea. It is finely illustrated in

the well-known Nataraja images of Siva. Nrtya-Ganapati, Krma Kaliya-

damana, dancing Gamunda are also some of the more famous figures

I'epresenling this pose. Bharhut sculptures of the Apsaras also depict

this pose.

Sucihasta ;—It has already keen briefly noted.

Tarjani-hasta :—It is a very suggestive hand-pose where the

projected finger of the right hand points upwards (in the suci, it usually

points downwards, the hand being held down), "’as if the hand is

warning or scolding another’ (Rao) ‘In Vajrayana Sadhanas’, remarks

Bannerjea, ‘Martci and several other goddesses are very often described

as harjanipasa-hasta’—which means that the noose which is meant for

chastisement, is placed in the same hand which is shown in threatening

pose. Bharhut coping stones again illustrate this pose also in a Jataka

relief, (cl. Gahapati Jataka, the house-holder Bodhisattva is represented

in this attitude). Dr, Bannerjea has corrected Barua in his observation

of Sudarsana Yaksini in Bharhut, who also is depicted in a pose similar

to tarjdiu.

Vismaya-hasta -It indicates astonishment and wonder ‘In this

pose the forearm is held up with the fingers of the hand pointing up

and the palm turned away from the observer’. ‘The relief illustrating

the Candesanugrahamurti of Siva in the Kailasanatha temple at

Gonjeevaram belonging to the Pallava period’ is an example. A railing

pillar relief of the Saka-Kushan period in the collection of Mathura

Museum, depicts a male figure in this attitude. Dr. V. S. Agarwala and

Upadhyaya have rightly identified this figure as the young Ixcrmit

Rsyasrnga and they observe ‘This mudra is indicative of astonishment

(vismaya) and reflection (vitarka). The eye balls are turned upwards

and the whole expression is one of deliberation in which an awareness

of the immediate surroundings is absent. Satisfaction beams on the

face’. Dr. Bannerjea comments : The story of Rsyasrnga is often

narrated in the Brahmanical and Buddhist literature and the most

suggestive moment in it is that in which the young Brahmacarl

beholds a maiden for the first time; the artist has chosen this moment
and has very effectively portrayed the pleasant wonder of the

unsophisticated youth when sex-consciousness dawns in his mindh

A Kumarasambhava passage (III. 41) describing Nandi guarding the

entrance of Siva’s place of medtation has also been taken by
' Dr. Agarwala to illustrate this pose. Dr. Bannerjea gives a further

artistic illustration of this pose in the bronze image of Hanuman
belonging to the temple of Shermadevi in the Tinnevelly district of
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Madras State. A Bharhut relief (victory of Buddha over Mara) also

depicts this pose. 'Exactly the same posture is shown on similar figures

appearing in the scene of Buddha birth in numerous reliefs from

Gandhara’.

The two more mudras

—

Kayotsarga and Bhusparsa—chaiacteristic

mainly of the Jain and Buddhist images, respectively may also be

referred to now. The former pose is usually adopted in the representa-

tions ofJinas. In it the hands are shown hanging straight down the

side of the body without the least bend in any of the limbs ;
this is

described by Varahamihira as Ajanulamba-bahu, z. 'the arms long

enough to reach the knees’^—this is one of the characteristic signs of

great men and divine beings.—Bannerjea.

The bhusparsa, on the otherhand, is particularly associated with

Buddhist iconography. In this pose, the left hand rests on the lap

with palm outward and the right with the palm inward touches the

seat below. 'This pose illustrates the story of Buddha’s calling the

earth as his witness for testifying to his right to sit on the Vajrasana

under the Bodhi tree, which was challenged by Mara, just prior to his

enlightenment’. Griindwedel has remarked that 'certain hand postures

attached themselves to particular legends and the position of the hands

in the chief ligure becomes an indication of the legend’ (Buddhist Art’,

p. 177). This observation is mainly applicable to the two, yfe., the

dharmacakra and the bhusparsa mudras, both these were principally

connected with Buddhism and in the developed Mahayana Iconography

they wex'e the typical hand poses of the two Dhyani Buddhas

Vairocana and Aksobhya, respectively. 'The nearest of the latter pose

in Hindu Iconography is to be found in the two-armed figure ofNara

in the Deograha relief already noted, where the god is seated in the

ardhaparyanka fashion on a raised seat with index and the middle

fingers of his left hand touching his seat
;
but unlike the Buddhist mode

of representing the mudra, we find here the palm of the hand turned

outwards’.

n. Poses of the Body.

The various positions in which the figure may appear have been

variously named in various texts. For example in the Vimu-dharmottara

Part III (Dr. Kramresch’s translation page 13-14) there are nine leading

attitudes in which the figure is made to appear and tjtiey are:

—

1 , Rjvagata—the front view;

2. Anrju—the back view;
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3. Saclkrta Sana—a bent position in profile view;

4. Ardliavilocana—the face in profile, the body in llirce-quartcr-

porfilc view;

5. Parsavagata—the side view proper;

6* Paravrtta—^witli head and shoulder belt, turned backwards;

7. Prithagata—back view with upper part of the body partly visible

in forlorn profile;

8. Parivrtta—with the body sharply turned back form the waist

and upwards; and lastly,

9. Samanata—the back view in squatting position with body

bent.

The complete list of these sthanas in which the figures of gods arc

to be shown according to the authority of the Visnudharmottara itself

(cf. J. N. Bannerjea’s D. PI. L also p. 267) is: Rjvagata, Anrju

Madhyardha, Ardhardha, Saeikrtamukha, Nata, Gandaparavrtta, Prstha-

gata (?) Parivagata, Ullepa, Calita,, Uttan and Valita. This enlargement

is perhaps due to the law of Tore-shortenings (ksaya-vrddhi)

It may be remarked here that a perusal of these Sthanas gives an

impression that these do not fittingly represent my classification of the

bodily poses. They are in a way, a mixture of the bodily poses with

those of the postures of the legs and feet. ^^The above poses arc

characterised by the postion of legs and feet which are varied by a

series of motions like Vaisakha, AUdha, and Pratyalidha, etc.” (ibid 267).

The Samararigana-Sutradhara also classifies these Sthanas in nine

different attitudes and these are :

—

() 1. Rjv%atai 2. Ardharjvagata 3. Saeikrta 4. Adhyr-

dhaksa 5. Parsvagata.

() 6. to 9. The fourfold Parivrttas,

(c) together with twentyfold Vyntaras. Thus according to the

Samarangana - Sutradhara, these poses consist in these

varieties of bodily poses, the first principal varieties among
them being only five (cf. i to 5) and the second and

third i. e. (b) 8c (c) are Parivrttas and their antras—

-

inter-poses.

, It may be brought home to the reader that there are three princi-

pal texts of Northen India—Visnudharmottara, Samarangana and

Aparajita-praccha, where these poses have been done justice in their

technical exposition. The Samarangana-Sutradhara (ch. 79—Rjvaga-
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tadisthana-laksana) is the completest account and this chapter of
full three hundred thirty-eight lines, when translated will throw a good
deal of light on this most complicated and technical canon of Hindu
Iconography. In the present dessertation, however, this translation is

left unattempted for the simple reason that the text at many places need
emandations and unless a proper concentration on this side of study is

also made, the result may not be very satisfactory. I, therefore, propose
to do it in a subsequent volume in the series of ‘Bhartlya \^astusastra’.

As regards Aparajita-praccha, it does not make any innovation

on the topic except that its delineations on the Hhruvaberas or the

principal types ofVisnu images' vi~., Sthanaka (standing), Asana (seated)

and Sayana (reclining) are full of innovations, taken into account a
head in connection with Visnu icons.

Now remains the Visnudharmottaram-passages on this topic and I

am taking liberty to use Dr. Bannerjea’s translation and the comments
thereof. As already pointed out before, that these poses (rjvagata etc.,)

are characterized by the position of the legs and feet which are varied
by a series of motions like vaisakha, alldha and pratyaiidha (poses
peculiar to archers citragomutrika-

gata and visama (peculiar to welders of sword and shield), calita,

khalita (valita ?) ayasta (ayata ?), and alldhaikapada (peculiar in turn
to the holders of a spear, a tomara, i. e, an iron club, a stone and a
bhindipala, i,e, a small javelin or dart) and savalgita (in a sort ofgallop?

—

pose peculiar to the persons who hold a wheel, a trident, a mace, a
kunapa, z. a kind of spear). These varieties of the positions of legs

and feet are in addition to the two principal groups of standing poses,
viz., sama and ardhasama or asama (cf. Ill group ahead) which mean
Veil- planted’ and ‘in motion’, respectively: —

Samapada is also known as the stance which is ‘padabhuyistha’
(feet firmly and squarely planted ?), while the other type (i. e. asama
or ardhasama) should be (known) as mandala (in rotarory motion) :

i

^qTcr ti

“One foot firmly planted, the other shown in moving posture, is

really the ardhasampada or ekasampada’—cf. the description of the

standing pose of a female figure vide V. D. Bk. Ill Ch. 39, 49-50.
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‘^Oiie of the legs (should) be in Samasthana (straightly planted)
,

the

other in the vidgala (does it refer to the manner of showing one

by crossing the other firmly planted leg?.. ), the body

should be shown in a graceful manner, sometimes held by supports,

charming with its grace and dalliance, with the front part of, the loins

being broad and spacious, with one leg firm and well adjusted’.

III. Postures of the legs

The third variety of the Mudras as described by this text has been

termed by me as postures (not poses) of the legs. In a previous chapter

under the general classification of the images, one of the classifications

coxisists of three varieties in relation to the Dhruva Beras of Visnu

images namely Sthanaka (standing posture), Ssana (sitting posture)

and Dayana (reclining position). Accordingly in the representation of

the male Sthanaka murties, six different standing postures arc adopted

by the author of the Samarangana-Sutradhara and they arc :

—

1. Vaisnavam 4. Mandalam

2. Samapadam 5. Alidhani

3. Vaisakham 6. Pratyalidham

The text also offers three postures in relation to representation of

the female-sthanaka murties—‘vide S. S. 80-13.

1. Vaisnavam.—It is so called because the presiding deity, to

whome this particular pose is most favourable is Visnu. The distance

between the two legs should be of 2I tala and one of the legs to be shown

as poised and the other tryasra, a bit bent in a triangular position, both

the thighs being a bit bent down (80. 3-5).

2. Samapadam.—Its presiding deity is Brahma. It is also called

Samabhanga—this denotes the equiposed body where ‘the right and left of

the figures are disposed symetrically, the Sutra or plumb line passingthrough

the navel, from the crown of the head to a part midway between the heels’

(Tagore). “Thus”, says J. N. Bannerjea, “the weight of the whole body

is equally distributed on both the legs and the pose is firm, erect, there

being no bend in the body. This posture is illustrated in many Indian

images which are shown in this attitude, the most typical being the

early and late figures of the Jain Tirthankaras”. Sirima devata and many

other Vyantara-devatas on the Bharhut railing stand in the samabhanga

attitude. Early Indian coins and seals such as varieties of Siva on

Ujjayinl and Audumbara coins ;
Mahasena on Huvishka’s coins

; Gaja-

laksmi on Bhita seal also illustrate this pose.

3. Vaisakha.—Here the distance between the two legs is 3! tala^

—

one leg being asra and the other paksasthita. This posture is known as
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Vaisakha after the god Visakha, who is the presiding deity of this posture.

As already pointed out this posture is pecular to the archors.

4- Mandalam.—Its presiding deity is Indra .The distance between
the two legs being 4 talas—one leg tryasra, the other paksasthita and the

waist and the knee being identical ( ). It has already
been noticed and explained above (cf., V. D.’s definitions and Bannejera’s
translations thereof )

.

5 * Alid.lia.ixi. Rndra is its Piesidin^ Lord* In it the distance of
the stretched up right leg and its left companion between each other is

five talas.

6. Pratyalidha.—It is the reverse of the Alidha. The right leg
was stretched up in the former. Here it is bent up and the left one is

spread, instead of being bent down.

“Alidha-pada, which is sometimes loosely called alldhasana, denotes
that particular mode of standing in which the right knee is thrown
to the front and the leg retracted, while pratyalidha-pada is

just its opposite; both these attitudes are adopted in shooting arrows and
one of the earliest depictions of these poses is to be found in the two
arrow-shooting figures of Usa and Pratyusa, goddesses of dawn, accom-
panying Surya, in a pillar of the old stone railing at Bodhi Gaya” (D. H.
1 . P. 266). Dr. Bannerjea has given a very good representation of praty-a
lidha pose of a figure appearing on some punch marked coins among the
Purneahoard—Siva appearing on the Sirkap bronze seal of Sivaraksita
and some copper coins of Maues also approach this posture. Hindu
goddess Tara as per the descriptions of Tantrasara of Agamavagisa
also assumes this pratyalidha attitude. Some Yaksnis of Bharhut and
Mathura railings arc also depicted in this pose. A good many medieval
and modern images of Krsna in several of his lilamurtis are also shown
in this pose.

In the end a word need be said about poses technically called
Abhanga, Tribhanga and Atibhanga. A. N. Tagore (vide his 'Some notes
on Indian Artistic Anatomy’) has very brilliantly brought out the impli-
cation of these poses. “Abhanga is that form of standing pose, in which
the plumb line or the centre line, from the crown of the head to a point

midway between the heels, passes slightly to the right of the naval”
Tagore. Its early representations are : Siva on some Ujjayini coins
and those of Wema Kadphises as well as on a square copper coin of
Maues and a few coins of Huvishka portray this picture. Similar are
the examples like Uma, Skanda-Kum'ara and Visakha, on some coins
of Huvishka, etc. These are some of the famous illustrations.
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The tribhahga pose has been described by Tagore as one in which

'the centre line passes through the left (or right) pupil, the middle of

the chest, the left (or right) of the navel, down to the heels. The lower

limbs, from the hips to the feet, are displaced to the right (or left) of

the figure, the timnk between the hips and neck, to the left (or right)

while the head leans towards the right (or left).' This pose is so called

because the number of the bends in the figure is three and so the name

is quite appropriate.

Dr. Bannerjea observes ;
‘The pose may not be as common as the

other two, but it is also used in the iconographic art of ancient and

medieval India, especially in the representations of goddesses and other

attendants of principal deities. Rsyasrhga on the Mathura railing—and

the goddesses on certain copper coins of Azes, tentatively identified by

me as Durga. . . .are undoubtedly depicted in the tribhanga pose.'

Now remains atibhanga. It is really an emphasised form of

tribhanaga, ‘the] sweep of the tribhanga curve being considerably

enhanced. The upper portion of the body above the limbs below are

thrown to right or left, backwards or forwards, like a tree caught in a

storm’. This type is comparatively rarely represented in Indian art

and is used in the depiction of dynamic action of the divinity ;
several

ugra (terrific) forms of Siva and Sakta deities and various krodha-

devatas of Vajrayana Buddhism are usually depicted in this manner’

—

Bannerjea (D. H. I. P. 266).

Something ought to have been said here of the Dancing Poses,

intimately associated with Nataraja Siva
;
but they are reserved for ex-

position ahead- -Saiva Icons—the Nrtta-murtis.

Before closing the Chapter two more ‘mudras' may be only hinted

at here. The first is the mode in which certain figures were depicted

in the iconographic art of ancient and medieval India, It is the flying

one and as it is intimately associated with Gandharvas and Vidyadharas,

it woned be taken ahead—Pratima-laksana Pt. II—Hhe Gandharvas’. As
regards the second it is conventional representation of the clouds in the

early and medieval art. It is also associated with these ccletial

figures—the gandharvas and vidyadharas, who make their aerial

sojourn through the firmament and therefore its indication or repre-

sentation has formed an important topic of the iconographer’s art. The
V. D. has prescribed the canon (vide its discourse on the Painting

—

Book III) and it will be taken up in its proper place vide Pt. III~
the Pictorial Art.



CHAPTER VI

MUDRAS {continued)

(Objects, Seats, Drapery & Decorations)

This chapter is in continuation of the last chapter. While in the

former we have dealt with the Madras in their subjective, z. e, mental

and spiritual attitudes manifesting themselves in the bodily poses.

Here in this chapter they are being treated from an objective point of

view. To the various attitudes in which the hands of images are shown

as many as three chapters have been devoted in the text and their

notice has already been taken of, in the previous chapter. Similarly

there are a good many other technical terms usually employed in the

description of the images such as the postures and poses which the

bodies of the images are made to assume, these too have been taken

notice of, in the previous chapter (cf. the standing postures and poses of

the body) . But there is a multitude of terms which denote the costume,

ornaments and headgear in which the images are represented together

with the objects which images of gods are shown to bear in their hands,

such as weapons, implements, musical instruments, animals, birds, etc.

These need ])e taken notice of for the sake of completeness of the

topic, though no separate chapter is devoted in the Samarangana-

Sutradhara for their description. Aparajita-praccha however has a

unique distinction to devote some Sutras to this side of iconographical

treatment. Silparatna and Manasara are also credited to have taken

up this subject (P. L. p. 50-55).

In the previous chapter I have maintained the thesis that Mudras

should not be taken only to denote the poses of the hands, body and the

legs and feet alone, but they are also the symbolic representations of the

characteristic emblems of the divinities. In this sense all the symbols

j

characteristic of a particular deity can stand for mudras. Mudras as

poses of the hands, etc. and current in literature are more intimately

connected with the Buddhist images. The Brahmanic images being full

of their characteristic emblems, like dresses, ornaments, seats, and con-

veyances have not been shown with so many intricacies of the mudras

as they are generally understood, by the Indian artists.

It may, however, be again remarked that as per the thesis of the

writer taking mudras in broader sense, it is obivious that in orthodox

Hindu literature, the mudras are symbolic reproductions of the charac-

teristic emblems of the divinities and not, generally speaking, the
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peculiar positions of the hands and fingers or feet and body as those of

Buddliist and Jain figures. ^The reason why mudras are less important

in orthodox Hindu art may be explained by the presence of their

substitutes in a great number of weapons and attributes held by

Brahmanic deities.’

This contention is borne out by the following quotation from

Tantra-sara

:

> -O NS

*
i

^rr: 1

1

I

i%d'3TT n

Thus nineteen mudras are known to be of Visnu—some of them are

sankha, cakra, gada, padma, srivatsa, kauslubha^ vanamaia etc, Siva

has ten mudras sacred to him, i. r., the lingam or the phyllic symbol,

the trident, the rosary, damaru, etc. Surya or the sun has one mudra,

namely the lotus. Ganesa has seven mudras, some of which arc the

tusk, the goad, the axe, the rice-ball etc. The mudras for Sarasvati are

the lute, the book and the rosary, Similaxdy the mudra for Agni is

seven flames—L I. p.

The symbols or mudras in the broad sense of the term (which I

.’have introduced) arc accessories to the main figure—the conductors, as it

iwere, between the image and the idea. Thus the observation of the

elephant in the image of Indra brings back the whole idea of Royalty

of which an elephant used to be a fundamental emblem. The bull, in

India, is a sombol ofDharma and was thus used as the vehicle of Siva,

the great yogi. Symbolism in India is the key note of its culture and

philosophy.

It is from this broad stand point that we have bestowed upon our

gods and goddesses the following weapons and implements.

I. Objects

A

—

Weapons and Implements.—^The weapons and the imple-

ments that are generally mentioned in the manuals of Iconography in
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relation to the description of the images of gods are tabulated as

hereunder indicating also their association with the particular gods or

goddesses :

—

(i) Weapons

S. No. Weapons

1 . Gakra (Sudarsana)

2. Gada (KaumodakI)

3. Sarhga—the bow

4. Trisula (or Sula)

5. Pinaka

6. Khatvahga

7. Agni

8. Parasu

9. Ankusa

10. Pasa

11. Sakti

12. Vajra

13. Tanka

14. Musala

15. Hala

16. Sara (arrow)

17. Khadga (Sword)

18. Musrnthi

19. Mudgara (club)

20. Kheta (Shield)

21. Dhanus (bow)

22. Pataka (Flag staff)

23. Parigha

24. Pattisa (spear)

25. Garma (skin shield)

Gods & Goddesses

Visnu

55

J5

Siva

55

5?

5J

3?

Ganesa

33

Subrahmanya

55 (also Indra)

33

Balarama

33

Kartikeya, the war lord

(cf. S. S. 77. £7-28).

33

33

33

33

33

35

Durga

Aparajita-praccha, among the manuals of Northern texts, has a

unique credit of describing as many as thirty weapons—^vide Sutra 235

(Pr. L. pp. 43-43). The number 36 (sattrimsati) of the weapons

(Ayudhas) is perhaps traditional like No. 16 of the ornaments (sodasa-
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Aijhusanas) . These Ayudlias of the Aparajila

under

:

arc tabulated as liere-

I. Trisula 13, Danda 25. ^irsaka

2. kshurika 14. Samkha 26. Sarpa

3. Khadga 15. Gakra 27* Srhga

4. Khetaka 16. Gada 28. Hala

5. Khatvahga 17. Vajra 29. Kuntaka

6* Dhanut 18. Sakti 30, Pustaka

7. Bana 1
9* Mudgara 31. Akgamala

8. Pasa 20. Bhrsundi 32. Kamandalu

9. Ahkusa 21. Musala 33* Sruk

10. Ghanta 22. Parasu 34. Padma

1 1 * Risti 23. Karlika 35. Patraand

12. Darpana 24, Kapala 36. Yoga-mudra.

jV". B ,—A glance at these will show some of these so called ayudUas

(Nos. 12, 24, 25, 27, 30 to 36) arc really symbolic objects placed in the

hands and they may be called improvished weapons.

§ilparatna, another text of repute belonging to the Southern group

of Silpa manuals has also described certain weapons (Chap, 16. pp. 54-

66- Pr. L. p. 45) like dhanus, sara, tahka^ intga^ cakra^ samkha,

damaru, kamandalu, padma and nala—some of which, as remarked; are

only improvised weapons.

Now some remarks need be made about these weapons and their

presentation in art

:

Trisula.—It is a weapon par excellence of Siva. Its sculpturing

or iconography presupposes the same material, of winch the image

bearing it, is made. The Silparatna is emphatic enough to impress that

IT#

According to A.P. it has four principal parts, the danda, the two paksas

and the sakti, in the middle* The paksas, the blades are enjoined to

be sharp enough to terrify and sakti-part should be overlaid with

^kahtakas’ and it should a bit higher than the two blades. As regards

the danda, its staff, the proportions of its length and thickness (or

width) is ten to one respectively.

Dr* Bannerjea holds that trisula or sula and paraSu in some

instances go together in their early representations—the coin devices

(cf. PL I, Figs, 16, 19, 21 and PL VIII. Fig. 10—D.H*L). There are

however some coin devices which illustrate independent position

(cf. PL I, Fig* 15; PL VIII Figs. 16^18 and PI. X* Fig. 4---D.HJ*)*
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Ksurika—Ksurika as described in the text is nothing more than

what we possess and use it in the household. It is said to be of seven

types—Kaumarij Laksmi, Samkhini, Tunduka, Papini, Subhaga and

Liksa. Their proportions vary from six to twelve ahgulas. Its

musti should be of four ahgulas in length and in its upper part it

should be well beaten and its bottom to be in the shape of barley and

of course it is to be studded with a wedge. The text warns the

sculptor to avoid its ill proportions otherwise misfortunes are the out-

come.

Khadga— Means a sword and various names are used to denote

swords particular to different deities, the sword of Vasudeva-Visnu is

Nandaka, while the one placed in the hand of the consort of Pradyumna

is Nistrimsa. Its sculptural varieties and the proportions, there of, as

given in the A. P. are 50 ahgulas, the superior variety; 48 the middle or

medium and 46 the inferrior one. The sword having its edge like corn

barley is called ^Yavakah Regarding its shape instruction is :

f i \

Khetaka—Brhatsarnhita (ch. 57, v. 40) alludes this weapon in the

description of the consort of Samba, the son of Vasudeva-Krsna.

The S.S. allots it to Kartikeya (ch. 77). It is a shield either round or

oblong in shape; it is primarily a weapon of defence and used to be

made of wood, metal or skin. On account of its being made of hide

it is very often named carma in iconographical texts.

It is also a kind of sword and the A.P. describes it, in the propor-

tions of Khadga; only its diameter is to be bigger by two ahgulas than

that of the Khadga. Like Khadga it can also take three varieties, the

superioi', etc.

Khatvahga—Rao describes (E.H.I.) it as curious sort of club,

made up of bone of the forearm or the leg, to end of which a human
skull is attached through its forearm’. Dr. Bannerjea comments

(D.H.Lp, 302): ^This description shows how hideous the weapon was,

though in some of its late medieval representations, this character is

somewhat subdued by the replacement of the osseous shaft by a well-

carved and ornamented wooden handle; this weapon is peculiar to the

^

awe-inspiring forms of the Devi and her Consort Siva, such as

Camunda and Bhairava.” This latter refinement is also indicated in

corrupt lines of the A.P. describing this weapon

—
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Pradytiuina (Manmalha, Kamadeva—the same as Mara in Buddhist

mythology) is floral (he is’ also called Puspadhanva) and having arrows

live in number (Panca-sarah Manmatha, llic God of love, is, somc^

limes (especially in the mcdicaval period), endowed with a sugar-cane

bow’.—Banncrjea.

A.P. (after descidbing the bow) classifies the arrow as of three-fold

variety (cf. Pr. L. p. 44).

WFf II

Pasa and Ankusa—The former is a noose or lasso used in I>inding

one’s enemies. It is sometimes shown in the form of a snake

(nagapasa). Rao observes; Tt is represented in sculptures as consisting

of two or even three ropes made into a single or double loop. The

Litterj i,e, amkusa, an elephant goad, is a weapon consisting of a sharp

metal hook attached to a woodcn^handlc’. This description as given by

Rao is corroborated by A.P.— cp-fg I

Ghanta Risti, Darpana and Danda—The first weapon will go

after the bell, ristika is four-bladcd, darpaha looking glass, is a mirror,

and danda, the staff, takes the proportions of a sword—A.P.

Sankha Cakra and Gada—The Saiikha is described as daksina-

varta, Cakra carayuta, gada after the dimensions of the sword—A.P,

According to Silparatna (P. L. p. 45), samkha and cakra are of equal

proportions, 2,e. of 12 angulas in vistara. A detailed notice, however,

will reveal that these arc very important weapons associated with the

most popular gods of Hindu pantheon (as affcady pointed out).

Sankha—is an ordinary conchshell specially associated to Visnu

images. It is known by the name of Pancajanya (said to have been

made out of a bone of the demon Pancajana, killed by the god). In

Bhagvadgita (Canto I) is given a vivid description of the various

sankhas used by the principal warriors assembled in the battle-field

of Kuruksetra, and one that was blown by Hrslkesa^—Vasudeva-Krfna

—

was this pancajanya as recounted by Saiijaya. In ancient India, tliese

conch-shells were used to be blown, on tlxe battle-field, to inspire the

soldiers and strike the terror into the hearts of enemies. Rao’s observa-

sented in sculptures is either a plain conch, held in l*ha hand with all

the five fingers by its open end (phi. Fig. i) or an ornamented one,

having its head or spiral top covered with a decorative metal bap,
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surmounted by the head of a mythical lion^ and having a cloth tied

round it so that portions of it may hang on either side (PL i fig. 2).

There are also tassels or pearls hanging on the sides. Curiously enough

a sankha of this description is shown, so as to be held between the

first two fingers which is indeed a difficult task to perform. In a few

instances, attached to the lower end of the sankha, there is a thick

jwelled ribbon, which is made to serve as a handle (PL i. fig. 3).

Sometimes this ornamental variety of sankha is shown with ‘jvalas’ or

flames of fire on the top and on the sidesL

Cakra—^is also characteristically Vaisnava weapon. It is also carried

by Durga. It fis a wheel, the one par excellence held by Visnu, being

Sudarsana and the Pancaratra texts like Ahirbudhnya Samhita

elaborately describe the latter. In art it is represented in two ways

either as a cart wheel. ..or an ornamental disc, sometimes in the form

of a full-blown lotus, petals serving at the spokes’.

Gada—or the Indian club or mace is usually represented as thicker

than the danda or the ordinary cudgel. Dr. Bannerjea remarks: Tn
the very early representations of this weapon found in some Indian

coins and seals, no distinction is probably made between these two
weapons’. The xnace held in the hands of Visnu is known as

Kaumodaki (cf. Sisupalavadha canto. III).

Vajra and Sakti—Vajraas defined in the A.P.

—

is not quite clear. As regards Sakti, it is said to be having a blade

in the shape of half-moon and it is 12 angulas in measure. Vajra, a

thunderbolt, is particularly associated to Indra (and also Siva). Tt is

made up of two similar limbs, each having three claws resembling the

‘claws of birds, and both its parts are connected together by the handle

in the middle’—Rao, Dr. Bannerjea observes: ‘'Vajra seems to have

been represented in early art in two different ways: one is club-like

appearance, narrow in the middle and wider at both ends (cf. . . in the

upper right hand of Siva on a coin of Huvishka) and the other is a

double-faced weapon ending in projecting prongs at its both ends

(... a vajra of this variety, shown behind its personified form on

whose head the right hand of Zeus—Indra is placed)’.

Sakti—is a spear, the special weapon of Skanda—Kartikeya—and

Durga. Tt consists of a metallic piece, either quadrangular or

elliptical in shape, with a socket into which a long wooden handle

is fixed’—Rao.

Mtidgara and Bhrsundi—^The A.P. defines a mudgara as capable

of holding in hand in its uppermost part and its measure is 16
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angulas; bhrsundl, on the other hand is two hastas in length and in

equal measure . . , ,

,

As per the S. S.’s description of Kartikeya, both these weapons are

particularly favourite to this god of war.

Musala and Parau—The former is defined as 20 ahgulasin measure

of length and 4 ahgulas in breadth; the latter resembles the half-moon.

Musala is the wooden pestle, 'an ordinary cylindrical rod of wood

capable of being used as an offensive weapon; it is usually associated with

Sankar«ana—Balarama. Parasu is the battle axe’. Rao says ‘The earliar

specimens of this arc light and graceful. The parasu of the archaic

type consists of a steel I>lade which is fitted in a turned, light, wooden

handle. The handle is sometimes fixed in a iing which is attached

to the blade of the axe. Sometimes, however, the blade is fixed in a

hole bored in the handle. The latter form consists of a heavy

club, closely resembling the gada, into which the head of parasu is

fitted.’

Kartika, Kapala and Sirsaka.—Kartika and Ksurika take equal

proportions; Kapala is the head bone while Sirsaka as a weapon is

nothing but the the head (the killed and separated one?) of the enemy,

Sarpa, Srnga, Hala and Kuntaka.—Among these Hala is of

particular mention. ‘This is the ordinary Indian plough, probably

extemporised as a weapon of war’—Rao, It is called also sira,

langala etc, and is particularly associated with Sankarasana—Bakieva.

Sarpa is definied in the text as ‘three-hooded snake.’ Srhga is the

horn of the cows etc. and Kuntaka, the spear, is of five hastas in length.

Now the last seven (of the sattrimsatirayudhas) the pustaka (said

to be sculptured in yugmatala), akmsuaraka (the rosary for japa)

Kamandalu, (padonah?), Sruk (of 36 angulas), padma (resembling the

flower lotus), patra (unfettered and tremulous—mukta and lola) and
lastly the yoga-mudra (padmasardha-yugma-hasia) are really not

weapons, but symbolic objects like implements and other objects held in

the hands of the deities, a consideration of which is to follow as the

second item xmder this hleading.

But before we close this item a word on Agni and Tanka—the two

weapons among the 25 weapons tabula ced above remains to be said: ^Agiu

is placedlii.one of the hands ofSiva-Nataraja; it may
also be depicted as a torch serving the purpose of an incendiary weapon.

The earliest representation of agni as the sacrificial fire (a pot with

flames issuing out of it) is found in the scene of the miracle of sacrifice
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(pei'formed by Buddha for the conversion of Kasyapa), carved in the

eastern gateway of Sanchi (in medieval Indian art, it is shown in the

illustration of the marriage of Siva-Parvati, the Kalyanasundara-

murti of Siva). Tanka—a stone-mason’s chisel, is really an implement,

but could also be used as offensive weapons in early times.

(ii) Implements & other Symbols

I . Sruk Brahma Sacrificial implements in

2. Sruba the shape of ladles, the

usual emblems of

Brahma.

3. Kamandalu
J 5 A special characteristic

of Brahma though Siva,

Parvati and other deities

too are associated with it.

Also of Sarasvatl, the

4. Pustaka
53 presiding goddess of

learning.

A rosary of beads either

5. Aksamala or Aksasutra 33 Rudraksa or Kamalaksa.

It is also made of corals

crystals, rubies and gems,

etc.

Also of Sarasvatl and

Siva.

6. Kapaia Siva (i) It is a smybol of Siva

(cf. Kapalabhrt, one of

his names).

(ii) It is a cup made out of

a human skull, to drink

out of which is one of the

various rites of a Tant-

rika Sadhana.

7. Danda Yama A Staff—the Sceptre of

Yama. A symbol of

authority and punish-

ment.
8 . Darpana Devi

9 - Padraa Laksmi

10. Sriphala 33

II. Amrtaghata 33

12. Modaka Ganesa*
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N, B. The other objects in hands, as hinted by Rao, arc animals and

birds but they are seldom placed on tlie hands of the images of deities;

rare instances being of a goat or a ram, a deer and a cock. The first

three are associated with an extraordinary Siva figure and the

last one with Skanda, Karlike^a.

B. Musical instrument (as improvised weapons)

1. Vina or VallakI Sarasvati

2. Venn Krsna

3. Damaru Siva

4. Sahkha (Pancajanya) Visnu

5. Ghahta

6. Mrdahga ~ —
7. Karatala — —

Some comments on these musical instruments arc necessary to

complete their picture in artistic representations:

Durga <&: Kartikeya

Vina.—Daksina-murti of Siva is also shown with a Vina in the

left hand, the right one being made to play upon it. Dr. Banncrjca

writes (D. IT. I. p. 303): Vina, in the Sunga art of Central

India, is shown as a stringed instrument like the Greek harp or lyre; the

harp-like Vina appears for the first time in a Bharhut railing pillar, it

being placed in the hand of a devata, probably the prototype of Sars-

varti, the goddess ^ of fine arts and learning. .. ..Another mode of

depicting it is the long stringed instrument, somewhat similar to modern

^esraja* shown in the hands the medieval and modern figures of

Sarsvati and Vinadharadaksina-murti of Siva.

Venu ar Murali,—is the bamboo flute and usually placed in the

hands of some youthful figures of Krsna of a comparatively late period,

Murali of Krsna was one of the most popular lyiical themes in medieval

poertry; the celebrated Hindi poet Suradisa has simply immortalised it

in signs ‘Murali-madhuri’,

Damaru.—It is a small kettle drum played by the hand and is

intimately associated with Siva, being his characteristic emblem.

Satikha.—described as a weapon of war (cf. 36 Ayudhas) is really a

a musical instrument. Ghaiata is a common bell usually placed in one

of the hands of multi-armed image of Parvatu In the S. S it is also

associated with Kartikeya.

the middle md u^rrow at the ends,

is sometime shown as being played by the divine attendants. Karatals
are a pair of metal cymbals struk against each other with hands to keep

time with music. They are usually associated with the accessories.
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II. Seats

(i) Asana.—We have seen the Madras, that is, the poses of hands

and fingers together with those associated with body in general an?*

legs and feet in particular. This is one sense in which Madras can be

taken into consideration. The objects like weapons and implements and

other improvised weapons (musical instruments), the object of hands

together witb the seats can also pass for the Madras in their broader

sense of the term. The weapons and implements have already been

taken into consideration. Let us now come to. the seat (the Asana).

It may mean either sitting posture or the object to sit upon. We are

familiar with Yogic Asanas, where it signifies a variety of modes of

sitting assumed in the performance of meditation and mental concentra-

tions. ^Tconographically, the Asana refers to particualr position

assumed by the deities, male and female, in their sculptural representa-

tions. Asanas are in fact physical postures of the legs and feet just as

Madras are postures of the hand and fingers. Symbolism of the Asana
in the representation of the divine images is illustrative of the fact that

all forms of Hindu worship are governed by the practical side of Yoga
philosophy’. The principal Asanas which are met with, in the authori-

tative texts (cf. Ahirbudhnya Samhita) Chapter 30), are:— r. Gakrasana
2. Padmasana 3. Kurmasana 4. Mayurasana 5. Kaukuttasana
6. VIrasana 7. Svastikasana 8. Bhadrasana 9. Simhasana
10. Muktasanaii. Gomukhasana.

J. N. Bannerjea says (vide D. H. 1. p. 269-70), ^Tt should be noted
that in the above list, some can be understood to mean the particular

animal or object whose name is associated with them. Thus Kurmasana
in one context may mean that it is the tortoise which serves as the

seat of a particular god or goddess” (cf. the river goddess, Yamuna, who
is Kurmasana) while in another would indicate that type of sitting pose
in which '"the legs are crossed so as to make the heels come under the

gluteals”. Similarly other Asnas too can be interpreted. These are

only the principal varieties of the Asana as found associated with the

images of the deities. The Nirukta-tantra (Sabdakalpadruma) refers to

innumerable Asanas (as many as 84 lacs). Some other Asanas not

listed here though seen in the representation of the deities in sculpture

or painting are:—

1. Utkutikasana 4. Baddhapadmasana
2. Paryankasana 5. Vajrasana

3. Vajrparyankaasana 6. Lalitasana,

We have taken Asana so far only in one sense (some of them how-
ever, illustrate both the senses). In another sense, the word Asana can
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also mean a seat or even a pedestaL For the pedestal, however, the

word Pitha is frequently used* T. A* Gopinaih Rao refers to live

dilTerent kinds of seats as mentioned in the Suprabheda-

garaa viz, Auantasana, Simhasana, Yogasana, Pacirnasana, and

Vimalasana, According to Chandra Jaaua, Anantasana is a triangular

seat, Simhasana is rectangular, Vimalasana hexagonal, Yogasana

octagonal, and Padmasana circular’. According to Sri Bannerjea, these

are the detached pithas which were used on particular occasions for

seating the images, e. g, worship, offering, witnessing amusements or

invocations.

The principal asanas associated with Indian images, are quite

popular for their laksanas, the Pratima-laksana p. 40., may be consulted.

Something, by way of their representation in art, remains to be said

liere,

Kurmasana. -I)i\ Bannerjea gives the earliest illustration of this

sitting posture in seated protoypes of Siva-Pasupati on some Molicnjo-

daro and Plarappa seals.

Padmasana.—is the most commonly depicted pose in sculpture.

Virasana.—is represented on an Ujjayini coin and also on a Bharhut
relief. The Aihole figure of Visnu depicts the Sukhasana. A gold coin

of Sasahka in the Indian Museum, Calcutta, depicts Siva (seated on his

mount) also in this pose: An asana called Utkutikasana, is illustrated iu

some images of seated Kevala Nrsingha and of Lakulisa, the so called

founder of Pasupata sect. Seated figures of Maitrcya in medieval
Buddhist art illustrate Paryankasana. 'The figure of Ambika, on the

reverse side ofsome coins of Chandragupta-Kurnaradevi type sits on her

lion mount in this manner’. The Vajrasana is said to, he particularly

depicted in Buddhist images (cf. Vajrasana Buddha) Dr. Bannerjea

remarks 'One of the commonest types of sitting modes is the Ardhapar-
yankasana known also as lalitasana or lalitaksepa , . Many Brahmani-

cal, Buddhist and Jain deities who are profusely endowed with ornaments

are often depicted in this pose’. A word now remains to be said of Preta-

sana. It is really a yogic asana, in which the whole body lies rigid like

a corpse. Its representation, in the art, however, is quite different and is

literal e. g. Camunda, one of the seven Mothers described as lYetasana,

is seated on a dead body.

(ii) Vakana.—Asana and Vahana are allied topics in the Hindu Icono-
graphy; What are called X^ahaS may betaken as Vahanasalso. We have
already noticed that some of the Asanas described by the authorities like

Ahirbudhnya may be taken in the sense ofY^anas, viz. Kurmasana,
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crocodile as Asana which in its turn becomes Vahana also. According to

Hindu mythology, gods are supposed to have their respective vehicles,

e. g. Brahma Hamsa; Visnu Garuda; Siva bull; Durga lion; Ganeia

mouse; Kartikeya cock; Indra and Rudra elephant; Si tala the ass;

Laksmi the owl; Gahga the crocodile, etc.,, etc.

It may be remarked here that among the renowned texts on Vastu-

sastra, Manasara has a unique distinction to’ have devoted as many as

four chapters on the most popular vehicles—Hamsa, Garuda, Vriabha

and Simgha, of the most popular gods and goddesses—^Brahma, Visnu,

Siva and Parvatl—vide Pr. Laks p, 40-43. It gives vivid and glorious

descriptions of these so called \^ahanas, really deitified into worshipful

animals.

Ill Abhusana—Drapery and Decorations.

There are three manuals of note which have treated the

subject of Abhusana in connection with the general canons of

Iconography. These are Manasara, Aparajita-praccha and
Silparatna. The relevant portions of these texts have been

gathered together in the writer’s Tratima-laktana’, also appended with

this work (cf. pp. 46-55). Amongst these, Manasara has devoted two

chapters dealing with ^Mauli’ and ^Bhusana’—the contents to be utilised

ahead [cf. (c) headgear]. The second text, the Aparajita-praccha, of

Bhuvanadevacharya, has unique distinction to have treated very

systematically all the traditional sixteen ornaments. Sodasabhuianas,

the sixteen types of ornaments, are also as famous as Sattrimsati-

ayudhas, the thirty-six types of weapons (already dealt with). The third

text, Silpa-ratna, however, restricts its treatment to the general description

of both the ornaments as well as other items of dress and decorations

as well as weapons and implements, etc., etc. under the general

heading 'Kirltadilaksana’ the i6th Chap. All these contents as

incorporated in Pr. Lak. (46-53) will be briefly made use of in the

following exposition.

It maybe noted at the very outset that according to Varahamihira’s

dictum the varieties of drapery and
decorations were largely dependent upon local influences. Besdies we
have another dictum of Bharatamuni (cf. Natyasastra) :

The types ofthe dress,including ornaments, are to be determined by the

class of representative people to whoip it should fittingly be apportioned.

^^Thus we find the kings wear the ro3%l costume, the warriors the
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military dressj the ascetics the hermit’s robe, the ladies have their own

dress especially rich in ornaments and gems. Iconographically, Visnu

(whether as Vasudeva or Narayana), Indra, Kubera and others, who

represent ideal royalty, put on gorgeous royal dress. Siva, Brahma,

Agni and others, who represent ideal asceticism, put on the requisite

robe of a Yogi. Likewise, Surya, Skanda and others who particularly

typify martial activities, are dressed in military costume, in arms and

armours, Durga Laksmi or Kali and other female deities are attired in

sculpture; in various ornannents and jewels as fit for ladies of a high

social standing (I. I.)”. Similarly the colours of dress were such

as would match the complexion of a particular deity. Thus Visnu, who
is of a bluish colour, had, in representation, a yellow garmnent (Pitambara-

dhari). Similary, Surya, Brahma, Lakami, who are of fair complexion,

are robed in red clothes.

With this introduction, let us make a survey of drapery and decora-

tion associated with the representation of the images of the Hindu

divinities. These may be broadly divided under three heads:

—

A. Costumes.

B. Ornaments.

C. Headgear.

A. COSTUMES

(i) Drapery—Silaparatna (P. L. p. 55) enjoins that in the allotment of

different kinds ofvastras (the clothes), kauseya (made ofsilk),karpasa (made

ofcotton), the cira (?) and carma (the skin), the sculptor has to use his own
descrimination. '^The early Indian artists attained much success in the

treatment of drapery which, in the case of male figure is made up of a

loin cloth (dhot!) whose folds were very tastefully arranged in parallel

rows in the early and medieval periods and long scarf thrown loosely on
the upper part of the body. In the early figures of Maurya—Sunga
period and even sometimes afterwards, the excess of the long loin-cloth

is gathered together and shown hanging in a long tapering fold or folds

in front. This form is common to both the male or female figures

(cf. the figures of Parkham Yaksa and Besnagar Yaksinl in H. I. I. A.,

Pk III Figs. 8 and 9). Thus there was not much difference in the

dressing ofmale and female figures in early Indian art especially in the

lower part of the body. But the long scarf shown on the upper half of

th§j^|e ,%ures is usually absent in the female, the upper part of the

latter remaining mostly uncovered”—D. H. I. p. 293.

Again a point of special importance is that a few figures met* in

early art of Sauchi and Bhafhut, there is a close covering of the whole
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body, from the neck to the feet. On this Dr. Bannerjea’s learned

comment is worth reproducing : '^This is one method of representing

the ^udlcya ve»a’ named by the authors of iconographic texts while

describing such figures as Surya, Gitragupta and Dhanada (cf. Hemadrfs

Caturvarga-Gintamani); \^arahmihira characterises it fully as ‘^gudham

padaduro yavat’ in his description of the Surya figures. In the extant

images of Surya of an earliar date, the custume worn by the God is

exactly similar to the dress worn by the Kushan kings like Wema
Kadphises and Kanishka (cf. the sculptural and numismatic representa-

tions of these kings with the Surya relief at Bhumara). The mode of

presentation of costume changes in the latter sculptures and varies

mostly in details according to the different localites they belong. In

the case of some late medieval figures great care is bestowed by the

artists on the carving ofthe garment; thus the “^sari’’ i. e, the cloth worn

by women, which is shown round the body of the figure of Parvati, one

of the parsva-devatas (deities showm on the side niches) of the Lingaraja

temple at Bhuvanesvara, Orissa, is an example of the highest skill in

carving’’—D. H. I. p. 293-94.

Images are also dressed in different other materials such as cotton

and silk, clothes and the skin of the tiger or deer. The Gotton and silk

clothings arc dyed in various colours. Rao remarks ^The tiger’s skin is

worn over the silk or the cotton clothing, while the deer skin is thrown

over the body’. There is yet another manner of wearing the deer skin

—

it is in the Upavita fashion as illustrated in Deogarha relief (cf. Nara

and Narayana.

Again we know some deities have their particular colours—the

great Visnu is pitambara, Balarama is nllambara, Devis like Durga
raktambara and other famous gods like Brahma are suklambara.

Therefore some of the sculptured images are even painted so as to

show the intended colours of their chiselled costumes.

As regards the wearing of Yajnopavita, the sacred thread invariably

worn by the Dvijatis, is also found on the images of the gods from the

. Gupta period onwards. It is contended that in the earliar images it is

not usually to be found; e, g. the Gudimallam Lingam, one of the

earliest known sculptures, does not show Yajnopavita.
,

(ii) Other articles of dress usually associated with figures of gods and

goddesses are :

I . Kara (Necklace) 4* Udarabandha

2. Keyura (arm-ornament) 5 - Katibandha

3. Kankana (bracelet)
4^

6. Kucabandha (esp. female

deities) •
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7- Bhujangavalaya (cf. Siva) 12. Jalaka

8. Yajnopavita 13- Vana-mala

9- Urah-sutra 14. Pitambara, Nilambara, Suklam-

10. Skandhamala bara, Raktambara etc.

II. Kati-sutra IS- Udlcyavesa

IS. Krttivasa, etc., etc.

Some remarks are needed to explain and illustrate some of these

various articles of drapery and decorations. Some of these are orana-

ments as well as dresses.

Hara—though usually regarded as an ornament, can stand for a

dress also. It is to decorate not only the neck but also the breast. It

has many varieties, some of them being simply superlatively sublime,

like Kaustubha, Vajayantl and Vanamala, associated with grand image

of Vasudeva-Visnu. It is also called Niska and Graiveyaka. The
earliest form of neck ornaments is to be found in the representations

of Siva-Pasupati’s prototype in Mohenjo-daro and Plarappa. Rgveda

(33rd hymn) describes Rudra as wearing a beautiful niska. Brhatsarnhita

describes Surya as "^pralatnba-harr; here hara means a torque or a

necklace. Siva is also described in some texts as harbhararpito

Flarah—^loaded with the weight of haras.

Graiveyaka—a broad necklace is represented almost invariably in the

figures ofYaksas adorning their neck and breasts in Central Indian Art.

Dr. Bannerjea remarks : “In many cases the these necklaces are adorned

with jewel-pendants and the jewel par excellence adorning the breasts

of Visnu is Kaustubha
(

cf. Brhatsamhita’s description of Visnu as

Kaustubhamanibi bhusitoraskah”.

The breasts of Visnu, Buddha and Jiuas arc also characterised

by Srivatsa mark. It is a sort of hairy mole, one of the ‘Mahapurusa-
laksanas’; Utpala explains it as a 'romavarta’. Rao says, Tn sculpture

this mole is represented by a flower of four petals arranged in the form

of a rhombus, or by a simple equilateral taringle, and is invariably

placed on the right side of the chest’. According to Dr, Bannerjea

Gupta seals represent this mark and its varients.

Now the long necklace, the Vanamala, a garland of woodland

flowers, is peculiar to Visnu-Vasudeva. It is defined (cf. Sabda-mala)
as

:

There is a great variant of this long necklace or garland universally
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known as Vaijayanti-mala. It hangs from the neck below the knees

and is peculiar to VisnUj Rao says :

‘^The Vaijayanti is a necklace composed of a successive series of

groups of gems, each group wherein has five gems in a particular order;

it is described in the Visnu-Purana thus :
—'^Visnu’s necklace called

Vaijayanti is five-formed as it consists of the five elements and it is, there-

fore, called the elemental necklace. Here five-formed points to five

different kinds of gems, namely the pearl, ruby, emerald, blue stone and

diamond”. Visnurahasya also says, ''from the earth comes the blue gem,

from water the pearl, from fire the Kaustubha, from air the cat’s eye

and from ether the Pusparaga”

No as regards the other items of dress, they are Kucabandha and

Udarbandha. Both these are flat bands, the former to keep the breasts

in postion and the latter the protruding belley, characteristic of male

figures (cf. Parkham nd other Yaksa figures). Katibandha, Mekbala

and Kancidam may also be taken as another set of drapery and

decorations. The Besanagar and the Didarganj Yaksini figures are

repescnted in these decorations. Dr. Bannerjea remarks Tn medieval

reliefs, both of the north and the south, they are far more elaborate’.

Another very peculiar kind of dress current both in sculptures as

well as the iconographical texts is the avyanga, the waist-girdle peculiar

to the Sun images of the north. Br. Sam. supports it. It is said to be

based on the Avestan ^aiwiyaon’ the sacred wooden thread girdle which

a Zoroastrian is enjoined to wear round the waist.

B. ORNAMENTS
We find an excessive fondness on the part of the Hindu artists

for displaying ornaments on the images of gods and goddesses

from the very early times. Practically all parts of body had their various

appropriate ornaments. This excessive display according to some

modern critics like Grundwedel has hindered very considerably the

development of the human figure. But the case is not so, because we never

aimed at the development of the figure so much as at the development

of the symbolism behind it. The ornaments in which the Indian

images are found (or said to be) decorated can be classified as per the

following tabulation :

(i) Ear ornaments (Kundala). There are five principal kinds

of Ku^idalas : i . Patra-kundala (cf. Vmtj, 2. Nakra-

kundala (common), 3, Sankha-patra-kundala (cf. Uma)

. 4. Ratna-kundala (Common), 5. Sarpa-kundala (Siva

and Ginesa).
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(ii) Ornament of nose—V'esara (cf. Krsna abd Radha)

,
{Hi) Ornaments of neck : i. Niska, 2. Hara, 3, Graiveyaka,

4. Kanstubha and 5. VaijayantL

• {iv) Chest Ornaments : i. Srivatsa, 2. Gannavira, 3. Kuca-

bandhas—they are also a class of ornaments together with

the costumes.

(v) Ornament of the Waist: i. Katibandha (Waistband)^

2. Mekhala (Girdle), 3. Kancldam (Girdle with twink-

ling bells),

{vi) Ornaments of the leg ankles : i. Manjira.

{vii) Ornaments of the upper & lower arms Kahkana, X'alaya,

Keyura, Ahgada etc.

Now after this tal^ulation some remarks arc necessary to expound

their association with their deities and their representation in art.

Ear ornaments.—Their very names indicate that they were made of

cones of coconut or palmyra-leaves or even thin gold leaves (metal,

ivory or wooden piece) in the shape of the mythical 'makara’
( a croco-

dile like animal), cut sections of conch-shells, jewels and (metal, ivory

or wooden piece) fashioned like a cobra, respectively’—Banncrjea.

Among these, as already pointed out, some of these arc particularly

associated with particular gods, but nakra-kundala and ratna-kundala

can with equal appropriateness be used to decorate the cars of the

divinities of both sexes. Visnii, Surya and Baladeva arc described, (cf.

Br. Samhita) as ‘Kirita-kundaladharr; Tvundalabhuiitavadana’; and

d3ibhrt-kundalamekain’; respectively.

Aparajita-praccha (vide Pr. Laks. p. 52), however, associates

Kundala only in the image of Vasudeva and it also directs that in this

type of Vasudeva-kundala, all varieties of gems studed with the grains

of diamond are to be applied.

Nose-ornametit—Vesara.— is not to be found in early Indian

images.

Neck-ornaments.—as tabulated above, have been already expoun-
ded in drappery. They are both ornaments as well as dresses.

Chest-ornaments.—like Srivatsa, etc. arc already explained (vide cos-

tumes). ^Hereawordoncanna-vlrais called for, ‘Channavira’, according to

Rao, is a kind of flat ornament, a kind ofjewelled disc, meant to be tied

on the makuta or hung round the neck by string, so as to lie over the
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chest\ But Rao is not quite sure about his explanation; the ornameni

is mentioned very often in the iconographic texts. ‘^An ornament made

of two chin-like objects worn crosswise on the torso, one in the upavltl

and the other in the pracinaviti fashion (the latter is just the reverse

of upaviti) with a flat disc, may illustrate Ghannavira; this is sometimes

found on some late South Indian sculptures of Visnu or his incarnatory

forms (cf. Rao, op. cit. VoL I. pi. LV* Figs, of Rama and Laksamana)

and other images’—Bannerjee. Dr. Bannerjea has found the

representation of this ornament in the Taxila museum (torso is decorated

with it). Besnagar Yaksini and Gulakoka devata in Bharhut pillar also

seem to be decorated in this ornament.

A. ^.—Reference was already made (p. 144) of the godasabhusanas

of the Aparajita-praccha. Its complete list of these sixteen ornaments

(Pra. Laks. pp, 48-52) is as follows :

Sodasabhusanas

1 . Hara

2. Padak

3. Srivat sa

4. Kaustubha

5. Patrabharana

Three fold mukuta
6. Sekara „

7. Kirita ,,

8. Smalasara „

9. Kantha

10. Vahu-bala

11. Kundala

1 2. Navagraha-kankana

13. Ramacandra Khadga

14. Aiigulikas

(i) angulika

(ii) yugangulika

(iii) tika-tripurusa

(iv) angugtha

(v) ardhangulika

(vi) vajra-dhara

(vii) angulika

1 5 . Kundala—Vasudeva

1 6. padamudrikas

.

C. HEADGEAR, i. e. MAULI

Manasara describes as many as twelve types of headgear both

crowns and head dresses which along with the association of the

respective deities are tabulated hereunder:

—

SI No. Variety Gods Remarks.

1. Jata Brahma, Siva (Rudra) and goddess

Manonmanini.

2. Mauli „ „

3. Kirita Viinn and his forms (Narayana, etc.)

4. Karanda Other gods and goddesses.

5. Sirastraka Yakias, Nagas and Vidyadharas.

6* Kuntala Laksmi, Sarasvati and Savitri.

7. Kesabandha Sarasvati and Savitri.
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8. Dhammilla Other Goddesses,

9, Alaka Other Goddesses.

55 55

10. Ciida Other Goddesses.

II. Makuta
55 ^

55

Brahma, Siva and also Visnu.

12. Patta For kings and queens, etc.

(a) Palrapatta (b) Ratiiapatta (c) PuipapaUa.

It may be noted that in the above tabulation the 4th and 5th

denote different types of crowns, while the rest so many different modes

of dressing the hair. The jatamakuta, consists of matted locks of hair,

done up into the form of a tall crown on the centre of the head. ^It is

very often adorned with jewels, a crescent and skull (cf, Rudra-Siva,

who is also named 'KapardP (meaning one whose matted locks wave

spirally upward like the top of a shell). Dr. Bennerjea observes: ^Somc

Buddha figures of Saka-Kushan period at Mathura have the Kaparda

type ofjatainakuta on their heads.

As regards Kirita-makuta specially appropriate for Narayana,

according to the Manasara ‘is a conical cap sometimes ending in an

ornamantal top carrying a central pointed knoli’—Rao. "This type of

headgear was not worn, however, exclusively by the God Narayana-

Viinu; it could also be worn by Siirya and Kubera. \’'arahmihira not

only describes Viinu as Kundala-kiritadhari (wearing ear rings and

Kirita crown), but also says that Ravi should be wearing a makuta

(makutadhari) and kubera should be ‘Vama-kirltP

Karanda.—makuta is shaped like conical basket with the narrow cud

shown upwards. This is the type of crown peculiar to most of the other

gods and the goddesses and is indicative of subordinate status according

to Rao.

Sirastraka.—an elaborate turban invariably associated with Nagas,

Yakias, Vidyadharas, is depicted in the early Indian art ofSunga period,

The items nos. 6th to the 8th (cf. tabulation above) as hinted

already, are different modes of dressing the hair. They are appropriate

to different goddesses like Indira and Sarasvati.

There is still another very famous head dress called iCakapaksa

(mastaka-parsvadvaye kesaracana-visaiah). It is only style of doing

the hair like those in very young boys* It was being used by Eastern

Indian artists in the in the representation of youthful Krina and other

divinities from the late Gupta period onwards. Dr. Bannerjea illus-

trates this mode in some figures of Krina at Paharpur.
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There are yet two more mudras which though not ornaments

proper but may be called ornamental decorations. They are

‘Prabhavali’ and *Sirascakra' which are characteristic features of Indian

images in general. Both these are halos, round the whole of the divine

body and from the artistic point of view they really serve the purpose of

the stele or the back slab.

Prabhavali.—the larger halo, is an ornamental decoration, usually

elliptical in shape. It is sometimes endowed with a number ofjvalas or

projecting tongues of flame. Dr. Bannerjea remarks (D. H. I. p. 298)

—

^*The prabhavali sometimes contains the emblems special to the god to

whose image it serves as the background; while in the case of some

principal types of Visnu images (dhruvabaras) the ten avataras are

cai'ved on it. In early and late mediaeval Hindu images of northern

and eastern India, it commonly depicts a scheme of decorative carving

on it, thus, in a fully complete stele, the order of arrangement of the

motifs from the pedestal (pithika) upwards is first the leogryph (lion

upon elephant gaja-sardula; sometimes the animals bear sword-bearers

on their backs), then the ^makara’ transom, above it the hybrid couple

(Gandharvas) playing on lute and dancing, a little higher up the flying

garland-bearers (maladhari Vidyadharas) among the clouds and lastly

the Kirtimukha finial. This last motif consists of a grinning lion face

with protruding goggle eyes and fangs, just placed in the top centre of

the prabhavali, sometimes chains of jewel garland issuing out of either

corners of its mouth. The ^Kala-makara’ motif in Indonesian art

seems to be an adaptation of this Indian motif.’’

Sirascakra.—is the smaller halo-circle. Art critics like Grundwedel

hold the view that these halos owe their origin from the Greek nimbus.

Dr. Bannerjea, however, holds that origenally, it belonged to the astral

deities. According to Rao Sirascakra 'should have the form of a circle

or a full blown lotus, eleven angulas in diameter, and should be away

from the head by a distance equal to a third of its diameter. This halo

circle is attached to the back of the head of images by means of a rod

whose thickness is equal to one-seventh of the diameter of the sirascakrah

As regards its artistic representation, Dr. Bannerjea says—Tn

Gandhara it is almost invarialy plain; in the Saka-Kushan art of

Mathura it shows a scalloped border, while in the Gupta period though

retaining this feature, it is endowed with more ornamentation. But

several images of the Hindu divinities in the Gupta period are repre-

sented with comparatively plain nimbus. In the medieval sculptures

different types of Sirascakra are used to decorate the figures, the

commonest of them taking the shape of a lotus flower in full blossom;
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another common variety is parabolic in shape, with two concentric

layers of gable decorations at its outer end. Varahamihira describes the

image of Surya as having a prabhamandala shining with jewels

(ratnojjvalaprabhamandalasca’) D. H. I, p. 296.—The medieval bronze

Visnu image from Rungpur show separate prabhamandalas attached to

their heads which in case of stone or wooden images is carved on the

back of their heads in the same piece.

Now in the end a word about the ideology underlying this custom

may again be repeated. These manifold mudras of multiple hands and
abundant decorative items were regarded by writei'S like Smith, etc., as

monstrosity of the Indian iconographic art. A deeper examination,

keeping in view the philosophy and symbolism of Indian culture, will

however give c|uitc another estimation and this estimation of the

\V estern critics like Smith and others will seem misconceived (cf. Coomars-

wamy’s observations in this regard—Dance of Siva). Dr, Banncrjea also

holds : The idea of symbolising the manifold activities of the deity, in

however imperfect mannci", undoubtedly lies at the root of placing in

these multiple hands the variety of objects noted above. In the

developed concepts about the numerous members of the Hindu
pantheon, particular activities were associated with the individual units

among them. It is no wonder then that one or more of these objects

came to be regarded as special to different gods, though It must not be

forgotten that the same objects could also appear in the hands of other

deities in secondary role. The mythology at the root of divinities also

determined the allocation of the objects.



CHAPTER Vn

ICONOGRAPHICAL AESTHETICISM
AND

THE INSTALLATION OF THE IMAGES—PRASAD
AND PRATIMA

This is the concluding chapter of this second part—‘^Canons of

Iconography’. Practically all the principal canons of Hindu Iconography

relating to the classification of Indian images, their code of manufactur-

hig—planning, measures, substances—etc.—together with their symbolic

manifestation as are conveyed through manifold mudras both bodily

poses and external symbols like weapons, seats^ implements as well as

the drapery and decorations, have already been taken into considera-

tion. Now remain the two very important topics of this canonical

exposition. These are aestheticism in Indian iconographical art and

the installation of an image in its abode, the garbhagrha, of a Vimana or

Prasada, the Hindu Temple. Both these are taken up for the fiirst

time in an iconographical dessertation in contemporary writings.

A. Iconographical Aestheticism

Iconography is both a science and an art. For an artistic perfection

of an image, it has to be accomplished in such a way as to arouse in us

the aesthetic experience akin to one as we get from poetry and music.

According to the Indian aestheticians, the main purpose of a poetical

composition is to arouse pleasure, the ^Asvada’ what is called ^Rasas-

vada’, in the readers. And this rasasvada is extolled as 'Brahmananda-

sahodara’. It is from this fundamental standpoint of Indian aestheticism

that we do not have tragedies in our dramatic literature. The Indian

viewer more appropriately the Hindu view of life is one of the un-

bounded faith in the eternity, a profound sense of optimism and a

sublime outlook of life, coloured by the numinal existence and heavenly

bliss, both the Svarga and the Apavarga. Naturally therefore, all arts,

be it poety or music, painting or dance, are to be viewed from this

lofty idealism of aestheticism.

In nearly all the phases of Indian art the Rasa (or impassioned

feeling) has played a very prominent role. The Indian belief is that

the supreme being is Rasa-svarupa (cf. the Indian theory of Rasa-

Brahma-Vada WT # Again image-worship, for which icons

used to be made of the manifold materials with manifold symbols, to be
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worthy of desired end, has to be done in a manner of an accomplished

art, viz* dance and drama where there is an identification of the spectator

with the Nata, the actor, A similar identification is essential between

the worshipper and the worshipped. This is possible only through the

arcusing of rasas, the aestheticism, in art. The sculptural monuments in

our possession do corroborate this dictum and there we find a number

of different ‘Rasas’ which the artists endeavoured to dwell upon in their

dry stones and metals. Brindavana’s observations (vide 1. 1. p. xv), in

this connection are worth quoting : ‘The images were so wrought by the

Indian artist as to manifest one or more of these Rasas by their pose and

appearance. The artists believed that when the mind, feeling and

temperament of a devotee would come in an identical line with those of

the worshipped, the realization of one’s prayer could only then be

expected. Thus they furnished various images expressing not one but

a variety of Rasas just according to the needs of the worshipper. Nor

should we carelessly err in assuming that an image conveys one single

feeling in its pose. As in a man, so in an image may be dlsccrnable a

mixed feeling, the result of an interaction of multiple feelings, either

of similar type or even of opposing types. As an illustration the

expression of love and sublimity is regularly to be noticed in the images

of Hara-Gaurl or Laksmi-Narayana, more particularly in the Ananta-

sayya group. The feeling of laugther but without repugnance or

sarcasm may easily be excited in us as we look at the pot-bellied image

of Ganesa, dancing with his elephant nose or of Kubera, the god of

wealth The mood of anger together with the sympathetic protection

(varabhaya) has been emphatically expressed in most of the Tantrika

images which as a rule, represent the energetic principles of the universe.

In them more vividly than in others, may be witnessed a mingled
feeling of fear, wrath, repugnance, wonder and sportiveness. Indeed,

it ought to be plainly said that without a trained eye in this director!,

it is as impossible to appreciate the remarkable success attained by the

Indian artists in the composition of those images as it may be to estimate

rightly all the standing monuments of Ancient Indian Culture’.

Thus aestheticism in art becomes instrumental in producing the

and this is dependent on the resas or rasadrstis

cf. the following lines of the Samarahgana :

Here citra can stand both for the pictorial images as well as the

sculptural ones. Hence according to the S. S. it is the supreme

achievement of the image-maker or the sculptor to see to this side of

aestheticism in art—the ‘bhava-vyakti’. This aestheticism is really one
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oi the major contributions of Indian canons of Art as propounded in

the texts like Visnudharmottara and the Samaraghana-Sutradhara, to

give a distinct and unique character. The oft-quoted aphorism

TW* is not without significance and high meaning. It aims

at ennobling life. Even birds and beasts, the so called brutes, when

characterized with the different sentiments in accordance with the

different situations, if go higher up, men and women, when imbubed

with it they simply become divine. Further more this aesthetic

element in Indian art pre-supposes the ideal of 'Beautiful’ in its real

perspective. The beautiful is not only to be viewed in anatomical

perspective, but also in the inner manifestation, the sole criterion of the

beautiful, the 'Sundara’ from the Hindu view of life. Beautiful

internally, in its turn, presupposes the truthful,—the 'Satya’ both

internally and externally and the art which is both Satya and Sundara,

that alone becomes the benficient the 'Siva’—the Supreme Ideal of life.

It is this 'Good’ of the humanity at large that the Indian seers have

always aimed at. Any creation unless it is condusive to the well being

of life, unless inspiring to ennoble it and unless high enough for creative

urge, it is not worth the ideal. It is from this fundamental angle that

aestheticism in iconographical art is to be viewed and purviewed.

With this introduction to this subject, it may be wounded up here to be
resumed in its more appropriate place-~the canons of pictorial art—

'

the subject matter of the 3rd part of this work—Pt. III.

B. Installation

This topic of installation is a very popular topic in the innumera-
ble religious digests of the Paddhati class literature and it has to be

suiveyed both ritualistically and artistically. The present work may
not bother with the too many details of the retualistic treatment of the
subject. Pratistha and Utsarga—these are some of the most important
topics of Dharmsastra literature both of early and medieval period in

Indian histroy. The Sutra works the Smrtis both have expounded this

topic in minutest of details. A few words, therefore, need be said on
Pratistha.

Installation or 'Pratima-pratistha’ according to Tsanasivadeva-
gurupaddhati’ a standard digest of Paddhati class of works, a medieval
compendum, is five-fold

:

1. Pratistha 3. Sthitasthapana

2. Pratisthapana 4. Utthapana and

5. Asthapana

and all these are connected with both the 'Sakala’ and 'Niskai images
(cf. Pr. Laks. p. 66)
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Pratistha—A ling-icon when fiist installed on the Brahma-sila and

is made to rest on the ^pindika’ the Imsc or pedestal^ is called Prati»tha

—

I. S. G, P. (Pr. Laks. p. 66).

Prastisthapana—or Sthapana type of installation is related to the

Bana-lingas, the Arsa-lingas, the SvaymI’jhu-lingas.

Sthitasthapana—on the other hand is connected with those Imga-

icons which are made of precious stones^ gold etc. and having only one

pindika.

Uttliapana.—is concerned with jirnoddhara institution of images

i. e. any image when broken or demolished or got defunct and is to be

reinstalled, it falls under this type of Pratistha.

Asthapana.—Lastly astliapana is enjoined to be adopted in case of

the Sakala classes of images, the fully sculptured images in round, such

as those of Vi^nu and Siva etc.

Now Pratima-pratistha presupposes the foundation of the temples

and dedication of wells, tanks, parks, etc. for the benefit of the public—the

true import of the ancient institution of Prtistha and Utsarga. It may
remarked, however, that the early dliarma-sutras, though speak of

images and temples viz:

Parisista, it strikes one as somewhat strange

that none of the principal Grhya and Dharma-sutras contain any proce-

dure of consecrating an image in a temple, while in the Purinas and
some of the digests much space is devoted to the topic of devata-

pratistha. The Malsyapurana in chap. 264 and the Agnipurana in

chaps. 60 and 66 deal with devatapratisiha in general, llierc arc special

chapters in the Puranas on the consecration of the image of Visnu or
y ^

*

Siva or the Linga.

The worship of God can be done in two ways^ viz. without any outward

symbol and with a symbol. The first is achieved by a prayer and offering

oblations in fire; the second by means of images. The worship of god

through the medium of images for which pratistha is essential, is

again two-fold done in one’s own house and in a public temple, llu*

latter is, according to many works, the best and the complctest, since

it allows of celebration of festivals and the performee of the varied item^

or modes of worship (upacaras). The establishment of images in

temples is again of two kinds viz. calarca (where the image can be

lifted up, moved to another place) and sthirarca (where the image is

fixed on a pedestal or is not meant to be lifted up or moved). The

consecration of these two differs in certain details,
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^‘The pi'incipai matters to be attended to according to the Alatsya-

purana (264-66) are: the auspicious time for the consecration of an

image, the erection of a mandapa to the east or ““ north of the temple,

the erection of a vedi threin, erection of four io}anas (arched gates) for

the mandapa, placing two auspicious jars at each of four gates filled

with scented water and herbs and covered with mango leaves and white

cloth, raising of banners all round the mandapa worship of lokapalas

(guardian deities of quarters), erecting another mandapa for bathing

the image in, bringing the image and honouring the artisans^ drawing

lines on the image or lihga with a golden needle to represented the

lustre of eyes, the selection of a qualified sthapaka or acarya and of

from eight to 32 other priests (called murtipa); taking the image or

lihga to the mandapa meant for bathing the image, bathing the image to

the accompaniment of music with pancagavya mixture, with mrttika

(loose earth), with holy ashes and water; renderingit pure by repeating

four mantras (viz. samudrajyesthah, apo divyah, yasam raja and apo

histha, which are respectively Rg. VIL 49. r-3 and X. 9. i); offering

worship after the bath to the image
,
with sandalwood paste and

covering it with a garment (with the verse ^abhi vastra^ Rg. IX. 97.

50)5 placing the image in a standing position with the mantra ^utththa’

(Rg. 1 . 40. i); placing the image in a chariot with the verses ‘a muraja’

and ^rathe tistlian’ (Rg. VI. 41. 31 and VI. 75. 6) and entering it in the

mandapa with the verse ‘a kriinena’ (Rg. I. 35. 2); placing the image

on a bed on which kusa grass and flowers are strewn with the face (of

the image) towards the east; placing a water jar (called nidrakalasa)

having gold in it and a piece of cloth at the mouth towards

the head of the image with the mantras] ^apodevir’ (Tai. S. VII.

3. 13. I ) and ^apo asman’ (Rg. X.^17. 10); placing under the head

of the image silken pilllows, sprinkling honey and clarified butter,

and worshipping with mustard with the verse ^apyayasva’ Rg. I.

91. 16 or IX, 31. 4) and 'ya te rudra’ (Tai. S. IV. 5, i .1);

offering worship with sandalwood paste and flowers and tying a

band {pratisara) on the right hand (of the image) with 'barhaspatya’

mantra; placing a parasol, chowrie" mirror, jewels, auspicious herbs,

household utensils, fine vessels and seats by the side of the image with

the verse 'abhi tva’ (Rg. VII. 32. 22); honouring the image with the

presentation of various foods and condiments with the verse ‘^tryamba-

kam yajamahe’ (Rg. VIL 59. 12); placing four priests and four door-

keepers in the directions, viz, a priest knowing Rgveda in the east and

so on and each of the four priests is to repeat from his own Veda

several hymns and verses e. g. the Rgvedin priest should recite Srisukta

(Rg, I. 165), Pavamana hymn (from Rg. IX. i), Santikadhyaya (Rg.

X. 16), then a hymn to Indra. Then the acarya is to perfom homa
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towards the head of the image with Sautika mantras and ofTer into the

fire looo samidhs (fuel sticks) each of palasa^ udumbara, asvattha,

apauiarga and samI trees and then touch the feet of the god; preparing

nine kundas each one cubit square and olTering into them one thousand

samidhs each time on touching the navel, the chest, and the head of the

image; remembering the eight forms (inurti) of God viz. the earth, fire,

the sacrifice, the sun, the water, wind, moon and akasa, and oflering

horaa to these with vaidika mantras; placing auspicious jars near eacli

kunda; bathing the image at every watch andmffering incense, food

(naivedya), sandalwood paste; offering bali to all beings, and dinner to

brahmanas and persons of other castes at one’s desire; celebrating a

festival at night with dances, song and music; this may go on from one

clay to seven days (it is called adluvasana); then the temple building is to

be sprinkled over; finding out a place for the image cither to the nortli or

slightly to north-cast in the temple; a stone in the form of a tortoise is to

be placed on the temple floor; preparing a pindika and bathing it with

pancagavya with mantras; then raising the image with the mantra hittis-

tha’ (Rg- 1- 40. i), iM'inging it in the inmost chamber of the temple and

placing it on thcpltha (pedestal), offering it arghya water, padya water,

madhuparka; then the nyasa (depositing) of eight kinds of jewels, viz.

diamond, pearl, lapis luzuis, conch, crystal, pufparaga, indranila and nila

in the eight directions from the cast, also of eight kinds of grains viz.

wheat, barley, sesame, mudga. nivara, syamaka, mustard and rice and

also eight fragrant things such as while and red sandal-wood, agaru,

usira etc. Nyasa of all these is to be made after repeating om and the

pauranika mantras (with ^namo namah’ at end) of the eight guardians

(lokapalas) viz. Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirrii, Varuna, Soma,

iasna, and also of Brahma (9th) and Ananla (loth); raising the imago

and fixing it in the scooped up portion of the pedestal with the mantra

Mhruva dyaur’ (Rg. X. 173, 4); placing one’s hand on the head of the

image and contemplating on the well-known form of the deity that is

established, whether Visnu, Siva, Brahma, the Sun; repeating appro-

priate mantras (viz. those of Rudra, Visnu, Brahma, the Sun in the

case of the respective gods whose image is established); establishing

deitieis near the principal image of the god’s dependants (such as Nandi

in the case of Siva); invocation (avahana) of the principal deity with

its attendants with pauranika mantras; bathing the image with curds,

milk, clarified butter, honey and sugar and then with water in which

flowers and scents are mixed up; repeating the following mantras again

and again viz. “^yaj-jagrato duram-upaiti’ (Vaj. S* 34. i), Hato virad-

^ajayata’, (Vaj, S. 31, 5), ‘sahasrasirsa’ (Rg. X. 90, i), 'ycnedam bhulam”
S* 34 * 4)5 “Natvavam^’ (Rg. VIL 32. 23); touching fourtimes
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with water the feet, the waist and head (of the image); giving

gifts of clothes, ornaments etc. to the acarya and to the poor, the blind

and the distressed and to others that may be gathered to see; filling

with sand any aperture in any direction in which the image appears to

be unstable and performing propitiatory rites for the guardian of that

quarter and making gifts suitable to each lokapala; celebrating a festival

for three, five or seven days.

1 he general procedure of consecrating an image has been given

above at some length from the Matsyapurana in order to convey some
idea how in the first centuries of the Ghiristian era the consecration of

images was done. It will be noticed that mostly vedic mantras were
employed though a few pauranika mantras also occur. In medieval
digests like the Devapratisthaiattva other elements were added from
Tantra works. Special attention may be drawn to the fact that in the

above procedure the word pranapratistha does not occur in the Matsya.
Raghunandana (in Devapratisthatattva) quotes Devipurana to the

effect that pranapratistha is done after touching the cheeks of the image
with the right hand and that without this vivification a mere image
does not attain to the position of a deity worthy of worship. In the

Devapratisthatattva, the Nirnayasindhu, the Rajadharma-kaustubha and
other works the prana-pratistha is based on the 23rd chapter (patala)

of the Sarada-tilaka (verses 72—76). The mantra is also given.

I he Devapratisthatattva (p. 505) quotes the Hayasirsapan-caratra
to the eflect that genet ally a brahmana should officiate at the consecra-

tion of an image of Visnu, but a ksatriya can officiate for a vaisya or a
sudra yajamana and a vaisya may do for a sudra yajamana, but a
sudra cannot officiate.

In the Matsyapurana, the Agnipurana, the Nrsimhapurana, the

Nirnayasindhu and many other works there are descriptions of the

consecration of the images of Vasudeva, of a linga and other deities,

which are all passed over here for want of space. In these works
following Tantric practices three kinds of nyasas, viz. Matrkanyasa,
Tattvanyas, and Mantranyas are referred to. The Matrkanyasa consists

in repeating the letters of the alphabet from a (including ‘am’ and ‘ah’)

to 1 (in the form of akaraya namah svaha) and offermg an oblation in

fire. The Tattvanyasa consists in repeating ‘Atmatattvaya namah,
svaha’ and the same formula as to Atmattvadhipati, Kriyasakti,

Sivataltva (or Visnutattva), Sivatattvadhipali, Icchasakti, Vidyatattva

Vidyatattvadhipati, Adharasakti. The Mantranyasa is as iollows,

taking a mantra of certain letters for a god (e. g. one of 12 letters as in
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'om uamo bhagavale Yasudcvaya') one has to repeat each letter in the

formula ^om ornkaraya namah svahah

The Dharmasindhii III (purvardha) sets forth a brief procedure of

the consecration of images in which only one priest is required (vide pp.

333"34)* modern times also the procedure of devatapratiitha

contains numerous elements and is extremely long”.—Kane’s H. D.

Vol. 11 pt. 2.

Brhatsamhita an astrouomical-cuni-architectural treatise has very

puccintly' described this Pratima-pratistha—vide ch.6o. The special

notice of this work in this connection is that the the adhivasana and

pratiatha ceremoney of the images of Visnu, Surya, Siva, Matrganas,

Brahma, Buddha and the Jinas,, they should be installed by aBhagavata,

aMaga, a Pasupatta, one wcll-vcrsed in the worship (of the Sakti), a

Brahmana, knowing the Vedas well, a persan of Sakya race and a

Digambara Jain, respectively as per the following verse:

i

p3f?fT^Tr fk%— 1

Further more it also enjoins to give awards not only to the Brah-

manas, etc. but also the sthapati—vide the verse (i. e. Vardliaki cf.

Utpala’s Commentary).

The Samarahgana Sutradhara also corroberates this vide voL 1

Plindu Science of Architccutrc (Pt. Ill Prelcminary matteits). Isanasb

vadevagurpaddhati also gives similar directions vide IV Chapter,

XXXIV, 4.

Now a word on Punah-pratistha (Re-consecration of image in tem-

ples) and on Jirnoddhara (rehabiliting old or dilapidated temple and its

image, etc.) each, may also be said and I cannot do better to than quote

Dr. Kane (the eminent author of History of Dharmasastra in several

volumes) here also.

^^Punah*pratisth^:—(Re-consecration of images in temples). The

Brahmapurana quoted by the Devapratisthatattva and the Nirnayasin-

dhu says ''when an image is broken into two or is reduced to particles,

is burnt, is removed from its pedestal, is insulted, has ceased to be

worshipped, is touched by beasts like donkeys or falls on impure ground

or is worshipped with mantras of other deities or is rendered impure by

the touch of outcasts and the like—in these ten contingencies, god
ceases to indwell therein.’ When an image is polluted by (contact
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with) the ]:>lood of a brahmana or by the touch of a corpse or the touch
of a patita it should be re-consecrated. If an image is biokeii in parts

or reduced to particles it shoud be removed according to saslric rules

and another should be installed in its place. When an image is broken
or stolen a fast should be observed. If images of metal such as of

copper are touched by thieves or candalas they should be purified in

the same way in which polluted vessels of those metals are purified and
then they should be re-consecrated. If an image properly consecrated

has had no worship performed without pre-meditation (i. e. owing to

forgetfulness or neglect) for one night or a month or two months or the

image is touched by a sudra or a woman in her monthly illness, then

tlie image should have water adhivasa (placing in water) performed on
it and it should be bathed with water from ajar, then with panegavya,

then it should be Imthed with pure water from jars to the accompani-
ment of the hymn to Purusa (Rg. X. 90) repeated 8000 times, 800 times

or 28 times, worsliip should be oflered with sandal wood paste and
flowers, naivedya (food) of rice cooked with jaggery should be offered,

'Fills is the way in which the re-consecration is effected’h

^^JlrnoddJi^ra (rehabilitating old or dilapidated temples, etc.). This
subject is closely connected with the preceding topic and is dealt with in

the Agnipurana, chap. 67 and 103 (about lihgas); the Nirnayasindhu
(III. purvardha p. 353), the Dharmasindhu (III. purvardha p. 335)
give an exsensive procedure following the Agnipurana. This is done
when the image in a temple or a lihga is burnt, or reduced to particles

or is removed to another place. The Agnipurana (103. 4) says that if

an image or liiiga is carried off by the strong current of a river, it may
be rc-consecrated elsewhere according to the rites prescribed in the

sastra. According to the Agnipurana (193. 21) a lihga that is reputed

to have been established by the asuras (like Banasura) or famous sages

or by gods or by those who were expert in Tantra should not be i''emoved

to another place, whether it be worn out or broken, even after the

performance of prescribed rites. The Agnipurana prescribes (chap. 67.

3-6) that image of wood when extremely worn out may be burnt, one of

stone may be thrown into water, one made of metal or of a jewel (pearl

etc.) should be thrown into very deep water or the sea after carrying it

covered with cloth in a cart to the accompaniment of music and on the

same day another of the same dimensions and substance should be

installed after the purification of the image is effected. When the daily

worship of an image had been stopped of set purpose or when it is

touched by sudras and the like, purification can be effected only by

re-consecration. Re-consecration can be done even in intercalary

months or when Venus is too near the sun to be visible. When a temple
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or a well or a tank is breached or when a garden embankment or a

public hall is injured, one should oiler four oblations of clarified butter

with the four verses fidam Visnur’ (Rg. L 22. 17), fina nastokc’ (Rg. It*

114. 8), ‘Visnoh karmani’ (Rg, 1. 22. 19). paclosyai (Rg. X. 90. 3), and

then a dinner may be given to brahmanas.

The procedure ofjirnoddhara is given at length in the Nirnayasin-

dhu, the Dharmasindhu and other works. Vrddha-Harita IX. 409-415

also deals with re-consecration. Sairkha-Likhita quoted in the Vivada-

ratnakara and other works says that when an image, a garden, a well,

a bridge (over a moal or river;, a llagstall, a dam a reservoir of water

arc breached, they should l^e repaired (or raised), re-consecrated and

the person guilty of breach should be fined 800 panas. When worship

was stopped, some authors prescribed rc-consecratiou, while others

prescribed only proksana as laid down in the Devaprastiithatattva

(p. 512) or Dharmansindhu (III purvardha p. 334).”

It may be remarked that the jirnoddhara or Punahpratistha iias

been regarded for a long time as great acts of religious merit in India,

rather more meritorious than the establishment of new shrines and

construction of new images. Many are the historical instances whiclt

corroborate this ancient institution. 7\rchacs topical caskets, inscriptions

and the historical accounts (cf. H. Thsang testirnoney of Bodhi tree

restoration).

Silpa-ratna, a silpa-text of renown which is credited to treat

this subject also simply echoes this time-honoured tradition when it

says:

^ 11

•v A

After ritualistic details regarding the installation of the Image in

its abode, the temple, let us say a few words one same of its architec-

tural details.

These details arc based on the canons of Iconometary. The height

of these images which are meant to be enshrined in temples had to

take proportionate measurement with doors of temple. Thus Varaha-

mihira (Br. Samhita ch. 5) tells us that the height of the pedcftal

of the image should be three parts of the height of the shrine door

less eighth part, when the latter is divided into equal parts, and the

height of the image should be twice that of the pedestal. Dr, Bannerjea
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(D. H* L p* 32:^) considers this formula a bit complicated and he

therefore cites another authority (cf, Haribhaktivilasa): ‘it says that the

measure of the height of the door (shrine door) should be divided into 8

equal parts, two of these parts should constitute the height of the

image and one part of it divided into three parts, the height of the

pedestal which should be neither too heigh nor too low^

Matsypurana’s prescription in this connection is also note-worthy:

It says (vide Ch. 258. V. 23) those images that are to be enshrined in

temples should measure not more than i/i6th part of the whole height

of the temple; one should make an image up to this height

(this is the superior class) or less than it (of medium class or

inferior class) according to his means; but on no account should the

image be more than 1/16 part of the full height of the shrine’.

This is true in case of the principal image in a temple. The host

of other images that are carved out on the temple, they too are guided

by the canons of iconometry and those relating to the laws of its

architecutre. Prof. Kramrisch says (H. T. p. 31 1): ‘As far as the propor-

tions are based on number (i. e. Navatala, etc.) so arc their isocephalous

rows on the upright walls of the temple, .akin in their vertical rhythms

to those of the groups of mouldings coherent in their proportion and

forming a broad band on the socle (adhisthina) of the temple; on its

walls similar though narrower belts of architectural profiles alternate

with the belts of images; though the limbs of the latter are more richly

interlaced, their proportions in the vertical are as pure, and also allow for

modifications as those of the many variations of the zones of acrchitec-

tural mouldings. Thus the images do not only come forward from the

walls, but are part of them also in their proportions’.

Apart from this very brief indication of the intimate relationship

of the Prasada, the Hindu Temple and the Pratima, the enshrined

Deity, there is still a good deal of scope to treat this subject, but

exegencies of space forbid me to do it here. This theme however will

form a principal dessertation in the 3rd vol. of this work ‘An outline

history of Indian sculptures along with their illustrations in Indian

Art’. Many a symbolic sculpture on the different parts of t e

temple, the door, the window, etc. and other representations like the

Face of Glory, KIrtimukha, Sardula, Lioness typifying the Sakti, the

Power along with a host of images abound which may be taken as

images of Immanent Breath and Symbols of Reintegration as well

as the state of being a couple and lastly ending in Smalaka, the highest

point of the microcosm and the lowest one of the macrocosm, paving

ihc path for the Purusa to erperge ?md the mortal to converge on it,

to get ppited with Him,
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It) M&nagananam—vide Chap, III p. 87.

‘A distance of one angula is called Murti, Indu,Vi«vaTnbhara,

Moksha and Ukta.

A distance of two angulas is called Kali, Golaka, AsvinI, Yugraa,

Brahmana, Vihaga, Akshi and Paksha.

A distance of three angulas is called Rina Agni, Rudraksha,

Guna, Kala, $t51n, Rama, Varga and Madhya.

A distance of four angulas is called Veda, Pratishlha, Jati, Varna,

Karna (or karana), Abjajanana, Yuga, Turya, and Turiya.

A distance of five angulas is called Vishaya, Indriya, Bhuta, Ishu,

Supratishtha and Prithvi.

A distance ofsixaAgulas is called Karma, Ahga, Rasa, Satnaya,

Gayatri, Krittika, Kumaranana, Kau‘ ika and Ritu.

A distance of seven angulas, Patala, the Munis, Dhatus, Lokas,

Ushnik, RohinI, Dvipa, Ahga and ambhonidhis.

A distance of eight angulas is called Lokapalas, Nagas, Uraga,

Vasus, Anushtup, and Ganas.

A distance of nine angulas is called Brihall, Grihas^ Randhras,

Nandas and Sutras.

A distance of ten angulas, is called Dik, Praturbhava, Nadi,

Pankti and . , .

.

A distance of eleven angulas, is called Rudras andTrishtup.

A distance of twelve angulas is called Vitasti, Mukha Tala, Yama,

Arka, RaT and Jagail.

A distance of thirteen angulas is called Atijagatl

A distance offourteen angulas is called Manu and Sakvarl.

A distance of fifteen angulas is called Ati-Sakvar! and Tithi,

A distance of sixteed angulas is called Kriya, Ashti and Indu-*

KalS,

A distance of seventeen angulas is called Atyashfi.

A distance of eighteen angulas is called Smtiti and Dhriti.

A distance of nineteen angulas Is called Atidhriti.

A distance of twenty angulas is called Krlti.

A distance of twenty-one angulas is called Prakrit!.

A distance of twenty-two angulas is called Akriti.

A distance of twenty-three angulas is called Vikriti.

A distance of twenty-four angulas is called Sam^kriti,
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A distance of twenty-five angulas is called Atikriti,

A distance of twenty-six angulas is called Utkriti.

A distance of twenty-seven angulas is called Nakshatra’—Rao’s

version.

(ii) Sixfold iconometrical measurements and their synonyms—vide p. 88,

Mana—Ayama^ Ayata^ Dirgha,

Pramana—Vistara^, Tara^ Striti^ Visriti^ Visritam, Vyasa^ Visarita,

Vipula^ Tata^ Vishkambha and Visala.

Unmana—Bahalaj Ghana, Miti^ Utchchhraya, Tuhga, Unnata,

Udaya, Utsedha, Uchcha, Nishkrama, Nishkriti, Nirgama^

Nirgati and Udgama

Parimana—Marga, Praveia^ Parinaha, Naha^ Vriti, Avrita and

Nata.

Upamana—Nivra, Vivara and Antara.

Lambamana—Sutra, Lambana, and Unmita*

(m) T'^lam’^na—vide p. 89.

The Uttama-dasa-tala (of 124 dehangulas) is prescribed for tbe

images of the principal deities—Brahma^ Vishnu and Siva.

The Madhyaraa-daia-tala (of 120 dehangulas) for those of Sridevi^

Bhumidevi, Uma, Sarasvatl, Durga, Sapta-matrikas, Usha

and Jyeshtha.

The Adhama-dasa-tala (of 116 dehangulas) for Indra and the other

Ldkapalas, for Chandra and Surya, for the twelve Adityas,

the eleven Rudras^ the eight Vasus, the two Asvini-devatas,

for Bhrigu and Markandeyaj for Garuda, Sesha, Durga^

Guha or Subrahmanya, for the seven Rishis, for Guru, Arya^

Ghatj.desa and Kshetrapalakas.

The Navarddha-tala for Kubera, for the nine Grahas (planets)

and certain other celestial objects.

The Uttama-nava-taia for Daityesdj Yakshesa, Uragesa^ Siddhas,

Gandharvas and Gharanas, Vidyesa and for the Ashtamurtis

of Siva.

Sa-tryahgula-nava-tala for such persons as are equal to the gods

in powerj wisdom, sanctity, etc.

Nava-tala for Rakshasas, Asura Yakshasj Apsarsas, Astramurtis,

and Marudganas*

Ashta-tala for men.

Sapta-tala for Vetalas add Pretas

Shac-tala for Pretas*

Panch-tala for Kubjas or deformed persons and for Vighncivaraj
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Chatustala for Vamanas or Dwarfs and for children.

Tritala for Bhutas and Kinnaras.

Dvitala for Kushmatidas.

Eka-tala for Kabandhas’—Rao’s version.

(6) Apar'^jita pracch^^s overtopping the other texts --tke largest T'^la-measuYi-^

vide p, 88,

jV. B .—The Rnpamandana being a copier, can not have this ciedit cf.

these comparative estimates—Mankad’s version.)

Objects in

I grprr (?

)

spERTS" (a kind
ffs. V *>

1

ofspirit) 'T%JT 2

2 ?ntTS birds rrc??r 3

3 Jf Kinnaras fspvTt: ( ?

)

4 II p 4

5 II
iT'iiJjr ff^rt

6 It s^ITET tTFET# iHirRT«r-q«T ’TORR 6

7 tt ITffT 7

8 it
TTfisin-: (fTOTrtt) f?3irR7^irpr fctsqifrfTO: 8

9 It
STfir^^TS 9

10 ft
TR, ^sT, fsTRr 10

ftrs,

II it ^^TcTT 1

1

12 II x\m JTfpt4FTH 12

13 ij
tT^rtri: 13

14 it
tR T4

15 it
'^r5’i3TR’Tf:qT: ^rpTis 15

16 it
3rET5f2R??i5iprT: 16

jV. B .—Representation and magnification of ’T’Ts as prodigies

niay be regarded as .a later development.



PART II

ICONS AND ICONOLOGY

Exposition of the Pratima-laksana
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Something has already been said in the ‘Introduction^ regarding

this part. Here a little more may be added to bring home to the

readers not only the angle of the treatment; but also the introduction

of the new elements in Indian icons and their iconology. Regarding

the former, it may be said that the exposition of the Pratima-laksana,

does not only confine itself to the objective treatment of the icons alone

as such, but their individual evolutions in relation to their cult-

ideology, artistic developments (i. e, iconographic evolutions and asso-

ciated comminglings) and a critical analysis of their sway over Indian life

as a whole in the cultural context of this great sub-continent, have also

found a place in this treatment. In this survey a good many new

propositions have been advanced and theories propounded, explana-

tions and interpretations put forward to attract the attention of the

scholars to these new factors whose estimation has been a long

dessedaratum. A few instances, in this connection, may be cited :

A reoriented classification of the varieties of the principal deities,

like Visnu or Siva has been put forward. Similarly the relative im-

portance and ideology and their bearing on our cultural traditions,

affecting deeply the Indian life as a whole, of some of the varieties of

these principal deities, classed as minor or miscellaneous forms by

Sii Rao, have been reoriented and re-established. Vasudeva-Visnu,

AnantaVayl Narayana, SadaMva, Mahasadasiva and Dvadaia-kala-

sampiirna Sadasiva are some of the many such notable

examples, found dealt with, in this new angle, A good

many images though described in the manuals and said to be un-

represented in the monuments (the rich sculptural heritage of India)

have also been resurrected. A very striking example is that of Simha-

vahini Laksrnl, described in Hemadri’s Caturvarga-cintamani but said

to be unrepresented by Sri Brindavan Bhattacharya (cf. L L) in

Indian sculpture, has been pointed out here to have been represented

alright—vide Khajuraho sculptures. A bold assertion on the basis of

the indegenous texts and their ideology regarding the Buddha image

has been made to bring home to the readers that the evolution of

Buddha image is not cent per cent a foreign contribution*

It is fundamentally Indian and accordingly a new critique of Gandhara

art has been advanced. A confusion prevailing among the scholars

regarding the characteristic traits of Gandharvas and Kinnars has been

<fleared—‘Vide the correct interpretation of the Manasara text describing
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these demi-gods. This is only a bare outline of this critical and com-

parative angle of treatment, an appraisal of which can be made only

after fully going through all these eight chapters, full of ideas and

innovations. This brief indication only aims at enkindling a

curiosity in this fascinating study of immortals.

Regarding the lai ter, i, e. introduction of new elements, a peep into

the very first chapter will convince my readers that some of the most

intimate subjects of dessertation in any study of Hindu Iconography,

so far remained insignificant, have been given their due, Symbolism

in India has been its life breath. Symbolism, therefore, in Indian

art is its soul. Accordingly all the principal deities have been treated

from this angle also in the last—the secret and sacred significance of

the icons and their manifold rupas, etc. what is termed here as danchana-

rahasyam’ which is an invariable concomittancein practically all the eight

chapters. Similarly a principal image must have his shrine—the

ayatana, and his parivara-devatas. This too is an essential theme

invariably adhered to in the treatment of all the principal deities.

Needless to multiply other so many new introductions based on an

intimate study of the new sources like the Samarangana and the

Aparajita-praccha and the reorientation of the older texts like the

Manasara.

Thirdly the subject of Hindu Iconography regarding the different

icons and their iconology has been treated here as an integrated whole.

It is why that all the three branches of Indian Iconography—Brahmana,

Baudha and Jain—so far taken as independent evolutions—^have been

treated here from the broad cultural stand-point in which they are only

the side-currents having their rise from a fountain bead—the spirit of

India,





SECTION A

CHAPTER I

TRIMURTI, ETC. AND BRAHMA-PRATIMA-LAKSANA

Trimurti.—The reason why Trimurti icon is first taken up is not

very difficult to understand. It represents not only historical ba<k-

gruund of the evolutionary processes of the later (i.e. Pauranic)

sectarianism, but also keeps up intact the lofty idealism of Upani adic

monism, already initiated by the Rsi in the Rgveda when he proclaimed

'Ekam sad Viprah bahudha vadantP. Trimurti and other compound

murties, though regarded as representing syncretistic tendency, in the

op nion of scholars like Dr. J. N. Banerji, as a reaction to the morbid

sectarianism, really represent, in a nut-sheil the truth of the Vedic

Henotheism and Vedantic Monism.

Hinduism misrepresented as polytheism, really stands on the solid

bedrock of the Advaita, the Brahma, the ultimate reality. The Vedantic

monism is both an idealism of the highest order as well as the Realism

of the most practical utility. It is here that Ethics and Metaphysics

meet. Therefore the Trimurti conception is the essence of Hindu

culture, religion, philosophy and the world at large. We cannot have a

better laksana of Trimurti than one quoted by Gahgesa in his Sabda-

tatva-cintamani (cf. Pr. Laks. P. 70) that the Trimurti, though

apparently having different forms, really has one form and it is one

monistic principle governing the three-fold work of the Universe, the

Creation, the Preservation and the Destruction.

The Visnudharmottara also echoes here this concept of Trimurti

(vide Pr. Laks. p. 70). The existence of the Universe is guided by

three-fold principle of Energy or Quality ~ Rajasa, Satvika and Tamasa,

Accordingly here Brahma aspect or form or face represents the creative

activity, Vaisnava one maintains and sustains the universe, while the

Saiva aspect simply destroys it (to create a vacuum for fijirther

creation).

As hinted above, the idea of Trimurti is not Pauranic alone. It is

as ancient as the times of the Vedas themselves. The Vedic triad Agni,

Surya and Vayu or Rudra, really got developed into the Pauranic

Trimurti of Brahma, Visnu and Siva. Brahma represents Agni and the

teter tej^ts both Puranas and the Vgstusistras (notably the Samaraji-
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gaUtvSiitradhara) corroborate this truth by directing the image-maker

to make the Pratirna ^uialarci-pratimah’ akin to the llamcd lire.

Visnu is a solar deity in the Veda—everybody agrees to it. He is

accordingly reckoned as one of the DvadaBdityas in the Mahabharata.

The praises and exploits of Visnu in the hymns of the Rgveda arc all

for Visnu as a solar deity and hence his affinity to Silrya cannot be dis-

puted. As regards Siva, his prototype in the Vedas is Rudra—Rudras

or Rudriyas in the Rgveda or more correctly in the Yajurveda, are in

intimate association with the Marud-devas, the wind-gods, represented

as working havoc, bringing storms, spreading calamities and diseases,

etc. and therefore the development of Marud-Rudra into terrific-cum-

beneficient Rudra—Siva—is not difficult to understand.

With this background of Trimurti conception, let us peep into the

depth of its meaning. It represents in the nutshell the whole fabric of

the Ah'amadharma—the three fundamental stages of life, childhood

and youth as well as the three periods of Aryan life, the Brahmacaryaj

the Garhasthya and the Sanyasa. '"Brahma’s features are exactly

those of a Brahrnacari. He holds a Kama^dalu, puts on Kasaya cloth,

carries the Vedas, all of which arc requisites of a young Brahmacar!.

The appearance of Visnu is the ideal representation of a householder,

enjoying, working and flourishing in the world. His dress, ornaments,

attendants all speak of his life of the world. Thus he has been the ideal

god to be worshipped by the kings. The image of Siva, in like manner,

represents the life of an Indian Sanyas!. He wears, like the Hindu

ascetic, tiger’s skin, bears a trident and has Jata or clotted hair—the true

sign of old age and indifierencc. Like a Yog!, he is half naked and

devoted to spiritual contemplation’—Brindavana, I. I. p. 5,

Metaphysical interpretation of Trimurti is already hinted at.

Mythological accounts of the triad are quite well known—Brahma

created the world; Visnu preserved the creation throughout by main-

taining the life principle and removing the destructive elements in

various incarnations; Pralaya or dissolution of the world was brought

about by Siva or Rudra.

’ As regards the illustrations representing this form of icon,

there is a great paucity of monuments representing this image. The cele-

brated 'Trimurti’ illustration of the famous elephanta cave is held by Rao

as ,an unmistakable representation of Mahesamurti, and he has adduced

strong arguments to prove his contention and substantiate it on the

possible grounds. Another sculpture of Chittoragarh in Udaipur

State, Marwar is also not 'Trimurti' but Mahesamnrti as contended by
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RaOj ibid p.385. Sri Brindabana Bhattacharya, however, cites two

examples of Trimurti image in the Peshawar Museum and the four-

headed iingam in the Indian Museum.

Trimurti, according to Visnudharmottara, Purva-Karhagama, etc.

(Pr. Laks. p. 187-188) is also one of the eight Vidyesvaras (special forms

of Siva), Amsumadbhedagama describes Trimurti (Ekapada), Ekanetra

and Ekarudra alike. The main features of this Trimurti sculpture

according to this text are : From the right to left of the erect figure of

Siva should be seen emerging those of Brahma and Visnu, respectively.

Both these should be sculptured with their respective characteristics.

Rao says, ^Another way in which Trimurti may be represented is this :

Brahma and Visnu may be sculptured as issuing from either side of a

large lihga. Thirdly, they may be represented each of one separately

with all their characteristics and as standing side by side on three

separate padma-pithas. Fourthly, there may be three shrines in a tem-

ple each separated from the other and in these there may be set up in

the middle shrine a linga and in the right and left, shrines for Brahma

and Visnu, respectively. Fifthly, in a temple consisting of these conti-

guous shrines (triforium), they may be set up as in the previous case.

The central figure may be also Nrtta or other forms of &iva.

This is the traditional and time-honoured conception of both of

the iconology and the iconography of Trimurti representing Brahma,

Visnu and Siva as one*

There are, however, certain texts notably Aparajita-praccha which

not only describes trimurti of Hari, Kara and Pitamaha, but also that

of Gandra (the moon), Arka (the sun) and Brahma (common), as

well as Hari, the Sun (also Visnu), Hara and Hiranyagarbha. The

former has not yet found representation in sculpture, but the latter is

fully depicted in it. It is, therefore, very curious and also remarkable

that some of the uncommon types of icons are either the result of the

uncommon conceptions or vice-versa. The association of Surya with

Hara and Hiranyagarbha in the Trimurti sculpture have some back-

ground in peculiar conditions of the religious beliefs of the Hindus. The close

connection of Surya with Visnu or Visnu as Naraya^a is wellknown.

Accordingly a good many Trimurti sculptures depict this synchronism—

cf. six-armed composite image found at Madhia in the old Panna State

in Bundelkhand region representing the Trimurti of Surya-Siva-

Brahma. The three-headed and eight-armed standing Surya in

Gidambaram temple also illustrates this. ^A somewhat similar compo-

sition, but a seated one, is carved on the west face of the small shrine
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dcclicHtecl to the sun-god in the southern corner of Liinboji Mata’s
temple at Dclmal (northern Gujrat)’. ^Another eight-armed seated
image of this type is carved on the western side of the central Bhadra
(structure) of the Siva temple called Dula Deo at Khajuraho’.

Caturmurti—Aparajita Praccha—Also describes Caturmurtis of

Hari (the sun as well as Visnu), Hara and Hiranyagarblia, which may be

illustrated in the representation already pointed out above— cf, Limboji

Mata’s Temple—Vide Trimurti illustration and Burgess’s remarks
(Ar. Survey of W. India VoL IX Arch. Antiq. of N. Guj, p. 88-9)

satisfy this composition : In one figure the four divinitieSj Visnu,

Siva and Brahma or the Tiimurti—with Surya^ appear blended or shall

we rather say it represents a Vaisnava Trimurti with Surya-Narayana,
as the cen^I figure, seated on his Vahana, Garuda.

V^^f^ca-murti : Though we do not have any partimalaksana in
the texts of this composite icon, wc do find pancayatana sculptures and
images in accordance with a clear cut tendency of this most tolerant,

and universal institution advocated by the Snirtis like Manu and YajiTa-

valkya and fully practised by the bulk of people called Smartas. Accord-
ingly the Pancayatana worship must have some symbol (icononic or

aniconic) to satisfy this most prevalent urge of ordinary run of men
having equal adoration to all the principal deities of Plindu Pantheon,
This was really a great and grand syncrctistic tendency at work. ‘Five
stones or symbols, believed to be permeated by the essences of the five

chief deities, are
: (r) the black stone, representing Visnu; (2) the white

Slone representing Siva’s essence
; (3) the red stone representing

Ganesa
; (4) the small piece of metallic ore representing the wife of

Siva
; (<5) the piece of crystal represening the sun All five

symbols are placed on a round open metal dish, called Pancayatana,
and are arranged in five different methods, according to the preference
given to any one of the five deities at the time of worship’, (Religious
Thought and life in India, pp-4t 1.12),

‘The Pancayatana Puja of the Smartas is also illustrated by many
extant early and late mediaeval temples of India, in which the central
shrine housing the principal deity is surrounded by four smaller shrines
on the four corners of the quadrangle containing the figures of the four
other deities’. Dr. Banerji has given certain notable illustrations of this

religious culture found depicted in stone—a farlly large number of
mediaeval scluptures: ‘A pancayatana Sivalinga, originally found in a
part of Bihar and now in the collection of the Indian Museum, which
is being illustrated here, characterises in a very interesting manner the
religious belief of a mediaeval Saiva of Eastern India belonging to the
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order of Smartas. It is inaccurately described in the Museum record

as a Gaturmukha Sivalinga, but it really shows the four cult deities,

Ganapati, Visnu, Parvat! and Surya on the four sides of the central

Saiva emblem, all of which taken together symbolise the five Brahmani-

cal Hindu cults.’

Dvimurti.—We have already noticed (though rarely) the iconogra-

phical presentations of caturmurtis and Pancamurtis, etc., the Dvimurtis,

however, are very popular. Among them, the most famous Haryardha-

murti or Hari-Haramurtis are very well known. The different Saiva-

dvimurtis like Hara-Gaur!, Uma-Mahesvara, Ardhanarisvara etc., etc.,

may also be classed dvimurtis but as they form a class by themselves in

the Saiva icons, they may be passed on here to be taken up in their

proper place. It is, therefore, proposed to take only the most famous
forms of Dvimurtis here.

Haryardharmmti:—Vide Pr. Laks. p. 71 is enjoined to be sculptured

according to Uttara Karnagama like this: The Mahesa part should

exactly be the same as in the Ardhanarisvara form, the other half of

it, the Vaisnava counterpart however is enjoined to take only two ar.ms

with Sahkha and Kataka, dressed in Pitambara and decorated with all

characteristic ornaments. Suprabhedagama, however, prescribes Kara,

clad in tiger’s skin, Visnu, of course, in Pitambara, though hair would be

in Jata, and in Kirita respectively, Silparatna however adds the bodily

pose also—both of them to assume Samapada standing posture, other

characteristics are also mentioned, theemblems, etc. vide Pr. Laks.P. 71.

It may be remarked that sculptures found representing the image
show Hari always on the left and Hara in the right, as we shall presently

see. A word, therefore, on history and culture of this composite

image may be first said here. The historical, or more correctly the

Pauranic, account of the originof thiscomposition is very popular. Visnu
was Mohini, the beautiful female form assumed by him while distributing

nectar churned out of the ocean by the Devas and Asuras to deprive

the latter of their share of it, by bewitching them with her beauty;

§iva fell in love with this aspect of Visnu. Now as regards the broader

culture which this composite icon represents is the emphasis on the

reconciliation between the two major cults of Vaisnavism and Saivism.

Dr. Banerji has illustrated this icon in many of the Indian sculp-

tures: One of the earliest stone reliefs representing this composite

divinity is to be found at Badami .... The clear line of demarcation

between the left (Hari) and the Right (Hara) halves is emphasised by

the treatment of the crown (the right part of it shows a Jatamukuta
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while the left part a kirllamukuta)^ the two different ear-rings (a sarpa-

kimdala in the right ear, and a nakra or makara kundala in the left

ear), . , ,and the presence of the bull-faced Nandi and Parvati on the

right hand, and that of the slighll/ pot-bellied dwarfish Garuda and

gracefully standing Laksmi on the left’.

There are some other dvimurtis spoken of, in the Sastra, but unre-

presented in the sculpture and vice-versa. Aparajitapraccha gives a

description of Kvjtna-hankara dvimurti which is uncommon. The

Krsna half (in the left) is said to have mukuta, makara-kundala and

cakra; while the Sankara counterpart (in the right) is directed to have

jatabhara, kundala, aksamala and trisula. So far as our knowledge

goes this description is not illustrated in the sculpture. Further dis-

coveries should be made in this direction and its representation may
come to light; because the Aparajita is a medieval treatise and the

exuberance of medieval sculptures has not yet been well investigated.

A good many images still remain unidentified. This description of

this standard manual gives us a sufficient clue for our further studies

in the vast store-house of medieval sculptures adorning renowned

temple-sites of Northern and Southern India.

Two very interesting dvimurtis of M^tran^a-Bhairava and •S’uo’r/-

Bralwm arc represented in our sculptural heritage and Dr. Banerji

observes: ‘But a very unique ncrctislic image in which Surya and

Siva are the constituents Is in the collection of the V. R. S. Museum,
Rajshahi, which has been tentatively identified as ‘Martanda-Bhairava’

by K. G. Sarkar. It is a thrce-faced and ten-armed image of the 12th

century A. D. found at Manda (Rajshahi), containing the usual accessor-

ies noticeable in a wcll-devciopcd type of Surya figure of this part

of India. Its central face is placid, the side ones being fierce; its front two

pairs of hands are broken, but the fullblown lotuses in one pair arc

visible; the back hands, which arc preserved, carry, from the right side

onwards, a khatvahga, a trisula, a sakti, a niiotpala, a damaru, and

a sarpa, flames issuing from its heads and shoulders (the Sivaite cha-

racter of most of these emblems should be noted). The dhyana-mantra

of a particular variety of Sun (Martanda) appearing in the

Saradatilakatantra conforms to a great extent to its iconographic fea-

tures and the text says that such a variety of the Sun god is ‘half’

(a part) of Siva (Ballabharddha).’ ^A composite representation of

Brahma and Surya can be recognised in the' beautiful image of the i ith

century A. D. acquired from Mahendra (Dlnajpur, Bengal) and now
in the collection of the V. R. S. Museum. It is similar in many res-

pects to the usual two-armed Surya figures of this period, but its
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notable difference from them lies in the fact that the number of its arms

is six. Its natural hands hold the usual full-blown lotus flowers, while

the four additional hands show varadamudra (with lotus mark on the

palm), aksamala, abhayamudra and kamandalu. The Dhatri aspect

of the Sun god, the first in the list of the Dvadasadityas, as described in

the Visvakarmavatara sastra, holds lotuses in its two natural hands, a

lotus garland (or a fillet of lotus seeds) in its (back) right hand and a

water-vessel in its (back) left (Daksine pauskari mala kare vame
kamandaluh; Padmabhyam sobhitakara sa Dhatri prathama smrta).

This North Bengal relief has no doubt much in common with the

Dhatri aspect of the twelve Adityas but the increased number of its

solar features and rosary and water-vessel (two of the well-known

emblems of Brahma) in two of its hands, bring it in line with the groups

of syncretistic icons being noticed here. Dhatri is no doubt one of

the Adityas, but Dhata or Vidhata is also one of the synonyms of

Prahma Prajapati, and both these characters appear to be symbolised

in this interesting sculpture (PL XLVII, Fig. 3).

In the end may be also cited aiyither important dvimurti of
Nara-N&r&yana or Hariktina. The V. D. has given its laksana—vide
writer’s Pr. Laks. p. 70 (wrongly classed with caturmiirtis under
Trimurti). Tt is stated therein that the image ofNara should be of
grass colour and have two hands; it should me made to look powerful.

Narayana should possess four arms and be of blue complexion. Both
of them should be seated under a badara tree. They should be clad
in krsnajina and wear the jata-mandalas. As regards Harikrsna, they
should be shown as seated in a chariot having eight wheels, wi'h their

legs crossed. The story of Nara-Narayana is related at many places
in the Mahabharata. Its representation in sculpture however is still

to be found out.

BRAHMA
Though one of the members of the Trinity, Brahma as a God of

temples and images is not significant. Instances of a separate temple

dedicated exclusively to Brahma are very few and far between. Con-
trary to this however the accounts in the Silpa-sastras and those in the
Puranas are full of his glory and glorification as well as dedication and
worship. Brahma, the creator of the Universe, and the foremost among
the gods, could not fascinate the minds of the masses, perhaps due to the
(curse) as the Padmapurana (Srstikhanda 17) shows that the worship
of Brahama had declined at that time, owing, it is said to the curse of
Savitn. There is no Brahma cult as we have the Vaisnava and the
Saiva cults with a large number of adherents.
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Bralutia, the cosmic creator is a god of a very regulated functioiR

He is neither a showerer of boons nor a player of magic. He could fas-

cinate few. Even the Brahmanas who could have been his adherents

and worshippers could not tide over the times and tendencies. Visnu a

grand god captivated the minds of Kings, Siva was very popu-

lar among the masses. Kings and beggars both adored him. Hence both

these gods became popular gods. Accordingly with rise of Bhakti their

images became the time-honoured traditions and the practices thereof,

A historical resume.—With this very brief introduction to the first

member of the orthodox Brahmanical triad, let us peep into the history

of Brahma, the accounts of his rise and growth as well as decline and fall.

Vedic,—The creator gods described in the Vedic texts are Visva-

karman, Brahmanaspati, Hiranyagarbha, Prajapati and Brahma—vide

R.V.X. 8i, 82; 72; 121 and vide S. B. XI 2. 3. i; X. 6. 5. 9; and Praja-

pati among them though invariably connected with creation is also associa-

ted with Sacrifice as its presiding deity—vide S. B. Ill 2. 2, 4 ;
XIV. i. 1.6.

Smrdc.—Tlie most concrete concept of Brahma had came to be

developed in the Mundaka Upanisad where he is described as the first of

the gods as well as the creator of universe and the preserver of the world

;

TT>crr

'

The Manusmrti completed the golry of this great god by proclaim-
ing that the Svayarnbhu J^ord was born in the golden egg as Brahma:

A very notable point in regard to Brahma’s position in the

Smrti is the appellation Narayana which echoes the Prajapati’s concep-

tion in the Brahmanas like Satapatha.

Epic.—Now the concrete god Brahma was known by such names
as Prajapati, Dhata, Vidhata, Pitamaha, Visvesa, Srastr, Lokavrddha,

Suragurua, Lokabhavana,Loke3varesvara, Lokadinidhanesvara, Adideva,

Bhutaman, etc. (Epic Mythology—Hopkins), in the two epics whiich in

their earlier sections though keep intact his greatness, also give his gra-

dual decline in their later sections thus paving the ground for Puranas
to neglect him altogether.

Pauranic* Brahma in Puranas is singled out as easily susceptible
to grant boons even to Asuras which wrought the wrath of the gods
and brought the two great gods Visnu and Siva to annihilate these
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Asuras for the good of not only the gods but also of mankind at large.

Matsya^ Bhagavata and several other Puranas concocted the myth of

Brahma’s incentuous love for his own daughter and the already alluded

curse ofSavitri in the Padma, brought decline of the Father not to be

deemed fit for dedication of temples and the consequent worship. One

of the early Puranas, the Markandeyaj paints him helpless to defend

himself from the demons Madhu and Kaitabha from whose clutches he

is saved by Vi mu’s timely intervention. The accoun's of Lihgodbhava-

murti, whose Bhairav^ form is sometimes described as Brahma-siras-

chedakamurtij points out Brahma’s passion for telling lies.

All these later accounts are an evidence to the historical evolution

and revolution inasmuch as with the decline of Vedism, the repository of

the Vedas himself (as Brahma is conceived), had to face a fall. The other

details of the life and deeds of Brahma may be summed up here in the

words of Rao: ‘Tt has already been stated that Brahma was born in a

golden egg and was therefore known as Hiranyagarbha; that he sprang up

from the waters and the ether; that he took the form of a boar and lifted up

the earth from the ocean; that he took the avatara of a fish; that he was

born from the lotus that issued from the Navel of Vi nu; that he was

the father of Daksa and other Prajapatis (patriarchs'^; that he disputed

the superiority of Visnu over himself and that when, in connection with

the dispute, Siva appeared between them in the form of a pillar of fire,

he (Brahma") went up to search for its upper end and failed to do so; that

he was born to the Rsi Atri and his wife Anasuya as one of the aspects of

Dattatreya; that he served as a Charioteer of Siva when the latter attack-

ed the Tripurasura; and that he acted as purohita (officiating priest)

in the marriage of Siva and also of Subrahmanya; and many other

things have also been mentioned about him”

Icoaogranhical accounts :—As hinted above, the iconographical

accounts of Brahma are however, fully exhaustive and practically all

the treatises describe him. The Pr. Laks, p. 72-75 may be purviewed

where laksanas of Brahma-icons from as many as twelve works are

gathered together and let us summarise them one by one to evolve out

a perfect figure of Brahma from both the points of view of iconology

and iconography.

Brhatsamhita, one of the earliest iconographical texts describes

Brahma only with three of the many attributes—Kamandalu-kara—hold-

ing a ritual water vessel in one of his hands; caturmukha (having four

faces) and Pahkajasanastha (seated on a lotus). Another ancient text

of Kasyapa quoted by Utpala (as referred to by Dr. Bannerjea -D. H* I,
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p* 5if^) adds two more attributes associated with this god—dapdi

(having a staid) and Krsnajina (with the hide of a black antelope skin

as his upper garment). Both these accounts paint Brahma as a

BrahmacErl.

The Matsya, one of the earliest Puranas, elaborates the iconoic re-

presentation of Brahma as developed by its time. It makes him ride

on his mount of swan, bestows four hands with the additional attributes

of sruk and sruva (the sacrificial implements) besides the usual staff and

Kamandalu, It also gives place in Brahma icon to the Ajyasthali and

the Vedas on the sides as well as Sarasvati and Savitrl on the right and

left respectively. The Agni further elaborates him into a god having a

big pot belly-—Brhajjatharamandalah and having long moustaches—

Lambakurca, Dr. Bannerjea (D. H, Ip. 516) observes: Yet it is curious

that in none of these elaborate accounts there is an explicit reference

to his face or fiices being bearded, though the Rsis who accompany him

in a Brahmayatana (a Brahma shrine) are described as bearded . . . .

.

This is, however, not right. Perhaps the learned Doctor has not seen

this ic )nographical prescription of the Agnipurana where he is bearded

alright. He is not only bearded but also Jatayuktah (with matted hair

—a characeristic sign of Siva). Again as the Agnipurana is regarded as a

later PurSna, all the later images of Brahma have bearded faces, per-

haps due to this prescription,- otherwise most of the earlier ones being

shown without this trait. This is also supported in otlier medieval

texts like Aparfijita-praccha and Riiparnandana (see ahead).

Visnupurana gives him his lordly conveyance of a chariot drawn

by seven swans—‘saptahamsarathastliitand.

As regards the accounts of Againa texts, the Amsu and the Supra-

bheda, etc., they too elaborate these aforesaid attributes with some
innovations, viz., the Amm describes Brahma as Haritalasamaprabha,

Jatamukutasamyukta, pingalaksa, sarvabhuaana, clad in white garments

and decorated with white garlands, etc., etc., Other details are more
iconomctircal than iconograplucal.

Mfuiasara lias a distinctive attribute so far not evolved by other

texts. The four-faced Brahma is described as Astalocana having eight

eyes. Silparatna, another southern text, has some further innovation

to ,add. Here he is said to be sitting on long brush like grass—lambakur-

coparisthitam—perhaps meaning thereby a Kusasana (kusas are a long

grass like brushes).
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In Samarangana Sutradhara this god finds first place among the

gods described at length from iconographer’s point of view. His figure

should be that ofyouths that is he is to be sculptured as a Brahmacari or

student. He should glow with a lustre akin to that of fire'and thus he

is represented as of red colour. He should be represented as having pot

belly with white flowers and covered with white turban. His uttarlya

(the upper garment) should be of the black antelope, other clothes

being white. He should have four hands. In both of his left hands

there should be a Kamandalu (a pot) and a staff. In one of bis right

hands he should hold a rosary, the other one should be in Vardhamana

Mudra—the benedictory hand pose. His waiste is girdled by a Maunji

Mekhala.

This account of Brahma as given in the Samarangana Sutradhara

more or less agrees with those given in the Puranas, though the latter

are more copious and traditional. As we have seen, Matsyapurana

describes Brahma riding on a goose or sitting on a lotus seat. Again

according to it, in his right hand will be Sruva and Sruk, the two

sacrificial pots instead of rosary and benedictory pose (cf. the S. S ), In

addition to this, the plate of ghee and the four Vedas should be shown

on his sides. He is attended on the left by Savitrl and on his right by

Saraswati.

The description as given in the Agni tallies more with that of the

Samarangana Sutradhara. Here he is represented as having a pot

belly and clotted hair and long moustaches or a beard, and holding

in the right hands a rosary and a Sruva and in his left hands a

Kamandalu and a plate for ghee. Another important element of

representation of Brahma, left out in these accounts and given in the

Visnu Parana is that he should be seated on a chariot drawn by seven

swans. The descriptions as found in other works are more conspicuous,

but they all belong to the later treatises like Rupamaigidana and

Silparatna. The pauranic accounts are more or less similar.

Aparajitapraccha’s iconographical accounts of Premesthi Brahma

are related to his four-fold forms—Brahma, Pitamaha, ViraSci and

Kamalasana—in conformity to the four-fold Vedas, the Rg, etc , the four-

fold Yugas the Krta, etc, and the four-fold Varnas, the Brahmana, etc.

The attributes though traditional also support Brahma having a beard

^ ; )
in consonance to this developed trait of medieval

iconography of Brahma and the sculptures illustrating thereof as per

medieval character of this text itself.
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Rupaimindana, the last text quoted in PiMtiina-laksnna p. 75,

verbatim describes Brahma in Aparajita terms, llic cent pcrccmt

copying ofRiipmandan from the AparajiDi-praccha has already been

pointed out before, vide Chap. 1 ^Sources of Hindu iconography’.

Further details of the attributes, etc. held in hands may l)e seen

in Rao’s book—H. I. Vol. II pt. 2. p. 504-5.

Iconological implication :—Now before giving the representations

of Brahma’s icons in our sculptural heritage, let us say a few words on

the Brahma-Iahcchana-rahasya—the secret or the mystery of the attri-

butes ol Bralmia’s icons. Thus iu conception and form, Brahma is a

vcdic student, sacrificcr and creator. “Mctaph}sically” says Briudabaxi,

represents the Rajoguna or the active power. That is why he has

red colour (d. the S. S. Analarci) which is supposed to be peculiar to the
creative power. He has four heads in reference to tlie four quarters
of his works. His sakti or female phase is his own daughter Saraswatl
or Vac, possc.ssing creative power of imagination and invention. Yajria
or sacrifice, is full of Kamana or clesircj and crcaliou :

d shall be many’. Mythologically fiom
his four mouths the four Vedas are and to have issued.” (Indian
Images page ig),

Ihe Visnudharmottara has however gone deeper and says;
^‘dlirough (the preponderance of) rajas the colour is reddish, hence
Brahman, greeted by all creatures and the best of the gods should be
kiiown as resembling that tip ol the lotus, Rgveda is (his) eastern face,
Yajurveda the southern, Sarnaveda the western and Atharva (Veda)
the northern. I'hosc that are the Vedas are these faces and the four
quarters are the arms. The world’s movable and immovable are verily
(sprung from) water, and Brahman holds these (primeval waters); so
the Kamandalu (water vessel) rests in his hand. Kala (Time) is

indicated in the hand of Brahman by the rosary, because Kala (1 nnc,
Death) is called so on account of seizing (kalaua) all creatures. All

sacrifice is propogated by work white and non-white (i. c. pious axid

impious). Therefore, the garment of the lord, the skin of the black
antelope, is white and not white (i.e. matted). The seven regions arc
known as bhiih, bhuvah, svar, mahah, janah, tapas and satya.

These regions are the swans in the chariot of Brahman, the

great god* Oh best of kings ! let the pericarp of the lotus, which took

its birth in the navel of Visnu, be known as Meru. Oh king, every-

where steadiness is the result of meditation, and hence Brahman
assumes (the meditative position) by means of his corporeal lotus seat.
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Of the (Supreme) Soul, one should think the best position as devoid

of form. For the sight of the worlds. He exists wiih eyes closed in

meditation. The medicinal plants which help the sustenance of the

earth should be known as the matted locks of Brahman, the high-

souled, who moves everywhere. The repositories of Vidya (learning)

which (act) as reveaiers of the world, should be known as the various

ornaments of that great God.

This form of that incomparable (soul) that pervades the whole

world has been described to you. Thus the Pre-eminent One of the

world occupies the whole world with his body’’—Kramresch’s

Translation.

Illustrations :—Without going into details which may be looked

intO'Rao’s and Banerji’s work, the following tabulation of the images of

Brahma in Indian sculpture and bronzes as found in the various parts

of India exhibiting the general natural characteristics of the country

to which they belong (cf. the dictum of Varahmihira etc.,

may be interesting from the point of view of illustrating the Brahma icons:

A. INDEPENDENT IMAGES

;

S. No. Place

I (i) Siva-temple-Aihole.

(ii) Aihole—stone.

2. Sopara—Thana distt.

3* Nagesvaraswamin temple
—Kumbhakonam.

4. Karanchi Museum—Sind.

5. (i) Madras Museum
Galukya Hosala school.

(ii) Madras Museum.

6. Hoysalesvara temple
Halebidu.

7. Gaulesvara Siva-Temple at

Tiruvorriyur.

8. Siva-temple at Tiruvadi.

9* Mathura Museum.

10. Rajasahi Museum.

Remarks

Padmasana, with all attributes.

Seated on a swan surrounded by
Rsis.

Sthanaka-muni, pot-bellied along
with usual Agamic attributes.

Like Sopara with the difference :

without a beard.

Bronze —only with two hands.

Sthanaka and bearded with usual
emblems.

Bronze Under Prabhavali with
Kiritamukuta instead of Jata-
mukuta.

Sthanaka under umbrella and
Prabhavali, ornamented also.

One of the finest pieces of sculp-

ture of South India.

A good many of them.

Seated on a visvapadma in a
Lalitaksepa pose.
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B, Reliefs —*^Some of ilic earliest representations ofBrahma are found

in iheBuddhisi reliefs ofOandhara; his figure is used there either in the

Nativity scene of Buddha or as one of Buddha’s acolytes. He is in-

variably shown in them as having profuse dishevelled hair, beared

moustache^ being dressed in the garments of a Brahmana, one of his

two hands holding a water-vessel. Such figures are, however, not

hieratic for they are presented from the unorthodox Buddhist point of

view. The later Jaina representations of Brahma either as a Yaksa

attendant of the Jina SItalanatha or as one of the Dikpalas are endowed

with a great deal of hieratism, even perhaps more pronounced than

in thfdr originals in the Brahmanical pantheon.”

In regard to these illustrations of Brahma in Indian sculpture,

Dr. Banerji’s following observations arc worth quoting: ^‘Many of the

images of Brahma that have been just described are of a subsidiary

character, having been used either as Avaranadevtas or as accessory

figures in the shrines of the major cult deities. His figure also

appears in h’elicf compositions’ associated with Vaisnavism and

Saivism, some of which have already been noted. The god is

seated on a lotusj the stalk of which issued from Narayana-

Visnu’s navel, in the Ananiasayana reliefs; in the Lingodbhavamurtis

of Siva, Brahma is sliown first as soaring upwards along the side of a

'columnar Sivalinga’, and then as standing by its side with his front

hands in the Namaskara mudra; in the Tripurantakamurti of Siva,

he is shown as the charioteer of the great god, and in Sivas

Kalyanasundaramurti, Brahma is shown as the officiating priest in the

marriage ceremony of Siva and Uma. In the Ekapada-Trimurti of

^iva or its Vaisnaya counterpart, Siva or Visnu occupies the central

position, Brahma being invariably shown as a lateral acciction in the

attitude of bowing to the central deity.”—D. H. L p. 519.

Brahma-shrine (The Xyatana) ;—This side topic of Brahma’s

iconography may also be tackled here both from the stand-point of

Sistra as well as that of the Sthapatya, the monuments. a temple

exclusively dedicated to Brahma, there should be set up in the central

shrine that aspect of his, named Visvakarma, In this form Brahma

has, as usual, four heads and four arms; in his hands there should be

the aksamala, a book, a bundle of kusa grass and a Kamandalu; and

he should be seated upon a swan. The following parivara devtas are

required to be set up in the eight quarters beginning from the east and

going round clockwise, namely Adisesa, Ganesa, the Matrkas, Indra,

Jala'ayl, Parvatl and Rudra, the Navagrahas and Laksmi respec-

tively”. This account as given by Rao from the Rupamandana is fully

corroborated in the Aparajita-praccha—vide Pr. Laks. p. 76.
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Parivaradevatas.—These are the Dvarapalakas of the temple of

Brahma and the following table (cf. Rao’s book page 507) of all these

eight guardians of gate also gives the articles held in their hands.

Objects held in the

6

Serial

Name Right hands Left hands

I Satya Padma Sruk Pustaka Danda

2 Sadharma Pustaka Danda Padma Sruk

3 Priyodbhava Aksamala Padma Agama Danda

(Pustaka)

4 Yajna Danda Agama Sruk Kavaca

5 Vijaya Aksamala Gad a Khetaka Danda
6 Yajnabhadra

?> ;3 .

.

>3

7 Sarvakamika Pasa Ankusa 39

8 Vibhava Danda Ankusa Pasa Pad ma

'^All these eight Dvarapalakas should be represented as of terrific

nature with their beards. There should be mukutas on their heads. A
large number of Rsis also with moustaches and jatas, carrying in their

hands the Akgamala and the kamandalu, should be seated in the temple

of Biahma and be meditating upon him.*’ It may, however, be pointed

out that in the Aparajitapraccha, they are not represented as terrific

but gambhira—calm and meditative— vide Pr, Laks. p. 76.

It has already been pointed out that the temples exclusively

dedicated to Brahma are very few; nevertheless there was a Brahma
cult otherwise Varahamihira (cf. Pt. I chapt. IX Tnstallation’) would
not have given an equal injunction to the installation of the image of
Brahma by only those who were well-versed in the Vedic lore. Dr.
Banerea, however, remarks: The analogous references by the same
author to the Bhagvatas, the Pasupatas, the Magas, etc

, being only
entitled to install the images of Visnn, Siva and Surya, may suggest that
these persons, ‘well versed in the Vedas’, were the exclusive worshippers

of Brahma. But if there were such a sect at all, they did not enjoy
any great importance. This hypothetsis is substantiated by the Puranic
stories connected with such Saiva icons as the Lihgodbhavamnrti*
Brahma was cursed by Siva for telling a lie not to have any cult of his
own. Separate temples enshrining Brahma are very few and far bet-
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ween, and nunUion may be made here of early medieval and later

Brahnxa shrines found at Dudahi and Khajuraho (Madhya Bharat),

Vasantgadh (Rajpulana), Unkal (near Ilubli, Dharwar district), and

Khed Brahma (Mahi Kantha). The Dudahi temple was well built

having many artistic carvings; the presence of a three-headed figure of

the bearded Brahma with his swan mount on the centre of the

sanctum doorway and the evidence of an inscription found there record-

ing that the writer paid his adoration to Caturmukha (an appellation

of Brahma) and his wife Savitrt, led Cunningham to ascribe this shrine

to Brahma with certainty (A. S. R. Voh X, pp. 93-4? XXXI). A

small square temple of the god was noticed by the same scholar at

Khajuraho which lie thought to have been the oldest of the extant

shrines at the place (ibid. Vol. XXI, p. 57). The Vasantgadh

{Rajputana) brick tcanplc of the god is as old as tlic 7th century A, D.,

which faces cast and has a standing llfc-si'/e image of Brahma with

three faces ajul a nimbus behind him; the figure is two-armed, the hands

holding an aksamrila and kamnndala. llie inUu’CSt attaching to the

temple of the god at Khed Brahma (Idar, Main Kantha) is great for

it was still functioning in iqofi-oy, when it was visited by Henry

Cousens. Gousens writes that hhcrc is a community of Brahmins at the

place who have been tliere for generations, who devote themselves

exclusively to the worship of Brahma; they are Audicya Brahrnanas

(Brahmanas of the north), arc followers of the S’ukla Yajurveda and are

entrusted with the ritual worship of the shrine deity’- ~ D. IT. I.

p, 513-Ti.

Anollun* example of Brahma’s temple that is still functioning is at

Puskara near Ajmer; the big temple there is linked up with the shrine of his

consort bavitri on a hill about a mile distant from it» This sacred

TIrtha is frequented by Plindus of difTcrent cult affiliations, and does

its existence not necessarily mean the existence of some Brahma cult

there in modern times?



CHAPTER II

VATSNAVA-PRATIMA-LAKSANA

Visnu And Vaisnava Icons. Vaisiiava-pratimalaksana is a sub-

ject of many-sided treatment^ religious, cultural, philosophical,

artistic and literary all embedded into one to evolve out not only the

grand Visiiu Image, but also various Vaisuava icons. The subject is

vast, the space is limited and the studies and researches on the theme

have no end. T. Gopinath Rao in his monumental work Elements of

Hindu Iconography’ has devoted a good space to treat Visnu-iconogra-

phy and exhausted practically all the Faux an ic and Agamic accounts of

the great God, constituting and forming the most conspicuous member
of the Hindu Trinity, Rao at one place had made a remark : ^The

materials for the description cf the images of Visnu images are not so

abundant as they are in the case of image of Siva. Besides unpubli-

shed Vaikhanasagama, the Tantra-sara of Madhavacarya and few

other minor works, no authorities are available in relation to the

images of Visnu’. The remark of the harned and pioneer author as

first pointed out by me in my thesis study of Bhoja’s Samarahgana
Sutradhara’.—Pt. VI.—iconography’—needed modification and it was

contended there that a large number of Pancaratra Sanihitas, notably

the Satvata and Ahirbudhnya etc. are accredited to have done a fuller

justice towards the exposition of Visnu images, both from the point of

view of iconography as well as the religious and philosophical

thoughts forming the background of the many-sided and diverse

developments of Vaisuava images. Happily Dr. Bannerjea has taken

up this lost thread and fulfilled the vacuum in his equally monumen-
tal and erudite work, the revised edition of the ^Development ol Hindu
Iconography.’ The present writer, therefore, is faced to feel some

further vacuum to justify his pen where savants like Rao and

Bannerjea have already paved a pakka path.

As pointed out at the very outset, Vaisnava-pratimalaksana is a

subject of many-sided treatment. Accordingly here in this disserta-

tion not only a coherent and connected picture of this fascinating

subject will be attempted to be painted but also some of the basic

cultural truths will also be ex|3fc>unded for the first time along with

all the principal itetns ip ap Icoppgraphical exposition of ope of the
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five priacipal deities forming the most prevalent religious practice of

the Hindus-the Paficaiyatana. As iconography is a related subject in

which apart from its background the institution of worship^ the ritual

and the art of its practice (the enshrinement of the image etc. and

the dedication of the temple etc.) also play an important 'part; an

attempt^ therefore^ will be made not only to treat all this but also to

present a clasbification^ofVisnu images in such a way as to present

a more systematic and popular account to enable even a nontechnical

reader to appreciate and enjoy this most technical branch of our

ancient lore.

Now before we do so, let us glance at the shining firmanent from

where Visnu was first seen by a mortal eye though inspired with

immortal insight (the Ksis); thus presenting a brief history of the God
who though first a solar diety, became the household god both of

kings and beggars alike. Visnu Viisudeva or Naiayana Vitsudeva and
Daridranitxayana '-all were evolved on this very earth. Thus the

history of Visnu, in a wordj is the history of the advent of the high

heaven on the mortal grounds. The solar origin of Visuu, the

Narayana engulfment of Vasudeva and the manifold incarnations on

earth all depict this truth in a nut-shell.

Vedic : Visnu Vasudeva, a Vedic god and his Vcdic accounts are

well known. He is mentioned in all the Vedas. His position in the

Vedas if not that of the supreme deity, was nevertheless on a footing

of equality with the other gods. He is, therefore, identified with the

sun and is said to have measured the seven regions and to have

covered the whole universe by means of three steps. These germs of

the solar origin of Visnu as found in the Vedas are fully evident from

the explanation offered to his ‘’tripHda’—the three steps indicating the

different position of the sun at rising, culmination and setting; and
also the manifestation of the god being manifest in threefold form,

as Agni on earth, Indra or Vayu in the atmosphere and Surya in the

sky. These three steps, later on, in the Puranas evolved out the dwarf
incarnation, the Vamanavaiara or TrivikramSvatUra. In the ^atapa-

tha, this trait of Visnu became fully explicit (cf. writer’s Pratima
Vijfianap. 74). The special character of Visnu as Preserver god and
deliverer of mankind was also outlined there as per the fSatapath

BrShmana’s account (lG-1-1; cf Pr. VijS. p. 74)*

Visnu as a grand god enjoying abundantly and becoming the

model god cf kings and householders is also not inconspicuous in the

Rgvcdic hymns^vidc V. 1—54 quoted in Pr. VijSSna, p. 74. The
Bjrah. jnclpdp§ Vi?9W among the eight or twelve sons of Adjti. Siipilarly
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the Mahabharata too reckons Visiiu among the A.dityas^ the last Aditya

of the 12 ones surpassing all in greatness and glory, Visnu is also

conceived as the Sacrifice and in this aspect he is worshipped under

the name of Yajnanlrayana, On this Dr. Banerjea observes (D.H L
p. 385) :

—^His gradual rise to importance in the late Vedic period^

however, was primarily due to his having been identified with

Sacrifice’—cf. the later concept of Visuu as Yajna-Narayana.

There are clear cut references in the later Vedic literature which

provide sufficient background as germs of the growth of later

Vaisnavism, the cult which was not only a mere religious movement
of the Ekantikadharma so splendidly propounded in the Bhagavad-

gita itself, but also a grand philosophy and metaphysics revolving

round Vasudeva, the Adhisvara Lord, all peivading Almighty. The

^Paramam Padam’ propounded in the Rgvedic hymns referred above

was expounded in the Upanisads like Mait (6.13). and Katha. (3-9) as

Brahmapada which in its turn, turned into the Goloka, the Vaikuntba

in the later religious literature, the Purinas etc. Thus out of the

three major developments in the history of Visnu, Visnu as Vasudeva,

Visuu as Narayana and VjSuu as Vasudeva Krsna (cf. also writer’s

P.V.ch.5), the evidence of VeJic literature provides sufficient material

to reconstruct his Vasudevism itself. Weber had truly remarked,

while establishing his hypothesis of Vedic Trinity of Agni, Vayu and

Surya : ^'By the side of Vayu, the wind stands his companion Indra,

the lord of the light, clear heaven; and with him again Visnu the

lord of the solar orb, stands in a fraternal relationship. This close

relation of Visnu to Indra is far from being estimated by the author

in its full significance Visnu owes to Indra his blue colour, his names

Vasava and Vasudeva, and his relations to the human heroes, as

Arjuna, Rama and Krsna, which have become of great importance

for his entire history.”

Epic and Pauranic-Narayana Vasudeva : Now when we come to the

post-vedic period of religious history of India, that is, in the days of

Itihasas and putanas the supremacy ofVisnu was fully established and

his place in the Hindu Trinity was fully recognised as the supreme

protective God.

The references, which we get in the older historical document pf

great importance (that is the Mahabharata), are clear enough not

only to bring into the forefront the Bhagavata cult centering round

Nlrayana- Vasudeva, reaching its culmination in the PaScaratra sys-

tem of philosophy, metaphysics and ritualism-vide Bhi. p 65-66; Asva

p.53-55; Sa.p.335“346 and the Narayaniyopakhyina etc. etc. but alsp ^
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very important religious and cultural reaction which remains hitherto

unexplored. It is a religious and ethical tendency akin to that of

Buddhism which brings the whole development of Vaisiiavism as a

Similar reaction to the Vedism especially ‘Biahmaiiism. This reac*

tion as a revolt to Bruhmauic Theology and complicated Ritual of

sacrifices involving also killing, the hinisa of animals (the Yajnapasus)

was first perceptible in the last treatises of the Vedic lore, the Arauyakas

and Upanisads themselves where the quest of the reality, Irom the

external gods propitiated and won through the agency of sacrifice, was

shifted and promulgated into the internal Atman. So for this remained

perfectly orthodox, nevertheless, it also provided another channel for

the hetrodox religious systems like Buddhism and Jainism to raise a

hue and cry against the old dogma in which their followers attained

no small measure of success. This made a profound change in the

life and beliefs of the time. Hence in order to keep up to the eternal

promise of the great god Visuu—^Dharmasarpsthapanurthaya

sambhavami yuge yuge—the great thinkers, the religious teachers and

the wise custodians of the ancient culture reoriented the old religion

in such a way as to bring it at par with the time-honoured basic

foundations of these reactionary movements, that ivS, to do away with

the hiipsa and prescribe a religious code of pious living and to adopt

the leader as one of the incarnations of one of the most prominent gods

of Hinduism—the great Visuu. To substantiate this hypothesis, the

references in the lore, though few and far between, nevertheless give a

sufficient ground to hold on. The Mahabharata NarilyapiyopSkhySna

refers to the PaScaratra system. PaScaratra is also referred as

Satvatadharma (Ait. Br,8.3.l4) and it is supported by the MahSbharala

itself. The iSatapatha describes ^PaScarStra satra* with a very

important characteristic of the absence of hiipsa in it. Further in

the following passage of the Mahubhiirata—

'

:
JiTfr ?t?rrg?r: i

j- qcijqfK I!

the supremacy of Narayana which is hinted at later on, in its various

pages cf the Narayauiyopakhyana brought him in the forefront as an

Adhiavara Lord as fully examined by such a well known scholar as

‘Dr. Bhandarkaia—vide his Vaisnavism etc.: “This shadows forth the

tising of Narayana to the dignity of the supreme soul, who pervades

all and in whom all things exist”. The whole thing does not end here.

'The identity of Narayana and Vasudeva was established beyond doubt,

-a special reference ofnotice is that there (that is in the Maha.) NarSyana

said to be the son of Dharma and the Vamanapurana (6) makes him
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the son of Ahirasa as well. What a grand idea, Dharma's fatherhood

and Ahinisa’s motherhood to produce such an extraordinary son to pen

down the ^father of Ahirpsa’ the Great Gaiitam Buddha in the sanctity

of its philosophy and the popularity of its religion.

This digression may be permitted in order to bring before the

leaders a new element of the rise and development of Vaisaavism other-

wise as already pointed out, enough has been said on this fascinating

history of Vaisnavism in even such works as are treatises on

Iconography.

Thus God Visnu the most influential member of the later Brahma-
nical triad, Brahma, Visnu and ^iva—the Creator, the Preserver and
the Destroyer, as developed in the Puranic age as full Incarnation of

Brahma, the Almighty, became the pivot of so many Vaisnava cults

revolving round this triple personality as enunciated in the preceding

paragraphs. This is also supported by a significant remark of

Dr. Bannerjea
( D.H.I. p. 38 ): ^But this Visnu {ie. of the Epic age and

the Puranic age—writer) round whom one of the major Brahmanical

cults grew up, was really a result of the syncretism of the three god-

concept— the man god Vasudeva-Krsna, the Vedic sun-god Visnu and

the cosmic god Narayana of the Brahmana’s.

Pancaratric : Now before we take up the iconographical descrip-

tions, the topic in hand, a few words on the Pancaratric concepts of

Visnu may not be out of place as they too have contributed in now small

measure towards the rise and development of Visnu iconography, the

abundant representations in our sculptural heritage as scattered in all

India. This is what Dr. Banerji also says: ‘’Vasudeva-Krsna, the Satvata

parts of hero, was really at the root of the Bhakti cult that came to be

designated as Vaisnava at a comparatively late stage in its growth, its

earlier names being Ekantika, Bhagavata, Pancaratra, Satvata etc. This

Ksatriya chief with some of his relations, Sankarsana (his elder

brother), Pradyumna (his eldest son by Rukmini), Samba (his son by

Jambavati) and Aniruddha (Pradyumna’s son) came to be deified by

his followers and admirers. In that cult that grew around him, he and

his relations were at first assigned the position of the hero-gods, the

holy Panca-viras of Vrsni clan (cf. the Mora Well inscription and the

Vayupurana passage already noted in Chapter III) ; but shortly after-

wards ^arnba was eliminated from this list of deified heroes by the

theologians of the cult, and the remainig four (Vasudeva as the foun-

tain head, the three others being his successive emanatory forms) were

regarded as typifying the different aspects of the one great god Para

Vasudeva. The systematisers of the cult-tenets did not take much
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ticne in transforming the Vira concept about the central deity and

some of his relations into the Vyuha or emanation concept ;
to this was

added the Vibhava or incarnation' concept of the principal cult-god

Vasadeva identified with Visnu and Narayana sometime before the

beginning of the Ghiistian era. According to the reoriented ideology

of the cult, the one god Vasudeva-Visau-Narayana could be conceived

in his fivefold aspects or forms; these were ‘^Para'—the highest, ^Vyuha’

the emanatoryj ^Vibhava’ the incarnatory, ^Antaryarain’ the inner

controller of all beings and ^Arcca’ the images (named as Vigrahas or

the ^very bodies’) of the god. It is with the last aspect of the god that

the students of iconography are directly concerned ;
this aspect really

illustrates the first three, ^Para’ ^Vyuha’ and ^Vibhava’ forms of the

the Lord. The fourth or ^Antaryamin’ aspect does not fall within the

purview of the iconographer for the god as such ‘‘resides in the heart of

all and regulates their actions';

(ol-cTT

The further details may be seen in writer’s ^Pratima-Vijnana pp. 75-77.

Again something about the part played by the Paricaratrins in

dissemination of the practice of image-worship in ancient and medieval

India may also be said in the words of the learned Doctor ; ‘‘The

images worshipped by them were principally anthropomorphic, occa*

sionally theriomDrphic or therio-anthropomorphic, and the PaficaratrS

theologians exulted in endowing their god and many of his various

aspects with human traits. They even went to the length of per-

sonalising the weapons and emblems of the god of their choice

and representing them in human form as Ayudhapurusas. There

was some difference between them and their ^aiva counterparts

in this respect, for the 6aiva devotees came to worship their god in his

principal emblem, the Sivalinga, which was almost invariably

enshrined in the main sanctum of the shrines of^iva from a very
early time The PaScaratrins or the Vaisnavas, on the other

hand seldom (if at all enshrined a mere emblem of their god in the
main sanctum, the aniconic emblems like the ^alagiHmas being given

a subsidiary position in the public shrines or worshipped in private

chapels of the individual householders. The Narada Paficaratra

(Bharadvaja Samhita Parisista III, 57-8) tells us that 'Hari is to be
always worshiped in images ; but when these are wanting, then alone
other objects are to be used for this purpose. Of these objects again,
Salagramas are the best, for Salagrama stone is the celential form of
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Dr. Banerji has corroborated these injunctions of the festras by

the finds representing this Vaisnava tradition—vide epigraphic and

numismatic data of the archaeological evidence reproduced by him

(ibid 395.)

Pratima-laksana : Now coming to the Visiiu images and their

iconographical description or the pratima-laksaiias, it may be pointed

out that the present writer has systematised these images in as many
as seven categories or classifications --vide PratimI iaksa—nam-
pp. 77-109; and accordingly we shall dwell upon them one by one.

The seven classifications as propo^jed are :

—

1. Ordinary forms or the murtis.

2. Extraordinary forms or the muitis.

3. Vaisnava Dhruva-beras.

4. Incarnatory—Dasavataras.

5. Emanatory—-the twenty four murtis.

6. Partial incarnations.

7. Ayudha-purusas etc.

1. The ordinary Visnu images : The word ordinary does not

mean insignificant. This title only signify the common iconographi-

cal descriptions and the representations thereof as are found both

in the texts and the monuments. We ha\e seen as many as twelve

textual descriptions of Brahma. Similarly ^ilpasastra manuals^ while

describing Visnu in general give a general description as was stereo-

typed jn the Puranic lore. From this point of view there are seven

descriptions as sorted out and quoted in the Pratima-laksanam

pp. 77-79. Accordingly in the Brhatsarphiia (one of the most ancient

texts on Iconography) the description of Visnu image is of general

nature, which refers mainly to the number of haifds of the god^ (8^ 4 or 2)

to the marks and ornaments (likd srivatsa/Kaustubhamani etc.) on his

body, his colour (like that of^tasi flfiwer) as V^ell as the colour of his

dress (the pitambara), the weapons and attributes held by hands.

These weapons and attributes are to vary in accordance with the

number of hands when eight-armed his right hands should show a

sword, a mace, an arrow and abhaya mudri, while his left ones should

hold a bow, a shield, a wheel and a conch shell ; if he is four-armed,

his right hands should have an assurance pose and a mace, the left

hands holding a conch shell and a wheel ; in a two-armed Visnu, the

right hand should be in the abhaya pose, the left one holding a conch

shell.

Catur-bahu Visnu of theB. S. is represented in one of the earliest

extant four-armed Vifnu in tjip Relief No. 2520 in the collection of
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Late Paiidita RMha Krishna ofMathura and the Udaigiri cave (facade

of Chandragupta II);—the two-armed Visnu is represented in colossal

standing image found at the Rupavas (Fatehpur Sikri). The eight-

armed Visnu figure from Conjeevaram^ reproduced by H. Krishna

^astri in his South Indian Gods and Godesses (p. 17 Fig. 11), as well

as the Badami figure just mentioned i. e, Stone—an eight-armed

Sthinaka Visnu^, show that the emblems in the eight hands fairly

correspond to those enjoined by the Brhatsaiphita.

The Visnudharmottara description of Visnu though similar to a

great extent, puts forward some innovations. It is not a Sthanaka

muirL It is Asana, /. e. sitting on the mount of Garuda. It further

bestows four faces to him which is unusual— these being ‘’saumenduva-

dana’ (east), ‘Narasirpha’ (South), Kapila (west). Vara ha (North)

—

other attributes are common. Sri B C. Bhattacharya had indentified

a Visnu image of this description at Banaras (Gf. L L)

The Samarangana-Sutradhara seems to follow the Visnudharmottara,

but it too adds an innovation by hinting at some of the incarnatory

forms. In the accounts of the image of Visnu as given in the Sama-
rahgana-Sutradhara, as regards the form and colour, he should be rep-

resented as Vaidurya-sahkasa i e. having the colour of the

Vaidurya-mani and wearing yellow garments (pitlmbara). The
epithet ^riyavrta may be interpreted either as having a hallow of

lustre or having his wife by his side. He may be scluptured as

having two hands, or four hands or eight hands ^ankha. Chakra and

Gads should be shown in his hands. As regards his other manifesta-

tions and the incarnations, the author of the SamarShgana-Sutradhara

mentions only Varaha, VSmana, Nara'^imha, DSsaratbi (the son of

Dasaratha) Rama and the powerful ParaSurSma (die son ofJamadagni).

Special guidance given by the text is that the figure should be full of

lustre and it should glow with splendour, characteristic of this God.

This account, though very meagre in comparison with odie rs given

elswhere, is nevertheless suggestive of all the principal elements of a

Visnu image.

The Amsumadbhedagama and Suprabhedagama (vide quotations

in Pr. Laks. p. 78), the southern texts emphisise the company of Sri or

Sri and Bhumi both.

The Manaslra, a standard manual of the ^ilpaslstra belonging to

the south elaborating the iconometrical and decorative elements, echoes

the same thing, the company of 6ri and Bhumi. The Silparatna^s

description is also remarkable in regard to the concept of Visnu ag

Surya-Narayana—-other attributes more or les§ ^re gommon.
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This general form ofVisau as described in the typical quotations

gathered together from the various sources (in the Pr. Laks. not being

characteristic of any special varieties, incarnatory or emanatory or

what are called the Vaisnava dhruvaberas, etc , may not be illustrated

from their representations in sculpture as they are too numerous to be

managed here. Dr. Baneijea. who has specialised the iconography as

presented by BrhatsaTphiia, however, takes its description of Visnu to

be representative of a Sthanaka murti—vide his observation—T myself

have describevd a number of two, four, and eight armed sthanaka-murtis

of Visiiu found in various parts of Northern and Eastern India and

belonging to different periods (from the early centuries of the Christian

era to the medieval times), which conform partially to the description

given in the Brhatsairihiia (already quoted) and othe later texts’—which

in my opinion, is partially true.

11. Extraordinary forms of Visnu: Among the extraordinary forms

that are grouped together under the Asadharana-nmrtis in the Pr. Laks.

pp. 79-86 the followings may be taken as more representative:

1, Anantasayi or Jalasayi Naiayana. 2. Narayana Vasudeva

or Daivika Vasudeva 3. Manusa V’'asudeva. 4. Trailokyamohana.

5. Visvarupa. 6. Vaikuntha. 7. Anauta. 8. Yogesvara and

9. Laksminarayan a

Anantasayi or Jalasayi —Though treated by Rao as one of the

minor forms, but it is an extraordinary form of the Lord betokening

some of the traits of his (Para aspect) so well elaborated in the P^n.^a-

ratra system. Accordingly this form must be treated as fittingly as it

deserves. The four texts describing this form as quoted in Pr Laks.

p. 79-80 are Padmapuraiia, Visaudharmottara, Aparajitapraccha and

Rupamandana. The V. D describes: Vajra said: D^sciibe to me

the form of Padmarabha, the lord of the woilds, wherein Brahma, the

god of gods, was born from the lotus-face. Markandeya replied :

J§esa, looking like a snake, with a head to be seen with difficulty

on account of valuable gems and a number of hoods, sho,uld be

represented lying in watei\ Therecn the god of gods should be

shown asleep v/ith four heads. On! lord (of the earth) one of his

legs should be placed on the lap of Lakstni. The other should be

placed on the flank of the 5^sa. One of his hands should be extended

over the knee. Another hand should be placed on the navel und a

third should be under the head of the god. And the remaining one

should be holding a sprout of the Santana (tree). Oh descendent pf

Yadu, on the lotus containing the entire (and) sprung from h|f
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navel-pool in front of the goddess (Lakstni), Brahnici should be shown*

Clinging to the Lotus-stalks should be Madhu and Kaitabha* Then

near the snake there should be weapons in human shape (z. e. Ayudha-

purusas—pc'sonified weapons). Oh leader ol the Yadava chiefs thus

has been described to you the image of that gieat God’—Kramrisch’s

Translation.

The description of the Padma is practically the same with the

emphasis that while Pitamaha is to be shown seated on the nabhi-

kamala^ Madhu and Kaitabha^ the two demons are also shown as nala-

lagna. The Aparajitapraccha on the other hand adds some very

significant attributes supporting the thesis of the writer as pointed out

above. They are the representations of seven Kumbhas full of nectar ;

nine N^akulas ; Garuda with folded hands ; seven Lokas forming the

Parikara; Dasavataras and accessoiies of the Lord—Kesava^ Trivikrama

Dimodara and Adhoksaja. Rupamandana has one further attribute

—

the presence of Bhumi also along with near the head^ while other

descriptions mention only ^ri who should be shown near the feet.

Thus as per the description of the Aparajita^praccha^ this is

really a grand image and must be fittingly classed as an extraordi-

nary form rather than a minor one of Visnu. Brindavana has got

the first distinction to have realised the important character of this

form and I am reproducing his observations here, ^‘It is a composite

image. In it, Visuu is sleeping on the coils of the snake Ananta or iSesa

whose seven-hooded heads form a canopy over him. According to

Miirti-Laksana (cf. Hemadri’s Vratakhanda p, 122,) he should be

attended by Laksini at whose lap should be one of his legs. One of

his hands must rest on his left thigh, another should support his head.

On the lotus springing from his navel will be seated Pitamaha.

Attached to the lotus-stalk should be two demons, Madhu and
Kaitabha. The discus, club, conch etc. should be placed beside him .

.

The figure like others admit of three explanations. One refers to the

Adhyatmika or metaphysical, another to Adhibhautika or physical,

and the other to Adhidaivika or mythological worlds. According to

the first, the Ananta-Sayya group represents the creation, Ananta or
^esa being Primary Nature^ (Ananta, Vyoma, Visnupada and Akasa
are all synonymous cf. Amarakoga', Visnu being intelligence and
Brahml standing for Purusa or Jiva. In the language of the Sankhya
philosophy^ Ananta is Prakrti, Visnu is Mahattattva and Brahma is

Ahaipkara. At first there was eternal Space fud of darkness (Tamo-
maya) from which sprang up intelligence or light (Cinmaya) whence
was born the world including man. Physically the creation may>e
pxptafned as the gradual eYpJntipn, from Pro'to-atoxnlc Mattel, of ihq
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Sun, which has in its turn created the Solar system. Now this

Proto-atomic Matter is represented by Ananta, the Sun by Visnu and
the world by the padma including Brahma.

Mythologically, Naiayana (cf. Manusmrti) residing in water is said

to have slept on the serpent Ananta in the Primordial time. From his

navel came forth a large lotus, the earth with its seven

islands, forests and seas. In the midst of its petals was born Brahma
(cf. Varaha, Vamana and Matsya Puranas). The meaning and

purpose of his emblems are clearly given in Varaha-purana. The
conch was meant for the destruction of Avidya or illusive knowledge,

the sword was for killing of ignorance The discus was the symbol

of the circle of Time. The club was for the destruction of an impious

king. It is also stated in the Puriiias that just after creation,

Brahma was threatened by an attack of two demons, Madhu and

Kaitabha but was rescued by Visnu who destroyed them and thus

received the name of Madhusudana’’ Visiiu’s conception as Saviour

of the world and Destroyer of the Evil is well known It may be noted

here that Mahabharata also suggests that all the creation proceed?

from Visnu in meditation lying over the iSesa.

/

As regards its illustration, the panel from the south facaede of a

temple at Deogarha, Jahnsi district, shows the Anantasayi Visnu with

practically all the details of the pratima-laksana elaborated above.

A terracotta representation found in Bhitargaon (Kanpur, U. P.)

brick temple of c. 5th century A D. also fully depicts the illustration.

A statue of the same figure of colossal size being 12 ft. long has been

described in Cunningham’s Arch Sur. Rep Vol.X.p. 52. It may be

noted that in the South this type of Visnu image is known there under

such names as Ra^gasvltmi, Ranganadia (cf. §rirangam temple); and

the principal figure in many of its Vaisnava temples, is very common;
while in the north and the east it is rarely found.

Vasudeva. VSsudeva a special variety of Visnu left out by Rao
(as he takes him to be Vasudeva-Krsna as is evident from his observa-

tions ahead and taken up by Dr. Bancrji in conformity with the

tenets of PaScaratra doctrine of Vyuha), is reckoned here as represent-

ing the Asadharana-niurti. It has two aspects Divine and Human,

To my mind, the grandest, the sublimest and the most fascinating

figure, fittest for sculpture and painting both, is this variety of Krsua
and Visnu both, the Narayana-Va udeva and Krsiia-Vasudeva. The
Mahabharata passage etc. is already quoted which

says, ^Narayana is the eternal and primeval form of Visnu whose one
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form^ the human form^ is known as Vlibudeva. Etymologically he is

Krsna, the full incarnation of Visnu in Dvapara. '^As king and

statesman^ as warrior and hero^ as friend and supporter^ as guide and

philosopher, and as teacher and religious reformer—particularly as

the expounder of all comprehensively monotheistic religion of love

and devotion to God conceived as Vitsudeva his achievements have

been so great and glorious that among the incarnations of Visnu,

none receives more cordial or more widespread worship than Krsna,

(E.H L p 200). Ail the characteristics of grand Vaisnava image are

the characteristics of Vasudeva. Vasudeva image is in a way the

consummation of the metaphysical development of all powerful

ViSnu into supreme Brahma. Puranas like Kurma (ch.48j and

Visnu (Amsa.I Gh.2) have hinted at this metaphysical implication.

^The emblen held by the figure of Vasudeva are symbolic of his

transcendental nature. The discus represents the eternal circle of

time, the circular paths of the planets, the cycle of existence, anything

that has a circular existence. The conch is the symbol of sound

)
which is attribute of AknSa, the abode of Visnu. The

lotus is the type of his created power. The club is symbolic of the

pow’er to destroy the enemies of world. In sculpture, he is represented

as the supreme God to whom all other deide% including Brahma and

Isa are only subordinates. His image is attractively beautiful,

majestic and placid’’ (I.I.p.ll).

Reference has already been made of the Pancaratra tenets as

examined by Dr. Banerjea cf. the Doctrine of five-fold aspects or forms

of Vasudeva-Visnu-Naiayana and I am taking liberty to quote them :

"Para’ stands for the highest aspect of the god, the supreme cause

and the final resting place of everything. His divine will (icchaj is

proj cted towards his consort Sri-Laksmi, who in her dual aspects of

^matter’ and ‘’action’ (bhuti and kriya) receives it and due to the

close combination of these three powers (Icchasakti, Bhutisakti and

the Kriyas^ikti) six ideal Gunas (attributes) are brought into being.

They are Jnana (‘knowledge’}, Aisv^arya ^‘Lordship’), 6akti (‘ability,’

patency), Bala (‘strength’), Virya (‘virility') and Tejas (‘splendour’)”.

"The totality of all the six Gunas along with the three pairs resorts

to and makes up the subtle bodies of Vltsudeva, SankarSarm,

Pradyumna and Aniruddha, which are called the four Vyuhas (the

Gaturvyuhas or the Caturmiirtis). But the P< Scaratrins speak of a

chain of emanations,—Sankars .na the possessor of JnSna and Bala,

emanating from Vasudeva in whom all the six Gunas are manifest,

Pradyumna having Aisvarya and Vxrya from Sankarsana, and
Anirudha with &akii and Tejas from Pradyumna. The concept of
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the Caturvyuhas seems have been first formulated in the second
century B.C for Patanjali seems to refer to it'\

It is in accordance with this fundamental background, that the ico-

nograophical descriptions as given in the texts (vide Pr. Laks p 80-84)
embody all these traits as well as the varieties of emanations, which
later on were developed by Pancaratrins into manifold incarnatory
forms (cf. Doctrine of Vibhava) of Visnu to be examined ahead.

Among the six texts describing this image (ibid) the descriptions
as found in Visnudharmottara may be taken as typical and it may be
used here. ^He has one face, four arms and is of placid form, good to

look at. He is adorned with all (suitable) ornaments, of the colour of
water-laden cloud, shining with a neck with auspicious lines like conch
furnished with the best of kundalas (ear-ornaments), provided with a
good covering. He w^ears armlets, has fastened bracelets round the
armlets and is decorated by the Vanamaia, supports on the bosom the

kaustubha jewel and on the head the kirita’. Other details are : the
lotus over the head with charming pericarps; earth in the form of a
woman shown between the legs, her gaze at the god and the god’s
look at her are characteristics of their relationship

; yajnopavita,
sankha, cakra (lambodara as ayudhapurusa) carrying camara in hands,
gadii (tanumadhyS sulocana woman) also carrying camara etc., etc.

As regards Sankarsana, the text says that he should have the v/
appearance of Vasudeva but wit a white body and a blue dress. In

place of gada, the pestle, of cakra, the plough should be shown in

Syudhapurusa-forms.

Pradyumna too should have the appearance of Vasudeva but he is

green like durva-sprout and wears a white garment. In place of wheel

bow in that of club the arrow along with the plough and spear—all

personified.

Now Aniruddha should be sculptured with a body of the colour of

the lotus-petal and wearing a red cloth. In place of wheel should be

Carina of course personified—and gada should be replaced here by

sword, dhvaja and paiaka are also to be shown.

Lastly ^Imba should also find a place in this grand Vaisnava

icon. He weilds gada clad in red clothes and shining in the lustre of

a lotus.

The descriptions as feund in the Agni (Pr. Laks. p. 80) conforms

to this, except that it does not elaborate the emanatory forms of

Sankarsajja etc. Para Vasudeva might according to the Agnipurana
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be also sculptured as a standing image. In this case there should be

on either side the goddesses ^ri and Pustl, carrying respectively a

padma and a vial. The figures of these goddesses should not reach

a higher level than the hip of Vasudeva. ^n tlie prabhamandala,

ornamented with the figures of elephants and other animals, two flying

figures representing two vid>adharas, carrying each a flower-garland,

should be sculptured. The pitha on which Vasudeva and Devis should

stand be made to have brilliance of gold, V. A Smith (see fig. 150 p,

207} has illustrated this form.

The Vaikhanasagama lays down (Pr* Laks. p. 81) that the image

of Daivik a Vasudeva should be seated on a simhlisana vdth iSridevi

and Bhiimidevi on the right and the left and it should have four arms

with usual atributes. On the right and left there should be images

of the gods like Brahma etc In addition to them there should be by the

side ol Balarama, thr standing image of his consort Revaiidcvi, on the

left of Aniruddha, his consort Usa, on the side of Pradyumna his

consort R:)hiui, and on the side of iSamba his consort Indukaii.

The Aparajita-praccha’s description of the grand Visiiti image is

a bit uncommon. It allocates the manifold emanatory forms to the

respective yugas—Vamdeva belonging to the Krta, Krsna fperhaps

Sankarsua )
to Treia, Pradyumna to Dvapara and Aniruddha tc

Kali—and varnas Branmana etc, respectively. Its further innovations

are to be noted in regard to the allotments of the usual Vaisnava

weapons (cf Pr. Laks. p. 8i-83 < and of the colours, white like pure

crystal, red, yellow, and blue like atasi flower to Vasudeva, Sankar**

Sana, Pradvumaa and Aniruddha respectively. It further enumerates
so many names of Va^udeva-family, Kesava, Naiayana, Madhava,
Trivikrama, Vamana, ^.idtiara, Hrsikesa, Padmanabha Damodara
perhaps to be shown as accessories. It then lays down the ‘trikas/ of
all these four primary forms and in the end enumerates the twelve

murtis emanating from Vasudeva—vide ibid p. 83 under
( ) with

the definite allocations of their respective weapons. All this seems to

be confused visualisation of the complicated PaScarStra concept of
manifold Vyuhas and sub-V>uhas. The author has already remarked
that this text was very much influenced by the medieval theologians,

the PaScarltrins and Agamavadins, Needless now to further elaborate
the descriptions of S.lparatna and Rupamandana.

Mannsa Vasudeva.—Now as regards Ma lusa Vasudeva, it may be
briefly noted as per the description of Vaikhanasagama (Pr, Laks. p.84)
that this image should be in accordance to the madhyamadasatala
measure of 120 angulas, only with two hands with sankha and
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cakra
;
Rukmini and Balarama with his plough and musala on the

right
;
Pradyumna with the sword and katyavalambita pose on the

right of Bala and further right Caturanana Biahma; on the left

Aniruddha with sword and shield and on his right 6amba with stick

and abhaya pose and further left gada—all should be shown standing.

Thus all these descriptions convey to us the grandeur of a superla-

tive order and should we therefore not reckon this figure as extra-

ordinary form of Visnuj divine in essence^ human in liia^ having great

gods like Brahma and Isa, Bhudevi etc as attendant®, wearing a high

metre called kirita and a long garland called Vanamaia reaching down

his knees ?

As regards the illustrations they are numerous and may be seen in

all the museums of Northern India—-Mathura, Nagpur, Calcutta,

Rajsahi, Rangapur. The finest specimens as pointed out by Sri

Brindavana are at Banaras, Gorakhpur and Ndgpur. A seated image

of Vasudeva may be seen at Garhwa. This type is undoubtedly rate.

Of the other extraordinary forms of Visnu, the details maybe
purviewed in the writer’s Pratimaiaksana; only a brief notice can be

made here for the want of space.

Trailokyamohana.—According to the Apariijita-praccha (and also

Rupamandana which is verbatim a copy of the former,), this image

of Visim is almost similar to that of Vaikuntha described ahead, it

should also have four faces and be made to ride on the back of

Garuda. But the number of hands are to be sixteen; in six of the

right hands are to be placed respectively the gdoa, the cakra, the

ankusa, t ie baaa, sakti and the cakra; the seventh right hand is to be in

the varada pose; in seven of the left hand should be placed similarly

the mudgara, the pasa, »he dhanus, the s mkha, the padma, the

kamandalu and the srhga (a horn); the remaining right hand and left

hand are to be held in the yoga-mudra pose. The faces should be in

order those of a man, of Narasimha, of Varaha and of Kapila.

Visvarupa: According to the Bhagavata, this is also an incarnatory

form of Visnu. ^The image of Visvarupa should have twenty arms;

one right hand and the corresponding left hand should be held out-

stretched as patakahasta; another of the right hands and its correspon-

ding left one should be in the yoga-mudrS pose. In seven of the

remaining right hands should be held respectively the hala, the sahkha,

the vajra, the ahkusi» the baiia, the cakra^ and a lime fruit, and the

tenth right hgnd shot^lcj be in the varada pose. In t^e left band?
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should be held the danda, the pasd, the gada^ the khadga, the padma,

the srhga^ the musala atid the aksamaia.’ It raay be pointed out

here that the A. P. does not bestow four faces as the R. M. enjoins^

on which Dr. Banerjea’s observation of its partial illustration in a relief

depicting Vi^varupa in the collection of V.R.S. Mus'um (no. 1492) Raj-

sahb niay be improved upon illustrating fully the A. P.’s, prescription.

This twenty-armed deity with various emblems is the Visvarupa aspect

of Krsiia^, so beautifully describe 1 in the 11th canto of the Bnagavadgita.

Vaikuiitha.
—'Vaikuntha or Vaikunthanntha should have four

faces and eight hands^ and be seated upon the mythical kite Garuda.

In the right hands, the gada„ the khadga, the Bana and the cakra

should be held, and in the left hands th.i sahkha, the khetaka, the

dhanus and the padnia. Of the four faces, the front one facing the

east should be that of a man, the one to the south should be that of

Narasitnha, the one to the v/est that of a woman, and the f^ce to the

north should be that of Vara ha’—Rao. *^The Visnudharmottra (Bk.

Ill, Ch. 85) calls this composite icon in which four or rather three

other aspects of the god are rolled into one as Vaikuntha, In another

context (Bk. Ill, ch. 47, 2-17) the same text explains the real nature

of and the esoterism underlying it in a very interesting manner; the

four faces of the god of gods are regarded to typify bala, jn Ana, aisvarya

and sakti associated with Vasudeva, Sahkarsana, Pradyumna and

Anirudiha, the esoteric significance of the attributes, ornaments,

garments etc. is laid down and lastly, it is observed that ^with such a

body, the God, the greatest in the universe, sustains the whole world’.

The texts also allocate the four faces in this way; the front or the

eastern (human) face is that of Vasudeva, the right or the southern

face (lion) is that of Samkarsana, the left or the northern one (boar) is

that of Pradyumna, and the back or the western one (kapila or

raudra— the tenific) that of Aniiuddha, The lion and the boar faces

are thus primarily associated with the Pancaratra Vyuhas and not
with the Nrsimha and Varaha incarnations, though the latter might
have helped to some extent the formation of this concept. It is curious

that Sankarsana in whom jfiana is particularly manifest and who
according to the Mahabblrata was the expounder of the Satvata
Vidhi (VL 65,40.— Sittvatam vidhimasthaya guah Sankarsanena var)
should have a lion face, and Pradyumna, iu whom aisvarya is the
predominant guiia, a boar face. Aniruddha’s association with frightful

demoniacal face on the back of Visnu Caturmurti may be explained
by the fact that his attendants Amoda and Pramoda, carrying saktis

partake-of the nature of Dhapada (Kubera, the lord of.the Yaksas) ah4
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Siva. Aniruddha is also regarded in some PaScaratra texts to represent

Ahankara (Sankarasana and Pradyumna, in this context^ stand for

Jiva and Manas respectively )j and that may also explain his connection

with the uncouth Yaksa-like face on the back”—Banerjea. The re-

presentation of Vaikuntha in Badami stone is a good illustration.

Ananta.—^Ananta has several forms and is conceived to be

endowed with almost all the divine powers (saktisj. The image of this

deity should have twelve hands and four faces, and should be seated

upon Garuda. One of the right hands should be in the varada pose,

and the remaining five should carry the gada, the khadga, the cikra,

the vajra and the ankusa; in the left hands should be held sankha, the

khetaka, the dhanus, the padma, the dancla and the pasa. The image

of Visnu conceived as the Infinite Being should not be confounded with

the serpent Ananta forming an accessory to certain Visnu images. This

is the description ofAnanta as given in the Rupamandana, as utilised

by Rao. The Aparajita-praccha (from which the Rupamandana has

taken verbatim) however enjoins that these four faces should be of

man, man-lion, srimukha, and boar.

Yogesvara.—This form as described, in the digests like Siddhanta-

saravali is rarely represented in sculpture. The Dhruvaberas of

Yogasthinaka or Yogasana Visnu however are fairly represented. It

is nevertheless reckoned by me as Asadharana-murti and Bhagavadgita

echoes its conception. It may be remarked here that a Yogasthanaka-

murti, the 12th century A. D. stone image of Visnu hailing from

Sarisadaha, 24 Parganas, Bengal, (now exhibit no. 2592 in the Indian

Museum) as given by Dr. Banerjea (D.H.I. p. 403) illustrates a good

many traits of Yogesvara Visnu.

Laksminarayana.—‘^According to Visvakarma-prakisa, as the

name indicates Laksmi-Niirayana is Visnu as Nirayana in the com-

pany of the goddess Laksmi. The goddoss is generally on the left of the

god. The right hand of the goddess should be thrown round the neck

of Narayana, whose left hand in turn should be made to embrace the

goddess round her waist. In her left hand Laksmi should hold a lotus.

The naturally beautiful and youthful figure of Siddhi, decorated with

ornaments, should stand near Laksmi and Narayana with a cS^mara in

her hand. Below and slightly to the right should be the image of

Garuda. The Ayudha-purusas representing the sankha and cakra

should also be made to stand by the side of Visnu. In front there

should be seated two upSsakas or worshippers consisting of Brahrrl and

Siva with their hands in the required aSjali pose. The former of these

diyi&e wprshi^pers of Visnu should wear a broad beH ronnej the wafst.
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and the latter should wear the yoga-patta and carry a skull. Such is

the LaksmhNirvana group of images as described in Sanskrit autho-

rities.” Rao has given a beautiful illustration in a piece of scuplture

found in the Kappe*Chenigaraya’s temple at Belur.

III. Dhruva Beras

Dhruva Beras of Visnu are the third categories of Visnu images

very abundantly found in the South. Rao has worked out from the

Agamic sources—the Vaikhanasagama—all these images with their

principal 12 types in his pioneering and monumental work Hindu

Iconography Vol. 1. Pt. I Dr. Banerjea^ however, treated these images

from quite a different angle. It is from the ideology of Pancaratrins

that he has critically examined the Vaikhanasagama account of the

Dhruva Beras of Visnu. This fundamental angle maybe put in his

own words: ‘The Visnuite images have to be divided into three

groups of Para, Vyuha and Vibhava, the Dhruva Beras described in

Vaikhanasagama, an early Pancaratra text most probably symbolising

in a way the first group.'" The Vibhava groups fall under Incarna-

tions, the Vyuhas represent Vasudeva along with the chain of emana-
tions first 4, later 24 cf. the Gaturvimsati murtis. Thus the three

principal types of Visnu images Dhruva Beras, Dasavaiaras and extra-

ordinary ones illustrate respectively these three aspects—Para (highest)^

Vibhava (incarnatory) and Vyuha (emanatory).

The principal varieties of Dhruva Beras as we have seen (cf Pt. I

chapt. 2) are twelve and they are Sthinaka, Asana^ iSayaua, subdivided

into Yoga, Bhoga, Vi ra and Abhicarika, making up twelve and are

intended to be worshipped by devotees with different desires and
objects in view.

It may be remarked here that some of the VisiiU-tempIes in the

South have central shrines built in three storeyes. The Vaikuntha-

pperumal temple at Genjeevaram. theKudal-alagar temple at Madura,
the temple at Tirukkottiyur and the temple at Mannarkoyil in the

Tinnevelly district are examples. In the three-storyed central shrine

of such temples each storey is occupied by an image of Visnu, the

standing, sitting and reclining images being placed in . the lowermost,

middle and uppermost storeys in order.

It may further be pointed out what Bannerjea says ‘Vaikanaia:gama
mode of grouping the main image of Visnu as standing, seated, and
reclining would very well be applicable to all such images, for most of
them are shown in one or other of these poses. The other basis of
classification into Yoga, Bhoga, Vira and Abhicarika groups, however^
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is only occasionally followed in the north and even in the south of

India. Even when Visiiu is depicted seated in Yogasana with his

^natural’ (front) hands in the Dhyanmudra^ he is lavishly decorated

with ornaments^ and sometimes accompanied by both or one of his

consorts (Sri and Putsl or Sarasvati according to the north Indian
convention, or Sri and Bhu according to the south Indian custom) indi-

cating that such images fall under both the classes, yoga and bhoga.
Rao himseli could not illustrate the vira and abhicarika varieties from
south India. A plausible explanation of the paucity or complete
absence of the last two varieties can be suggested. As the second of

them was certainly of an inauspicious character, such a one

was most probably not preserved after worship. Rao says: The
abhicarika form which is worshipped for the purpose of inflicting defeat

and death on enemies is looked upon as inauspicious and is unfit to be

set up for worship in temples built in towns and villages (op. cit. VoL
I, pp. 20-1). These w^re set up and worshipped in forests, mountains,

marshy tracts, fortresses and other such places (vanagirijaladurge

rastrante satrudinmukhe). One Abhicarika sthanakamurti was recog-

nised by me in the black chlorite Visnu figure of the early medieval

peiiod originally found in Ghaitanpur (Bardwan district) Bengal and
now in the collection of the Indian museum, Calcutta. The Bhoga
varieties are the most numerous ones, and the reason for this is obvious;

the acquisition of wealth and prosperity is the desire of the majority

of such worshippers. Rao observes; ^ The bhoga form is the form

best fitted to have the temple thereof constructed within towns and
villages as it is conceived to be the giver of all happiness to its worship-

pers and has therefore to be worshipped and prayed to by all sorts of

men and women belonging to all conditions of life (Ibid Vol. I, Intro-

duction, p, 20). Vira varieties of Visnuite icons have not been found

by me during my close study of the principal types of numerous Visnu

images in the different museums of India, as well as early and medieval

temple reliefs in north and south India’^—*D. H. I. 398-99.

In accordance to the iconographical measurements, however, these

can be developed into as many as thirty six varieties of images:—-First,

the different Dhruva (according to Rao ^immovable’ or permanently

enshrined) types of images are divided into four broad varieties, yoga,

bhoga, vira and abhicarika by name on the basis of particular results

to be attained by the devotee after worshipping them; then, each of

these groups is subdivided into three classes according to the ^attitude*

in which such images are shown—sthanaka (standing), asana (seated),

and Dayana (recumbent); lastly everyone of these twelve sub-groups is
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divided into three classes as uttama, madhyamaand adhamaj according

to the number of accessory figures that cluster round the central deity.

With this introduction to the Dhruve Betas of Visau now let us

take them one by one. The details may be avoided here as Rao has

already exhausted them. It may, however, be pointed out at the very

outset that but for the Vaikhanasagama, quot«d in Pr. Laks, pp.

86-89, no other text on iconography describes these the so called

Vaisnava Dhruva Betas, a distinct class by itself. It therefore shows

some regional bias which has given not only this distinctiveness to

Visnu image but also was instrumental in the rise of a distinct temple

architecture (notably the superstructure housing all the three princi-

pal varieties of Dhruva Betas in its three storeys) characteristic of

that region (cf. the South Indian Visnu temples). As regards their

origin and development, they may be viewed as a later manifestation

of the early medieval period. The incarnatory images of Visnu were

conceived much earlier than these Dhruva Betas and Dr. Banerjea

also supports this contention : ^^The difference between the two lies

in the fact that we have some evidence regarding the existence of the

former in the later Vedic texts, whereas there is none about the exis»

tence of the later in them** D.H.I.p. 383.

Again these watertight descriptions in the Vaikhanasagama arc

not fully or even partially corroborated in the monuments. Accordingly

Dr. Banerjea's significant observation (cf. below in the introduction

of these images; may be remembered.

Resuming the lost treat, we may now proceed on with the indivi-

dual forms as per the descriptions following.

{a) Standing attitude: (1) Yogasthanaka : of dark colour,

has four arms, back right with cakra, front one in abhaya or varada
pose; back left holding sankha and the front one katyavalambita-

hasta. Accessoriesr-Bhrgu and Markandeya or Bhudevi and Markan

'

deya kneeling on the right and left respectively. The figures of 6iva
and Brahma with their emblems and attributes to be shown on the walls

of the central shrine. Its uttama, madhyama and adhama varieties

result, as pointed out before, in the presence or the absence of the
accessories--absence of Brahma and ^iva madhyama and also pu-
jakamunis adhama. Its one good illustration is at Mahabalipuram
stone, others are two many to accord with the exact laksanas.

(2) Bhogasthlnaka : colour and arms are as in Yoga ; on the
right is golden-yellow ^ridevi and on the left dark-colour Bhudevf with
their emblems ; Bhrgu and Markandeya figure kneeling. The images
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shown above the central figures of Visnu are MSya> Samhladini;,

Kamini and Vyajini ; divine musicians—Tumburu andNarada;

Kinnara-Yaksa-Vidyldhara pairs
;

Rsis— Sanaka and Sanatkumara

and the luminaries the Sun and Moon. Sculptures of 6iva and Brahma

on the shrine wall figure as in Yoga . Its Madhyama variety results

in the absence of the Yaksas etc. and adhama in the absence of rsis and

luminaries also. Its illustations are at Tiruvottiyur and Tadpatri

stones and Madras Museum bronze.

(3) Virasthanaka : carries sankha and cakra as usual in two hands;

others not specified. Surrounding images are Brahma, Siva, Bhrgu,

Markandeya, Kiskindhu, Sundara, Sanaka, Sanatkumara, Surya and

Caiidra. The details of madhya and adhma may very easily be

inferred.

(4) Abhicarikasthanaka : type may have either four or two arms.

Its complexion dark with faded countenance. This image is to be clothed

in black and is not to be surrounded by any divine beings or human

votaries as in the previous cases.

Rao says: ^if a temple for this type of Visnu has to be built, it

is said there should be no beauty or symmetry in its construction and

that it should be situated in the quarter as known paisacapada. The cere-

mony of installing the abhicarikamurtis should be conducted in the dark

half of the month under such inauspicious asterisms as the Ardra

naksatra and at night in a cararasi’. ‘^The unique Abhicarikas-

thanakamurti of Visnu found at Ghaitanpur (Burdwan) already

referred to by me, may now be described. The central deity is almost

fully in the round, its head and shoulders are encircled by a halo and

its right and left hands are placed on the heads of Gadadevi and

Cakrapurusa; its front right and left hands hold a lotus-bud and a

conch-shell. The figure is very sparsely ornamented, curious string

of amulets round the neck replacing the usual hara and vanamala; the ^

loin-cloth devoid of any artistic arrangement is treated in a very

uncouth manner; the elongated and drawn face, the big protruding

eyes, the muscles and bones shown prominently and the partially

emaciated belly—all these features correspond to a great extent to the

VaikhanasEgama description of the AbhieSrikasthanakamurti of Visnu.

It is one of the most unique types so far discovered, and R. P. Canada’s

description of it as an inferior specimen of the Gupta period requires

comment and modification. The black basalt image is of c. 7th century

A. D.”—Banerjea*

(b) Sitting Attitude

:

(5) Yogasana ; is of white complexion, with

four arms, jata-makuta on head, asana padmasana or Brahmasana and
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front hands in yogamadra. This aspect is enjoined to be without

sankha and cakra in the hands. The colour of the clothes may be

yellow and white both^ The image is shown wearing a yajiiopavita on

the body, kuudalas in the ears, keyuras on the arms and a hltra round

the neck. Its eyes have to be slightly closed. Accessories and images

are as usual and need not be detailed here.

The Siddbartha-Samhita, as quoted in Vacaspatya-kosa, however,

enjoins for the placing of weapons like a large-sized gada, the

sudaisanacakra and the pancajanyasahkha , contrary to the injunctions

of the Vaikhanasagama and curiously enough that a Yogasana railing

from Mathura (Mathura Museum, No. 379) satisfies this description

(see details in D.H.I P. 405-6 . The Yogasanamurti found in the

Kallesvara temple at Bagali in the Biliary district of Madras belonging

to the later Galukyas also conforms to this description of the S. Samhita.

Another illustration of Yogasanamurti belongs to Khajuraho which also

presents innovations contrary to the descriptions of the Pratimalaksa-

nas, nevertheless one of the finest examples of medieval art of central

India in the opinion of Dr. Banerjea (cf. D.H,1. p. 405).

(6) Bhogisana is seated in simhisana with his consorts Laksmi

with kamala and Bhumi with rulotpala on the right and left respec-

tively. Other descriptions are practically the same as in Yogasana

(see Rao for details) with the addition of the Kalpavrksa being sculp-

tured on the wall.

The illustrations of this aspect are found at Badami stone (cave III)

of A,D. 578, which has an innovation of placing the figure on Adisesa;

Kaiiasanatha temple at Conjeevaram where it is seated on simhSsana

alright; at Ellora stone (Rivana ki khai) and also on a pillar in the

Varadapperumal temple at Dadikkombu near Dindigul in the Madras
district belonging to the Nayakas of Madura.

(7) Virasana is also seated upon sirphasana, Lakseni and Bhu in

association with it as kneeling; drapped in black clothing and itself of

coral red colour; four hands with characteristic attributes, especially

the Siiphakarna pose in the left and the accessories as usual. Its illus^-

trations are rare. An example however of this aspect is available

among the sculptures in the temple at Aihole.

(8) Abhicarikasana seated on the seat known as Vedikasana with

blue complexion and the black garments, eyes uplifted and with no
attendant deities around.

(c) Reclining attitude. (9) Yogasayana—with only two hands,

about a fourth of the body somewhat raised and the remaining lying
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flat upon the serpent-bed^ the right hand placed near pillow touching

the kiritaj the other in the kataka pose^ the image adorned with

ornaments^ the colour a mixture of black and yellow, the accessories

as usual with additions of sapta rsis standing in aSjali po-^e.

Its illustrations as given by Rao are : Mahabliparam Stone,

Trivandrum Ivory and Aihole Stone. As Already pointed out this

aspect is very popular in South. Dr. Banerjea has given two well

known figures, one in terra-cota and the other in stone which illustrate

the north Indian type of ^esas^xyacair urti— vide D.H.L p. 406-7; and

the reader is referred to their exposition there.

10. Bhogasayana:—is of dark colour and may have two or four

hands with f^ri near shoulders and Bhu near feet. Its finest illustration

is to be found at Deogarha Visuu shrine.

11. Virasayana:—has to hold sahkha and cakra to justify its Vira

aspect. Other details are not very important and are common except

among accessories should also figure twelve Adityas and five Ayudha*'

purusas. Its representation is simply rare.
,

12. Abhicarikasayana:—(lastly) should be lying on the floor, the

bed, of course, consisting of the serpent "with a hood having only

two heads and with the body coiled into two turns, with no attendants;

complexion blue, arms two or four, clad in black clothing, appearance

faded and should be shown in full slumber and therefore lyipg flat on

the serpent.

IV DaSAVATARAS—

T

he Ten Incarnations

The fourth category, as pointed oiit before, of the Vaisnava icons

is what are called the Daaavataras, the incarnatory forms.
‘

Incarnations of Visnu are of three kinds:— 1. Avatara 2* Avesa and

3. Airisa. The first is the complete incarnation represented in Rama
and Krsaa. The second is a partial, more or less a temporary one as

is illustrated in Paras urama, who retired to the mountains, handing

over the divine power to Rama at his advent in the world after his

mission, the suppression of the haughtiness of the unruly Ksatriyas.

Thus in case of Paras urama, it was not a life-long endowment. It was

only a temporary possession. Tne third or the last is characterised

by a portion of the power of Visau as illustrat d in the ^ankha and

Cakra, the parts and aspects of Visnu’s powert who' when ordered

to be born among meii as embodied beings to improve them in thefi

ways, become saints and achieve the purpose of their mission.
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The following ten incarnations of Visnu are commonly accepted

and recognised by tradition the early references are to be found in

Br. and Taittiriya Samhita :

—

1. Matsya

2. Kurma
3. Varaha

4. Nrsimha

5* Vamana

6. Parasurama

7. Raghava Rama
8. Krsna

9. Buddha &
10* Kalkin

It may be noted here that the Mahibharata list and that of the

Vayupurana, are conspicuous for the absence of Buddha in them. The
following tabulation will bring home the point:

—

Mahabharata (cf. Narayaniya, section 389.104) Vayu Purana

1. Hamsa 1.

2. Kurma 2.

3. Matsay 3.

4. Varaha 4.

5. Narasimha 5.

6. Vamana 6

7. RIma (Bhargava) 7.

8. (DIsarathi) 8.

9. Satvata (Vasudeva-Krsna) 9.

9(a). Baldeva and

10. Kalkin 10.

Yajna \

Narasimha > celetial

Vamana )

Dattatrcya

Unnamed ?

Jamadagnya Rama
DIsarathi

Vedavylsa

Vasudeva—Krsna

and

Kalkin

"The Bhigavta-purana, however, enumerates the Avatiras thrice;

in the first recounting (1.3,6—^22), the number is 22 (tabulated ahead),

in the second, (11.7- Iff), 23 and in the third (xi.4.3fr ), 16. The first

list contains the following name?:

—

1. Purusa 12. Dhanvantari

2. Varaha 13. Mohini

3. Narada 14. Narasimha

4. Nara & Narlyana 15. Vamana
5. Kapila 16. Parasurama

6. Dattatreya 17. Vedavylsa

7. Yajiia 18. Rama
8. Rsabha 19. Balarama

9. Prthu 20. Krsna

10. Matsya 21. Buddha and

11 . Kurma 22. Kalkin

The accounts of the Varaha and the agni contain the stereotyped

ten
j
but those of Matiya fundam?nf^Ily differ. There apart from the
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Narayana^ Narasinaha and Vamina (probably celetial ones)^ the list of

the remaining seven is:—

^

1. Dattatreya 4. Rama G. Buddha and

2. MIndhata 5. Vedavyasa 7. Kalkin

3^ Parasurama

which perhaps satisfies the story that Visuu was cursed to be born

among men for seven times^ by Bhrgu for killing his mother.

Sri Gopmath Rao says ‘'•Some Hindu authorities do not consider

Buddha to be an avatara of Visnu and substitute in his place Balarama,

the elder brother of Krsna, as an avatara. The V. Dharmottara gives

the description of Hanisa, Matsya^ Kurma, etc. According to Hemadri,

Haipsa is an addition and Krsna is an alternative of Balarama. Now
the relative origin and the assignment of the divine-mission accorded

to these different A-zataras are fully described in the Purauas and are

well-known popular accounts of Hindu Mythology. Thus the incarna-

tions of Visnu are innumerable and these so far mentioned are only a

few types. All these show philosophically the universal character

of the god as all-pervading and all sustaining. These avaiaras are

like rivulets flowing from one inexhaustible lake. Rsis, Manus^ gods,

sons of Manu—Prajapatis are all his portions. Here it is enough to

say something about shis great tradition of Hindus, forming the very

pillar of the high edifice of our religbus life. The philosophical idea

of incarnation is given in the oftquoted Gita verse—^Yada yada

hi dharmasya etc. Cosmologically if we take into our account all

these incarnations, we find that the first four are cosmogonic in nature.

Manu says that in the beginning of the world, there was nothing but

water. The fish was the first representative creature in the process

of evolution of the world. After water, mountains came out in the

course of creation, and they are represented by the Kurmavatara

The recovery of land from the waters as a next stage in the evolution

may be represented by incarnation of Varaha. The Nrsirpha incarna-

tion can also account for the evolution of the animal and man king-

doms on earth. These varieties of Dasa-avataras again, as I have

already pointed out, contain certain sub-varieties also, e, g. Vrlha-

vatara in sculpture comprises three different conceptional types

namely, Bhuvaraha, or Adivaraha, Yajha-varaha and Pralayavaraha.

Similarly, Nrsimhavatara has also so many sub-varieties. The sub-

varieties of Krsna—Navanita-rirtta, Venu-gopala, Govardhatiadhara

Balakrsiia, etc. etc. are a common property both of the sculptors and

the painters.
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Reference has already been made to the Pancartttra ideology from

which all these forms Para what I have termed as Asadharana^ Vynha

(emanatory) and Vibhava (Incarnatory) etc. are to be viewed. Accord-

ingly the doctrine of ^‘Vibhavas’’ (vi-bhu-ab i- e. the act of becoming

in a special manner) belong to Pure creation (Suddha-Srsti) to which

the Vyuhas also belong; these incarnations^ however^ may not only be

of the composite god Visnu himselb but also may be of his Vyuhas,

sub-Vyuhas and Parsadas (companions) or even of his attributes or

emblems.” It is in accordance with this ideology that we shall have

an occasion to treat these Vyuhas (24 murtis) and emblematory forms

separately ahead. Let us therefore concentrate on the evidence of the

early and late PaScaratra Samhitas (namely the Satvata and

Ahirbudhnya). Both these enumerate as many as the following 39

incarnatory forms:^

—

1. PadmanSbha 14. Ekarnavasayin 27. Nyagro hasayin

2. Dhruva 15. Kamathesvara 28. Ekasrngatanu

3. Ananta 16. Varaha 29. Varaanadeha

4. ^aktyatman 17. Narasirpha 30. Trivikrama

5. Madhusudana 18. Piyusaharaua 31. Nara
6. Vidyadhideva 19. ^rfpati 32. Narayana
7. Kapila 20. Kantatman 33. Hari
8. Visvarupa 21. RIhujit 34. Krsna
9. Vihahgama 22. Kalanemighna 35. Parasurama

10, Krodatman 23. Parijatahara 36. Rama Dhanurdhara
11. Badavavaktra 24, Lokanatha 37. Vedavid
12. Dharma 25. kantatman 38, Kalkin
13. Vagisvara 26. Datiatreya 39. Patllasayana.

Here is the curious assortment; we can no doubt recognise the time-
honoured ten avataras; but a particular point of notice is the inclusion
of Vagisvara and Lokanatha belonging to the Mahayana Buddhist
pantheon (cf. Section G. ahead).

With this introduction to DaSavataras or multhavataras of Visnu,
let us now proceed with their individual forms in brief details.

Matsya ^Accounts of this avatara are found narrated in the
Bhigavata andjhe Agni. The Mahabharata (Vana.) also describes it.

In the Agnipurana the origin of Matsyapurana is also incidently dealt
with there. Among the first four thcrianthropic incarnations of Matsya,
Kurma, Varaha and Narasimha which all may be taken as cosmogonicm character, the Matsya comes first representative creature being an
aquatic animal. In representation it is either in purely theriomorphic
jnanner or as a hybrid fprio of which the upper half is huipap ^qd fb?
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lower half animal—vide Pr. Laks. 90. Hemadri describes it as Srngi

Matsya. Merutantra bestows usual attributes on the upper portion

—

the Visnu. At Garhwa, this aspect is represented in sculpture. At

Varanasi an image of this description was discovered by B. C. Bhatta*

carya.

Kurma.—ah-o takes both the forms as pointed out in the Matsya

and in sculpture it is followed by some human figures churning ocean

with a rod representing the Mandara mountain on its back. Reference

to this incarnation goes back to the ^atapatha where it is stated that

Prajapati took the form of a tortoise. Thus God Visnu in his Fish

incarnation^ it is said (cf. Bhagavata) rescued the Vedas and the nuclei

of the univeise from destruction in deluge and in his tortoise one, he

supported the mountain Mandara^ used by the Devas and Asuras as

the churning rod when they churned the ocean to obtain the ambrosia.

Varaha.—This incarnation has found a bit bigger treatment both

in the literature and the sculpture as well. The Taittiriya Aranyaka

mentions that the earth was rai-ed from the waters by a black boar

with a hundred hands. The latter accounts abound in the Puranas

like the Bhagavata/ the Visnu> the Linga and the Garuda.

The boar incarnation is also represented mainly in the two prece-

ding principal modes, theriomorphic and hybrid—the hybridity lying

only in the head alone, all the rest of the body shown as human. Rao
says that the sculptured figures comprise three different conceptional

types of the avatara, namely (i) Bhuvaraha, Adivaraha or Nrvaraha

(ii) YajSa-Varaha and {ii) Pralaya-Varaha. It may be pointed out

that purely animal forms of this aspect arc also represented in the

sculptures found in the different parts of Northern India. " In some

such images the body of the Varaha is covered with tiny human
figures, and the Earth goddess is shown hanging by grasping one of

the tusks of the animal. The first feature refers to the myth that

Devas, Asuras, Rsis and others took shelter in the body of the Avatara,

while the second one shows that it had just rescued the goddess from

the nether regions by its strong tusks.'’

{/) Nrvaraha ,—The laksnas as collected from the different sources-

vide writer’s Pr. Laks. P. 90—may be purviewed there. As regards its

illustration, the earliest one is represented as carved on the facade of

the cave No 4 at Udaigiri. It is, in the words of Banerjea, ^the most

striking form’. Similar relief representations at Badami are also

brilliant expositions. The Mahabalipuram composition is also remark-

able for some innovation as per the observation of the learned author
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of the D.HJ. p. 415: ^The God lovingly holds up Prtlivi with his front

two hands and wistfully looks at her with his boar face; there are many

attendants shown in different attitudes in the relief. The Pallava

artist has taken more care to emphasise the aspect of loving re-union

between the god and his divine consort (Prthvi) than to lay stress on

the forceful physical act of her deliverance by him”.

(i/ <& Hi) Yajna and Pralaya —Two other types of Varaha-avatara,

YajSa-and Pralaya-Varahas^ are mentioned by Rao on the authority

of the Vaikhinasagama; in the former the god is shown seated in

lalitlsana on a lion-seat, accompanied by his two consorts Laksmi and

Bhu and in the latter sitting in the same pose he is attended only by

BhudevL

The Yajna-Varaha has got a grand sacrificial ideology about it—

vide the Padma and the Vayu Puranas. In them it is stated that the

sacrifice (yajna) is as a whole symbolised by the boar, and that its

various limbs represent the limbs of the sacrifice—see details in Rao"s.

Narasin)ha.— is a popular Avatara of Visnu as the stories connec-

ted with its origin are also a familiar account. The Kiirma, the Vayu
and the Padma Puranas give the glorious accounts of this incarnation*

All the general laksanas (cf. the Matsya) give the Narasimha image
a human shape with four or eight hands and the face of a lion. He
should be represented as disembowelling the demon Hiranyakasipu

with his nails and the images found in the sculptures fulfil this trait.

There are two main varieties of this aspect (/) Girija-Narasimha and
the {ii) StMnu Narasimha. Rao has also added two more {Hi) Yanaka
Narasimha and (/vj Laksmi Narasirpha. Let us take them one by one.

(i) Girija Narasimha.—The conception underlying the name is that

the lion comes of a mountain cave. It is also known as Kevala
Narasimha which form, as Rao has pointed out, is often designated as

Yoga-Narasimha.

{//) Sth^nu Narasimha.—is really the main type and is abundantly
illustrated in the sculptures. The very epithet is significant.—^The god
came out of a column when it was broken in anger by the demon
Hiranyakasipu, a great hater of liari (another name of Visnu). His
son, Prahlada, was a great devotee of the god, and Hiranyakasipu after
vain efforts through persuation and severe presecution to dissuade
him from his devotion to Hari asked him where his god was? Prahlada
answered that he was every where, even in the crystal column before
them. Hiranyakasipu kicked at it, and out came the god in the
peculiar form, felled the demon on his thighs and killed him outright#
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Many reliefs depicting this theme have been recovered from various

parts of India and a large number of them represent either the

combat between the god and the demon or the killing of the later by

the former. The Ellora and Dadikkombu sculptures (Rao Op. cit Pis.

XLIV and XLV) illustrate the former type, while Garhwa, Paikore

(Birbhum Bengal) and many other north and south Indian sculptures

in stone and bronze represent the later. E. B. Havell remarks about

the Ellora relief : *’^The sculptor ha-' chosen the moment when the

terrific apparition of the man-lion rushes forth to seize Hiranya who,

taken unawares and with the mocking taunt still on his lips, makes a

desperate effort to defend himself he speaks highly about the techni-

cal strength and imaginative power manifest in the treatment of the

subject (Indian sculpture and painting, 2Qd edition, pp. 53-54 PL

XXII I)’L Rao rightly observes about the relief that ^thc master touch

of the work of the artist may be seen in the way in which the

interlocking of the leg of Narasiipha with that of Hiranyakasipu is

carried outL

{in) Y'Knaka Narasimha.—In this aspect Narasimha should be seated

upon the shoulders of Garuda or upon the folds of Adisesa and over

the head of Naiasirpha there should be the five-headed hood of Adisesa

held like an umbrella. The figure should be adorned with ornaments.

It is not represented in actual sculpture—so uncommon conception.

(zv) Lak^ml Narasimha ,—is a peaceful variety of Narasiipha which

represents the transformation of the historical truth of this fierce aspect

of Visnu into a peaceful one—a true characteristic of the God as God
of love. Its beautiful illustration in Bronze is in the Madras Museum.

Yamana and Trivikrama.—The fifth avatSra ofVisnu has two aspects

in sculptures illustrating it, one the dwarf (Vamana) and the other the

huge collossus (Viratrupa) about to take three steps as described in the

writer’s Pr. Laks. p. 94, separately. Both these aspects have clear

Vedic affiliations, for the whole mythology about Vamana grew out

by stages of the Aditya Visuu’s attiibutive epithet of Trivikrama.

‘^The Satapatha Brihmana version of the story about the agreement

between the Devas and the Asuras during their fight for the overlord-

ship of the universe that the latter would only grant to the former that

portion of it which would be covered by the recumbent figure of

V.snu belongs to the intermediate stage in its development. It is ex-

pressly laid down there that when Visnu, the dwarfest among the gods

actually lay down, his body covered the whole of the universe, as he

was identical with sacrifice, and the Asuras had to part with it accord*

ing to the previ us stipulation.’ Tn the Puranas and other texts, the
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whole story was further elaborated^ and Virocana’s son, Balij the

grandson of Prahlada (a great devotee of Hari like his grandfather)

the Dwarf Brahmacari^ Vamana^ f^ukra^ the spiritual instructor of the

Daityas, and others are introduced to heighten its effect. It should be

noted, however, that the Vedic ^three steps’ play a prominent part in

the developed mythology, for Vamana asked for only that portion of

the earth which he could cover by pacing three steps. When Bali

granted this request the dwarf was suddenly transformed into a

colossus; covering the whole of the universe with two steps, and placing

his third step on the head of his devotee, he sent him down to live in

the nether regions”— D. H. L p. 417-18.

The iconographicai texts enjoin ‘‘'the Vamana should be Pahcatala

in measurement, two-armed, holding an umbrella and a staff and

should appear as a teen-aged Brahmacarin, while the Trivikrama

Viratarupa should be four-or eight-armed with right or left foot

firmly planted, the other leg thrown upwards as if to attack the

heavens. The Vaikhanasagama elaborately describes the latter form,

and mentions the names of a large number of accessory figures making
up the whole composition; the cauri-bearing Vayu and Varuna, Surya

and Gandra, Sanaka and Sanatkumara^ Brahma washing the upraised

foot of Trivikrama, Ganga, Namuci and other demons, Jambavana
playing on a drum, Garuda, lastly Bali with his wife Vindhyabali
granting the land to Vamana”-- D, H 1. p. 418-19.

Illustrations : Rao has given as many as the following eight repre-

sentations:

—

f 1) Trivikrama stone, Rajim, Raipur Dist., G P.

(2) Mahabalipuram: Panel fully satisfying the Vaikhanasagama’s
laksana.

(3) Sculpture panel stone in Cave III. at Badami.

(4) Ellora—cf. Dasavatara cave (Panel stone).

(5) Stone: Nuggehalli.

(6) Bsllur—Ghennakesavaswamin temple (Mysore state).

(7) Image at Naglapuram in N. Arcot. (Madras).

(8) Stone Chatsu. Jaipur, Marwar.
Ramas. The next three incarnations, the human ones, are three

Ramas.-Bhargava Rama (Parasuraraa , Raghava Rama and Balarama.
The first represents the Avesavatara (possessed temporarily), as his
avatarhood left him no sooner did Raghava Rama (Dasarthi) appeared
on the scene. Parsurama’s account symbolises the militancy of Brah-
manas against Ksatriyas. He is said to have destroyed the unruly
Ksatriyas as many as twenty-one times. In sculpture he is shown with
his battle-axe as his very name indicates.
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Kagbava Eania’s story is household l^nowledge in all parts of

India. The great Tukidasa simply immortalised this avatara

in his monumental epic -Rama-cartita-manasa, which has been

giving edification to the multitude of men in the North. It also

appealed to the imagination of the people of India of all parts and all

ages^ for he typified not only the Indian ideal of manhood, but also

became the symbol of popular Bhakti cults as preached by saints like

Ramanuja, Kabira and Tulsi. Regarding his illustrations^ Dr. Banerjea

observes, ^In the Dasa vatara reliefs of the early and late mediaeval

periods, Rama is almost invariably depicted as two*armed, his hands

holding a bow and an arrow. Separate cult images of him in stone

and bronze of a comparatively late period are known; in these he is

usually shown accompanied by his queen Sita_, his devoted brother

Laksmana and his faithful ape-servant Hanuman. Scenes from the

RSmayana are very frequently found illustrated in the early and late

mediaeval temple walls not only in India; but also in Indo-China and

Indonesia’ D, H. I. p. 421.

Balarama.— is a Vaisnava deity and he has found an independent

treatment in the Samarangana, I therefore must say something about

him. Balarama is also known as Samkarsana in literature. He is regard-

ed the eighth incarnation of Visnu and belongs to the family of Vasudcva

or Krsna—his step-brothez'. Metaphysically Balarama reprsents the

destructive power or Kala and means Sesa—the serpant. The Samara-

ngana represents him with a banner formed of the palm (lalaketu),

wearing a long garland of woodland flowers and in blue gaiments. He

is to be sculptured with four hands, in one there should be shown plough

(sira) and in another the pestla-club (rausala). Adorned with a high

diadem and glowing in a hallow of lustre and prowess all round, he

should be shown with his consort—Revati. Another specification is:

he should be shown as very intoxicated and yet of mild diposition. In

these epithets practically all the characteristics of the god have been

fully bi'ought out. Though there are independent treatments of

Balarama and Krsna in the works of iconographical interest, BalarSma

is rarely worshipped independently as a god. The glory of the young-

er brother, as it were, has thrown the elder brother into the shadow.

His image, therefore, is worshipped though occasionally in association

with that of Krsna.

Krsna:—The Life history of the great god is fully told inHarivanisa

(a Mahabharata supplement) and the Bhagvata and other Puranas.

The stories connected with his childhood and youthful days provided

the greagtest fascination to poets like Jayadeva, Vidyapati, Sura an^

Mira to compose lyrics and melodies of the highest order for the ringing
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ofBhaktas. Maausa VIsudeva Krsna’s laksana—Px'. Laks. p. 90,

has already been commented upon and therefore we may proceed

further. His illustrations in sculpture also take many such episodes

representing his life in full, sportive plays, amorous days and

marvellous deeds and slays.

In Mathura Museum (No. 1344) a fragmentary relief of early

centurises {2nd and 3rd) is regarded as one of the oldest representations

of Krsna-janmastamL A series of reliefs on the doorjambs found at

Mandir (Mandavyapura the ancient Capital of Marwar) represent a

good many Krsniyana scenes. A Deogarlia relief is remarkable for

its pastoral character in which the infant Krsiia is being caressed by

Nanda and Yasoda, Other reliefs on the Deog irha temple walls illst’*

rate many other episodes. Badami caves (II & IV) and Paharpur

basement reliefs, are some of more striking ancient Krsna sculptures.

As regards his images, they are too numerous to be described here.

Krsna-iconography or Krsna icons may be taken up as an independent

subject for further studies and researches. The South Indian images

of Krsna as enshrined in the Vaisnava temples correspond fully to the

Vaikhanaslgam prescription—company of Rukmini and Satyabhami,

his two consorts along with the Vaisnava emblems like cakra, etc.

These images are called the mannar ^mann-annar) meaning one who
resembles a king and king he was among the avataras of Visnu. Rao
has also illustrated some of the most captivationg figures of this

god—Navanita Krsna, Gana-Gopila or Venu-Gopla, Parthasarathi,

Kliiyahi-mardaka, Govardhanadhara, etc. In fact Krsna’s images like

Vatapatrasayin (Ivory, Trivandrum) and Balakrsna (Marvel cf. Rao)

are also represented. Rao’s remarks are sigificant when he says;

^Krsna alone among the avaiars’s of Visnu is worshipped as a child

a youth, etc. froms fit for exhibiting the various kinds of bhakt or love,

as for instance, that of a mother to her child, that of a wife to her

husband, and that of a friend for a friend, and that is what the

Vaikhanasagama text—vide Pr, Laks. P. 93 says

:

^ 'the forms of Krsna are so innumerable

that they cannot be described; therefore worshipper might sculpture

Krsna^s image in any form he chooses to conceive him’.

Buddha:—This form will be taken in vSection III—vide Buddhist

Iconography forming an independent treatment of this work.

Kalkin:—Lastly a word on the last avatara yet to come, remains
to be said. Kalkin according to Hayasirsapancaratra and the Agnh
purana (which follows the former in many respect^) may take both a

'
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two-armed and a four-armed figure. The V. D. and also the

Agni—Vide Pr. Laks. p. 99, describe him a powerful man, angry in

mood, riding on horse back with a sword in his raised hand. In the

Dasavatara slabs, these features can be recognised. An independent

illustation is rare. B.C. Bhattacharya had made a significant remark

—

vide LI. p. 15 that ^His figure must be distinguished from that of

Revanta, son of the Sun, whose figure, resembles the former in appear-

ance except that it is followed by dogs, musicians and other

attendants. He also cites an illustration discovered by him at

Banaras.

V. GATURVIMSaTI - MURTAYAH ,

The next group of Vaisnava icons, the fifth classification, is

this group of Twenty Four Images of Visnu. They are an outcome

of the P^ncaratra ideology of Vyuha, primarily four, later developed

into twenty-four, in accordance with Visnu Sahasra nama, being

most auspicious and adorable. Though according to the Pancaratra

tenets, the Vyuha, the emanatory comes first and Vibhavas ( the

incarnatory) next, and this order is also in keeping with their antiquity

I have however reversed the order in keeping with the prominence

and importance that Dasavatara images have in the minds of people

having full sway over the minds of the image-makers and their donors.

The glory of these Vibhavas and their glorification by the devout

bhaktas cannot but give a consideration to the relative superiority of

these incarnations influencing to a far greater extent the lives and

acts of the bulk of Indian people adoring them and getting religious

and spiritual edifiction.

The God Visnu possesses a thousand names—the Anusasana-parva

of the MahabhSrata contains these Visnu-Sahasranlmas. Among these

thousand significant names of praise relating to Visnu, twenty-four are

most important and are daily repealed in Visnu-worship. Sri Rao

has mentioned that corresponding to these 24 names, images are found

sculptured in the Vaisnava temples situated in the old Hoysala land

where they are more frequent* All the figures are very much alike,

standing with four arms and adorned with kirita-crowns and other

usual ornaments. As regards the various emblems, there is no hard

and fast prescriptions. Various authorities prescribe various emblems

to these figures. Here it is enough to tabulate these twenty-four

images (the Laksanas—vide Pr. Laks. pp. 99-101), with their emblems

and the iSaktis:

—
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The Twentyfoar Mortis

Kesava padam gada sankha cakra KTrti

NtTrayana sarkha cakn padma gada Kanti
Mf?dhava gada padma cakra sankha Tusti

G ‘vinda cakra Sankha gada padma —
V’Sim gada cakra padma sankha —
Madhusudana cakra gada sankha padma —
Trivicraina padma sankha gada cakra ^anti

Vamana ?ankha padma cakra gada Kriya
Sridhara padma sankha t* gada Medha
Hrsikesa gada 33 padma Idarsa

Padmanabha sankha gada padma cakra Srddlia

Damodara padma cakra sankha gads Lajia
Samkarasna gada

33 padma I-iaksmi

Va udeva *> padma 33 cakra Prlti

Prad\ umna cakra 3) 33 gada Rati
Aniruddfaa

53 gada sankha .

—

Purusottama » gada padma 33
-r'—r -1.

Adhoksaja padma cakra gada
33

Nrsirrigha cakra s tnkha padma gada
Acyuta gada

33 cakra Daya
Janardana padma gada cakra sankha
Upendra sankha padma gada cakra •— SSW

Hari gada cakra padma
Siikrsna » cakra gada 33

AT B -The first row indicates the irurti,th« a eondthu emhlems in fiont
right hat d, the third th' se in the front left one, the fourth those in the back
right, the fifth those iu the beck leit and the sixth the snkms accompany ing
them.

Here in this connection the foIIowinR comments of Dr. Bancrjea on
Rao’s remarks are worth quoting: «Rao observes about their images,
^All these twenty-four images are very alike; they are all standing
figures, with no bends in the body, possessing four arms, and adorned
With the kirita'crown and other usual ornaments; each of them stands
upon a padmasana. The difference between any two of these images
has^tobe made out by the way in which the sankha, the cakra,the
gads and the padma are found distributed among their four hands. It
13 worthy ofnote that the number of possible permutations of four things
taken four at a time is exactly twenty-four; and the order in which the
permutations of these four articles, among the four hands is to be
observed, is in passing, as in a circle, from the upper right hand to the
upper left hand, thence to the lower left hand, and from there lastly
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to the lower right hand*—E.H*L But this chief criterion of differen-

tiaii n is liable to be misinterpreted and is prone to lead to confusion

in naming the individual icons of the order. Rao’s remark that the

circle begins from the upper right hand of the image is not clear; for

the Rupamandana text which is taken by him as a reliable one in this

matter expressly lays down that ^such images should be known (as bid-

ding the’^e emblems) from their lower right hand onwards* (Eiastu

murtayo jSeS daksinadhah karat krmat). The Agnipurana begins the

description of these images with this couplet: Om rupah Kesavah pad-

masankhacakragadadharah Narayanah sankhapadmagadacakri prada-

ksinam. The last word pradaksinam in this couplet and the slight

variations in the order of the emblems contain the most important in-

dications in this description. Weaie to understand from these clues

that a lotus, a conclvshell, a discus and a mace are held by K sava in

his lower right, upp-^r right, upper left and lower left hands, respec-

tively ;
Naiayana’s hands in this order, on the other hand, will hold a

conch-shell, alotus, a mace and a discus. Various Purauas like the

Padma, Agai (Vsnu-dharmottara, however does not seem to contain

any description of this group of Visnu images) and such comparatively

late compilations as Gaturvargacintamani, Rupamandma and

Devatamurttiprakarana contain mnemonic descri nions of this group

of Visnu images. There are differences in these texts and there is no

way of ascertaining their relative correctness”—D.H.I p. 410 11.

VL MINOR FORMS OF VISNU

These represent according to this treatise the sixth group of

Vaisnava icons.

Sri Gopinatha Rao has taken notice of the following varieties of

the images of Visnu as his minor forms. They arc:

—

Purusa Harihara-PitSmaha Hayagriva Rahganitha

Kapila Vaikuntha Adimurti Venkatesa

YajSamurti Traiiokyamohana Jalasayin Vithova

Vyasa Ananta Dharma Jagannatha

Dhanvantari Visyarupa Varadaraja or N.dra-Narayana

Dattatreya LaksmixiarSyana Karivarda Manmatha

As already pointed out that some of these like Vaikuntha, Trai-

lokyamohan, Ananta, Visvarupa, Laksminarayana, Jalasayin, etc.

are really not minor forms but the extraordinary ones, in a way
illustrating the Para aspect ideology of the Pancaratrins and a detailed

exposition of these forays has already b^en made—vide below ^ AsadhS-

rana*murtis% the 2ad group of Visnu images.
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As regards tbe really minor forms or manifestations like Purusa

and Kapila, etc., their detailed exposition from the Laksana-stand-

point (Vide Pr. Laks. pp 101-3) may be passed over for want of space

and only some important illustrations may be cited here with some

remarks.

Purusa —according to the V. Agama is an avaranadevata.

Kapila.—is the divine form of Pradyumna, when got free from

worldly desires and he takes the form of a sanyasin.

Yajnamdrti.—^is also an avaranadevata. His image should have

two heads, seven hands and four horns. He is given three legs also ins-

tead of ujual two. His conception as incorporated in the Rgveda and

its commentary in Yaska’s Nurukta, helps us to understand the signifi^

cance of this aspect.

Vyasa—as per the V.D’s account, should be accompanied by his

four disciples-Sumanta, Jaimini, Paila and Vaisampayana also.

Dhanvantari—should be sculptured as a handsome person

carrying in both the hands vessels containing amrta.

Dattatreya—Vide Pr. Laks. p. 101 (where he is given the first

place in this group) has a nice story related in the Markandeya Purana

to make him fit for homage cf. Rao’s* Rao observes: ^There are three

ways in which Dattatreya is represented in sculpture’. The first manner
of representation is to have Brahma, Visnu and 6iva standing side by

side and its illustration at Hoysalesvara temple at Halebidu satisfies

this mode. The second manner represents as Visnu in yoga posture

and Badami stone illustrates it. The third way of his representation

takes a human form with three heads, four arms and attended by four

dogs of different colours (representing the four Vedas) and by a bull.

It may be further remarked that the V. D, lays down that Datta^

treya should be sculptured almost exactly like Valmiki. The Rupa-
maiidana describes him under the name of Hari-hara-pitSmaha—vide

representation at Halebidu. The idea underlying this concept evident-

ly is that Dattatreya is an incarnation of all the three deities of the

Hindu Trinity, although he should be regarded as Vaisnava avatara*

Hayagriva—the accounts of this aspect are interesting. The god
Visnu had to assume this form half horse and half-man to destroy

the Raksasa, Hayagriva—vide the Devi-Bhagvata. The V. D. (cf.

Pr. Laks. p. 102) enjoins that the feet of the god should be placed in

the outstretched palms of the goddess earth. With complexion white,

the colour of the clothes blue, face of a horse, possessing eight arin$
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carrying usual emblerns (in four) and the remaining four placed upon

the heads of four Vedas^ the figure should be duly adorned. The god

Ilayagriva is looked upon as the god of learning—vide the couplet

:

I
?r?R?fRT il

Stone : Nuggehalli satisfies the laksana.

Dharma—is a procector god—vide Brahaddharma-purana^ where

Brahma^ upon his creation of the Universe, was looking for him who
instantly sprang from his right side. He had four legs and resembled

a bull. Dharma is said to possess four legs in the Krtayuga, three in

Trcia, two in Dvapara and only one in Kill. The limbs of Dharma
are said (o be Satya, Daya, Santi and Ahhnsa (cf. introductory

remarks on the character and characteristics of Vaisnavism ). The

Sanskrit word vrsa means dharma and so dharma was perhaps asso*

ciated with a bull.

According to the Aditya-purana—vide Pr. Laks. p. 102, the figure

of Dharma should be white in colour and have four faces, four arms

and four legs, be clothed in white garments and adorned with all

ornaments, should carry in one of the right hands the aksamala, and

the other right hand is to rest upon the head of the personified form of

Vyavasaya (industry or more correctly the duty—dharm truly signi-

fying duty). One of the left hands should keep a pustaka and the

remaining left should carry a lotus and be placed on the head of a good

looking bull.

Now as regards other remaining minor forms of Visnu as described

by Raoj like Varadar^Ja or Kanvarada we know the well known story of

Visnu delivering Gajendra; beautiful illustrations—Stones: Mysore and

Dadikkombu and Dr. Banerjea has taken notice of a relief on Gupta

temple at Devgarha illustrating this aspect in a striking manner when

the whole episode is brought before the eyes—vide D H. I. p. 426-27;

Rangan^tha^ a type of the Yogasayana-murti whose temple at Sriranga-

ma is one of the three most famous and sacred temples of the south the

other two being Venkatesa at Triputi and Varadaraja at Gonjeevaram

and occupies the foremost position on account of its great antiquity and

historical association with Sri Vaisiiava teachers and saints. Venkatesa;

Pandharinatha or Vithoba^ Jagannatha (at Puri) and Manmatha (whose

image is identical with Pradyumana, with special features—carry-

ing a bow of sugarcane with five flowery arrows, in the company of his

friend Vasanta—^personified spring and his flag-bearer (with the face of

a horse carrying the makra.banner) as well as the wives Priti and Rati

^tc.) may be passed over for want of space and only one more minor
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form that of Garuda— vide Pr. Laks. p. 102-3 remains to be dealt with.

He is in a way a transition-link between the sixth and the seventh

(cf iyudhya-purus IS ahead) groups of Vaisaava Icons and so he may
now be taken up in some details.

Garuda.—is really the celebrated mount of Visnu as Hanisa is of

Brahma, Bull of ^iva and Ssipiha of Darga. With the onslaught of the

vigorous Vaisnavism, his mount came to deified in such a similar

vigour that* he became a god himself—one of the incarnations of

Visnu— cfi Satvata list* Naturally Garuda sculpture became a fasci-

nating motif of Indian art going as far back as Gupta period and the

germs of icoriology are there in the Rgveda itself (I 164,46). His

anoiher name is Tarksya more popular in the epic and Puranic litera-

ture though also occurs twice in Rgveda itself (1.89,6 and X 178, 1).

In the Muha^harata is a story—vide Adi. chaps. 43-50 of Garuda’s

Amrta-harana cf. also the S5cvata-iist -the 18th in which Amrta-
harana is an avatara of Visnu)—vide details

—^Epic Mythology^

—

pp. 21 ff.

Dr. Banerji has made a forceful and nice study of the Garuda
motif in Indian art which developed the Garuda iconography of

the medieval period. The inner side of the middle architrave of the

eastern gateway of Sanchi presents Garuda a huge partiot like bird;

the Hellenistic art of Gandhara represents Garuda as a huge eagle>

decked with ornament'^; and Garuda^s exploits of the serpents—vide

his depiction as carrying upto the sky a naga and nagini either with
his long beak or his big talons (cf. the Drama "Nagananda’ written

by King ^ri Harsa)—all represent the early evolution. The Gupta
icons represent the intermediate stage in the evolution of Garuda motif
—vide numismatic data-'-^Gupta coins illustrating the hybrid Gaiuda.

Iconographical descriptions collected from the texts like the V. D.
the ^litatvanidhi, the A. P. and the S. R. give the developed motif of
Garuda and the following summary of Dr. Banerjea's satisfies these acco-
unts: ^Textual descriptions of the developed motif may now be noted*

The ^rftatvanidhi and Silparatna as quoted by Rao, describe a two-
armed image ot Garuda; bat the latter text also refers to another vari-

ety of Garutman which is end>wed with eight arms, the hands h>lding
such objects as a water-vessel, a mace, a conch-shell, a discus, a
sword and a snake, the feet of his rider Visnu-Krsna resting on the
two from hands; the two-armed image of Garuda is designated as
Tarksya in the Silparatna. The Agmpurana describes the images of
Trailokyamohana and Tarksya as eight-armed, with cakra, khadga,
musala and ankusa in the right hands, and Sankha, §amga, gad a and
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pasa in the left; Laksmi and Sarvasvati holding padma and vipa

respectively are to be placed on either side of this type of image. The

Visnndhartnouara enjoins that Tarksya should have a nose like the

beak of a bird^ four arms a fac^ with round eyes, the breast, knee and

legs like those of a vulture, and two wings; his back hands should ho d

an umbrella and a jar fa' I of nectar and his fiont hands should be in the

anjaii pose. When lord Visnu is riding on him, the back hands of

Gdiruda (or Tarksya as he is named here) instead of holding an umb-

rella and an ambrosia-pot support the legs of his master, he should be

shown slightly pot-bellied (kincillambodara) and should be decorated

with all ornaments (Bk. II L ch. 54, vv. 1-9). It is curious that it is

only according to the Sdparatna description of the eight-armed variety

of Garuda that he holds a snake in one of his hands; the ^rltatvanidhi,

however tells us that his head sh 3uld be adorned with snakes (mur-

dhna ca phanimanditali) and one of his epithets according to the

lexicons is phaniphanabhrt (holder of the hood of the snake). The

association of Garnda with snakes is emphasised in the epic and

Puranic myths, and is also illustrated in his earlier and mediaeval

r€presentations”-~D.H.I. 532-33.

As regards illustrations in the extant images of the medieval

sculptures they can be broadly divided into two classes—one as Visnu’s

mount and the other as bird-man either serving as the capital of a

columii or is placed in front of a Vaisnava shrine. The former is

represented in a Garuda capital in the collection of the Indian

Museum and the latter may be seen in noted Visnu shrines. Garuda

as a standing human being with just as suggestion of tiny wings

behind his back, holding a small snak^ in his hand (satisfying the

epithet-phaniphanabhrt) is represented in Visnu-Yogasana—Mathura

Museum (D. 37). Rao cites two illustrations—one Stone : Badami; the

other wood: Palur. The former represents him as the mythical

bird-man with a flabby belly (cf. the V, D*s one epithet of him ^kin-

cillabmbodara*) the latter illustrates the mythology of the forcible

abduction of Vibhavasu and Supratika (the elephant and the tortoise)

by Garuija.

VII Ayudha Purasas. The treatment howsoever brief of the Vaisnava

images would remain incomplete if an incidental mention of the

Ayudha-purusas, the Avesavatiras of Visnu and other gods is not done.

The weapons and emblems, such as Vajra, ^akti, Dapda, Khadga,

Pasa, Ankusa^ GadS, Trisule, Padma, Cakra, & Dhvaja,which arc gene-

rally found in the hands of the images of Visnu, and other gods,

are personified, under the pame of Ayudha-Purusas and are ^Iso copy
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critised as images. As per the Pr. laks. p. 103-4 m find (as Rao says^:

^^Some of them are represented as males, some as females and some as

eunuchs. For instance, the 6akti and Gada are worked out as females;

the Ahkusa, the Pasa, the 6aU, ihe Vajra, the K adga and the Danda

as mal^s; and the Cnakra and the Padma as eunuchs”. It may be

remarked that these weapons have all a symbolic meaning underlying

them. The Visnupuiana, Kamikagama and Varahapurana all have

eleborately treated this symbolism. The fact according to Hindu

view of life and life in all its aspects, physical, ethical and transcen-

dental, is a grand symbolism. The whole cosmos is nothing but a

play of symbolism, another name of Maya in both of its aspects cosmo-

logical and philosophical. The following tabulation of these weapons

with their symboli'^ra as per the above-mentioned sources would be

interesting:

Weapon SymboHc representation Weapon Symbolic representation

1. Gada Buddhi 4. Bana karma-jnana-indriyas

2. Samkha Ahahkara 5. Asi or

3. Gakra Manas (changeability) 6, KhadgaVidya spl. wisdom)

its scabbard a-Vidya (ignorance).

As regards their sculptural forms, it is required that they should

be made according to the astatala measure and have a pair of eyes,

head adorned with the karandamakuta, and two hands held over the

chest in the anjali pose, their emblem or weapon shown over the

crown worn on the head otherwise placed between the hands. The
following tabulation will bring their characteristic forms:

1. Sakti

2. Danda

3. Pasa

4. Dhvaja

5. GadI

6. Trisula

7. Samkha

8. Bana

9. Dh^nus

10. Cakra

red, seated on vrka

black (with red eyes), feaiful

snake widi seven hoods

yellow, mouth wide open

„ with large glutials (with Camara

also—V. D.)

black with handsome brows

white with pretty eyes,

red with pretty eyes,

red with bow on his head

round eyes, drooping belly

In the end Stidarsana cakra, the cakra Par excellence of Visnu

needs to be dealt a little in detail—-vide Pr. Laks. p. 104-5, and there

according to the Silparatna and SudarSana-Sataka, the Sudarsana is

described as eight—or sixteen-armed Visnu placed inside a satko^a-

cakra (Two interlacing equilateral triangles in the midst of a rayed
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disc*—Baneijca)* The other details are the placing ofVaisnava weapons^

cakra etc. in eight hands, hair standing out in 20 jatSs like flames of

the flaming god of fire, body resplendent as the sun enlightening all

the quarters of the Universe; look terrific^ face with tusks* The

Sudarsana-Sataka bestows 16 hands holding all weapons and the otter

details being common. The Visnudharmottara description is different

—vide tabulation below a male figure with round eyes and a drooping

belly; is to carry a cauri, and is to be adorned with various orna*

ments* It is also to be carved on such a manner as to indicate that

it is showing a desire to gaze upon Visny; the left hand of the god

should be made to rest upon the head of CakrapuruSa*—Banerjea’s

version*

Ahirbudhnyasaiphita, a Vaisnava document of great importance,

has described these Ayudha-purusas in detail, expounding the cult

theology as well as the ideology underlying it. Tn it Sudarsana U
defined as the original thought of Para Brahman when it, of its own

accord, conceived the idea of expanding into space and thus bringing

into existence the universe. This thought of the Supreme Being which

is indestructible is called ^Sudarsana*. Sudariana, the great Visuu

emblem is really ^ripu-jana-prana-saiphara-cakram.*

Now as regards their illustrations. Dr. Bancijea observes: ^*C3afcra

and gada in human form are found as early as the Gupta period;

saAkha and rarely padma arc also anthropomorphised in the Visauite

reliefs of the early and late medieval periods of Eastern and Northern

India. Various other emblems, such as vajra, sakti, danda, khadga,

pasa, ankusa, triiula, etc* are also personified in late iconographic

books; but they are seldom shown in human form. The earliest

representation of an Ayudhapurusa, however, seems to go back to the

Indo-Scythic period. Vajra appears on some copper coins of Maucs

as a man behind whom is carved a double-pronged thunderbolt, just

in front of Zeus-Indra whose right hand i» placed over his bead**-^

D. H* I. p. 537. Other illustrations as given by.Rao arc ; DaAikkum-

bo SudarSana cakra : Bronze—as occasionally ,set up as a naain image

in a shrme attached to certain Vaisnava temples. A Vi^u-cakra

found at Sharishadah twenty four Parganas W. Bei^al) now in the

collection of the Asutosh Museum, Calcutta University, is deemed by

Dr. Banerjea, as unique sculpture representing the device.

Valspavl Dvaravati: The conception of DvSrSvatl in relation

to the Visnu-iconography a unique prescription by the author of the

AparaJita-praccha—Yidc fr, La|cs. |). 105-6. It is epitomising the cyo*
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lutionary conepption of Vistiu as the AdhiSvara Lord, with the para-
phernalia of hiff parikara, the different Pancaratric (the most developed
Vaispava ideology) manifold aspects of Para, Vyuha and Vibhava.
It is thus also a developed iconography aiming not only at a mere icon
but giving an iconology and iconography both to the shrine, the
temple or the. residence of the god. DvSravatl in relation to Vispu’s
Krsna-incarnation is really a symbolic city of gods, of heaven, of
•bliss and the abode of the supreme Brahma -the Vaikuntha. Needless
•to delineate upon all the characteristics of' this kingdom of Visnu, a
.perusal of these lines will convince the reader, the underlying ideology
4nd the grand and glorious manifestation of Vispu, as king among
gods and men alike.

' *

Valsnava-vividha-pratima pujana-pbalam : As per the A.P.’s ideolo-
gy-vide pr. Laks. p. 107, details are available of the fruits or rewards
accuring from worshipping the different icons of Vispu by the devotees
belonging to the different castes and also professing the different
vacations and a perusal of this passage emphasises an idea which also
tiints at the universality of the cult and its adherence by the
multitude.

^

method the ajrauno and parMrai etc., associated with the principai
imajes.dhc subject matter of the respective chapters, the secrecy of the.embiems (airCady hinted above) may be taken into our account inorder not to W sight of the true geoin. in wh.ch our artLtfc

“nsTr" f h' T°' '"‘»“'l'>«”«»ta-vide KramriseVs
tmtaiatton, unfold, thn, secret. Dr. Banerjoa ha, beautifully
rued tht. sect,on of the V. D. and I am taking libett, to mpJodu

by th7eto”“forof n""'
“ M'alisedytneeonoicK form ofLordVtsnn, the Kaustubhn jewel on whose

Vnnnm.ii ,.be"o“

the wbol, noiversoi hi, gnrmeat stand, fir nvidysTZ'l"™
‘*1,'’“'^

.0 tbefonr^eod Oatnrnmrd of the god, wbii Z^sIS' IT,:
wa),;:iSgr^Ca)i:> "“r
Pr^, ‘h=‘l^o^5^’,“‘S'’pe.D r.f _ pi ughsh^rc and pestl? ;n Sankarsapa hapds indicate
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Time and Death, the bow and arrow in the Pradyumna hands symbolise

Yogic fire with which the Yogins hit their supreme target, and of the

sword (Nandaka) and shield in the Aniruddha hands, the latter represents

the cover of ajSana (lack of true knowledge) necessary for the creation

cf the world, while the former stands for renunciation (vairlgya)

which severs ail ties. The sage Mlrkandeya narrates to his interlocu-

tor Vajra in this manner the 'Torm of that formless (Being) with which

the highest and the most pre-eminent of the universe covers the whole

of it and supports it.*' ^ . . , -
-

Visnu Shrine (the Ayatana).—The AparajitapracchS (verbatim

reproduced inRupamandana with minor modifications with the copier*s

Ingenuity) describes the enshrinement of the parivara-devatas in a

Visnu shrine in the following manner : Narayana in the east, Pundari-

kaksa in the south, Govinda in the west, Madhusudana in the north,

ViSnu in the Aisanya (kona), Janardana in the Agneya one, Padma-

nabha in the Nairrtya (kona) and Madhava in the Vayavya one ; the

centre should go to Kesava-Vasudeva, with his fourfold parikara,

Jalasayin and Dasavataras along with Laksmi in the left and 6csa and

Kurma, Ankara etc. also Binding their proper places.

A detailed prescription of the Parivara-devatas in the different

avaranas is a special feature of fhe Agama texts like the Vaikhanasl-

gama and it has been taken notice by the celebrated author of E. H* !,

Sri T. Gopinath Rao and it has to be seen there.

Vis^u’s elght-Pratiharas.—Lastly the shrine and the enshrined

deity must have also the Pratiharas, the gatekeepers or the guardians

of the^atc and they must also be dealt with, howsoever briefly. Accor-

ding to the A. P.^the following eight pradharas of Visnu, in dwarfish

forms, with their respective emblems are prescribed, which procedure

is usual to almost all the principal deities in this text;

L Canda 3. Jaya 5. Dhata 7# Bhadra

2. Pracanda 4. Vijaya 6. Vidhata 8* Subhadra



CHAPtER in

SAIVA-PRATIMA-LAKSANA

Iconographically, mythologically and also philosophically the

position of God ^iva is simply supreme and to some extent bewildering

and astounding. He is the most ancient god who found homage and
worship in that distant past which the scholars have termed as

pre-Vedic, the age of Indus Valley Civilisation. Even today he is the
most glorified god. His phallic emblem is the common property of
the whole of India-—every street, every corner in a town or a village,

even forests, mountains, bushes, rivers> and tanks abound in the
phallic images of ^iva. He is the most popular and universally adored
deity and, therefore, he has found the greatest number of adherents,
devotees, sculptors, builders and patrons for the propagation of the
worship of this great god whose honoured place in the Hindu Trinity
is tvelhknown to everybody*

There is no dearth of material for the study of the philosophical
background, or the religious sectarianism or the iconography or the
sculptural monuments in case of this deity The voluminous Agamas
and Tantras abound In descriptions of the beliefs and sects revolving
round this central god.

Indian Sculpture for the major part is a 4aiva Sculpture. Indian
Architecture (which is mainly temple-artJhitecturc) too may be said to
•be prcdominently Saiva Architecture. The innumeral Mga-icons and
the greater quantity of ^aivke shrines, .some of which like those at
Bhuvanctvara, Khajuraho, Eliora, Ramesvarao) etc., are all to testify
^is remark of mine. Thus it is evident that;' it is not very easy to
dwell upon Siya-iconography along with its background, the institu-
tion of worship developed as a great religious and philosophical
upsurge the Saivism remihed into manifold sects like lasupata,
Kapahka, Virasaiva and Pratyabhijna etc. in a limited space
devoted to It here. It therefore requires to touch only those funda-
neentals which are very essential to understand the different currents
of ideology underlying this god^concept.

It may be remarked here that from the standpoint of ideology
Siywtonography is a bit difficult to t^eat. The clear cut traits of
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Vaisnavism, the dear cut Visnu-images like Dhruva-beras or Avataras

are neither very difficult to understand nor very complicated to be

dealt with. Here the case is different* The god-concept revolving

round this most fascinating, bewildering, nevertheless, most bencficient

and auspicious name §iva is a composite concept as is evident by so

many associated and developed concepts like Pralayankara (sarpba-

raka) being especially associated with the act of Saiphara (destruction)

or Pralaya (absorption) in the Hindu concept of Trinity ; Srasfa and

Sthiti-karaka 'generally attributed to Brahma and Visnu) ; Anugraha

or Prasada-karaka and Tirobliava-karaka (the doctrines ofPanca*

krtyas expounded in Saiva tenets), as well as Yogi and ^astropadesp

along with the concepts developed round the epithets like Pasupati,

Bhutapati, Mahadeva, Umapati, Mayin Dahrjati,Kapardin,Krttivasas,

Niiak^ntha, Trinetra, etc., etc —vide Siva-Sahasranama in the Maha-
bharata, XIII. 17, and therefore. Dr. Bannerjea's observation : 'this god

concept in its developed phase arose out of the commingling of many
such concepts current among different branches of the same ethnic

stocks’ is significant and supports my thesis—vide PratimS-Vijnana,

p. 91-100; where I have propounded that Siva is as much an Aryan

as non-Aryan (or Dravidian) god. Siva, therefore, from this stand-

point, the key point of any cultural analysis, may be taken to truly

represent India and its culture as a whole. He is a god of kings and

beggars alike. He is an adorable deity whose adherents are equally

found in all the castes and in all groups and people of diverse

professions. The mythological exploits, the philosophical concepts and

the Tantric evolutions all taken together have given a mass of litera-

ture and a complicated ritual, fully shadowed in the representations of

his images in sculpture.

With this general introduction, let us deal with the so-called

history of 'ajanmS, anadi,’ ^iva from the so-called modern scientific

point of view.

The history of ^iva has got two main angles—otic religious and

the other iconological. The former what is termed ^aivism is not

very much directly related to our present study and it has already

been worked out by a good many scholars, notably by the pioneer

writer. Dr. Bhandarkar. I have also presented it in its salient features,

of course with some new elements,* in my Hindi work PratimS-VijSana.

Nevertheless for a link it has to be succinetly dealt with here also.

Religious history of Saivism takes its rise from the fundamental

fotihtain notfon that there were two principal sects of ^aivistn, those
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having the sanctions of the Vedas and those as outside the Vedas oi

opposed to them. This latter class the Veda-Vahya sect really

provides the non-Aryan elements in the composition of Saivism and

supports my thesis that 6aivism is a composite religion in which

both Aryans and non-Aryans (L e., Dravidians) have played there full

part. This is fully corroborated by the legends in the Puranas—vide

the Varahapurana’s account (E. H. L, Vol. 2., pt. p. 1-3) where

the origin of the Pasupata-^astra (one of the four principal schools

of &xivkm) is laid down, the earliest references to which are found in

the Atharvasiras Upnisad—^vide Pasupata rites.

Agamanta School : Later on arose the schools of Saivism as per

the necessity for the foundation of a cult along with its philosophy (or

metaphysics) and ritual These were evolved out in the Agaraas. The

oaivism as evolved out in the Agamas was called Agamanta or the

Buddha ^aiva sect. These Saivagamas flourished to the south of the

Vindhya ranges and were characteristic of that region. This also

supports our view hinted below. ^

In due course with the influence of North atid philosophical tea*

chings, especially the Vedanta Doctrine of Monism, this god provi*

ded ^ fertile field for the Vedanta iSaivas to come forward who base

their philosophy on the Vedas and the Upnisads. It would be interes-

ting to know in this respect that the Agamanta ^aivas. considered

Vedas as inferior to the Agamas for they assert that the former

came out of 6iva as unconsciously as His breath ^^[5)

whereas the twenty eight Agamas were personally and consciously

dictated by &va: .
^

mm m ^ i
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It may further be pointed out that one great peculiarity of these

Avaidika Saivas is their diksa, and this diksa, the ritual of initiation,

distinguishes it from the prevalant religious practices of the day. The
different diksas are elaborated' in Rao’s work (ibid 10-17) and also

noticed in the writer*s Pr. VijS. p. 130-4. Thus two principal schools

of Saivism—•the ghora and a-ghora (The milder form) arose; The
ghora forih of Saivism may be taken up first.

The Klopateiaad other sch^ls: A reference has adready b«n
noted to the rise of the school, the most ancient^school having its sway
intbat very early period of Indian,history, the Indus Valley Civiliza-

tion—vide images of Pasupati '^iva. The other important schools

ofghora type are known by the names of Kapalikas^ Kalamukfias etc.
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RSmanujacarya included the KSlamukhas, the Kapalikas .and the

Agamlnta^aivas in Pasupata school and Rao remarks:—^There

some justification for Ramanuja including all the four under one

name, the PS§upata religion, for all the four sectarians called the

Jivatman, Pa§u and Parmatman, Path In the latter times the Pisupata

sect is known as the Lakulisa Pasupata or the Pasupata sect founded

by Lakulisvara, who was considered as an incarnation of l§iva himself.

The tenets of the earlier Pasupata system with those of the one propo-

unded by Laku’isa are identical and so in keeping with the assigned

date of Lakulisa L c., 2nd century A. D.—vide Dr. Bhandarkar

—

Laku isa must have to be regarded as the organiser or systematiser of

the system and not as its actual founder—vide Dr. Bannerjea^s article

—

(Procedings of the Jaipur Session of the Indian History Congress, pp*32).

The great drive he gave to the pre-existing worship of ^^iva-Paiup’afi

according to the already accepted tenets was continued afterwards;

his four immediate disciples, Kusika, Mitra, Garga and.Kaurasya;

are traditionally regarded as the exponents of the four sub-sects

branching out of the Pasupata system.

Without going out into details of these sub-sects (already takc|i

notice in the writer's Pr. VijB. p. 101-109), it may be said that all

these sects represent the extreme or ghpra type of 6aivism and their

apparently unsocial and outlandish practices appear to be reminiscent

of the terrific aspect of Rudra-Siva and a very powerful sway that it

exerted in the culture of India. When ^iva-inconography rose to its

height, these ghpra forms proved to be a bed rock on which many a

ghora-icon-r-the ghora or ugra—murtis of i§iva came into vogue—the

subject to be delineated ahead. ^

The Aghora or the milder (Sanmya) forms of SaiTism: Reference has

already been made of the 6uJdha or the Agamanta ^aivism which

represents the earliest form of the milder form of ^aivism. Its distinc-

tion from the Vedanta ^aivism is also pointed out. As we ’ have

already noted the immense influence that the Paficarata Saiphitas

weilded on Visnu iconography (cf. the Tara* ^Vyuha* and ^ibhava*

doctrines and the consequent rise of extra-ordinary or the highestt the

emanatory, the incarnatory forms of Visnu and his images), similarly

^aiva Agamas did on l^iva-iconography. The Yoga-daksina, the

JnSna-daksina murtis of Siva illustrate in an esoteric manner different

fcctions of the philosophy cf this school—vide carya, kriya, yoga and

‘jSana, the four parts or stages of a well-regulated religious life*

Kasmira saHsm: The other highly philosophical school of

yism representing this moderate or tpUdcr form of ^aivism Is y^haf^
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called Kashmir ^aivism. It is also known as Trika as it also deals

with Pati, PSJa and Pain. ‘But the followers’, say Dr. Banerjea (D.II;!

P.454; ‘of this monistic form of ^aivism were not much concerned

with the worship of Saivite icons. . Nevertheless in my opinion the

ideology ixnderlying SadSliva or MahasadSsiva murtis or DvadaSa*

kala-sampurna-Sadasiva murti (cf. the Aparljitapraccha) may most

probably have come from the tenets of this philosphical school of

^aivism.

Lihgayata or Vira §aivas—though themselves very modern (1 2th

century A. D ) the sect of Lingayatas or the Virasaivas simply sends us

to that hoary antiquity of workship when much of it was aniconia

They did not go for image-worship, but the worship of the

linga^ which they used to carry on their body, (and hence known as

lingayatas)^ comprised the chief act of divine worship by the followers

of the sect.

This brings us to the Hnga worship and lihga-icons. It is really

very difficult to determine whether worship of Siva in iconic form or

aniconic one prevailed first. Scholars show their leaning towards the

acceptance of the hypothesis regarding the earlier phase of Siva-wor-»

ship in phallic emblem. My contention, however, is different. As

per my thesis of this god^concept being a composite concept in which

Aryans and non-Aryans both have contributed; it therefore behoves us

to surmize that aniconic conception, the phallic worship was not

deified symbol of any particular god. It was just a primitive way of

worship. Like tree*worship, river worship, animal worship, the phallic

worship was also conceived and was in vogue in by gone ages. Later on

when wild, terrific and similar conception centred round Rudra Pa§u-

pati in the Vedic age or even earlier—the Indus valley period, this god

was taken to be the most suitable deity for the assocoation with this

form ofemblem. Stories were concocted, mythologies made, philosophy

evolved and this primitive emblem was saddled into the highest tenet of

the religion and philosophy known as Saivism. The various concepts

and classifications in which Lingas are conceived and classified arc a

testimony to prove this hypothesis. We shall have to say something in

this regard—vide Linga-worship and 1 nga-icons. For the present, let

us dwell a little further on the early history of Saivism and Siva.

As already pointed out that this religious angle of the historical

analysis of ^aivism docs not help us very much in analysing 6iva-ico-

nc^raphy though indirectly it did create a field for full growth,

natiiraUy the stiKif of iSiva from konological standpoint mnst give u»
sufficient elue^ k the fonnatioia pf tfic background directly connected
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with the evolution of iconography coming out of it* Let us therefore

say a few words on the god^cancept in its historical perspective*

Pre-vedic ^iva-Pasupati ; At the pre-historic Indus valley sites

of Mohenjodaro and Harappa, a good many -seals that were discovered

by the archaeologists^ represent a prototype of the historic §iva-

Pasupali. A detailed analysis and interpretation thereof may be

seen in Banerjea's book (p. 159*60; e.’p. f. n.) where he says^ ^Marshall

is justifiably sure about the divine character of the figure, and from

its peculiarly distinctive attributes such as three faces, the Yogic asana,

its association with animals, as many as five or six in number, its deer-

throne and its horns, he concludes that the figure is a prototype of the

historic Siva-Pasupati** Marshall makes the interesting remark about

the representation of the Indus valley divinities of the remote past that

'the people of Mohenjodaro had not only reached the stage of anthro-

pomorphising their deities, but were worshipping them in that form

as well as in the aniconic’; for the highly conventionalised type of the

image of what he justifiably describes as the prototype of Siva Pasu-

pati’, 'its stylized details and the fact that the kindred image portrayed

on the faience sealing is being worshipped by the Nagas clearly point

to its being a copy of a cult-idoP (D. H. I. p, 175-6).

In this connection I may be permitted to have a little digression*

Not only the figures carved out on these seals and amulets etc* may

be regarded as the images of the cult deities—here scholars agree—vide

above observations of Marshall; but the question I may pose : How do

we interpret a good many reproductions of mythical scenes on these

so-called pre-historic objects ? Dr* Banerjea may say 'that they might

also have contained the germs of different mythologies of later period^

I must most humbly differ. It means that the Puranas and the rela-

tive accounts of these deities described therein owe their origin from

these representations as reproduced on these objects. Why not have

the courage to realise the true import of the Parana and say that

history goes as far back as Indus-valley period atleast. They can go

in my opinion as far back as the first history of man, mankind and

world at large began. The Vedic departure as noticeable in the

god-concepts and the ideology underlying in them may be accounted

as the commingling with other peoples, they may be called Aryans

or Iranians or Dravidians. It has always been so. The sticam of

the civilisation mi^t get confluenced at stages of its onward journey.

;—We have seen the prototype of Epic or Puranic §iva in

the pre-Vedic civilisation. His Vedic coimt^rpatt was Rudra. The

^har^c^erisfttioq of |\udra enuiicia^ed \n the S^tarudriya in so
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epithets of the god, like Giritra, Krttivasa, Kapardi, Aghora,

iSlilagriva, Ganapati, Bhima, Sitikantha, Sankara, Saipbhu etc. etc.

may be taken corresponding to many mythologies elaborated and

narrated in the Epic and Puranic literature.

As regards the name Siva, occurring though in the Vedic texts of

earlier strata, as one of the attributive epithets of several gods and not

of Rudra in particular, however, passed for a proper name in the

later Vedic literature (cf. the Svetasvatara Upanisad —Siva as one

of the various names ofRudra). A special mention ofthe Rudra-concept

of Siva, in the Vedas, may be made of his identification with Agni and

he is also said to have given birth, by his contact with Prsni (the Earth)

to the Manits (the winds). This identification is also implied in^ his

epithet of ^^Kapardin’ as R.G. Bhandarker points it ‘the epithet

Kapardin or ^ihe weaver of matted hair' is probably due to his being

regarded as identical with Agni, the fumes of which look like matted

bain’ As regards the later Vedic period, ^the Atharvaveda presuppo^

ses the rise of Rudra to the position of the supreme god, for it assigns

various such epithets to him as Bhava, ^arva, Pasupali, Ugra

Mahadeva and Tsana. The l^atapatha and Kausiraki Brahmanas add

Asani to this list thus making their number eight (inclusive of Rudra),

each four of which typifying his two aspects, ghora (terrific) and

saumya (peaceful). Thus Rudra, ^arva (arrow-weiUer), Ugra and

Asani characterise his destructive aspect, while Bhava, Pasupati,

Mahadeva and Isana, his beneficient one. Such well known names of

Puranic §iva as ^arnbhu and iSankara indicative of his beneficient

nature occur as so many epithets of Rudra as early as in the

iSatarudriya which also contains epithets descriptive of the dark and

fierce aspects of the god.

Epic and Puranic:—In the MahSbharata (Vanaparva—vide Skanda-

janma) the identity of Agni and Rudra is kept intact. The 6iva

sahdsranamas provide additional elements in the exuberant growth of

iSiva-iconology and its complementary iconography*

In the Puianas Rudra l§iva emerges as the supreme god, one of the

three members of Hindu Trinity. In some of the accounts as we shall

see soon, he is often found to claim superiority over Visnu and Brahma
both. It is therefore needless to go into details here (see them in Rao •.

The Visnu and the Markandeya (the birth of Ekadasa Rudras) Puranas
may be purviewed for the history of Rudra. The different names of

$iva—Mahadeva, Dhurjati, Nilakantha, iSitikantha, Trinetra etc. etc.

themselves have been worked out there illustrating many inytholo|ies

w^tb h\xn*
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It is needless to dwell in detail on the possible date of the complete
emergence of the cult centering round Rudra ^iva^ as it has been in
vogue in that bygone age we call Indus vallev civilisation. Apart
from the archaeological data several literary data like Papini’s

Sutras ; Patanjali’s commentary, the Mahabhasya; the Br. Saiphita

of Varahamihira etc. etc. and some of the inscriptional data regarding
LakuliSa, the founder or systematiser of Pasupata sect of 6aivism are
all indicative of the fact that ^aivism has been a very ancient religion

giving edification to the multitude of men belonging to different times
and living in different climes.

Linga-worship:—Before we begin the pratimalaksana, a world may
be added here on the linga-worship, the projinitor of linga-iconography

and its sculptures. The linga-worship is a very ancient institution as

old as tree-worship. There is a belief among scholars (cf. '‘Primitive

symbolism as illustrated in Phallic worship” by Hodder M. Westrop)

that this phallic worship was common to so many countries and not

characteristic of India alone. Linga-worship had assumed an enormous
importance in the cult of Savism. diva’s worship in a number of

anthropomorphic forms will be taken into account ahead but his

worship in the symbol of linga is the most universal . The chiefimage
in central shrine of a S.va temple is always a linga. Thus the antiquity

of linga-worship can be established from a good many historical data.

The literary data of the Vedas apd Put anas is a popular knowledge.

The archaeological data including the numismatic and glyptic repre-

sentations of the emblem as well as some of the early sculptural finds

(cf. Gudimallam lingam) in our possession is also sufficiently strong’ to

prove its hoary antiquity. The hatred of the orthodox Vedists towards

the 6aivas might be traced in the Rgvedic references to the 6i§na-devas

which phrase unmistakably may be taken to point out a great smtiquity

of linga-worship, which was not only contemporary of the Vedic

culture but also may be anterior to it'—vide so many inferences and
references to pballicism prevailing amongst the early Indus people. All

these data have been worked out in detail by Rao and Banerjea and this

may be seen there. The present writer has also done some justice in

his Hindi work the ‘Praiima-Vijn. pp. 98-100, '
•

With this very brief outline of ^iva-cult (sec the details in i’r." Vyn.
Chap. VI) forming the background of 6iva-iconography, let us now
proceed with the ^aiva-PratimSlaksayas, the subieet matter in hahd.

^aiva icons have been broadly divided into two sub-divisions pf
lmg*icom—the lingas and the human Torms—ftupa-praiimas. Both
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these divisions are again classified into manifold classifications as we

will presently see.

LINGAS

Its meaning: The very etymological meaning of the word: ^

etc. Pn Laks, p. 110^ gives us the philosophical idea

of the emblem—^all ihe animate and inanimate world get into absorp-

tion in the time of cosmic Dessolution^ the true function of this Power

associated with Mahesvara» the third member of Hindu Trinity and

this emblem, being the Final residue becomes the instrument of

Recreation as welF— etc. The Aparajitapraccha

further elaborates this conception by which ^iva and Sakti both are typi-

fied into this cosmic emblem. In .he union of both the whole creation

emerges. The two main parts of the Linga-the upper and the lower are

said to represent the Sky and the Earthy in whose lap the whole creation

is evolved and they are Sankara and Uma respectively. This interpre*

tation fits in with the tenets of ^ambhavadarsana which recognises the

combined aspects of both these Primordial Principles forming the

ultimate Reality. The Bhagavata and the Linga Puranas also corro-

borate this meaning of Linga.

Its divisions and sub-divisions: According to the texts like Mayamata

and Isanasivagura-deva-paddhati (cf. Pr. Laks. p. 1 10), Ling is broadly

of three kinds: Niskala, Sakala and Misra. Linga proper is Niskala,

Stkila is Bcra or Pcatiina^ the full image (hence rupa-pratima), the

second broad division of ^aiva icons which is ^lingodbhavaiva’ and

MiSra is mixture of both what is called Mukha-linga.

Now this Niskala Linga, the Linga proper is of two varieties, the

sthavara and the jangama, or acala and cala. The latter variety is

consisted of the six main types in accordance with the substances they

are made of. Accordingly the criterion of the classification of the

Lingas in the Samarangana-Sutradhara is the diSerent substances of

which these are made (cf. the classification ofimageS below Pt» I Gh. II.

These substances arc:—

Mrt (earth);

2. Lanba {stands for all metals—iron, copper, brass, silver and
gold together with lead etc.);

3. Ratuas (gems of various kinds—pearls, coralsi cat’s eyes (vaidfl*

rya) quart*, crystal, topaz (pusyarSga), emerald and blue stone and
nSauis tike SUrya-kSnta and superior stones like Spha$lka etc#
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4 . Daru (Timber obtained from such trees as sarri, madhuka,

karnikara, tinduka^ arjuna, pippala^ udumbara, and milky trees (cf*

jack—Rao) khadira^ candana, sala, bilva^badara and devadaru etc*);

5. SilSi ^‘The stone lingas included in the class of cala’-lingas arc

perhaps those small ones which are worn on the person by the people

of the sect of ^aivas known as the Jahgamas^ Lihgavantas or LingSyatas

or Vira-6aivas”—Rao;

6. As regards the sixth variety of this class of lingas, the ksanlka

lingas—the temporary ones, they are made then and there for puja and

after the pujlt is over, are cast away* Their materials are: sikaia

(sand), uncooked rice, cooked rice, riverside clay, cow-dung, butter,

rudrSksa seeds, sandal paste, kiirca grass, flowers, jaggery and flour.

It may be remarked here that no separate Pindika-pedestal is

needed with Brahma and Visnu bhagas marked separately in the Gala-

lingas- Similarly the lines to be marked on the Acala-lingas need not

be worked here.

The Samarangana-Sutradhara also mentions the different rewards

which these different varieties of the Cala-lingas bestow upon the

worshippers*—-Vide Pr* Vijn. p* 200.

Acala Lingas. The classification of the asthavara lingas may be

tabulated in the following manner according to the principal authorities

—vide Pr* laks, p. 110-111 and Roa’s

:

Suprabbedagama Kamiklfgaiii

I. Svayambhuva 1. Svayambhuva

2. Purna 2* Daivika

3. Daivata 3. Arsaka

4. GInapatya 4. Ganapatya

5. Asura 5. Manusa and

6. Sura 7. Bana

7. Arsa Makutagama

8. Raksasa 1. Daivika

9. Manusa and 2. Arsaka

10. Bana 3. GSnapa and

4. Manusa

The Svayambhuva Lingas—as the name indicates-arc those that rose

upand came into existence by themselves and had existed from times

immemorial* These are above the rules of the iconographical prescrip-

tions, their jfrjnoddhara too is not very elaborate to be attended upon.

According to our sacred geography every village possesses a linga of
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this type; otherwise for its stereotyping our texts point out sixtynine

places possessing these lingas—^vide the list given in our Pr. Vijn.

p. 276-77.

The Dalvika-lingas —'are recognised, according to the Makuta-

gama, by their characteristic shapes. They may be of the shape of a

flame or resemble a pair of hands held in the anjali pose; they may
have rough exterior with elevations and depressions^ deep hollows and

scars resembling tanka (chisel) and siila ftrident). The Daivika

lingas do not possess the brahma or parsva-sutras*—Rao.

The ganapa lingas—'are those that are believed to have been set

by Ganas. They are of the shape of the fruits of cucumber^ citron^

woodapple or palm^

The Arsa lingas.—also as name indicates, are those that arc set

up and worshipped by Rsis; they arc spheroidal in shape, with the top

portion less broad than the lower portion; in other words, they are

like an unhusked coconut fruit.

Both these, the latter two like the Daivika ones arc without

Brahmasutras. The Kiranagama informs us that all these four types,

SvSyambhuva, Daivika, Ganapa and Arsa have no shape (rupa) and

recognised only by their characteristically respective shapes- Before

we take up Manusadingas and Bana-lingas, let us dwell a little more
on what the two most representative texts, the Manasara and the

Samarangana say on this subject.

M^asara’s.—classification of Lingas is the most scientific account

to which the scholars have not given their thoughts. It takes all the

bases in its account as per the following tabulation:

(i) According to sectarianism — Saiva, PSsupata, Kalamukha,
Mahlvrta, Varna and Bhairava;

(ii) according to shape—Samakarna, Vardhamanaka, iSivanka

and Svastika;

(iii) according to the height—Jati, Chanda, Vikalpa and Abhasa
;

(iv) according to the breadth or width—Nlgara, Dravida and
Vesara

;

(v) according to the origin—Svayambhuva or Udbhuta, Daivika,
Manusa^ Gai^iapa and Arsa;

(vi) according to purpose -Atmartha (personal) or Parartha
(public) worship;
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(vii) according to Installation—ETcalinga or Bahu-linga;

(viii) according to substances or materials—Vajra or Sauvar^a
etc. etc. and

(ix) according to time (duration)—Ksanika (temporary) or Sthira

(permanent).

Samarangana-Sutradhara has devoted a separate chapter, a big

chapter of more than three hundred lines to it. The treatment shows as

if it is in continuation with the temple-architecture, because after all

what is a temple? It is only a house where a deity is to be housed and

what is that most prominent a deity which in the mind of the iSaive king

Bhoja living in the vicinity of Mahaklla at Ujjain could be ? It is the

phallic emblem of the most popular god ^iva. It may, also at the

very outset, be pointed out that the whole of this chapter is corrupt,

and it is difficult rather impossible to have the most authentic informal

lion on this most elaborate theme of Phallic emblem, its varieties, the

materials of which it is made, the pedestal and the other accessories

to be placed side by side, in the Prasada, the 6iva-temple. Nevertheless

there are still a good many verses providing lingas their reconstruction

of the whole picture and more so when the traditional lore incorpora-

ted in other books is there for our guidance.

The treatment of the Linga, the emblemetical phallus of Siva in

the Samarangana Sutradhara (Ch* 70) is unique in some respects as it

introduces a novelty by its descriptions of the Lokaplla-Lingas like

Agneya, Aindreya etc. which is not found elsewhere. The classification

of Lingas from the point of view of the materials of which they are to

be made, though traditional, is unique in the sense that it gives the

relative merits of each and every material. In works like Manasara

and others, various classifications have been given (see details in the

Ency. H. A. page 441-42), but the text does not bather about the

traditional accounts. Classification ol lingas etc. here has only a three-

fold criterion, firstly the proportions of the measurements in relation

both to the temple, the Prasada and the worshipper; secondly the

materials of which they are to be made; and thirdly the agency by

which they are founded on all quarters ^(perhaps to indicate the

universal character and the overlordsbip of the God i§iva whose

emblem it is). Other details like the varieties of the pedestals of the

Phallus, their proportions of measurements and the parts and other

accessories we shall presently see. Let us first have a bird’s eye view

of the general nature and classification of the Lingas. The difierent

sources give different classifications, tut a unique feature of the classifi-

^
nation pf tjxc Samarangana Sutradhara is |ts ipplusiou of (rather parti**
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cular emphasis and extraordinary praise it has bestowed upon as already

referred to the Lokapala-lingas like Aindra, Agneya, Yamya^ VSruna^

Vayavya, etc. etc. Similarly it has some other innovations to add in

•the traditional classifications of the Acala lingas such as Prajapatya^

Brahmaj^ ^ambhava etc. etc. There are still some more varieties,

particularly of Maausa lingas, such as Astottara-sata-linga, the

Sahasra-linga and Dhlra-Iinga etc. The first and second varieties are

obtained by carving out the lOB or 100L‘ lingas on the PujS bhaga

of the Linga-proper. We shall presently see all this.

Linga by its symbolism, requires Pitha as its component part.

It is also called pindika. They can have any number of shapes. In

Satnailiigana Sutradhara they are designated into several classes like

Prithvi, Pavaki, Purna, Bhabhavati, Trapaksi, Candrakala,

Samvarta, Nandika etc. etc.

Next details about the Lingas are the parts of its pedestals, like

Mekhala, Pranala or Nala and Brahma-sila and the installa-

tion of the images of Brahma and Visnu in the vicinity of the Linga
in the central shrine of a iSiva temple. Brahma is to be installed in

the left while Visriu on the right of the central Linga*

Now with this brief outline of the Lingas, we have also to admit
what Dr. Banerji remarks aboue these so many types of !§havara Lingas
like Svayambhuva etc: 'Students of iconography are not much con-
cerned with most of these classes, the last two only of the second list,

he. Manusa hnd Bana lingas being necessary for our study*. Accord-
ingly these may now be taken in a bit more details.

Manusa lingas:—The manusa or man-made lingas form the largest

group of the Sthira-Lingas and are made up of three pirts known as

Brahma-bhaga, Visnu-bh%a and Rudra-bhaga. The first is the
square lowest section, the second the octagonal middle one, while the
third or the topmost one is generally cylindrical, Rudrabhaga is

known also by the name of Pujabhaga, for the offerings of water,
flower and other objects are usually put on its tops

; the two other
sections are inserted inside the pedestal (pithika) and the ground. It

may be noted that on the Rudra-bhaga of all the Manusa lingas
are carved certain lines called brahma-sutras and the tops of the lingas
technically known as Sirovartana are fashioned in a number of forms.
This is a device to demarcate the nut from the shaft. These tops are
of several kinds-^-five according to Mayamata—vide Pr. Laks. p, 1 1

1

(under 1 6. umbrella-shaped, the cucumber-
shaped, the egg-shaped, the ^^^lf-nloon-shaped and the bubble-ms^*
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As regards the brahma-sutras, it is the tracing of certain lines on the

Linga. These lines are also called laksanoddharana, manirekha;»

pSrsvasutra etc. With a technical device of two parralel vertical lines

being joined at their tops by a curved line whose curvatures resembl-

ing that of the top or liras of the linga, the sirovartana of the linga is

accomplished. This device gave rise to as many as the folio vving five

technical varieties

:

1 . Astottarasata-linga—here 108 miniature lingas are required to

be carved on the puja-bhaga of the Suredhya linga 4x27 by the in-

cision of parallel horizontal and vertical lines and by chamfering the

edges of the resultant criss-cross sections.

2. Sahasra-Iinga— is obtained by il x 91 horizontal and vertical

lines on the Adhya*linga i. e. 1001 in the same manner as expounded

above. Dr. Banerjea remarks: Multiple representations of the emb-

lem are regarded as very pious by a ^aiva devotee^ and sometimes 108

^ivalingas designated by 108 of the numerous names of Mahadeva are

installed in concentric rows of separate shrines.

3. Dhara-linga— is one^ the pujabhaga of which has round it

vertical fluted facets ranging from five to sixtyfour in number, ^the num*
ber of the vertical flutes according to the Suprabhedagama being five,

seven, nine, twelve, sixteen, twentyfour and twentyeight’ The flutes

on such emblems served the purpose of draining the water poured on
their top, which then was ejected through the nala projection of the

pithika. It is enjoined that this variety is cut on the Sarvasama-linga.

4. Mukha-linga—is distinguished by others in that it bears one or

more human faces sculptured on it. These faces from one to five

correspond respectively to the five aspects of Vamadeva, Tatpurusa,

Aghora, Sadyojata and liana of ^iva, the last one being represented

on the top of the Linga, other four in the four directions. The Eka-

mukha type of Mukhalinga has a nice illustration in the Lucknow
Museum Ex. No. 42, other illustrations are also met—cf. D.H.L p. 461.

The fifth variety Saivestya Linga may not be delineated upon.

The Manusa lingas are grouped under different heads in the

Agamas and the 6ilpa-texts like the Mayamata and the Manasara on

the basis of different criteria. The criterion of the different ways of mo-

delling the Rudrabhagas resulting in the above types of Manusa-lingas

is already seen. Another method is based on the measurements of the

three sections of the emblem, the names varying as their proportions

and a brief noti<je of theqi ma^ also takePt
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SarvadeSika lingas—are those whose measurements depend upon

the length of the side of the central shrine —diffrent proportions of the

lengths are fractions such as threc*fifths, five*ninths or half of the

length or the breadth of the central shrine.

Sarvasama—is also called Sarvatobhadra in which all the three

sectionsj brahml, Visnu and Rudra bhagas are equal in length.

Vardhamana lingas—(or suredhya) take of the proportions of the

three sections as 4^5^6, or 5,6,7, or 6,7,8, or 7,8,9, prescribed for the 4

castes respectively.

Sairadhika lingas—too take these proportions in the above manner:

7,7,8, or 5,5,6, or 4,4,5, or 3,3,4, fit for the four castes respectively.

Similar proportions are laid down for the other types like Svastika

(Anadhya), Trairasika, Adhya etc. etc.

As regards the width of these lingas, the rules are not wanting.

Divide the total length of the linga into 16 equal parts; the width of

5.dhya, Anadhya, Suredhya and Sarvasama lingas, should be six, five,

four and three parts respectively.

Similar proportions are also laid down in case of the Nagara,

DrSvi^a and Vesara (sul>varieues being Jayada, Paustika. Sarvaka-

mika) types also and they need not be pursued here.

Bana-lingas—are a special variety of lingas as they are neither

human nor divine {i,e, Daivika etc. or Manusa etc.). They may be

deemed as natural, nevertheless have a vivid mythology about their

origin—vide the A. P. 205 where its sanctity is associated with the

falling of the Tripuras of the great demon Bana in the midst of the

two sacred rivers Ganga and Narmada.

These, therefore, may be taken as representing the aniconic Saiva

tradition as Salagramas and Sricakras do in case of Vaisnava and 6akta

ones respectively. Like ^alagramas, Bana-Hngas are also, fished out of a

particular river bed, the former from the Gandaki the latter from the

Narmada. Rao says, 'These bana-lingas are said to be found in

AmareSvara, on the Mahendra mountain, in Nepal, in the Kanyadrtha

and Asrama near the same place. It is considered that each of these

places contains a crore of band-!ingas, and that there are three crores

of bana-lingas in each of the following places of ^aiva pilgrimage,

namely Srisaila, Linga-saila analigarta*.

Regarding their konographical developments, the Aparajitapra-

chhl—yide Pr. Laks p. 129, prescribes as tqany as H varieties wbkh
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Concern with their particular shapes beginning with ^ ekasra * upto
^caturdasasra* resulting from the worship oflfercd by different deities

and getting ditferent rewards. The details may be seen in the

Pn Laks. ibid*

Linga Pithas, In connection with the Manusa lingas, their pithas

may also be described just here, Lingas and their pedestals stand in the

relationshipofAdharadheya—Pitha^ the Adhara, Linga, the Adheya.
The Pithas or the Pindakas can have any number of shapes : square,

obloRgular, octogonal, elongated octagon, hexagon, elongated hexagon,

duodecagon, elongated duodecagon, 16 sided regular or elongated,

circular elliptical, triangular and semi-circular in the plan. In a

square pftha, the length of one side of it may be twice the length of

the pujabhaga or equal to the total length of the Linga. Various var-

ieties result in the various proportions in which they are divided and

sub-divided—vide Rao’s book p. 100 (Voh 2, Pt. I). Rao further informs

us that the length of a side of the pitha may be equal to three times

the diameter of the Linga or equal to the periphery of the pujabhaga

or equal to the periphery of the Visnubhaga. Similar details are

enjoined in regard to the height of the pithas—vide Rao’s book

(ibid)*

Kind of Pithas : As these pithas are made of one, two or three

slabs of stone placed one on the other and shaped with various kinds

of ornamental mouldings arranged in tiers one over another, they have

diflferent varieties according to the number and form of the different

kinds of mouldings—^vide the MSnasara.

Pithas

1. Bhadra'pitha

2* Mahambuja-pitha

3. Srikara-pitha

4. Vikara-pitha

5. MahSvajra-pitha

6. Saumyaka „
7. ^rikSmya „
8. Gandra „
9* Vajra „
According to the Hayasirsa

ing is the list of the pithas :

Hayasirsa

L Sthandila

2. Yaksi

^ 3* Vedi

Mouldings

L Upana

2. Jagati

3. Kumuda
4. Padma
5. Kampa
6. Kantha

7. Pattika

8. Nimna and

9. Ghrtavari

the AparajitapracchS, the follow-

Aparajita

U Sthandila

2. Vapi’’

3. Paksi
' '
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4. Mandala 4. Vedl

5 Purnacandra 5. Mandala

6. Vajra 6. PurUacandrS

7. Padma 7. Vajri

8. Ardhasasi 8. Padmakrti

9. Trikoua 9. Ardhacaudra and

10, ? lo: Trikona

Pitha-nlla.—The upper surface of the pitha has a water sprout to

allow a flee flow of water and it is called nala.

' We have already seen that stones employed in the construction

of the lingas and their pithas should be masculine and feminine respec-

tively—-vide Chap. V. Tconoplastic Art’.

RUPAS—ANTHROPOMORPHIC FORMS

In sculpture ^iva is found in two forms—the human and the

phallic emblem. Accordingly I have devoted two sections. Lingas

have already been dealt with. The present section will examine his

human forms as described in the Agamas and Tantras ably^ made use

of by Sri G. Rao in his Elements of Hindu Iconography. But io mak^

this account in keeping with the Samarangana’s whose accounts of the

image arc in the line of those of the Puranas^ first I shall deal with the

Pauranic accounts of this god as found in the Samarahgana Sutradhara.

There are two main aspects of the Siva figure treated in the Sama-

rangana Sutradhara, one of mild disposition (Saumya) and the other

of fierce disposition (Raudra). In the former disposition his figure iS'

represented as having clotted hair shining with moon (candiankita-

jatah) with blue neck (nilakantha), having an extraordinary crown, I

believe it to be one formed with matted hair- and the moon hence

extraordinary, having three eyes glowing with the lustre akin to that of

the moon herself. The number of hands in his figure may range from

two to thousand. In his mild form however the number eight is the

limit. A more important weapon in his hands according to the Sama-
rangana Sutradhara is the Pattisa. His figure must have serpents all

over the body and is clothed in the skin of an antelope. Now as regards

the fierce form, the text prescribes as many as thousand . hands, but

mo^e umally dghtcen bands, twenty hands or hundred hands.. In

this figure for the upper garment, the skin of a lion instead that, of

an antelope is recommended. Again it is to be surrounded by ganas.*

The teeth are represented as sharp and coming out. There should' be

a garland of skulls. The crescent moon on the head is common to both

the forms and so is a flowing lustra. His chest has to be bulging and
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biirstiag /. e* robust^ he has t:> look terrible, ugra-darsanah. This _

form is especially suited to places of cremation, smasSna and forests.

Farther the text is more informative regarding the hands in the diffe-

rent locations. In the capital, the figure of Siva is to be shown with

only two hands, in a town (pattana) with four hands, and when his

figure is to be set either in the midst of a forest or in a cemetry,

he may be shown with twenty hands. Another point of interest brou-

ght out by the work is that the mild and fierce forms of the gods vary

with the location and so is the case with this deity. He is of mild form

if placed in a mild locality, say town or village and he is of a fierce form

if placed in fearful surroundings, (for references see Pr. Laks). His

companions are kimpurusas, the pramathas and the ganas, etc.

This account of the Samarangana Sutradhara is a bit copious as it

is full of all details. It is more elaborately treated in other sources, the

Puranas and Pujapaddhatis like that of Hemadri. The only attribute

most common in the figure of J§iva left out in the work is the bull, his

vehicle. Again the other attribute left out in this account is that of

having five faces in some of the varieties. All these, together with so

many other attributes are following soon. The most striking illustra-

tions are the dancing ^iva, Haragauri, Umamahesvara, Ardhanarisvara

Harihara and Bhairava, (so popular and terrible, a form of &va,

rather the Purnarupa (cf. Sivapurana).

^^Metaphysically, the ^iva form represents Goodness (iSivam) and

the state of Gunatita or being above the attributes. His bull has been

regarded as Dbarma. His other form, the Rudra form, may be taken

as the destructive power of the Universe* Time destroys everything

and ^iva is identified with time whose symbol is a serpent,, .catching

the tail with its mouth and thus making a wheel without a beginning

or an end ...... . .His wild dance is the dance of the spheres, the dance

of the ultimate dissolution of the world. ..... . .His trident, the skulls

and also his cobras are the very symbols of destruction’^ (I. I. p. 23).

Similarly 6akti or energy and Sakti-mSn or the Being arc symbolised

in Uma-Mahesvara. The ultimate unity of time and space is symbo-

lised in Harihara form, Hara-Siva representing time (Mahakala) and

Haxi-Visnu representing space.

The mythological accounts centring round his two marriages,

his companions, his third eye which burnt Cupid are all well-known*

He was a great yogi, and his third eye is the jSana-netra or the eye of

intuition or "direct vision”.

^aivism as a very powerful cult of religion and philosophy has

given rise to varied iconographical representations of this a
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detailed notice of which has been taken by the learned autKot

of the ^Elements of Hindu Iconography^

In my Pratima-Vijnana (pp-262)^ these rupas of 6iva have been

been arranged in the seven general classes which have to be improved

upon here reflecting, of course, the two broad divisions (as already

hinted above) of ^anta (the Siva) and Asanta (the Saiphara) aspects in

which this deity has been conceived from the times immemorial:

^anta

1. SSdharana and

Asadharana.

2. Saumya-6Snta.

3. Anugraha,

4. Nr eta and

5. Daksina.

Ugra

1. Sarphara

2. Bhairava

3. Kahkala and

Bhiksatana

4. Aghora

5. Rudras.

Miscellaneous

1. Vidyesvaras.

2. Murtyastaka

3. Isanadi PaScamurtis

4. Alahadeva

5. Siva-ganas. and

6iva-bhaktas

Now before we take up these groups one by one, a special mention
is required to bring home to the readers, the fundamental superiority

of the Lihga as the characteristic representation of ^iva» All these

groups of images really result from the Lihga itself i.e. 'Rupapratima
Lingodbhavaiva’—vide the ^ilparatna quoted in Pr. Laks. p. 133, and
according to this authority, the great iSaivas have proclaimed the
following 18 types of Lingodbhavas which in their turn really engulf all

the aforesaid groups of 6aiva icons:

1. Sukhasana. 10. Gajaha
2. Skandomasahita 11 . Pasupata
3. Candrasekhara 12. Kankala
4. Vrsavahana 13. Bhiksatana
5. Nrttamurti 14. Ardhanarayana
6. Gangadhara 15. Gandesvaraprasada
7* Tripurari 16. Daksinamurii
8» Kalyanasundara 17. Kalari and
9. Ardhanarisvara 18. ?

Rao Gopinatha, however, takes Lingodbhava as a special class of
Siva image which is also supported by a story given in the Linga, the
Kurma, the Vayu and the 5iva Puranas. ’i§iva is said to have appear-
ed in the form of a blazing pillar of immeasurable size to quell the
pride of Brahma and Visnu. ^''The mythology connected with this
type of Siva image, a combination of the god^s human as well as his

columnar form (he is also called Sthanu) relates how Brahma and
Vispu were at one time disputing their individual claims for the crea-
ti<m ot the universe* Siva suddenly appeared before them in the form
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of a blazing column of fire. Brahma and Visnu tried respectively to

find its top and bottom, but they failed* Brahma, however, falsely

asserted that he had succeeded in his effort for which falsehood 6iva

cursed him never to have a cult of his own. Visnu confessed his inabi-

lity to find the ground of the column; Siva, who had in the meanwhile

become manifest in it, blessed him to have his own cult almost equal in

importance to that of himself. This theme undoubtedly evincing a

sectarian bias, was very much popular with the Indian artists of the

early and late mediaeval periods* Rao has illustrated three reliefs in

illustration of this theme, from Conjeevaram, EHora and Ambar

Mangalam The Ghola sculpture being illustrated here is from the

Brhadisvara Temple of Tanjore; it depicts the story in the usual but a

summary manner. The worshipping figures of Brahma and ^iva on

either side of the flaming pillar as in the sculpture from Dasavatlra

cave Ellora are absent; but the four-armed Candrasekharamiirti of

^iva with para§u and mrga in his back hands, the front ones being in

the abhaya and katvavalambita poses, is beautifully carved inside an

elliptical cavity on the surface of the column which is decorated with

a festoon design on its top. Brahma is shown flying up in its top left

corner, and the boar-faced Visnu is depicted burrowing down below.

The South Indian reliefs of Lingodbhavacnurti are usually of the

Ellora and Tanjore types. The motif is not very common in Northern

India but reference may be made here to one very interesting sculpture

illustrating the theme, which is now in the collection of the Rajputana

Museum, Ajmer. The long slender column on which Siva’s figure is

depicted has the figures of Brahma and Visnu depicted on its sides in

the act of soaring upwards and coming downwards respectively, and

there are some accessory figures clustering round the central object;

Brahmli and Visnu are again shown as respectful attendants of Siva.

( J, I. S. O. A., Vol. IX, PI. X). The emblem itself enshrined in the

main sanctum of many south Indian shrines looks like a huge

column of a very wide growth (cf those in Brhadisvara temple,

Tanjore, Ksitilinga at Siva-Kanchi, Jyotirlinga at Tiruvanamalai etc).

It may be incidentally suggested here that the erection of columns or

upright stones to commemorate one’s ancestors, was a funerary practice

common not only to the people of ancient India, but also to many

other anrient nations of the world. It appears that this practice had

also something to do with the growth and development of the phallic

cult in India’— Dr. Bannerjea (D. H. I. p. 463-64)

SADHARANI MURTI

Piow thatching th^ lost thread t|te 6adharan| here does pot mepn
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ordinary image. It means the popular conception of the image of ^iva

as h also very popular in sculptures. The best description of this type

of image is already taken into account—vide the S. S/s laksana (Pr.

Laks. p. 136). The Manasara and the Vijnudharmottara (ibid 135)

also bring out practically all the characteristics associated with this

popular form.

ASIdHARANI MURTIS:

In this class are grouped Sadasiva, Mah^sadasiva, Pasupata and

Raudra-Pasupata—vide Pr, Laks. p-135-37. Sadasivamurti and

Mahasadasivamurti are remarkable for their high and abstruse

philosophy. The whole philosophy of l^addha-^aiva school of Saivism

is contained in the positing of these two murtis of ^iva. Rao says

'^Sadasiva is the highest and the Supreme Being, formless, beyond the

comprehension of anyone, subtle, luminous and all pervading, not

contaminated by any qualities (gunas) and above all action (karmas)”

This abstruse conception of the Sadasiva-murti has fortunately been

idolised in material form—vide sculptural representations to be noticed

ahead. ^^Mahasadasiva is conceived as having twenty five heads and

fifty arms bearing as many objects in their hands. The five heads of

Sadasiva representing five aspects of 6iva (PaScabrahmas) are each

substituted by five heads making on the v/hole twenty five which stand

for twenty five tatvas of philosophy.’

'

Sadasiva: The Karaikagama (Utiara)--vide Pr. Laks, p. 136 ^states

that the colour of Sadasivamurti should be of white colour an d be

standing upon a Padmasana. There should be five faces and the

heads be adorned with jatimakutas, whose jatas are required to be of

brown colour. Sadasiva should have ten arms; in the five right hands

there should be the sakti^ sula, khatvanga, abhaya and paralu and in

the five left ones, the bhujangama (a snake), aksamala, damaru, Motpala

and a fruit of matulunga. Or, Sadasiva may be conceived as naving

only one face set with three eyes which represent the Icchasaki, the Jna-

naSakti and the Ktiyasakti; with the Candra-kala (the crescent moon),

which stands as a symbol ofJnana (Wisdom), tucked up in the Jatima-

kuta and adorned with all ornaments and yajnopavita. Manonmani,
the Supreme goddess should be standing by his side’. The illustrations

given by Rao depict this description of the text in good many details.

Dr. Banerjea has also illustrated this figure into two such reliefs, one

hailing from the extreme east of India and the other from the extreme

west and his comments are worth reproducing: ^The five faces primari-

ly represent the five aspects of Siva, which are Sadyojata, Vamadeva,
^ghora^ Tatpurusa and Isaaa, wfiich in theif turp are associated w||:|a
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five different Sadasivatattvas or Sadakhyas known as l^ivajjadSkhya#

Amurttasldakhya, Murttasadakliyaj, Kartrsadakhya, and SarmasadS-
khya. The estoerism of Sadliivatattva, to symbolise which these icons
weremade, is not clearly understandable from the images themseivcsj
but their Agamic description is partly followed in these sculptures.”

As regards Mahasadasiva, the Manasara (Pr. Lak. p. 137) states

that Mahasadaliva should be represented with twentyfive faces, having
on the whole seventy-five eyes and fifty arms.' The heads should be
adorned with jap-makutas and the ears with kundalas and there

should be a number of snake-ornaments (sarpaiankara). One of the

hands should be held in the abhaya atid another in the varada pose

respectively. A representation such as this is rarely found portrayed in

sculpture; one instance is found in Vaittisvarankoyil (Tanjore distt).

ipade of brick and mortar. In this, one other peculiarity is also

observable, namely the heads are arranged in tiers in arithmetical

progression* The topmost tier has only one head, the next erne below
has three; the next five and so’on till the last tier hfjs nine |efds. Only
those heads which are on the borders of the oTheads could be

adorned with jatSmakutas and th^y alone are^pctually ornamented
with these in the sculpture. Surrounding the iqaage are two flower

garlands so put on as to represent a sort of prabh^vati. Out of the

large number of hands, one is held in the abhaya and pother in the

varada pose.—Rao’s version.

Aparijita-pracchi (Pr. Laks. p. 137) describes this a^>ect as^

Dvadasakallt-sampurna-Sadastya, which is njt only unique in the

ideology but also remarkable for its representation in some of the

medieval reliefs of Bengal—vide Hajridasa Mitra’s elaborate a.rti<|e on

^Sadasivi**worsliip:m Bengal*. Dr. Banerjea also supports it by his

remark:4 ^Thc Sena kings of Bengal whose ancestors hailed from tha

South ^Karnata country) were devout worshippers of this aspect of the

god and they used the figure of their chosen deity as their seal-device*.

As regards the Pasttpata and Raudrapasapafa muhis reckoned here

as extraordinary forms, they may not be dwelt at length for exigencies'

of space. It may however be pointed out that Raudta-PSitfp'ata," al'*

its name indicates may not be taken as illustrating the terrific natufIS.

It Is really the characteristic aspect of Siva from the standpoint of^the

iconology of the image forbidden to ^ for its tertific iconography—

vide thd Amsumadbhedagama

:

Jtis perhaps wit^i this badt^rooW thgit I^ao ta^b both these fbVots
'
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Pa§upata and Raudra-palupata as allied to GandraSekharamSrti

r-vidc E. H. I. Vol. 2. pt. I p. 125.

SAUMk'A AND ^ANTA MURTIS

Among these the following may be described in brief:

ArdbanlrlsTara—goes to the very core of the primordial aspect of

creation as is supported by the Siva*purana*s account. The story is:

Brahma first could create only PrajSpatis and felt uneasy at the slow

progress of the creation—only males and unless there were females too,

how conld creatiem proceed ? He therefore contemplated on MaheS-
vara who appeared in the Ardhanarisvara form and at this composite

form of Mahesvara, Brahma realised his error and prayed to the

better half of Mahesvara to give him a female to proceed with the

creation and request was complied and the creation went on afterwards

very well*

Anotfier iconological concept of this figure comes from the

Markandeyapurana where the sage says that Rudra and Visnu are

the creators of the Universe and they form the ArdhanSiisvara aspect

of the former deity. Here the allusion is to the Haryardha form of

&va already expounded—vide Dvimurtis—Visnu, the Mohinf. That the

male and the female prirxiplcs are inseparable and ever found together

**i^<^osmic evolution is the real import of the Ardhanarisvara or

Haryardha forms of Siva—cf. Kalidasa:

Here the iconology of combining the primeaval parents of the

universe, Plrvatl and Parmesvara, l§iva and ^akti (cf. 6ambhava-
darsana—vide writer’s Pr. Vijn. p. 122) is provided for symbolising
this aspect in sculpture.

Thirdly this form also characterises the idea of cult syncretism in

a remarkable manner; for they apparently emphasise the union of the
principal cult deities of^aivism and Saktism and the germs of this

syncretic ideology are found in the Paurajiic accounts themselves— vide
Bhrngi’s single-minded devotion only to iSiva and his admantine impu-
dence not to pay homage to the consort of the Lord whereupon he had
to assume this form to save the honour of the goddess, ‘ but ' says Dr.
Banerjea, ‘such was the pugnacious tenacity of this sectarian sage that
assuming the form ofbeetle, he cut a hole through the compositebody and
clrcutnaipbulgted thp $iva part only*, to the great wonder sgid adtpira'*
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tion of even tarvatl, who became reconciled upon the pious rsi for his'

steadfastness to his vow.

The iconographical descriptions of this most fascinating form of

Siva, the Saumya and Santa are gathered together from as many as

eight texts—vide Pr. Laks. p. 137-40 and the sum and substance of these

is: As the name indicates this form should be half man and half

woman—the right Siva and the left Parvati. The emblem like Jatama-

kuta, crescent moon, sarpa-kundala and an eye on the half of the

forehead and other characteristic signs which are enjoined to be shown

on the right half and on the left counterpart are (see Rao) karauda-

makuta, the tilaka-mark (contiguous with the eye of trinetra Siva) and

the valika-kundala etc. The Aparajitapraccha also places Ganesa on
the left along with kamandalu and darpana while on the right kapala,

trisula and aksasutra.

Illastration.—A good many Indian sculptures depict this form.

Regarding its antiquity. Dr. Banerjea observes ‘^The iconic motif (rf

ArdhanariSvara however was evolved at a fairly early period, long

before such explanatory myths came to be fabricated and glyptic and
sculptural evidence regarding the existence of such motifs in Northern
India as early as the Kushan and Gupta periods, has been cited in

chapter V. of this book (supra pp. 181-82}. • •

Rao has given as many as eight photographs of the sculptures

found at different parts of India:

1. Stone panel-Badami. 5. Stones—Darasurams^

2. Stone-Kuqabhakonam. 6. TiruccchangattangudL

3. Stone-Mahabalipuram. 7. Gonjeevaram and

4. Bronze-Madras Museum 8. Madura.

K. B: Dr. Banerjea illnstrabes this composite form of relief from the Btha*

dfSvata Xsmplo at Tanjore.

Gangadhara—is another very popular and charming figure of Siva

beloning to this group. The story associated with this aspect is a

popular; account and is related in die "Visnu and the Bhagavata

PurSpas and the Ramayana. ,

. .. According to the Pr. Laks, p. 140-141, this image is directe'd'toW
standing with the right leg planted vertically on the earth and the feft

slightly bent. The front right hand placed near-the chin of UmS with

the left front arm embracing her, the baek right being lifted up as high

as fisnrfii or the crown of the head and holding ajaS, on which the

figure of Gang3 is located, the back l^t carrying a myga. On tlm left -

(^iSivaf XlmS i^uld Iw shown in a state of ntental uneasiness (feeling
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ofjealousy with Ganga)* Bhagiratha^ in acompany with a number of

rsis, praising §iva should also be shown on the left, Rao has given the

following fiive illsstratjons:—

(1) Stone panel : Elephanta,

the most remarkable presentation.

(2) Stone penal : Trichinopoly.

(3) Bronze : 6iva temple at

VaidycSvarankoyil (Tanjore)

(4) Stone ; KaLasi temple^ Ellora.

(5) Stone : Kailas-inathaavSmin-

templcj Taramangalam.

Dr. Banerjea has added another idustration in a relief hailing from

the Gahgaikondacolaputam temple which is a very faithful presentation

of the iconographical account given above : '^iva releases Ganga

pent up in his matted locks by stretching a coil of hisjatSs with

his back right hand^ while caressing with his front right hand his prin-

cipal consort Uma (the river goddess ,G^hga became his other wife) as

if to pacify her jealousy for her co-wife (the expression and attitude of

XJmS seem to emphasise this)’—D.H.I. p. 486.

Kalyapasuodar—is the third most famous and fascinating figure

of Siva belonging to this group. It depicts the marriage of Siva

with Parvaii. The story is given in the Varahapurana. It is really a

grand composition in which Brahma^ Visnu, Yaksas, Gandharavas,

AstadikpaiaSj Matrkas, Vidyesvaras etc. etc. should also figure. The
details may be seen in the Pr. Laks. p. 141-44 and they need not be

delineated here.

It^ illustrations are found in good many a number and belong to

several parts of India# Two most notable examples bail from-

Elephanta and Ellora. The Elephanta relief is a sublime product of

Indian artistic genius. The commentary of the Ellora one by

Dr# Banerjea is reproduced here^—vide D H. I. pages 485-86: '*Siva

holding the hand of PSrvatl (Panigrahana^ an act obligatory in the

Hindu marriage ceremony) occupies the centre of the composition with

BrabmS (the officiating priest) seated before thc_firc to his IcftjIndxaC?)

standby.behind BrahmS, Visnu, (the ^ver of the bride) .and Laksrt
standing behind P&vad on the proper right corner *in the two pamUiel

rows above are shown hovering in the sky on their respective tpQUPls

the D&palas (Vlaruna on makara, Indra on an elcphtpj, A^i on a,

on.a buffalp, Vayu on a stagj. laiaa^on a |)u:ll and.

the Vidyadhara couples^ihe
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The artist has chiselled out this crowded composition with great

feeling and gracCj, thus creating a noble example of the early mediaeval

art of Deccan.” Other examples of this composition are : Bronze :

Tiruvorriyur ; stone panel: Ratanpura (Bilaspur) ; and two stones :

Madura*

Vrsavahana—is another popular aspect of ^iva very nicely depicted

in sculpture and is held in high veneration* This image is considered

very auspicious and sacredmost during ten days festival in any Siva

temple in the South* Here Siva is seated upon the bull, his vehicle.

Vedaranyam, Taramangalam, Mahabalipuram representations very

well fit with the descriptions given in the texts—vide Pr* Laks. p* 145-46.

The Aihole sculpture of Vrsavahanamurtis of J^iva is also another good

illustration. This representation may be classed with Asanamurtis of

l§iva and one of the earliest asana type of image as illustrated in the

/three*faced four-armed Siva seated on his mount Nandi in the Sukha-

sana pose is an intaligo in the Pcarse collection, now. in the Indian

Museum’.

Visapaharanamurti— of Siva may be deemed as an anugrahamurti

and its story points out one of the greatest feats of the Lord who

became Nilakantha—swallowing the dreadful poision that emerged

from the ocean, when it was churned by the^Devas and the Danavas

for obtaining ambrosia from it.

Candrasekhara—and its three allied forms, the Keviilamurii^ the

Vmosahltamurti and the %.lixLgmamurti, are also some of ibq very^ popu*

lar representations in the south Indian sculpture. In alhthese, figures

the prominent characteristic is the presence of the crescent j^lioon

(Sasanaka-sekhara) on his Jatas and represent the Saumya, the

pleasant fprm of the Lord in a characteristic manner. For the

laksanas see the Pr* Laks. p* 147-150.

In the Aagmas—vide Suprabhedagama, is described an intere^^g

stoty .which explains the association of the manifold emblems , of ^va's

image, the snakes on his body, the black buck and the parasu in im

haiwis, the Apsmarapurufa or the demon under .his feet, wearing of

the skins of the lion and the tiger and placing, of the moon on the

forehead—vide Rao’s Vol. II Pt. I p. 113.

The other types pf ^iya images.- confqrqaihg tp;,tliK_rgi3wp/.are t

;5.i^h^9oa, jhe UjBiapiriH^vara (or Hai^a-gavtri) and

™yi<h5 Pr. I^ks. (ibW)* Tb? fpllpv^g tftbularion of their iU}jal^^tK>!ll

will sufBce for thefP»^t,a|Xf(tmt :
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Keyala Candrasekhara:

L Bronze: Tiruppalattarai

2.

Wood: Oakkur (Travan.)

Umasahita

It Bronzes: Agaram-Settur,

2 -*3. Tiruvorriyur and Madeour

Alingana

L Stone: Mayavaram.

2. Bronze: pattisvaram.

3. Marudantana . .

4. ,, Kovilur

5. Angur (Bellary)

N.B. As the above three varieties belong to one type, the Gandraselcarl

similarly the •ollowing four belong to one type, the SuTzh'^sana.

Sokhasana (Umasahita)

1. Stone; Madeour*

2. Bronze: Agaram Settur.

Somaskanda

L Bronze: Madeour*

2. Bronze: Treasure Trove

found in* Nellorc.

Umamahesvara

1. Stone: Bagali (Bellary)

2. ,, Aihole*
,

3. Ivory: Trivandrum S. A.

4. Stone: Haveri (Dharwar)

5. Stone: Ajmer Museum.

6. Stone panel: Ellora.

ANUGRAHAMURTIS

Anugrahamurtis of 6iva are another set of Saumya or Santa aspect

of Siva in which are included among his votaries on whom he bestowed

his grace, such great names as the great Visnu himself, the extraordi-

nary son of ^iva, the great Vighnesa, the mighty and haughty RSvana,

his attendant, the dwarf Nandi, the great hero Arjuna and a famous

bhakta Candesa.

Visnvanugraha: Visnu obtained through the grace of iSiva the

Cakra and the circumstances thereof arc narrated in the ^ivapurana

and also alluded in the MahSbharata: Unable to conquer certain sur as

Visnu prayed to ^iva for the grant of Cakra whicn was in j§3va*s

possession. In his puji, he employed a thousand lotuses. Otic day
finding a flower missing from the quota (which iSiva had secreted to

test the devotion), Visnu at once plucked otic of his eyes and offered it

in its place# This pleased Siva tremendously and he presented the

Cakra. ,
'

Nandislmigrahat Nandikesvata, an important adjunct to the

family of &va, was graced by ^iva to prolong his tenure of life. Ah
interesting account of this and his subsequent annoiment as tne lord

of ^anks etc. is given in the PurSigias and the Agamas. ^
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Vighnesvaranagraha: *In this aspect of ^iva, VighneSvara seems to

have been blessed by 6iva immediately after^ he was restored to life by

placing on his shoulders the head of an elephant**

Arjananngraha Or Kiratarjunamurti: Arjana was presented by ^iva

with the powerful weapon named Pasupatastra to fight successfully

against the Kauravas. The account of the gift of the weapon is narrated

in the Vanaparva of the MahabhSrata, It is also nicely adapted in the

Mahakavya, the Kiratirjuniyam by Bharavi.

Candesanugraha:—represents a modern episode of a south Indian

village: Tn the village of Seynalur on the bank of the river Manni

in the Chola country there lived a pious and learned Brahmana

YajSddaMa of the Kasyapagotra. He had a son by name Vicarasarman

of great intelligence* Once on seeing the brutal cruelty meted out to

the cows by a cowherd, this pious lad took upon himself the duty of

tending the cows of the village. From that day the cows became

happy and began to yield much more milk than their udders could

hold and naturally this extra milk was used for a better purpose of

bathing the Ungas made of sand with intense piety for Siva. The

denounced and demoted cowherd found a fine case for denouncing this

devoted boy making a complaint of the wastage of milk on sand

mounds. Even the father of the boy could not discern the high

purpose to which his son had dedicated and he kicked the mound of

sand, whereupon the son woke up from his reverie and cut oS with

axe the leg that kicked the object of his worship. This was the

moment when Siva, pleased with this great devotion appeared on the

scene with Parvati and graced the boy. Siva told the boy that in his

intensive love for himself (Siva), he even went to the extent of cutting

offthe leg of his father, and promised him that thenceforth he would

be in loco-parcntis to him, embraced him and made him the head of

his ganas and steward of his household under the name of

Ca^desa’—Rao

RavanSnugraha: Ravana having gone to defeat Kubera was

returning after achieving his purpose. On his way he came to

Saravana, the place in which Karttikeya was born. He ascended the

hill, from the top of which he saw a much more pleasant garden

whither he drove his Vimana Puspaka. But when it neared the place

it would not move any further. At this place RSvaUa met a tawny

coloured, monkey-faced and powerful dwarf, by name Nandikelvara,

one of the strong adherents of Siva who on being asked why the car was

ppable to move farther, told RSvana that Mahad^va whh l^is oonsor^
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Uma was sporting on the mountain and had prohibited alb even the

gods^ from crossing that way* In great anger Ravana asked who that

Mahadeva was and laughed contemptuously at the monkey-faced

Nandikesvara. Nandikesvara, who was no other than a form of ^iva,

grew incensed at the insult offered to him by Rav’ana and cursed that

he should be destroyed by monkeys like himself in appearance and

strength. Not being able to proceed farther and being cursed by

Nandikesvara^ Ravana determined to pluck up the monncain Kailasa,

from its very roots^ threw his ten arms round the mountain and began

to lift it up. He was able to move it so that those that were on it

trembled and Uma actually began to shake out offear and clung to

her lord, ‘^iva, learning the real cause, pressed the mountain firmly

as of old and also pinned down Ravana underneath it. Ravana seeing

his own mherably helpless condition, and advised by his counsellors to

propitiate Mahadeva, wept for a thousand years singing hymns in

praise of i§iva; the latter was at last pleased with Ravana, whom he

presented with a sword at his request and let him return to Lanka.

Because he cried, he was given the name of Ravana.

With this account of the iconology of these anugraha-murtis, as

regards their pratima-laksanas, they may be looked into the Pr, Laks, p.

151-53, under A.n omission (cf, Raya^Snugraha) in the

Pr. Laks.) is regretted.

Illostrations: Two of the commonest Anugrahamurtis of ^iva

represented in sculpture are Ravananugraha and Gandesanugraha,

the former is depicted in Kailasa (Ellora) panel in a rem irtable and
magnificient manner and the latter is feelingly depicted with supreme
skill in the Gangaikondacolapuram sculpture by the unnamed chola

artist of the 1st quarter of the eleventh century A. D. Other illustra*

tions given by Rao are:

Visnyamigraha Kiratarjanamurtl

1. Stone: Conjeevrram, 1. Stone; Tinichchangattangudi.

2* „ Madura. 2. „ Srisailam.

KRTTA-MURTIS

Siva, according to our tradition, is a great master in the art of
dancing. Each science is represented by a god l^iva represents

Nriya4astra. He is the Acharya and the Actor both. Bharata's

Natyasastra mentions as many as one hundcred and eight modes of
dancing. The Saivaganas also state that ^iva danced in as many as

one hundered one modes. They^ however, as we will presently see, could

|io^ descr^de iqor^ than niqe such iqodes from iconographical stan4-
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point. It is however very curious that all the one huadfcd and eight

kinds of dances are sculptured on either side of a Gopura in the
NatarSja temple at Chidambaram with their descriptions in, Sanskrit

as they are found in Bharata’s NIfya-sastra, engraved below each one
of them.

It may be pointed out that the Nrtya-murtis have ,a special

signidcance in i:onography. We have already seen Pt. I Chap. V. p.

121, that the knowledge of iconogpphy depends on the correct

understanding of the rules of Citra (both sculpture pnd painting); a
true mastery in the latter again is unattainable without a knowledge of
the art of dancing, which again is supplementary to one’s full

acquaintance with the science of Music. It may be further pointed

Out that ‘in all l^iva^temples of importance, a separate place is allotted

to Natarija which is known as the Natana-sabha or simply 6abha.
The most important of these sabhis is Chidambaram.

As already hinted at before that all the modes of dance are not
represented in either ^»va’s iconography as given in the S.gamas and
^.Ipa texts or icons as found in sculpture. Accordingly only a few of

them i. e. nine are described—vide Pr. tabs. p. 159-162 These rep-

resent such dances as Nadanta or Taadava, Lalita, Lalatatilaka,

Katisama, Talasamphotita etc.

“The NSdanta dance mode of 6.iva Nataraja shows him with his right

leg firmly planted on the back of the wriggling Muyalaka (Apasm^ra-
purusa, the evil personified), his left leg raised high up in a slant, his

front left hand in the dola or gaja-hasta pose pointing to the raised

foot, the front right hand in the abhaya -pose, the back right and
left hands carrying a kettle-drum and a ball of fire respectively; the

whole composition is placed on a well-decorated pedestal where the

ends of the circular or elliptical prabh5 (tiruvasi in Tamil) meet. The
Tamil texts called Unmai-vilakkam explains the symbolism underlying

this cosmic dance of the great god in this manner : ‘Creation

arises from the drum: protection proceeds from the hand of hope (the

abhaya pose in the front right one): from fire proceeds destruction; the

foot held aloft gives mukti’. Thus in a way it practically embraces
all the .five-fold activities of the I,ord (paSbakptyas mentioned above),

the tiruvasi round him symbolising the act of obscuration (tirobhava).

The French savant Romain Rolland describes it .as an example of

supreme synthesis: “All is harmonised. All the forces of the life are

grouped like a forest, whose thousand waving arms are led by -Nala-

raja, the master of dance. Everything has its place, every >beimg ^as

1^5 function, nnd all t^ke part in the diyip? concert, their 4i!Sete»t
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voices^ aud their very dissonances creating, ip. the phrase of HeracHtuSj

a most beautiful harmony*’.
'

Dr."A K. Coomaraswamy. has got a unique distinction to have

brougt out very brilliantly the significance of the Dance of Siva: 'The

Cosmos in His Theatre.....He himself is actor and audience’. 'The

Essential Significance of $iva’^ Dance is threefold: First it is the image

of his Rhythmic Activity as the Source of all Movement within the

Cosmos which is represented by the Arch: Secondly the Purpose of

his Dance is to Release the Countless souls ofmen from the snare of

Illusion: Thirdly, the Place of the Dance Chidambaram, the Centre

of the Universe is within the Heart’.

Let us now very briefly take into our account the different Nrtta-

murtis as described in the Agamas and the 6ilpa-textS'—vide Pr* laks.

p. 159-62.

Nine Nrttamnrtis— 1. Measure Uttama dasatlla, the fro^t left

hand danda-hasta or gaja-hasta; the back left with agni; the front

right in abhaya pose, on the forearm which is the sarpavalaya; the rights

leg. slightly bent and placed upon the back of Apasmirapurusa, the

left leg lifted up, turned towards the right and kept across it. On the

head—Jatamakuta adorned with flowergarlands, snake-jewelJed orna*

ments, a grinning human skull and the crescent moon; j a tas standing

Horizontically or arranged in a circle; the body shown with a yajSopa-

vita, and urassutra; chest smeared with saffron paste and the rest of the

body with ashes; rings on all fingers except the middle one, on all

toes except the middle one and anklets on the ankles; with Parvati

standing on the left of Natarlja—this description refers to the figures

of N taiaja commonly occurring everywhere in Southern India.

2-4. The second, the third and the fourth varieties of Nrtta are

not very different from the first. In the second Ganga is shown stand-

ing on the japs flowing on the right side of iSiva with hands held in

aSjali pose.
,

In the third, the left foot on the Apasmara and the right

one lifted up. In the fourth a j itabhara or jatamandala in the form of

a circular disc is required to be shown.

5. In the fifth mode, l§iva is eight-armed with his characteristic*

weapons and poses, right leg to be lifted straight up to the crown of

the head and the left somewhat bent, to be placed on the Apasmara.

6. In the sixth variety of dance, 6iva is sixteen-armed with mani-
fold emblems and poses, the legs as in the fifth. The figures of Parvati^ §]^mida ^re tq be sfiow on the left,
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- i. in the seventh, Siva is eight-armed, three-eyed with out*

spreading Jatamandala and with Devi on the left.

. 8. In the eighth form, there should be substituted six hands in

.place of eight. Rao remarks that the images of the fifth and the sixth

forms of the Nrttamiirtis should possess only two eyes, whereas all

the rest should have three eyes.
. . I I

, 9. The ninth form should have four arms ’ with ^the usual

emblems. Here the left foot is required to rest upon a pitha instead

of the Apasmara. The great toe of the right one is also to rest upon

a puha.

/ N-B. (i) Rao says, ‘these do not really represent nine vatletieS of dance
as described in the Natyasastra. We find the dance of the common form of

Nataiaja to be what is technically known as the bhujangatrasa mode of dancing.

Besides these nine varieties of Nrttamurtis' described in the Anisumadbheda-

gama, we meet with several ditferent images of JSrttamurtis in actual

soilpture.*

niostratioas (a) Rao has illustrated with five representations of

this common mode, the first one of the dances, the Bhujangatrasa, as

referred to above in the following specimens:

1. Nataraja: Bronze: Madras Museum 4. Nataraja: Bronzet,

Rameivaram
2. „ with Devi: Bronze. Kottappadi 5. Ivory; Trivandrum*
3. ,, „ Bronze; Pattisvaram. 6, stone: Tenka.si.

(b) As regards the other different modes as described above,

a few representations are; Tenkasi: Stone illustrating the sixth mode;
Tiruchchengattangudi illustrating the ninth one.

.

N. B. (ii) Now as regards the few modes of dance of Siva met with in
sculpture *3 hinted above, are the following as described by. Ban on the
authority of the great A.bhinavagupt8—vide B.E.Itl. Vpl. II. Pt. 1. pp. 259-70.

Katisama illukrated in Stone Panel Ellora.

X,alitam illustrated in „ „ „
'

Lalata-tilaKam Stones: Tiruchhengattangudi, Conjcevaram,

Tenkasi and Tnramangalam. "
;

-"t ^

Caturam: illustra'tcd inlStone Badami and Bronsse, TiruvaianguIaA

and Nallure (Tahjore). .

‘

Talasamphotita; - Stones Kailalanathaswamin Tempfes, Conjee?

varam and Chengunnur (Travancorc). -

DAKsmlMtmxis - -

Daksittamurtts in continuation to Nrtya-naSrtis are

i^at-araja was the greatest exponent-teacher of tlu science and art
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dancing. Here too the great god is associated with this very aspect*

Daksinlmurti is so called because ^iva was seated facing South when
he taught the sages Yoga, and jSioa. Rao remarks: ^This aspect of

^iva is always invoked by students of Arts and Sciences* The great

& hkaiScaiya among several celeDrities has sung the praise of this

aspect of 6iva, which is as remarkable for its peacefulness as the

Nrttamurti is for joyfulncss.’

Daksinamurti is viewed in four different aspects namely as a

teacher of Yoga, of Vina of jSana and as also an expounder of other

^^tras (Vyakhyanamiirti). Of these the last one is most frequently

met with in temples and is taken up first here.

^
Vyikhygfla-daksinamurti: The iconographical descriptions from

the different texts as collected in Pr. Laks. p. 162-64, enjoin upon the

iconographer to represent this aspect as seated in a secluded spot

on the Himalayas, under a banyan tree, on a seat covered with a tiger^s

skin or on a white lotus (padmasana). The sitting posture as reco-

mmended should be Virasana. The other characteristics include

front right hand in jSinamudra or the Sandarsana-roudra; the front

left in Varada; agni and akfamala in other hands; head adorded with

jajas embellished with fiowers of dhattura, serpent, kapala and crescent

moon, fii the middle of"JatSbhIra smiling GarigS is matdc visible*

The complexion is pure white^ person adorned with ornaments, ears

with kundalas and a garland of rudrl^kgas hanging round the neck.

Surrounding the great teacher are to be shown rsis eager to learn

^astras. He should also be adored by kinnaras, devas and others.

Daksinamurti-Upanisad and Sutasamhita give the esoteric mean**

ing of this aspect: jSana is dakisna and since DaksinS is ever in front

of Siva and gazing at him in the aspect of Daksinamurti, he is

called Daksinamukha. The Apasmara is the personification of

ignorance, the book is the symbol of wisdom, the akfamala represen-

sing tatvas, the wide spreading banyan tree symbolising Maya,
Vrsabha, Dharma and the kamallsana the symbol of Om*

JUlna-daksinamurti: There is not much difference between the

Vylkh>anamurti and JSInamurti—vide Pr. Laks. p. 164. Here the

back right hand and the back left one arc shown holding the akfa*

mala and the utpala flower respectively. Similarly the front right

hand is shown in jSSnamudrS pose while its left;counterpart in the

abhaya or danda pose. Hence illustrations are common to both.

IHusirations: Rao has reproduced eight photographs illustrating

Hhelfe^aspectsia which the Stone Panel at Deogarh illustrating, in the
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eyes of Sri Rao as Jnana-daksinSmurti, is now proved to be wrong, the
figures really stand for Nara and Narayana, in the examination of
Dr. Banerjea. Others may be tabulated as follow;

JSana-daksinamarti: 3. Suchindrum S. Travancore.
1. Siva temples at Avur and 4. Kaveripakkam

Tiruvorriyur. 5- Tiruvengavasal, etc.

Dr. Banerjea has found also a North Indian representation of
this aspect. 'A terracotta plaque of the late Gupta period found among
the ruins of an ancient ^iva-temple at AhicchatrS (Bareilly Dist. U. P.)

appears to depict the reposeful ascetic form of 6iva as jSana-Daksina-
murti. The four-armed god seated in the Ardhaparyanka pose holds
a rosary in the back right hand and a vase with foliage in the left; the
lower right hand (broken) seems to have been cither in the jSana or
vyakhyana pose (if it was in the latter, the figure should be called

Vyakhyana-daksinamurti), the front left hand resting on the

thigh.’

Yoga-Daksinamurti: It is sculptured in three different ways :

(i) Tn the first the two legs of the image should be crossed as in the
Svastikasana, while the front right hand should be held near the chest

in the Yogamudia pose and the front left hand should rest upon the

lap in the characteristic yogic posture. Other details are as usual.

(ii) In the second mode of representation the left leg should be
bent in the utkiitikasana posture and surrounding the body of the

figure and its left leg should be a yogapatt'a.

(iii) The third form requires the two legs bent and crossed in a
more or less vertical position, and round these and the body is passed

a yogapatta to keep the legs in position. The front two arms are*

stretched and kept resting on the knees.

lilostration: Gaulisvara: Stone Tiruvorriyur, KailasanSthasvamin

temple at Conjeevaram and ^iva-temple at Nanjangodu present a few

good illustrations of th’s aspect. Dr. Banerjea’s observation on these

sculptures is worth quoting: ‘Such images from different regioBs of

the South illustrated by Rao are mostly hieratic with little artistic

merit of their own; but three such images from Tiruvorriyur and
Visnu-Kanci (Conjeevaram) illustrated by Rao have a character of

thek own. In one of. the Visiiu-Kanci sculptures the god’s bent left

leg ^pt in position by a yogapatta rests on his right thigh, his back

right hand holds an aksamala (aksabalayas arc also- on his arms as

ornaments), and the front left hand is-in the vitarkamudrS; the god is

sitting under a banyam tree on. a raked seat, below which are two
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deer
; sages clustec round the god listening to his preaching of the

dfaartna or .yoga. "The. front /right hand of the four-armed god from

Tiruvorriyur is in the vitarkamudra, and the legs are locked in the

padmSsana pq^. These compositions not only remind one of the-

Buddhist composition of the Master’s Ealightenmont and First sermon,

but also prove that the author of-the BhlgnvatapurSna must have had
some such ^ivaite reliefs in his mind when he described the visit of the

gods to ^iva seated in his mountain abode Kaila§a%

Vinidbara-daksinamarti: It presents Siva as a great teacher of

music, both instrumental and vocal. The description—vide Pr. Laks.»

p. 166, of this aspect requires the left leg of the figure kept in utkutika

posture and the two front hands holding Vina. Ocher details are

as usual (cf. VyakhySnamurti;. The measurement of the Vina is also

prescribed.

Illustrations:—Rao illustrates this aspect from Bronzes r Madras

museum and Vedarangam where the god is standing. Dr. Bancrjea

illustrates, it in a fine sculpture from Orissa (Puri) ^which depicts the

four-armed god ^iva as playing on a Vina (it is broken, traces only are

visible) the four-armed ithyphallic god is gracefully seated in the,

ardhaparyanka pose on a raised scat, holding the musical instrument

in his front two hands; the ^buU Nandi listens to its master in rapt

attention, with its head raised towards him*.

aSINTA or UGRA MURTIS ~ SAMHARA ETC.

This group having the aspect of destruction, the primary function

of this great member of the Trinity has the following representations

in sculpture having each a vast mythological account about them.

Eamlntaka'inarti :—The circumstances under which ^iva- is said

to have destroyed 'Kama, the god of love arc well known. The
Kumarasambhava of Kalidasa has made this episode simply immortal.

The Lipga-purana gives elaborate account of this story.

The iconography of this murtis as given in the three Agamic

texts—vide Pr. Laks. p. 166-7 requires the figure of l§iva in this aspect

exactly similar to the figure of Yoga*DaksinamSrti,' before which the

figure of Manmatha should be sculptured as having fallen down at th<S

nlerc glance of the deity. There are a good many directions regarding

sChlpturing the figure of Kama: his 'height ranging from one to seven*

tenths of that ofSiva, he should be *shown decorated with golden orna*

liientsandin obmplexion, golden yellow, carrying five flowery arrows and

tifelKJW made bf iksu and in the Coinpany of his dear consort Rati and'
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his companion Vasanta. The names of the five arrows as given in the

Agamas are interesting : Lambini, TIpini, DrSvini, Marini and

Vedinl—vide U- Kamika; Karanagama calls these: Tapani, Dahani

Vilvamohinf, Visvamardini and MadanL The companions mentioned

in this text differ from the U. Kamika. Here they are Mada, Riga,

Vasanta and ^isira-rtu.

IlIostratioQ;—regarding its representation in sculpture, Rao is

silent; but Dr. Banerjea has contributed it from the Gangaikonda-

colapuram temple relief which illustrates this aspect full of sugges-

tions, though only partially illustrating the iconography of the texts..

His observations, however, are worth reproducir^g. ^Here also the

theme is worked out in three unequal niches The left one contains

the figures of Kamadeva who assures his wife Rati clinging to him in

fear and wonder (her left hand is in the vismayahasta pose) with his

head inverted ; the right one contains the figures of Parvati and her

attendant diffidently approaching ^iva with their hands in the

anjalimudra. The god is shown in the central niche seated in the

lalitaksepa pose (that he is not depicted in Yogisana suggests that he

has been already disturbed in the act of his dhyanayoga) and is about

to burn the god of love with a glance ; but the serene contemplative

look on the face of the god seems to show that the sculptor has

intended here to present the god just before he had burnt Kama to

ashes by his angry look’—D.HJ. p. 488.

GajSsurasaipharamurti: This aspect of the god has an earlier asso-

ciation with one of the names of 6iva (cf. the introductory portion of

this chapter)—Krttivasa (one that has a skin for his garment)—in the

i§atarudriya section of the Yajurveda which was the nucleus of the

elaborate story ofGajasurasanih^ramurti in illustration whereof so many
images of 6iva, in which he is shown as using the hide of the slain-

elephant-demon as his outer covering, were made. In the Kurmapu-
rana, this story is elaborated in relation to the origin of the

Krttivasesvara Linga in Kasi. It is said that l§iva came out of the

Linga when an asura, who assumed the shape of an elephant came

uear it to disturb the meditations of the devotees and killcd-thc

elephant and made its skin his upper garment. The Varahapurana

and the Suprabhedigama give diflferent versions.

The iconographical prescription of the AipsumadbhedSgama—vide

Pr. Laks. p. 1G7 (also Silparatna ibid- agreeing to it) in relation to the

Sculpturing of this image requires four or eight arms of ^iva: ^‘If thefe

are only four arms, one of the right hands should hold the pasa, and

Q^b?r the -skhi of clephor^^ whili? the ^wo l^ft hand? ^hoyI4
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hold the tusk of the elephant and the skin respectively. If on the

other handj there arc eight artes^ three out of the four right hands

should carry the trisula^ the datnaru and the pasa and the fourth hand

should be holding the skin of the elephant; one oi the left hands should

be held in the vismaya pose, another catching hold of the the skin of

the elephant and the remaining two carrying a kapala and the tusk

of the elephant respectively* The left leg ot Siva should be planted

firmly on the head of the elephant; while the right one should

be bent and lifted up above the thigh of the other leg. The

tail of the elephant should be visible over the makuta of ^§iva and the

arti'^t might arrange on either side the position of the four legs of the

elephant in any artistic manner which suggests itself to him. The

skin of the elephant should be so arranged as to look like prabhaman-

dala to the image of §iva. The image of Siva should be adorned with

all ornaments and have the garment made of silk and tiger’s skin; the

colour of iSiva in this instance is deep red.”—Rao*

Illustrations: Rao has given five illustrations: The one hailing

from the ornamented facade of the Amrtesvara temple ^Myso re) has

sixteen arms which is unusual;. The second: Bronze comes from the

^iva temple at Valuvur, the reputed place in Tamil country associated

with this destrucutive act. It is eight-arm

:

3d and is a remarkable piece

of artistic work. The third is found at Darasuram in Tanjore and is

cight*armed, on which Dr. Banerjea observes: depicts the irate god

engaged in a vigorous dance of fierce ecstacy on the elephant demon’s

bead after killing him who had given so much tiouble to the Rsis;

part of the hide of the Asura is spread aloft by the god using it as a

sort of cover; the Devi stands at the lower right corner as the only

awe-5truck spectator of the divine act of retribution.’ The fourth

hails from Tiruchchengattangudi and the fifth from Hoysalesvara

temple at Halebidu, this last one also has sixteen arms. It may be

remarked here that all these pieces do not completely conlorm to the

textual prescriptions, the ingenuity and discretion of the artist have an

upper hand—vide allotment of sixteen hands, perhaps to heighten the

.^aiphara aspect of the god and the other deviations as pointed by

R^o--E. H. I. Vol. II Part I. p. 155.

Kalarimurti: Originated to make MSrkandeya, the son of RsiMr-*

kandu free from the clutches of Death, the KSla and ever remain a lad

of shs^cen, who was destined to die at the age of sixteen. It is why

tradition counts Markandeya also as one of the Giraryivis (immortals)t

Xhis beaufifnl episode of anugraha in the disguise of destruction, is

l^srpeiuated In-Stop.^, and colour many a temple in the Soi^th. '^hf
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descriptions as given in the texts—vide Pr* Laks« p. 168-70,

say that the image ofKalarimnrti is to have its right foot placed upon a

padmapftha and the left being lifted up so far high as to reach the chest

ofthe figure of Yama, which figure is complementary in this composi-

tion. According to the Kamikagama, it is repressnted as a iingodbhava*

muni—6iva coming out from the Linga which is being worshipped by

Markapdeya.

Illustrations:—Rao has reproduced five illustrations of this

image * Stone Panel : Dasavatara Cave in Ellora, which fits in with

the lingodbhava account and the second sculpture also hails from

Ellora—Kailasa temple and is similar in detail with the former and

the illustration (/.c. third) hailing from a bronze image given by him

also accounts this character.

The two other illustrations hailing from Pattiswaram (Tanjorc)

and Tiruchhengattangudi both represents quite differently. Rao

observes : ^iva is standing with his left leg resting upon the body of

the fallen Yama, and is kicking him Vith the right foot on his chest*

He carries in his hands the §91a with its head turned downwards, the

paraiu, the mrga, and the kapala. Markandcya stands to the right of

^iva with hands in the aSjali pose praising Siva.

Dr. Banerjca has given another illustration from the Brhadfavara

temple Tanjorc proper depicting in a characteristic manner the theme

in three niches, the central one being much bigger than the two side

ones where the learned Doctor has also pointed out the sculptor i

artistic suggestion—the actual punishment by the god not being shown

and the god is shown here engaged in ccastic dance evidently after

he has saved his bhakta by severely punishing Kala for his audacity*

This remainds me of the description of Tripurantaka-murti as given in

the Aparajitapracenha (to be taken up ahead—vide Tripurantaka)

which depicts the god as dancing in that destrued^^

and so the thesis that all these sa^iharamurtis really represent

anugraha, the grace which beautifully befits with &va*s real trai^

Rudra-Siva—terrific-cum-bcneficicnt Sankara*

Tripurantaka:—as the name indicates is reminiscent of Siva’s hav-

ing killed three asuras who dwelt in three forts built ofmetals and used

to torture the suras and rsis. The MahSbharata (Kar^parva) has

given an elaborate account of these asuras, the three sons-Vidyunmali,

Tarakaksa and KamalSksa of the great demon TSrak3sura who had

gpt the boon from Brahtna after .performing great penances that they

j^ould occupy three cas^c5 where from 'th^ should move a» they
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desired and after a thousand years the castles should unite into one

and should be only destructive with a single arrow* Now when gods

were tired of them, they approached Brahma for their redress-

Brahma lold them that only Mahadeva could wield such an arrow

and so they should approach him. ^Mahad:va then demanded one

half of their powers to add to his own strength as otherwise^ it was

impossible to kill those strong demons They consented and parted

with a half of their strength, Mahadeva now became stronger than

all other gods and hence came to be known by the name Mahadeva^

the great god. The various gods served Mahadeva in other capacities

also. Visnu became his arrow, Agni its barb and Yama its feathere.

Mahadeva made the Vedas his bow and Savitri his bow-string.

BrahmS became his charioteer. With the three barbed arrow

consisting of Soma, Agni and Visau, the castles with their inhabitants

were destroyed by Mahadeva.

It may bepointed out that this Paurinic account has a striktng

nucleus in the Vcdic literture. The commentary of the Vajasaneya

Sambiia, the Satapatha B’-ahmana, the Aitareya Brahmana and the

Taitariya-Samhita all give some account or the other where the three

^suras built tnree castles and were killed by either Agni or Indra or

Rudra and most curiously the process too is similar for all practical

purposes—vide T. Samhita,account of the arrow consisting of Agni as

the wooden shaft. Soma as the iron, Visnu as the point and Rudra
the weilder.

The iconograpical representations of this aspect of ^iva has found

in more than one or two ways. There are as many as eight murtis

Tripurlntaka-murtyastakam—described in the Arpsuraadbhedagama

—vide Pr. Laks. p 170-73. Before we take up this astaka, let us first

describe its general form as met in a renowned and authoritative text

of the V^Svakarml school of -^ilpa (the North Indian school of

Architecture and Sculpture), the AparljilapracchS (Pr. Laks. p. 170),

It lays down that in sculpturing of a Tripurantaka- muni it should be
bestowed ^ upon one face, ten arms, lion'skin for the lower garment,
dear-skin for the upper one ; it should be clad in red clothes and be,

shining, in the lustre' akin to that got from a crore of

sipns— ^*koti- urya-sama-prabham.’’ Other details are the placing of the,

usual emblems and weapons. He should be decorated with a garland
of skulls, adpr^ed with the crescent moon over his forehead, carrying

l^ia|'vanga, khetaka,. ^khadga, kapala, trisula, sara^ sarnga, pasa,

aiVkusa etc. ^ should also be decked in kundalas, and be shown
^ c^cic,(cf!,NatarSja &ya ^4 a mentipp of this aspect thprc^i
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As already pointed out this image has found a detailed treat-

ment in the Agamas* 'The Anisa and the ^iiparatna describe all

the eight varieties of Tripurantaka, As remarked by Rao, ^'there are

not many points of material difference between one form and the

other’, common features of the eight forms of the Tripuran-

takamurti are that they are all of red complexion^ have one face,

three eyes and have the Devi on the left side. In this aspect Siva is

guided by a passion composed of the satva and the rajo gunas,’ E HJ.

Vol. 2. Pt. h P- 170.

Avoiding details we may give some interesting features of the

Agamic accounts of these manifold murtis of Tripurantaka Siva.

I. Tanka and krsna-mrga, the hand-rmblems along with the

figure of the Devi form the additional constituents of the Murti

already described from the Aparajita’s accounts. Ten arrris are not

bestowed here. The KamikSgama is content in giving only four

or even two hand? to this aspect-

2-5. Nothing new only placing of the foot on Apasmara-purusa,

the devil never to be forgotten by the Agamas, or the position of

legs in a particular bend is required. In all these five forms only not

more than four arms are enjoined to be bestowed upon,

6-8: In the sixth form 6iva can have S “arms with the usual

attributes; in the seventh ten arms are conceded {cf. the Aparajita's

bestowal) and the accounts of the eighth form are more interesting,

Here 6iva is to be represented as driving in a chariot. the

charriot there should be a part called ihe Mukula, which is not quite

intelligible. It is stated that this mukula should be tied up with a

rope> and Brahma, the charioteer should "be seated in the middle of

this mukula, with a bamboo stick in one right hand and kam tndalu

in the other; and padma-pa&a in one left hand ‘and the kundika

(a kind of water-vessel) in the other. Below the mukula there should

be standing a white bull. This bull is Visnu who got down from the

arrow temporarily to steady the chariot which was giving way under

the feet of 6iva; and after steadying the chariot, Visniu rcjturned to

the arrow. The chariot shoM be shown a/sailing"ih the air.’ ,•

Hlastrations; Sri Gopinath Rao bas given- four illustrations of

this aspect. Amongst them the two sculptures arc found in Ellora,

pne in the Dasavatara Cave where ten^armed (cf. the 7th, form and

the A.P/s general description) ^iva stands in the chaxiot(cf. the 8th form)

and ibe other can be seen in the K^ilaSa-tcmple there where too thq

charriot and it§ charioteer Brahma may be seen (cf. ibid), Heretb<^
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figurp U only two-armed. The third illustration hails from the Kailala-

nStha temple at Gonjecvaram where besides 6iva being seated in

the alidhasan in the chariot, he is sculptured in eight arms and as

in the previous case here also Brahma is driving the chariot. The

last illustration as given by Rao is from the Sundaresvara temple at

Madura. It is a beautiful sculpture of the modern times found in the

mandapa in front of the central shrine.

Dr. Banerjea (D. H. I. p. 487) gives another illustration from the

Chola bronze in the Brhadisvara temple Tanjore. It is a striking

example of this aspect, full of suggestions, the altitude being pratya-

lidha which is a characteristic attitude of an archer (cf. the chapter

below on Mudrasj and the great god has to function as one.

i§arabhesa—as one of the samhara-murtis has been challenged

both by Rao and Banerjea as a new entrant in the Brahmanical

iconography. Both allude to the sectarian prejudice to which a

number of new murtis owe their origin and creation. But should

wenot think that this manifestation of Siva was a historical necessity for

curbing the ferocity of Narasiipha, the man-lion incarnation of Visnu ?

This is a curious combination of man, bird and beast. The accounts

are: Visnu in his Nrsiiphavatara destroyed the asura HiraPyakasipu

who was causing great annoyance to the gods. Even after the destru-

ction of the asura, Visnu did not abate his terrific attitude, which
was causing damage to the inhabitants of the world. They approached

Siva for succour and Siva promised them his help. He at once assumed

the form of a sarabha, an animal with two heads, two wings of

resplendent beauty, eight legs of the lion with sharp claws, and a long

taih making dreadful noise the Sarabha approached Nrsirpha, caught

hold of him and tore him up; the skin of Narasirpha he wore as his

garment and the head was worn on his chest or as some accounts have
it, on his mukuta as an ornament. Visnu came to his proper sense

and retired, after praising ^iva, to his own abode, the Vaikuntha.

^iva came thenceforth to be known ps ^arabhe§amurti or Siipha-

ghna-murti.

SarabhesamSrti is described in the KamikSgama as follows: ^Thc
body of ^arabhesa is that of a bird of golden hue; it should have two
wings which should be uplifted; SarabheSa has two red eyes, four

legs resembling those of the lion resting upon the ground and four

others with sharp claws kept lifted upwards and an animal tail;

the body above the loins shonld be that of a human being but having

the face of a lion Which should be wearing upon its head a kirita-^

tBaW|a. There should also ibe side tusks and bn the whole a terrifio
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appearance. iSarabhcsa is to be shown as carrying, with two of his

legs, Narasiipha. The figure of Narasiipha should be the ordinary form

of a human being with the hands held in the aSjali pose'—Rao^s version.

The ^ritatvanidhi gives as somewhat different description. It

requires that the figure of iSarabfaesa should have thirty-two arms

with the characteristic weapons etc.

As regards its representation^ only one ililsutration was given by

Rao—vide a bronze image found in the ^iva-temple at Tribhuvanam in

the Tanjore district and Dr. Banerjea points out to another illustra-

tion from the Darasuram temple relief depicting the ^arbhesamurti

of ^iva and the following observations from the learned Doctor are

worth reproducing: 'The curious chimaera-like figures of ^iva as

Sarabhesa and Visnu as Narasiniha are no doubt carved with great

vigour, but the weird and grotesque theme lacks any grace and refine-

ment. The reason is obvious, for the whole motif owes its origin to

the feeling of unmitigated sectarian rivalry and bitterness. The

sculptor faithfully carries out the behest of the rankly sectarian ^aiva

mythmaker, and thus has not scope for producing a noble specimen

of art. The grostequencss of the whole relief is only very partially

relieved by the elegant carving of the tiny figures of the human

admirers on the top and the pose of hapless abandon in which

Narasiipha is shown*—D. H. I. p. 488.

Brahmasiraschetr-murti: is another aspect which also represents

another great saiphara. Its accounts in the Varaba and Kurma

Puranas materially differ. The former associates with Brahma*s

creations of Rudra and naming him Kaplli, who cut off the fifth head

of his originator because he was insulted by the bad name. Unfortu-

nately the cut-off head was not leaving Rudra and so Rudra came

to his senses and requested Brahma for the way to get rid of it. He

was asked to lead a KSpalika-life for twelve years and consequently

at the end of this period he arrived at Varlnasi, where this Kapalamo-

cana took place. Even to day the place is famous for its ancient

sanctity. The urma-purana*s account may not be delineated upon

for want of space.

^ri*tatva-nidhi—vide Pr. Laks. p. 174 prescribes the figure of^s
aspect of&va to be of white complexion with three eyes, four arms

and a jatamakuta and ku^^dalas in the car and one of the hands

carrying the skull of Brahma. It should be drapped in the garments

pads of ti^cr-skin*
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Bhairava, Svacchanda Bhairava and 6i Bhairavas: Bhairava accord-
ing to the Sivapuraaa is the purna-rupa of $iva. He is so called because
he protects the universe (Bharana) and because he is also terrific
(bhfsma), he is also known as Kalabhairava for even Ka.a, the god of
death trembles before him He is Atnardaka because he kills bad
persons, and Papabhaksaka because he swallows the sins of his
devotees. Bhairava is the lord of the sacred city of Ka§i.

. As regards the description of the general form of Bhairava the
V. D’s description is typical. According to it Bhairava should have a
flabby belly, round yellow eyes, side tusks and wide nostrils and should’
be wearing a garland of skulls. Other characteristics are: adorned
with snakes, with dark complexion and elephant hide for garment,
arms carrying weapons. He should be represented according to it as
tightening Parvati with a snake, to be true to his name (not leaving
even his beloved wife).

The illustration tallying this description of the V.D. to a great
extent may be seen in one of the finest Bhairava figures hailing from
Khiching ably commented by Dr. Banerjea—D.H.I. p. 481. It is a
representation of graceful aspect of the deity. Another illustration of
the many-armed Bhairava hailing from North Bengal (and now in
Asutosh Museum) is representative of the terrific aspect—'all the
features help to create an atmosphere of unnaitigatcd terror’—Banerjea.

Svacebanda. Though Svacchanda is one of the G4 forms of
Bhairava, the conception of Svacchanda-Bhairava is unique as we
find in the Aparajitapraccha’s description of him (Pr. Laks. p. 174).
Tils special characterisUcs of the formation of this figure are: bestowal
of weapons and attributes (some of which being casaka, pustaka, poison
sarpa, modaka, parrot, yonimudri etc. 50 attributes including
weapons) in his 50 hands and the two hands placed on the head. Thus
flive-faced, three-eyed and fifty-armed (all in motion), seated on,
padm^sana^ is really a unique figure.

Another special feature of the formation is the employment of
2l TSIa-measurements in this extraordinary fot-m of icon which has
beaten practically all records of iconbmetry. It is also said there that
there should be all the 8 Bhairavas on his sides. Though BhairavamSrtis
generally are north Indian representations in sculptures, it is difficult
to say whether this aspect and concept df Bhairava is any where
illustrated. As the A. P, being a representative text of the Wihefri
school of architecture and sculpture, its author must have fdund some-
such tradition in t^e and therefore it ik pointer to us to find out
the illus'tralion of this aspect in our varied and rich scul^^al'heti4g«i
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Other spedal forms of Bhairava are Batuka Bhairava and iSmfna*

kanana Bhairava. The characteristics as laid down in the Pn Laks,

p, 175-76, of the former are : ^Fhe particular type of Bhairava usually

found in Northern India goes by the name ofBatuka (youthful) Bhairava.

He is nude, terrific in appearance with protruding fangs, rolling and
round eyes and his Jiands hold such objects as a sword, a khatvanga, a

sula or kapala ; he usually wears wooden sandals, and is often shown
accompanied by a dog/ Rupamandana’s ibid p. 176) description is

characteristic of placing manifold weapons on his eight arms—one of

which is also to carry flesh. Instead of riding upon a dog (as some

texts say) here the dog is. by his side.

Its illustration as given by Dr. Banerjea hails from Varanasi which
has got a character of its own. The illustrations (Stones at Pattisvaram,

Indian Museum, Calcutta^ Madras Museum and the Museum of Royal
Asiatic Society of Bombay) do not really illustrate the descriptions in

full viz. the absence of eight arms etc.

Now the latter /. e. the Svainakarsana according to the ^ritatva-

nidhi (Pr. Laks. p. 176) should have an yellow-coloured body, with

four arms and three eyes and should be clothed in yellow garments*

He should be adorned with all kinds of ormaments and be praised by
all gods. The appearance of this aspect of Bhairava should be one

which suggests perfect happiness coupled with masterful authorita-

tiveness* He should be carrying in his hands a vessel filled with gold

and precious gems; a camara and a tomara and a large sula should

be resting upon the shoulder.

Sixty four Bbairavas Bhairava has eight different forms:

L Asimnga, 2. Ruru, 3. Cn^da, 4. Krodha^ 5. Unmatta-Bhairava,

G. Kzplla^ 7. Bhhana and 8. Samhxra. Each one of these forms is

divided further into eight subordinate forms forming an asfaka which

in its turn makes up aStSstdka—-sixty-four in all. The following

tabulation will make them clear :

1. Asitahga group

Asitanga

yisailksa
^ ‘MSrttanda

Modakapriya
Svacchanda
Vighjia-santusta

Ivhecara
' Sacaracara

Ruru * '

Kro^da^sjra. ^
,

,

Jatadhara
Vi§varupa
Virupaksa
Na’^Srupadhara
Vajrahasta

Mahakaya
3. Canda group

Candd
Pralayantaka

BhUmi-kampa
Nilakaljha

Kulapafaka
Mundapala
Kamapala

4. Erodfaa group

Krodha
Pinsjaieksana

Abhrainpa
Dharlpala
Kiitila

Maniranayaka
Rudra
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5. Unmatta group

Unmatta

Va|ukanayaka

Sankara

Bhiita-vetala

Trinetra

Tripurantaka

Varada

Parvatavasa

6« Kapila group

Kapala

SaSibhusana

Hasticarmlmbaradliara

Yogiia

BrahmarEksasa

SarvajSa 8,

SarvadceSa

Sarva-bhutahrdisthita

7. Bhisana group

Bhfsana

Bhayahara

SarvajSa

Kalagni

Maharudra

Dajksi^a

Mukhara

Asthira

Samhara group

Samhara

Atiraktanga

Kalagni

Priyankara

Ghoranada

Visalaksa

Yogisa, and

Daksa-samsthita

N.B: (i). Some names like ViSSlaksai SarvajSa, Yoglaa and

KSlIgni arc repeated.

N. B.—(ii). The first group is said to be of golden complexion

carrying the trisula, the damaru, the pasa and khadga; the second

of pure white adorned with ornaments set with rubies and carrying an

aksamala, the anku§a, a pa§a and a vina; the third of blue colour

carrying agni, iakti, gada and kunda; the fourth ofsmoke colour and

carrying khadga, khetaka, a long sword and a parasu; the fifth

also of white colour and carrying the kunda, the parigha and bhindi*

pala^ the sixth of yellow colour and carrying the same weapons as in

the previous group; the seventh of red colour, weapons the same and the

eighth are of the colour resembling the lightning and carrying the same

weapons as in the previous group.

K B.—(iii) According to the Tantric texts, these 64 Bhairavas

are the consorts and guardians of 64 yoginis.

N. B. (iv) The representation of one of these 64 Bhairavas

Atirakianga, may be seen in Stone panel, Ellora.

Other aspects of Sarphara include Virabhadra, Jalandhara,

Mallzrl^iva and Aghora-mtartis:

Virabhadra—^is a well known PaurSnic account as to how this form

was assumed by ^iva at the time of the destructiou of the yajSa of

Daksa,;, the fatherdia^law ofSiva and the father of Satl who had in»

suited hb daughter and son-in-law iu ubt calling them to the yajSa and

giving their due* % t| burned herself to vindicate her hoftou? and ^iva
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deitroyed the yajSa in this aspect of Vfrabhadra* There arc difierent

versions of this story in different sources like the Kurma, the VarSha,

the BhSgavata and may be seen in Rao^s book*

The ^rUatva*nidhi—Pr* Laks* p* 177, gives the description of this

figure with usual attributes, a special characteristic being the placing

of Bhadrakali by the side of Virabhadra and on the right side the

figures of Daksa with goat*s head, two eyes, two horns etc* (also to be

shown). Virabhadra is to be shown standing on a pair of sandals*

The illustrations hailing from Madras Museum (Bronze), Tenkasi
(Stone) and several Virabhadra reliefs in associotion with Sapta-Mati>

kas may be seen as good representations of this aspect in Indian

sculpture.

Jalandhara^hara-marti—is also a composite image like Virabhadra.

Its origin is related in the l§iva-purana: ^Thc fire that emanated from

the forehead of Siva at the time of the destruction of the three castks

of the Tripurasuras was let into the sea where Sindhu joined it# This
rose up as a child and was named Jalandhara. His subsetjuent exploits

and the killing by Hara arc the details not entered into here for the

exigencies of space.

like Jalandhara, Andbakasara-vadha-nturti is also a well known
account in the minds of people who have some acquaintance with

DargS-Sapta-sati Dasavatara cave Ellora illustrates this figure charao
teristically. Other illustrations hailing from Elephanta and Kailasa

temple Ellora (stone panels) arc also remarkable for their beautiful

and forceful representations. The Mallari^&iva is a local account at

Mahakala Ujjain and only a passing rcfcroicc was needed here.

Lastly Aghora-murtis (one of the fivefold primary aspects of 5iva)

may also be only touched upon to realise their greatness in the

TSnatric UpSsanS. This aspect requires consecrational rites to be

performed for the initiation into the worship of Aghora. The 14th

date of the dark fortnight of the Bhadra-month is known as Aghora

Caturda§f . It is said that those who worship &va in this aspect of

Aghora on this day will be taken to Sisva's abode.

Iconographical description—^vide Pr. Laks. p. 178 mention three

important varieties: Astabhujzghora, Daiabkujighora and Dv^fnh
Bati^bfmjaghcra munis. Their details are simply agbore--*fiill ofweapons,

naked, black in complexion, adorned with snails and scorpions, covers

ed with cita-bhasma, terrific appearance with side*tusks and surrounded

by depiops and §obl|nsr The t|ii|d yarh^ty o£ the figure of tim aspect
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is also requiied to be standing upon the severed head of K^la—vide

the ^ivatattvartanSkara (cf. Pr. Laks. p. 179),

Rao has given two illustrations both hailing from South. !§iva

temples at Pattfivaram and Tirukkalukku typify the representation to

a great extent.

Mabakala with Mahakali—are also reckoned by Rao as another

aspect of Samhara* It is associated with the origin of Mahakala

at Ujjain where after killing the asura named Dusana, Siva assumed

a form of a Jyotirlinga with the name of Mahakala and stayed away
there.

KANKALA AND BHIKSATANA MURTIS
Both these go together. We have already seen the Brahma-

siraschetr-murti in the satphara aspect cf 6iva, Here both these

represent the expariation of the sin of that Brahma-hatya in which

as per the injunctions of the Dharraasastras drescribed therein, one

of the items being the begging in the severed kapala of the killed.

Rao says: ^The images of Kahkllamurti and the Bhiksatanamurti

are? generally found in all {^iva-temples of importance throughout

Southern India and all ^aivagamas contain more or less detailed

descriptions of these images.’ The Pr. Laks. as gathered from the

Amsu; the U. Kamikai the P.u., Karana, the ^ilpa^ratna cic.—vide pp.

179-84, are an evidence corroborating the above statemejut of the

learned author of the E. H. L

Kai^alamiirU—Here he carries on the prongs of his tridfent the

skeleton of Visvaksena, the gatekeeper of Vispu, who was killed by

6iya for his refusal to admit him into the presence of Visnu. Tnc
special features, of this figure^ apart from the usual poses and
attributes, are: the back left hand with kaj^aladasijla, placed

honzontically on the left shoulder; a dagger made of gold,, with a

tucked up in the girdle roupd the loins of Siva; vypmcpi
goblins, surrounding in various moods, dancin^^ singing,„ ppe of
ihebhutas carrying on his head a large vesj^e.l for storing fpoc}.

received in alms* ‘^Of the women who sprroupd Siva some should
appear to be completely possessed of irrepressible love for l^im, somo
eager to embrace him, some others blessing him, while still others

sofwtegjin hi® vc^elifwdJadled out from anmher with a spoon. Out
^wa the' tdothes of the women should appear slipping dbW'n

Titere dsmildi also bo hosts of rsts] gkndharvas* siddhas

ap4^^j^®ife|ras^verywhere aroundi lliva, With crossed- mi the

ches^mMmi »Sjia4h|iosei Tfee^ god ¥Syu shoiiM sWci?p the strccis

brfaiieA.^, them' with tHe
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devas should spriukle flowers on him, the rishis should praise him by

repeating the Vedas, Surya and Gandra should carry umbrellas over

his head and the celestial musicians Narada and Tumburu shoCild

sing songs to the accompaniment of musical instruments.*

Bhiksatana-miirtl—has the general features of the former in

addition that he is quite naked here and the left hand is carrying a
kapala—other details may be seen in Rao*s.

^The suprabhed^ama adds that the kapala held by Siva is that

of Brahma and the kankala that ot Visnu; herein the Pauranic story

of the murder by §iva of both Brahma and Visvaksena, an aspect

of Visnu, is accepted and followed’ ’—Rao.

A number of photographs are reproduced by Rao to illustrate

^these figures and they all belong to South India. The following

tabulation will be interesting:

Kankala Bhiksataoa

1. Stone: Darasuram. 1. Stone: Qonjeevaram

2. Bronze: Tenkasi. ! 2. •„ Tiruchoigattaiigudi

3. Stone::Sucindram 3. ,/ Kumbhakonam
4. „ Kumbhakonam * 4,*6 Bronzes; Timvenkadtt

5. „ Tiruchchengattangudi. Valuvur and

Pandananallur

MISCELLANEOUS ASPECTS

“Among the miscellaneous aspects, Rao has grouped firstly Sadt*

siva and Mahasadasiva munis, secondly Pancabrahmas or ISSnadayah,

Mahesamurti, EKdasa Rudras, Vidyesvaras and Murtyastaka; but

here I have not only changed the order but have taken away the

first group, the Sadisiva and Mahasadisiva to represent the exfraor*

dinary (asadharana) aspect of 6iva efi below and shall close >§aiva

icons with Mahesa or Mahadeva, the fully manifest Supreme l^iva.

Accordingly let us first begin with Ekadasa Rudras.

Ekadasa Rudras; The names of these' Rudras are given diScr^ly
iU'dificrent texts. Let us tabulaite them and:see the difference; ^ ‘

Amsu. Agama.

Mahadeva

d^nkkra

Isaua

Visvakarmapra. Rapamandana, Apa^ffta^.'
'

Aja Sadyojata Tatpurusa

Ekapada Vamadeva Aghora

Ahirbudhhya Aghora ' Tsana

Vifupak|a T*atpurusa VtEmadeva

Rcyata
^

Kaiia
^ ^

Sadyoj^a ;
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Bhfma

Dcvadcva

Bhavodbhava

Rudra

Kaplliga

Bahurapa

Tryambaka

Suresvara

Jayanta

Aparajita

Vijaya

Kiranaksa

Aghorastra

Snkantha

Mahadcva

KiranSkSa

Ahirbudhnya

Virupaksa

Bahurupa

Tryambaka

N. B: The list of the Aparajlta and the Rupa arc similar to a
great extent. Now as regards their iconography, the details can very
easily be gathered for their pratima-laksana—vide Pr. Laks. p. 184-87
and they need not be detailed here. All these details relate to the
number of hands and their attributes. Their representations in Indian
sculpture cannot be said to have been non-existent as both Rao and
Banerjea arc silent about them. During my visit to the different north
Indian and south Indian temple-sites, the varied and rich sculpture
at Kh^juraho did give me an impression that of some of these Rudras
are represented there. Similar representations may be found else-

where also*

Vidyesvaras ^form the next group of the miscellaneous aspects
of Siva. These arc philosophical aspects duly noticed by Rao and need
not be dealt with here They arc eight in number. Only their names
and colours as per the following tabularion will do here.

Anantcia

Suksma

^ivottama

Ekanetra

blood-red

white

blue

yellow

Ekarudra

Trimurti

Srfkantha

iSikhandi

black

crimson

red (variety)

dark brown

M 5. Their detailed descriptions may be seen in Pr. Laks.
p. 187-88. It is said that 'in conjunction with the ^aktis, VamaJyesthS^
Raudri, Kali, Kalavikarani, BalavikaranL Balapramathani and Sarva-
bhutadamanl, the VidyeSvaras arc made by ' Parama ^iva to create
the universe.*

Mnrtyastakam—is the the collective name of the eight forms of
Siva, the Asta-mSrti beautifully conceptualised by the great poet
KI»idisa~vide the Maigala in the AbhijSgna-Sakuntalam and these
are:Bhava Sarva. IsSna Pasupati, Ugra, Rudra. Bhfma and
Mahideva.

All these are the representative lords of the various tatvas in
their female aspects, the eight forms ofJycsfha-vide

the ^ddhinta-SSrSvalf and the commentary on them, all to be taken
inSSkta Images. It may be noted that both Murtyastaka and

or T$^^ayah. to be ^ust taj^n up, really re|tt«^
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the same piinciplc, the presiding overlordship of the tatvas* As

regards their laksanas, all are not described individually* The V. D.

only hints at their general characteristics of crescent moon, jatamand-

ala, three eyes and usual weapons. The P. Karanagama gives them
their respective colours—white, black, red, slate (krsna) pale, pink,

dark brown, coral red and deep blue*

Isanadayah PaSca-murtayah: ^The five aspects of ^iva known
collectively as the Panchabrahmas, and whose individual names are

lima, Tatpurum, Aghora, V^jnadeva and Sadyojzta, as we have already

said, are emanations from the Niskala ^iva (the formless, unmanifested

Parabrahma of the Vedantins and Vasudeva of the same state of

existence according to the Vaifnavagamas).

The general characteristics of these figures according to the V* D*
—^ide Pr. Laks. p. 189 are that leaving Isanas the other four arc white,

yellow, black and red respectively. Other details can be gathered

from the Pr. Laks. p. 189-90.

As regards the illustrations of these aspects the Murtyastoka,

the Vidycivaras and even Ekadasa Rudras, Rao says, ‘^As far as it

is known, there do not exist any sculptured representations of the

groups, the Ekadasa-Rudras or the Murtyastaka, at least in any one

of the South Indian temples and I do not know if in Northern India

these arc found any where”. I think we can get some representations

of these miscellaneous aspects of ^liva in the ^iva shrines of the North

as I have pointed out in the case of EkadaSa-Rudras. Tnis

investigation still needs be taken up.

Mabesa or Mahadeva: with this account of the different iSiva

mSrtis, let us end them with the Mahesa or the Mahadeva, the fully

manifested Supreme ^iva who is the cause of creation, protection and

destruction. ^By his side there should be the figure of 6akti also. It

should have three eyes, and four arms. On the head there should be

a karanda-makuta and on the person all ornaments appropriate to

women* The waist of the figure should be slendar, and the pelvis

broad; similarly there should be two well-developed high breasts on

the dicst. Two of the hands should each hold a nilotpala and an

aksamaia, while the other two should be kept in the varada and

abhaya poses. The figure must be clothed in silk garments and must

be standing on the same seat and under the same prabhSvali as

MaheSa on his left side**

Rao hzs given four illustrations of these figure: (i) Stone from Siva

t^pie premises at Mdcberi near Kaveri|^kam; (S) tbe s&scmd, i$
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the celebrated ‘Trimurtr of the Elephanta Cave wrongly called

Trimurtb unmistakably representing Mahesamurti (cf. Rao’s argu»

meats pp. 382-83); (iii) the third hails from Belgaum district; and

(iv) the fourth conies from Chitorgarh, in Udaipur Marwar.

N, B, It may be remarked here that the Elephanta Triraurti

rightly challenged as Mahesamurti is called by Stelia^kramrich as

Mahadeva of Ehlphanta, corroborating our identification of Mahesa

with Mahadeva—vide Pr. Laks*s heading. Dr, Baherjea however takes

it a composite image in which instead of the five or four faces of the

Lord^ one is that of her consort—vide his observation: ^But none of these

scholars appears to have understood the real nature of the face on the

right, which is undoubtedly feminine in character. A carefuly study

of the reproduction given in this book will convince any one that the

demure and downcast eyes with the finely drawn brows, the distinct

pout of the lower lip, the receding chin, the jewelled curls tastefully

arranged on the forehead and other features not only differentiate it

from the other two faces, but also characterise it as the face of a female

figure,-"D. jH, I. p. 476.

SiVAGANAS

After Siva in his manifold aspects is described, his personal

gauas too may be taken notice of, howsoever briefly. These

are Nandi, Gandanatha or Gandesa and Ksetrapala. A passing

reference will also have to be made of the deceased ^iva-bhaktas whose

images too should figure in a i§aivite shrine.

Nandi : In North Indian temples he is represented as a bull. He is

squatted on a raised pedestal facing the entrance door of practically

every Saiva shrine. A good many temples (one cf which being writer’s

own Rudresvara temple at his birth-place, built about half a century

ago on the style of Khajuraho and Bhuvanesvara by his uncle Pt.

Rudradhara* Shukla) represent Nandi, the bull placed just near the

^ivalmga. This placing also serves a great purpose

—

- —y6u simply cannot have the whole of the circum-^ambulation of

the deity, because Nandi is seated in the middle. This placing

of Nandi is fully corroborated by the Matsyapurana’s injunction about

him*: which can be done only when he is set up like this.

The sculptural tradition of Nandi’s shape and his allocation intthc

tcm|de- proper arc both corroborated in a medieval text, the Ap^irijita-

pracchS which describes Nandi or Nandikesyara in a bu}l-ft)rm latid

gives all the relative measurements of the figure—vide Pr. Laks^ p. 191

•92 tiu). ^3 xcgatds its ilfustmtlons thiy aee ttyp numerous to given
"11^. Every 'Si^a shrme must have a NandL
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I have introduced these ganas ^Nandi being the supermost) as

Siva*s personal attendants* Contrary to this Nandi under a high title

of Adhikiranandin is represented as a bull-faced human being or as a

duplicate of ^iva, in a good many south Indian temples* This is

another tradition associated with Nandi and it has got a good many
mythological accounts in the Puranas themselves. These different

accounts of the origin of Adhikara-Nandi arc found—vide the l§iva-ma-

hapurSna, the Linga-purana etc The Bhagavata also mentions him. The
Ramayana cf Vaimiki represents him as having the general apperance

of a monkey and with a body of a fierce dark brown powerful dwarf,

(cf. the accounts of Ravananugraha). Kalidasa describes (cf.

kuinarasambhavaj III. 41) him as keeping guard over the entrance

door of diva’s abode at Kailasa with a golden staff resting against his

left fourarms and silencing the ganas with a finger of his right hand

placed in his mouth.

Dr. Banerjea therefore takes up these designations and comments,

^when these designations began to be attributed to him be was conceive

ed more as one of i§iva’s attendants than as his mount, and unlike

Garuda, he was usually fully anthropomorphised though hybridity in

his representation was not unknown/

It is keeping in with this background that a north Indian text,

the V. D. also bestows a human form and describes him as such—vide

Pr. Juaks. p. 191 ^ii). He is described there as three-eyed, four-armed

wearing a tiger-skin.garment, holding a trisula and a bhindipala ( a

kind ofjaveline) in two of his hands, one of the front hands being

placed on his head, the other being in the tarjanimurda.

According to the U. Kamika, however, he is to be represented as

holding a battle axe and an antelope (in his back hands), (his right

hands) being in aSjali murda in the act of bowing to the Lord, his

body being besmeared with ashes, (his head) being brightened by

crescent moon, Ganga and snail-sheli-like jatas. *The male figure

usually placed into the entrance door of many Siva temples ofSouthern

India corresponds to the second description and thus, as has been

observed by Rao, resembles \o some extent 5iva in his GandraSekhara-

murti aspect; the difference lies in this that the front hands of the

former are folded in obeisance while those of the latter arc in the

varada and the abhaya poses,—Banerjea,

A very good illustration of Ah’karanandin may be pointed out in

the figure hailing from ^iva tempte atVkluvur and precisely illustrates

the U. Kamika’s prescriplion of him.

* CahdeSa of Candanatba—Is anotheS: nhportont Gana whose images

art very in the sopth Indian temples. W« have already seen
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Siva's anugraha upon him making him a lord of his ganas. The

accounts are copious and detailed* A good deal of the temple-

iconography has also been detailed in the Agamas—vide Pr. Laks. 192

(i)-Uttarakamika. The image of Gandesvara may be set up as

Svatantra (in a slirine unattached to any temple) or paratantra (as one

of the parivaradevatas of a 6iva temple). In the former case surround-

ing the central shrine there should be eight parivaramurtis named

Rudrabhakta, Rudracanda, Gandapa, Mahabala^ Virya, Tankapani,

isasevaka and Rudrakopaja. In front of the temple as his Lord's; a

Nandi should also be set up alone with two gatekeepers named

Candanuga and Candabhrtya, Such is the glory of Gandesa conse-

quent upon the anugraha of tbe Lord. In the latter case i. c.

paratantra, his shrine should be facing the south and be situated on

the north-east corner of the first prakara of the §iva-tcmplc.

Avoiding the details of iconographical accounts, the Agamas—vide

Pr, Laks. p. 194 (ii) say that Pracanda, Ganda, Vikraotacapda, Vibhu-

capda Viracanda and another whose name is not given came from Pan*

cabrahmas. The stewardship of the house of !§iva was bestowed upon

them each in the order of the Yugas. This again supports my calling

them personal ganas in opposition to the Ganas in general, the Gapesa

or Kartikeya whom a separate chapter has been devoted.

The illustrations hailing from seated stone Tiruvorriyur; standing

bronze Marudantanallur represent the figure of CapdeSa in a charac-

teristic manner.

Esetrrpala.—is an Agamic (Jainas too, have patronised him cf.

ahead) deity whose shrine is laid on the outskirts of a town or village

for its protection from evil deities and bad men. The Amsu. Agama

—

vide Pr. Laks. p. 195 describes him in these aspects; Sitvka, Rajasa and

Tamasa with their different and manifold emblems. The image of

Ksetrapala should always be made standing one with three eyes, it

may possess 2,4,6 or 8 arms.

It may be noted that Kesetrapala is not other than Bhairava—cf.

AghoraSivSclrya's dhyanasloka:

The illustrations given by Rao hail from Ajmer and Halebidu (both

Stones)*

Ajya or ^asta and Sivabliaktas.—A word may be said on these as

well. Rao rightly sayi ‘The dicty 5-rya, ^asta or Jlariharpvtra, «o
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well known to the Dravilasj is not familiar to the inhabitants of noi>

them India; even in the Drivida country he is favourite only of the

Malayalam people’*. It may be interesting to know that Malayalis

consider him as the guardian of the land and as such eight mountain-

tops along the western ghats are surmounted by eight temples of

Sasta to protect their country. What Subrahmanya is to Tamilanad

^asta is to the Malayalam country. The ^ri Bhagavata recounts the

Mohinirupa Visnu at the time of churning the ocean and the conse-

quent quarrel between the Devas and the Asuras for distributing amrta

and how Kara fell in love with this form. It is from their union that

Arya or iSasta (rightly also called Hariharaputra'^ was born. The Sup.

Agama distinctly mentions that was born of Mohini With this

brief account^ the iconographical ones—vide Pr. Laks. p. 196 (b ii^ iii)

are easy enough to conceptualise the figure and so avoiding the details,

its illustration in sculpture may be pointed out. Rao has given four

such illustrations among which three are bx'onzes hailing from Sastan-

kottai, Valuvur, and Tiruppalattarai and the fourth found at Tiruppa-

raiyaru is stone.

The tradition of giving a place to the images of ^iva-bhaktas or

VisJDiubhaktas is characteristically of the South Indian temples. The

figures of saints and renowned Acaryas are as adorable as those of the

presiding deity. Rao has given a detailed account of these bhaktas—

^ivabhaktas and Visnubhaktas both and that may be looked into there.

Secrecy of the Saiva-emblems-—Now in the last three more topics

remain to be dealt with in very brief—the Sivalanchana-rahasyam,

Sivayatanam and its asta-pratiharas. Regarding the first the V. D. is

very helpful to expound the true genius of the different and manifold

emblems of great Siva. The following tabulation of its account will

be interesting—vide Pr. Laks. p. 198;

(i) Sadyojata—etc,—five faces represent five gross elements as well

as individually known as Mahadeva (eastern); Bhairava (Southern),

Nandivaktra (western) Umavaktra (northern) (cf. Dr. Bannerjea’s

thesis on the so called Trimurti sculpture at Ellora) and Sadasiva (the

5th one on the top also known as Isana).

(ii) The three eyes of the eastern face (Mahadeva) are the sun, the

moon and the fire.

(iiil The ten arms (two to each face) stand for the ten quarters and

their attributes like club and citrus in the hands allotted to Bhairava,

symbolise death and the "^seed’ (paraminavah) of the whole world: the

shield aijd trident in the h^nd^ afiott^ to Nandivaktra (the eastern or
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the central one that is behind the Mahadeva) symbolise the manifest
unmanifest matter; the mirror and the lotus assigned to the Umavaktra
(the northern J symbolise pure knowledge and renunciation—cf:

(iv) The matted locks on the head represent Brahmans; the
ardhacandra is known as aiSvarya (divine essence).—Vasuki represents
divine anger, characteristic of the destructive aspect of the lord,
destroying the three worlds at the Pralaya. The large and spotted
Vyaghra-carma (tiger-skin) is Desire (extensive and variegated); the
bull is the Divine Dharma having four feet, the Ideal State of the
kingdom of Dharma;

As Prakrti which brings forth the Universe is all white, so Mahes-
vara s colour is likewise all white.

§i?ayatana.—According to the A.P.—Vide Pr. Laks. p. 199 is of two
types-Ekadvaram and Caturmukham. In the former the allotment
of the deities is: Ganapati (in the left), Parvati (in the right), the Sun in
the Nairrtya, Janardana in the Vayavya, Saptamatrs in the South,
Santigrha in the Saumya and lastly Jalaistyin in the West; in the latter
Snanagrha and Uma along with Mahalaksmf and Bhairavi in the left,

Somadvara in the right, Rudra in the middle, Matrs in the South;
Brahma, Visnu and Rudra (repeated) are allotted in the back; the
mo(m and the sun in the karna? Skanda in the Agneya, Vighnaraja in
the liana and Dhumra in the Isanagocara. What is the implication
of this detailed prescription is not fully borne out in the monuments,
the sublime temple architectural heritage of India.

The Asta-pratiharas.—The following eight Pratiharas with their
characteristic emblems and attributes like mitulunga, nagendra,
damai^, sula etc. etc. are assigned in a ^iva-shrine—vide Pr. Laks
p. 199.

Nandi Hcramba Durmukha ^ita and
Mahikala Bhrngi Pandura Alita.



CHAPTER iV

ganapatya-pratima-laksanA

GANESA & SKANDA

The title ^Glnapatya® is significant in more than one ways.

Firstly, like Saivism and Vaisnavism, Ganapatyism was one of the

religious or more characteristically a bhakti-cult with a good many
adherants. Secondly, Ganesa and Kartikeya though both being inti-

mately connected with Siva (being his sons and also the commanders of

his army) they both should have been treated in conjunction with him.

The ganapatis likeNandf and Gandesa were, as I have mentioned below,

were really only house-hold ganas, the personal ones and so they have

found a place in Saiva-iconography. The same thing cannot be said

1 of Ganesa and Skanda. They assumed a distinct and definite role of

their own and were deified as Adhisvara and independent lords—vide

their cult-theology and metaphysics, and naturally therefore their

accounts must be dealt with in a separate chapter.

GANESA
History: Before we take up the PuiSnic account of GaneSa, as

one of the principal gods, let us say a few words on his history. The

evolution of Ganapati Ganesa passes through the primitive folk-gods

and goddesses what are called the Vyantara-Devatas in early Jain texts.

This is what Dr. Banncrjca also holds: ‘^Onc of the five recognised

rahmanical Hindu cults viz., that of Ganapati retained to a great

extent in the iconic type of its central deity its primitive form.”

Accordingly it is held by him that the images of Ganapati appear to

be basically connected with the two groups of Vyantara-devatas

namely Yaksa and Naga [the full list of these devatas (i) according

to Jains being: Pisacas, Bhutas, Yaksas, RSksasas, Kinnaras, Kimpuru-
" sas, Mahoragas (Nagas) and Gandharvas; (ii) Budhists adding Devas,

Asuras, Garudas; and (iii) Brahamanas still going further, add

Kumbhandas, Kabandhas, Daityas, Danavas, Apsarasas, Siddhas,

SSdhyas, Vidyadharas, Pramathas, Ganas etc.] and says: '^the

characteristic iconography of Ganapati may be sought in the facts

that he combined in him some of the characteristic traits of both the

Yaksas and the Nagas. Coomarswamy pointed out long ago that

GaneSa was undoubtedly a Yaksa-type and an elephant-headed Yakfa
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is to be found in an Amaravati coping. The tundila Tpot-bellied)

trait of the Yaksas is prominent in Ganesa and he possesses the head

of a jSaga in the sense of an elephant (Naga meant a snake as well as

an elephant)

.

Dr. Bhandarkar (cf. Vaisnavism etc.) also traces the beginnings of

the worship of Ganapati to the veneration paid to such ^imps and evil

spirits’ as Saia, Katahkata., Usmita^ Kusmandarajaputra^ Devayajana

and others as mentioned in the ‘‘Manava Grha-sutra’ and the ‘Yajna**

valkya-Smrti’. They are collectively described in these texts as well

as in the Mahabharata as Vinayakas. who were prone to possess

men and women^ make them failures in life and put obstacles in their

performance of good deeds^ hence ^Vinayaka-^Snti’ is one of the

important inj actions of these early scriptures—vide details in Dr.

Bancrjea. He therefore observes^ ^that the main characteristics of

Ganapati-Vinayaka as the ^King of obstacles’ (Vighnaraja)^ the

Mestroyer of obstacles’ (Vighna-vinasana) and the ^bestower of success’

(Siddhidata) after proper propitiation can be traced to the traits of

the Tmps and evil spirits’—D. H I.^ p. 355.

Another imporcani element, in the Ga^apati-iconology and the

conseqent iconography thereof, is the word Ganapati itself, literally

meaning the leader of ganas who in their turn were associated with

Rudra-lSiva cf. Marutganas. This also throws light on his association

with ^iva who was himself described as Ganesvara (cf. the Mahab-
harata). As regards his association with Skanda and his being

elephant-headed it may be traced to the MahapSrisadas of Rudra
—vide Skandabhiseka (Gh. 45), ^aiyaparva of the Mahabharata, where
they are mentioned as attendants of Skanda, bear the faces of animals

and birds among whome elephant is one Dr. Bancrjea, therefore says

that the Siva-temple at Bhumara (C. 6th ceritury A* D.) contained the

figures of many ganas with faces of animals and birds on its walls.

As regards the tradition of a special veneration being paid to Ganesa
by traders and businessmen it may be traced back to the early medieval
period—vide inscriptioii on Gbatiyala pillar (D. H. I., p. 356-57).

As regards the Pauranic accounts, .the origin of this god is very
interesting but the different Puraiias give different accounts and they
may he seen in the originals or in Gopinath’s work. The earliest

knpwn references to Ganesa are found in the accounts of Aitareya*
Braijim'ana (I. 21).^ Here Ga^iapati is identified with Brahma^
tirat^^aspati or Brhaspati. Muir says "^The art ofwritmg^Was
u^ully ^cipploycd in the early ages of philosop^ij.. Lists ofwords

submitting to a general principle of classification, or haviitg
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tiie same,sense, were drawn up. These lists formed Ganas \^hich were'

appreciated. Gaiiapati, the* lord of ganas, -was a name of Brahmanas-

'

pati. . It was gradually recongalsed- as knowledge - itself. It was-

Brahma. It was the Veda. Pratisakhyas gave ganas; - Yaska’s

treatise is a collection of ganas-(E. H. L). We all know-that when

Vyasa composed the Mahabharata, he employed Ganesa as his

amanuensis who wrote to the Vyas’s diction using his own tusk as his

stile. The accounts of the origin of Gauesa found in the Puranas are

dissimlar to each other. G^aesa is the same as Vighnesvara. In some

he is considered to have been born solely to 6iva, in others, solely to^

Parvati and in some to both 6iva and Parvati. He is also held in the

accounts of Brahmavaivarta to be Krsaa in another form. He is

inentified there with Parabrahman and with Brahmanaspaii- or

Brahspati. Hence all these accounts are not only dissimilar but confus-

ing too. Any how the popularity of this god is evident from the

numerous shrines everywhere in every village and town. In every tern*

pie even under the trees„ the figure of Vighnesvara is invariably seen.

Rise of the Sect and its popularity: Dr. Bhandarkar doubts if

there was an early rise of the Ganapatya Sect; but the reliefs depicting

the elephant-headed and pot-bellied divinity undoubtedly go back, iii

the opinion of Dr. Bannerjea, to the early Gupta age. Ganapatyism as

one of the five principal sects, was flourishing with its manifold sub-

sects before Sankara, as substantiated by Anandagiri, his biographer,

who mentions as many as six sub-sects of this sect and also contends

that those belonging to these sub-sects were the exclusive worshippers

of the six different aspects of Ganapati, known as:—
U. MahS-ganapati, 4. Santana Gaiiapati,

2. Haridra- „ .
5, Navanita „ .

and

3- Svarna- ,, 6. Unmatta-Ucchista _

Ganapati.

As regards its popularity even Buddhists and Jains seem to have

held him in high esteem and paid their homage. The appeal of this

god with peculiar iconography even spread outside Indiay and his

images of the medieval period have been found in Indo-Ghina, Java

and other places.

Tconorgraphy: It is curious that this good has not found a place

in the SamarSngana-Sutradhara. Raja Bhoja though himself a great

Saiva and lived in the vicinity of that well known Jyotir-linga, the

Mah^kSla at JUjjainjs. yet he has .mj^cdrthisj extraordinary ;Sjgn of

Siva while Kptikeya Jiis toother has found aplace^r absent

is rather conspicuous. The, only plausible - explanation, ipay be
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inferred to the unsatisfactory text ofthis portion of this work, otherwise

very elaborate text on other branches of Vastu^sastra. Let us, there-

fore, not forget him* He is the first god to be remembered. Accord*

ingly, he is the god whon the pious Hindu ^^invokes when he begins

all sacrifices and religious ceremonies, all addresses even to superior

gods, all serious compositions in writing and all worldly affairs of

moment.” He is named by various names such as Ganapati,

Ekadanta, Heramba, Lambodara, ^urpakarna, Gajanana, Guhagraja

and they have vivid mythological accounts behind them. Thus so

far we have been busy with the mythological accounts of this god,

as regards his iconographical accounts, it may be said that all

accounts'—vide Pr. Laks., p. 200-204, give him an eiephent head, a

pot belly and a dwarfish form Similarly the symbols of an axe or

a goad and a lotus in two of his hands and Modakas are also common
in all descriptions. Usually he has four hands, and three eyes.

According to Tantric accounts (cf. Sarada-Tilaka—E. H. I.) however

he has eight or more hands. Puranas provide him a mouse for his

vehicle and a serpent as his holy thread. Rarely he is seated on a

lion also (cf. Hcramba’s description in ^ilparatna—vide Pr. Laks.,

p. 202 (ii). The Agamas also describe his consorts, Bharati and !§ri

—

—vide U. Kamika (ibid p. 201). Vignesvari, Buddhi and Kubudhi
are also mentioned as his consorts.

A most typical north Indian description of GapeSa is found

in the Aparljita-praccha—vide Pr.-Laks., p. 200(ii): His prominent

traits here arc: elephant-head, four arms with svadanta (his own
tooth) in the right, parasu in the left, lotus and modaka in others,

three eyes, one tooth; himself mahacanda, thread of a serpent, his

head—the kumbha as red as sindura, body as red as kunkuma and
seated on his mount, the mouse—Juch a figure is bestower of siddhis

and fulfiller of all desires.

This is a general type of Ganesadmage. He has many other

types, the most common being what is called Vinayaka and is typically

^escribed in the U. Kamika. Pr. Laks., p. 200-201, the additional

details of which are: colour of a nilaniraruha (blue lotus), seat of lotus

or mouse, aksamSla, yellow kaScuka, kirifa-mukuta and company
of bis consorts etc. etc. which many be seen in details in the Pr-laks.

p. 200.1.

Rao Gopinath ( cf* his Elements of Hindu Iconography
) has

>ltescribed a good many varieties of forms and figures of Ganesa In

detail, a tabulation of those figures is made as hereunder:—
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1. Bala-Ganapati

2. Taruna- „
3. Vira-Vighnesa

4. Bhakti-Vighnesvara

5. 6akti-Ga?esa

{ i ) Lakshmi - Ganapati

(ii) Ucchista

(iii) MahS & (iv) Urdhva

(v) Pingala

6* Heramba Ganapati

7. Prasanna Ganapati

8. Dbvaja ,,

9. Unmatta—Ucchista

10. Vighnaraja

11. Bhuvanesa

12. Nrtta Ganapati

13. Haridra ,,

14. Bhalacandra

15. ^urpakarna

16. Ekadanta

In my Pr* Laksana, however, I have adopted a bit dissimilar

arrangement of these manifold forms to give the relative importance

of these images from the point of view of not only of their character in

the cult-ideology but also their representations in sculpture. Now
avoiding details of these individual laksanas (which may be seen in

Pr. Laks., p. 200-2 C 4) of these different forms, let us now take their

illustrations into our account. It may, however, be more fitting if,

before we give the illustrations of these various iconological representa-

tions of Gaae§a as mostly found in South, an out line history of evolu-

tion of Ganesa-iconography from the archaeological evidence may be

given first. This will also contribute to minimise the doubt of

Dr. Bhandarkara regarding an early antiquity of the GSnapatya as a

principal cult# The following early, early medieval and late medieval

sculptural representations may be seen to realize this evolution :—

Early illastrations (Gupta period):

1. Amaravati

:

2. Mathura :

3. Bithargaon

Brick temple

:

4. Bhumara Siva-

temple :

5. „

Relief of Gana-Garland-

bearers.

Red sand-stone.

A terracotta plaque.

A seated figure

Suggestive and not

developed.

Development begins*

7. Udaigiri Bihlsa

(Chandragupa

Gave)#

Early and late medieval:

Full hieratic form is

developed.

Another relief Ganesa with his con-

sort looks like a cari-

cature of the early Um5-jMahe§vara reliefs.

With trunk, modak-bhSnda, Ithyphallic but so

two-armed etc. far mouse is

absent.

If Java Four-armed, seated on lotus^ ornamented, with

aksamfli.
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Finest examples of standing images with practi-

cally all attributes. Dr. Banerjea remarks :

' ’and all such details demonstrate in a remark-

able manner how such an apparently grotesque

iconic type could be converted into an elegant

piece of sculpture by the anonymous artist of a

corner of Orissa/’ D. H. L, p. 360.

3.

Orissa (the same Nrtta-Ganapatij eight armed,

locality)

On this archeological evidence, illustrating the growth of Gapesa-

icmography. Dr. Banerjea makes a significant remark, 'If we compare

these naive forms of Ganapati with the late and developed renderings

of such varieties as ^akti or Laksmi, Gauesa, Uamatta-Ucchista and

Heramba-Ganpati etc. described and reproduced by A. G, Rao, we
can not but have a correct understanding of the process by which the

hybrid iconographic type of pre-eminently a folk god was endowed

with its much embellished later hieratic form—D.H.I. p. 361 The
five-faced^ ten-armed figure of Heramba Ganapati hailing from Rampal
near Dacca is a fine illustration of the Laksana.

Catching the lost thread—the illustrations of the manifold forms of

Ganesa-image—some of the illustrations are already hinted at, in the

preceding examples and comments thereof, nevertheless, a brief tabula-

tion may be useful :—
1. Heramba : Bronze : Nilayataksiyamman temple, Nagapatam.
2. Ucchista : Stone : Nagesvaraswamin temple, Kumbhakonam.
3. 5, „ Naiijangodu (Mysore).

4. Unmatta-Ucchis^a (Modern): Saradadevi Temple, Kaladi,

5. Laksmi'Ganapati : Visvanathswamin temple, TenkasL

6. Nrtta-Ganapati : Stone : Hoysalesvara Temple, Halebidu.

7.

* Prasanna-Ganapati : Bronze : !§iva-Temple, Pattisvaram (Tanjore).

iV'.fi.—Two pretty images of GaneSa—both ivories (Trivandram School
of Arts) one repre enting Prasama, another the Kevala are
modern specimens of a remarkable craftmanship.

Secret and Sacred meaning of Ganesa’s attributes- A few words
may now be said of Ganesa’s lanchhanas (as is our usual practice).

The Brhamavaivartapurana explains the meaning of the very names of
Ganeli in an esoteric manner, for example Ga in Ganapati ,stands for

wisdom and na for the Moska, paU\ the Parabrahma; Ekadmta all-

powerful Supreme Being ( daata—strength—all-powerful ) ; Heramb0 :

m^ans the P^rotectQr of the week ( helpless^ protection
)

202

2. Khitching

(Mayurbhanj

Orissa) ^
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and the waving the ears of Gajlnana are emblematic of the winnowing

away the obstacles of devotees. As he leads the good in the path of

Righteousness he is Vinayaka
;
VImanapurana adds that he was

born without a nayaka or sire, he is Vinayaka. His capacious belly

capable of containing thou sand of modakas represents Ganesa as

akasic part of 6iva. As regards his elephant-head, B. G* Bhattacharya

observes, ‘^Ontologically, the image of Vinayaka conveys the idea of

kingly auspiciousness, as the elephant-head is an emblem of royalty

and has connection with victory and success of any kind. In one

word, with all his attributes he typifies the true Indian royalty (cf.

Mahabharata ^^Rajaiva karta bhutanam raja caiva Vinayakah^*)*

Indra the Celestial King, has Airavata, the elephant as his emblem

and vehicle and it is worthy of note that the head of Ganesa is the

head of that elephant” (I.I. 25-26).

SENAPATI KARTIKEYA (SKANDA)

Skanda (Kartikeya) is associated with Ganapati Gane§a in many
ways—Ganesa is his elder brother (guhagraja) and both arc lords of

army, the former the lord of 6iva-ganas, the latter that of the whole

army of the gods and thus a god of warfare holding the portfolio of

defence in the kingdom of heavens. This trait of the god was fairly

old from the standpoint of history. Youdheyas, an ancient Indian

military tribe had adopted him as their spiritual and temporal ruler.

In the Gita, Lord Krsna says which is also very

remarkable to substantiate this point. His worship in India was ip

full vogue in Northern India at a fairly early period—vide Bilsad stone

pillar inscription of the time of Kumaragupta I (415-16 A.D.). Hence

scholars contend that though no separate cult developed aroimd

Skanda, he had entered the orthodox Hindu pantheon at a much
earlier date than Ganapati*

Early evidence of Skanda’s evolutionary iconographical traits. The
numismatic and glyptic data as very ably studied by Dr. Banerjea

vide D.H.I., p. 140-46, give a very interesting record of an early history

of the god. Without going into details which may be puivkwed in

the learned Doctor's marshalling of these evidences, wcmayb.icfly

notice some of the most characteristic developments which have served

and illustrated the traditional iconological and iconographical manifold

forms of this god. He was a favourite deity of some of the Indian kings

like Kumaragupta (Gupta dynasty), Devamitra of Ayodhyl (c. 1st*

century, A.D.) and Vijayamitra (cf. their coins) and of the tribes like

Yaudheyas already mentioned before. Rohitaka (modem Rohtak) the

potmtry of the Yapdhey^s, the ayu^^vi Ksatriyas, ai^o fcpowp
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as Mattamayurakas, was the specially favoured residence of the god

as we know from the MahabhSrata passages (IL 32, 4-5)* This

evidence throws a flood of light on the North Indian association of

this god whose exuberant representations are a south-Indian heritage

under Subrahmanya. The emblems as found on the coins like ^Gock

on top of post’ (Devamitra’s coin)—vide also cock-capital of the Lai

Bhagat Column ; the sakti (spear), and six heads (cf, Ujjaini coins)

along with inscriptiors on some of the terracota seals (Bhita excava-

tions) remarkably representing him the tutelory head of a kingdom, a

type of theocracy—all these are enough to throw a flood of light on

the high veneration in which this god was held by the princes and peo-

ple alike in North India. His vihana (the peacock) has also an early

origin from the historical remains—vide Bilsad stone inscriptions of

Kumaragupta 1. On the reverse side of some of his coins, Huvishka

has a unique history in this case, who had this god reproduced under

various names such as Skanda, Kumara, VisSkha and Mahasena,

Dr. Banerjea, delineating in detail, upon the iconography of these

coins, comes to the conclusion, ^If these coins prove anything they

prove that there were three gods—or rather three aspects of the same

god viz., Skanda-Kumara, Visakha and Mahasena\ Skanda

Kartikeya’s association with Surya (cf. Gangeya Subrahmanya and

the injunctions of the* Vi§vakarma-6ilpa and the Bh. Purana regard-

ing Skanda as an attendant deity of Siirya) is substantiated in the

monuments—cf. Lai Bhagat Column, the figure of Surya on its

carvings.

Side by side with this archaeological evidence, the historical

literary evidence is also there to prove an early antiquity of the

worship of Kartikeya under the names of Skanda and Visakha—vide

Patanjali’s reference on Panini sutra (V.3.99).

As regards the Pauramc accounts which are still called myths or

mythological accounts found in the two Epics they can not be detailed

here for want of space. The birth of Kartikeya is given at some

length in the Balakanda of the Ramayana. Rao says that another

account of the same sources describe the birth in another way. Here

in the latter account Gangl is associated (cf. Gangeya Sub.) with him.

The Vana-parvaa of the Mahabharata has still another account which

associated him with DevasenS.

0r. Banerjea makes a very brilliant comment on these confused

accounts of both these epics and it is worthy of reproduction here:

**But if a cartel analysis is made of the myths associated with many
of these nam^, the fact stands out prominent is this that
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Were many allied god-concepts that were at the root of the later

unified idea of a deity by the name of Skanda-KSrttikeya, This

hypothesis is born out by the very confused account which is given

in the two epics about the orign of the god, and ,as in the case of

Ganapati, his parentage has been differently accounted for in different

contexts* His association with the hybrid-shaped and animal-

headed Ganas or PSrisadas, said to have been lent to him as a favour

by 6iva, in many texts described as his father, a close connection

between some of his followers and those of Kubera, and lastly, a

clear parallelism between him and the lord of the Guhyakas

(cf* one of his names: Guha, and the Agnipurlna injunction quoted

above that the shrines of the Yaksa, i. e , Kuber and Guha should

be made in the northern sectors of the towns) leave little doubt about

the folk-element greatly underlying his composition. His association

with war was also fairly old, and this is explained by his being

adopted as their spiritual as well as temporal ruler by the Yaudheyas,

an ancient Indian military -tribe living on their weapons (ayudhajivi

Ksatriyas). In the Bhagavadgita (Gh. 10; the Lord is made to say

that he is Skanda among the warriors (scaaninamaham Skandah).

In debating the parentge of Karttikeya the great Epic refers to one

tradition that indetifies him with Sanatkumara, the eldest born eff

Brahman (XIL 37, 12). This tradition can be traced to the

Ghandogya Upanisad passage {VII. 26) where Sanatkumara, the

instructor of Narada in Brahmavidya, is described as the same as

Skanda (Bhagavan Sanatkumarastam Skanda ityScaksatc). This

epic tradition about Skanda’s identity with Sanatkumara, the grear

sage god, traceable to the Ghandogya was at the root of the devlop-

ment of another aspect of the latter, viz., that of the •instrucor god*

well known in south India. Here also a prallelism between him and

his brother Ganapati is to be marked* Skanda was also the god

par excellence of thieves and robbers as is substantiated by the

evidence of one of the early Sanskrit dramas, the Mrcchakatika by

^udraka. Many of these aspects however, as in the case of elephant-

headed and pot-bellied divinity (Skanda is also sometim<» described

as ^goat-headed’, Ghigavaktra when he is called Naigameya) appear

also to have been transferred to him from the various traits of the

great god Rudra-^iva*—Bancrjea (D. H. I* p. 362-63).

Iconagrapiiical acconnts—vide Pr. Laks. p. 205—215, give

numerous aspects, but the three aspects arc typical and they may be

dealt with herein* (1) K^tikeya, (2) Skanda and (3) Subrahmanya

Evto such epithets ot him as Senapati, SenSni, Kumara, Saktidhara,

^aravapaWiava, TSraklri^ SrauSc^^hetta, Sikhivaha etc. etc. Whitfli
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originally aimed at the iconological evolution of the complete icon,
later on were regarded as the different and distinct aspects of him and
the laksanas got incorporated in the texts. Without going into their
detailed laksanas, a review of their associated meaning may be
delineated upon in the words of Rao: “Most, of his epithets have
reference to the circumstances of his birth, ^iva cast his seed into
Agni who being unable to bear it cast it into the river Ganges, hence
Skanda is called Agnibhu and Gangiputra. The seed was then
transferred to the six Krttikas when they went to bathe in Ganges,
each of whom therefore conceived and begot a son; all their children
became combined in one being having six heads and twelve arms and
eyes. Hence he became known by the names Kartikeya, Sanmukha
and badanana According to another account the seed of 6iva was cast
y, the river Ganges into a thicket of reeds (^ara) and the boy who

came out of this thicket of grass came to the known as Sarajanman.
Subrahmapya pierced the KrauScha mountain and hence he was called
Kraun^a-bhetta. He commanded the force oftheDevas against the
Asura Taraka whom he vanquished and killed. Therefore he got the
names Devasenapati and Tarakari. He is called Guha because he lived
marceptaclcfor six days before he was fully formed. Because he
was born frona the discharged seed (skanda) of 6iva he was known
bkanda -Rao s version. His figures like BrahmasastI and Balli-
Kalyana-sundara etc. undoubtedly have some historical associations
and they will also be treated.

^

Karhkeya. This God has found very copious and elaborate des-
cription in the S. S. and therein we find all the emblems and symbols

told mffir f of Kartikeya is being

! v" Tu sun, clothed in red
cloths and himself having a firy red colour. His form though youth-
ful, may be made tending towards childhood. It should be beautiful,
auspicious and pleasing to look at. His face is full of smile, splendour,

Sownr^^Hesh
variegated, and beautiful

crowns. He should be shown with a garland of the muktamani. He

h^d He'sh H h t of the names) or only onehead. He should be shown with his sakti, the very embodiment of hism VT': ‘'’“'r

arms in^kh tV ^ '^tth twelvearms, m khetaka with six arms and in the village with only two armsIn the twelve-armed form, his five right hands should carry the saktt

ardThrskA^L^^'T h"
and mudgar, the hammer

fi 1 f j
^ be shown in spreading pose. Similarly inthe five left hands should be shown bow.
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bell, kheta and cock and the sixth one should be shown in samvardha-

na pose. Thus equipped with the weapons of warfare, his figure is

especially suited to be in the midst of a battle-field. This is one aspect

of this god—the god of war—-the commander of the army of gods. The

second is the mild disposition. In the mild disposition his figure is to

be shown full of play and sports, with goat, c ck and peacock etc.

This form of Skanda is most suited for the town. In the khctakas he

is to be shown with six hands, glowing with lustre akin to that of fire

along with sharp weapons as described above and wearing the garlands.

In village he should be given only two hands. In that case, the

right hand is to hold sakti and the left the cock. In this account of

Samarangana Sutradhara the only thing which is missing is the

traditional account found in the Puranas, the the company Deva-
sena or Kumari, his consort.

Symbolic Significance of Karttikeya’s Image: Thus the image of

Kartikeya or Kumara signifies the idea of youth and spirit. The very

name Kumara (one of the synonyms) indicates strength. His vehicle

—

the peacock and his attendents all symbolise energy and strength. In

the Puranas he is known as the god of war and the General, commad-
ing the army of the gods. He belongs to the family of ^iva, his son

born to Parvati for the destruction of the demon Taraka the theme
immortalised by that celebrated poet Kalidasa in ‘^Kumara-

sambhava*.

The figures of Knmlra and Kartikeya are practically similar; the

A. P. however bestows a jackal-conveyance— other attributes

being six heads, twelve arms, three eyes and a youthful appearance.

The V. D. an earlier text than the A. P. and the S. S. gives a simple

description of Kumara with clear-cut attributes—six-headed, decorated

with sikhandaka, dressed in red garments, having peacock of a noble

breed as his conveyance, with kukkuta (cock) and.bell in right hand,

victory flag and the spear in the left ones.

Skandar-Vide Pr. Laks. p. 207—212 has been treated under several

aspects like general from, six-headed, the five-fold Skanda and multi-

armed and multi-coloured Skanda.

Regarding the general form, the B. S. gives only a rudimentary

figure, evidently two armed and his main cognisance is a peacock

he holds a sakti and is youthful in appearance. The Agamas

(cf. the P. Karana., the Supra, the Amsu, and the U. Kamika,—vide

Pr. Laks. p. 207—210) and Tantras like the Kumaratantra have

elaborated him into multi-variety-figurc with multi*varicty attributes.
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Let us peep into them. There are elaborate injunctions regarding the

variations in the attributes and attitudes in a two-armed, four-armed

or eight-cum-multi-armed figure. It is laid down that if a figure

is seated one it should have only two arms, if a standing one,

four; and lastly, if it is seated upon a peacock, it may have six,

eight or twelve arms. Further, Agamas also mention the appropriate

forms of the images of Skanda that should be set up in temples erected

for that deity in towns of different kinds (cf. Hindu Science of Archi-

tecture ^Types of Towns*).

The Amsumadbhedagama (Pr. Laks. P, 208) distinguishes as many
as four varieties ofSkanda-Sanmukha, two, four, six and twelve armed.

Dr. Bannerjea is right in correcting T. G. RaOj the celebrated author

of E. H. I.—vide the interpretation of the text under review viz, the

word bhanu-hastakam, which means twelve-armed—^ee for detailed

exposition—D. H. I. p. 365 ft. n. (2).

Now as regards the multi-arms and multi-colours of Skanda as

expatiated in Kumaratantra, in the seated variety, the sitting posture,

is recommended for representing the yoga (dhruva) beras, the stand-

ing posture for the bhoga (utsava) beras and the figure seated on

vehicles for dhyana^beras (images ment for fixing one’s thoughts upon

and meditating). Again, the image with two arms is said there to be

Satvika, one with four arms Rajasika and one with more arms than

four Tamasika in nature.

Sabrahmanya: is the most popular ftom of Skanka Kartikeya in

the South. He is almost exculsively a South-Indian deity. There is

not a village, a town, a garden, a mountain-top and other odd places

which do not possess a shrine for Subrahmanya. The pratimalaksa-

nas of the general form ofSubrahmanya, however, describe him under

such names as Skanda, Kumar, Sanmukha, Guha etc. etc. already

noticed before. In the Agamas however a good many varieties of

Subrahmanya are described under the following aspects—vide also

Pr* Laks. p. 212-13:

1. JBEna-^akti, 4. GMgeya, 7. Desika,

2. Agnijata, 5. Guha, 8. Balaswami,

3. Saurabheya, 6. Brahmacarin etc. etc.

Among these Desika-Subrahmanya represents an interesting episode

in the life of the son and the father. This is the aspect in which

Subrahmanya taught iSiva his own father, the significance of the sacred

syllable Om. The ManasSra, a South Indian text an ^ilpa has given

a description of the disciple &va*s &syabhava-inurti in which 6iva is
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required to be seated in front of his teacher Subrahmanya cross-

legged in jnlna-mudra pose- A reference to the evolution of this

aspect from his identification with SanatkumSra^ the great sage-god is

already made below (cf. ^intructor god*).

Other aspects *as already pointed out below—include

Brahmasastsi and Yallikalyma. The former is the aspect in which he

put down the pride of Brahma by exposing his ignorance of the Vedas;

and the latter aspect recalls his marriage with Valli^ the South Indian

queen of this Commander-god, and is represented and illustrated in

the fashion of Kalyana-Sundara-murti of his father 6iva, with Brahma

as the priest and Visnu, ths data of the kanya. In Ellora there is a

Deva-sena-kalyana-sundara-murti representing the marriage of Subrah-

manya with Deva-sena where Devasen^ ^occupies the place of Parvati

Indra replaces Visnu as the giver of the bride, but Brahma retains his

office of the sacrificing priest, the bridegroom here being Subrahm-

anya As 6iva is said to have a south Indian princess Minaksi as one

of his beloved consorts, so the South-Indian consort of Kartikeya was

Valli or Mahavalll, who is some times shown keeping company with the

god and his more orthodox consort, Devasena, in some stone reliefs

and bronze sculptures; such images can also be called Valli-Kalyaipa-

sundara-murtis Other aspects may be left out to be purviewed in the

Pr. Laksana.

ninstrations:—A host of illustrations of this popular ged from the

South Indian Sculpture have been reproduced by Rao, but before they

are presented here, some historical evolution of Skanda-Kartikeya’s

representations in the North may be pointed out first. Accordingly as

we have alreedy noted in the introduction of this section on Skanda,

the earliest iconographic types of the god have been determined with

their representations on the coins etc. ^But’ remarks Dr. Banerjea,

^many reliefs of medieval period (8th.- 11th centuries A- D.) found in

different parts of Eastern India usually depict the two-armed god in a

standing pose with his mount shown by his side/ The 10th century

figure of Ka,tikeya (belonging to Puri temple, Orissa as a Parsvadev-

atSj is a typical example. Dr. Banerjea says, ‘If we compare this

sculpture with the many south-Indian bronze and stone images

illustrating the various assets of Subrahmanya reproduced by Rao

(op. cit. VoL II, Pis. GXXI-GXXIX), we can not but be struck with

the hieratic stiffness and heaviness of the latter, though a few of them,

especially the earlier ones, arc not devoid of some grace and beauty.

The Aihole figure of Tarakiri Subrahmanya (PI. CXXVIII a), the

EUgra Subrahmanya (PL GX5^IV), the Tinippar^nkunram Dev;|-
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Sena-Kalyana-Sundara murti (PI. CXXIX) and the Tiruyorriyur

bronze group of Subrahmaaya with Mahaballi and Deva*Sena (PL

G XXII) contain evidence of the South-Indian artists^ skill in carving

and bronze-casting”.

Now coming to the illustrations^ given by Rao^ some of them may
be tabulated as hereunder:

1. Velayndha.—Subrahmanya—a private collection.

2. Kumara.—&va temple at Tiruppalatturai.

3-4. Subrahmanya with Devasena and Valli—two stones—Kum-
bhaknam.

5.

6 .

7-

8.

9.

10 .

Subrahmanya Ellora —a composition with many figures,

^ikhivaha : Stone Kumbha-konam.

Senapati : 5^ Madras Museum.

Sanmukha : Pattisvaram.

Bronze^ Nallur,

Tarakari : Stone : Aihole.

1 1. Deva-Sena-KalySna-Sundara—Stone.j Tirupparankunran.

Sabrahmanya’s Shrine and His Parivaradevatas and Drarapalakas.

—

According to the Agamas^ Subrahmanyans shrine may be constructed

on all sides of the town except the east. These may be independent, the

svayam-pradhana, or attached to some others, such as that of ^iva.

The temples of Subr. are to be adorned with either peacocks or ele-

phants in the corners of the Vimana where generally Gaurda or Natidx

is seen in the temples ofVisnu or Siva respectively.

In the independent shrine of Subr. there arc required to be set up

8 parivara-devatas namely Yaksendra, REksasendra, PiiKcendra, Bhutarat,

Gandharva, Kimara, DaityarEyaka and Dmavldhipa to be placed on the

8 cardinal paints of the prakara. esides these parivara-devatas the

temple of Subrahmanya is required to have 8 ^arira-palakas or body-

guards. They are named Sanmukha^ &aktip^ni, KErtikeya^ Guha,

MayEraxEhana^ SenEra and ^aktihastimm. The Kumaratantra mentions

much larger number of parivara-devatas, 8, 12, 16 or 32. In the 1st.

group are included, elephant, )§3^/a, Brahma,^ Saptanmtvs, Jyea\ha>, Ourg^t

Ksetrap^hj and Sumitraka. The othei^ groups include practically

exhaust all the prominent gods, goddesses. Sages etc. etc.

As regards the Gate-keepers,—vide Pr. Laks. p. 216. They are

only two and called differently in the two |exts. Sudeha and Sumukha

in the Kumaratantra and Jaya and Vijaya in the U. Kamika»



CHAPTER V

DEVI-PRATIMA-LAKSANAM

( Saktism

)

The modern hypocracy, ^woman as better^half of man’ has its real

counter-part in the ancient Indian conceptions of Sakti^ the universal

energy embodied in the Supreme Goddess^ call Her Durga or call Her
Laksmi. The Deva, left alone is a useless entity, man left alone

becomes a devil’s workshop. History bears the testimony: Brahma
the creator, after he had created the Prajapatis, could not proceed with
his creation without the female counterpart; hence Mahesvara, the

Asutosa, instantly, appeared in the Ardhanarisvara form, on the spot

'

to correct Brahma for his error. How creation could proceed without

a female member, the more important member of the duality of man
and woman, god and goddess? Hence after a brief survey of the gods

has been done, let us peep into the secret chambers (very secret and
sacred indeed) of the goddesses, the embodiment of motherhood. We
know that there are three principal sects of worshippers in our country

—Vaisnavism, Saivism and ^aktism. While Vaisnavas worship Visnu, /

SaivasSiva, the Devi is worshipped by both, though the supreme

honour according to them is reserved to the Deva—Visnu or >§iva*

There is however, a very powerful sect of ^aktas according to whom
the Devi is the supreme deity and they assert that even absolute ^

Brahma of Itself can achieve nothing without the cooperation of this

Goddess, the Supreme Energy, ^aktism, in its bare outlines has

already been taken notice of, in my PratimavijSana, with certain daring

propositions and interpretations, here too something must he said.

iSaktism:— is both an aniconic and iconic cult ^aktism as a

religio-philosophical system, unlike Saivism and Vaisnavism, had built

its superstructute on its fundamental trait of aniconism. It, therefore,

in its rudimentary form may„ be called YIntricism, in developed

Tantricism and in fully evolved Advaitism. We know that the

6aktas believe in Kundalini 5akti, inherent but dormant in man. It

has to be awakened throu^ mainly two processes, viz* (i) Yogic

discipline and (ii) initiation of% in certain mantras and raised by stages

from Muladhara, the lowep^-J^m cakra in the humem-body, to the

highest of the cakras, the Saj^^ra or the AjBacakra, passing through

the intcrpiediatory cajer^s >^^v5dhisthlna^ Manipura, Aitafcata
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Visuddhi^ representing in the mechanism of the human body, the six

respective regions, the anal and the forehead (the lowermost and the

topmost), the region, just above the sex-organ, the naval, and the

heart and the throat (the intermediaries). ^The effect produced in

each of the the six centres mentioned above are often depicted

diagramatically; and the diagrams may convey to the initiates some
concrete idea of the internal psychic result attained by the practice of

yogic breath control and mental concentration. These diagrams are

called by the names of cakras and yantras, A cakra is defined in the

Tantras as a figure consisting of angles and petal-like parts; that which
consists of angles alone is called a yantra. The yantras generally

consist of triangles cutting each other or straight lines crossing each

other so as to produce a number of rectangular spaces and terminating

in trident-like projections. Certain letters called bijaksaras or

seed-letters are associated with these cakras and yantras and are

written down invariably in specefied parts thereof. The bijaksaras

may be imagined to be something like code words, whose significance

is known to the initiates. The worship of yantras is common through

out India; perhaps the most important of these yantras is jSricakra.

These Yantras like ^ricakra etc. generally engraved on some
metallic plate, preferably one of gold, are objects of worship. In many
of the South Indian temples we have >§akti-pithalayas, which contain

inside them the plate on which ^ricakra is engraved. This is by the

way the medieval tradition, nevertheless keeps in tact that hoary

association of the real ^akti-Pithas, the renowned seats of 6akti-wor-

ship (to be taken up ahead), ^aktas also offer yantras (engraved upon
some metal and rolled into a cylinder and encased in another metal)

to be worn on the person which are believed to be efficacious for many
a cure and also for warding off evil effects. This isi how I call i§5ktism

a Yantricism also—vide, the iSaktas (in the words of the author of the

BrhatsamhitS) as the mandalakramavids, well-versed in the skill of

yantric devices. The great Gita itself supports the universal law of the

Universal Energy on this analogy of Yantra :

11

As regards the second aspect of l§aktism as Tantricism, this is but

its another name. The former is a name from the stand-point of its

fundamental principle, the latter from that of its theology and philoso-

phy or metaphysics. Accordingly, while the former, as already pointed

above, represents the first aspect of tbe ^wakening of the Kund ilini

lakii through the Yoga, the latter represents that of th6 initiation in
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the Mantras which in their turn require a conceptualistic or

concept-image of the Devi (cf. Tripura-Sundari or Lalita or Her various
^

manifestations like Mahakali, Mahilaksmi or Mahasarasvati and their

numerous forms) as aid for the correct performances of the Dhyana-

yoga. The Devi and its six limbs (sadahgas —the Kavaca^ the Kilaka,

the Argala along with especially the three Rahasyas—Pradhinika,

Vaikrtika and MSrtirahasya) are well explained in the Devimahatmya

of the Markandeya-purana. Dr. Banerjea has very beautifully and

succinctly brought out the implications of this Devi—vide D.H I.

p. 496—(I have also worked it out in my Pr. Vijn.)—^^True it is, that to

a pious devotee of the ^akt i cult, the 6akti is really the formless absolute

principle immanent in the whole universe as the supreme and all-

pervading conciousness (cf. the M. P. ch. 85, 34—Gitirupena ya krts-

nametadvyapya sthiil jagat^, but the great goddess also assumes various

forms of pacific and terrific character (saumyaai yani riipani. ,yani

catyantaghorani). In the Pradhanika-rahasya of the Gandi we are

told that the great and primary goddess Mahalaksmi, in whom all the

three gunas. .are manifest, has a four-armed concrete form*~with all the

characteristic attributes in her hands and she is the fountain-head of all

the emanations—Mahakali, Mahasarasvati etc. along with their consorts

Brahma, Visnu etc.—cf. Pratima-VijSana p. 120-23 for the details.

It may be also remarked that the various early forms of the goddess such

as Mahlsasura-mardini, the Matrkas, Gamunda and others are also

fully referred in the Markandeya-purana—the Devi Section.

TSntricism as unfolded in the abpve quotation is nothing but the

Advaitism pure and simple. It is fascinating. It is absorbing and it

is appealing to the multitude of men^ unlike that of the Vedaotic

monism (more to follow ahead).

Its Bfistory;—With this a very briefexposition of the main elements

of Saktism, let us say a few words on its history. This history can be

divided into two main phases of its existence and evolution—(i) prehis-

toric and (2) historical, ^aktism, as we have seen is the worship of

the female principle which can be traced not only in India, but also in

many other ancient countries of the world, to a very remote past. The

cult of the Mother-goddess among the Indus people is now an establish^

cd fact as per the findings of the eminent archoeologists like Marshall

and Mackay. Dr Banerjea has very ably worked out the thesis in his

learned book—D.H.I. p. 166-69. This worship of the goddess was in

aniconic form, truly substantiating my thesis as presented above. Its

rudimentary character is beyond doubt. Both Mother and Father

aspects arc represented in the ^ring-stones^ and phallic objects found in
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these excavations. Ornamental stone-rings and discs of the Mauray^ and.

^uhga periods also corroborate this conclusion. Dr. Banerjea, rightly

remarks, These very ancient finds can profitably be compared with

the cakras ai*d yantras (as already outlined above—writer) of more

modern time, which were utilized by the Saktas in the ritualistic wor-

ship of the Great Mother.’’ The plants and vegetations associated

with the nude female figures found depicted on these ^ring-stones’

represent the developed aspect of the goddess as ^Sakambhari’ cf.

the Devimahatmya of the M. Purana. Other scenes realistically

represent other aspects also. All these details in the words of Dr.

Banerjea, fully prove that the moorings of the 6akti-cult in India go

back to many centuries before Ghirst.

As already hinted above that this cult was in vogue in many other

ancient countries. Accordingly Marshall (M. I. G. Vol. I, p. 48)

has drawn our attention to a number of female figures of terracotta etc.

discovered in Balucishtan as full-length images and refers to the

wide belt of the ancient world from the Indus to the Nile, in which

these figurines have been found—^effigies of the great Mother-Goddess

or of one or other of her local manifestations'. From all these

archaeological evidences of ring-stones and phalli found in abundance

in the Indus as representation of Yoni, the female organ of generation,

as symbolising motherhood and fertility as well as realism of the latter

(cf. Gudimallam, the earliest stone phalli of the historic period), an

inference of the prototype cults of Saivism and »§aktism is the only

plausible hypothesis.

Vedic.—Devi-cult is not a Puranic growth. Its clear-cut germs are

found in the Vedic literature. In the Rgveda, the Vak Sukta is remark-

able for giving the grand ideology. Dr, Banerjea also contends that "in

the sublime conception of Vac, outlined in the Devi-sukta (R.V.X. 125)

is to be found one of the greatest at the same time simplest expositions of

the concept of divine Energy or l§akti inherent in etery thing—in gods,

men and animals, nay in the universe itself. This hymn as well as the

hymn associated with Ratri (Rv. X. 127) came to occupy a very promi-

^^nent position in the fekta ritual of subsequent times. Thus the developed

^akti worship of the epic and Pfiranic times was not a little indebted to

these goddess concepts, the very idea underlying the word Sakti be^g
based on the central theme of the Devi-sukta.”

The Vajasaneya Samhita (III, 53), theTaittirfya-Brahmana (I, 6.

iO, 4-5h Taittiriya Aranyaka (X. 18) also refer to such names as

Ambikl, Uma, Durga Kali etc, the goddesses associated with ^akta

ImpHed reference to the Saptanmtfkas can be adduced from the
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Mundaka Upanisad (1. 2, 4) where Kali and Karali are mentioned as

two of the seven tongues of Agni. G. Sutras like ^ankhayana and

Hiranyaksin also refer to such names of the Devi as Bhavani^

Bhadrakali and Durga.

Epic, Pauraaic and Philosophic: Regarding the former the evidence

of the Mahabharata (cf. the two Durga-Stutis, IV, 6 and VL 23) and
the Aryastva in Harivamsa (IIL 3) depict the cult-piciure in its

principal elements as well as its principal stages of growth (cf, writer^s

^Pr. Vijn. p. 120 where 5 stages of its development are worked out).

As regards the latter, an outline of the Devimahatmya of the Markan-
deya-purana (the representative ideolody of the Purlnic ^aktism)

has already been worked out by the learned author of the D. H. 1. p.

492-93, where from the varius Devistutis he has adduced the conclu*

sion how they reveal in a striking manner some of the multifarious

strands that contributed to the formation of the concept about the

composite cult goddess as the Defender, as the Universal Divine Power

and the Embodiment of the power of all gods. The same anther

further elaborates that the Mother aspect of the Divi is very clearly

emphasised in jaganmata or Jagadambl concept so well developed

in the Puranic Durgastutis, and the Vedantins’ concept of MayS also

forms a characteristic trait of the goddess as the Nfahamaya or Great

Maya. The Sahkhya of the Prusa and the Prakfti is also ideaised in

the system of the ^aktas in which Siva repressenting the former (Parusa)

alwyas remains passives while the great Devi, endowed with dynamic

activites, symbolises Prakrti. Thus all these and so many other

abstsract ideologies gradually came be to be symbolised by the Devi,

the supreme deity of the iSaktls, who resides in the macrocosm and in

the microcosm.

Devi-pratimalaksanam— the De?i Icons: Let us now come to the

topic in hand, after we have devoted this introduction to their back-

ground. 'Vhe^^Devis are innumerable with a vast mythology behind

them, representing the different and distinct manifestations of the

6akti, the Universal Energy. As a matter ol fact the devas themselves

are noting but the representations of these manifestations. iSaktism

as a grand metaphysics of Power or Energy has no parralel to mach
it. It is a sublime idea of the guiding energy which is at the root of

the universe, which is motivating force of it and which sustains it. In

consonai^ce to the conception and principle of Trinity, the three

goddesses are suppermost, the others are their manifold manifestations.

These three are Laksmi, Sarasvati and Durga, As among the Devas,

Brahma, has found the first honoirr of our treatment; similarly let us #
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begin with Sarasvati whose association with Brahma^ though myste-

rious, nevertheless is an established tradition.

Sarasvati—as a goddess in the 6akta ritual is very little known.

The association of Durga or Kali or Mahakalii, Laksmi or

Mahalaksmi, and LalitS etc. with Yantric rites is more popular.

The Aparajitapraccha^ however^ has devoted a separate chapter to

the worship of Sarasvati along with Bhairavi, the cult-deity of the

TSntrikas and the ritual which has been propounded there—vide

Pr. Laks. p. 217 is akin to the one that is explained above—^the

mandala> the satkona^ the great eight-petailed lotus

and the direction of ihe worship of the Devi in her six-fold aspects

what are called the Saddutikas symbolising what is called KamSkhya
sitting in the middle on the lotus, representing the creative aspect,

the Prthivi l^akti with attributes like aksamala, vina, pustaka and

a kamandalu with her blue neck,white arms, white body and

adormed with a crescent moon and being called under names

—MahavidyE, Mahavina, Bharati and Sarasvati. Further the most

curiously the mantras of the worship as given in the ritual—vide

Pr. Laks. p. 218 fully characterise the iSakta mantras.

This exposition of Sarasvati in '^rclation to the TSntric ritualism

was necessitated first in keeping with the priority given to the

AparSjitapraccha's description of it. Now before we proceed with

her other iconogrophical description, a few words may be added
here of the historical background of the goddess.

In the Vedas, the name of Sarasvati occurs not in relation with

a goddess but with a sacred river associated with Vedic culture and
learning. But her VEgdevi-aspcct (the chief and the most popular

aspect in which she is held) can be traced back, in Rgveda X., where
this aspect was assigned a unique position as the very embodiment
of^akti or the cnergic principle. SarasvatFs relationship with

Brahm<t is well known. In sculpture her image is found either as

detached and single or in combination with Brahma and so her

vehicle seems to be cither a swan or a pea-fowl. B. C. Bhattacharya

therefore remarks ^But as in older descriptions, so in an ancient

image, her vehicle appears to be totally absent/ "Should such an
image at all come to light, the vehicle would mean that the river

Sararvati teems on its bank with pea-fowls of several descriptions.

The connection of the goddess Sarasvati with the river Sarasvatf

is not too obscure to be traced with any definiteness/ Dr. Banncrjea

idso supports this observation and says, "The river Sarasvati on
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the banks of which vedic lore and learning developed seem to have

played some part in the development of her concept/

Iconography—^As regards her iconographrical accounts she do2s

not have many forms. Her association with Brahma cf. Manasara

—

vide Pr. laks p. 219-207, where she has also been deescribed not only

in her association with Brahma but also with that of Savitri is already

stated. As ^iny as 6 texts are quoted (ibid p. 218-220) and according

to the Amsumadbhedagama she is seated upon a white lotus,

is of white comlexion and is draped in white clothes. She

has four hands with Aksamala and Vyakhanamudra in right hands,

and a book and a lotus in the left ones. A number of sages should

be shown surrounding her and standing and worshipping her- She

wears a yajSopavita and has the jata-makuta on head#

Visnudharmottara, however, has a different account: it makes her

standing on a white lotus and substitutes the kamandalu in the place ,

of the lotus in one one of the left hands and viaa in the right for

Vyakhanamudra. This is a more common fiugre in Northern India.

The Skanda-purana—^vide ibid p. 219 (iv) describes the goddess in

a different way and provides for her the attributes as we have seen in

the Aparajita above—forehead adorned with the crescent moon,

neck yellow and having three eyes. The Manasara—ibid (v) in its

long description of Sarasvati bestows no many ornaments, complicated

drapery and the additional attributes like mirror, kundika etc. etc.

The Rupa-mandana—ibid (vi) also gives her grand iconology of

MahSvidya along with her characteristic attributes

Presiding deity of learning and devotion, the goddess Sarasvati

is also the spirit of all fine arts. The book is the symbol of Learning

and flute that of Music and Fine Arts. Her attributes of aksamala

and kamandalu signify the austerity with which the learning is

associated. Devotion, meditation and sacrifice are the three charac-

teristics of Learning.

Early IHastrations: An early iconic form of Sarasva f is the

handsome figure carved on a railing pillar at Bharhut. Dr. Baneijea

cites one of the earliest figures of the goddess Sarasvati with a

manuscript as her emblem as unearthed from the Kankali Tila,

Mathura, belonging to the 2nd century A. D. Smith holds it to be

belonging to the ^vetlmbara sect of the Jains. A later sculpture

(10th century A. D.) hailing from Khitching {Mayurbhanj, Orissa)

is like the one found at Bharhut where the folk elements predominate

which is one of the characteristic features ofmany goddesses in whose

icons folk-elcmeHts bad mow to ooptribpte (Dr/ Banerjea^s opinion).
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Among the medieval illustrations of Sarasvati with fully developed

iconographic representations. Dr. Banerjea offers two more very inter-

esting specimens, one found at the Brhadisvara temple at Tanjore and

another in the collections of Dacca Museum and regards the features

of the latter as typifying the sculpture as of one of the fully developed

hieratic forms of Sarasvati,

Rao has also given some illustrations of Sarasvati, one of them

belonging to the Hoysala sculpture—stone: Halebidu which represents

her as ^akti of 6iva, the Devi of the Saktas. Others hail from Halebidu,

Bagali, Gangaikondacolapuram and Gadag (all stones).

Laksml ;—According to the three major cults—Brahma, Vaisnava
and Sdiva, I am proceeding with the three Major Devis and their

different and manifold forms and aspects, of course, with due differ-

ence to the tenets of the Saktas. Accordingly Sarasvati whose
associ ition with Brahma is fully known is already dealt with and given

first priority and now the goddess-worship associated with the cult of

Vaisnavism may be taken up. Let us now therefore deal with Laksmi,

6ri-Laksmi, Gaja-laksmi and Bhudevi along with other goddesses

like SJta (c£ the Dasarathi Rama incarnation of Visnu)
; Rukraim,

Satyabhama as the consorts of Krsna (another incarmation of Visnu j.

Subhadra though the sister of Krsna, is also associated with Visau-

worship (Jagannatha temple at Puri). All these must be purviewed here

to present this side branch of the §akti-cult.

The story of Laksml is the story of the great ^Udyoga’ the effort

of the Suras and Asuras as well as of the manavas to obtain her for

their respective glory and prosperity. Heaven was heaven only with

the presence of Laksmi, the neither regions without her would not have
been the favourite abode of the great Visnu, even our houses and
household, without her, the grha-laksmi, are devoid of any charm.
We are familiar with the churning of the ocean, the Ratnakara, by the

suras and the asuras only to obtain this the best of the ratnas. The
history of kings is the history of Rajya-laksmi; even the very struggles

for the existence of man is the story of man's endeavour to obtain

laksmi, the wealth, the progeny, the cattle and the corn

—

etc. These are all associated with Laksmi in her dyna-

mic and Universal aspect of Mahalaksmf (cf. the iSskta-tenets—vide the

Markandeya-purana, already taken notice of) who is the supreme energic

principle wbich is the creator, the preserver and also the annihilator

of the world. This metaphysical aspect of the goddess, along with her
mythological accounts has already been hinted above and it is needless

to go indetail« fpf jt, WOfds^ however^ ai^e needed say
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something on the wider prevalence of her adoration in India, as per

her numerous representations on the early coins and seals found on the

the various archaeological sites. This numismatic and glyptic data of

the archaeological evidence is really simply fascinating and it is a

great credit to Dr. Banerjea that he has devoted two long chapters to

study these early types of Brahmanical deities in his monumental

work—D. H. I. A study of the archaeological data convinces us

that in the evolution and development of ^ri-Lsksmi folk-elements

played a great part in shaping her ideology and form. The close

association of Laksmi and Kubera (the lord of Yaksinis, some of

whom are said to have been the protoype figures of this goddess)

with the treasures (not one but many; sometimes eight and so the

later conception of Astamangala) is illustrated in many of her early

types of figures as represented in the early Buddhist art of India. Let

us therefore study this side investigation along with the

literary data. To begin with the literary data may be taken

first.

Literary data: In the opinion of Dr. Banerjea, the concrete

concept about Laksmi is only traceable from the late Vedic period

onwards. In Rgveda and other Samhitas, or Laksmi is not descri-

bed as such. It is only in the Satapatha Brihmana that she is

mentioned in an interesting but curious account: ^‘‘The Satapatha

Brahmana says that PrajSpati got tired in creating beings, and &n
came forth from him while he was in this condition. .. Her beauty

and resplendence made the gods envy her, and they wanted to kill

her; but Prajapati dissuaded them from this as she was a female, and

asked them to take away all her attributes from her, sparing her life.

*Then Agni, Soma, Varuna, Mitra, Indra, Brhaspati, Savitr, Pusana,

SarasvatC and Tva§tr took from her food, kingdom universal sovereignty

noble rank, power, holy lustre, dominion, wealth, prosperity and beauti-^

ful forms respectively. Then on Prajapati’s advice, she after offering

ten Sacrificial dishes to the ten divinities had everything, restored to

her (XL 4, I AT.). The inner significance of this story is not difficult to

understand, and the goddess embodies all the major good things

coveted by man*’—Baneigea’s version. A late supplement of the

Rgveda, the ^risukta gives a glorious account of ^ri-Laksmi

and the word Laksmi also occurs in the very first verse.

In the MahabhSrata and Pur5nas, the churning account of her

origin is a familiar steny. In this greater cfuc her a^ociation with

K-ubera and Yaksas is: also stressed—vide II. 10^ 19; IIL 168^ 3.
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this brings us to study her early types as associated with or developed

from the Yaksas and Yaksinfs from the Archaeological sources.

Archaeological; The figures of Yaksinis and devatSs of early

Buddhist art of Bharhut, Sanchi, Bodh Gaya, Amaravati and other

places, are characterised by the identical traits with which 6ri-Laksmi

is described by the texts—vide Pr. Laks., expatiating on her iconography

such as well-dressed, decked with various ornaments, having such

physical traits as fully developed breasts, a narrow waist and heavy

buttocks which features are indicative of radiant and healthy mother-

hood wherein lies the real beauty of a female. Her other

attributes like, padmastha, padma-kara, and being bathed by two

elephants (cf. her popular aspect of Gaja-Laksmi) are also abundantly

depicted in them. Needless to multiply all these traits which may be

seen in the learned dissertation by Dr. Banerjea. We therefore propose

to go ahead with her iconography.

Iconographical—accounts of Laksmi may be studied under three

Jheads of Mahalaksmi, Laksnsti and !§ri or Gaja-Laksmi as following :

Mahalaksm!—in the Gandikalpa is described as Sairabhamardim
(cf. the destroyer aspect of the Sakti as represented in many of the

manifestations like Mahisasuramardini etc.). Her attributes include

the familiar weapons in the hands of Durga—para§u, kuUsa» danda,

§akti, asi, carma, ghanta, sula, pIsa, etc, along wifh wine-cup in her

hands which number as many as eighteen which also support the

above thesis. Dr. Banerjea, on th 2 other hand, comments on the

form of the goddess as really illustrating one qf the primary aspects oi

the principal cult-icon of the !§aktaSj which stand for the -supreme

fountain-head of all divine power and the expatiation on ithis ideology

has already been made below.

There are two other quotations—vide Br. k,aks p, 220, one from
the Viavakarma-lilpa and another from the Manasara. In the
former this goddess has been most quripusly localised at KoUapur
(western Dacca) as holding a pot and a clqb in her right hands and
a shield and a wood-apple in her left ones. The famous image of
Mahalaksmi in that famous tern,pie dedicated exclusively to the god-
dess (and so a famous place of pilgrimage) illustrates this representa-

hut there is also,a Unga-cmblem on her head "which again supports
®^k|a-form. A® regards the M^asi^ra’s e^atiatlon cf this forip,

fth^y fabound decorative eXements—excessive drapery and ornamiPit*
tation—vide Br. Laks. p. 220 (ii).
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Laksmi:—as we kaow, is also known by several other names such as

Padma, and Kamala and so many of her traits characterise her

full of lotuses—^seated on a lotus, holding in each of her hands a lotus

and also adorned with a lotus-garland. Among the various laksanas

of Lakstm—vide ibid p. 221, the one quoted from the Amsu, may be

taken typical. According to it the colour of Laksmi is to be golden

yellow. She should wear golden ornaments set with rubies

and other precious gems; in her ears there should be jewelled

nakra-kundalas. The figure of lakstni has to be like that of a maiden

who has just attained age and should be ofa very handsome appear-

ranee, with pretty eye-brows, eyes like the petals of a lotus, a full neck

and a developed waist. She should wear a bodice and be adorned

with various ornaments on the head. In her right hand she should

carry a lotus flower and in her left hand a bilva fruit; she should be

draped in beautiful clothing and her back should be broad and

attractive. The waist zone should be a broad belt of artistic workman-

ship and should heighten the effect of her natural beauty’—Rao’s ver-

sion. The description of the V.D. (ibid iii) is a mixture of Mahaiaksmi

and Gaja-Laksmi according to our systematisation. It, however,

gives an important injunction regarding the allocation of her arms;

her figure should have only two hands when she is by the side of

Visnu. But when she is worshipped in a separate temple, she should

have four hands and be seated upon a lotus of eight petals, placed

upon a SinihSsana*
a

This brings us to Hemadri’s description of, Simha^V^hmi Laksmi--^

who represents a Saivi Laksmi (to distinguish her from Vaisnavi

aspect—thus two types emerge). In this she is to be sculptured

with four hands, with the symbols of a lotus with a stalk, keyura

(armlet), a bilva and a Sankha along with an amrtaghata by her

left side and be seated on a lion-vcchicle. Here the word ^sinihasana’

though usually may be interpretted as sitting on a simhasana-seat,

but a sculpture from Khajuraho illustrates the goddess Laksmi

sitting on a lion. Hence B.C. Bbattacharya’s observation (I. h p. 37):

^No image of this description has yet come down to us'—may stand

refuted. Further again, the V. D. describes l§ri as of dark.

complexion-^^lf^^llFf^ and provides other attributes of the

exuberance of lotuses along with that of which is to be

noticed ahead in the Gs^a-Laksiifl aspect of her. Act^rding to the

^R. cm the other hand she should be repre^nted as blooming with

\rftite complexiom It adscb another attitbuie of being attended by

UwODiiiai<tenrwho. are waving the near her^ The repi^Msn^^
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tation of such a figure of ^ri may be partially illustrated from those

that are given by Rao: ^ridcvi: Stones; Mahabaiipuram and Ellora.

Lastly according to the S. S. the figure of ^ri, a form of Laksmi,
the spouse of Visnu should be represented in the first stage of youth,
her face looking like the full moon, complexion white, the lips red
like bimba and she is smiling beautifully, wearing white garments, most
handsome, decorated in the extra-ordinary (divya) ornaments. Her
left hand should be on her waist and the right hand holding the lotus

flower, such beautiful, pleasant and smiling figure of l§ri form of Laksmi
Devi is ordained to be sculptuied and painted by the S. S. Hemadri
however, as we have seen adds, one symbol more (cf.

—she is bathed by two elephants, pouring out water over her head
from jars.

Etymologically the very name of Laksmi and 6ri symbolise the
universal beauty and prosperity. ‘Her symbol, the lotus, is an
excellent emblem of beauty, that delights, the human sight, the
moral sense and the intellect. The two elephants, showering water
over her from either side is a grand sight of royalty and prosperity.
Mythologically she came out of waters and thus in sculpture, her
inherent love for water and a<^uatic objects, xs adequately
shown in her shower bath and water-lotuses and her conch. She
is said to be the prosperity of heaven, the fortune of the kings on
earth and the ideal in every home.

Gajalaksmi—another very charming varient of Laksmi is reckoned
by me as another form of Laksmi though amalgamated into ^ri-
Laksmi by the Purva-sfiris, like Rao and Banerjea. In this form
the only most conspicuous element is the presence of two elephants
pouring water on her. Reference has already been made to the
Buddhist art of Bharhut,Sanchi Bodh Gaya, Amaravati and other
places which depict this type of Laksmi in a characteristically
developed iconography—'either standing or seated on a lotus usually
coming out of a pot—bhadraghata, holding lotus in her Hanit,
surrounded by blooming lotus flowers and spreading lotus leaves,
and being bathed by two elephants’. In this connection Dr. Beneijea
makes an illuminating observation on this motif of the early Indian
art; ‘In many nxedieval temples, specially of Orissa, this motif, often
described as Gaja-laksmi was carved in the centre of the alchitrave
over , the doorway of the main structure, whatever might have been
th^oult-afliliationspf the shrines. Separate niches in medieval temples
Were also assigned to the goddess, where she was elaborately depicted’.
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One such compostion belongs to Ellora where the goddess bathed by

two elephants is seated on a lotus in a lotus pond along with other

celestial attendants and Dr, Banerjea comments on it: *What is of

unique interest in this beautifully carved gigantic relief is the presence

of two Nagas below the lotus-seat of the goddess./—D.H.I. p. 375.

Other illustrations of Gajalaksmi as commented by Dr.

Banerjea are those hailing from Khitching (Mayurbhanj Orissa) and
two stone and one bronze -sculptures in the collection of the Madras
Museum which in the opinion of the learned Doctor represent how the

symbol-cum'image has developed into a full-fledged image of Gaja-

laksmi and he concludes; 'These two Kaveripakkan sculptures and
the Tanjore bronze to be dated in the early medieval period demons-

trate in a very interesting manner how close was the relation between

the aniconic symbol and the icon itself and how in this case at least the

latter was supposed to evolve from the other (cf. also Sivaramamurtrs

article ‘Goddess laksmi and her symbols* J. U. P. H. S. 1951).

Bhudevi and other Vaisnavi Devis; Bhudevi the goddess of Earth

is also conceived as a consort of Visnu probably in association with

his boar incarnation. In the Agamic descriptions— vide Pr. Laks. p.

222-23 (i) she is said to be of a light green colour resembling that of

tender sprouts of the paddy plant. Other attributes being karanda-

makuta and a yellow dress. Another (ii) description gives her dark

colour and she is enjoined to wear red cloths. The V,D/s description

however, is most typical and symbolises her in her true colours* Here

we have it stated that her complexion is white, that she has four arms

and carries in her four hands a ratnapatra (a vase filled with gems),

sasya-patra (a vessel containing vegetables), osadhi-pitra (a vessel

containing medicinal herbs) and a lotus respectively. She should be

seated upon the back of four diggajas or elephants of the quarters.

This description is evidently that of the Goddess Earth when she is

set up independently as svayampradhlna object of worship and

represent fully poetically all the characteristics of the earth, as the

producer of plants, gems etc. Accordingly Brindavan rightly remarks:

'The image in question, symbolises the earth and its various products

useful to man, of which a pot of gems gives him wealth, a pot of

grains nourishment, a pot of herbs health and a louts material for the

growth of aesthetic sense.*

Durga : According to the three major Mahadevh—^Mahakali,

MahSlaksmi and Mahasarasvati, the last two have already been

described and now comes the turn of the Mahakali or Durga and her

v^trious and maniflold forms t This aspect, as already pointed out^
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many a time, is associated with Rudra-lSiva, the Mahesa, the lord of

all lords. The DurgS-saptasati (cf. the Gandikalpa of the Marfcan-*

deyapuraua) is a glorious account of this goddess full of meaning of

mythology and metaphysics. Accordingly the image of Durga or

Gandi or Mahakali is the image of embodied energy. Brindavan

rightly interprets: She is the type of central energy and all her

symbols and attributes emphatically signify the true meaning of

^ representation. All the gods gave their best weapons to her^ which

she bears and her vehicle the lion, the king of beasts, is another

symbol of energy. The fight with the demon in which she is engaged is

the fight between the higher force and the lower force, with the

resultant subjugation of the latter by the former’ (I. I* page 37).

Though all these three goddesses are only the three distinct

forms, representing the Rajas, the Sattvika and the TSmasa

attributes or gunas of Prakrti, of the Devi of the Safctas who is the

supreme source of all divine as well as cosmic evolution, it is worthy of

note that her association with »§aivism is more marked than that with

Vaisnavism (cf. the worship of Laksmi). The mutual aflSnity of i^aktism

and ^aivism is beyond doubt. Hence in iconography she is represented

as the consort of 6iva either by the side of ^iva or as an independent

imag^ Accordingly in the former position her representation is

often simple, two hands with the characteristic emblems of ^iva,

though sometimes with six arms or ten arms carrying the same weapons

as ^iva. Again she is sometimes sculptured as embracing 6iva with

characteristic poses. Rao says, ^If l§iva is conceived as Sada-lSiva,

the Devi associated with him is Manonmani; and she happens to be

Gauri, when she is associated with NatarSja or other Murtis of ^iva.

The independent image has numerous forms as we shall see presently.

Let us now proceed with these different forms or aspects of the J§aivf

Devis. Sri Rao proceeds from Durga and her nine formsj I have

chosen to begin with Mahakali in keeping with the iSafcta tenets of the

MahakSli’s dhyanamantra from the Gandikalpa—^vide Pr. Laks.

p. 223, is significant for her fierce, ten-headed and ten-armed form
being prayed by no lesser a person than Brahma himself (who had
sprung up from the navel-lotus of the great Visnu who was asleep) for

destruction of Madhu and Kaitabha, the two symolic evils ofthe divine

kingdom and mankind at large.

According to the V. D. (ibid) she is jet black in colour and has

tusksin her mouth. Besides the characteristic weapons she wears on
her head a garfand of skulls. The Karanlgama describes her black
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in colour resembling the rain cloud and having a stout body and eight

arms.

Rao has given two illustrations of Mahakali: Bronzes : Madeyur

and Madras Museum which partially depict the prescribed canon*

Kali and Bhadra-Kali; Kali> Mahakali and Bhadrakali really

represent one aspect. The Bh. P. describes Kali as having two

hands, one of which bears a skull and the other a branch of a palm

tree (karnika). Her face is tamra-rakta. Kali as KalarStri as

described by Hemadri (also vide Pr. Laks.p. 240) is represented as

sitting on an ass and her body besmeared with oil. This form might
^

have evolved into the image of Sitala of modern time. Kali or

Kalaratri is the goddess of Night, choas and destruction and has a

great bearing on the Tantric form of worship. The representation

of Kali in sculptures also depicts her dancing on a dead body.

Bhadra-Kal! on the other hand, has 18 hands and a handsome

appearance (cf. the V. D.)—vide Pr. Laks. p. 224. She has three

eyes and her emblems of hands may not be enumerated; but some

of them are characteristic of the Saumya and Santa aspects of the

deity which have some meaning from her very name, the bhadra

—

auspicious. She is described as seated in a chariot drawn by four

lions—is it not something very fascinating and a grand image ? This

description, however does not fit in with her representations In

sculpture. /

Darga: In the Devi-mihatmya, the Devi herself has narrated her

different forms like Nanda^ RaktsrCamu^da, Sataksi, Sakambharf,

Durga, Bhima and BhrSmari. There in regard to her Durgl form

she says, ^In the fortieth yuga of the Vaivasvata-manvantara I shall

protect all the beings in the world with such vegetables as are necessary <

for the maintenance of life and relieve them from the famine. People

would then me ^akambharl (which aspect has already been Mntrf
at as represented in many of the early types of figures on coins and seals

—writer). In this form of mine I shall kill an asnra nan^ I>in^ama,

and shall ^tenss^forth be known as Dur^devl/ Rao*s

According to the Agamic kksanas—vide Pr. Laks. p* 224 (i), (ii)

and (iii^, ^the goddess Durgl may have four, eight ormore hands,

should have^hree eyes and be of dark complexion, she should have a

handsome look with a well developed bust, stout thighs and Mg hips

and be clad in yellow garments. The bead should .he adorned with a

karanda-makuta and the body decked with all ornaments. The J^ppt

right hand should be in abhaya pose and the back ope should carry

the cakfa. The front left should be in kataka pose and the back opp
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carrying the sankha. She is either padmasana or mahisasirsasana or

siiphasana. Her breasts should be bound with a snake along with a red

bodice covering the upper portion of her body. The Supr. Ag. calls

her ^the dear younger sister of Visnu* and informs us that she

came out of the Adisakti. According to this text, she is either asta*

hasia or caturhasta, in the former carrying the characteristic weapons

iaAkha, cakra, sula dhanus, bap a, khadga, khetaka and pasa in her

hands (cf. the Dhyina ‘Kalabbrabham etc. the Durga-saptasati)

The V. D.’s description includes an interesting but befitting emblem,

the lunar sign, the candra-bimba in one of her hands. She is eight-

armed and seated on her mount, the lion all right.

Duiga’s illustrations can be traced back to a very hoary antiquity,

her representation in Indus valley remains is also cognizable. Numerous

early Indian seals and coins exhibit this motif in a variety of

representations. The South Indian sculptures cf. Durga: Stone,

Mahabaiipuram is partially illustrative of the above laksana, it is

padmlsanl; but Durga panel in the rock-cut temple of Varakasvlmin

in Mahabaiipuram is a good illustration of her eight-armed form

standing erect on the head of a buffalo. Some medieval reliefs from

Bihar and now in the collection of Indian Museum, in the opinion of

Dr. Banerjca show the development ot Durgl-motif in a characteristic

manner (cf. details—D. H. L p. 501).

Nayadorgas: Rao says, ^no less than nine different forms of

Durga arc mentioned, but the Agamic list does not tally with that

of the Puranas; and the Aparajita has its own list. Without going

into their details the following tabulation will suffice:

—

Xamie. Panrinic

1. NUkanth!

2. Kfemankarf

Si Hara-sidhi

4* Rudraipia-durga

5. Vana-dnraa

§. Agni-durga

7* Jaya-durgS

8. Vindhya-vlsini-durga.

9.. Ripumarini*durga

Rudra-canda

Pracanda

Gandogra

Canda-^nSyika

GandB

Candavati

Candarupa

Aticandika

Ugracandika

Aparajitic

Mahalaksmii

Nanda

Ksemankari
^ —

Sivaduti

Maharanda.

Bhramari

Sarvamangala.

Revali and

Harasiddhi.

N. B. Hayadnrga really represents one composite figure impossible
to be’ sculptured and so only symbolic in character. Surrrounding one
Ctsotral image four images are tp be set up on each sidp. Qp tlic
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authority of the Skanda-Yamala^ the Bh. Purina—vide Pr. Laks. 225

bestows 18 arms upon the central figure and 16 ones on the side-images

with their characteristic emblems and weapons. These pirsva-devis

take their names as given in the Paurlnic list above. Other details

relate to their respective colours and vehicles, the central figure on
lion and the side ones on chariotes. Rao says ^Durga is often wor-

shipped in the form of nine figures, one of them being set up in the

middle and the remaining eight in positions corresponding to the

eight points of the compass. They are all seated figures having a lotus

as their seat. Instead of actual figures, we may introduce in their

respective places their tattvlksaras, in the yantra’’. Thus it is a

Tantric device. It is neither fit for representation in sculpture nor it

is illustrated as one. Dr. Banerjea, however, illustrates a Navadurgl-
motif as found depicted in an image hailing from Bengal (a village in

Dinajpur district) where, ‘’the central figure of Mahisasuramardim is

eightecn-armed while eight other sixteen-armed miniature replicas of

the same type are grouped round it/

As already pointed out that the Saivi aspects of the Devi are too

numerous to be managed here in their individual descriptions, hence

they need be sorted out and be shown in a tabulation, but before we
do so we cannot leave certain important forms, both of the Ugra and
the Saumya types. Accordingly let us dwell at some length on
Mahh^suramardlni^ KKty'Kyanl, Kamiki^ Candik^ and Gauri or PzrvatL

Mahlsasuramardiiii and Katyayani represent the goddess Durga in

almost identical aspects, having ten arms carrying characteristic

weapons and emblems and engaged in the fight with Mahjsasura and

killing the buffalo-bodied asura. Puranas like the Varaha, the

Vimana and the Padma, abound with the detailed accounts of the

destruction of Mahisasura and the kst-named source takes this destruc-

tion as allegorical : Mahisisura standing for personified ignorance /

and the Devi killing him, jSanasakti. Rao Observes that this story

indicates the substitution of the buSalo-totem-worship by a form of

goddess-worship among certain early primitive tribes of the country.

Accordingly this aspect of the goddess is one of the remarkable mo‘ifs

in the earliest of representations (cf the sealing of Mohenjodaro and

their interpretation by Mackay in regard to the parallelism between

the antiquarian representation and this developed motif, and reliefs

hailing from Ghandragupta cave facade at Udaigiri, Bhilsa) and

therefore as we have already remarked that the moorings of the Sakti-

cult in India go back to many centuries before Christ.

The Pr. Laks. of Katyayanf as gathered from the different sources

Ukc the.Maya-dipika, the A. P., the Rupa, the Mlnaslra and the
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S« R. may be purviewed in the writer’s book (ibid p. 227»28); but their

illusimilon in the sculpture is a fascinating theme very brilliantly

Worked out (esp* the Mahisasura-mardini aspect) by Dr# Banerjea in

his erudite work D, H* 1. p# 497-503. And without going for his

details the following illustrations representing the evolution and develop-

ment of her iconic motif may be tabulated:

—

(i) Stone relief of the Gupta period unearthed at Bhita depict

two-armed figures of the Devi engaged in combat with buffalo demon;

(ii) The beautiful brass image of the four-armed goddess hailing

from Chamba (8th. Century A. D.) depicting this motif, is remarkable

for her standing attitude exactly corresponding to the description of

the Devi-mahatmya

:

(ii) Reference of Udayagiri Gave—ten-armed figure, has already

been given and it is reckoned as one of the best specimens of Gupta

art. But so far the mount of lion is absent;

(iv) Gangaikondacolapuram repfesentation shows the mount also

though the attitude shown is in lifeless manner;

(v) Mahabalipuram and EUora panels arc two of the remarkable

specimens illustrative of the changed mode—lion moimt and divine

on-lookers;

(vi) Aihole and Haripur (Mayurbhanj Orissa) sculptures bring a

new stage in the representation—from the ferocity to the sublimity and

to put it in the words of the learned Doctor: ^The early Galukyan

artist appears to lay stress on the easy and effortless grace with which

the divine act of retribution was carried out, whil^ the Orissan sculpt-

ure portrays with success the dynamic vigour underlying the act*.

Kauiiki. It is rather curious that this name Kausiki diough not

so unfamiliar in the general literature is remarkable for its absence in

the works of iconographical interest. In the innumerable goddesses

described in 'The Elements of Hindu Iconography' by T. A. Gopinath

Rao, this goddess does not find a place, nor she is described in any of

the contemporary works. The details of the description of this

goddess as found in this text of the Samaringana-siitradhlra tally with

those generally associated with the Goddess Durga, as she is one ofDur-

ga’s forms (cf. Darga-saptasati). The text says that this goddess Kau-
siki should be represented as riding on the Hon and the vehicle of lion

M with Durga which is a pojmlar knowledge. In her hands

not maationed) should bejshow trident,
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knd parigha, the flag of victory, khetaka, a tuay sword, bell made of

gold, and she should be wearing the yellow and kauseya garments and

assuming a terrific form. A further specification of this figure (though

only a conjecture as the text is corrupt) is that this goddess in all proba-

bility is the same as Nava-DurgI as it is surmised from the text which

directs that all the eight forms of this great goddess should be shown

(S. S. 77-84) or is it the Astamangala form of Durga, the milder

disposition - the most common figure of Durga in Northern India.?

Cand a—represents another terrific aspect akin to that of KatyS-

yanf or Mahislsuramardini. The V.D.—vide Pr. Laks* p. 2 28—"describes

her handsome, youthful and of golden colour (yet looking angry) with

thin waist, broad eyes, beautiful breasts and lovely neck. She is one-

faced and twenty -armed carrying the characteristic weapons etc.

Curiously enough it further describes her as fighting with Mahisasura

illustrating the more aggressive pose of Mahisasuramardini herself (cf.

the acctt. below) where the three-pronged sala pierces the upturned

neck of the human demon issuing out of the decapitated trunk of the

animal and this is bow the Haripur sculpture (cf. below also illustrates).

Qjuite contrary to this fierce yet handsome representation of the

goddess, the Rupamandana—^vide Pr. Laks. p. 229 describes her as the

skelton goddess of which Kvsodarl is the typical form—devoid of any

flesh, with stomach emaciated, clad in a tiger*s skin, adorned with the

ornaments of serpents (or those of bones—cf. the Agnipurana), The

text bestows upon her 16 arms and represents her killing Ganda and

and Munda, the two famous asuras and thus the text here confuses

Candika or Gandi with Camunda—^vide the Durga-sapata-satl where

as Durga killed the two aforesaid demons, she received the name of

Camunda. Krsodari is said to be a goddess of femine and pestilence.

Gandi or Can(Jika in this aspect ofKrsodari is not rare in Indian

Museums.

Candika-as^-pratifearas: The AparajitapracchS,—vide Pr. Laks.

p. 229, has given a great prominence to rhis goddess by allocating to

her shrine the following eight gate-keepers with their characteristic

features:

—

U Vctala 3. Pingaksa 5. Dbumraka 7. Rakaksa and

2. Kotara 4. Bhrkuti 6. Kankata. 8. Sulocana.

Gauri; represents the milder type ofDurga and as we have closed

the primary aspects of ^iva with Mahesa so we do it here with Gauri

or Parvati, the two primordial parents of the Universe

Gauri images are reprerented in different forms and under dfflferent
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names , such as Uma, Parvati, Totala, Tripura, etc.

Avoiding the details of her Pr. Laks. especially of those gathered

from the Manasara where her form is given too much of drapery and

decorations, a speciality of the South Indian images and image-makers,

let us first concentrate on her general iconology and iconography.

Ganrl-Dvadasa-Murtis: The AparajitapracchS has given a glori-

ous account of the Gauri-murtis in keeping with the tenets of ^aivism

and all these 12 forms are reckoned there as Siva-sasanis—vide Pr. Laks.

p. 230 (iii). A special feature of the general description of Gauri is her

association with an iguana or alligator what we call godha i. e. seated

on godha-Godhasana is remarkable for its motifon which Dr. Banerjea

observes: ^The association of the mother-goddess of some of these (/. e,

Taxila) discs with alligator or alligators is also of unique importance

and interest from the point ofview of the developed Sakti cult in India’/

And he cites a good many illustrations representing this association of

Godha cf. the medieval Parvatl images of Bengal (cf. also the godha

playing a prominent part in the mythology of the goddess Candi and

Kalaketu in the medieval mangala-kavyas of Bengal); the Uma-Mahes-
vara relief of southern India and the 12 armed Mahisasura-mardini

figure on the Ghandragupta cave facade at Udaigiri Bhilsa.

Dr* Banerjea takes the same theme again cf. ibid p. 501 and has

illustrated the development of this motif in a very unique bronze figure

of the Dev! at Nalanda and accordingly he remarks (ibid). ^The iconic

motif of Parvati associated with iguana has been found in other parts

of India, and many sculptures from Eastern India (specially Bengal)

illustrate this aspect of the goddess’. This motif along with the

Mahisasuramardini was so popular that these migrated to Indonesia

as the medieval replicas of such images arc foimd there.

Dr. Banerjea (ibid) also associates this animal-lizard with l§ri one
of the six varieties of Gauri—Uma, Parvati, Sri, Rambha, Totala and
Tripurl, on the authority of the Rnpamandana, a later Medieval text,

but I may point out to the learned Doctor that this association of
iguana with Gauri under the appellation of Sri is much earlier describ-

ed in the Aparajitapraccha belonging to the 11th century A. D.—vide
Pf. Laks. p. 231 and the copier-author of the Rnpamandana has taken
it veartmtim from the A. P. as his usual practice, so many times pointed

Catching the lost thread of the dvidalamurtis, the following list



may be seen:

—

1. Uma 5.

2. Parvat^ 6.

3. Gauri 7.

4, Lalita 8.

devi-pratima-laksana

or i^riyottama

Krsna

Hemavali

Rambha

hil

9 Savitri

10. Trisanda

11. Totala and

1 2. Tripura.

they are too easy to
N. B. : As regards their general feauters

be purviewed in the writer’s Pr. Laks p, 231.

Ganri-paSca-laliya-murtis: are a unique gift of the Aparijita.
They are perhaps nowhere described nor happen to be represented in
sculpture^ 'LaPya’ means the name beginning with ‘L’ and they are
Laliya, DI&, Lilangi, Lalita, and LUavltfi. They have also found each
a characteristic description—vide Pr. Laks p. 231.

*

Ganrl-Shrine: Like principal gods, the A. P. provides for Gaur
a special shrine where images of othei deities are to be set up in a
particular manner: Matrs in the south, Sri in the Saumya. Savitri in
the west, Bhagavati Saraswati in the back karnas, Ganesa and Kumira
in the ISana and the Agneya directions and the centre goes to the fully
decorated and adorned with ndalas ihe image of Gauri, the beloved
of Mahesa (cf. ner typical association with the great god, the very
half portion of him).

Ganri-asta-dvarapalikas : The same text (the A P.) completes her
glory and grandeur by allocating to her shrine the eight maiden-door-
keepers—the guardians of the gate of Gauri-shrine and they are named
with their special emblems —vide Pr. Laks. p. 232, as followsing:

1- Jaya 5. Nibhaktl,

2. Vijaya 6. Mangala
3. Ajita 7. Mohini and
4. Aparajita 8. Stambhini.

The Devi-icons associated with Durga, the Saiv» aspects of the
Devi do not end here and a reference to them ought to have been made
here and now; but keeping with the order of the Pratima-laksana

(cf. they will be referred to in a tabular form in the

end. Let us first take up the last main images of the Devi, the Sapta
or Asta Matfs.

Reference has already been made to-the three fundamental pillars

of the towering edifice of Devi-iconology which have sustained the
whole fabric of this sublime structure of Saktism through the ages.

It is firstly all pervading principle of Energy, the fountain spring of
^iktism—^vide the sublimejconccption of VAC outlined in the Devi-
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Sukta (Rg. X. 125) and, in the Devi-mahatmya of the M. P.

feclT the formless absoulte principle im-

manent in thaw hole universe as the supreme and all-pervading consious-

ness; secondly the Defendent and Protector Agency (cf. Gita s Doctrine

of Avataravlda)“^vide the Narayani-stuti

tj^irdiy the Mother-aspect of the Divine Agency, which illus-

trates to my mind, in these Matrs, whose association with the Digpala-

gods is also representative of the the palana or bhaarna aspect as hinted

above* This is what may be termed as the social point of view (as

opposed to the metaphysical or philosophical and physical points of

view as referred to abo\e) from which these Matr-goddesses should be

viewed. They arc the motherhood of the family and society. This is

what the Brahma-Vaivarta-purana enunciates and elaborates:

5Ct: ^ ^ \

It is with this background that we have developed one of our

maxims These Matrs have a vivid mythology behind

them. It is Andhakasura-Vrttanta in the Puranas, in the context

of which these Matrs are said to have sprung up to help Lord >§iva

in his struggle with the demon and the consequent victory over him.

&ptaM3trkas, These seven goddesses represent the embodied

energy and prowess of the seven famous gods—their male-counter-

parts as their very names indicate. The Varahapurana states that

they are eight in number adding Yogesvari also to their sevenfold

list* The Varahapurana further represents them with the eight bad

mental qualities.

The following tabulation will show at a glance their names,

their male counterparts and together with their assosiation with

the above-mentioned mental qualities:

—

Name Male Mental atributes.

1. Yogesvari ^iv5 Kama or Desire,

2. MShesvari MaheSvara Krodha or anger.

3. Vaisnavl Vis^u Lobha or covetousness.

4. Brahml^f Brahml Mada or pride

5. Eaumail Kumlra Moha or illusion.

«. In&Snf Indra Matsarya or fault-finding.

7. Yaiid mr GSmundS Yama Pailunya or talc*bcaring.

& 'VuShI VarSha AsnyS or envy.
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The stereotyped number seven of the Matrs does not hold rigid.

Even in the Devimahatmya it comes to nine, (cf D* H. I. pp* 504 5).

Dr. Banerjea rightly observes: ^It appears that side by side with
the common concept about the stereotyped number of the Mothers or

^aktis of seven or eight gods there existed a belief about the l§aktis of

other gods or their aspects. In the subsequent ritual literature of the

Hindus, the names of as many as sixteen Matrkas with Gauri in

the beginning are mentioned’.

As regards their iilustratio/is it has a hoary antiquity, the

Nalanda seals depict them. Varahamihira refers to the worship of
the Matrganas (the Saptamati’kls) as the chief manifestation of the
^akti«cult vide Brh. Samh. 59. 19. These are often carved in

relief on a rectangular stone slab in order of Brahman i, Mahesvarf,
Kaumari, Vaisnavi, Varahi, Indrani and Camunda, with the figures

ofVirabhadra and Ganesa on either side, which satisfies the

Aparajita’s injunction about it— vide Pr. Laks. p. 235 The author
of the Rupamandana (the copy of the A. P.) changes the order with

his characteristic ingenuity—placing Bhairava (or Virabhadra) in

the beginning and Gariesa in the end.

Sri Gopinath Rao has reproduced the Sapta-MStrka—group
representation from stones: Ellora, Belur and Kurabhakonam which
illustrate them very characteristically.

Separate reliefs of the Matrkas and their guardians are also

common and Dr. Banerjea has made an illuminating study of some
of them as represented on the sacred tank at Puri (Orissa) known
as Markandeya Sarovara, where on one of its banks these separate

images are sculptured Besides these stiff hieratic sculptures (as the

learned Doctor comments) from Puri, the four-armed Vaisnavf

with Garuda beneath her seat, hailing from Khiching (Khandiya

Deul) is regarded by him a real object of art. The two separate

Camu^ida reliefs, both hailing from Jajpur i e. Virjaksetra (Orissa)

are also regarded by Dr. Banerjea as the remarkable specimens

of iconographic art.

The individual pratima-laksanas of all Matrs are avoided as

they partake them of their consorts cf. the injunction of the M. Purina

itself.— etc. and the writer’s

Pr. Laks, pp, 232-239 is full of them for further purview.

In the end of this chapter, as promised a tabulation of the

various forms of the ^aivi aspect of the Devf has to be made; but

before we do so a very peculiar Devf under the nauie of jyesthadeyi

ipay also be touched*
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Jyestba—is a folk-gooddess and her worship was as old as Boddha*

ylna-grhyasTitra—vide its chapter on her worship—where apart from

her several names (viz. Kapilapatni, Kumbhf, Hastimukha^

Vighnaparsada, Nirrti) she is described as ‘having lions attached to her

chariots and tigers following her% The Lihgapurana accounts of her

origin (see Rao for details^—E. H. I- vol. 1. pt. 2. pp. 395-98) is very

interesting where she is said to have come out of the ocean while it

was being churned. The worship ofJyestha was a very popular prac-

tice in South, though quite extint now. In North ^itala may be

legarded as her counterpart. Jyestha is also known as Alaksmi and

it is perhaps to this trait that the orthodox jSaivagamas have high

expatiations on her—vide the Siddhantasaravali of Trilocana ^ivaca-

rya and the commentary on it, fu'ly taken notice of, by Sri Rao

E. H. I. ibid pp. 398-400.

As regards her iconographical details—vide Pr. Laks. p, 243-49

where five texts are quoted—her peculiar traits are : danda in the right

and rope on the left; the emblem on her banner is the crow and, her

vahana is the ass (cf. ^itaia). The V.D. describes her in two principal

aspects, Rakta and Nila. Both of them are seated figures having their

feet touching the ground. It calls her Viravandita—praised and

propitiated fay heroes.

Though the worship and the cult of this non-Aryan goddess, is

obslete in the South, her images are still found at so many places. The
Madras Museum and Kumbhakonam sculptures are interesting

illustrations.

The Devls—The manifold forms of Durga, as promised may
now be taken and some of them are :

Nanda Balavikarnika Sveta
Amba BalapramathinJ Bhadra
Ambika Sarvabhu tadamani Jaya & Vijaya

Mangala Manonmanini Ghantakarnj
SarvamangalS Varunfeamunda Jayanti
Kaiaratri RaktacamundS Diti

Lalita iSivadntl ArundhatJ
Uma Yogesvarl Aparajiti

Parvatl Bhairavi Surabhi
RambhS Tripurabhairavi Krsna
Totals •^ivS Indra
Tripura Kfrti Annapurna
BhntamatS Siddhi Asvartidha
YoganidrS Riddhi Bhuvanesvari
VSmS Ksama Bala &
RaudrI Dipti RIjamatangi
Klil^vikarnikl Rati



CHAPTER VI

SAURA-PRATIMA-LAKSANA

SURYA—ADITYAS, NAVAGRAHAS AND DIKPALAS

Sarya andthe Adityas:—Surya^ the Sun is the fifth principal god associ*

ated with Pancayatana-worship which may be regarded as the sublimest

and the most universal composite bhakti-cult in India. Sarya is a
principal god in the Vedas. His worship, therefore, has been in vogue
from very early times. The history of this god presents some interest-

ing inter-ethenic and international back-ground also. The sectarianism

under the name of Saurism revolving round this celestial luminary is

also a fascinating story. Before we come to all this, let us begin with

his Vedic accounts.

Vedic:—In the Vedas a good many solar deities have been extolled. ^

Apart from Surya, the most concrete of them, his other various aspects

are Savitr, Pusan, Bhaga, Vivasvat, Mitra, Aryaman and Visnu which

gave rise to what are called Dvadasidityas, the twelve Adityas in the

Brahmanas (cf. the iSatapatha), the Epics (cf. the Mahabharata) and

the Purltias (so many) and the early Silpa-texts like ViSvakarma-

silpa. The hymns of the Rgveda under the above-mentioned solar

gods like Savitr, Pusan etc., simply symbolise the whole fabric of the

universal activity and energy remifying into the fundamental elements

of life like the energy to work which SavitI, ‘^the stimulater of every-

thing’ was accredited to give ; the safety of the

cattle and their pastures was assigned to Pusan, the beneficient Sun

and the distribution of riches and wealth was the function of Bhaga.

Similary Vivasvat the first sacrificer was conceived as the ancestor of

the race ; ‘'his Avestan counterpart, Vivan-hant, was the first mortal

who prepared Haoma (Vedic Soma)’« Mitra’s luster was not confined to

Indian horizon, it simply illumined the whole of Assia. He was a Indo-

Iranian god and his Iranian cult did penetrate into India and reacted

on north Indian Sun-worship, which we shall presently see. Visnu

the great Epic and Pauranic Preserver God was first a solar deity as

Vedas reveal. ‘Rgvedic hymns to Surya contain many epithets which

had a hand in influencing many of his traits in the post-Vedic age. In

some he is described as ^the beautiful-winged celestial bird Garutmao*

(divya suparna Garutman), while *in one verse (R.V., VII, 77, 3) he is

described as ‘‘a white briUiant steed brought by Usas’j from such
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descriptions originated the concept of Garuda, the mount of Visnu, and

Tarksya, the horse-mount of the Sun-god himself. Nay, the idea of

the god riding on a chariot drawn by four or seven horses so frequently

found in post-Vcdic texts and illustrated in early reliefs has already

been well formulated in Rgvedic hymns; he is more often described

there as ^moving on a car drawn by one, by several or by seven fleet

and ruddy horses* (1.115, 3-4; VII, 60, 3; VII. 63, 2, etc#). The elabo-

rate story current in the epics and the Puranas about Surya’s marriage

with Vi8vakarma*s daughter SaipjSa, her desertion of him after leaving

with him her shadow (Chaya) for her inability to bear his effulgence,

Visvakarma*s attempt to reduce this in order that his daughter might

endure it, had its origin in the Vcdic myth about the marriage of

Saranyu, the daughter of Tvstr, with Vivasvat, the Sun-god*—D.H.I#

p. 430-31*

Saurism of the Post-vedic age:—Rise of Saurism might be synchro-

nous with the rise of the Bhagvata-cult in the MahSbharata. The

greater epic (II. 50, 16) describes him Devesvara ^iord of gods’, the

germs of which were already sown in the Rgveda itself when it had

proclaimed to the world : ^ The sway and the *

supremacy, the Sun has always exercised and extended over, is evident

from the very ancient Smarta-tradition of Sandhyopasana, in which

a prayer to the sun in Gayatiimantra forms a principal constituent.

This prayer is symbolic of men’s desire to attain unblemished wisdom,

the strongest ship to cross the ocean of Samsara. The Sun has been a

favourite god of the repentent sinners who always prayed for their

redress. The immortal poem of Mayura, an eulogy to Sun in hundred

stanzas and the prologue in the Malti-Madhava by his contemporary

Bhavabhuti are some of the classical illustrations of Surya’s supremacy

and his cult of worship. IfVisnu could capitivate the kings, Surya

his Vedic pioneer did not lag behind, as some of the ancient rulers of

India were exclusive worshippers of the Sun God. Maharaja
Dharapatta, one of the Maitraka rulers of Valabhi, and some of the

Pusyabhuti rulers of Thanesvara like Rajyavardhana, Adityavardhana
and Prabhakarvardhana were ‘Param-Aditya-bhaktas* the most devout,

worshippers of the Sun.

As many as six branches of the sectarian cult of Saurism are a proof
of the popularity of this cult, an adhcrancc to which in north and south
India goes back fairly to an early age* The sun was regarded as the

author of the world by the Sauras# The six sub-sects as hinted above
of this great cult may be briefly mentioned.

Among the six classes of devotees ofsun, all bearing a mark made by red

I9ndai,wearinga garland ofrod flowers^ and repoatipg theformula ofeigi^t
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syllables, (i) some worship the orb of the sun who has just risen as,

Brahmadeva, the creator ; (ii) others the sun on the meridian as

Isvara, the destroyer, who is also regarded as the ouginator; (iii) some

regard the setting sun as Visnu, the protector and conisder him as

the cause of the creation and destruction also and as the highest entity

worship him. ( iv) There are some who resort to all the three suns as a

triple form; (v) others observing the vow of regularly seeing the orb,

adore the supreme soul as existing in it with golden whiskers and golden

hair. One section of this class is devoted simply to the vow of the

observation of the disc, and they see the orb, worship it in the

16 ways, dedicate all their action to the god, and do not eat without

seeing the orb
; (vi) The devotees of the sixth class imprint the orb on

their forehead, arms, bosoms with a heated iron piece and meditate on

the god in their mind continuously.

Foreign inSuence on the Son*worsh!p in India:—The North has

always been the strong-hold of the foreign influences right from the

Aryan influx to the Mohammedan invasion, only the British could

successfully penetrate even to the remotest of the South. Accordingly the

Iranian cult of Sun-worship also affected the north. Hence the earlier

mode of sun-worship as prevalent in India branched off into two main

forms, the representative character of which is fully evident in the

artistic remains. ‘That its north Indian form was much reorientated,

by the east Iranian mode of sun-worship is fully proved by many

literary and archaeological data. The story of 6amba*s leprosy and

his cure from this fell disease by his worship of the Sun-god according

to the approved east-Iranian (^akadvipf) manner is elaborately

narrated in many Puranas such as Bhavisya, Varaha, 6amba, etc.

Reference is also made in many of these texts to his having caused to

be built a big temple of the god at Mulasthanapura (modern Multan

in the West Punjab) on the banks of the Chandrabhaga, There was

actually a big sun-temple at Multan, a graphic description of which

and the image enshrined there is given by foreign travellers like Hiuen

Tsang and Arab geographers like A1 Edrisi, Abu Ishak al Ishtakhri

and others. Some of the Puranas also refer to the installation of a sun-

image known by the name of §ambaditya by ^Smba at Mathura. The

close association of the east Iranian form of sun-worship with the

reoriented cult of the god in Northern India is further emphasised In

the BrhatsamhitS ; it is expressly laid down there (Ch. 59, V. 19) that

it was Magas (the indianised form of the Magi, the sun-worshipping

priests of Iran) who were entitled to install ceremonially the images of

Surya in temples. Alberuni knew this fact for he has recorded that
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the ancient Persian priests came to India and became known as Magas/*

p. 431.

This Iranian influence on the reoriented Sun-worship in India is

fully born out by the representations of Snrya in the Indian Sculpture

particularly belonging to the North. It is the udicyavesa along with

the wearing of a waist-girdle called viyanga (cf. Br* Samhita) or

Yaviyanga {avyanga)—vide the V.D., which is the indianised form of

Iranian Aiwiyaonghen the sacred waist-girdie of the Iranians. The

extant Snrya reliefs of the Kushan, Gupta and late Gupta periods

illustrate this trait. Dr, Bancrjea has made a good study of these

icons and he significantly observes that several extant art motifs of the

Gandhara region and especially those hailing from Mathura and

belonging to the early centuries of the Christian era help us to trace the

development of the new and reoriented Snrya icons of the Gupta and

post*Gupta periods^ the illustrations of which will be tabulated ahead.

Dyadasadityas: Now before we proceed with the pratimalaksana

of the Sun*imagc proper^ let us briefly notice the twelve Adityas and

their pratimalaksanas as collected from the representative texts—

vide Pr. Laks. p. 245-46. Mention has already been made of their

early references in literature which proves how ancient they arc.

Different accounts of their origin are given; but Rao says: ^The most

commonly accepted meaning of their name is that they are all

so-called because they are the sons of Aditi and in the Puranas^ they

are ail evidently solar deities/ These twelve Adityas are said to

preside each a month of the year. Their names are given variously

in various works; and a good many of them agree in naming them
in order as Dhatr^ Mitra, Aryaman. Rudra^ Varuna, Surya^ Bhaga^

Vlvasvan, Pusan, Savltr, Tvastv and Fisnu, the last one surpassing

all in lustre. Some of these names like Mitra, Aryamam and Bhaga
are illustrative of the identity between their Iranian counter-parts—

MUhra, Mryama and Baga or Bagho of the Parsis.

In regard to the images of each of these twelve Adityas in

five principal texts—vide ibid., Sri Gopinath Rao on the authority
of the Vi§vakaram-§astra (the last text quoted in the Pr. Laks. p. 246)
has tabulated them in the following manner especially in regard to

their hands and objects :

Dfidaiadityas

No.
Name of the Back Right Back Left front Front

Mityas. Hand. Hand. L.H. R.H.
1 Dfaatf Lotus garland Kamandalu Lotus Lotus
2 Mitta Soma ^ula Do. Do.
1 Aryatnan Cakra Kaumodakl Do. Do.
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No.
Name of the Back Right Back Left Front Front

Adityas. Hand. Hand. L.H. R.H.

4 Rudra Aksamlli Cakra Lotus Lotus
5 Varuna Cakra PaSa Do. Do,
6 Surya Kamandalu Aksamall Do. Do,
7 Bhaga 6ula Cakra Do. Do,
8 Vivasvan

9y Garland Do. Do.
9 Pusan Lotus liOtUS Do. Do.
10 Savitr Gada Cakra Do. Do,
11 Tvastr Sruk Homaja-Kalika(?) Do, Do.
12 Visnu Cakra Lotus Do. Do.

On this Dr, Banerjea makes a significant observation correcting

Raoofhis oversight: in his table all of them are shown as

four-armed. The text quoted by him^ however^ explicitly says that

two of themj Pusan and Visnu are to be shown as two-armed.’* As
regards their illustrations^ something would be said ahead as usual

in the end.

Navagrahas : Surya is both an Aditya and also one of the Nava-
grahas. The other eight Graha are : Chandra^ Bhauma (Mahgala),

Budha, Brhaspati, ^ukra, Sani, Rahu and Ketu. The following chart

will give a succinct sculptural representation of all these Navagrahas
as tabulated by Sri Rao in his E. H. I. (p. 322-3) on the authority of

Rupamandana :

Navagrahas:

Name of
the diety*

Colour.

Weapons etc.

Right Left
Hand. Hand.

Seat and Vehicle. Remarks.

Surya White Padma Padroa Gaeriot with 7 horses All the

Soma 99 Kumuda Kumud 99 99 99 nine

Bhauma Red Danda Kamandalu A goat dieties

Budha Yellow Hands in Yogamudra Sarpasana should

Guru 9f Aksmalla Kamandalu Hamsa be

6ukra White 41 99 A frog adorned

6ani Black Danda with

RSbu Smoky A sacrificial pit kirita

(kunda) and

Ketu 99 Arms folded as in the The lower portion of ratna-

aSjali attitude. the body of Rahu kunda-

should be that of a las.

snake.
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The worship of Navagrahas has bcea a universal feature in asso*

ciation with any sacred ceremony or any important ritual. The

Yajna-valkya-Smrti assigns to Navagraha-puja^ an important place,

for the attainment of desires. Regarding their representation, it

enjoins that the figures of these nine planets should be made of copper,

crystal, red sandal (wood), gold (in the case of Budha and Brhaspati),

silver, iron, lead and belhmetal respectively ;
or these figures should

be drawn on canvas in their respective colours or in mandalas made

of scented paste, the last being the lepyaja variety.

Snrya-pratima-Iaksana—(i) Norths^n tradition ’',—^From the persual

of the texts—the Br. S., the V. D., the Agni., the M. P., and the A. P.

and R. M, le, (i) to (iv) and (viii) and ,ix)-'vide Pr. Laks. p. 246-48,

two types of the Sun-images emerge. In the first (cf. the V* D.) the

Sun is seated on a lotus, has two hands holding lotuses, moving in a

car drawn by seven horses i and the second (cf. the Agni and the

Matsya) also includes the charioteer, the legless Aruua who is driving

the horses. Here the sun is attended by two male and two female

figures. The two female figures are his queens—Niskubha, also called

Chaya on his right and RajSi also called Prabha or Suvarcasa on his

left. In the front of these females are the males—the one on the right

is called Pingala or Kundi holding either sword or writing implements

and the one on the left is called Danda holding a sula (staff ). Here

in the latter, the Sun-figure is also said to be weaeing an armour.

This last trait brings us to the description of the Sun-images as

found in the Br. Samhita and in another passage of the V. D-—^vide

ibid, conforming to the Iranian influence on north Indian images of

the Sun as already pointed out before, and accordingly the Br. Saip*

hita would enjoin that ‘the god should be dressed in the fashion of a

Northerner, (his body) from the feet upto the breast being covered.

He should wear a crown and hold two lotus flowers by their stalks.

His face should be adorned with ear-rings, he should wear a long

necklace and a viyanga ; ...his face should be covered with a cheek

plate*. ‘ The Visaudharmottara of a later date containing fuller

details, says tha the god should have four arms ; he should be covered

with a coat of mail and he should wear a Northerner*s dress
; his waist

gkdlc is known as yavIySnga (avyanga); the stafiT^carrying Dandi is to

be shown on his left, and the pen and inkpot inhere palm leaf) bearing

Kupdi on his right ; a lion standard is to be placed on Surya*s right

side, and his four sons. Revan ta, Yama, and the two Manus, should

stand by him. Other attendants of the diety according to this elabo-

rate description are his four wives, RajSi, (Ri-(Ni-) ^ksubhl, Ghaya
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1

and the goddess Suvarcasa
; the chariot drawn by seven horses should

be driven by Aruna*.

Thus in the former we do not find any mention of the chariot, the

horses and other attendants of the god, while in the latter there is an

elaborate descriptions of the accessories and the main characteristic of

both these descriptions is the avyanga-girdle and boots which emphasise

the foreign origin of the type of image consequent upon the reoriented

cult on the Iranian model.

(ii) Southern tradition:—Now as regards the pratima-laksauas as

found in Southern ^ilpa-texts like the Amiumadbhedagama—vide

Rao’s notice E.H.L, Vol. I pt. II p. 306-7: ^tbe figure of the Sun-god

should be sculptured with two hands, each holding a lotus. The
hands should be so*held up as to cause the fists holding the lotuses

reach the level of the shoulders. His head is to be surrounded by a

halo (klndmandala) and his person should be adorned with many
ornaments ; on his head there should be a karanda-makuta and a

garment worn by him should be red in colour. He should wear a pair

of ruby ear-rings (kundaias) ad er his chest there should lie a hara

(necklace). He should wear cn^ one cloth and the body should be

covered (with a coat) as in ^in rthern India.’ The fabric of this coat

should be so delicate in texture as to make portions of the body visible

through it. There should also be a yajnopavita on his person. The
figure of Surya should be made to stand on a padma-pitha by itself or

should be placed in a hexagonal chariot drawn by seven horses fully

caparisoned. The chariot should have only one wheel and be shown

to be driven by the lame Aruna. On the right side of Surya ihere

t could stand Usa and on the left, Pratyusa. A second authority

mentions four consorts to Surya ; namely, RajSi, Suvaml, Suvarcasa

and Chaya, while a third says that one half, taken vertically, of the

body of Surya should have the shape of a dark-complexioned woman,

probably indicating the sun inspite of his being the god of light, is

inseparably wedded to night and its darkness.’

*The ^ilparatna states that on each side of ^urya there should be

a dvarapSlaka, named Mandala and Pingala respectively.’ iSiiparatna

chooses pusparaga or ruby, of which the kirita of Surya should be

made.

Illustrations of the Sun images in consonance to the aforesaid

introduction and the descriptions fall in as many as 5 types, earlier

common types, early mixed types, (cf. the Iranian influence), medieval

seated types, mediev?il standing ones and lastly iheir southern represep-

%^%iouh
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(i) Earlier types—again can be sub* divided in those of aniconic and

iconic. The former used to be represented in symbols like a wheel, a

round golden plate^ a lotus flower etc. Dr. Banerjea has investigated

into these earlier representations of the Sun—vide D.H.I. Chap. IV,

and has illustrated it in the punch-marked and cast-coins (cf. the coins

of Uddehlka and the Paucala mitra chifs like Suryamhra and Bhlnu-

mitra). As regards the latter i e. Siirya in human form it is represen-

ted in the ancient remains ofBodha Gaya, the Buddhist cave at Bhaja,

composition of Surya carved on one face of the many-sided column

found at Lala Bhagat and the Surya relief in the torus frieze of the

small cave, Ananta-gumpha among the Khandagiri group ofJain cave

shrines near BhuvaneSvara Orissa, where the motif of representations

is more or less identical and their affinity to each other is remarkable.

The typical of them (cf. Bodha Gaya) may be described in the words

of Dr. Banerjea—ibid p. 432. *The god is seen riding on a one-

wheeled (ekacakra) chariot drawn by four horses on a ^upright’ of the

old stone r'^iling (pracinasilaprakara) at Bodh Gaya. He is attended

on either side by a female figure shooting an arrow, and they are the

earliest reliefs standing for Usa and Pratyusa personifying the different

aspects of 'dawn’ driving away darkness ; the demons of darkness

appear to be personified by one male bust on each side of the relief.

The Bgvedic description of Siirya ]as riding a chariot drawn by one,

three, four or seven horses seems to have been the basis of such

representation.’

Thus the earlier reliefs (as says Dr. Banerjea), of Surya hailing

from different corners of India, Western, Northern and Eastern, seem

to prove that the iconography of this motif was to a great extent the

same everywhere in these widely distant regions and it was utilised by

devotees irrespective of creed.

(ii) Early types typify the remodelled motif of the Sun images in

Nothem India in a peculiar way due to the reorientation of the Sun-

cult influenced by its Iranian form. These as already indicated, hail

from the Gandhara region, especially from Mathura of the Gupta and

post-Gupta periods. Apart from the Gandhara sites and Mathura

Museum exhibits (see details in D.H.I. p. 434), the Sun-images of the

early Gupta period as found in Surya relief at Niyamatpur and

Kumarpur (Rajshahi Beagal) as well as Bhumara (Nagod Madhya
Bharat) along with fine marble sculpture of Surya found at Rhair

Khanch (Afganistan) now in Kabul Museum and several others as

noticed by Dr. Banerjea though take former ip^del^ arc also represeii-*

t§tiv^ of the developed innovation?.
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(iii & iv) Medieval Surya reliefs usually fall under two categories,

one showing the god standing in the company of his attendants, the

other showing him seated in padmasana, the former outnumbering the

latter. The former group i \ illustrated in an early medieval Surya

image from Khiching in which besides the lotus-carrying two-armed
central figure of Surya dressed in udicyaveSa also keeps up the earlier

tradition of his accessories like Dandi, Pingala, Usa, Pryatusa, Aruna,
and seven horses (shown in the relief). The latter are very often

profusely ornamented (cf. Dacca History of Bengal for such elaborate

Surya reliefs). This brings us to the fifth type, the Southern repre-

sentations in which this is the prominent characteristic.

(v) Rao has made certain generalizations of the Southern types of

S3rya images comparing them with the Northern types and some of

them may be enumerated here cf. D.HJ. p. 440— (f. n.);

"The South Indian Suryas have their hands raised to the level

of their shoulders, and the lotuses held by them are only half-blossom-

ed ; their legs and feet are always left bare; the northern Indian images

have generally their hands at the general level of the hips or the

elbows, and are made to carry full-blown lotuses rising up to the level

of their shoulders, and they wear boots : AruUa and the seven horses,

almost invariably present in north Indian varieties of Surya, are very

often absent in their south Indian counterparts, and the number of

attendants in the latter is very small (Dandi, Kundi or Pingala, the

arrow-shooting goodesses, the several consorts of the god, etc. are

almost invariably absent, Especially in the Tamil districts).”

One of the earliest extant Surya images of the South Indian

variety satisfying the above generalizations belongs to the Parasurame-

svara temple at Gudimallam (near Renigunta in North Arcot).

Dvadasadityas illustrated :—As regards the illustrations of the

Dvadasadityas it may be remarked that separate images of these are

very rare ; ^they are usually shown carved on the sides and top of

detached frames (most probably set up behind the image of the Sun-

god) or on the prabhavali of the Surya-image. The architectural

frame in the Junagadh Museum shows two-armed figures of Surya

carrying lotuses in separate niches, three on either side and five on the

top (eleven in all). Barring the central figure on the top, which is

shown seated with Usa and Pratyusa on cither side, all the other ten

are shown standing and attended by other female companions. Four

of the Navagrahas, probably ^ukra and Sani and certainly Rahu and

Ketu, are also placed on the top. The eleven Adityas together with

the missing central figure of $5ry4 would make up the requisite

pumber#''—D34. p. 437,
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ReTanta:-Dr. Banerjea has also taken notice of another solar

deity, Rcvanta. one of the sons ofSnrya whose worship in Eastern

India seems to be of some significance (cf. ‘Tirthatattva of Rag

nandana). Puranas like the RSUka and the Markandeya and the Visnu-

dharmottara along with the Brhatsamhita describe him and Dr. Baner-

jea has pointed out a remarkable Ulustration-the Ghatmgax

(Dinajpur) black basalt image (now in the collection of Rajshahi

Museum). It may be pointed out that the images of Revanta are

often mistaken for those of Kalki and Sri Brindavana Bhattacharya

rightly remarks; It is remarkable however, that the former differs from

the latter by the clear representation of attendants such as dogs,

musicians etc#

Navagraha-iilostrations: Dr. Banerjea observes that the extant

Navagraha reliefs containing their separate and group representations

often depict them in difierent manner. Stone slabs with the figures of

these ‘grahas’ usually standing and rarely seated, were used as

architectural pieces in medieval temples of different parts of India.

This medieval convention did undoubtedly serve as prophylactic

measure for the safety of the the temples. In Indian sculpture the

three illustrations as noticed by the learned Doctor are a late ^Gupta

fragmentary sandstone relief from Sarnath, (now exhibit No. 1536 in

the Indian Museum) showing only four grahas which was eight-graha-

composition—Ketu being a latter addition; the Kankandighi sculpture

(now in Asutosh Museum, University of Calcutta) which, though a

nine-figure comosition (having Ganesa in the beginning) is remarkable

for the absence of Eetu and the twelve-spoked wheel—the Navagraha-

cakra found in the ruins of Khiching where not only Ketu but also a

central deity like Dhata or Vidhata also figure.

Iconology behind the Sun and Navagraha images: We are familiar

with the earlier Visnu as a solar deity in the Vedas. The later tradi-

tion reversed the position and Snrya was reckoned as Vi^nuite image.

Brindavan echoes this tradition when he says, Tconographically the

representation of the sun resembles that of Vasudeva in general

appearance and in many details. It is noteworthy also that the Sun

is one of the forms of Vis^i i, and probably the image of Snrya

inhisRajad mnrti [The vdnan/asiji and Balar&ma (^esa) mnrtis arc

his Tamad (full of Inertia, Sleep) and V&sudeva, his Slttvik! (.full

of intelligence) forms] or form of activity. The moving car, the

military dress including the boots, the shooting rays, all indicate a

great spiiil of animation. I propose the following points of similarity

]?ctwcen the images ofVfmdev^ and Strya:
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Sun: Visnu (Vasudeta)

Prabhl Sarvasvati or SatyabhSma

Chaya Laksmi or Rukmini

ELiindi Brahma

Danda Isa

Four hands Four hands

Lotus'seat Lotus-seat

Another point to be noted is that the seven horses here represent

physically the seven rays of the Sun '^Vibgyor'’ (violet, etc). Aruna

(literally meaning ^redcoW), the charioteer, represents the crimson

morning rays of the Sun”*—I. !• p* 17* iS.

Similarly the development of Navagraha-images also presuppose

aniconology resting with some of the principal gods of the pantheon

who are supposed to preside over them as per the following tabulation

of their aflSnity:

L Candra from Varuna

2* Mahgala „ Kartikeya
^

3- Budha „ Visnu

4. Brhaspati „ Brahma

5. Sukra „ 6akra or Indra

6. ^ani „ Yama

7. Rahu „ Serpent

8* Ketu „ like Mahgala cRT

Brindavan, therefore, concludes, 'The attributes of water lilies

etc. in the case of Candra as indicating his aquatic nature,

those of Sakti etc, in the case of Mahgala indicating his war-

like character, those of Visnu, in the case of Budha signifying

his nature of intelligence, the symbols of Aksamala, book etc , in the

case of Brhaspati indicating his nature of penance and haeditationt

those of treasure, etc., in the case of Sukra indicating his kingly nature

and those of staff, etc., in the case of Sani indicating his destructive

nature, and so on, have a special reference to the iconic development

attempted above”—1. 1. p. 33.

Sanra-ayatana—^the San shrine: The AparSjita-praccha—^vide Pr.

Laksr p. 251, enjoins the placing of Soma and other gods in the follow*

ing manner: On the east there should be Soma; on the south-east,

BhSuma; on the south Brhaspati; on the south-west, Rahu; on the west,

Sukra; on the north-west, Ketu; on the north, Budha: and on the

north-east Sani.

Saura-pratiharas or the guardians or the gate-keepers of the Sun*

shrine as given in the Bhavijya-purina in an esoteric maimer may be
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summarised thus: those at the first gate arc called Dharma and Artha:

at the second Garuda and Yama; at the third, Kubera and VinSyaka;

and at the fourth Raivata and Pindi. Raivata or Revanta as we know,

is a son of Slrya, while pindi is said to be ^iva.

Digpalas—Digpalas and Lokapalas are the same. They arc eight

in number corresponding to the eight quarters of the universe assigned

to each of them for the guardianship. They are: Indra, Agni, Yama,

Nirrti, Varuna, Vayu, Kubera, and Isana. Sri G.N. Rao remarks: "It

might be noticed that all these deities held prominent positions in the

Vedic period, long before, Visnu and Siva of the modern Trinity, be-

came supreme in Hindu Mythology; and the former are now obliged to

be content with the more modest situation of the guardianship of the

quarters of the universe. It, therefore, becomes necessary to trace the

history of the degradation so to speak of these deities from the exaulted

positions held by them during the Vedic times’*.

It may, however, be pointed out that this stereotyped number of

eight is neither full nor uniform in far earlier texts like the Mahabha-

rata and the Manusmrti, where they are also addressed as Lokapalas.

In the former source {VIII. 45-31 f.) it appears their number was at

first four—Agni, Yama and Bhagvat Soma (cf. the conspicuous absence

of Kubera in it) and Hopkins correctly observes that the grouping of

Agni, Yama, Varuna and Indra seems older than when Kubera is

substituted for Agni, (cf. RImayana’s enumeration of these).

Vedic^—Barring Kubera and ISana who may be regarded as lauki-

ka devatas or folk-deities—vide PataSjali, the other six like Indra, Agni
and Vayu, etc. were all Vedic deities of considerable importance and

eminent position. Agni, Indra and Vayu constituted the Vedic Trinity

in the Rgveda. In the later Vedic texts like Atharva-veda this

omission of liana and Kubera and substitution of Visnu and Brhaspati

is significant; it only enumerates six digpalas, the adhipatis—Agni,

Indra, Varuna, Soma, Visnu and Brhaspati. In the Krsna Yajur\ eda

(T. Samhita V. 5-10) only six regents are mentioned, the names almost

the same except here Visnu is substituted by Yama. The Gobhila
Grhyasutra, however, furnishes a valuable background for the rise of
later ten Digpalas as developed in Jain mythology. There it is laid

down in connection with the building of a house that ten oflFerings arc
to be made to ten regents namely Indra (E>, Vayu, (S. E.), Yama (S.),

Pitaras (S. Wir), Varuna (W), Maharaja (N.W.), Soma (N), Mahendra
(N. E J, Vasuki (downwards) and Brahma (upwards in the sky).

BadAdst and Jain;—Regarding Buddhist tradition of the Dikpalas,
Dr. Bai^i^a observes: 'In Buddhist mythology too we find a group
of four divine beings associated with the principal quarters, and the
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Sanskrit Buddhist texts give us a stereotyped list of four; they are

Dhrtarastra, the Gandharva king (east)> Virudhakaj the king of the

Kumbhandas (south), Virupaksa, the Naga monarch (west) and Vasira-

vana, the Yaksa king (north). They are the Catur-Maharijas of some

Buddhist texts, and Panini seems to have had them in his mind when

he referred to their bhaktas in one of his sutras (cf. supra, p. 85)’.

As regards the Jain tradition, a hint has already been made

above. There are two traditions of DIgambaras and Svetambaras

in Jainism and accordingly there are two corresponding traditions

in ritual, mythology and iconography. While the former accept

the stereotyped list of eight, the latter follow Gobhila Grhyasutra’s

ten, incorporating Brahma and Naga to be lords of the upper and

nether regions.

With this brief introduction, before their individual pratimalaksanaS

and illustrations are noticed, let us tabulate them collectively as per the

Aparijita-praccha’s description of them—vide Pr. Laks. p. 254(ii).

Dikp&la Vehicle attributes in hands quarter

1. Indra gaja vara, vajra, ankusa & kundi E.

2. Agni mesa „ sakti, mrnlla & kamandalu S. E.

3. Yama mahisa lekhani, pustaka, kukkuta and dan^a S.

4. Nirrti vanara khadga, khetaka, kartr & arimastaka S.W.

5. Varuna makara. vara pSsa, kamala, & kamandula w
6. Vayu mrga vara, dhvaja, pataka & kamandalu N. W.
7. Kubera gaja gada, nidhi, bijapura & kamandalu N.

8 Isana vrsa „ trisula, nagendra & bijapnraka N.E
Indra: One of the supreme Vedic gods meaning kindler, born

without a fellow and as one without a rival, weilder of Vajra,

encompassing the sky and waters and reaching up to heaven, was

the fixer of the earth and the luminaries and constituted the Vedic

Trinity of Surya and Agni. This is a modest picture of his position

in the Vedas. The question whether he had any cult of his own is

not diflScult to answer. He could not captivate the minds of the

upper class people in the later times, but the artisans and workers

did glorify him. There was a very old practice of adoring Indra

on a particular day of a month and carry a procession in his honour.

This is known as ^akradhvajotthana—the raising of the banner of

the lord Indra. The Samaringana echoes this tradition—^vide its

chapter on this hoary institution. The ^ilppadigaram, a Tamil

epic also describes this tradition. Another negative allusion to his

worship comes from the life and deeds of Kfsua, who stopped his

worship on earth. It was on this score that Indra had caused havoc

in Gokula by sending down torrents of rain, and Kysna had to lift
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lip the whole of the Govardhana mountain to save the people. In

the Paranas he was the leader of the gods in churning the ocean

and got white elephant Airavata from it. In the Mahibharata he is

said to be the father of Arjuna, He, as we have seen, is also classed

as one of the twelve Adityas and now was relegated to this lot of

being one of the Dikpalas, One imporiant thing about him is his

prcminence in Buddhist and Jain religious lore and the subsequent

association in their iconographic representations.

Avoiding details of the other texts quoted in Pr. Laks. p, 254-55,

we may describe him in brief '"cf. the S. S. j. The accounts, as given

in the Samarahgana S^ltradhara regarding these Digpalas, however,

is very meagre. All the names are also not mentioned here. It

describes (Ch. 77. 42-48) only Indra and Vaivasvata and Agni and

the further text being corrupt, the other names are missing. In their

places, sages like Dhanvantari and Bharadvaja and Prajapatis like

Daksa etc, are only hinted at. Now without going into details, the god
of gods, Indra, mythologically is the lord of Heaven and his friend the

lord of Hell, Yama, the son of Yivasvln Surya (Vaivasvat) should not

be left out without some words on them incidently describing others

as well. He is thousand-eyed, holding Vajra—the thunder-bolt, strong

and poweaful. Dressed in forehead, a high didem (Kirita) and
catching the club in his next hand, he should be represennted in white
garments with a long thread hanging from shoulder to the waist. A
particular specification given by the text is remarkable for his

conception. He should be shown in royal splendour with his

Purohita, the prime minister. Indra, the god of kings, is an emblem
of royalty, himself being the king of gods.

Ulastrations: The earliest ones are to be found in Buddhist relief

compositions of Gandhara and Mathura ( cf. his basket-like head
dress). Other notable illustrations may be cited from the stone reliefs

in the Paharpur basement and Chidambaram stone. The latter is a
fine south Indian example of the four-armed figure of Indra seated
astride on the back of the elephant.

Agni—was also an important deity in the Vedas and with Indra
and Surya, formed the triad of that period. He is accredited with
triple existence, as fire on earth, as lightning in the atmosphere and
as the sun in the sky. The Vcdic description gives him two heads,
four horns, three feet and seven arms. Later on he was identified
with Rudra and &va and is, therefore, considered to be the father
of KSrtikeya. The most detailed description of Agni from the
icdiiogrophcr^s po^t of view comes from the Visnudharmottara—vide

Laks* p, 256, in which he is bearded, four-armed, four-tusfced.
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three-eyedj riding a chariot with smoke standard drawn by four

parrots and driven by the wind, having his consort Svaha on his left

lap, holding flames, trident, rosary in his hands. The Agamas, on

the other hand charactersise him as having four arms, three eyes,

red jatas, with the front hands showing varada and abhaya, the

back ones holding sruk and §akti. The Puranas like Agni and

Matsya give Agni, a goat as his vehicle. The Agamas on the other

hand provide him ram for his vehicle. His colour is described difierent*

ly in different texts—red, molten gold, or yellow.

As regards his illustrations Rao has given two reproductions

one from the ^iva temple at Kandiyur in Travancore and the

other from Siva temple at Chidambaram. It is almost similar to the

first except that instead of the faces being those of goats as in the

first figure, they are human in this case and a bull fnot a ram as

required by the Agamas) is his vehicle

Yama.—is the son of Vivasvat and Saranyu, the daughter of Tvastr,

with a twin sister named Yami, whose incestuous offer of marriage

was rightly resisted by Yama. He was the first man who died,

reached the other world and showed the path to that world. Rao

says that he is nowhere in that Vedic period represented as a punisher

of sins. In the later days he is also known as Dharmaraja. He is

said to be the father of Dharma, the eldest of the five Pandavas.

He is very elaborately described in the V. D. in which ^‘the four-

armed god is seated on a buffalo with his consort Dhumrorna on

his left lap, his right hands holding a staff and a sword and the

left ones a trident with flames and a rosary, a furnace with flames

issuing from it being shown on the top of the staff (it might thus

stand for a khatvanga); Citragupta dressed as a Northerner

(udicyavesa) holding a pen and a leaf in his hands on his right

and the fierce looking Kala (Time, the destroyer) holding a noose in

his hand on his left, are his characteristic attendants reminding us of

the companions of Surya, Kundi or Pingala and Dandl. According to

the S. S he is represented glowing with lustre akin to that of his father

the Sun. He should wear gold-ornaments and be shown in yellow gar-

ments having a hallow like that of the moon. Sculpture No. 39 on the

south basement wall of the Paharpur temple has been identified by

Diksbit as Yama.

Nirrti—the lord of the south-west, is a Vedic deity like Yama

and Indra and he is regarded there as a god of evil which fact is

kept in tact in the Puranic tradition in a bit modified form—vide the

V. b’s. description of Virupaksa and .characterising Nirrti as his wife—

Kala (Time) is Virupaksa apd Mrtyu (death) is Nifrti. His Ulustr--*
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tioQS are very rare3 one hailing from Ahobilam as reproduced by Rao

is very interesting* Here this dikpala is riding on the shoulders of a man*

Another illustration as given by Dr. Banerjea is a relief in the collection

of Rajshai Museum where too he is naravahana. Rao has given another

illustration from Chidambaram.

Vanina—is characterised by his famous noose (pasa). As regards

his vechicle, according to the B. S it is a goose; according to

the Agnb it is a crocodile^, while the Matsya makes it a deer*

The V* D. also includes the figures of Ganga and Yamuna on

their respective mounts to be shown on the right and the left in the

image of Varuna, himself riding a chariot drawn by seven swans,

who stand for the seven seas^ in accordance with his conception as

the lord of Waters. A beautiful figure of Varuna which is a side-piece

of the Rajarani temple at BhuvaneSvara, may be illustrated here.

Vaya—should be a youthful person of powerful constitution^ of

black colour and possessing two or four arms. His eyes must be of

red colour and his garments, white. He should have a wavy-curved

brow and be adorned with all ornaments. In his right hand it is

stated, there should be a dhvaja (banner) and in the left a danda.

It might also mean that the right hand should be held in the

pataka-hasta pose. Some authorities prescribe the ankusa in the

right hand of this deity. His hair should be dishevelled and he may
be seated either on a simhasana or on a deer; the latter is more often

met with in sculpture as the vehicle of Vayu. He should also appear

to be in a haste to move very quickly. The Visnudharmottara states

that the colour both of the body and of the garment of Vayu shotfid

be sky-biue and that he should carry in his hands the cakra and the

dhvaja. V5yu should have his mouth open. To his left should be seated

his consort* Dr. Banerjea says that in early medieval temples of promi-

nent cult-gods, Vayu, shown as riding on a stag and holding a flag in his

hand, occupies his allotted corner in the outer side of the structure*

Kabera—literally means a person with deformed body. The story

ofKubera is differently told in the Ramayana and the Varahapurana
In the Buddhist and Jain literature and mythology the association

ofKubera is a common feature. In the former accounts he is also the

lord of Yafcsas (this is also the Hindu tradition) and is the husband of

Hariti. He has also the name of Vaisravana and Jambhala. Kubera
as a Vyantara-devata has been fully noticed by the learned author of

the D*H.I. (cf. Chapter IX). Kubera*s conception goes back to the

Atharva Veda. Patafijalfs Mahabhasya also alludes to him many a time.

As regards his pratimadaksana he is usuaUy two-armed, holding a
or mace in on^ of hishands^ accompanied by two nidhis—»§a^kha
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and Padma and has either a nara (not ordinary mortal man but

some mythical anthropomorphic type) or a lamb for his

mount. The V. D* describes him also as apicyavesa and kavaci

with four hands carrying not only the weapons like shield

and mace but also a jewel and a pot. His fangs and moustoche

and his consort Rddhi seated on his left lap are other traits according

to this text. According to the Agamas (the Amsu) the two nidhis Sahkha

and Padma are to be shown in the ihrm of two personified spirits

and therefore the Suprabheda is justified in describing

Kubera with terrific features. The ^ilparatna truely characterises him

as a friend of Hara, riding a chariot drawn by men etc. and accom-

panied by asta nidhis and Guhyakas on all sides. The. R. M. makes

him ride on elephant also. This brings us to his representation in Indian

sculpture^ especially the Kubera and Hariti compositions of the Hellenis-

tic art of Gandhara where these traits are illustrated. In the medieval

and later medieval representations—vide the famous temples^ this pot-

bellied god is shown sqeezing the neek of a mangoose vomitting jewels.

isana—is the eighth Dikpala. He is 6iva and the V. D. describes

him as Gaurisvara who is no other than ^iva and as Dr. Banerjea rightly

remarks that it is curious that this conjoint aspect of &va and Uma
should stand for one of the Dikpalas.

The Alvins: lastly a word on Asvanidevate may also be said here.

It is curious to note that though the sculptures of these twin-gods

are not found in extant monuments, they have found a place in the

Pratima-laksana of the Samarangana. A number of Agamas also

contain the accounts of the figures of Alvins.

The origin of these gods is not a matter of settled opinion as

different versions found in diflferent sources attribute different origins.

Etymologically (cf. Nirukta of Yaska) they are so called because they

pervade everywhere. Sri Rao says: "Who these gods were the

commentators of the Vedas are not able to answer. Some say these

were personifications of heaven and earth, others of day and night

and yet others, of the sun and moon.” One thing, however, is certain

that they are regarded as physician-gods and are possessed of wonderful

therapeutic power. The Pauranic accounts are also dissimilar. Amoi:g

them, according to those of the Varahapurana, these gods were born

of Surya and SanijSa as a Stallion and Chaya respectively.

Now as regards the details of their figures, it is enjoined by the

text (Samarangana Sutradhara) that both should match each other.

They should be shown wearing garlands of white flowers and be dre^d

in gold ornaments.



CHAPTER VII

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS IMAGES

yAKSA-ViD¥lDHARA-VASU-MARUDAGANA-PITRGANA
MUNIGANA (RSIS) AND BHAKTAS ETC.

it may be noted that almost all these are described by Rao under a

general head ‘Demi-gods’. I would however prefer to ‘Demi-gods and
Demons’. Accordingly in continuation with gods, the demi-gods and
demons must also be taken into consideration. Among the Demi-gods,

Sri Rao (E. H. I. p. 549) includes :

—

L Vasus 6. Pisacas

2. NIgadeva and Kagas 7, Vetalas

3. Sadhyas 8. Pitrs

4. Asuras 9. Rsis and Munis
5. Apsarasas 10. Gandharvas and

11. Marudganas.

But Nos* 4j6 and 7 should. in my opinion, be treated not as demi-
gods but demons. Mythological and historical accounts both corro-

borate their antagonism to the gods and, therefore, anti-devas can not
be the minor forms of the devas. These demi-gods, the Yaksas and
Kinnaras and Apsarasas have furnished very fascinating motifs to

sculpture and more particularly to painting in India from very remote
times. No ancient monuments, whether they are cave-temples like

those of Ajanta or devotional temples like ancient and medieval
temples, scattered throughout the length and breadth of this country
are without the hgures of these celestial beings, the most pleasant com-
panions of gods. The exhibition of this tendency on the part of the
Indian artist is superb. The Samarangana Sutradhara has devoted a
good deal of description to demi-gods and their antis—the demons.

Though the descriptions of these demi-gods and demons as found
in the text are not very copious, the special contribution of tHs text
is the prescription of their relative size in sculptures and paintings.
It lays down the following sizes in descending order:

Dsnavas Gandharvas
Daityas Pannagas or Nagas
Yaksas Raksasas,
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N, B. (i) As regards the Vidyadharas, they should be smaller

than Yaksas.

(ii) The Bhlta-gaRas, however, should be shown superior to

Pisacas (or Raksasas) in every respect—^fatter and more cruel.

As regards their dresses, ornaments and other emblems, the text

lays down that Pisacas and Bhutas should be represented rohita

(of red colour) ugly and red-eyed. They should be shown in a variety

of forms in unmatched dresses and ornaments, serpents hanging over

their heads, and of terrible appearances. They should be represented

dwarfish in size with a good number of weapons. A further direction

is that they should be shown wearing sacred threads and with their

armours and satikSs on. Another rule is that they should be given a

didem (kirita) on their heads. In the last it lays down a general recom*

mendation that a skilled sculptor or painter should bestow the dress, the

ornaments, the emblems, the weapons, etc., according to the particular

conception in which they are held in the sculptures (S. S. 77. 61--62).

Yaksas: With this general introduction frorp the iconographer*s

standpoint to these demi-gods and demons there is still a good deal of

scope for their individual delineations. Before we do so by taking

them one by one, we have to say something first on Yaksas, an impor-

tant class of demi-gods or what the Jains would call them, the

Vyantara-devatas. This omission in the above list has to be accounted

for.

It is really strange that in early sculpture, the Yaksas are the

most prominent and conspicuous figures. Their exuberance in Indian

art is indicative of their popularity among the people. Like. Dikpalas

they form an integral element in all the three branches of Indian

Iconography—Brahmana, Baudha and Jaina. All the ancient Buddhist

sites and Hindu temple-sites are fully represented with their pictures.

With this predominance of Yaksa* sculpture in monuments, their

insignificance in the manuals is a bit disturbing. This is what Dr.

Banerjea also laments: ^ It is a fact however that Iconographic texts

systematised at a comparatively late date seldom contain any explicit

description of the Yaksa images. T. A. G. Rao has collected several

texts descriptive of such iconographic types as Vasus, NSgas JKaga*

deva), Sadhyas, Asuras, Apsarasas, Piiacas, Vetalas etc, from various

sources, but no mention of the Yaksa type is made by him (op, cit Vol*

II Appendix B, Pratimalaksauani, pp, 271-7^y^

There are however two texts, the MSnasara—vide Pr.Laks. p. 262

and HemadrPs Caturvarga-cintSmapi which do describe them how-

soever in an insignificant manner. But before we take up their icono*
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graphy> it is required to account for this conspicuous absence, Yaksas

according to our early tradition going back to the age of Atharvaveda

were *ltarajanlh' or Tunyajanah’. Dr. Banerjea observes that ^the

association of the Yaksas and their king Kubera with riches (he is

also called Dhanapati, Nidhipati) and one of their principal appela-

tionsj Guhyakas, mainly indicative of concealment may also be traced

to the Atharvavdea.* References in post-Vedic literature (cf. PataSjali’s

Mababhasya etc.) and the early Buddhist and Jain literature to Yaksas

simply abound. Ail these copious references may be purviewed in

Dr. Coomaraswamy’s work ’Yaksas’* The Mahabharata alludes to

their shrines as well. In all these sources^ Yaksas are nothing better

than the folk-deities. Naturally with the rise of the institutions of

worship of the gods and goddesses^ prominance and recognition could

be afforded only to those whose glorification was sublime^ acts

marvellous, deeds lofty, iconology edifying and who belonged to the

higher strata of their own. That is why they are neglected in the

iconographical texts, their main aim being the description of cult-

deities. The Yaksas were not cult-deities in the sense we could give

them this honour. They were folk-deities, worshipped, adorned and
admired by the primitive dwellers of the land and in the aristocratic

Bhakti-cults of the Aryans, they could not have been better placed.

Jainism and Buddhism, the two religious upsurges of India, rose on
the backing of the common, unsophisticated people and therefore the

glorification of Yaksas in their religious lore and iconography was a
natural corroiary.

Now coming to their Pratima-laksana—vide ibid, according to the

ManasSra they assume a purely human appearance and are adorned
with the crown by the name of Karanda. They are also stated here

as chowry-bearers of other gods which fact is fully represented in

Buddhist and Jain iconographical representations. They possess dark,
blue and yellow complexions and benevolent disposition. According
to Hemadri on the other hand, (who bases the characterisation of
the Yaksas on the basis of the Mayasanigraha), the Yaksas should be
made tundila—pot-bellied, two-armed, holding nidhis in their hands
(cf. their historical association with Kubera, the Lord of riches and
the treasurer of gods or the God Siva) and be shown fierce (due to)

drunkenness, their lord Vaisravana should hold a club in his hand.*
It is very interesting that Hemadri also mentions in this connection,
the names of Yaksas as Siddhartha, Mauibhadra etc, etc. along with
their king Dhanadhipa Kubera. The ^tundila’ aspect of the represen-
latitm of Yaksas is fully home out by their abundant illustrations
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in Indian sculpture. Another aspects in which the Manasara’s

prescriptions apply are the headgear and the consequent embelish-

ment of other parts of the body and they are also profusely illustrated.

There is yet another trait of Yaksa-representation in Indian sculpture,

the association of tiees which is also significant from the standpoint of

primitive culture in which tree-worship was in great vogue and later

on this primitive trait was not only associated with Yaksas and their

worship but also got transformed into the tradition of Sthala- Vrksas,

as associated with many higher cult-deities like Siva or Visnu. As

regards their illustration, they are too numerous to be done justice

here. This is Dr. Banerjea*s speciality and I do not want to encroach

upon the learned Doctor’s domain. The reader is referred to read

D-H.I. Chapter IX.

Vidyadharas, Gandharvas and Apsarasas—will go together. Accord-

ing to the Manasara—ibid, and like Yaksas, Vidyadharas also assume a

purely human appearance and are r.dorned with Karanda and their

colour is stated to be dark, red and yelloWo They are a kind ot fairies

possessed of magical powers. There is yet another trait, left out so far

and filled up by this very text and the V. D , as associated with the

Vidyadharas. It is the flying mode The former—vide Pr. Laks.

p. 262 ‘5^^: etc. three lines—gives here this flying posture

and Dr. Banerjea’s commentary on the first line is worth reproducing:

^The first line most probably describes the flying pose in a very

characteristic way ; it means Vith plough-share like legs (shown) in

front of the back’. This appears to be a very significant mode of

describing the flying posture which is depicted in the late Gupta and
medieaval reliefs by the legs flexed backwards near the knees, the feet

resembling the handle of the plough, and the knees, the metal plough-

share it- elf.’ As regards the latter text i.e., the V. D. the flying couples

of the Vidyadharas are made to carry swords in their hands:

1%?rT«r5i;Tt ^ i
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It may be remarked here that these with flying mode as is usually adopted

in the representation of the garland-bearing and flower-throwing atten-

dants or accessories of the principal cult-deity as illustrated in the

early Buddhist monuments of Bharhut, Sanchi, Amaravati etc. and the

Jain caves of Udaigiri and Khandagiri, near Bhuvaneswara in Orissa,

are usually divided into two main groups : the first are hybrid in

appearance (their upper half bearing human with wings attached to

the shoulders, their lower one bearing bird-like), while the second are
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entirely human even without the appendage of wings. According to

iconographic terminology says Dr. Banerjea, ^The former are the

GandharvaSj the latter being Vidyadharas'.

This classification is based on a wrong interpretation of the

Manasara text by the learned author cf. his D.H.L p. 351-52. The
last four lines in the Malini metre—vide Pr. Laks. p. 262 under

are really the description of the Kinnaras and not of

Gandharvas as Dr. Banerjea understands. Further, contrary to the

learned Doctor’s observation (cf. ^But the Manasara does not seem to

distinguish between the two’—p. 352.) both these do differ^—^the Gan-
dharvas are like Yaksas and Vidyadharas take entirely human appea-

rance while the Kinnaras are characterised by the hybridity as just

pointed out and so they are surely distinguished by the Manasara.

Here Dr. Acharya, the autnorit^ on the Manasara also agrees with me

—

vide ^Hindu Architecture in India and abroad’—p. 148. ^The descrip-

tion of the Kinnaras is contained in a Malini stanza at the end of this

Chapter.’ (After Yaksas, Vidyadharas and Gandharvas are described

—

writer.) ^The legs are like those of an animal, the upper part of the

body is that ofa man, the face is like that ofGaruda (the bird of Visnu),

and the arms are provided with wings. He is adorned with a diadem
and red lotus, has the beautiful hue of a flower, and holds a lute{Vma).

These are the characteristic features of the Kiimaras’. It may be

noticed that the body of the Kinnara as a combination of the bodies of

a man, an animal and a bird rightly gives the idea of hybridity as

associated with above mentioned sculptures of the renowned sites.

The association of Vinas and other musical instruments perhaps gave
the impression to many a scholar to class them Gandharvas. This
contention of mine is also supported by the description of Gandharvas
as given in Mayasaipgraha quoted by Dr. Banerjea himself—ibid p.352,

and the learned Docotor rightly says ^The Mayasaipgraha does not at

all refer to the hybrid form of the Gandharvas (Kinnaras are not
described here), but gives a general idea about them in this way : ^The
Gandharva, handsome in apperance, should be made as conferring
boon on his devotees, wearing a crown and ear-ornaments, holding a
club, and engaged in playing on a Iyer.’ Thus the general description
ofYaksas, Vidyadharas according to this text is applicable to Gan-
dharvas also who are celestial choirs and celebrated as musicians
—vide The Manasara which says :

Yaksas are attendants of the devas which fact is an important
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corroboration in the’^monuments, but what is the implication of

Vidyadharas as weight-lifters or load-bearers ? The association of

music—vocal and instrumental (Vina stands for the latter) with the

Gandharvas is also borne out fact.

Further Rao Gopinath also has something to add and he observes

on Gandharvas: ^In'the Atharvaveda they are said to be a class of gods,

hairy, like monkeys or dogs; they assume at will handsome appearances

to seduce the females of this earth. Therefore they are invoked so

that they may not indulge in this sort of wrong act but live with

their own wives. The Gandharvas are bdieved to be deities who know

the secrets of the divine truths and reveal them to the world. As we

have already seen they are included in the class of PaSchajanas and

Sayana links them with Apsarasas: according to him they are the

males of a class of divine beings whose females were the Apsarasas.

In the Atharvana Veda, the Gandharvas are said to be 6333 in

number.*

Gandharvas again represent the modern free lovers and one of

the eight system of marriage is the Gandharva system, where the

alliance is not a religious sacrament, but a sort of contract which

lasts till both the parties agree. Now as regards the Apsarasas they

are so called because they are said to have sprung from the waters

when the ocean was churned for obtaining ambrotia (amrta). They are

believed to be celestial nymphs with no one as their particular

husbands and that they were courting human heroes as they ascended

the heaven. The apsarasas are said to be seven in number and the

names of the most important of these are given as Rambha, VipulS,

Urvasi and Tilottama.

In sculpturing the images of the Apsarasas they should be

represented as having slender waists, large gluteals and well developed

busts. They should all look very pretty with a smiling countenance

and adorned with all ornaments and draped in silk garments. They

must be standing erect (samabhanga) on bhadra-pithas. Thus these

two divine beings called Gandharvas and Apsarasas go together whose

king is Citraratha who is invarilbly mentioned so in both the epics.

As regards their illustration something has already been said

above. More should be seen in Dr. Banerjea’s work, the D. H. 1.

Nagas—(i) History: After these four celestials are taken into

accounts, let us now turn towards the netherlands where Nagas and

Nlginfs are believed to have been residing. The exuberance of Nagas

and NS^inis in Indian art is a proof of the wide prevalence of the
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snake-cult in India. The practice of adoration of the serpent is

very primitive in India and it has some Vedic association also

(cf. Rgvedic Ahirbndhuya). In the later Vedas especially in the

Atharva^ various snake-gods are mentioned and they are mentioned

in association with Gandharvas^ Apsarasas^ and the Punyajanah, the

Yaksas etc.—(VIIL 8. 15). Their names like Tirasciraja are also

mentioned. Epic Tarksya and Dhrcarastra (the Nagaraja of later

Brabmanical and Buddhist texts) are also mentioned. In^Grhyasutras

^Sarpabali’ is one of the many house-hold rites and its performance

as an annual rite—prolonged for no less a period than the four months

of the rains, is reminiscent of the popular Naga-worhsip in many

parts of India and Dr Banerj^a observes: ^The custom of worshipping

the Astanagas (Vasuki, Taksuka, l§esa, Ananta and Others) and the

snake-goddess Manasa during the rains and especially on the Naga-

pancami day (usually falling in the month of Sravana) even now

current in Bengal seems to be the popular counter-part of the Sarpabali

of the Grhyasutras.’

As hinted before that the references in the early Buddhist and

Jain religious texts also support the wide prevalence of the Naga-cult.

In Cullabagga ^V. 6) four tribes of serpent-kings are mentioned.

Various Naga-chiefs like Muca (i) linda, Kaliya etc. are said to have

paid respects to the Buddha on diflFerent occasions and many early

reliefs illustrate these themes. The Nagas are believed to have been

born on the Pancami tithi of the bright half of the ^ravana and the

whole of India offers Puji to the Nagas on the day—the NagpaScamL

In the Mahibharata and the Varahapurana, different accounts of

their origin are given along with an account of Krsna's encounter

with Niga Kaliya of the Mathura region and the victory over and

severe chastisement of the serpent-chief, the inner significance (as

pointed out by Dr. Banerjea) of the whole story being the suppression

of the primitive Naga-cult by the newer and more generally accepted

Krsui-cult of the Mathura region. As regards their association

with the Buddhist fold Rao says, ^In historical times, portions of

India were inhabited by a race of men who went by the name of the

Nagas and they are said to have formed the maj ority of persons who
joined the newly started Buddhist religion.’ It was why a candidate

for admission to the Buddhist order was often asked whether he was
a Naga or not (Crunwedel ^Buddhist Art* p. 44). It may be (obserbes

Dr. Banerjea p. 347} presumed that the question was put to ascertain

whether the particular person was primarily an adherent of the NSga
or not.* Incidentally an important reference to Nng^s (so far
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pomted out by these savants} is their craftsmanship in the art of

Architecture and Sculpture (cf. ^Naga style of Indian architecture*

in the writer’s 'Hindu Prasada’ p*95 and Hindu Science of Architecture

VoL I Section Temple-architecture—the Origin etc.).

(ii) Iconography: There are as many as six sources from where wc

can reconstruct the iconography of the Magas. In the Mayasai^graha

Pr* Laks* p. 263-64, where after describing the characteristic colours

and other peculiarities of the famous Nagas like Taksaka^ Karkotaka

Padma, Mahapadma, ^ahkhapala and Kulika, the text gives some

of the common traits of the iconographic type like two tongues and

arms, seven hoods with jewels on their heads holding rosary of beads

in their hands and endowed with curling tails. Their wives and children

are said to bear either one or three hoods.

In the Anisumadbhedagama—ibid, the description seems to apply

to Nagadeva and not Magas’* in general. The image of this deity is

endowed with three eyes, four arms, beautiful countenance, red colour

karanda-mukata, padmapitha seat, abhaya and varada poses, a five^

headed cobra over the head of Nagraja--^all these attributes simply port-

ray him a deity rather provide for us to determine the iconography of

the Naga type as is illustrated in Indian sculptures. Similar is the case

with the description as given in the V. D. (Book. Ill ch. 6S verses

3-8) where Naga Ananta, an incarnation of the Lord Viinu

^cf. Sahkarsana or Balarama) is in the mind of Puranakara,—vide

the following traits: four-armed, endowed with many hoods, with

the beautiful earth goddess standing on the central hood; in the

right hands of the god are to be placed a lotus and a pestle, while his

left hands should hold a ploughshare and a conch-shcli—these attributes

on the hands supports the above mentioned remark.

The last laksana from the Silpratna ibid p. 264 (iii) however

helps us to a great extent to determine the textual iconography of

the Nagas as we find them represented in the art. Here 'the Nagas

are human in shape from the nevel upwards, their lower part being

serpentine in form; they have encircling hoods on their heads; the

hoods may be one, three, five, seven or nine; they should have two

tounges and should hold a sworJbr shiled in their (two) hands.^

-
, Of the two earliest figures of the NlgarSia found in tk§ Bharhnt

railmgs, that of Elapatra on the Prasenjit pillar satisfies the descriptm

of Ananta (sec details in Banerjea’s). These as well as similar other

figures in the early Buddhist art of C^tral India, Gandhara and

Amaravati represent Nigas in a peculiar way making obesfen<^ to the

|.,ord (theBuddha) if hiding their hybridity. This is the Buddhist
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way of representing them. But the Naga^images found in the Mathura

region as well as that of Dadhikarna Naga in Lucknow Museum and

one hailing from Ghargaon are real cult-objects and belong to the*

early Christian era, in the last of which the duel nature of Nagadeya

(i.e where the seven hoods are ‘part of a complete serpent whose coils

are plainly visible both at the front and the back of the sculpture ) is

characteristic again of the modified representation of Baladeva cf.

the implication in the V. D’s laksa^a of Nagaraja Ananta.

Further—vide a general observation of Dr. Banerjea

—

"Most of the Naga and Nagint figures of the Gupta and later

periods are shown in the role of accessories to the higher cult-gods,

especially Visnu. Their hybrid iconographic type is retained; but

when the figures cf Adi, ^esa or Ananta Naga are shown as so many

seats Or couches of Visnu seated or lying down, they are usually repre-

sented their original form of huge polycephalous snakes with

many coils, ^esa Naga or bis consort in the Varlha reliefs are shown,

however, according to the conventional hybrid form, their upper part

being human and lower serpentine. But shown sing'y, the Naga

appears as a human being with snake hoods attached behind his

bead.* This motif is beautifully represented in khiching.

Vasns—are another class of demi-gods, who form an important com-

position of 33 gods in the Rgveda*—8 Vasus, 11 Rudras, 12 Adityas

and Heaven and Earth. Their origin is discussed at length in the 6ri

Bhigavata ‘that in the sixth Manvantara, Daksa had by his wife

Asikni sixty daughters. He married them to Prajapatis. Dharma

obtained ten daughters of Daksa, of whom one, Vasu begot the

eight Vasus*.

The names of eight Vasus along with their characteristic attributes

of hands may be seen in the following tabulation (reproduced from

Rao’s). ‘The general features of the images of the Vasus are that they

should have each two arms, two eyes, and be of red colour; they should

be clad in yellow garments and be adorned with karanda-makutas.

They should have side tusks, terrific look, sinuous brows and fine hair.'

As ih the case of all other images these should also be adorned with all

omamphts. They may either be seated or standing and should be

carrying in their hands the khadga' and the khctaka respectively.'

!The Suprahbedagama among the SaivSgamas, and the Visvakarma-

^stra agree in stating that the oolour of the Vasus is golden yellow

and the latter prescribes beautifully embroidered red garments for the

Images of -these demi-gods. The Visvakarma-iastra gives detailed

descriptions of each one of the Vasus. According to this authority

diefeagesof the Vasus ought to possess fourerms., Jn the foHowjng
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table are given the various articles carried in their hands by eight

Vasus:*

Vasus Right Hand Left Hand
Name Front Back Front Back

L Dhara Padma Aksamala Hala Sakti

2. Dhruva Kamalaksamala Cakra Kamandalu „
3. Soma Padma A rosary of pearls Ankusa 99

4. Apa Hala Sakti Jr9 99

5* Anila Ankusa Aksamaia ^aiti Upavi

6. Anala AkSamaia Sruva Kapaia Sakti

7. Pratyusa Khadga Ankusa Khetaka 99

8. Prabhasa Danda Kapaia Ankusa 99

N» B. Notice the fact that the back left hand has uniforEoly the

^akti^ which has been made the inseparable concomitant of the VasuSc

Asaras : ^The Asuras and Raksasas are very old demi-gods.

They are often mentioned in the Vedic period. The Nirukta says

that the word Asura implies a cloud that sprinkles water. The dark

mass of cloud was evidently personified into a wicked being which

required to be chastened by Indra to pour down rain. The Asuras are

included in the PaScajana which, according to the Nirukta was

composed of the Gandharvas, the Pitrs, the Devas, the Asuras and

the Raksasas; but Sayana enumerates them as the gods, men, serpents,

Gandharvas including the Apsarasas and the Pitrs. From the

TaittiriyasanihitS we learn that the earth once belonged to the asuras

and the gods had only a very small place on it. The gods asked the

asuras for more upon which the asuras desired to know how much of

the land they would require. The Devas replied "as much as this

she-jackal can go round in three steps^'. The asuras cons'^nted to

grant this request of the Devas and Indra as umed for the occasion

the form of a she-jackal and stepped round the whole of the earth in

three strides’. There is a very interesting account in the ^atapatha

how gods became distinguished from and superior to asuras (sec Rao's).

Pisacas, Vetalas and Bhatas etc.—are already taken notice of,

cf. introduction to his chapter.

: Mariit-ganas:^*In the vedic period the Maruts are said variously to

be the children of the earth under the name of Prisni and Rudra and

aa children ofthe ocean: they are said to behave like sons to Indra.

Rudra and Prilni are said to have begotten these in their assumed forms

of a bull and a cow. Generally they were very friendly to Indra and with

their help strengthened him against V^trasura. Only in a very few
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instances they are described as having abandoned Indra and left him
to kill Vritra single-handed. The Maruts are the gods of the tempest

and as such arc sometimes included in the thirty three gods and some-

times counted as outside this number ; in some places they arc said

to be thrice sixty and in others as only twenty-seven in number. They

were the favourite deities of some rsis who have sung high praises

about them. In these they are extolled as having spears resting upon
their shoulders wearing anklets^ golden ornaments and helmets^ seated

upon resplendent cars drawn by spotted dear and carrying light in

their hands ; they are ever engaged in gathering rain clouds and

compelling them to discharge their contents. Divested of the poetic

element and viewed in the ordinary sense, the Maruts arc gusts of

wind personified ; they are as flieet as deer and are really ever busy in

gathering rain-clouds and helping Indra, the god of the atmosphere*.

^The Amsumadbhedagama contains a description of the images of

these Maruts, They should ail be of handsome looks, dark in comple-

xion, and possessing two arms, and standing upon padmapithas.

They should be draped in white silk garments, adorned with all

ornaments and flowers and shpuld have luxuriantly growing hair on
their hcads^

Sadhyas:—^^According to the Nirkuta the word SIdhya means a
ray of light* The gods who abide in the sky and absorb water and
other liquids are said to be the Sadhyas, They are said to be adorable

even by the gods. The Sadhyas are twelve in number and are named,
according to the Agnipurana, Mina, Manta, Pi ana, Nara, Apana,
Viryavan, Vinirbhaya, Naya, Danisa, Nirayana, Vrsa and Prabhi,

These arc said to be the sons of Dharma and were great souls

(mahatmas). The images of Sadhyas should be represented as seated

upon PadmSsanas and as carrying in their hands the aksahmala and
the kamandalu.*

Pitrst-—'Hiranyagarbfaa Manu had Marichi and other sons; the
sons of these latter are know as the Pitrs or Pitr-gaUas. Mention is

made of seven such ganas and they are as follows:

(a) Virat’s sons were the Pitrs of the Sadhyas and were called the
Somasad.

(b) Marlchi*s sons, those of the Devatas and were called the
Agnisvatta.

(c) Atri^s sons, those of the Daityas, Danavas, Yaksas, Gandhar-
vas, Uragas and the Rakshasas and were called the Barhifad*

jd) KmiS ^Scfcicharya^s) sons tho^, of the Bhrlhma^as and
were ca^^ th^ Somapa.
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(e) Angiras’ sons, those of Kfatriyas and were called the

Havirbhuja.

(f ) Pnlastya’s sons, those of the Vaisyas and were called the

Ajyapa, and

(g) VaSis'ha’s sons, those of the Madras and were called the

Sukalins*.

In giving the description of the Pitrs, the agamas state that

they are three in number and that they must be seated either on the

same wooden seat or on a bhadra-pitha; the three pitrs are the father,

the grandfather and the great grandfather* These must be sculp*

tured as old but good looking and strong people of yellow colour,

draped in yellow garments and wearing each an yajnopavfta. On
their head must be the kesabandha and they should be adorned with

all ornaments: their body should be smeared with ashes (bhasma).

They should have nice teeth and have with them a walking stick and

an umbrella* The pitrs should have only two arms of which the lefi

one should be kept stretched out on the knee of the bent left leg; the

right hand should be held in suci-hasta pose* The Visnudharmottara

states that the pitrs should be seated upon kusasana (mat made of

kuSa or on spread out kusa grass) and that they should carry the

pindapltra or the vessel to receive the rice-balls offered to them by

their living descendants.*

Rsis and Munis: ^The word rsi, according to the Nirukta, means

the rays of the sun and these are said to be seven in number. By an

extension of meaning the term came to be applied to the rsis, the seers;

just as the sun*s rays spread everywhere and disclose the existence of all

things, the seers or the rsis are able to perceive everything. Again,

the Satapatha BrShmana considers the rsis as breaths and derives the

word rsi thus: 'Tn as much as before all this universe, they, desiring

the universe, were worn out (arsan) with toil and austerity therefore

they are rsis”. Later on, the risis were regarded as tho^ who had

reached the other end (paragas) ofj^Eara and saipsara. The origin erf

the rsis according to the Nirukta is as follows:—Braknm took some

dirt from his body and sacrificed it to the fire. Fiom idhe flames 'fliere

cmaimtcd the rsi Bhrgu (frfcd in the fire). After the fii?e sahsidfid,

another rsi arose from the live charcoal (aiigara)and was therrifere

called Angiras. A third rsi was predicted to be bom aftar the two

former ones from the same fire and was called Atri; the name Atri is also

capable of meaning not-three and hence that the number of rsis was

not going to stop widi three and that some more were to be bom from

tbe (fire-4)k). When the agni was amoved and #tc k^da dng
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out a rsi came into existence from the place where the kunda stood.

He was know as Vaikhanasa- The BrahmandapurSna gives a slightly

different account of the birth of the rsis. Marici was born first; at the

the time of the yaga was born Kratu. A third came into existence

saying aham trtiyah, I am the third, and was hence known as AtrL

Then again a fourth with thick hair was born and was called Pulastya;

a fifth with fllowing hair and called Pulaha was next born. From the

heap ofcoins and other daksiaas (presents) placed in the yaga-iala (sa-

crificial ground) was born another rsi and he was called Vasistha. All

these were the mind-begotten sons of Brahma and it is from these all

other beings including the Pitrs were generated*.

^Thc rsis are grouped into seven classes. Vyasa and others are

called the Maharsis; Bhela and others, the Paramarsis; Kanva and

others, the Devarsis; ,Va§istha and others, the Brahmarsis: Susruta

and others, the Srutarsis; Rtuparna and others, the Rajarsis Jaimini

and others, the Kandarsis*.

The names of the seven rsis differ from Manvantara to

mauivantara.

'The agamas give the names of the seven rsis differently; thus, the

Amsumadbhedagama has Manu, Agastya, Vaiistha, Gautama;
Angiras, Visvimitra and Bharadvaja; whereas the Suprabhedagama
enumerates them as Bhrgu, Vaiistha, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu,
Kasyapa, Kaulika and Angiras; and the Purvakaranigama, Agastya,
Pulastya, Vilvamitra, Paralara, Jamadagni, Vamiki and Sanatku-
mara. We have perhaps to understand that each of these authorities

gives the names as they obtained in different Manvantaras*.

'The images of the rsis should be sculptured as either seated or
standing on a padma-pitha; they must be shown as peaceful old people
with flowing beards_ reaching up to the chest, with japmakutas on
their heads, yajBopavitas, and with their foreheads marked with three
streaks of vibhuti (bh^ma or ashes). They may have in their hands
a walking stick and an umbrella or they may keep the right hands in
the j5ana-mu<ii5 pose and rest the left arms on the knee of the left leg
which must be bent and testing upon the seat. They should be
clothed in garments made of barks of trees, which should be held in
position by katisatras: their upper wear should be white clothes’. i

fcKnasara recognises the following seven sages! Agastya, Kafyapa,
Bhrgu, Vasistha, Bhargava, Visvamitra and Bharadvaja. Regarding
their iconographical colours etc. it lays down that Agastya should be
sculptu^fd bright him (fyama); IKsyapa, yellow (pita); Bhrgu dark or
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black (krsna); Vasistha red (rakta); Bhargava brownish (pingala);

Visvamilra also red (rakta); and Bharadvaja, yellow (hiridra, lit.

turmeric coloured). They are represented in a purely human shape^
being two-armed and two»eyed.. They wear yellow garments and the

sacred thread (yajna-sutra) and are distinguished by the matted hair
of the ascetics (jatajata). In their two hands they hold a staff (danda)
and a book (pustaka). Of Agastya, who is mentioned first among the

seven sages^ it is stated particularly that he is corpulent (brhatkuksi)

and hump*backed (kubjakara). Of these seven sages, Agastya is

measured in seven-tala, Kasyapa and Bhrgu in eight-tala, and the rest

in nine-tala.

Bhaktas: In keepping with Agamic tradition (cf. the U-Kamika

—vide Pr. laks. p. 197 and the Saiva chapter below p. The Manasara

has got a credit to treat the Bhakta-iconography in conformity to the

Bhakti tenets of ^rimadbhagavata etc. Accordingly here in this text

^Devotees are divided into four classes according to the four stages of

holiness and are called SSlokya (dwelling in the same world viz. as the

deity Samipya (dwelling in the vicinity of the deity), Sarupya (being

in conformity with the deity) and Sayujya (being united with the

deity). The first is the result of devotion (bhakti), knowledge (jSana),

and renunciation (Vairagya). Knowledge combined with renunciation

leads to Samipya. Sarupya is produced in the worshipper by medita-

tion alone, and Sayujya is attained by the true knowledge (of God).

Further details related to their iconometry—navatala (/. 112 equal pts.)

applied to the 1st class, adhama dasatala (116 pts.) to the' second,

madhyama ibid to the 3rd and the uttama one to the last.

Now in the end some observations are needed on concretised

concept like Artha, K^ma, DisEs^ para^ Vedas ^^stras^ Dharma^ Jmna^

Vairagya, Vyoman and Aiduka^viit Pr# Laks. p. 267-69 (cf. also Pt. I.

ch. I and Pr. VijS. p. 182) which are described as images in the Visnu-

dharmottara, which reflect the most powerful sway of iconological deve-

lopments .of the the time when virtues, ailments, knowledge and renun-

ciation, scriptures and philosophies, Puianas and Itihasas ect. etc, too

come to be deified and images evolved. Avoiding the details of

their iconography (which are understandable from the Pr. Laks. ibid)

^ome remarks on Vyoman and Aiduka may be made. It it said that

.by worshipping Aiduka and Vyoman the worship of the world should

be regarded as a.ccomplished. The form of Aiduka consists of a

.combination of .various stercometrical figures, the Lingam and the

figure of the four LokapSlas. Vyoman consists of cubical and spheroid

parts on which is established an.eight-pettallcd lotus with the Sun god

in the centre, and the Dikpalas in’ their proper places.



CHAPTER VIII

JAIN AND BUDDHIST ICONOGRAPHY

Section I—Jain Images

Foondation of Jain Iconography : In the Pratima-Laksana, Jain

images and Buddhist ones have been both assigned only one patala

(chapter). Accordingly here also they would be treated in one chapter.

Before we take the Jain iconography, let us just try to know its

foundation, the institution of worship which Jains evolved. This

institution to which the Jainas were wedded presupposes in its turn the

general tenets ofJainism—its philosophy and its ethics. And so while

taking all these into our consideration, naturally, the most logical

question which crops up is to say a few words on the rise ofJainism

itself—its antiquity and evolution.

It may be asserted at the very outset that Jainism is not any new
religion in India. Originally it was only an off-shoot from Hinduism.

It may have been a reaction to some of the most intolerant institutions

like YajSa and its implied animal sacrifice and unwieldy paraphernalia

difficult to be adhered to by ordinary run of men. Religion in India
has always been a way of hearty doing rather than a belief of the
mind. Those who stood for a new gospel must have been the pioneers
of simple, sacred and pious life which characteristic has never left

Jainism. Now when this pure and serene original spring began to
flow into many a channel and required newer and newer land,
naturally, the mud of dogmatism changed its colour. It acquired a
new dogma, its own philosophy (metaphysics) and ethics. Vedjsm
(the fountain head of Yajna) was the first target. Anyone questioning
the authority of the Vedas was regarded and discarded as heritic. The
Jainas and the Baudhas both, who question-;d the Paramount Authority
of Hinduism were labelled as beterodjx. The Jainas accepted the
challenge—promulgated their own religious tenets, formulated a
philosophy of their own and worked out an ethical code for their daily
routine—collective as well as individual Hfe. Thus heresy was
supreme*

As it is an introduction to Jain iconography, we are not going to
dwell at length at Jain religion. It is enough to point out here that
gs Bqddhis^s w^V^d thepr qyra Scriptures in placf of Ve4ic s^riptuf^
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so did the Jains. These are called Angas and Sutras. The most

important characteristic features which gave the Jainism a stamp of

their own, were the extremity of tenderness shown towards an animal

life—Ahimsa and the Saint-worship {u e. the worship of the Tfr*

thankaras who were regarded superior even to gods'* The latter

clement of Saint-worship simply humanised Jainism.

Avoiding other details in regard to the religious views of the Jains

their conception of Moksa, unlike the negative concept of Nirvana

of the Buddhists ^'cf. the doctrine of 'Sunya*—vide Monism of Sankara),

rests on the positive significance implying absolute purity and freedom

from the snares of Karma*

In metaphysics. Jainism recognises a pluralistic realism which is

very much influenced from and is akin to the Nyaya-Vaisesika theory

of Hindu Philosophy* The Doctrine of Syad-vada (may be or may

not be) or the seven methods of predication (sapta-bhangi-nyaya) gives

Jain philosophy a scientific and a rational approach by which know*

ledge is characterised as a synthetic approach.

It is in the realm of their ethics that foundation oi temples and

worship of the Saints come and that is what is directly related to our

subject* The ethical organisation of the Jainas like that of the Buddhists,

prescribes a code of religious conduct both for the Monks and the

Laity—vide the five-fold vow (practically the same as we have in our

Yoga-Daisana—ahimsa, asteya etc.). The Monks are Yatis, the Laity,

the ^rSvakas. The former can do away with worship, the latter are

enjoined as a rule, to visit a fempte and pay their homage to the

Tirthankaras by worshipping them.

Antiquity of Image-worship among the Jains— the question is no

more controversial, antiquity ofJainism may be still a problem but its

image-worship is not a problem. Worship as a historical examination

is preposteriousj it should always be examined from the broad

cultural standpoint. Worship in some form or other was the life-

companion ofman; it may be aniconic or iconic. In the rise ofJainism,

the rise of worship must have been first aniconic—vide the early

archeological evidence of stupas (i; el 7th. Century B.C. stupas built

in honour of SuparaivanStha) and the AySgapatas etc: etc. There arc

so ipany evidences for the iconic traditions among theJams—vide, ins*

criptions (Hathigumpha) proving the antiquity of the image-worship

and a good many illustrations of the images themselves—cf* Khandagin

and Udaigiri caves, fully illustrating this evidenexj and they arc all a

testimony to do away with this question. Kautilya meptions Ja{n
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deities Jayanta, Vaijayanta, Aparajita etc. in his monumental work.

Antagada Daso and other Jain scriptural texts which are not later

than Mahavira’s time, also corroborate the antiquity of image^worship

and dedication of shrines and temples. Let us, therefore, say a few

words on the mode ofJain image-worship by which it is characterized

to see if there are certain innovations or modifications from that of

Hindu image-worship.

The Area of the Jains the mode of worship among the Jains

is neither very elaborate nor very complicated. It is very simple

—

Pradaksina, Pranama and Puspa—three ‘P’s will do. The more
elaborate will consist of jala-puja, candana-pnja, aksata-puja and
naivedya-pujl to be followed by Arti—the pancopacras will do (cf.

the 16 upacaras of the Hindus—vide Pr. Vijn chap. IX). Three
other important features of Jain ritual and worship are ; ‘Samayika’

reading (the reading of spiritual books), keeping fasts (which charac-

terises their rigour of asceticism) and pilgrimage. ‘Besides the image-
worship of the Tirthankaras and some subordinate deities, the worship
of the Siddhacakra (which is invariably kept in a Jain temple) has
fotmd a firm hold on the Jain devotee’. Later on Jain temple-worship
also got complicated in conformity to their religious order. Jain
temples became the centre of their religious activities. They were
their churches—worship, recitation and ceremonies (like Samavasarana
—special decorations) all added to this development bringing them
on a par to a Hindu temple.

A few words need be said here on the Digambaras and the ^ve-
tambaras (between which Jains had divided themselves on dififerences

of certain doctorinal schisms) in relations to their different modes
of worship. In PSja, the’^vetambaras use flowers, sweet, etc. The
Digambaras substitute them for dry rice, spices etc. While the former
decorate the images of the Tirthankaras with earrings, necklaces,
armlets and tiarsofgoldandjewcls etc.; the Digambaras leave their
images naked and unadorned. Thirdly, the Digambaras bathe the
images with abundance of water but the ^vetambaras use very little
of it. Fourthly the Digambaras may bathe and worship their images
during night, the ^vetambaras do not even light lamps in their
temples, much (ess do they bathe or worship the images. The fifth
diference relates to the use of paucamrita in washing the images, the

* D^ambaras do it, and the Svetambaras would not Thu is what the
efrthodox Jainism stands for. In neo-Jainism, two new (comparatively
^em)^sects known as Lunkas (452 A. D.) and Sthanaka-vasis or
Dhundias (1653 A.D,) arose who smnd for absolute opposition to
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The Arcyas of the Jaias— Classes of Jaio gods aad goddesses :—On
the authority of the Jain texts the classifications of Jain deities may
be purviewed:

—

(A) Earlier classificadons^ride earlier Jaio literatare:—

1. Jyotisi

9 planets

II. Vlmanavasi

(a) bom in Kalpas

(1) Sudharma (?) Sukraor MahaSukra

(2) Isana (8) Sahasara

(3) Sanatkumara (9) Anata

(4) Mahendra (10) Pranata

(5) Brahma (11) Arana and

(6) Lantaka (12) Acyuta.

(b) bora above the kalpas—anattara-Timana each with an Indra

to role over :

—

(1) Vijaya

(2) Vijayanfa

(3) Jayanta

(4) Aparajita &
(5) Sarv5rtha-siddha

III. Bhavanavasi y. Navavidhana

(1) The Asura — (1) Naisarpa

(2) Naga - (2) Panduka

(3) Vidyuta — (3) Pihgala

(4) Suparpa — (4) Sarvaratna

(5) Agni — (5) Mahapadma
(6) Dvipa — (6) Kala

(7) Udadhi — (7) Mahaklla

(8) Dkvata — (8) MSnava ^
(9) Ghanika

—

& (9j Sahkha

(10) The KumSras VI. Viradevas

IV. Vyantara (1) Mlnabhadra

(1) PiSacas (2) Pnrnabbadra

(2) Bhutas (3) Kapila &
(3) Raksasas (4) Pingala

(4) Yaksas

(5) Kinuaras

(6) Kiqipurusas

(7) Mahoragas &
(8) Gandharvai
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,

(B) The three-fold classification of kcara^Dinakara^ consists of

(i) firstly the Pr^Ma-devatEs, such as those installed on pedestals, in

fields, in a cave or on a platform (catvara) or in a temple or they

belong to the linga (symbolic) , or Svayambhu type etc; (ii) secondly

Kuladevls or Tantric goddesses such as Gandi, Kanthesvari, Vyagraraji

etc,, and (iii) thirdly the SampradEya devatEs such as Amba, Tripura,

T5r5 etc.

N, (i) : .*it is clear that a great many Tantric god-

desses have found a room ih the Jain pantheon. We came across the

names of the goddesses of clearly Tantric nature such as Kankali, KIU,

Mahakali, Camunda, Jvalamukh!, Kamakhya, Kapalini, Bhadrakali,

Durga, Laliia, Gauri, Sumangala, Rohinb Sulakata, Tripura, Kuru*

kulia, Ghandravati, Yamaghanp Krantimukha etc/* J. I. p, 23.

Further as we shall sec in the Jain literature we find the incoropora-

tion of the famous Sakta goddesses, the 64 Yoginis in Jain pantheon

and therefore, ^this predominent Tantric element in iconography

seems to be represented by the ^vetambara sect, who like the Maha-
yana Buddhists, developed by assimilation and invention, a Tantrika

system of their own.*

N. B. (ii) Besides the above-enumerated deities *^there arc divini-

ties recognised and worshipped by the Jainas, who would not come
under any of the above-mentioned categories and they are: (1) the

16 ^mta»devis or VidyErdevis; (2) the 8 AsiamEttkEs; (3) the Mothers of

the Tlrthankaras: (4) KsetrapElai (5) Bhairavas; (6) hri or Laksrpl Devi

^ and (7) ^EnthdeiA* Thus the cent per cent Brahmanic influence on their

pantheon and iconograpy is beyond doubt.

With this introduction to the Area and the Arcya, let us now
turn to the Jain images, their origin and characteristics, before we
take uy the main images of Tirthankaras and their accessories.

Origin of Jain Images—^As for the secular enjoyment and the

chcrishment of the memory of our dear and beloved ones, the picto-

rial images—the paintings have served an age-long tradition,

similarly the growing idea of an image of a god or prophet a religious

teacher or saint is to remind a believer of his life and deeds and to

inspire him for the virtuous acts. This applies to all image-or reUc-

worship Hence the adherants and the folldwers install image in the
sacred places associated with their lives and deeds. These places

thus become the places of pilgrimage and sacred sites of hallowed
memory, dedicated adoration and pious liberality and severe asceticism.

This was also true to the origin of Jain images. When their Jinai
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departed, their statues were set up iu a temple for daily and congre-

gational worship. In the worship of the Jinas, a notable feature is

the recitation of Kalyanakas or the auspicious moments in the life of

the great ones from the body of the Jain Kalpasutra. The great

antiquity of this custom itself proves the relatively great antiquity of

Jainimages. In Jain iconography, besides these Tirthankaras, as we

have seen that many Brahmanical divinities were silently assimilated into

the Jain pantheon. It was perhaps due to the ideas of auspiciousness,

prosperity, wealth, kingly splendour or so on, very much associated

with Brahmanical deities like Ganesa ^ri, Kubera and Indra that

they too found a direct outlet in the Jain Sculptor’s art. All these

images are fully represented in the Jain sculptural heritage as scattered

throughout India specially at those places which are intimately

connected with Jainism.

Places of Jain pilgrimage : Rise of Jain images are synchronous

with the rise of the centres of Jain pilgrimage, the sites associated

with the lives of the great Jain Prophets. In fact, the Tfrthankaras

made their Tirthas—vide the tradition contained in the following

stanza:

*The phenomenal incidents in Jain literature are known as

(a) Garbha or Conception, (b) Janma or Birth, ^c) Jnana or Enligh-

tenment, (d) Nirvana or Death—or collectively Five Kalyanas. Besides

these, free choice was given to build Jain temples on sacred places,

on the sea-side or at any fine place or locality*. Brindavan Bhatta-

charya accordingly says (J. I. p*29) that 'as a consequence, we

actually find Jaina temples under a Jain community scattered over all

parts of India. Vimala sheh Tejapala and Vastupala on Mt. Abu in

Rajputana and temples on the Mt. called Parasnath in S. Bihar arc

noteworthy in Jain architecture. The caves in the rock, on which the

fort of Gwalior is built, contain many interesting Jain sculptures.

Other sites of temples and sacred places of the Jainas are ; Mathura,

^atruSjaya Hill in the Palitana State, Girnar in the Junagarh State in

Kathiawar, the Indra and Jagannath Sabha caves, Ellora, Khajuraho

in C. I., Deogarh, Gadag, Lakkundi in Dharwar, Sravana Bclgola.

At Sravana Belgola, there is a gigantic statue of Gomatesvara. Other

Jain clossii are found Karkala and Venur in South Kanara. Nearly

all the Tirthankaras obtained consecration and perfect knowledge at

their native places though Rsabha is said to have been a Kevalin

f.e. one possessed of the highest knowledge, at Parimtala, Neminatha, at
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Girnar, and Mahavira (the last) on Rjupalika river. Twenty of them

attained final release on Sammetasikhara or Mt. Parsvanatha but

Neminatha enjoyed this bliss at Girnar^ Vasupujya at Oampapur in

E. Bihar, Mahavira at Pavapuri and Rsabha himself at Astapada^

which is identified with the famous SatruSjaya in GuzraP. Eightyfour

images ofJains arc known to have been installed at different places of

Jainism,

Tirtbankaras.—or Jinas according to the Silpa-Ratnakara—vide

Pr*Laks« p. 270 are only the manifest aspects of the Supreme Brahma

—

. Arhpa assuming Rupa. They are Visvarupa, Jagat-prabhu, Kevala,

jSanamurti, Vitaraga and in their incarnatory forms they take only

two arms, one face and are seated on baddha-padmlsana attitude,

meditating upon Prabrahma. These are also the characteristics of the

great Hindu gods, the Yogisvara 6iva or Yogasana Visnu or Padma-
sana BrahmI. The question, therefore, would arise what are the

distinctive features ofa Jina or Tirthankara? In the Jain literature a

Tirthankara means a prophet. ^A Tirthankara is he by whom was
shown the broad fording^place of virtue, the best of all, reaching

which men overcome sorrow’—Samantabhadra—vide Brahatsvayam-

bhlstotra. Tirtha thus would stand here for Dharma, and who
expounds it is Tirthankara. This is the view of the elders-the

Digambaras. According to iSvctambara view ‘ Tirtha ’ means a

^Sagnha’ and one who founds it like a Buddha or a Christ is Tirthan-

kara. This order as we have already seen is consisted principally of

two principal divisions of Sadhus or Monks and ^ravakas or the laity,

but if we include the women folk, it comes to four in number.

Tirthankara is also called a Jina (from which word the name of

the religion is Jaina) meaning conqueror of the enemies such as lust,

anger etc. And according to the Jain tenets these (Jinas’ are four»fold;

(i) Nlma Jinas, (ii) SiMpana Jinas; (iii) Dravya Jinas le. Srenikas and
(iv) Bh&m Jinas (who have attained samavasarana). Thus the
Tirtbankaras or the Jinas are really a very sublime and noble
iconological evolution not only in art but also in the religious history
id India* The number 24 associated with these prophets ofJainism
ummtiy fascmati'ng. It brings home to us the imagination of those
rtformers who wanted to found rather supplant a new religion on
tome of the basic and universal teachings of Hinduism—rigorous
jascetism of the Aranyakas, the Upanisadic Monism and the Epic and
[Paura^ic Bhagavatism in imitation to Vaisnavism. If there are Ten
Itminations or Avatams of Visnu, let there be 24 incarnations or
lir&aafc&r^ of Jina, who are all Jinas. Hence from the historical
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documents, it is diflScult to support as Jain scholars maintain, the

authenticity of all these 24 Jinas as enumerated ahead and consequent-

ly a great antiquity exceeding all anterior limits of the Vedic age.

Thus, ^whether real or fictitious, one fact is certain that these Tirthan-

karas represent truely Jain elements and their origin is not due to any

extranuous influences. Tn this connection, it is to be noted that while

Buddhism formally admitting a number of Buddhas makes singularly

prominent the Buddha or Gautama Buddha, the Jains on the contrary

render many of their Tirthanakaras appear in the forefront. A
modern temple of the Jainas would show a gallery of images of many
of their Tirthankaras to whom equal respect is offered in their daily

worship*—J, I* p. 37.

Characteristics of Jain Images—In the Jain pantheon, the

Tirthankaras have been given the highest position. They are the

Devadidevas (cf. Hemachandra’s Abhidhina-Gintamani) in compa-

rision to other gods and goddesses {borrowed from Hinduism) who
are only Devas or ordinary gods. Accordingly B. G. Bhattacharya

rightly remarks: Tn Iconography also, this idea of the relative

superiority of the Jinas has manifested itself. In the earliest sculptures

ofJainism^ the Tirthakaras prominently occupy about the whole relief

of the stone.*

Jain iconography has a distinct bearing on its temple-iconography.

^The images in a Jain temple are arranged in order of precedence*

There is one Mulamyaka^ he may be either Rsabhanatha, Suparsva-

natha, Parsvanatha or Mahavira surrounded by other Jinas, who hold

a less dignified position according as the temple-cult is associated with

him. This predomioence of a particular Jina is due to the situation

of the temple in a place sanctified by him. For instance in the temple

at Sarnath believed by the Jainas to be the birth-place of ^reyanisana-

tha, we find his image in the position of a Miilanayaka.

A Jina-image is also accompanied by so many other deities and

accessories. Among these deities figure the devatas like Laksmi, Ganesa

and Indra add among the accessories would come the Yaksas, the

Yaksinis and the Gandharvas. Other characteristics of a Jain-sculpture

are what are called La hanas—vide Pr. Laks. p. 270 and they are :

The presence of the following eight Pratiharyas:

1. Divyataru or Asoka or the particular tree under which the

Enlightenment was attained—cf. Buddhist analogy;

2. A throne-seat, 5. Divya-dhvani

3* Trilinear umbrella and 6. Showers of celestial blossoms,

a lion seat, 7. 2 chowries and

Aura of a bea4t^ful radiance. 8. Heavenly music,
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N,B» ^The heavenly dnndnbhis consist of five musical instruments*

These are the Pancamahasabda viz.

(1) ^rnga, the horn; (2) Tammata; the drum;

(3) iSankha. the conch ^hell; (4) Bheri, the trumpet and (5)

Jayaghata, the cymboF—J. 1. vide Appendix

Brindavana further remarks that each Tirthankara is recognisa-

abie by a cognizance or cinha usually placed below his images. There

are also certain symbolie ornaments which mark out a Jain representa-

tion distinctly from a Buddhist counterpart. These are svastika,

mirror, um, cane-seat shaped like an hourglass, two small fish, flower-

garland and book. These symbols arc our safeguards from misinter-

pretation of a Jain image.

Another noticeable feature of distinguishing one Jina image from

others is their representation of their particular way of sitting or stand*

ing attitude. Among them ^Rsabha, Nemi and Mahavira agree in the

fact that they attain release when seated on the lotus-throne, while

other Tirihankaras pass away in the Kayotsarga-posture (that of a
man standing with his arms hanging stiff with the body)—J. I. p. 29.

Jina-iconograpby: Among the three texts quoted in the Pr* Laks.

p. 271—vide (ii) according to the Br. Samhita, the chief characteris-

tics or essential marks of a Jina figure arc long hanging arms (cf.

Mahapurusalaksana); the Srivatsa symbol, the mild form—^pra§anta-

murti, the youthful and beautiful body and the nudity. This is also

corroboroted by VasunandPs Pratisthasara-samgraha, a Jain document
—vide Pr. Laks. ibid (hi). The Manasira and the AparSjitapraccha

among the Silpa-texts arc accredited to have described the Jain
images also. And accordingly the former text after dwelling at length
upon the varieties of alternative iconometric measurements of the

Jina' iconography sums up in a couplet:

is exactly what the B. S. or the P. S. S. describe. Regarding
their bodily features, the text further says :

^ ^ =3!
I

Again according to this text the Srivatsa symbol should be
marked in gold and the image is to be attended by NSrada and other
sagra, besides the Yaksas, Vidpdharas^ Siddhas, N3»endras ^n4
J^kapal^is,
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Now avoiding too many other detail?^ let us tabulate all the

24 lirthankaras with their laSchanas, and iSasanadevas and
^asanadevis together, as per the two new texts, the Aparajita-praccha

and the Vlstuslra of Thakhura Peru :

24 Tirthankaras Symbols Sasana-devis

A. P.

or Yaksinis Sasana-devas
or Yaksas

V S. A.P. & V.S.

1. Adinaiha
(Rsabha)

Vrsabh Cakresvari Cakresvari Vrsavaktra

2. Ajitanatha Gaja Rohini Ajitabala Mahayaksa
3. Sambhava-

natha
Asva Prajnavati Duritari Trimukha

4. Abhinandana-
natha

Vanara Vajras-
rhkhaia

Kill Caturanana

5. Sumatinatha Kraunca Xaradatta Mahakali Tumburu
6. Padmaprabha Padma Manovega Acyu<a

(6yama)
Kusuma

7. Suptrsv atha Svastika Kalika 6anta Matahga
8 Gandraprabha Candra J \ aiamalini Jvala

(Bhrkuti)
Vijaya

9. Suvidhinatha Makara Mabakaii Sutara Jaya
10. ^italanatha ^rivatsa Manavi Asoka Brahma
1!. ^reyarpsanatha Gandaka Gauii MSnavi

(Srivatsi)

YakseSa

12. Vasupujya Mahisa Gandhari Pracanda
(Pravara)

Kumara

13. Vimalanatha Varaha

A

Virata Vidita

(Vijayl)
Sanmukha

14, Anantanatha Syena Anantamati Aakusa Patala

15. Dharmanatha

A

Vajra Manasi Kandarpa
(Pannaga)

Kinnara

16. S natha Mrga Mahamanasi Nirvan! Garuda
17. Kunthanatha Cl Sga Ja>a Ba^a Gandharvs
18. Aranatha NandySvarta Vijaya Dharini Yaksesa
19. Mallinatha Kalasa Apaiajita Vairotya Kubera
20. Munisuvrata Kurma Bahuiupa Naradatta Varuna
21. Naminatha Nilotpala Camudna Gandhari Bhrkuti

22. Ncminatha 6ankha Ambika Ambika Gomedba
23. Parsvanatha Sarpa Padmavatl Padmavati Parsva

24. Mahavira Sirpha Siddhayika Siddhayika MStahga
(Vardhamana)

The A. P.—vide Pr* Laks, p. 271 (the MSnasIra also hints at it)

lias bestowed upon the Tifthapkaras tbeir respective colours
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accordingly Candra-prabha and Puspadanta (?) should be sculptured as

white; Padmaprabha and Dharma as red; Suparsva and Pativa NSthas

as green; Nemias black; Malli as blue and the remaining ones as golden.

E?olotion of the Jlna^icons A word may also be said here on the

evolution of Jina icons illustrating the different phases of the Jain

iconography as found in Indian sculpture. This development of

Jina-iniages may be viewed in three stages of development of (i) Pre-

Kushan (ii) Kushana and (iii) the Gupta ;—corresponding to the three

stages of iconology in which they were conceived namely simple images

(ofcourse with certain symbols), without any characteristic laSchana

the developed paraphernalia of andmage for worship and thirdly endo«

wed with iaSchanas together with the accessories and Cinhas etc. The

harliest historical representation of the Jinas was found in the

Ayagapatas (the tablets of homage) discovered at the Kankali Tila of

Mathura. Three of them show the Tirthankara figure seated with

hands laid in the lap. Some of the Jain Astamangala-symbols such as

a pair offish, a svastika etc. also figure here, but there is hardly any

specific iaSchana characteristic of a particular Jina by which we can

recognize him. ^One tablet, however, shows the figure of a Jina,

which by its mark of snake-canopy, we can identify as that of

Parsvanatha’; Brindavana, therefore, concludes ( J. I. p. 47 ) : ^The

reprentation of Jinas in these Ayagapatas of pre-Kushan age, as may
be proved from the script of the inscriptions on them, appear to be the

earliest in the stages ofJain iconography. Thus we can infer that in

the first stage of iconic development Jinas had no lanchanas or distinc-

tive marks, the ParBva figure had the invariable symbol of snake-

canopy and some of the Astamangalikas had been very primitive in

their growth *

The second stage ofJain iconography is illustrated in the varieties

of the Jinas of the Kushan school which may be said to be of three

types: first in which the Jina figures form a part of a sculptured panel;

second in which figures are represented as images of worship and third

show figures in. the middle ofAyagapatas. In these "the image-type’ of

Jinas have some noticeable peculiarities such as seated figures have
no attendants . on sides but have a devotional scene on thw pedestal;

standing figures are nude ^nd are attended by two Gandharvas»
Dharmacakra symbol in its simple representation is also found on the
Kushan Images

-

^ "The Gupta period showed a marked develoment in the iconogra-
pbic characteiistics of a Jina figure. Not only do we see in such images,

I

the particular Lanchanas incorporated but miniature figures of a
I Vaksai and a S^sanadevata invariably included^ Other marks
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as a trilinear umbrelia, a drum-player surmounting it, a pair of

elephants on two sides of the umbrella and a Dharma-cakra symbol

attended by a pair of either bulls or deer form parts of a Jain sculpture*.

^In no sculpture of Kushan age hailing from Mathura, the Tirthahkara

figure is seen attended by either a Yaksa or a Yaksini, but in the Gupta

onwards, it was a stereot>ped canon with the sculptors.*

Jain Quadruple—In place of Hindu Trinity the Jainas have also

a remarkable representation in art. It is popularly known as

^Caumukhi* and has a further name of ^Sarvatobhadra-Pralima/

The most important of the Tirthankaras ar^ represented here on the

four sides with their characteristic symbols.

IL Yaksas and Yaksinis—Yaksas as a class of demi-gods had

existed in popular belief and in literary traditions of the Hindus much
earlier than the rise of Jainism. Hence their asiiociation with Jain

images is an interesting characteristic not only of the Jain pantheon

but also of the Jains themselves. Kubera, the lord of Yaksas and
king of Alaka and the treasurer of the Devas is a popular knowledge.

Brindavan therefore observes: ^The Yaksas are, in Indian tradition,

regarded as the presiding spirits over wealth and therefore it is easy

to see why Jains who represent a merchantile class specially endeared

themselves to the cult and appropriated them specially among the

class of their Dundhi-devas or highest divinities.*

In Indian sculpture the representation of Yaksas as Vyantara-

devatas was the most favourite with the sculptors and was also very

fascinating to the public. A host of their images arc found on every

site of renown. In Jain images their association is two-fold— firstly as

attendants to their masters, the Tirthankaras and secondly as time

passed and the Yaksa-cult obtained greater veneration among the Jains

we also find their detached independent images in the ancient ruins.

^According to the Jain belief, Indra appoints one Yaksa and one

Yaksini to serve, as attendants, each T^rthankara. The Yaksa would

be on his right side and Yaksini on his left. Thus they also came

to be called l^lsanadevatas or attendant spirits. According to

Hemacandra, a Yaksa originates from the particular religious spirii

of a Jina Hence we can take in all probability,

that the Yaksa was the leader of the desciples and Yaksini was the first

female convert*. Again 'as Yaksas and Yaksinis were leader-disciples

ofthejmas, they had been chosen from fhe rich mcrcj^ntile class

and some of them had represented as bankers. In actual images*

we find them decorated in red jewels and characterised with thf

symbol of money-bags etc.^
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With this introduction to this important element of Jain

iconography—the association of Yaksa-images with the Jina-images,

let us briefly tabulate their vahanadaSchana as an essential charac-

teristic of their images (other details may be seen in the Pr. Laks* p*

2724). Their names have already been mentioned in the Tirthahkara-

tabulations below and therefore in the following only their respective

v^han-iaSchanas find place in serial order on the authority of the

two important iconographicai texts— the A. P. and the V. S. :

—

Vaaanas of the 24: Yaksas Vahanas of the 24 Yaksinis

Aparajita Vastasara Aparajita Vastasara

1. Vrsa gaja garuda garuda

2. Gaja gaja ratha lohasana fgovahana)

3. Mayura mayura > mesa

4. Hanisa gaja hainsa padma

5. Garuda garuda sveta-hasti ys

6. Mrga mrga asva nara

7. Mesa gaja mahisa gaja

8* K.apota hamsa vrsa hamsa

9 Kurma kurma kurma vrsa

lO. Harpsa kamalasana sukara padma

11. Vrsa vrsabha krsna barina siipha

12. 6ikhi haipsa nakra alva

13. ? sikhi vimana padma

14. ? makara haipsa

15. ? kurma vyaghra matsya

16. Suka varaha paksiraja padma

17. „ haipsa krsna sukara sikhi

18. Khara §anikha siipha padma

19. Siipha gaja astSpada

20. ? vrsa sarpa bhadrasana

21. ? fi markata haipsa

22. ? purusa siipha simha

23. ? kurma kukkuta sarpa

24" hast! gaja bhadrasana siipha

III. The 16 §ruta-or Vidya Deris-— are also an important class

ofJain images, their names and laksanas in many respects^, correspond

lo those of the Yaksinis, Brindavana says: ^Of all the conceptions

found in the Jain Iconography, none is so original as the conception

of the Vidyadevis or the goddesses of learning' to which the piesent

writer most respectfully would differ. They are a combination of

so many Hindu goddesses modelled on the Yaksinis by the Jains,

The J^nsnaakca special ceremony of Sarsvaripuja (Sarsvati heading

the 16 Sru?a-or Vidyl-devis) on the Sukla PaScami day of the Kartika

month Called by them Jain*PaScami.
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Without going into their details of the vahanas, the laSchanas

—

the weapons etc,,
^
(which are easily understandable in the writer’s

Pr. Laks. p 274-75) let us only tabulate their names:

1 .

2
3,

4,

5,

Rohini
Prajfiapti

Vajra^mkhalS
Vajrankusi
Apraticakra

6. Naradatta
7. Kali
8. Mahakali
9. Gauii

10. Gandhari

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

15.

16.

Mahajyaja
Manavi
Vairotya
Acchupta
Manasi and

^

Mahamanasi

IV. Dikpalas. Like the majority of Hindu gods imported into
the Jain pantheon, the Dikpalas were a direct over-taking. They are
also called lokapalas and are also worshipped as Vastu-devatas.
Brindavana says that one Svetambara text makes them functioning
as Kumaras, who differ very little in nature from the gods of quarters.

A very succinct description of these Dikpalas has been made by
me in my Prauma-ViJSana and the reader is referred to read them
there. The names of the ten Dikpalas however may be enumerated
here along with their overlordship of the diiections:

1. India (E) 4 Nirriti (S.W) 7. Kubera (N) 10, Brahmadeva
(upp. regions;

2. Agni (S.E) 5. Varuna (W) 8. Isana (N.E.)

3. Yama (S ) 6. Vayu (N.Wj 9, NSgadeva nether regions

V. Other misceilaneous deities—have also a tradition both in

worship and art among the Jains and a few words may be said on
them. Only a few among them may be mentioned here:

Harinegamesi or Naigamesa—is represented in sculpture as a male
figure, either with the head of a ram or antelope or a goat. He is

accred.ted for granting the boon of child-birth. He is not altogether

a new Jain origin. His ajBSnity with Daksa Prajapati is beyond donbt.

Ksetrapala—is a Bhairava and seems to be the master of the
Yoginis His iconoiogy is bewildering. He has 20 hands with many
weapons, matted hair, a snake as his holy thread and he rides on a dog.

Ganesa, Laksmf, Santi & Yogins—Ganesa & Laksmi are equally
adorable among the Jainas; but the conception of Sanfi Devi is really

unique among the Jainas. As regards the Yoginis they are a Tantric
influence from which no cult could escape.

Illustrations: In the end the following tabulation of more famous
Jain images in Indian sculpture will suffice for our present study:

Jain Quadruple Yaksas and Yaksinis

^
Ghoumukhi

Tirthankaras

Rsabha—Mahet ancient Sravasti

District Gonda
Ajitanatha—Dcogarh
Santinatha—^Fyzabad Museum
Neminath—Gwalior
Parsvanath—Joginkamath

Rqhatak
Mahavira—Nagpur, Raipur &

Indian Musuems

Gomukha & Cakresvari—Ganda*
wal, Gwalior

Kubera— ibid

Cakresvari—Deogarh
Mahamanasi—ibid

Rohini—ibid & Fort Jhansi
Ambika „
Gcmedha & AmbikS ,, „

Srutadevi

Lucknow Museum
XJietrapZla

Gandawal, Gwalior



SECTION B

BUDDHIST ICONOGRAPHY

The Religious and Philosophical Background;—-Before we proceed

with the salient elements of Buddhist iconography, a few words on its

background, the institution of adoring the ‘Buddha’ and the consequent

rise of religious and philosophical thoughts to system stise this practise

in a religion which originally was averse to all such complications of

theology, ritual, dogma and philosophy. The lofty ethical foundations

of the prinstine Buddhism could not remain isolated. An edifice of grand

supersircturc of imposing lustre shining with so many popular lights

was a historical necessity. A religion divested of popular appeal can

not captivate the minds of people for long. Consequently after the

Buddha was gone, Buddhisim could not remain uncoloured with the

side-currents of Brahmanic (more particularly the Tantric) religious

upsurages of the day, the adoration of the images (cf. Pauranic Dharma)
and the cultivation of the Sakta practices (Cf. Tantricism).

The Buddhist iconography may be said to be rooted in the speculations
of the Mahayana, especially its sub-branch what is called Mantra-yana
itself, but it was due to the Vajrayana and its consequent philosophy of
‘Mahasukhavada’ that it got a fertile field for strides of development.
Now to fully appreciate the rise of Vajrayana, we have to go back to
the teachings of Buddha himself. In doing so a brief historical survey
of Buddhism becomes a necessity.

‘The ethical system of Buddha was based mainly on the Sankhya
but profoundly modified by his own speculations. The boldness of the
speculation, the grandeur of the moral idea set forth, and the strictness
of discipline gave this system an attractive and engaing character’.

With the death of Buddha things changed and dissentions crept in
between the two powerful parties later on called Elders and Youngers
and it was at Vaislli that they parted company never to be reunited
and founded two distinct camps of their own.

Those who stuck to Ethics and moral discipline were called the
Theravadins and those who trified with Ethics and discipline but stuck
to metaphysical and altruistic doctrines were called the Mafaasanghi-
kas. One point of difierence is very marked, ‘the Youngers were
all I^koturvldins and believed in the superhuman character of
Buddha. Bu|, schisms bring forth further schisms, and in the course
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of a century, the two parties split up into eighteen principal sects,

beside a number of minor ones*—Bhattacharya.

Without going into the details of the doctrines like ^unyavada
and the teachings and views held by the great Buddhist scholars like

NIgarjuna and Aryadeva who propounded these abtruse philosophical

ideas in the fold of Mahayana, it may be pointed out that the bedrock
of 6anyat3 of the Mahayanis could not satisfy their hankerings
and so Maitreyanatha, after some generations af:er Nagarjuna, added
Vijnana to it;, and founded what developed later on, the Yogacara
system. The things did not end here. There were controversies

between these two speculative doctrines of the ^iinyavada and in the

8th century a new doctrine of Mahasukhavada became a historical

necessity for the edification of people, to rationalise their leanings

towards something tangible, something concrete and something edifying.

All these doctrines were conceived in relation to the ultimate reality

after ordinary Nirvana. Some took it ^nnyata, others VySana and a

good many Mahasukha. It is, as already said, from the doctrine of

Mahasukha, that the Vajrayana, a system rich in iconographical ideas,

and a school fascinating to the multitude, orginated. It may how-
ever be remembered that this Vajrayana was a school within the

Mahay ana itself and the so called two principal schools of Buddhism,

the Hinayana and Mahayana really resulted in the condemnation by

the latter of the two original Yanas, the ^ravaka and the Prat>eka

which the great Buddha himself had patronized. Thus there were

three Yanas—Hina (the 6ravaka and the Pratycka), the Maha and the

Vajra (a sub-yana of the latter). The Mahayana^ in its latter onslaughts

again assumed two shapes, Pavmitayana and Mantra-yana, the latter

fully accepting the theory of Mahasukha, dilates upon its various

stages of the development in which the ^kii, the embodiment of

Karuna plays a predominent part. It is thus nothing but a great

influence of Hindu Tantricism, another name of iSaktism
,

Advayavajra, who flourished in the 11th century, has not only a

unique credit, in the opinion of Bhattacharya, the learned author of

the'^Indian Buddhist Iconography*, in throwing light on the distribution

of the Tour principal schools of Buddhist philosophy namely Saivasti-

vSda, (Sautrantika), Vahyarthabhanga (VaibhSsika), VijSSnavIda

(Yogacara) apd Sanyavada (Mldhyamika) into the three Yanas of the

Hina, the Maha and the Vajra, but also accredited to have composed

a short treaties propounding the theory of Mahasukha under the title,

the Mahisukhaprakasa, a stanza from which not only characteristically

explains the elements of Poctrin^ but also gives the background of
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Biiddhist iconography:

i.e. from the right perception of ^iinyata comes ‘Blja*. From Blja is

developed the conception of an icon and from that conception comes the

external representation of the icon and therefore ^ri BhaUacharya

rightly remarks that the entire iconography of the Buddhists proceeds

from a correct understanding of the doctrine of ^unyata. The Tibetan

yab-yum conceptions were an outcome of the dual conceptions of ^unyata

and Karuna, both of which were conceived and represented^ but which

ultimately proved to be one and the same

With this a very brief introduction to the phiiosphical background

of Buddhist iconography^ let us persue it further in its evolution.

That is how did this conception of Mahlsukha creep into Mahlyana-

Vajrayana? The tackling of this question brings us to the fundamental

differences of the Hinayana and the Mahayana. The pivot of distinction

between them lies in the question of Nirvana. The Hinayanist whether

a l§ravaka or Pratyeka always would strive for his own emancipation

or Nirvana, the Mahayanist on the other hand takes, just the opposite

view. He stands for the emancipation of all and makes Karuna

(Compassion) his motto. Both differ in the divinity of Buddha and

his order of superiority in relation to the Dharma and Sahgha For

the former Buddha comes first and Dharma or Law and Sangha come

next, the latter changes the order into Dharma, Buddha and Sangha, to

whom Dharma or PrajSa is eternal and the highest object and Buddha

is only Upaya or means of obtaining that knowledge, which is diffused

into the masses through him. ^This idea’ says Bhattacharya ^bears a

close resemblance to the Hindu conception of the Mantras, which arc

supposed to be eternal of which only a glimpse was obtained by the

Vedic Rsls.’ .\s regards the nature of Nirvana there arose a baffling

controversy resulting in many schools in Mahayanism itself, the two

ptincipal schools amongst which being Yoglcaras (the Vignanavadins)

and the Madhyamikas. Buddhism, we know, was a mass religion and

therefore as already pointed out that these abtruse philosophical teach*

ings of Vijnanavlda in relation to Nirvana could not become fit for easy

grasp of the masses. The priest found a great deal of difficulty in mak-

ing the masses understand the meaing of Nirvana, to the attainment

of which every Buddhist strives. Nirvana, which was ^unya, was said

to be Niratma, that is, something in which the soul is lost :— ^The

Bodhicitta merges in Niratma and there remains in eternal bliss and

bappincss, (Mahasukha-v^da). The word ^Niratma’, it may be noted.

'
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is in the feminine; the Niratma is therefore a Devi, in whose embrace

the Boddhicitta, remains. The masses well understood the signidcance

of Niratma, and the feminine aspect, an outcome of Mahasukhavada,

in the doctrine of Nirva^ia, gave rise to what is known as Vajrayana*~

Bhattacbaraya.

In the word "^Vajrayana* ^Vajra* is another name of^unya. It is

so called because it can not be destroyed, can not be cut, can not be

burnt (cf. the Atman Doctrine of the great Bhagvadgita) as laid down

in Advayavajra-saTpgraha:

This conception of Vajra too was not of an easy comprehension

for the masses and so the position of the priests, the VajrachSryas

became very much magnified. The Dharanis were composed for the

recitation of the masses to obtain merit. These Dharanis were later on

shortened into mantras and Vajramantras all meaningless to the multi-

tude; but one thing was a solace to them, it was the origination of the

manifold deities from these mantras, the Vyamantras. ^The votaries*

says Bhattacharya, ‘‘who could not worship their gods in accor*

dance with the prescribed procedure (Sadhana) were, promised by the

gurus perfection only through the muttering of the mantras.* Later

on the falling upon the Tanfras, their ritual and practice was a

natural consequence which in the hands of these uninitiated and

sophisticated priests and the public alike brought the populer Buddhism

to the level of very thinly-vield ^Katnasastra*. With all their faults the

Vajrayanists did contribute towards the evolution of a popular

Buddhism which has left a legacy of rich, varied and extensive pan-

theon, on the fascinating foundation of which, Buddhist iconography

and its art flourished in India especially in Tibet. The puerly Tantric

gods were invariably accompanied with their ^aktis, who in sculpture

take four positions— separate seat or the same seat or the lap of thc^r

consorts or they are in actual embrace. The more sobre amongst the

Tantrikas adopted the first three positions, while the last was the be all

and end all of those who stood for thorough-going form of worship of

their gods in the embrace, in union with the S.iktis, or as Tibetans

describe it in yab-yum.

Baddhist Pantheon. This brings us to the Buddhist Pantheon both

in the realm of art as well as in that of the literature. The rise of the

Pantheon always presupposes image-worship, bo h aniconic and iconic*

Yfe shall have an occasion to see its representation jn art in the Up
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and so here we have to cDnfine ourselve with the ri’e of the pantheon

literature and other accounts. Much of the information for recon-

struddng a chronological rise of the Pantheon is gathered from the

a-6Gouhts,of the Chinese travellers like Hiuen Thsang and It-sing. We
know Buddhism in its original shape^ was too s'mple a religion to

accomodate image-worship. Buddha was definitely against it. After

his deaths deification started fiist with the symbolic objects like Stupas

and TrisaranaSj the former has been an object of adoration even just

after the life-time of Buddua. Similar is the case with the three

jewels^ which came to be represented^ later^ both in symbolic and

human form* Again the rise of Buddhist pantheon is synchronous

with the rise ofMahuyanism and its offshoots of development.

Indrabhuti^s time (cf. 700-750 A.D.) is regarded as the emergance of a

full-fledged Buddhist pantheon^ the germination of which no doubt
goes back a few centuries earlier—vide the work of Asvoghosa^
Nlgarjuna and Aryadeva. The Sukhivati-Vyuhaj or Amitayus*Sutra
which was translated into Chinese in the 2nd century, mentions
Amitabha Bodhisattva and Avalokitesvara and in its smaller recenssion

of the 4th century, Aksobhya as a Tathagata and ManjuSri as a
Boddhisattva are also mentioned. In the accounts of the Chinese
travellers beside these, other important names also come to light

—

Maitreya (Fa-Hien); Hariii, Ksitigarbha, Padmapani, Vailravana,
6akya Buddha, Sakya Bodhisattava, Yama along with many Buddhist
saints like Aivaghosa, Nagarjuna, Asanga, Sumedhiand others as

deified Bodhisattvas and a good many previous Buddhas (Hiuen
Thsang) ; and Gaturmaharnjikas and several Hindu gods (It-sing),

The next stage in the development of the pantheon starts from the
works of Santideva of Nalanda Monastary (650. A.D) where besides
new names of Gagangaiija, MaSjaghosa, Simha-vikridita, Tantricism
also began to weild its influence where Dharnis for Gunda, Trisamaya-
raja and Marici are given.

The third stage that is the stage of complete emergence of the
pahthcOn begins from the times of Indrabhuti (750 A.D ), the king of
Uddiyana, who made Uddiyana (Orissa) the main centre of Vajrayana-
Tantra-ylaa.' His work jHanasiddhi gives probably the first account of
the origin of the five Dhyani Buddhas and their Saktis along with a
number of deities as emanating from them. Later on the conception
of Adi Buddha also originated by the first half of the 10th century at

.Nalanda. He was regarded as the primordial Buddha from whom the
8ye phyanf Bnddhas were ?a|d to l^aye taken their origin. Homage
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to Adi Buddha is conceived in shape of flame, which the priests ol

Nepal considered eternal^ self-born and self-existent. It is said in the

Svayam-bhu-purana, the scripture of the Kalacakra^ana ( a later

development of Vaj.ayana) that Adi Buddha first manifested himself

in Nepal in the shape of a flame of fire and Manjusri is said to have

erected a temple over it in order to preserve the flame. This temple

is known as the Svayambhu Caitya*

Now a word on the iconographical representation of Adi Buddha,

the highest deity of the Vajrayana and also originator of the five

DhySni Buddhas, may also be added here. When represented in

human form he begets the name of Vajradhara and is conceived in two

forms single and yab-yum. It may further be remarked that the concep-

tion of Adi Buddha became controversial among the Vajrayanists

themselves. Some considered Aksobhya and some others of the other

Dhyani Buddhas as the Adi Buddha and so these differences also

were brought to bear upon their representations in sculptures.

This third stage of the development of Buddhist pantheon coincides

with the strides which Vajrayana was taking on its marvellous march

of progress in Mahayana. The works like ‘Asta-sahasrika-prajSapSra-

mita’ bearing a large number of miniature pictures of Buddhist

Tantric deities and the compilation of the Sadhanamala containing

the dhyanas of more than 400 principal and minor deities (11th St 12th

centuries) corroborate this tremendous influence of Tantricism. The

Sidhas simply made it a popular practice of the day. The four great

centres or PithaSj the sacred spots of Vajrayana as mentioned in the

Sadhana-mala : are Uddiyna (Orissa), Klm^khyl, ^irihaita and

PurrxagirL The Sirihatta is recognised as ^f^^aila cf. so many

references to it in the literature — vide Pr. Vjn P. 126*8 Kamakhya is

well known. Purnagiri is unidentified. .

Buddhist images two groups—general and sectarian:

After we have pur viewed in a very brief manner the religious and

philosophical background of the Buddhist iconography, we are now

in a better position to describe the Buddhist images. But before we

do so, there is one very important point to be born in mind that from

'

the broad Hindu point of view Buddhist images should be viewed

into two distincts groups, one representing the general form of

Buddhism in which Buddha figures figure prominently and there is

no hierarchical development, and the other is that particular upsurge

where Vajrayana-Tantricism played a remarkable part and was not

only instrumental in bringing about an exuberance in its consequent

emergence of Buddhist Pantheon and iconological and iconographfcal

conceptions and foiras, but i\ also simfdy changed the very form ofth^^
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prinstinc character of Buddhism, a religion without a god, without

an icon, without a dogma and without a philosophy.

Accordingly let us deal first with the Lord Buddha, adopted by the

tolerant Hindus as an Incarnation of the Lord Visnu himself, (as

promised by me .at Vaisnava*Pratima*Laksana, Chap. Ill p. 220).

In this section of Buddhist Pratima-laksana, Gautama Buddha is our

first adorable deity. Buddhists, the bigoted Vajrayanists could be

fanatic enough to degrade him to a secondary position —vide their

first homage to Idi Buddha, Vajradhara in the imitation of the Hindu

view of metaphysics and mythology. We, the detached reviewers of

the broad Indian cultural currents, cannot forget him who not only

gave a new religion to the world but also contributed immensely to

the thought-currents of Hinduism itself of which Buddhism should be

considered only a side-current like Saivism and Vaisnavism.

Paura^ic accounts :—(leaving the Agni and the Bhagavata) of

Buddha are not only confusing, but also in a way antogonistic vide

the ViSQupurana- which says many hard things against Buddhism and

Buddhists and there are also very interesting accounts in it regarding

Buddhists being naked which perhaps in the opinion of Dr. Banerjea

is a confusion between the Jina of the Digambara Jainas and the

Buddha of the Buddhists. It is said there that because they have

discarded the authority of the VedaS which are really the real cover-

ings of man and mankind, they are nagnas (see details in Rao). It

also designates Buddha as Ma>amoha which is common in other

Puranas as well and describes him as ^naked with shaved head and a

peacock-tail in his band*. The Bhagavatas taking the authority of

the Bhagavata-purana came to regard him as one of the incarnations

of their god, who according to them incarnated himself in the world as

Mayatnoha (the Arch Deluder) to cause confusion among the Daityas

by preaching false and anti-Vedic doctrines among men and thus

cause their dcKruciion.

Tconographtcal Accounts:—^vide Pratima-laksanas, p. 98-99 can be

relied up >n from the five principal Hindu texts, the Br. Sarphita^

the Agni and the V.D. Purauas, and the two ^ilpa-texts, the Manasata

and the Riipa-mandana. According to the first (B. S.
) Buddha

should have the palms of his hands and the soles of his feet marked

with lotus, he should be placed in form and his hair should be very

short (Sunica; a variant reading is sunita meaning *^well arranged’*

both readings would suit a Buddha image—Banerjea) He should

be seated tm a lotus-seat and should appear as the father of the whole

Tbt ^ni calls him ^ntatma and bestows upon him lamba*
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kamas (/. e. his lobes of cars must be made pendant) and fair

complexion and enjoins his hands to be in varada and abhaya poses.

The V. D. further adds some more marks. According to it th:: body

should be covered with the kasaya^ the yellow garb of the ascetics

and on the shoulder there should be a piece of balkala (civara) or

clothing made out of the bark of certain trees. It designates him as

Dhyani (cf. Dhyani Buddhas in the Vajrayana pantheon). The

Rupa-mapdana’s description is nothing new. It simply gives him

a red colour that may be taken as full of lustre. As regards the

description of the Buddha-images in the Manasira, it is said there

that these figures^ which may be either erect or in the sitting posture,

are placed on a throne (Sinihasana) and are distinguished by the

Asvattha (holy fig) tree as well as by the Kalpa-vrksa (mythic wonder

tree), the latter, as we have seen, is represented in connection with other

divine beings as well; but the asvattha or ficus religious is characteristic

of Buddha as the Bodhi tree, under which he attained enlightenment

(Bodhi), belongs to that species. Another peculiar mark as has been

duly noted by the author of the Manasira, is usaisa or protuberance

of the skull (usnisojjvalamaukika). For the rest, the appearance of

Buddha is purely human. He has a full face, a long nose, smiling eyes

and elongated ears. His body is fleshy, his chest broad, his belly rotmd

and his arms long. He wears a yellow garment (Piiambaradbara)

and his complexion is white—Achat ya*s version.

The Buddha image as described below has an abundant sculptural

representation and it is only a perverted wisdom of eminent historians

and archaeologists to attribute its origin to foreigners. Man and man*
kind is indivisible. The Aryan race is a pointer to this great truth. Those

who came to India became Indians, imbibed the indigenous culture and

gave something of their own also. This intermingling is the essence of

culture, the essence of the dynamic character of culture and is also cha-

racterised by the freshness of outlook, ideas and institutions. Gandhara

art, which is accredited to have produced Buddha images for the first

time, was no doubt flourished on the indigenous-cum-Greek inspiration,

but nevertheless its setting was perfectly Indian and Buddha images

therefore are cent per cent authentic representation of the iconology

as elaborated below. A part from Gandhara art in which innumerable

Buddha images are illustrated, there is no dearth of Hindu sculptures

representing Buddha. The Daslvatara reliefs throughout India

include Buddha and Rao says that throughout the Chalukya and

Hoysal countries Buddha is seen to have been invariably included

among the ten avataras of Visuu and his image is always found

wherever these avataras are portrayed. Dhyana attitude and Yoga-
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mudra are the prominent traits of his representation. It may be

pointed out (cf. also Jain Tirthahkaras) that even educated people

sometimes fail to distinguish a Buddha from a Jina, the latter also

being characteristically represented in these two prominent traits, the

Dhyana attitude and the YogamudrI. The most distinguishing features

of the images of Buddha are the clothes worn in the upavita fashion

and the knot of hair on the top of the head. The Jain images are

completely divested of clothing and are stark naked and are charac-

terised by ^rivatssa mark on the right side of the chest.

Vajrayana Baddhist Images

With this brief introduction to this first group of general Buddha

images let us now turn towards the Vajrayana Buddhist images.

The following tabulation^ of this group of images as ramified into

so many divisions will be briefly adhered to in accordance to our

arrangement in the Pr. Laks. pp. 277-93 as systematisated from their

descriptions in the Sadhana*mala^ the standard treatise of the seel.

1. Buddhasj their Saktis and 9. Emanations of the five Dhyani

Boddhisattvas and mortal Buddhas Buddhas

2. MaSjusri and his 14 forms. 10. „ of the four

3. Avalokitesvara and his forms Buddhas

4. Emanations of Amitabha 11. Emanations of Vajrasattva

5. of Aksobhya 12. The Paucaraksa Mandala

6. of Vairocane. 13. The Taras

7. of Amoghasiddhi. 14. The Independent deities: Gods

8. ofRatnasambhava and Godesses.

1. The first group includes firstly the five (or say lix—vide Vajra-

sattva^s inclusion also) Dhyani Buddhas or Divine Buddhas along with

their 6aktis and Bodhisattvas; secondly the mortal Buddhas along

with their 6aktis acid Bodhisattvas and Maitreya, the future Buddha#

(a) (i) Dhyani (Divine) Buddhas are.

1. AmitSbha 3* Vairocano 5. RatnasambhavS

2. Aksobhya 4. Amoghasiddhi 6. Vajrasattva.

and they represent the first hierachy of gods in Buddhist pantheon.

All other gods emanate from one or the other or five or four of them

collectively and they invariably bear the effigies of their masters on

their head. The first five Divine Buddhas owe their origin to the

theory of the eternity of the senses according to Aryadeva—vide
Pr. I^aks. p. 277 (the very first verse) or to the eternity of the fiv:*

Skar dfaas^ the elements (—vide ibid). As regards the last or (the sixth)

that is Vajrasattva, he is a later incorporation and is generally believed

to be the priest of the five Dhyanis A more rational view would be

to tafce the first five of them as representing the five mudras which *
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Lord Buddha made sacred on memorable occasions; as is evident from
their representations in the art. All of them closely resemble each
otheTj the prominent difference being the positions in which the hands
are held and the vahanas on which they ride. Both these traits

signify mldras (cf. the writer’s thesis below in which these Vahnas are

abo included into the broader connotation of Mudras—vide the

Chapters on Mudras). Every Dhyini is always represented in a

sitting posture on a full blown double lotus which attitude is known as

the Dhyanasana (cross-legged). The other attributes being bare head^

curly hair^ eyes half closed in meditation (dhyaoa). These are dressed

like a monk. As regards their allocation in the Buddhist shrine, the

Stupa (the Budhist Universe), they, except Vairocana and Vajrasttvava

are generally repres'«J ted on the four sides cf it facing the cardinal

points. Vairocana "oeing the deity of the inner shrine often remains

unrepresented but sometimes he is seen between Ratna and Amogha.
Now without going into further individual details (which may be

seen in the Pr Laks, p. 277 and Bhattacharya’s book—‘Indian Buddhist

Iconography’) their tabulation may be seen in an appendix to this page
in which numbers from first to fifth represent Amitabha Aksobhya,

Vairocona, Amoghasiddhi and Ratnasaipbhava respectively:

(ii) Devine Buddha-Saktis are also six:

1. Vajra'dhatvisvari 4. Pandara

2. Locana 5. Arayatara and
3. Mamaki 6. Vajrasattvatmikl,

and they are affiliated to the six Dhayani Buddhas and are represented

(not very widely and rarely in full form) in the Stupa (only in their

symbols or the yantras on a slab in a niche) occupying the corners

intermediate betw'een the four cardinal points. They take mostly

lalitasana on a full blown lotus with emblems of lotuses and the

characteristic poses of abhaya etc. Their colours and the vahanas

partake of their consorts.

(iii) Divine Bodhisattvas are

L Slmantabhadra 3 Ratnaplni 5. Visvapani and

2. Vajrapagi - 4. Padmapani 6. Ghantapani

and they are the functionary gods in the Buddhist pantheon. The
Divine Buddhas are conceived as engaged in peaceful meditation

and voluntarily restrain themselves from the act of creation,

which task is assigned to their Bodhisattvas. In the Gandhara School

of Sculpture there are innumerable Bodhisattva-images which fact

clearly speaks of the fact that as the word ^Bodhisattva’ in earlier

was synopymous >vith l^angha or the Holy Ordcr^ every
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Buddhist of the Mahayana Bjddhism was entitled to be called a

Bodhisattva* It h illustrated in the remains of the aforesaid sculpture.

Buddhist philosopher-monks like Nagarjuna, Asvoghosa, Maitreyadeva,

Aryadeva and the like were all represented as Bodhisattvas.

The Buddhist religious texts say that the duty of the Divine

Bodhisattvas is to do the work of a Mortal Buddha during the period

between the disappearance of one Buddha and the coming of the

next. ^Thus’ says Bhattacharya—vide L B 1. p. 8: ^Gautama Buddha

has disappeared and at least 4000 3 ears after his disappearance

Maitreya Buddha who is now in the Tusita Heaven, would decend to

earth. During he interval Padmapani Bodhisartva or Avalokitesvara

is doing the duties of a Mortal Buddha and Aus he will continue

so long as the Bhadrakalpa or the cycle of Admit^/a continues/

As regards their iconographical traits they take both standing and

sitting attitudes on a full blown lotus and usually as holding in each

hand a long stem of the same plant on which is placed the crest of

his Dhyani. Each is covered by a robe, the upper part is covered by

a scarf. The hair is cut short, on the head is a jewelled tiara which

bears in the centre the effigy of that Buddha to whom the Boddhisattva

owes Its existence’— Bhattacharya. A characteristic
, illustration

representing them in bronze, hails from the UVahal at Patan in Nepal.

(b) Mortal Buddbas :—are conceived on the pattern of the Hindu

Incarnations. We know only one Mortal Buddha. Both the

Mdhayanis and the Hinayanis on the other hand conceive many of

them and also conceive a Mortal Buddha possessing a good number of

auspicious marks (32 major and 80 minor ones) along with a number

of mental qualities— 10 Baias, 18 Avenika Dharmas and 4 Vaisaradyas.

Their list according to the Hinayana is 24 and the Mahayanis are con-

fused about their Mortal Buddhas known as Tathagatas* Among them

7 are well known and are tabulated as here under along with their

^aktis and Sattvas:

Mortal Buddha His ^akti His Boddhisattva

1. Vipasyin Vipasyanti Mahlmati

2. 5ikhi Sikhimalini Ratnadhara

3. Visvabhu Visvadhara Akasaganja

4. Krakucchanda Kakudvaii ^akamangala

5. Katiakamuni Kanthamalini KanakarSja

6. KaSyapa Mahidhara Dharmadhara

7. ^akyasiinha Yasodhara Ananda

Onl^ three n^ipes are familiar—Sakyasiipha, his \ylf5
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Yaiodhara and his favpurite disciple Ananda and so arc historical,

others may be treated as Pauranic (if not legendry).

(c) Maitreya, the futore Baddha—though not yet born^ he is

represented alright (cf. Gandhara Sculpture and a colossal image at

Uddiyana). He is at present passing the life of a Bodhisattva m
Tusita heaven and would descend lo the earth full 4000 years after the

disappearance of Gautama Buddha for the deliverance of all sentient

beings.

2. Mahjalr!—and his man'fold forms represent the second

group of Buddhist icons. His accounts are both historical and

legendary; though the latter may also be regarded as significantly

real. His place in the pantheon is of a very high order, one of the

greatest Bodhisattavas and he is conceived in various form^. He is

specially glorified in the Svambhupurana, especially in relation, as

hinted below, to the Adi Buddha and his sacred Svayambhu-ksetra

in Nepal. He is conspicuous either by his early representations or the

early references in the literature* His name occurs for the first time

in Sukhavati Vyuha. According to the Svayambhupurana Manjusri

belonged to China and was a great saint. One day receiving a divine

intimation that the Self-born Lord, Adi-Buddha has manifested

himself in the form of a flame of fke on a lotus rising from the lake

KSIihrada in Nepal, he forthwith started for the place to pay his

homage. He was also accompanied by a large number of his

disciples, his two wives and king Dharmakara of China. When he

reached his destination, he experienced difficulty in approaching the

god, so he cleft asunder, with his sword the barrier-hill and the

opening was made from where water rushed through it leaving a

vast stretch of dry land behind to make a path accessible to the

Lord. That dry land is the Nepal valley and that Bhigmati is still

called Kot-bar or sword-cut. Manjusri then got a temple erected

there for the enshrinement of the Flame and himself also began to live

there on a hillock where he also got a monastry built to house his

disciples. This monastry came to be known as Manjupattana.

King Darmikara was made king of Nepal by him. Having accomp-

lished all this, he returned home and soon obtained the divine ferrm

of a Bodhisattva leaving his mundane body behind.

Manjuiri’s position in the pantheon is unique in regard to his

independent existence. It is not only controversial, but also dubious

if he can be regarded as an emanation from Dhyanis as a rule. Being

a historical personage he was regarded as a Bodhisattva in the same

way as Aivaghosa or f^garjuna; hence his affiliation W£^s not |0 easy
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to propouDd, J^evertlieless some considered him to be an emanation of

Amiiabho, others of Aksobhya, still others of the group of the five

D, Buddhas.

As regards his iconography Bhattacharya says :
—^^Ordinarily

Manjusri carries the Sword and the Book in his right and left hands.

In representations we sometimes find these two symbols placed on

lotuses. ^ He is accompanied sometimes by Yamari^ or by his 6akti

alone ; sometimes by Sudhanukumara and Yamari and sometimes

again by the four divinities^ Jalinikumafa also called Suryyaprabha,

Candraprabha, Kesini and Upakesini. Though the last four are

required to be present with Arapacanuj they are found represented

in other places also.”

His 14 forms :—are tabulated as hereunder and the other details

of iconography may be gathered from the Pr. Laks. p. 278-9; also

writer’s Pratiml-VijSana p. 301 :

I Emanations of Amitabha

1. VSk

2. Dharmadhltu-Vagisvara

U Emanations of Aksobhya

3. MaSjughosa

4. Sidhaika\!ra

5. VajrSnanga

6- Namasangiti

III Emanations of the five D. Buddhas

7. Vagisvare

8. MaSjuvara

9. MaSjuvajra

10 MaSjukumara

IV Independent Forms

1 1. Arapacana

12. Sthiracakra

13. Vadirati and

14. Manjunatba

3. AvalokiteSvra ;—is the most popular god of the Mahay anis.

He is famous as a Bodhisattva and is said to have emanated from the

Dhyanh Amitabha and his iSakti^ Pandara. As his master, Amitabha is

the presiding deity of the present Bhadrakalpa, Avalokitesvara is

assigned the work between the period of the disappearance, of the

Mortal Buddha Sakyasimha and the advent of the future Buddha, Mai«

treyat He is famous for his unbounded and universal Karuna and has

refused Nirvana, till he sees all the sentient and insentient beings

emancipated. This universal Karuna of this great Bodhisattvahas

found a universal love for him among the Buddhhts all over the

world. He is characterised as the best of the Sangha, the Jewel of the

Buddhist Church or Sangharatna.

Avalokitesvara according to the popularity noted below is

characterised by one hundred and eight forms, a tabulation of which

is given in my Pratima-VijSaa^ p. 312. 'The Macchandar Vah^l^
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one of the numerous Viharas in Kathmandu has paintings in many
colours of one hundred and eight variations of this Bodhisattva on

wooden panels surrounding the temple on three sides. The paintings

appear to be at least two hundred years old, and they bear inscriptions

in old Newari, giving their respective names*’. The Sadhanamiia

gives ahogether 31 Sadhanis which describe him in a variety of forms

under the name of Avalokitesvara or Lokesvara. Among these

varieties the foPowing 15 are more prominent. All except the last

of these varieties bear the figure of the Dhyani Amitabha on the crown

as Lokesvara is his emanation; the 15th, Vajradharma is said to bear

the figure of the five Dhyanis. The details of their respective attributes

may be seen in my Pr. VijSana p. 302-3; and Pr. Laks. p. 280-82 ; for

the exigencies of the space only their tabulation will suffice here :

Fifteen Forms of Lokesvara;

—

1. Sadaksari 7 Hari-hari- hari-

2 Siiphanada vahanodbhava

3 Khasarpana 8. Trailokya-

4. Lokanaiha vasankara

5. Halahala 9. Rakta^okesvara

6. Padmanartesvara 10. Mayajaiakrama

N,B. (i) Padmanartesvara (6) has got 3 rupas—see details in

LB.L p. 41-45 and Pr.Vijn. p. 303-4; Rakialokesvara also has 2 rupas,

ibid.

11. Nilakantha

12. Sugatisandarsana

13. Pretasantarpita

14. Sukhavati and

15. Vajradharma

N.B. (ii) Further a notice of the Hindu gods conceived as

Vahanas (cf. 7) is remarkable f'>r the perverted and zealous iconolatry

of the Buddhists.

4, Emanations of Amitabha are the 4th group of Buddhist

icons as classified ahead. These include both gods and goddesses

:

the farmer are only two in number : 1. Mahabala and 2 Saptaiatika
' Hayagriva both of which are unrepresented in sculpture and the

latter are comprised of the following goddesses:

1 . Kurkulla :—(i) ^ukla (ii) Tarodbhava (iii) Oddiyana and

Astabhuja, the last of which is charreterised by a mandala of 12

surrounding divinities

2 Bhrkuti and 3. Mahasitavati^amongst these KurukullI is the

most important and popular goddess to whose worship no less than

14 Sadhanas are devoted in the S.M. Mahasitavati is also known as

one of the Pancaraksas or the five Great Protectoresse'S. "Sri Bhatta-

chary a remarks that none of these goddesses arc found represented in

sculpture and bronze, though paintings are exceptidns.
‘ ‘

'
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Thus the total number of gods and goddesses as emanating from

the Dh^ani Amitabha are 18 gods (14 forms of Avalokitesvara, two

forms of MaSjusri and these two) and the three goddesses^ all

twenty one

5.

Emanations of Aksobhya :—are plentiful and are consisted of

gods as well as goddesses. Among the Dhyani Buddhas he has the

largest emanations^ because he is the earliest to enter into the pantheon.

His blue colour is taken to represent his terrific nature and so it is

associated with the terrible deities in the S. M. and with the gruesome

rites in the Tantra. Sri Bhattacharya says "The deities emanating

from this Dhyani Buddha have generally the blue colour and they are

usually terrible both in appearance and in deeds. Excepting perhaps

Jambhala all other male emanations of Aksobhya have terrible

appearance wi?h distorted face^ bare fangs^ three eyes^ protruding

tongue, garland of heads and skulls, the tiger-skin and ornament of

the snakes.”

(A) Gods:—Let us begin first with gods, which are seven as

tabulated here under (see details of iconography Pr. Vijn. p. 305
;

Pr. Laks. p. 283-86):

1. Candarosana 3. Buddhakapala 5. Hayagrfva

2. Heruka 4. Vajradaka 6. & 7. Yamari & Jambhala

NsB, Heruka has 3 forms—Dvibhuja, Trailokyaksepa and Catur-

bhuja ;
Vajradaka also has 3 rupas—Samvara, SaptSksara and

Mahamaya and Yamari principally of two forms—Rakta and Krsna,

bis latter form being varied again into three (cf. LB.I, p 71-73).

(B) Goddesses emanating from this Dhyani are not all terrific

m raiure, some of them like Prajnaparamita, Vasudhara and
Mahlmantr5nusarini are of generally peaceful forms. No lees than

11 goddesses (for details of iconography see Pr, Vijn p. 306. Pr. Laks.

p. 386-88} emanate from Akfobhya and they are

:

1. Mai acinatSra

2. Janguli

3. Ekajatl

4. ParnaSavarl

5. PrajSSparamita

6. Vajracareika

7. Mahamantranu

sarini

8. Mhapratyangira

9. Dhvajagrakeyura

10. VasudharS and

11. Nairatmya

N. B JMgull has three entirety different forms—two with one
face, four arms and one with three faces and six arms. Ekqfata, too has
f u" different varieties, the fourth variety of whinh is known as Vidyujj'ir

tetora/i, who is said to have originted from the sweat of Buddha

;

Prajn^Bramita is also characterised by two forms under SitaprsjSapa*
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mmita and Pita-Prajnaparamita ^nd Whvajagmkeyura similarly also
takes two forms.

6.

EmanatioBS of Vairocona:—are all feminine. We know Vairocana

is the lord of the sanctum of the temples and so all his emanating

goddess reside therein. Among the five goddesses emanating from this

Dhyani, Marici is the most important and popular and who is believed

by some as the consort of Vairocana. Without going into the details

(which may be seen in Pr. vijn. p. 306-7 ; Pr. Laks. p. 288-9j these five

goddesses along with their sub-forms are :

1.

Marie

(i) Asokakanta

(ii) Arya-Marlci

(iii) Marici-picuva

(iv) Ubhayavarahanana

;V) Dasabhujasita M.

(vij Vajradhlivisvari M.

2. Usnisavijaya

3. ^itatapatra

4. Mahasahasrapra-

mardini

5.

Vajravarahi—Sforms

4th is Aryavajrava-

rahi

7.

Emanations of Amoghasiddhi like those of Vairocana are also

entirely feminine in character. Among the seven goddesses (cf. Pr. Laks.

p. 289 and Pr. Vijn. p. 307 for details) tabulated hereunder, Parnasavr

is repeated (cf. Em. of Aks.),

1. IQiadiravani Tara 4. Dhanada Tara 7 Vajrasrnkhala

2. Vagyatara 5. Parnasavari N. B. Taras so

3. Sadbhuja-sitatara 6. Mahamayari common.

8.

Emanations of Ratnasambhava—are very few as he is compara-

tively a late arrival in the pantheoni. In the Sadhanamall only two

male and two female deities are affiliated to this Dhyani Buddha. The
two male deities which have been affiliated to Ratna-sambhava are

Jambhala and Ucchusma-Jambhalaj the latter being regarded as a

terrific form of the former.

Jambhala was known long before the Dhyam Buddhas were

ushered into existence. Jambhala like Kuber was connected with

wealth and is said to distribute gems and riches to his devotees and so

for such a deity who could have been better fitted than Ratnasambhava

^born of jewels* to become his sire. Now the characteristic features of

Jambhala (here in this emanation cf. his another emanation from

Aksobhya) are firstly that he carries the mongoose (the receptacle of

all gems and jewels) in his right hand and the citron in the left and

secondly he is associated with Yaksas {who are also connected with

wealth, being the guardian of treasures and the attendants of Kubera

the Hindu god of wealth). He is represented single as well as in

yab-yum, in the latter he is accompanied with VasudharS, his consoit
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and so when represented in this union he sits on the moon under which

is the double lotus of eight peials;, which in their turn are occupied by

the cigat Yaksas—Manibhadra, Purgabhadra, Dhanada, Vaisravagn^

KtlimSii Civi-kundad, Sukhendra and Garendra and they in their

Lurn are also in conjugation with their Yaksiais—Citrakaib Datta^

Sudatta^ Aiya^ Subhadia, Gupta, Devi and Sarasvati, all of them

partaking the appearance after Vasudhara.

As regards Ucchusm^Jambk^la^ 'he stands in Pratyliidha attitude

with his left leg stretched forward on the forehead of Kubera while the

right tramples upon his two legs. He has a terrible appearance with

protruding belly, bare fangs and the ornaments of snakes. He holds

the kapala full of blood, against his breast and looks eagerly towards

it with his three eyes’. unique image has been described by Rai

Bahadur Daya Ram Sahni in the Museum Gatalogue under No. B (e)

1. In terms cf the Sadhana the imas:e should bear on its crown either

the image of Aksobhya or of Ratnasambhava, but neither of them is

to be found. It is Amitibha, who is there. We cannot, however,

reject the identification on this ground only: for dressed in celestial

garments and ornaments, the Hindu God, Kubera, lying flat on the

ground, is pressed down by the two heavy legs of Ucchusma and

vomits out all the jewels he had in his stomach’—Bhattacharya.

Goddess—emanating from Ratnasambhava are MaM-pratisar^

(who is also the first of the PaScarakssa group) and Vasudhara, the

consort ofJambhiia.

9. Emanations of the Five Dhyani Buddhas—bear the images of only

Vairocana, Amiiabha Aksobhya, Ratnasambhava and Amoghasiddhi
on the crown (leaving Vajrasattva out, who is a later interpolation).

Gods—Besides several forms of Manjusri and one form of
Avalokitesvara, two gods only are said to emanate from a combination
of the five Dhyani Buddhas. The first is Jambhiia (also regarded as

an emanation of either, Aksobhya, or Vajrasattva), and the second is

MahakKlE/

Jambhala-^may be left out and let us concentrate on Mahakala,
whose epithet of ^paScabuddhakritinam* signifies Bis sires alright. ^He
may have one face with two, four, or six arms, or eight faces with
Ssikteen^ arms. He is one of the many terrible deities described in the

SSdhanamala with ornaments of snakes, canine teeth, protruding belly

and garments of tiger-skin’. Images of Mahakala abound in Nepal,
the birth-place of Tantric-Buddhist images. In variation of his arms,

fmt taxkties two*armed, four-armed, six-armed and sixteen-
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armed
j in the las: of which Mahakaia should be surrounded by seven

goddesses^ three in the three cardinal points, (fourth being occjpied by
himself) and tile other four in the four corners (see details in 1. B. L p,
121-222.

Goddesses—emanating from a combination of the five Dhyanis are:
I. Vajraiara2 Sitamra, 3. Prajnaparmita and Kurukuiia. The

first has a mandil constituted by eight goddesses occupying the four
cardinal points and the four corners, (see ibid 124 , a ong with the
guardians guardingher gate. The third one i. e. Kurukaia is called
here ajalakrama.

10. Emonations of Four D. Buddhas—only one Vajratarl,

II. Eminations of Vajrasattva—are also insightficant—only cne
god and one goddess, the former being represented by Jambhaia (cf.

tiis varied associations) and the latter by Gunda.

1^2^ PaScaraksi Mandala—is consituted_^ by Mahapratisaia,
Mihisahasrapramardini, Mihamontranusarini, Mahamayiiri and
Mahasitavati and are called PaScaraksi deities. Originally the\ are
affiliated to the five Dhyanis and when worshipped in the Mandela
their forms differ to same extent. These deities are very popular with
Mahayanists as every monk keeps a copy of the PaScaraksa manuscript.
Excef t Mahasahasrapramardini, all the remaining four are peaceful
in apperaance, and the_order of the Maiidala is as follows: the middT
goes to Mahapratisaraj, who is sarva sukla; to her east should be
Mahasahasrapramardini who is blue in complexion; to her right i e.

south is Mahamayuri who is yellow in complexion; to her west is

Mahamantranusariiji who is also of while complexion and lastly to
the noith is Mahasitavati who has green complexion.

13 Taras—the Tantric goodesses play a prominent part also in
the Buddhist pantheon. They are classified firstly as ordinary Tails
and extraordinary ones, basis being the colour of all the varieties they
asume. The former group is consisted of Green Taras and ^Vhite Taras
and the latter fi. e extraordinary) is composed of Green^ White^ yellow,
Bluean.i Red Taras, Let us tabulate all these seven groups:

I Ordinary Taras. 5. Caturbhuja Sitataia

(i) Green Variety. 6. Stdbhiija „
1. Khadiravani 7. ViSvamata „

2. & 3. Vasya andArya 8. Kurukulla

4. Mahattari and 9. Janguli

5. Varada (Hi) Yellow variety.

(i!) White Variety. 10. Vajratlra

6. Astamal Eihaya and 11. Jangu i

7. MrtvuvaScana 12, Pain'^savari

H Extraordinary Taras 13. Bi rukuti

(i) Green Variety 14 Prasanna

1. Durgottlrini (it) Blue Variety,

2. Dharada 15. Ekajata

3. Jah^^uli 16. MaMcina
4. Parnasavari (t) Fed Variety

(«} White Variety. 17. Kurkulla.
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14. Ifliependent Deities—-are (cf. the classification of the 14 groups

of Buddhist images) the last group comprising both gods and goddessesa

It may be said here that these independent deities are so called because

they are independent of the sires and how can Hindu god®, like Gana-

pati, Sarasvati etc, be assigned to a peculiar siredom of the Dh) anis ?

Bhattacarya says: "In the Sadhanamaia there are six male gods who

could not be assigned to their sires. This number is increased by one

if we include Paramasva, another form of Hayagriva without crest,

who emanates from either Amitabha or Aksobhya. Not knowing to

whom Pararaast’a may be assigned he is dealt with under the

independent deities. If we aid Namasa^gUi from Dharamakosasa-

ipgraba of Amrilnanda, the number rises to eight/ Accordingly the

following gods in the Buddhist Iconography are known as independent

ones:

(a) Gods

1. ,Ganapati

2. Vigbnantaka

3. Vajrahuhkara

4. Bhutadamara

5. Vajrajvalana^arka

6. Trailokyavijaya

7. Parmasva and
8. Namasangiti

N. B,—Bighrmiiaka is closely associated with three other gods,

Fadmmtaka^ Yaimntaka and Frajmntaka, who are generally represen-

ted as guardian of the gates in Mandalas. Vighnantaka is represneted

in various forms. The name is significant as the word "‘Viglina”

or ""obstacle’’ refers to the Hindu god, Ganesa. Accordingly he

tramples the prostrate figure of Ganesa under his feet. As to the origin

of this god there runs a Nepalese legend "that at a certain time an

Odiyana Pandit was performing certain Tantric rites on the bank of

Baghmati river near Kathamandu in order to obtain a particular siddhi

(perfection). Gansa, it is said, being strongly opposed to the idea, began

throwing dangerous obstacles in the way of the performance of the rite.

The Odiyana Pandit without seeing any succour invoked the god

Vighnantaka, the destroyer of all obstacles and lo! Vighnantaka

instantly appeared in a terrible and fierce form, armed with many
destructive weapons. He gave a hot chase to Ganesa, who was by

this time, flying in terror, and in no time overcame the latter/

Goddesses:

!• Sarasvati

(i) Mahasarasvaii

(iij Vajravina

(iii) VajraSarada
(iv) Aryasarasvati

(v) Vajrasarasvat^

2. AparSjita

3. VajragandhSri

4. Vajrayoginf

5. Grhamairka
6. GanapatihrdayS^ and

7. Vajravidarini
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N* B, Sarasvati a Hindu goddess has been modified here by the

Buddhists under so many forms. Aparajita also being one of the

popular ^aivi Devfs, has become here a very interesting Buddhist

goddess. She tramples upon Gansa suid one of her hands is raised in

the attitude of dealing a slap and her parasol, according to the Sadhana

is held by important Hindu gods. Here end all the 14 groups of Budd-

hist icons, let us now take up their iconology*

The Secret Iconology

—

A good many noted Mahayanists were

great scholars. They were not only great philosophers but alio

Pandits of the day. Their leanings towards Tantricism simply made

MahSyana immortal. Tantricism in its pure form is the sublimest of phi-

losophy, lofliest of metahysics and the strictest of discipline. But when

it became the property of the common men, it got degenerated. A
word therefore is needed to be said on this high philosophy or the

Vajrayana view of the Vajrayana-Buddhist images. All their gods

are symbolic. A deep spiritual significance is attached to the colour,

the weapons and asanas. ^For instance in ^antikavidhi or propitiatory

rite the god will take the white or yellow colour, in Paustikavidhi or

protective rite the yellow colour, in Vasyavidhi or bewitching and

Akarsana or the rite of forcible attraction, the yellow, green or red

colour, and in Ucataaa (destruction of dwelling houses) and Marana
(destruction of enemies), the god will be generally blue. ^The asanas

have like-wise a spiritual significance: The Vajraparyanka attitude

signifies meditation, the Ardharyauka and Lalitasana signify serenity,

the Alidha heroism, the Piaytyalidha destruction and loathsomeness,

and the dancing attitude in Ardhaparayanka signifies wrath and

horror.’

The conception of yab-yum in its prinstine form is simply very

lofty. It has been very ably worked out by ^ri Bhattacharya— vide

I. B. I.p. 163-67, and I am taking liberty to reproduce its som'^

portions here to bring home to ray readers the real genesis of Buddhist

iconography: ^The Tibetan yab means the honourable father, and

yum the honourable mother. Therefore the word yab-yum means

the honourable father in the company of the honourable mother. A
yab-yum image has a deep spiritual significance. Jt signifies that

the god, the embodiment of §unya represents perfection having

attained Sunya (Karuna) and therefore the highest stage of Nirvana/*

Accordingly the conception of iSunya in Vajrayana took the concrete

shape of a god and a goddess—vide its representation in Heruk and

NairatmS ^^The god Heruka, the embodiment of ^unya, carrying

weapons, the embodiments of Bodhicitta also of the nature of 6unya

iicipbraccd by Nairatma, whos^ ^s§ea^ is ^Iso 6fnya, carrying
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weapons also of the nature of Sunya. Thus void with void commingles.

This is the highest state—the Anupadhisesa Nirvana.’* '"The yab-yum

figures representing ‘^linya in the form of Heruka in the embrance of

6unya in the form of Nairatma, were held up before the masses as

ideals^ and they readily attracted them and helped them in their

conception of a bright and definite spiritual prospect.*’ "The perfected

Bodhicitta in the embrace of ^unya or Nairatmsc as represented in

yab-yum figures is likened by Saraha as salt and water. As salt can not

be taken out from water, so the two yab-yum figures are eternally

united into one. This is what the Buddhists call "Advaya” where all

conception of a duality ceases. This is Heruka represented as single.”

Bddhists of the Vajrayana considered ^unya as the Ultimate Reality,

and they believed that the host of gods and goddesses including the

Dhyaai Buddhas are ^unya in essence”. ‘"The whole of the Buddhist

Tantric literature is full with ideas of this kind; for instance in

Advayavajra we find—"The divinities are manifestations which are

naturally non-existent. Whenever there is manifestation; it must

be 6unya in essence:”

1

The innumerable gods and goddesses of the VajraySna pantheon

thus are all manifestations of the l^unya. And Sanya being identified

with compassion, conceived as manifesting itself in different forms, the

result was the emergence of different divinities carrying different

weapons and shown in different Madras. Secondly the Rasas or

sentiments also played in the manifold conceptions of gods and

goddesses. Thirdly the number of deities increase also in accordance

with three Kayas, the four Anandas, the five Skandhas, the ten

ISrmitas and so on.

A peep into the Bnddhist Art—is now necessary as promised by me
in the beginning. Howsoever summary a treatment of Buddhist images

we are now no more novice in the imatter and therefore we can well

appreciate this artistic heritage of India, inspired by Buddhism both

by its early phases of evolution and its later developments.

Stupas—a reference has already been made to the Stupas and the

tradition of enshrinemnt therein, of the Dhyani Buddhas and their

Saktis* Stupas, though falling in the domain of architecture, really

represent the aniconic form of worship in Buddhism. Aniconism
,^lways preceded before iconism. Stupas therefore may be takep a§

tlic first represeptation of this universal trpth^
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TriSaranas—are the next evolution of the Buddhist aniconism-cum-

iconism. The three jewels—Dharma^ Buddha and Sangha—came to

be represented both in symbolic and in human form. Nepalese

Buddhists were the first to conceive the Holy Triad in human form,

“When represented in art, Dharama shows the Anjali against the

breast in the first pair of hands and carries the rosary and the double

lotus in the second; Buddha shows either the Samadhi or the

Bhumisparasana Mudra; and Sangha, a male divinity shows the

Dharmacakra Mudra in the first pair of hands and the rosary and

the book in the second pair.’

Gandhara Art:—Historians and archaeologists like Fouchcr held

that the Graeco-Buddhists carved out the first statue of the Buddha
in Gandhara. "The intermixture of the Greek with the indegenous

plastic art gave rise to what we now call the Graeco-Buddhist Art,

popularly known as the Gandhara School of sculpture, Buddha was

the chief object of representation in this art; the events and stories

from his life were represented; many of the Jataka stories of his previous

births were also represented. At Taxila, Peshawar, Sahri-Balhol and

numerous other places in the North-West Frontier Province, heaps

of stones have been unearthed bearing innumerabe images of Buddha

in different attitudes (Asanas) and different gestures (Madras).

Besides Buddhas images, we meet with the images of Jambhala,

Maitreya, Harit , the Indian Madonna, and her consort, and other

Bodhisattva images in the Gandhara Art, besides numerous other

things.” The beginings of this school may be assigned to the ist

century B. G.

The Mathura School of Sculpture—in relation to Buddhist images

may be taken as the second phase of the development in Buddhist art*

Vogel has characterized the mixed character of this school 'm which

we find on the one hand a direct continuation of the old Indian art

ofBarahut (Bharaut) and Sanchi and on the other hand the classical

influence derived from Gandhara ^This school also produced

numerous Buddha and Bodhisattava images, the image of

Kubera, the scenes depicting the four principal and the four minor

scenes of Buddh's life generally, including other scenes also. The

Yaksas and the Nagas which are the common property of the Hindus

and the Buddhists, are to be frequently met with in this art/

The famous monastaries—of Odantpuri, Nalauda and Vikramasili

^re centres of the Vajrayana exuberance where a large number of

the paiitheon was represented in art. The Excavations at Nalan<|a

have brought innumerable images belonging to the higher form
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Tantra which have been unearthed there and they exhibit this

exuberance, in a remarkable manner. Other monastaries especially the

Odantapuri, Uddiyan or Orissa may also simply open a vast vista of

vision through which we would be seeing a gallaxy of gods and

goddesses, as we see in case of Hindu temples and their rich and varied

sculptures.

Care temples—like Ajanta, Ellora and many a south Indian s’tes

also are remarkable for the monuments of art, where the art remains

uninfluenced to a considerable extent from Tantricism.

Bengal School of scalptnre—in relation to Buddhist images is also

significant as its influence on Java monuments is now an established

assertion.

Nepal and Tibet—may be said to be the cradle and death of

Vajrayana, the former in regard to its great contribution in the

dimain of creatives conceptions and beautiful specimens of art, and

the latter in the sense of its mishandling Tantricism and this simply

debashed the whole pantheon.

Illustrations—may be seen in the authoritative books of Buddhist

art. Here the following tabulation centre-wise of the images described

below would suffice. {N.B, D. Bu. stands for Dhyani Buddha; D Bo.

for Divine Bodhisattva; Ava. for Avalokitesvara; MaSju for Manjusri;

E. for Emanation; Ak. for Aksobhya; V. for Vairocana; Am. for

Amoghasiddhi; R. for Ratnasambhava; Fi. for five; & fo. for four).

A. Aniconic:

Stapas: Three cclebarated Stupas.

Vajradhara yab-yum

Aksobhya D. B.

(1) Simbhu Nepal Vairocana
3*

^2) Baudha Amoghasiddi

(3) Kathe Simbhu Ratnasambhava
99

The Buddhist Triad. Vajrasattva
*»

1. Dharma I. B. L
2. Buddha PI. Ill

(single & yabyum)

Samantabhadra D.Bo,
3. Sangha „ Vajrapani

5f

Bodhi Tree. Amaravati Ratnapani
ft

Buddha’s Usnfsa—Bharhut Padmapa^i
tt

Buddha’s foot-prints „ Visvapani
99

Wheel of the Law „ Namsangiti MaSj.
B: Iconic t Vagiivara

t»

Nepal Dharmcakra
1:41 Buddha (Painting) Arapacana

*1
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Simhanada (3) Ava* (iv) Vikramapar Dacca
Sadaksari Khasarpana Ava.

Lokanatha Parnasavari E, Am.
Halahala >t Jambhalas E.R.

PadmaBarttesvara 39 (v) Nalanda

Hari-hari-hari-vahanodbhava Buddha in different Mudris
Raktalokesvara 9i Vajrapani

Mayajalakrama 9 * Manjuvara Manj.

Sukhavati 99 Yamantaka E A.

Yamantaka E.R. VajraSarada

Pratyangira Si Aparajita

lambhala E.R. (vi) Dacca Mosenm
Vasudhara Si Arapacana

Mahakala E, Fi. D. B. Heruka B.B.

Vajratara E. Fo. D. B. Khadiravani TSra E.V.
(ii) Indian Mosenm Mahapiatisarl E.R.
Vajrapani (vii) Bangiya Sahityaparisad

{ Seven Mortal Buddhas Sthiracakra

t with Maitreya Nairatma E.A.

Vajrasana Buddha Vighnantaka

Maharajalila MaSj. (viii) Dacca Sahitya Parisad

Manjuvara (2) 99 Mahhpratisara E.R,

Sadaksari Group Ava. (ix) Biridmm fBengal)

Khasarpana »9 Manjuvara Manj.

Ekaja^ E,A.k. Sadaksari Group Ava.

Parnaiavari 99 (x) Mahoba
Nairatma 99 Sinihanada Ava.
Astabhuja Marici (2) ts Lokanatha

ft

Usn^savijaya 99 Khadiravani Tara E.V.

Khadiravafii Tara (3 E.V. (xi) Magadba

Vajratara E.F.D.B. Simhan3da Ava.

PrajSaparamita >f (xii) Bodh Gaya

Mahattari Tara Trailokyavijaya

Aparajita (xiii) Or^
(iii) Samadi Vajratara

Sidhaikavira MaSj, (xiv) Lucknow Mosenm

(
Sadaksari Lok. with Astabhuja Marici E.V.

I
Sadaksari Mahavidya (xV) Java

1 an^ Mapidhara Buddha in different mudras
Sadaksari Mahavidya AVa. Arapacana
Lokanatha 99 (xvi) British Mteenm
Nilakantha 9* Cunda E. Fo. D.B.
Ucchujina Jambhlla E. R. (XTii) Leiden

Prajnapirmita B.A.K,
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APPENDIX A Part 1 p. 86 & 92

CHART NO. 1

PROPORTIONS OF THE DIFFERENT LIMBS OF THE MALE FIGURES

(VIDE THE S. S. CHAPTER 76)

FARTS OF THE BODY. MEASUREMENTS
Length Breadth

The Ear

The middle of the eye and 5 Angulas
the ear

The cars and the eyes Equal in dimensions*in length
& twice the height.

iV. 8. The further text 7th & 8th & 9th verses being corrupt, no

authentic interpretation is forthcoming till the correct

manuscript is available—it, however, gives a clue for the

dimensions of the ear.

Karnapippali

The lakara in the middle of

the pippali and the Sdhata

The ear-hole at the root of

the pippali

Stutika

Pfyusi (in the middle of

the Lakara and the Avarta)

Avarta ( The external lines

of the ear)

The Mulaipsa, ue, the

space at the root of the car

Ditto (in the middle)

Ditto (further up)

Uddhata (the middle of the

Lakara and the Avarta)

The upper expansion of

the ear

The middle one

At the root

Taken as a whole

NSla (the hind)

NSla (the frontal)

The two toft nSlas^komala

nlQas

I Angula 4 Yavas

\ Ahgula 1 Angula

(Its depth in the middle being
4 Yavas).

4 Yavas.

1 Angula 2 Yavas

2 Adgulas 1^ Angulas

(It should be vakra & vrttayata,
crooked and elliptical),

1 Angula in girth,

2 Yavas ,, ,,

1 Yava „ „
3 Yavas „ „

One Golaka & 2 Yavas.

Twice the Nala.

6 Mltrls,

2 Golakas in girth.

One Angula in girth*

J Angula in girth.

2 KalSs in girth.
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(U)m The Chin

The lower lip (adhara)

The Upper lip

Bhaji

(Hi). Nose

Nose sides

The two Nasaputas

t e. Nose holes

Their side^

(iv). Forehead

2 Angolas in length.

1 Angula

1 Angula in height.

4 Angulas in lengtht

2 Angulas.

Jth of the lips.

Equal to Karvira.

8 Angulas & 4 Angulas (in

breadth).

iVLB* (/) Thus the text lays down that right from the chin to the end of

the hair as well as cheeks etc.^ the total dimension of the

head—the Siras comes to 32 Angulas.

(i7) The text further on being corrupt, the dimensions of 18 Angulas

and 24 Angulas are diJfficult to make out.

{iii) The proportions of the chest and the navel go after those of the

neck, similarly those of the penis are said to be two parts,

the thighs and the legs (from ankle to the knee) are equal

and the knees ( januni) 4 Angulas.

(v). Feet.

The toes of the feet.

The Fore-finger (Pradesini)

The middle finger

The Anamika, the third

finger*

The Kanisthika.

The nail of the toe.

The nails of the fingers.

(vi) i, The girth between the legs.

(From ankle to the knee).

(vii) . The girth between the knees

The bone of knee.

The girth between thighs.

14 Angulas in length.

6 Angulas in breadth.

4 Angulas in height.

5 Angulas in girth and

3 Angulas in length and

1 Angula plus 3 Yavas of height.

5 Angulas & 3 Angulas.

Less by one-sixteenth of

Pradesini.

Less by one-eighth of the middle

one.

Less by one-eighth of the

Anamika.

Three-fourth of an Arigula*
^

?

18 Angulas in girth.

21 Angulas.

One-seventh of its girth.

32 Mgnlm
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(ix) The Scrotum

The penis

The Kosa

(x) ^ The Waist

(xi) . The girth in the middle of
the navel

(xii) . The space between the two
breasts

(xiii). The sides of the arms

(xiv) . The length ofthe back

The girth of the back

(xv) . The Neck

(xvi) . Arm

Wrist (Parvoparitana)
The Second Paiva.
The girth between the arms.
The girth between th secondary
arms i Parabahu).
The Palm (with Singers).

Ditto (without fingers).

The middle finger.

Pradesini & Acamika,

The Kanisthika.

The nails of the hand-finger.

Their girth.

The length of the toe.

The girth of the toe.

The nails of the toe.

Laid on the scrotum & its girth
being 6 Angulas,

4 Angulas.

18 Angulas,

46 Angulas.

12 Angulas.

6 Angulas in length.

24 Angulas*

Equal to that of the chest

6 Angulas.

46 Angulas.

18

16

18 is

12

12

7

5

»i

a
a
a

Equal in measurement.

Less onc-half cf the Parva-
measurment.

All one*half of the Parva in
measurement.

?

4 Angulas.

5 Angulas.

A bit less.

CHART No. 2

PROPORFIONS OF THE DIFFERENT LIMBS OF FEMALE FIGURES
(VIDE THESE, CHAPTER 76 VERSES 52-65/

The Text, in relation to the different proportions of the limbs of
the female figure lays down that the measurements of male figure
hold good also m case of the female ones. According to the statement
of the verse 52 53, the general proportions of the female fi<^ures (in
relation to chest, legs and thighs etc.) are at par w th those of the
male ones. It, however, further makes exception that their chest
Simula be wide in 18 Angulas and their waist 24 Angulas. The verses
(the latter part of the 52nd to 54th ones) give certain numbers of
measurements and also indicate three different standards, the inferior,
the middle and the superior.

N.Bi The whole chapter seems to be incomplete and corrupt as the
fullest picture of the proportions is not forthcoming, nor is
It systematie and clear a? we find in other texts on the topic,
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INTRODUCTORY

In my Ph, D. Thesis, ’'A study of Bhoja’s Samarahgana-Sutra-
dhara’, a treatise on the science of Architecture, the VIII part was
devoted to the canons of pictorial art as could be expounded mainly
from the pages of this renowned text which has a unique distinction to

have treated the subject of Vastu-sastra in all its branches—Town
Planning, House building (Secular architecture, both common houses
and special ones, i. e. the palaces etc.). Temple building (Temple
architecture) and Iconography (both sculpture and painting) as well as

the art of the construction of machines (or mechanical contrivances)
among the extant manuals, the authoritative primer«texts on this most
technical ancient lore.

A very high opinion of the expert examiners and their praises of
this Ph. D. Thesis encourged the present writer to carry on the extent
ded study of his Ph. D. subject under an extended title—Hindu
Science of Architecture. Thus this labour of mine has resulted into
two volumes, one comprising the exposition of Engineering and
Architecture (Town Planning, House Architecture, Palace Architecture
and palace decorations. Temple-architecture, etc., along with a brief

outline history of Vastuvidya with special reference to the position of
the two medieval texts of Vastusastra—the Samarahgana-Sutradhara of
King Bhojdeva of Dhara and Aparajita-Praccha of Bhuvanadevacarya),
the other is chiefly devoted to Iconography and Painting. Accordingly
in the latter (being published first)—vide the last two parts, ‘The
Canons of Iconography’ and ‘The Pratimalaksanas’—we have already
travelled a good deal of distance in the far 'off shining lands of the
Shining Ones and now in this third part—The Hindu Canons ofPainting
(being published both as an independent treatise and forming an integral
part of the second volume of ‘Hindu Science of Architecture’).—I have
made an endeavour to treat the subject in a manner hitherto un-
attempted.

Thus this extended angle just hinted at above, brought me in closer
contact with__ practically all the principal texts dealing with this side-
branch of Vastu-sastra, the Citra-vidya. A study of these texts inspired
me first to work out a compilation of the Citralaksanam, under as many
as twenty-one headings, exhausting practically all 'the canons which the
ancient masters had evolved. It is expected that this compilation
simply not only mirrors the ancient canons of pictorial art, but also gives
us a valuable information on the development in this fascinatino-
domain of Indian art.

^

- The present dissertation will, therefore, mainly confine itself to the
exposition of the material of the compilation under scientific headings
of the pictorial art and an attempt will also be made to make use of the
contemporary studies and exposition thereof, by some of the noted
exponents of Indian art. The first and foremost honoured name among
them goes to Dr. Kramrisch who took the pioneering lead in studying
the pioneer work on the subject, the Visnudharmotharam Pt. Ill (vide
her translation of, and Introduction to, the said treatise). Other
scholars, to whose works references are made, are Percy Brown
Dr. Raghavan, Sri Sivaramamurty and Dr. Moti Ghand, and the writer
takes this opportunity to express his profound sense of gratitude as the
works of these scholars have helped him to treat this very difiicult
subject in a most scientific and lucid manner to enable even a popular
reader to understand and appreciate our classical heritage, India’s
past.

^
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It would not be a vain claim to remark that it is for the first time

in the contemporary Indological studies that a systematic presentation

of this technical subject^ the Hindu Canons of Painting, is being presented

before the scholarly world for their sympathetic evalution of the efforts,

the present writer has been making for so many years to fathom

the vast ocean of the Vastusastra—^vide his publications under the

general caption of which Citralaksana is an impor-

tant channel.

With this general introduction to this work, let us say a few words
on the different topics dealt with in the different chapters ahead. Here
at the very outset it may be pointed out that this work may be viewed
from two broad angles, the canons (the subject matter of the first

eleven chapters) and the monuments, the representations thereof, the

theme of the last chapter ^An outline history of Indian Painting’) the

latter including the exuberance of the pictorial references in the Kavya
literature which according to the dictum, ‘Literature is the mirror of

society’, represents the popular cultivation of this fine art in public and
palaces alike.

Let us begin with the subjects of the first eleven chapters forming
the body of the major portion of the work.

According to our angle of treatment, the first and foremost consi-

deration has been given to the principal texts on Painting such as the

Visnudharmottaram, the Samarangana-Sutradhara, the Aparajita-

praccha, the Abhilasitartha-Cintamani (or Alanasoliasa) and Silpratna,

wherein a brief review of all these works along with two more (as per
Dr. Raghavan’s article) has been attempted, thus laying the foundation
of the Citra-sastra.

The second chapter deals in the first place with the position that

painting occupies in the scheme of fine arts along with its aim.

Secondly it dwells at length upon the origin and scope of painting.

Origin of painting is traditional, but the scope is functional and a new
light has been thrown on both these topics in the light of my studies

of Aparajitapraccha. Its metaphysical implication which being truly

Indian, has brought painting in the realm of mysticism and the whole
creation becomes nothing but a play of Gitra, the magic or Maya of

the Divine Agency. Ail this is not only very interesting to read but
gives a wider meaning of the art touching the very core of the problem
where philosophy and science or art meet, a true genius of Indian
culture.

Elements, constituents and the types of painting form the subject

matter of the third chapter. Here the varieties like Dhulicitra, Rasa-
citra, Bhavacitra, etc., have been explained in keeping with the different

explanations advanced by the scholars like Coomaraswamy and
Raghavan.

In the fourth chapter, an interpretation of Vartika, distinguishing

it from paint brushes^ what are called the KSrcakas in the

Samarangana, is attempted and the manifold backgrounds or surfaces of

the different types of pictures have also been worked out. These are

the first accessories in the technique of painting.

The fifth chapter is devoted to pictorial ‘pottery’ and its comple-
mentary, the iconometry—the Andaka-measurements and the propor-

tionate measurements.
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Andakas in pictorial technique and the conventions thereof are a

contribution of the Samarahgana. though hinted at also in the Visnudhar-

mottaram. It would, therefore, seem an innovation. i\ndaka-

measurements really aim at the drawing of the model of a picture

characteristic of the picture to be drawn out and so Andakas are really

an index of the picture and a martix of its perfection. The writer has

made an attempt to expound this technique from his own light as there

was no light forthcoming.

The exposition of plasters and ointments is made in the sixth

chapter, and the seventh chapter deals with the most important canon
of paining—the colours and their delineations—the light and shade

through the principle of Ksaya and Vrddhi. An attempt is made here

to fully classify the various tints in the light of not only the canonical

texts but also other sources, notably the poetic works of poets

like Bana.
Now the theme of the eighth chapter—How to Paint? —though

traditional in character—vide Visnudharmottaram’s prescriptions on it

—

would, however, be found more lucid as per the tabulations worked
out to present the whole picture picture-like.

The ninth chapter dealing with aestheticism in Indian pictorial

art is unique in the respect that here an artist simply begins to work
on poetry. The technique of the poetry of picture can only be pres-

cribed by a great aesthetician and King Bhoja, the author of
Samarahgana, has got this distinction. A perusal of this theme
will unfold the magic of this magnetism elevating the brutes
playing in the company of the Sahrdayas, the men in that of gods, and
gods simply sharing our sorrows and joys. This is the marvel of the art

unravelled in the pages of the Samarahgana. Accordingly the exposi-
tion of the pictorical rasas and rasadrstis, along with the suggestive
elements therein, are all worked cut here.

In the next chapter, some innovations regarding the styles of paint-
ing from the standpoint of its decorative elements as found in the differ-

ent regions of this land as well as its cultivation in the different centres
of art, have been presented and the terms like Patras and Kantakas in
accordance with these styles are also explained.

The last chapter of the canonical treatment has beeen reserved for
the painting and the painter to complete the divine and sublime course
of painting and to bring it on the feet of its master.

Now a word may be added on the last chapter treating the history
of Indian painting. Here too innovation is put forward to treat
this subject not only from the archaeologicall sources, the different
picture sites, our rich heritage; but also from the literary references as
found in Kavya-literature as initiated by Sri Sivaramamurty (vide his
articles in the Journal ofMadras Oriental Research). Thus this chapter
simply epitomises the creative efforts not only of the great works of the
art-painters but also of the great silpins, the great kavya-writers
and so here both the painter and the poet meet.



CHAPTER I

THE PRINCIPAL TEXTS ON THE CANONS OF PAINTING
(CITRA-SASTRA)

The canonical literature on the sience and art of painting can be

gathered together from the following five principal works, which, while

dvvelling at length on the manifold subjects of Silpa-sastra or Vastu-

sastra and the allied matters, also deal with the canons of painting ;

1. Visnudharmottaram part III—the Citra-Sutram

2. Samarahgana-Sutradhara

3. Aparajita-praccha

4. Abhilasitartha-cintamani (or Manasollas) and

5. Silparatnam,

N, S. (i) These texts have been arranged in chronological order.

It may however be pointed out that there is yet another very important
and fameus text by the name of 'Citradaksanam’, credited to have,
been written by Nagnajit, one of the earliest expounders of the ancient'
Indian Vastu-vidya. It is however not found in its original Sanskrit—
its Tibetian version, is the only source from which we can gather* infbr*

mation on the subject.

N.B. (2*2) Further again there is another text ’Siva-tatva-ratna^'^

kara of Basava Raja (VL 2), a late senventeenth or early eighteentii*
century compilation of Kannada origin. Besides these texts there arc'

innumerable references to paintings in general literature which also adijr^

much to our knowledge of te-hnkpe and the traditions of Indian Art.'

Dr. Goomarswamy has made a valuable collection (cf. One hundred^

references to Indian painting and further references to painting in

India, Artibus Asiae, I\, pp. 4 if. and i26f.; also '^Transformation of

nature in art”, Harvard University Press, 1924, Chapter Hi and"

Bibliography) in this direction; and the rich collection of these refer-,

ences, as gathered together from Brahmanical, Bauddha and Jain’'

literature, present a good deal of material for our study on. this^

technical side of Indian painting.

In this connection reference may also be made to Sri Sivarama-

murti’s [A passage on Painting in Potana^s Bhagavat, Journal of

Oriental Research, VL (1932) pp. 184-187; Painting and allied arts .as

revealed in Baiaa’s works, etc. VII (1933)5 59-82; Kalidasa and paimin^,\

ibid, i^o-185; Harsa’s observation on painting with special'
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reference to Naisadluya-caritam, etc. 331-350; The artist in ancient

India ibid. VIII, (i934)= PP- 3i-45- His other monographs like ‘Sanskrit

texts on Indian Art’—Mirrors of Indian Art; and ‘Geographical and

and chronological background of Indian Iconography, etc. etc.] and

Dr. Raghavan’s [‘Some Sanskrit texts on painting’, Indian Historical

Quarterly, IX (1933) PP- 898-911] articles are also very interesting'from

the point of view of our present dissertation of the canons of Indian

Painting. All these will be taken notice of here. Let us first begin with

Visnudharmottaram.
" Visnudharmottaram.—It is a supplement or Appendix to Visnu^

purana^ It is the earliest text dealing with the technique and theory

of Indian painting. "Part III of Visnudharmottara gives the fullest

account hitherto known of the various branches, methods and ideals

of Indian painting”—Kramrisch. Scholars like prof. Stella Krainrisch

contend this woik to be of the 7th century A.D.-vide her Introduction

to the Translation of the V.D, Pt. III.

This chronological estimation of this text is not very sound.

Painting as a science and art of India is very very old. The earliest

finds in our possession and the various references in the early literature

all corroborate to the fact that canons too must have developed long long

ago and therefore this date of the V.D. falls too short in our chronological

estimation of the Purina. Nagnajit’s ^Citralaksana is a pointer in this

contention of mine. Nagnajit, being a Naga king of hgary antiquity, a

contemporary of the Brahmanas (vide writer’s ‘Hindu Science of

Architecture’—« an outline history of Vastu-vidya) must have compiled his

work on the basis of the prevalent art canons. The doctrine

of ‘sadanga’ in the pictorial technique of ancient India, as referred by

such an early pre-Christian Acharya, as Vatsyayana, the celebrated

writer of Kamasutra, is also an ample testimony to prove that pictorial

canons in India had developed long ago. A complete Vastu-Sastra or

Silpasastra must say something on this most fascinating branch of the

art, having a universal appeal both to the princes and the priests alike.

All this shows that the V.D. must also be as old as its component, the

Vif^upuriina, a treatise which cannot be placed further up than the

golden Gupta Age, 2nd to 4th century A.D.

Avoiding any further controversy over this chronological side

of the work, let us come to its contents and the treatment of the

subject.

The Citra-sutra of Visnudharmottara is consisted of the following

topics, though seemingly different nevertheless allied subjects, arc

woven together:
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This tabulation of the topics will reveal that the text touches

practically all the points pertaining to the technique and conventions

employed in Indian pictorial art. Proportions of human figure, types

of men, different varieties of hair and eyes, various poses of body^,

method of preparing the painting-canvases, the plastered wall, etc.,

conventions regarding the representations of gods, men, landscapes;,

seasons etc., all these are some of the basic principles of this fine art which

have been dealt with in a masterly manner in this treatise.

We know that arts like Architecture and Sculpture for their rise

and development had the religious inspiration in their background.

Naturally pictorial art too owes its origin from the religious craving

of the man. The Gitraja-images, as already pointed out, were very

highly extolled in the religious digests. A complete science of Indian

Iconography therefore gives a proper place to the treatment of pic-

torial canons as well. Royal patronage and the Palace culture, however;

were responsible for the development ofthese arts on the secular basis also.

Viinudharmottara, therefore, also mirrors this side-development which

culminated in its full-fledged code by the time, i.e, nth century, when the

Samarahgana-Sutradhara was written by king Bhojadeva of Dhara, one

of the richest documents on the canons of ancient Indian painting.

Accordingly the V.D. deals not only with religious aspect of Indian

painting, but also, and to a far greater extent, with its secular

employment. Prof. Kramrisch remarks : 'Tainting in ancient India,

especially in the Gupta period, was of great importance in the life of

the citizens. The interest taken in pictures varied with the education

of the spectator. The masters praise the rekhas (^^r) (delineation,

and articulation of form), the connoisseurs praise the display of light

and shade, women like display of ornaments, to the rest of the public

richness of colours appeals’\ Vatsyayana’s Kamasutra is also a

brilliant testimoney to the fact that with the rise of cities, the ideals of

citizenship and the culture of the citizens also rose to an extent that the

artistic culture and refinements were one of the chief characteristics of

civilization.

Samaranngana Sutradhara—At many places in this study I have
indicated the special contribution of the Samarangana-sut*'adhara in
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devoting a good many chapters to this most fascinating branch of fine

arts^ the painting. Among the Arclia-dravyas, the substances of which the

icons are made or the images are carved out, is included also the Alekhya

the Citra, the Painting, by means of which beautiful images are drawn

on some background.

It may be noted that in the Samarangana*sutradhara as I have

criticised it at several places, the portion of the text on sculpture is neither

exhaustive nor elaborate. That is, in the text we neither get a complete

traditional account of images of the divinities and statues of great per-

sonages along with a detailed code of canons such as we find in Agamic

works and Silpa-sastras like Manasara, Silparatna and works of

Kasyapa and Agastya, nor any code of metal-casting, the details of

which are found in the contemporary anthology—Mansollasa of King

Somesvara. Both these drawbacks have been fully compensated by its

treatment of the painter’s masterpiece, the different kinds of paintings,

both religious and secular. Hence I am content to take notice of the

pictorial art of making images—both religious and secular—according to

our treatise, which in accordance with the time-honoured tradition of

the medieval art (z. latter part of the medieval renaissance), has

devoted a good many chapters to the art of painting, which as I have
hinted in the very first part of this studyj forms a major contribution of

this work on architecture. Moreover the architectural works belong-

ing to both the schools as noticed in the Introductory part of this study

do not contain any treatpent of the topic of pictorial representation of

the images of gods^i?he treatises like Silparatna are comparatively

very late, or rathe^roodern. Among the pre-Samarangana treatises on

architecture, ^^iSre are however a few works which have dealt with this

topic The first place must be assigned to Visnudharmottara

whifirf^es a detailed account of the rules of painting and is of unique

K^ortance in this particular branch of art. It is a representative work

of ancient Indian painting.

Now with this background I may proceed with the detailed account

of the pictorial art as furnished by this notable treatise on the art of

painting which I have, at many places, cited as an authoritative com-

pendium of medieval architecture and if both the early and later parts

of the madieval period of Indian History may be taken as the harbingers

of a renaissance in the domain of art and literature, this treatise is

certainly an epitome of that social upsurge which gave birth to stupen-

dous works of art and architecture, the famous monuments, already

noticed (cf. ^Temple Architecture’) which are our pride.

The very first point of importance in our consideration of the

canons of the painting as enjoined by this work is that though some of
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the topics such as the canons of the proportionate measurements, the

nine poses of the legs, the different varieties of the hand poses numbering
as many as sixty-four, the different varieties of the forms in which gods,

goddesses and the demi-gods, the immortals and mortals alike all fall

under this broad heading of Painting and they are treated as such;
though to my mind all these may be deemed a common property of

both sculpture and painting as well as other arts of icon-making. In

the S. S, however some innovation have been introduced for the first

time in the extant manuals of purely Silpa-character, viz. the Rasas and
Rasa-drstis, the dancing poses of hands, etc. and the detailed techiiiquc

and conventions of the prevalent pictorial traditions of the time.

It has, thus devoted a good number of chapters on painting

exclusively, a detailed notice of which will form the subject matter of

the proceeding chapters. For general acquaintance, however, a tabula-

tion of the contents will suffice for our present angle of this discourse:

fst^’irfor

%. ?ib2'>Tffr^'TiTlT

\s ?

'ad

'ax

Aparajitapraccha.—It is also a very important text on Vastu-sastra.
It is contemporary to the Samaraiigana-Sutradharaand a detailed notice
of this work from the point of view of a critical and comparative estima
tion, may be seen in writer’s Hindu Science of Architecture. It has a
unique distinction to have expounded some of the current trends of the
time in the depiction of the pictures, like natural sceneries, especially the
animal kingdom, the birds and beasts, as well as the pleasing phenomena
of the plants and the trees, leaves and flowers. It has also given a
valuable record of the six styles of this art (Nagara, Dravida, Vesara
Kalinga, Yamuna and Vyantara), as cultivated in so many centres of art
in the great land of ours. The following chapters must give a peep into
the pictorial treasure house of this magnificent work:

...

'

q:^cTTvrrf^^5rcrraTf?rT:

...

...
!<,=r'3

...
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...

...
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... K'^o
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=q-ff?Ffr?r?mT: ...

^9V

Now a perusal of these contents of the Aparajita, will convince us

that Patras and Kantakas as well as the detailed delineation on the

Vartana as well as the manifold motifs both of the animal kingdom and

the celestial one, etc. are some of the special introductions of this text

in realm of this lore. We shall have an opportunity to describe all these

details in the respective chapters ahead.

Abhilasitartha-Gintamani.—or ‘Boon-stone of all desirable

knowledge’ is a compendium of encycloptedic nature, treating all kinds

of topics both religious and secular. It is said to have been compiled by

the Calukya King Somesvaradeva, who flourshed in the i2th century

A. D. Its Prakarana III, is devoted to the description of architecture,

picture-drawing and painting with minutest details, iconography and

pleasures of domestic life. The topics on painting going by the name

of the Alekhyakarma is consisted of the following topics:

%qs5ir(r ^ftWT

^?g%5i-3rTfvr!iTK-

VI <51hi ferrg-:

3rrq:Rlf!I5TqT TTSBTwm:

qftqTWiT

fir«rar'Jif: sftFt>r:

?rmFtrf%fsr:
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'mm

0

frwTirtT

’tWit ’TsrrwwvT^Tom;

In the Manasollasa, though the text is almost identical it,

however, shows some variation as well. The following brief tabulation

will be helpful to reconstruct the whole treatment:

fqq-qiirf:

Thus it is evident that it deals with both painters and paintings as

also with the methods of preparing vajralepa (adamantine paste), paint-

ing brushes, piire and mixed colours. In the Abhilasitartha-cintama^i,

(also cf. Matiasollasa) very intersting details are given on pictorial

painting, which is dependent, in the first place, on the three principal
lines, called the plumb- lines and they are named here as Brahmastitra,
and the two Paksasiitras, the side lines. Its Iconometry is very scientific

and a detailed notice may be seen in a subsequent chapter.

Abhiladtartha-Cintamani’s unique prescription of the metal-cast«
mg images has already been expounded, vide Iconoplastic art Pt. IL Its

expatiations on the technique and convention of the pictorical art

especially the perfect delineations of the form—the divine and human
both—in all its limbs and sub-limbs as well as the anatomical perspective
of the whole picture in relation to the different kinds of pictures and the
explanations of tlie various technical terms are some of the very valuable
contributions of the work. It is worthy of note that the author the
King SomesvaraBhulokamalla of the western Calukya line ofKalyanI
who came to the throne in 1124-25, proudly describes himself as Citra
vidya-viranci, the creator or master of the art of drawing and painting.
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Silparatna is a rare work on Indian art. It is divided into two

parts, the first part consisting of 46 chapters, deals with the construction

of houses, villages and other allied subjects (cf. Hindu Science of

Architecture, where a detailed treatment of the textual matters is

attempted), while the second part contains 35 chapters and treats of

iconography and kindred topics. It is, however, very remarkable that

this text treats painting—the Citra-lak$na in continuation to the secular

art—the 46th (i e. the last) chapter of the first part and not along with

the religious art, the iconography. This shows the medieval tendency

of the pictorial art with which this work must have been fully influen-

ced. It was natural also as it was compiled from the early sources of

Agamas, Silpa-texts in the later medieval period, by Srikumara, a

Keralite, well versed in Silpa-vidya as is evident from the following verse

of the text (cf. Chapt. I, 6) at the instance of Devanarayana of

Travancore State wdio flourished in the later part of the 1 6th century

A. D. and who was a great patron of learning and entertained in his

court the famous Narayana Bhatta, a great poet and grammarian :

The 46th chapter of the Silparatna (Pt. I) entitled 'Gitra-laksana’

gives all the salient canons both of the technique as well as the con-

ventions of the painting which had been evolved by the time and were

current in its day. Its expatiations follow more or less the line taken by

the Abhilasitartha-cintamani (already taken notice of), of course, with

proper modifications and expansions. Its prescriptions on the diflferent

modes of Svarna-lekhavidhi, are very rich indications of the pictorical

art which had attained some of the most refined and embellished traits

of the crafstmanship.

As already pointed out the text treats painting as an accessory to

architecture of human and divine dwellings—cf. the very first line of the

chapter:

q# 5^: t

It then takes up the scope of the painting in which all the animate

and inanimate figure. Then follows the types of painting and incidently

hints at the non-scope of painting, what is termed by it, as ^Gitra-
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bhasa’. Afterwards are dealt with the backgrounds—^the Gitrabhitti

(vs. 15-23)—and its preparation. Then is given the technique of the

colours and colouring as well as the most popular and appealing objects

of painting (26-39). It further takes up the Citra-lekhanavidhi and

incidentally dwells at length on the brushes, etc. (the three-fold lekhani)

as well as the traditional rjvagata, etc., nine poses along with pro-

portions of measurements of all limbs and sub-limbs. The verses

1 11-142 are a beautiful and a very reasoned account of the colours,

their varieties, compounds and mixtures, etc. together with the use of

gold in them and the technique of its application. In the end

(143-147I) are given the three famous types of painting— the Rasa-

citra, the DhuUcitra and Gitra (proper).

Dr. Raghavan ('^'‘Some Sanskrit Texts on Painting” I. H. Vol. X.

1933,1) has found the exposition of the pictorial art-canons in two more

Silpa-texts—the ^Sarasvata-Gitra-Karma-Sastra’ and the ‘^Narada-Silpa’

and I better give his own resume of these ancient manuals on paint-

ing :

“Now I propose to notice the contents of two works treating of paint-

ing which are still in manuscript form. The Sarasvatacitrakarma-sastra

is a manuscript on Gitra available in the Tanjore Library (Burnell 1 1076).

It is on Gitra and not on painting alone. Gitra, as is known from the

Silparatna does not mean picture alone. It means exactly what the

Tamil work 'Bomai’ means. It means Gitra, sculpture or complete

figures in stone, metal, etc,, Ardhacitra, 'half-visible reliefs on the walls,

and Gitrabhasa, ‘semblance of a Gitra^ viz. the monodimensional draw-

ing on a flat surface like wall, plank, cloth, etc. It is sculpture, etc.

which are Gitra par excellence. This classification is also given by the

Sarasvatacitrasastra. It means first Gitra, Ardhacitra and Gitrabhasa,

—Gitra in and and Gitrabhasa on wall or plank

of wood. Then it speaks of Mana ofman and women and these go up

to chapter X. It then takes up the Mana of Murtis. In the 39th

chapter, it speaks of smearing the walls with mud and of

smearing the walls with cunam. The 40th chapter deals

with Varna Samskara. From such works as this we learn that painting

and iconography and sculpture came to be related and that the canons

for the latter two were also the canons for painting—a fact which we

realise also on seeing the rather modern paintings on the walls of almost

all the South Indian temples.

Another work of the Silpa Sastra, which treats ofpain ting and is not

available in print, is the Naradasilpa which I propose to examine now. A
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manuscipt of this work is available in the Adyar Library, Adyar, Madras.

Two chapters of this work are devoted to painting, one to the architec-

ture of Citra-Sala, ‘Art gallery’, and another to painting itself. We all

know that besides the houses and temples, a place called the Citra Sala

in the palaces of kings contained pictures. We hear of this Citra

Sala of the king’s palace in the Malavikagnimitra of Kalidasa.

But the hail for pictures and its architecture are nowhere else described

in works of Silpa except in the Naradasilpa. From this work which

describes only the public Citra Sala of the city, we also come to know

that in ancient India, apart from the Art gallery in the palaces, there

were also public Art galleries in the city. The Naisadha, X. 35 and

Kadambari mention public Art galleries of the city.

Chapter 66 of the Naradasilpa is called and it

describes the nature of Citra Sala. The work is written In a very dijfhcult,

affected archaic prose style and consequently very few sentences are

clear enough to be quoted here. Narada quotes an earlier authority

Usinara, according to whom the Citra Sala must be in the centre of the

city, in a place like the meeting of four streets or in the middle of the

Raja VithI, ‘king’s highway’. The building may be of the shape of

a Mardala, (a kind of drum) or Mandalika (circular) or mace-like

(dandikakrtika). It has many doors, main and smaller entrances

(dvaropadvaraka). It may have one or many faces. The courts within

must be each in two parts (dvidvibhagahgana) . This perhaps means

that one half on the side of the wall is to be enclosed for pictures and

the other half for the floating spectators. There are inner halls, pials

to rest on and stairs leading to the upper storey. The pillars may be

32, or 16 in number. One hall for picrures runs across and there is one

in the centre. The one in the centre seems to be in a very raised place

with steps leading to it. In the front or on the eastern side there is a

‘special hall’ (Vaisesika Sala). The whole building shall have windows,

and beautiful canopies and shall be, in all other ways variously decora-

ted. Again Narada says that the Citra Sala must have many pials and

many seats on all sides with Upa-Salas or minor halls resembling

out-houses. The building is like a Mandapa, with dome and kalasa at

the top. It is not that the same hall must have all these details but

one may adopt some and another some others. Certain Citra Salas, for

instance, have stairs on all sides and have the halls for picture only in

the upstairs. The Citra Sala has a great mirror within and glass chan-

deliers. Sometimes the front of the building is beautified by constructing

it like a small Gopura. In such halls pictures done in various brilliant

colours, of Devas, Gandharvas, Kinnaras, men in sport, persons possessing

greatness and of importance are exhibited.
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Chapter 71 of the Naradasilpa is devoted to the decoration of

painting .
Pictures are not only for the joy of

the gods and the presiding deities of the buildings, the Vastunathas, but

are also for beauty according to Usinara. Narada gives a new kind

of classification of pictures, not found in other works, and it is from the

point of view of the places where the pictures are drawn. Thus he says

that pictures are of three kinds—of the floor, of the wall, and of the top,

i. e. ceiling
(

and ). These again are classified from

another stand point into two kinds, permanent and temporary

and )• The latter is the Bhauma i.e., the picture of the floor;

Kolam, the Dhuli Citra and Rasa Citra of Somesvara belong to this

class. Narada says that this variety is drawn in front of the house, on

the door-step, on the pials and everywhere in the house on the floor.

Birds, snakes, elephants, horses, etc. can thus be drawn. These themes

are still drawn in our houses.

The pictures on the wails—Kudyaka, or, on the top—tJrdhvaka,

are of Devas, Gandharvas, Yaksas, sages, great monarchs, animals,

wrestlers, warriors, etc. Narada says that the pillar-tops and sides of the

pillars can also be decorated with painting.

The two good features of all pictures are given by Narada as fine

lines and observation of anatomy rules
^

and .

He gives rich decoration as another good feature and here we are remin-

ded of the Vi. Dha. which says:—

.

According to place, says Narada, the appropriate jatis of beings,

Daiva, Gandharva, Yaksa, Kainnara, Vaidyadhara and Manusa, must

be chosen. Narada speaks also of animals and birds in various postures

as tliemes to be drawn in the eastern or southern sides. He says that,

before painting Sudha must be applied to the walls and if the ground

is plank or wood in the cases of beams and pillars, it must be smeared

with some herbal juice to make it durable. The Gitras on wood and

metal which refer to carved images, etc. and to which the name citra

applies pre-eminently, are also mentioned by Narada along with the

references to painting or carving, on umbrellas, handles of chowries,

swords, etc,”
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PAINTING, ITS AIM, ORIGIN AND SCOPE
The Sanskrit word Gitra is generally rendered as painting, but it

means just rimageh We have already seen (vide Glassification of Images

Gitra, Citrardha and Gitrabhasa, the three-fold classification of images

on the basis of the sculpture, as fully sculptured, half represented, and

non-manifest ones. Here in this part of study, therefore, the Gitra

would be used in the limited sense of painting. Painting is what we

understand by the term Alekhya. It is one of the nine or ten varieties

of materials of which the images are made. The Alekhya images, in my
opinion, from the point of view of general currency and use, are second

only to stone images. The other principal variety is of the metal images.

Thus three classes of image, stone images, metal images, and those painted

on some background like pata or paper are more popular than others.

Again as the universe of discource in relation to Iconography—the

Sculpture, being a limited one in this Study, i. e. excluding from its

purview the secular images and concentrating on only religious ones,

this stand point however, would have to be modified here in this part,

because the Samarahgana Sutraclhara does provide for secular norms

of painting in its treatment on the subject. This is the unique feature

of this work (see also VoL I, Part III-—House Architecture—the Secular

Architecture) not to have lost sight of the secular trends in art, charac-

teristic of the upsurge of the medieval tendencies in art and literature.

This leads us to the twofold general scope of painting.

Suprabhedagama says,'‘qtqj ^ Thus both the

mural paintings and the painting on cloth and board were in vogue from

the early times in India.T.Gopinath Rao in his Elements of Hindu Icono-

graphy (page 53) says; ‘'The very name Ghitrabhas applied for painting

is suggestive of the fact that the principles of light and shade also were

well understood pretty early by the Indians. This word Ghitrabhas

means that which resembles the Ghitra or solid natural images. The

appearance of solidity comes to a picture painted on a flat surface only

when light and shade are properly disposed in the picture. From the

several instances of ancient paintings found in India, it is easy to

form an estimate regarding the great progress made by Indians in the

art of painting in the early times. The Frescos of Ajanta and wall

paintings in the temples on the Malabar coast of the Kerala State

which later havenot as yet attracted the attention of scholars disclosed

a notable advance made in India in this dificult art of painting.”
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Painting, as hinted at, before (cf. ‘The Iconoplastic Art’ Chap. IV)

being in the scope or Iconography, should have been treated as

such; but painting has a unique place in the ancient Indian arts as its

employment was not restricted to religious purposes alone; its aim for

secular employment has been in vogue from times immemorial, as would

be evident soon from the fascinating stories of its origin. But before

we trace its origin, let us introduce its aim a little more in the scheme

of cultural and artistic traditions of this ancient land.

Its aim.—A text like Vimudharmottara (forming the component

part of the Visnu-maha-purana) itself unequivocally eulogises painting

having its both religious and secular use. It says (vide Cilralaksana,

p. 4); citra, the painting is the finest or fine arts. We can get all kinds

of merits accruing from Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksa. It is the

first of the auspicious things in one’s house. It is as superior as Sumeru

among the mountains, as Garuda among the birds and as king among

men.

Samarangana-Sutradhara also (ibid) gives it the first place amotng

all the fine arts. It is simply the mukha, the representative of all arss,

the spokesman, the leader as it were. In a word it has the greatet

appeal to the hearts and minds of people, as from it arc derived nothing

but joy and sensibility of the highest order.

The employment of painting purely from the point of view of

religious merit was also of a hoary antiquity and it might be as old as

image-worship and iconography themselves. A sacred text like

Hayasirsapancaratra bears an ample testimony in its following quotation

that the pictorial representation of divinities was as time-honoured as

through any sculptural or any iconoplastic meduim :

f^ETTT^qrrPjT i

I

3T^: 11

qzf«r: 'T5;ft3T?^ JTRR'jfT SrW: I

— 5iRfW'T3:^TTWTq;—
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‘'Speaking of artistic representation in relation to religion, the

Visnudharmottara points out their mutual limitations:

'=Vajra said—The Supreme Deity has been described as devoid of

form, smell and emotion and destitute of sound and touch; so how this

form can be (made) of Him ?

Markandeya replied—Prakrti and Vikrti come into existence

through the variation in the form of the Supreme Soul. That form of

Him which is scarcely to be perceived is called Prakrti. The whole

universe should be known as the Vikrti (i. e. modification) of Him, when
endowed with form. Worship and meditation of the Supreme Being

arc possible (only when He is) endowed with form The best

position of the (Supreme) Soul (however) is to be imagined without

form. For seeing the worlds (He) possesses eyes closed in medita-

tion

This concession being made, life in its entirety becomes fit for

artistic representation, and the realm of imagination is as close within

the reach of the artists, as nature that surrounds him, for tradition

guides him in the one case and observation checks and inspires him in

the other.’—Kramrisch’s translation.

Painting, the Citra, goes to the very core of the universe, its

creation, maintenence and also destruction, Citra is wonder and it is

through this 'Wonder’ that we can conceive of the Samsara. If there is

no wonder, (where there is an element of doubt and the doubt, being

the child of ignorance, absence of true Knowledge, is characterstic of

Samsara) and knowledge dawns, it leads to emancipation, the Moksa,

the Release from this Sansara, which is nothing but full of sufferings.

This basic truth of the life Divine and the knowledge Supreme, has been

very brilliantly brought out in the pages of the Aparajita-praccha (cf. the

quotation in the Citra. Laks, pp.4-5). It says ; All this three-fold world,

the complete universe, both animate and inanimate, has arisen from the

root of the Citra. Brahma, Visnu, Mahesa and all other gods,

men, nagas, the sun, the moon, the earth, the trees, the thickets, creepers

and other plants, the manifold species of animals, svedaja, jarayuja, etc.,

etc.—all the 84 lacs of jivayonis are an outcome of the miracle of the

Citra. The whole earth in its geographical foundation—mountains,

oceans, continents—is a result of the Citra. Innumerable colours are

Citra, Human body, its limbs, sub-limbs,—as well as the different organs,

are Citra like the different channels of waters. For those initiated in

the wisdom of knowledge of Brahma, all this universe is nothing but a

reflection of that Supreme Soul; like that of the moon in the water. Day

and night, time and space, seasons and years, yugas and kalpas—the
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whole existence from the primeval creation is nothing but a play of the

Citra. It is like juggler’s play full of curiosities, wonderjincl amusej

ments. Needless to multiply the play of the Citra, the Aparajilapraccha

very beautifully summarizes:

c5T^ I

^ **

Now let us come to the origin of painting as narrated in the

ancient texts.

Origin-This general scope ofpainting hinted at in the preceding lines

compels us to say a few words on the origin of painting. I do not think

that any particular factors gave rise to painting. Painting, being one of the

fine arts and the cultivation of arts, being intimately associated tvith the

culture and civilisation of a people, it must have origninated with the

rise of human civilization itself. The secular origin of painting can be

traced as far back as Vatsyayana’s Kama-sutra which leads us to this

inference (cf. pages 32, 44 Bnnaras edition.) that every cultuied man

had in his house a drawinwg board, and a vessel for holding brushes

and other requisites of painting.

About the origin of the science of painting, we get the following

story in Citralaksa^am: In olden clays there was a pious king named

Bhayajit. Under him, all the subjects were happy and prosperous.

Once a Brahmin came to him crying “Oh! King, there is certainly sin in

your kingdom, or why my young son will die untimely? Please get my

son back from the other world”. The King accordingly demanded the

return of the Brahmin’s son from the god Yama, on whose refusal a

fight ensued. Yama was defeated. Then came Brahma, the creator,

who told the King; “Life and death follow karma. Yama has nothing

to do with them. You rather draw a picture of the Brahmin’s son”.

The King did so. Brahma put life to that picture and told the King ;

“As you have conquered the nagna pretas (naked ghosts) you will be,

henceforth, known as Nagnajit, you could draw this picture of the

Brahmin’s son only through my grace. This is the first picture in this

world. You go to the divine Sllpin Visvakarman, who will teach you

everything regarding Gitravidya.”

Thus, according to Citralaksanam, the science of painting (Citravi-

dya) arose in this world. We,however, get a different story in the Visnu-

dharmottaram as to the origin of this science. The rules of citra were

evolved by the sage Narayana for the good of the world. It is said by

the sage Markandeya: The two sages Nara and Narayana were engaged

in penance at their hermitage of Vadari. While they were thus
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engaged in practising penances, the apsarasas came to cause hindrance
to their penances. Roaming amorously and culling flowers they were
seen by Narayana, who could easily discern their purpose. Taking the
juice of a mango tree, which excites amour, he created the auspicious
nymph with charming limbs by making a picture of her. The damsel,
beautifully drawn, created through painting, in that very moment, was
endowed with large eyes. No goddess, no gandharvi, no wife of an
asura and no naga damsel, no woman like her was (to be found) in the
three worlds. Having seen her, all the ten apsarasas went away in

shame.

It is therefore, said that the great sage Narayana for deceiving the

apsarasas, created the most beautiful woman Urvasi taking the juice of
a mango tree. By means of the science of Gitra she was endowed with
beautiful form and became the best apsara. The great sage having
thus created (the art of) citra, with its rules, made the immovable
Visvakarman apprehend it.

Thus we get two different versions as to the origin of Gitra-vidya.

One ascribes the origin to Nagnajit and the other to sage Narayana.
In these legends however is hidden some basic truth which also should
be interpreted as the correct origin of painting. In either legend the

origin of the art of painting is seen in the outlining of a human figure

for the purpose of creating living human form. Prof. Kramrisch calls

this reconstructed origin ^^magic and non-aesthetic.” But nevertheless

in these accounts are hidden the elements of observation-cum-imitation

and imagination going to the very roots ofthe origin ofpainting and accor-

ding to the V.D.there is yet another very powerful element that forms the

fundamental fact in elucidating the origin of painting. ’'^But not only

the two-fold origin of painting in observation and imagination was

theoritically known to the authors of the various treatises; the Visnu-

dharmottara, moreover, introduces its chapters on painting with a

discourse, where Markandeya instructs king Vajra, that without a

knowledge of the science of dancing the rules of painting can scarcely be

understood. In another passage, the observation of nature and of the

rules of dancing are indicated as the ultimate resources of the painter.

This does not mean that the positions of dancers have to be painted.

None of the nine positions of the treatise on painting in the Visnudhar-

mottara coincides, with any of the loi positions explicitly described in

Bharata’s Natya-sastra. What is meant by the derivation of painting

from dancing is the movement in common to both these expressive

forms; it asserts itself in purity through dancing, it guides the hand of

. the artist, who knows how to paint figures, as if breathing, the wind a§
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blowing, the file as blazing, and ibe streamers as fluttering. The moving

force, the \ital l ieath, the life mo\ement (cetana), that is expected to

be seen in the w oik of a painter, to make it alive WTth rhythm and

expression. Imagination, observation and the expressive force of rhythm

are meant by the legends of the origin of painting, to be its essential

features’’ —Kramrisch,

With this general account of the origin of painting, it may be

pointed out that w'e have already quoted the religious merit of the

paintings (cf. Hayasirsa P.); their secular use also has been in vogue,

since a very early age. The Jataka literatute, Sanskrit Dramas and

Kavyas like Ratnavall, Raghuvamsa, Abhijnana-Sakuntala, Utlara-

Ramacarita, to mention only a few of them, bear testimony to their

secular use. In them from the picture gallery (citragara) in the royal

pleasure grove of Prasenajit, king of Kosala, to those many portraits and

landscapes painted by artists of the royal and the servant class alike,

there mention is made.

The motif of decorations, a characteristic feature of Indian

architecture (cf Aprayojya*prayojyalhc 34th Chap, of the S. S.) was very

much related to the paintings both secular and religious. Paintings had
a diverse use from early times. For the instruction of the child and
communication with the illiterate paintings are but a model method.

‘Taxntings in ancient India, especially in the Gupta Age, was of

great importance in the life of the citizen. The interest taken in

pictures varied with the education of the spectator. ^®The masters

praise the rekhas (delineation and articulation of form), the connois-

seurs praise the display of light and shade (Vartana), women like the
display ol ornaments, to the rest of the public, richness of colour

appeals”.—Introduction to Visnudharmottara—Stella Kramrisch.

Now with this account and its interpretation of the origin of
painting, it may be pointed out that this subject can be viewed from
three angles, namely the origin of the Art, the origin of the Sastra and
the antiquity of its culture.

As regards the fist angle the above accounts may suffice. Regarding
the second, it may be noted that nothing is conclusively known of the
earliest texts on this Sastra, but a clue of its hoary exposition is already
there in the V, D. itself. It admits in several places that it is but
repeating and compiling from older sources. These being lost to us, the
Visnudharmottaram represents the earliest exhaustive and authoritative
aceount of the theory of painting.
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Now as regards the third angle, here too there are a good many
clues in ancient Indian literary and artistic monuments. Painting,

being a fine art, is ornament of a town, hobby of townsmen and a
civilized trait of citizenship. That every cultured man had in his house
a drawing board and a vessel for holding brushes and other requisites of
painting, is corroborated by the Vatsayana’s Kamsutra. Science of

paints and its art for cultivation were prevalent in the earliest of Buddist

period. The King Prasenajit, Kramrisch observes, could boast of a

picture gallery where the Bhikkhunis were forbidden to go. Similar are

many literary evidences corroborating this fact Kramrisch observes :

‘‘From the great Hall built by the Bodhisat according to the Klaha

Ummagga-Jataka—'painted with beautiful pictures and the subterranean

palace of the same Jatak, with its stucco-coated walls, bearing paintings

of the splendour of Sakka, the Zones of Mt. Sumeru, the sea, and the

ocean, the four continents, the Himavat, the lake Anotalta, the vermil-

ion mountain, the sun and the moon, the heaven of the great kings with

the six heavens of sense and their divisions, to the picture gallery

(citragara) in the royal pleasure-grove of Pasenajit, the king of Kosala,

where many people used to go, amongst them the Bhikkhunis, who were

forbidden to do so—to those many portraits and landscapes painted by
artists of royal and servants class alike, as mentioned in the Ratnavali

Raghuvansa, Sakuntalaand Uttara-Rama-charita—we see an unfading

delight taken in the magic and the sensuousness of painting”.

We are all familiar with Ajanta paintings, our proudest pictorial

ancient heritage dating as far back as first century A. D. There is

however a more earlier instance of Indian painting found on the frescoe

in Jogimara cave of the Ramgarh hill within the confines of the Surguja

State.

Scope.—Now as regards the scope of Painting, some hint has

already been got from the Aparajitapraccha’s origin of painting where it

speaks of the whole paraphernalia of heaven and earth as forming the

subject matter of painting. The Samarangana (Git. iaks. p. 7) however

gives a more reasoned and scientific account of the scope of painting when

it says that paintings can be obtained on all the time-honoured back-

grounds, the board or the cloth or the wall and all these canvases re-

quire, to begin with the vartis, outlines, mouldings (the krtabandhas),

the proportions of the portrait, etc. (lekhamana), the colouring substances,

shading and delineations, etc, together with the nine positions of legs and

feet as well as innumerable poses or mudras of the hands. This is in a

way the technical scope of the art. There is however, certain time-

honoured traditions of the motifs of the pictorial art as painted in the
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pages of these manuals and a perusal will give us a vivid picture of the

objective scope of painting. This includes not only the celcsitial king-

dom but also the kingdoms of men, animals, birds and beasts together

with the natural phenomenon of day and night, seasons and years.

The Aparajita-praccha (Cit. laks pp. 7-O) again goes many steps

further when it includes the sun, the moon, the stars, the seas, the clouds

etc., etc. also in the broader purview of the painter’s art. It considers

painting a very capable medium of presenting the dance, drama and

other pleasing performances of the court.

Silparatna (Cit. Laks. p. 8) completes the scope of painting by

saying:

Now in the end may be hinted at, a very important allied topic

of this scope which is the non-scopc Citravisayas’ (cit.laks.p.g) and
the Silparatna is emphatic that only those things arc worthy of pain-

ting which are auspicious and enjoined by the tradition—the scriptures.

Subjects of painting are those full of beautiful and auspices stories and
arousing in us pleasing aesthetic expcricncc[and enkindling our sensibility.

The scenes like the battlefield, the death, the naked plays of the tapsvis,

etc., etc. are not worthy of paints.

In this connection the Samarangana-sutradhara’s prescriptions

regarding the 'yojyayoja’ on the house-walls is a beautiful expatiation

on this topic and the reader is referred to, to read writer’s Hindu Science
of Architecture, Pt. Ill—Secular Architecture, There a list of the items
worthy of painting and vice versa is given.



CHAPTER III

ELEMENTS, CONSTITUENTS AND TYPES

This chapter (and its items) may be said to expound the items
numbering 4th, 7th and 5th of the ‘Gitralaksana’ respectively.

Elements As regards the elements of painting, it may be pointed
out that Yasodhara on Kamasutra of Vatsyayana quotes these essential
parts of the Alekhya in the following Karika:—

^7%^: JTtrTWTffT
|

‘Namely, varities of beauty, proportions, representation of senti-
mental grace, resemblence, colours and reliefs”—These Six-fold elements
of painting as presented by Yasodhara, in my opinion, are from
the point of view of the objective treatment of the art as finished work
i. e, from the spectators’ point of view; but from the artist’s point ofview,
Samarangana-Sutradhara, presents in the following Eight-fold parts as
an essential code of the paraphernelia of the pictorial art which may
be taken as the constituents or the limbs of painting;

Constituents

I. Vartika Paint-bursh

2. Bhumibandhana Canvas (Background)

3- Lekhya Drawing

4 - Rekhakarma Delineation & Articulation of form.

5 - Varnakarm Colours

6. Vartana Display of light and shade.

7 - Corrupt —
' —

8. 35
— —

Types—Without going into details (as these Eight-fold elements
have to be taken later on in their respective sections), I now say a few
words on the types of painting. Visnudharmottara distinguishes the
following four types of pictures:

—

I. Satya—true, realistic (i.e. Loka-Sadrs'ya) that is in a oblong
frame.

a. Vainika—though literarlly mean lyrical (derived from Vina
lyre) they may be taken in for those in square fraiiie!

The V. D. describes it with so many qualifications

g^p^afall of which
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aim at a beautiful portrait with the consummation of skill

and prefection of high order* Dr. Motichand, however,

takes it as a very common decorative motif what is called

‘Meander’ (Barada Mutan), Sanskrit Gomutrika, wavy

pattern. The motif is derived from the bullock urinating

while passing on his track. The act produces a wavy

pattern on the track. In the Visnudharmottara, III, 41,

3, this motifseems to have been mentioned under the name

of Vainika, which is derived from VenI Coiffure. The

entwined meanders are of the same shape as the coiffure

twisted in basket pattern, in which the curves (Khana)

are filled with floral designs. In dohri bel or double

meander two meanders cross and the interspaces in ascend-

ing an and descending loops are filled with flowers and

leaves—‘‘Mughal Panting’.

3. Nagara—pertaining to the citizens i.e. gentry pictures in

round frames—a special characteristic of which being less

of ornamentation.

4. Misra—mixed.

According to Samarangana-Sutradhara, however, types of painting

emerge from the types of the background. Accordingly the back-

ground on which the images are to be painted consists of Patla, i.e.

board; Pata i.e. cloth and Kudya, the wall. Thus the types of painting

according to this text are mural paintings and those drawn on cloth

and board. This shows the great advancement achieved in the art of

painting in its times.

In tke ManasoUasa or Abhilasitartha-cintamani, however, the types

of painting are classified as five-fold (cf. Git. Laks. p, 6):

1. Viddha citra 3. Bhava citra

2. Aviddha citra 4. Rasa-citra

5.

Dhuli-citra

Viddha—^The exact copy of an object as we find in reflection, is

called '"viddha’ and it corresponds to what is called ‘satya’ in the V.D.

Where ‘loka-sadrsya’ is aemed at. Here it is ‘darpana-sadrsya.

Aviddha—is not so much opposite to ‘Viddha’; but here only

resemblance will do. It is, as it were, painted accidently and so only

outline-drawing will do.
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Bhava—variety of citra is one that expresses the Rasas hke

Srhgara etc. It may also be called "Rasa-citra’ in Silparatna's termino-

logy (cf. ahead).

Rasa-citra—here rasa means ^drava’ or coloured solution.

Dhuli—citra is characterized by bright colours.

The Silparatna on the other hand restricts its classification of the

varieties ofpictures only to three. First it takes the word Citra in the

wider sense of the term i.e. image which is, as we have already seen is

Citra (sarvangadrsya-karana), Citrardhai*e, half-relief and Gitrabhasa%

the painting and then gives the following three- fold classification of the

pictures:

—

1. Rasa-citra—is one where a very look at the outline and Its

colouring and shades etc. indicate the Srngara etc. rasas^

2. Dhulicitra is what is described in Mansollasa (cf. before) and

is already taken notice of.

3. Citra—proper here is what is called the Satya in the V, D.

and the Viddha in the Manasollasa.

Dr. Raghavan has a very illuminating observation on the kinds of

pictures treated in the texts— vide his paper Some 'Sanskrit Texts on

Painting*—LH.Q. Vol. X. 1933 and I better close this chapter with his

remarks on this topic:

"Coming to the four kinds of pictures given in the VhriudharmoUaTa^

and I am of opinion that none of the first three

kinds has been correctly or adequately explained by Dr. Coomaraswamy.

Vainika can never be explained by taking stand on Tina which may

mean 'lyre’ and thus can, in due course, lead one to 'the lyrical.*

Similarly Negara cannot be explained by Vatsyayana’s N^garaka, Even

the Nagara style met with in architecture does not help us in this con-

nection, Satya cannot be interpreted as a Sattvika picture. One can

as well derive it from Sat and say it is the picture of the Upanmdic

Brahman. My impression on reading the Vhnudharmottara is that even

to its author the exact import of these names was not clear. The text

seems to have been written after a cut in the flow of tradition of the

artists who were using these words as Paribhasas. Otharwise one WOUfei

not, in differentiating types of pictures on the basis of prominent and

noteworthy features, mix with these such trifling features as the ablong

or square nature of the frame, as the author of the Vu Dha. does. The
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names Vainika, Nagara, etc. remind me of siimiar 1 ainb lasas if the

Nktyallstra, viz., Jarjara, Kaisiki, etc. which even in Bharata s ext are

explained very unsatisfactorily with the aid of grammar and verbal

1

It must also be noted in this connection that none of the other

works dealing with the types of pictures, speak of these^ four kinds

mentioned in the Vi. D'lz. The Abhilazit^rth^nnt^mmi gives five varities

of picture: fafi:,

Bhava Citra’ stands by itself and is of the greatest importance. t

^

as

been explained above that ‘Bhava Citra' is the f‘'TicUng

emotion. The ‘Rasa Citra’ and ‘Dhali Citra’ go together. The Dhuh

Citra’ is the Tamil ‘Kolam,’ done with white flour on the floor and m

front of our houses. In the month of Margasirsa, Tamil girls vie with

each other in the villages to draw the biggest and the most intricate

‘Kolams’ in front of their houses and then decorate these ‘Kolams at

various points with pumpkin flowers. On more festive occasions, in

the houses, temples and Tambalams (i.e. brass plates used in our houses)

for Nlrajana, these ‘Kolams’ are done with various coloured powders.

These Citras are naturally short-lived. So it is that Sr! Kumara calls

them ‘K^anika’. Since these are drawn more especially on floor, Narada

calls this variety of Citra as ‘Bhauma’ i.e. ‘of the floor. Sri Kumara

describes them thus (cf. cit. laks. p. 7)

'qr^lvn^^^Tr'ffir. . .etc.’ Silparatna, XXXVI Hs 144, 1^,5.

‘Rasa Citra’ is another variety of ‘Kolam.’ One must not be

misled by the word Rasa in ‘Rasa Citra’ and take it with ‘Bhava Citra.’

The word Rasa here means drava or coloured solution. The AbhL Cint.

thus defines it
—

—

This kind of ‘Kolam’ is also drawn in some Tamil houses. White

flour-solution and red Kavi-solution are employed, and are called in

Tamil as ‘Mavukkolam’ and ‘Kavikkolam’. The former is drawn in

waving lines. Thus ‘Rasa Citra’ is also a kind of ‘Kolam.’ While curna

or powder is employed in ‘Dhult Citra,’ drava or solution is employed

in ‘Rasa Citra’. The Makara and other coloured designs drawn on the

cheeks and busts of damsels according to the Kivyas also belong to this

category of ‘Rasa Citra.’ Therefore it is held by Sri Kumara that like

Dhuli ‘Chitra’ and Citra (i.e. Sculpture), etc. the ‘Rasa Citra’ also

is not for the walls.

Ibid., si. 143.
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Tims Painting and half-visible reliefs, Citrabhasa and Ardha Citra
are the two that are done on walls. These facts are not taken int)

consideration by Dr. A. K. Cooinaraswaxny, Consequently, he con-
nects (Ashutos Mukerjee Commemoration Volume, Part, I, p, ^o)
the Vainika of the Visnudhaimottma with the ^Rasa Citra’ of
Sri Kumara and says that both are identical. Surely Rasa also means
emotion and emotion is associated with Fina from which is derived by
him the Vainika type. But when one sees the clear definition of Rasa
Citm given by Somesvara from w^hom Sri Kumara borrows his

knowledge, one will be best assured of the fact that Rasa Chitra is another

kind of ^Kolam,’ related to the Dhuli Citra, the word ‘Rasa here mean-

ing drava.

The Viddha and Aviddha types of pictures of Somesvara stand

together. They are thus described by Somesvara :

—

o'© >

Viddha is thus a perfect portrait-like realistic picture, looking

verily like a reflection of the thing in a mirror. The description is alsq

borrowed by Sri Kumara in his Silparatna. Somesvara’s definition of

Bhava Citra, is reproduced verbatim and that of Viddha with a slight

change by Sri Kumara. The text as printed in the Triv. edn. is

somewhat corrupt and I give it here with my emendations :Co
(ff^) War 11

The definition of the Viddha stops with the third foot and ifie

fourth foot describes another picture called Nala. What is Nala? It

is the Aviddha of Somesvara. Both N^a and Aviddha are described
,

as ‘Akairamatraka.’ Aviddha is something like a Memory-sketch drawn

by an artist giving only just those few lines which are enough to show

the likeness of the object portrayed {Kkaram'^trasampatii). Now I am

disposed to think that the Satya of the Vhnudharmottara is the Viddha

of Somesvara. Satya and Viddha are two names of realistic picture

with complete Sadrsya [Sadrsya which stands for Realism and is the

one feature which emphasises the fact that Painting is also an Tmita-

tion-Art^ is mentioned often in the VisnudharmoUara as one of the

^ccllenc^ of Picture which the artist must try to secure.]—

,



CHAPTER IV

THE VARTIKA AND THE CANVAS

The principal topic of this chapter is the preparation of the back-

ground on which the paintings are to be drawn. Vartika is not a

paint-brush in the technique of painting. It is an implement (like a

brush) for plastering the background, wall, board or cloth and the like

canvases. Hence, before the technique of the background is described,

a word on the Vartika, its accessory implement is essential. As already

referred to the eight-fold constituents or limbs of painting, the Vartika

is one of them. The Vartika is not the same as Vartana,as understood

by Dr. Motichand (cf. ^The Technique of Mughal Painting’ p. 45).

The Vartana is the process and the Vartika is an implement. Vartika

may be translated as crayon and the use of crayon for making the first

sketch was known in ancient India.

‘Vartika or crayon is reffered to in the commentary ofSamyuttanikaya

(II, 5). It was used for painting on panels as well. In the Dasakumara-
carita (Wilson’s ed. p. 92) Varna-vartika is reffered by which the hero

drew on the prepared panel In the Prasanna-Raghava, a

drama by Jayadeva, crayon is known as Salaka.

The Mughal painters used sometimes charred tamarind twig (imli ka
koyala) as crayon to draw the first sketch. Since the introduction of
pencils, however, the practice of drawing sketches with charred twigs

has been given up’—Motichand.

It may be noted that in drawing pictures as many as three imple-

ments or brushes were used and these are Vartika, Tulikai and Lekhani.
The first outline of the picture is to be drawn with vartika and then for

colouring it or giving shades and other allied delineations, tulika and
lekhani were used.

According to Manasollasa, Vartika is a sort of colour stump (cf. Cit.

laks. p. 30 and states :

—

which corresponds to what the S. S. has described as will follow. The
Abhilasitartha-cintamani (cf. Cit. Laks. p. 30) as already hinted at, in

the above paragraph, takes this opportunity to distinguish between
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three types of paint-brushes which are required to be used one after

another. The first is Tulika, the colour pen for line-work and the

second goes by name of Tindu. Both these are to be made of a strong

and hollowless bamboo of the thickness of the little finger with two

nodes with the modification that for the Tindu, you have to place at its

tip a small copper pin with a grain’s length of it protruding. The third

is Lekhani for applying colours.

The Vartika preparation Is an elobarate technique. Firstly it consists

of procuring suitable clay (The S S. 72. 1-3)5 the clay must be of a special

quality collected from the Gulmantara—the midst of the thickets, the

lotus beds, the banks of a river, the caves of the mountains, the

interiors of a vapi or a forest, the roots of a tree, the corn fields, etc.

Special care is to be taken that it is saltish, durable, smooth and whitish

in colour. Secondly, the suitable clay collected from one of these

places (though as per the first line of the 4th verse of Chapter 72, hhe

different clays procured from the different places have successive

merits'), should be ground enough into levigated powder (kalka). With

it should be mixed a certain quantity of powdered rice and its propor-

tions vary in various seasons—one-seventh in Summer, one-sixth in

Autumn (Sita or Sisira), one-fifth in winter (Sarad) and one-fourth

in rains. Thirdly, regarding its length, it should be noted, that it too

varies with its uses : in apprenticeship the student-painter requires to

mould it into only two ahgulas of length ;
but if it is to be used in the

delineations upon the Kutha and cloth it is three and four angulas,

respectively.

On Vartika and brush we shall say something again (vide Chapter

VIII of this part). Let us now come to the topic of the background.

The preparation of the background, on which the pictorial representa-

tions are to be drawn by the artist, is the first and the foremost of the

canons of painting. This technique of the art is technically known as

Bhumibandha(after which the title of the 72nd Chapter of the S.S.goes).

It forms an integral part of the training of a painter.

The different types of the paintings require different backgrounds.

The mural paintings, the paintings drawn on the board, or those

painted on cloth —all these naturally require different backgrounds.

Correspondingly the following three varieties of the background

emerge and the technique of their preparation needs to be expounded.

I. Kudyabhumi-bandhana—preparation of the background for

paintings on the walls.
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2, Pattabhomi-bandhana— pi’eparation of the background for

paintings on the board.

3. Patabhumi-bandhana— preparation of the background for

paintings on the cloth.

Before proceeding with these different canvases of the different

types of paintings, something about the technique of the Bhumiban-

dhana, in general may be said. It has been pointed out many times

that this portion of the text being horribly corrupt in some places, it is

difficult to give an authentic presentation. Nevertheless an attempt

is made to interpret the true import of this technique. The text says

(712. 3.) that on some auspicious day with auspicious constellations all

the three members of this sacred task of painting^, namely the painter

(Karta), the patron (Bharta) and the master the Siksaka, the Acharya

Guru, should first observe fast and then offer worship to the Vartika,

already prepared for the task of preparing the background. A particular

kind of seeds like those of the Brihi should be ground into a levigated

powder. It should be then moulded into a ball (pinda) and got dried

up in th e sun and then it should be rubbed for full seven days all round after

it has been boiled up with water to get it freed from husks, etc. This is

one process of the technique which is called Kharabandhana as

oppossed to soft one, the former. The peculiarity of this latter process

is that the powder so obtained should be used in plastering the

Vartika by the brush made of hair (Romakurca). This general

backgrouhd is also called Siksikabhumi, the background for apprentice-

ship.

I. The Mural background It is the preparation of the plaster

for the walls serving as background for the mural paintings. The
first thing in this process is the levelling of the wall and then milk, the

ksira, procured from any of the plants like Snuhivastuka, Kusmanda,
Kuddaii, Apamarga or Iksuka and it should be kept lying for a week
and with the mixture of the liquids of any of the trees, like ;§imsapa,

Asana, Nimba, Triphala, Vyadhighata, Kutaja, etc., a compound should

be used in sprinkling the wall already levelled up. After this, another
pr^ocess consists of plastering the wall with a clay compound of soft mud
rmxed with the liquids of Kakubha, Masa Salmall and Sriphala together

^uth a fiorfion of sand. This plastering should be done in the thickness

ofan elephant’s skin. The third process in this technique consists of
giving another coating of the Kadi-sarkara—powder of the limestone

which makes it fit for paints to come out on the surface and light

and shade also well delineated.
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^
^At Ajanta, our earliest source of information about Indian frescb

paintings, the ground was prepared by a mixture of clay, cowdung and

pulverised traprock applied to the walls and thoroughly pressed in.

Rice-husk was also added to the above mixture. The thickness of thife

first layer varied from one-eighth of an inch to three-quarters of an

inch. Over this a coating of cunam was applied (cf. Griffiths, the

Paintings in the Buddhist Cave Temple of Ajanta VoL I p. i8}. This

method was also followed atBagh (cf. AsitKumar Haidar “The Paintings

ofBagh Cave*’ Rupam ist October, 1921 pp. 13-15)* ’

In the eleventh or twelfth century frescoes in the temple ojF

Brhadisvara at Tanjore a mixture of lime and sand was used for px&r

paring the ground (cf. S. Paramasivan, “The Mural Paintings in the

Brhadisvara Temple at Tanjorc*’~an investigation into the method

and Technical Studies in the Field of Fine Art).

The method of preparing wall surface for froscocs in the Mughal

period may be termed what the Italians call fresco-buono. The modei*!^

method of preparing surface for fresco painting at Jaipur is so similar

to that followed by the Mughal artists that we give a summary of th^

method below.

The advantages of lime plaster as ground are many. The plaster

is durable and is not affected by damp except when attacked by sall?^

petre. It is also held good for external decoration in Northern' Inri-ii

where the climate is dry.

In the modern Jaipur method, lime used for preparing the ground

is at first perfectly slaked. It must remain under water for a week or

more. After this, sand, double in proportion to the unslaked lime, fe

added. This mixture is thoroughly ground. This plaster can then be

used on rough stone or brick walls. The plaster is applied- in thin

coating after wetting the wall. It is thoroughly pressed into the Joints

and crevices and beaten edge-ways with thin strips of wood till it

becomes slightly dry. Then it is again wetted and another >ttim

emt applied. This process is repeated again and again till the plaster

is at last a quarter of an inch thick. Then it is carefully levelled and

allowed to dry.

The marble lime for the final coating on which the painting is

done is carefully prepared# It should be perfectly slaked and for that

it is kept under water for months, sometimes even a year for the

best works. Curd (dahi) is mixed wffh the lime in proportion of
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ha.lfa seer of curd to half a mautid of dry lime. The mixture is stirred

well and allowed to stand overnight. Next day the water is strained

and fresh water added. This process is repeated for a week when the

lime is ready to be used.

Only such part of the surface is wetted which can be painted in a
day. A mixture of some ground plaster and fresco lime is prepared to

the consistency of the cream and applied to the surface in two or three

coatings rubbed well with a flat stone. After this two or three coatings

of fresco lime are applied rubbed over with a flat stone. When these

coatings are a little dry the surface is polished with an agate burnisher

to impart it a beautiful sheen (cf. E. B. Havell, Indian Sculpture and
Painting)—Moti Ghand (M. P. pp. 13-14).

a. Pattabinunibandhan The board cauvas. As regards the
technique of the background of the board, it is enjoined thus : Let the
Vimba seeds be gathered and their nuts separated and purified or in

their absence let Sali grains be procured and having been powdered
they should be cooked in some pot and with this liquid the board should

be plastered to make it suitable for the drawings of the pictorial repre-

sentation.

3. Patabhumi bandhaa—The Cloth canvas. The afore-

said technique of the board holds good here. The text says in the last

but one verse of the chapter (cf. 72) that the process of the Patta holds
good in that of the Pata also.

“Cotton cloth seems to have been fairly widely used for the purpose
of painting in Ancient India. Thus in the Samyutta Nikaya (II, loi-
102, and III, 152) use of the strips of cloth (dussa-pata) along with
well poUshed panel (suparimattha phalaka) and waU (bhitti) is

mentioned for the purpose of painting. In the Visuddhimagga
(535) of

Buddhaghosa canvas (pata) is the ground or support of painting.- In
the Mahavamsa (XXVII, 18) the representation of a palace drawn
with cmnabar on doth is mentioned. In the Manjusri-mulakalpa
painting on cloth is mentioned. The cloth is to be woven by a pure
virgin.^ An elaborate ritual is prescribed in this connection. The
Kimasntra mentions akhyanapata, which seems to mean a scroll con-
taining the representation of a story. The Kavya literature is full with
references to canvas painting. It is mentioned in the Dutavakya of
Bhasa when Duryodhana describes a canvas picture depicting Draupadi
being dragged by the hair. In the Pancadasi Madhavacarya while
discussing the four modes of higher self incidentally compares them with
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the four conditions of a canvas painting. The canvas is washed

(dhauta), burnished (ghattiia), drawn upon (lanchiia) and coloured

(ranjita)’’—Mod Chand M. P. pp. 9-10.

‘Tn the modern paintings on cloth embodying, very ancient tradi-

tions may be mentioned the pata paintings of Bengal and Puri in

Orrissa. In older patas of Orissa we find that the cloth on which the

painting was done was of even surface which was coated with a thin

layer of plastic clay which was carefully pounded and usually mixed

with cowdung and them beaten to thin paste. When dry, the surface

was rubbed till it became smooth, and it was then ready for painting*

This procedure is still followed by the pata painters of Bengal and

Orissa. „ .

The Vaisnavism of Vallabhacarya has given rise to another form of

pata painting within hundred years or even more, Srinathadvara in

Udaipur State, Rajputana, is the chief place of pilgrimage of the

Vaisnavas and also the centre of Vaisnavite art. The portrait of god^

Krsna on small pieces of cloth in olden times were in great demand by

the devotees. Much bigger paintings on cloth were and are still

turned out representing various episodes from the life of Krsna and are

gtenerally used in the Vaisnava temples as tapestry curtains known as

pichval. The priming is not the cowdung mixed with clay as in

Bengal patas but thin coating of safeda or zinc-white. Paintings con-

forming to pichvai but dealing with the episodes from the lives of the

Jain Tirthankaras were also produced in Gujarat in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries”—ibid.

With this a bit detailed textual exposition of the three different

,

backgrounds in relation to the three main types of Painting as given in

the S. S. (cf. Git. laks. p. 9-1 1), let us dwell a little more at this topic

of the background as given in other texts like Abhilasitartha-Ginta-

mani (also Manasollasa) and Silparatna (cf. Cit.laks. p. 11-12)

The Ab. G. directs that in the preparation of the background of

the wall for mural paintings first we have to white-wash the wall and
see that it does not show any wounds ( i. e. crevices ect.

) and then

prepare a lepa, for its polish. The technique of its preparation is : let a

new buffallo skin be obtained and it should then be got wet in water

so that it becomes as smooth as the butter. Afterwards it should be cut

into salaka like piecess and when they arc dried up, they may be used in

plastering the wall with Vajralepa, duly mixed up with certain propor-

tionate formula of clay, sand, powder of conch shell and metallic sub-

stance obtained from the mountain Nllagiri.
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It may be noted here that the text also enjoins that this Vajra-lepa

is to be kept in a pot with a little quantity of water and heated up

to make it liquid and in this liquid is also to be mixed up some quantity

or white clay and then it has to be used as coating for the wall, in three

layers, each layer being allowed to dry before the application of the next.

The Silparatna’s prescription does not go after that of the Mana-

gOllasa as is contended by the scholars that Silparatna copies Mana-

sollasa verbatim. It gives in this connection some very important

contents in the preparation of the background of the wall and empha-

tically directs that this ointiment, in which an ingredient of lime is an

essential constituent, must not be used on the background of the

board.

Now let us sec what are the special features of this preparation as

given in the Silparatna. In this preparation the main ingredient is

‘Sudha’ a special quality made of the ash-powder of the conchshell etc.

Its quantity in proportion to one fourth should then be mixed up with

gufa-toya i.e. watery preparation of molasses along with the drops of the

decoction of mudga mung pulse and sand. Powder of ground banana

fruit duly heated in the Kalagni should also be mixed with it. It then

should be placed in Droni-pot and be left for three months to be dried

up. Afterwards it should be powedered again on a slab with a slab, pou-

ring gula-water as long as it does not become as smooth as butter,

Thus prepared this plaster should be applied on the wall duly made fit

for the purpose, by the brushes of coconut fibre.

Now these surfaces developed into manifold classes—the human

body; implements, vessels, weapons, article of dress; objects of furniture,

including books; boats and ships and other panels and so many other

things prepared especially or entirely,to be painted on.



CHAPTER V

THE ANDAKA MEASUREMENTS & THE PROPORTIONATE

MEASUREMENTS.

The 74th Chapter of the S.S. cntitled‘^^Andaka-prarrianam”is unique

in the respect that it has practically exhausted all the pos<?ible scope of the

Andaka-measurements,which in its turn represents the scope of the pain-

ting itself (vide II Chap.). Further more these prescriptions of the Andaka-

mcasurements are a unique feature of this text. Such an elaboration in

any treatise on the paintings (including Visnudharmottara) is not to be

found. Further again all these Andaka-mcasurcmcnts are charactcristi®

of pictorial images and, therefore^ they arc unique for their innovations

in relation to existing canons of paintings. Again it may be noted that

the very first line of this chapter (74th) promises us body-dimensions

—

Kayapramana also, which are described in the subsequent chapter

entitled ^''Manotpatti’’ (the 75th) and hence both these chapters read

together, give all the required proportions, (cf. also Cit. Laks. p. 16)

Now the question is: What does this andaka mean? Its architectural

meaning is cupola. This I have already indicated (vide Temple

Architecture). Its meaning in Iconography, i. e. painting, in my

opinion, is the model, a bare outline, a mark, as it were. Before a

picture is painted on any background, it must have an outline. Or

Andaka is the same as is now called ‘Badama’ in shape of the dry

fruity?). As the andaka of a temple indicates its character (very important

element of Architecture) so the andaka in Painting is also its index of

the picture to be painted.

Various kinds of andakas are described. The author first takes the

Mukl^andaka and Vrttandaka and then proceeds with other andakas

Alasandaka etc. The first 4 lines being corrupt, it is difficult to recons-

truct the authentic measurements of the Mukhandaka. Regarding the

V^tandaka, the text lays down its proportions as consisting of Trikoti

and its shape to be oval as its very name indicates and the Alasandaka

in proportion of only half of the Golaka. The following table will show

at a glance the respective sizes of the andakas in relation to the different

species of the beihgs, men, women, children, gods and demi-gods.
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SL A—Aadaka Pramana

No. Species Length Breadth Descriptions

I. Mtn 6 5

2. Women In likeness of a coconut

(fruit)

3- Children 5 4 .

.

4- Raksasas 7 6 In the likeness of the circle

of moon.

5- Divine beings 8 6 .

.

6. Divya-Manusa 6i Halfof the Golakas in excess

to the proportion of the

Manusindaka.

7* Pramathas 5 4 In the proportion of the

children’s Andaka.

8. Yatudhanas 7 6 (cf. Raksas).

9. Danavas 8 6 (cf. Divine beings).

10. Gandharvas 8 6 .

.

II. Nagas 8 b *

.

12. Yaksas 8 6

13- Vidyadharas 5l (cf. (6) above).

It may be further pointed out that all these individuals can have
for their respective Andaka measurements all the principal three cate-

gories of Andakas, namely Mukhandaka, Vrttandaka and Alasandaka.
As the text has not given these absolute proportions in every case^ I have
Icfl them out for the fear of an incoherent picture (likely to emerge).

Now the body-dimensions (Kaya-Pramanas), already referred to in

the introductory para of this chapter, may be taken up.

There are two different kinds of units of measuremrnts, namely the
absolute and the relative. '^Of these the first is based upon the length
of certain natural objects, while the second is obtained from the length
of a particular part or limb of the person whose measurement is under
consideration. The following table gives relation between the quan-
tities used in the absolute system:

—

8 Yukas make i Yava
8 Yavas „ i Angula
2 Angulas „ i Golaka or kala

2 Golakasor,, i BhSga.

kalas.

8 Paramanus make i Raja

8 Rajas „ 1 Roma
8 Romas „ i Liksa

8 Liksas
,, i Yuka

(S,S. 45. I

—
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With this table of units of measurements, the following table will

give at a glance the respective bodily proportions in relation te the

different beings:

—

B—Kaya Pramana.
Proportions

Individuals Remarks

I. Devas

Length

30

Breadth

8

2 . Asuras 29 7 k

3 - Raksasas 27 7

4. Divyamanuia .

.

5- Men . .

(a) Puru«ottama (superior) 24I 6

{b) Madhyama (Middle) 23 5^

(c) Kaniya (Inferior) , . 22 5

6 . Kubjas (Humpbacked). 14 5

7- Vamana (Dwarf) 7 k 5

a. Kinnaras 7 k 5

9- Pramathas 6 4

Another unique feature of this text in this connection is the pres«

criptions of the various forms in relation to all the kingdoms, divine,

mortal and animal. A few of these specimens arc tabulated as here-

under:- -

C—The Different Forms, i. e, Rupa

Species
0.

of
forms

2 3 4

COM
U
CU

s

r. Gods

2

3 Suraja Kumbhaka

V

miss-

Divyam’anusa I Divyamanusa • . • •

iiig

3-

4*

5»

Asura

Raksasa

Men

3 Cakra

2 Durdara

5 Ilamsa

Mut Tirnaka

Sakata Kurma
Sasa Rucaka Bhadra Mala-

6» ? 2 Mesa Vrttakara .. •

vya

7* Vamana . . 3 Pi^da Sthana Padmaka

8.

(dwarf)

Pramatha .

.

3 Ku^man- Karvata Tiryak Miss-

9* Kinnara 1 *

daka

3 Mayira Kurvata Kasa • •

ing

I#. Women 5 Balika Paurust Vrtta Dandi
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II. (a) E'ephant 4 Bhadra Manda Mrga Mika
(in relation to

the place of

birth).

(^) Elephant 3 Hilly Kiverine Belonging to desert.

12* Horses

(Rath} a) e a Parasa U ttara

Vehicular.

13. Lion 4 Sikharasraya Bilas- Gulmakaya Trnasraya

(beiongii g raya (belonging (belong-

to the peaks (belong- to thickets ing to

of the moun- ing to of the forest pro-

tains). caves), forest). per).

14. Vyala 16 (varieties)

I. Harina (Deer)

2. Grdhraka (Vultuie)

3. Suka (Parrot) jV. B.—hi the

4. Kukkuta (Hen) V i s n u d h a r-

p. Simha (Lion) mottara also,

6. Sardula (Tiger) these different

7. Vrka(VVolf) motifs of gods,

Aja (Goat) demons, men
9, Gandaka (Rhinoceros) and animals afe

10. Gaja (Elephant) a common pro-

II. Kroda (Hog) perty, but they

12. Asva (Horse) are only hinted

13. Mahisa (Buffalo) at and not elabo-

14. Svana (Dog) rated there.

15. Markata (Monkey)
16. Khara (Ass).

Now with this presentation of the Andaka measurements, as regards
the other proportionate measurements, it may be pointed out, at the
very outset that these are really a common property both of the pictorial
art and sculptural one. A detailed exposition of this theme has already
been made before vide ‘Iconoplanning and Iconometry’ Pt. I Chap. Ill
and therefore they need not be taken up at all here.

_
From the point of view of the picturcKlrawing, however, there are

certain com^ntion in the proportionate measurements which have to be
observed. These are very brilliantly presented in the pages of the V D
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and I am taking liberty to use Prof. Kramrish translation of these

passages of the text, (cf also Cit. laks p. 19-21):

‘^All kings should be (made) endowed wtth the marks of mahapuru-

shas and all sovereign rulers should be (made) with webbed hands and

feet. And a circle of hair should be drawn auspiciously betw^een their

eyebrows. On the hands of kings should certainly be drawn three

beautiful auspicious lines slenderly curving and resembling the scratches

(made) by a hare.

The hair should be represented auspicious, fine, resembling the deep

blue sapphire, adorned by its own greasincss and with the undulation of

that essential requisite. (The difierent) classes of hair are the following:

(i) Kuntala, (loose) hair, (2) Daksinavarla, curled tow^ards the right,

(3) Tarahga (wavy), (4) Simhakesara (mane-like), (5) Vardhara

(parted), and (6) Jatatasara (matted).

An eye should be of the form of a bow or (like) the abdomen of a

fish, or like a petal of the blue lotus (utpala), or of the white lotus

(padma), a fifth, (oh) great king, is said to be of the form of a grind-

stone. An eye of the form of a bow should belong to women (in

general). An eye oi^ yavas (in width) is called by the name of fish-

abdomen. A blue-iotus-petal-eye is traditionally said to be & yavas and

a red- or white-lotus-petal ty^h^yavas in measurement. So an eye

of the shape of a grindstone should be iO yavas. The measure of a yava

should be calculated proportionate to the measurement of an angula^

which has its own standard.

' - The eye assumes the shape of a bow when looking at the ground
in meditation. (An eye; of the form of a fish-abdomen should be

painted (in the case) of women and lovers. An eye of the shape of the

hlue-lotus-pctal is said to be of the ever-calm. An eye of the lotus-petal

shape befits the frightened and crying. An eye of grind-stone shape is

in its place with the angry and woe-stricken.

Sages , ancestors {i, e., manes) and gods, (oh) lord of men, should

be made glowing and with orqamenls consistent with their own colour

and outshining (///. robbing the splendour of others who are lustrous)-.

(Oh) best of kings, that is verily beautiful and devoid of crooked lines

(which is) done as aforesaid with these measurements, suitable, un-

reproachable, in positions with various rays of light

on them, within (appropriate) groundings {lit fixed grounds,

by the exertion of (the aftiu’s) own intellect, after he has

carefully considered (everything).

I-
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Markandeya said : The eye (becomes) charming (when it is) like

the blue-lotus-petal (utpalapatrabha), led at the corners and with black

pupils, smiling, gentle and ending in long eye-lashes, (oh) best of men.

The hands of gods, (oh) king, should be conducive to the welfare of the

people (z, e.y represented in a benevolent attitude). The eyes (should

be) wide, with black pupils, adding beauty to the divine face, beautiful

to look at, charming to the mind, smiling and with ends like those of

blue-lotus petals, with eye-lashes bent at the ends, of equal size, gentle

and (with the white) of the colour of cow's milk.

The face beautiful all over should be fully developed :
(it should be)

well finishedj benignant, marked with all the auspicious marks, not

triangular and not crooked. One who wishes good to the people should

discard (a too profuse employment of) large circles, triangles and other

(geometrical shapes) wdien representing gods. (Oh) perpctuator of the

Yadu race, the gods should be represented according to the Hamsa-

measure. They should have hairs on their eye-lashes and eye-brows

only ;
their body (however) should be entirely devoid of hairs. Those

who live in heaven have always smiling faces and eyes, and look like

(youths) of the age of si\teen. They should be drawn wearing auspicious

strings of garlands and ornamented by crowns, earrings, necklaces,

bracelets, ornaments of the upper arm, long girdles reaching up to the

ornaments on the feet, and sacred threads with ornaments for the head

Their shoulders should be broad. (Oh) tiger among men, they should

be represented with beautiful loin-coth on the left, reaching below the

knee; the right knee (however) should be shown. The linen scarf which

the gods wear round the upper part of their body should (also) be

executed beautifully. The halo should be drawn round their heads,

proportionate to the measurement of the head and the colour of the

halo-circle, (oh) great king, should resemble the colour of the deity. In

their case, all upward look, a downward look and also a sideward look

sjhould be discarded. The same applies to a too small, to a too big, to

a depressed (looking), to an angry and to a harsh eye, It is said that

upward look causes death, downward look causes sorrow, sideward look

causes loss of wealth, too small e> es cause death, too large eyes cause

sorrow and so do the depressed (looking) eyes, (oh) best of lings. A
harsn look causes loss of wealth and an angry look causes tear. (The
image of a deity) should not be done with either shrunk or inflated
abdomen or with wounds (on the body, oh) perpctuator of the Yadu
race. (It should not be) bent, of a rough colour, vvith an open mouth
or with limbs short of or exceeding (appropriate) measurement, (oh)
dtscendant of the Yadus. (It should not fall) short of or exceed (the
prescribed) measurement, (oh) ruler of the earth. A shrunk abdomen
is conducive only to starvation and fear, and inflated abdomen oauses
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death. A body with wounds causes death, one that is too short brings

about loss of wealth, one too long creates sorrow, and one with rough

colour induces fear. A halo in the east causes loss of wealth, in the

south death, in the west destruction of sons, and in the north fear

it ought to be behind and round the head). A nimbus short of

measurement leads to destruction and one exceeding the appropriate

measurement bespeaks ruin to the country. A rough (image) is said

to cause death and an angry (one) destroys beauty. Even when (duly)

invoked by the best of Brahmins, the gods never enter images short of

(Sastric) measurements and devoid of the marks (laksanas of divine

form)
;

(but) demons, ghosts and hobgoblins always enter into them,

and so a great care should be taken to avoid shortness of measurements,

(An image) possessed of ail the beautiful marks is said to be excellent

from every point of view. It adds to wealth, crops, fame and the

length of life, yet when devoid of (those) marks, it destroys wealth and

crops, (oh) best of kings; the gods always should be made beautiful,

having gaits (like one of the following) animals, {vzz>,) the lion, the

bull, the elephant and the swan. Blessed is a work of art (endowed)

with all (the Sastric) marks, (as it brings luck) to the country, to the

king and the maker, (and is as the gods) long for it. An image, there-

fore, should be properly made by ail men with great care, (endowed)

with all (the Sastric) marks”—pp. 40-42.

In the end a very important thing in relation to the iconometry of

painting, is a detailed code as given in the Manasoilasa which is very

ably worked out by G. K. Shrigondekar, the editor of the text—vide

Introduction p. 7-10—and it is being reproduced to complete this topic

with fuller details and better material:

Pictorial Iconometry,—^^In the Manasoilasa, very interesting

details are given on portrait painting, which is dependent in the first

place on the three principal lines, called the plumb lines here named

as the BrahmasuUa and the two Paksasutras. Tiie Brahrnasutra is the

line which begins from the Kesanta (forehead where the line of hair

begins) and passes through the middle of the eyebrow, the tip of the

nose, chin, chest and navel to the middle of the two feet. This line,

therefore, marks the centre of the body from head to foot.

The two Paksasutras are usually six angulas away from the Brahma-

sutra on either side. They start from the Karnanta (the top of the ear)

and pass through the chin, the middle part of the knees, the outside skin

and the second finger near the toe to the ground.
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The five attitudes.—With the variation of the distance ])etween

the central and side lines five different positions of the subject are

obtained, in the same manner as the front, profile and three quarter

positions are obtained in Western Art. The five positions are named in

the Manasollasa as Rju, Arcihaiju, Saci, Ardhaksi and Bhittika.

Rjusthana is the front position in which the distance between the

central plumb line (Brahmasulra) and the two Paksasiitras, i. e. side lines,

is six ahguias on both the sides. Ardbarjukasthana is that in which the

distance from the Brahmasutra to one Paksasutra is eight ahguias on one

side and four ahguias on the other. The Sacisthana is that in which

the distance from the Brahmasutra to one Paksasutra is ten ahguias on

one side and two ahguias on the other. The Ardhaksikasthana is that

in which the distance from the Brahmasutra to one Paksasutra is eleven

ahguias on one side and one ahgula on the other. Bhittikasthana is that

in which only the Paksasutras are seen while the Brahmasutra dis-

appears.

Later the table for measuring lengths is given (with some additions

cf. those given before Pt. II) :

—

8 == I

8 = I

8 = I

8 fkSTTS = I

8 = I

The whole body from head to

face from Kesantalo Hanu= i ^nTT.

8 = I or Trn’T

2 TflTrs = I or

3 = I

4 ^rr^rs = i

3 m’Ts = I or

foot is nine Talas in height. The

to ?rTf^=i

3i^=2 tfTTS

to I TRT

^rPfT to ^5= I tfM

^=4
=^tir=2

Thus according to Brahmasutra the height of the body is 9 Talas,

the Mauli (crown of the head) is 4 angulas from the Kesanta
;
thus the

real height is 9 Talas and 4 ahguias, i. e gj Talas.

Vertical measurements—Next come the delails of vertical

measuremen ts:

—

1. First is the Mastaka-sutra, i. e. the line of the crown.

2. Four ahguias below is the Keianta (end of the front hair)

sutra. This goes round the head three ahguias above the
ICarnagra.
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3. Two angulas below is the Tapaiioddesa-sutra. This goes

through the SaiiLhamadhya, one ahguLi above the Karha-

gra and one ahgiiLi above the ocesput.

4. One ahgula below is the Kacotsahga-sutra which goes from

near the eyebrows^ the upper end of the ear to the

Sirsakurma ^'occiput).

5. One ahgula below is the Kaninika-sutra which goes by the

Apahga, the upper end of the Pippali and above the pit of

the back of the head.

6. Two angulas below is the Nasamadhya-sutra. It goes

through the high poi tion of the cheeks to the middle of

the ear.

7. Two angulas below is the Nasagrasutra. It goes through

the cheeks, the root of the ear, the Kesotpatti-pradesa and

the back.

8. Half an ahgula below is the Vaktramadhya-sutra. It goes

by the Sprkka or Krkaiika.

9. Half an ahgula below is the Adharostha-sutra. It goes by

the joint of the chin to the back of the neck.

10. Two ahgulas below is the Hanvagra-sutra. It goes by the

neck to the joint of the shoulder.

11. Four angulas below^ is the Hikka-sutra. It goes from below

the shoulders and the tops of the hands.

12. Seven ahgulas below is the Vakjahsthala-sutra. It goes by
the red part of the nipples and the arm-pit joints to the

back-bone.

13. Five ahgulas below is the Vibhramasahga-sutra. It goes

below the nipples, the part between the breast and the

back-bone, the upper part of the elbow joint to the middle

of the back

14. Six ahgulas below is the Jalhararnadhya-sutra. It goes by

the end of the biceps to the back.

15. Six ahgulas below is the Nabhi-sutra. It goes by the loins

to the top of the Kakundaras (buttocks).

16. Four ahgulas below is the Pakvasayasutra. It goes by the

middle of the Nitamba (hips) above the Sphiks L e. fleshy

part of the buttocks.

17. Four ahgulas below is the Kancipada-sutra. It goes by the

middle of the buttocks.

18. Four ahgulas below is the Lihgasirah-sutra. It runs by the

root of the thighs to the expanse or curving of the but-

tockst
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. 19. Five aagulas below is the Lihgagra-sutra. It goes from

below the buttocks and enters the fold of the buttocks.

20. Eight angulas below is the Uru-sutra.

21. Four angulas below is the Manasutra, i, e, Urumadhya-sutra.

22. Four angulas below is the Janumurdha-sutra. These three

sutras should go round both the thighs.

23. Four angulas below is the Janvadhah-sutra. This also should

go round the knee.

24. Twelve angulas (one Tala) below is the Sakrabasti-sutra.

25. Ten angulas below is the Nalakantaga-sutra, It runs from

the top of the ankle to the top of the heel.

26. Two angulas below is the Gulphanta-sutra.

27. Four angulas below is the Bhumi-sutra.

The total length of the Brahma-sutra amounts thus to 108 angulas.

The author next gives elaborate iconometrical details of the different

parts ofthe body for all the five (rju, etc.) attitudes of images”.

As regards the rules for painting on walls, the Manasollasa gives

them in the first four Sthanas, emitting the Jast or the Bhittikasthana
as no part of the face is visible there on the Bhitti (wall). Further
this text does not recognise any other Sthana besides these five.



CHAPTER VI

PLASTERS AND OINTMENTS

At the very outset it may be pointed out that plasters and ointments
are quite a different material in painting from colours and paints. The
former are related to the preparation of the background where VartikS
is employed as an accessory implement (i,e. brush- like), the latter is

an ally in drawing out the picture.

Art is nothing but a great technique not only to represent nature

in life movements but also to tap its resources for its own benefit.

Natural resources when tapped and fashioned in an art-craftsmanship,

give birth to Fine Arts like painting, architecture and sculpture.

The art of painting not only draws its inspiration from nature but

is dependent on it for its materials. The naked backgrounds, bare

surfaces of walls, the rough boards and the like, unless decorated, plas-

tered and painted, can neither arouse our sensibility for appreciation,

nor enkindle our aestheticity for any sentimental outbursts.

Hence in the technique of painting, the plasters and ointments

together with the delineations of colours and shades have a fundemental
importance. In the remote times, the arts like painting had much of

their charm in objective presentations rather than in the subjective re-

presentations—their counterparts in the modern paintings. For every

detail—the preparation of the background, the preparation of the

plasters and ointments—-they had to struggle hard before they could fit

with a canvas so laboriously prepared and with a brush so difficult to

be shaped into one. In the S. S, in the Chap, entitled ^Xepyarkarma”,

the 73rd, is elaborated another set of the essentials ofpainting—namely
the preparation of the clay suitable in the plaster and ointment and the

process of their preparation together with the varieties of the brushes

and their use in the delineation of the details of the pictorial art.

Plasters and ointments, really should have been taken up, with the

backgrounds (cf. chapter III 'Vartika and Backgrounds’) as it is for their

preparation that plasters and ointments were used in ancient India, but

the reason, why they are separately taken here in this chapter, is the -

fact of giving an individual entity or character and importance to them

as they form an essential constituent being one of the eight-fold limbs of

Painting, i.e. 3rd one—it should be read ^lepya’ and not dekhya’^
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Hekhana’ is the 7th limb of painting—vide the S. S. 71.15. (cf. also

the 3rd chapter ‘EknientSj Constituents and Types of Painting)’.

Brick-plaster—In the V, D. (Pt. Ill Chapter 40 verses i-io, also

Cit. Laks. p. 13) brick-plaster is preferred to Clay-plaster of the S. S. (to

be taken notice of, ahead). “Brick powder of three kinds has to be mixed

with clay, one-third part (in amount of the brick powder). Having

mixed safforn with oil, (one) should mix (lit. place) (with it) gum resin

bees’ wax, liquorice, molasses and mudga preparation in equal parts.

One-third part of burnt yellow-myrobalan should be added therein.

Finally the astringent made of the Bel-tree (Feronia elephantum), destr-

uctive (of all injurious agents) mixed in proportion of two to one should

be added by an intelligent artist and also a portion of sand, proportion-

ate to the amount of the whole. Then the artist should drench (this

mixture) with moist split pulse dissolved in water. The whole

of this moist preparation has to be kept in a safe place for one

month only. After the moisture has evaporated within a month, a

skilful artist should put this dried (yet still damp) plaster on the wall,

having carefully considered everything. It should be plain, even, well

distributed, without ridges or holes, neither too thick nor too thin.

Should it (look) ill done after having become (quite) dry (due to shrin-

kage), then it ought to be carefully smoothed by coatings of plaster

made of that clay (as mentioned before) mixed with resin of the Sala-

tree (Shorea robusta) and with oil. (It is further made) smooth by

(repeated) anointing, constant sprinkling with water and by careful

polish. Oh lord, when this wall has promptly dried, it does not go to

ruins anywhere even at the end of a bundled }ears.”—Kramrich’s

translation p. 47-48.

The Clay Plaster

According to the 3 . S. the clay for the purpose of ointment and

plaster should be procured from the auspicious places like vapi, kupa,

tadaga, lotus beds, dirghikas, the roots of the trees,the banks of the rivers,

thickets, etc. These are the sources from which this clay ought to be pro-

cured. These various clays are of different colours and are declared auspi-

cious for the respective castes. This clay should be free from gravels and

then the liquids obtainedfrom the trees like SalmalT, Masa, Kakubha,

Madhuka, Triphala, etc. and they should then be mixed with the clay

along with also a good quantity of sand too in it. Then afterwards, the

hair of the horses or the hair of the bullocks and also the skin of the

coconut, x.e. fibres, also husks of the grain, form a constituent of the

compound. The quantity of the sand and the clay should be in equal

measure. All these compounded into a levigated powder (Kalka) should
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be distilled into some suitable cloth (i.e. what we call kapadachanaj.
Other details are difficult to be obtained as the text (9 to 1 1 vs.) are
corrupt. My surmise, however, is that this compound is directed to be
boiled in order to make it a fast ointment.

This Lepya, in its various compounds, a typical technique of which
has just b-en hinted at, to all intents and purposes, was the substitute

for the modern paints of various colours. Mixture of liquids of different

varieties in different kinds of soils along with other ingredients stood
good for the paints of old and they were more durable and faster than
what we have these days. IMention of the Yajra-lepa (cf, Mansollasa)
in connection with the iconoplastic art had already been made. All
these lepas, vajra and olhcrw ise rcall) belonged to the one and same
category.

Omtment.—According to the A. P. (Cit. laks. p. 14-15) in the

preparation of the Clay-plaster or rather more correctly the Ointment
by means of which not only the background is furnished with a befitting

medium of the picture, but also the image itself is done up with (Cit.

laks. p. 14-15), there are so many other ingredients besides the clay.

These are the butter and milk of akapila cow, the atasi flower, ihepowder

of barley and wheat grains, the barks ol milky trees and guda-samyuta

bakula along with the Indravrksa—all these to be well powdered and
mixed wdth the powder of the interior of a stone and then all this leviga-

ted powder (kalka) be again ground wdth the oil of atasi and w^ater and
when well ground it assumes an ointment like kajjala. This, then^

should be transformed into handfuls (pindas) in the quant ty of rnusti,and

be left for being diied up in the sun. When got dried, it becemes as

hard as vajra. This is what may be termed as Mrttikabandhana.

There is, however, another variety of the plaster or ointment as

dwelt upon in the A. P. It is Sudha-bandhana. This is prepared

through the white stone pebbles duly being burnt down for a period of
ten days and then liquids, obtained from trees like Bilva, be poured into

it and then be left over for a month or at least a fortnight. With this

stucco plaster, the text directs us to proceed with the painting of an
image (other details under Cit. laks p. 15 are not wanted here).

Apart from the V. D. the S. S. and the A. P. there are yet two other

texts (i. e. Silparatna & Abhilasitarthacintamani) which have also a rich

prescription on this topic. Some clues on the topic in hand have already

been got (vide the last chapter ^The Vartika and the Background’) and

so here only a few W'ords may be added.
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CHAPTER VII

COLOURS AND BRUSHES^ SHADES AND OTHER
DELINEATIONS

Colours

Let us now proceed with colours. Our text does not give any

detailed information about colours. Visnudharmottara, the most re-

presentative treatise on painting, gives two sets of colour-varieties (vide

Chapters 27 and 4.0). The first set consists of five primary colours—red,

white, yellow, black and green and the second one white, yellow, black,

blue and colour of the myrobalan. Bharata-Natyasastra’s classification

of five primary colours tallies with the former set of Visnudharmottra.

Silparatna, a latter treatise of great repute, mentions white, red, yellow,

soot and syama (dark, blue or black) as primary colours. ‘‘The Abhilasi-

tartha-cintamani (cf. Manasollasa) knows as pure colours, white made
ofconch shell, red (prepared from red lead or from alaktaka juice, i.c,

lac or from red chalk—gairika) green-brown (haritala), i.e. sulphurated

arsenic, and black from kajjvala (soot, used eye-black).

“The mixing of these colours is left to the ingenuity of the artist.

He may coat them with lac and resin. Colouring substances are: gold,

silver, copper, mica, deep coloured brass, red lead, vermilion, tin, yellow,

orpiment, yellow myrobalan, lac, indigo and some kind of iron oxide’’

—

Visnudharmottara, Part III, Chapter 40. In Silparatnam (cf. Oh.

46 vs. 1 19-130) prescriptions for the preparation of these vegetable and

mineral colours are given. “Red chalk for instance ought to be ground

on stone and left covered with water for a day, red lead also ought to

be ground and covered with water for half a day, red arsenic, however,

should be made into powder but it should not be covered with water.

Then the colours should be ground once more and again put into water

for five days. Afterwards, they shovld be mixed with the exudation of

the Nimba tree, then at last they are ready to be applied on walls and

pictures”.

With this general introduction to the colour-scheme of the ancient

treatises, just referred, let us now proceed with the subject in detail.

The topics on colours in the pictorial art as arranged in the Citra-

laksa^na (pp. 35-39) are: the primary colours—the Mularangas or the

Suddhavarnas; the secondary ones or compound colours—the mixtures

of one another—the Antaritas or the Misra-varnas; the substances from
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We know that plastering walls and painting them white is one of

the preliminaries of wall-painting. Abhilasitarthacintamani (Cit. laks.

p. 11-12) gives a fine surface as essential for a good picture and requires

a smooth wall to be carefully white-washed without a scratch or blot.

Three coatings of white mud and vajralepa account for this smoothness

of surface.

The Silparatna’s prescription of the oinfment to be applied on the

wall-surface is called Varna-lepana.’ It directs that on a wall already

white-washed, an ointment, consisting of the powder of conch shell, sukti,

etc., white clay duly mixed and shampooed with the liquids obtained

from the trees like kapittha, nimb, etc., etc
,

should be prepared. This

ointment should be applied gradually in two or three successions. It

gives three varieties of the ointment. One is already described. The other

results from the bark of trees like Sakotaka or Ketaki. The 3rd is pre-

pared from the Sudha-ciirna (lime powder) duly powdered in ^ulukhala’

and got mixed up with the liquid of kerabal-fruit. Thus the text says:
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Colours

Let us now proceed with colours. Our text does not give any
detailed information about colours. Visnudharmottara, the most re-

presentative treatise on painting, gives two sets of colour-varieties (vide

Chapters 27 and ^,0). The first set consists of five primary colours—red,

white, yellow, black and green and the second one white, yellow, black,

blue and colour of the myrobalan. Bharata-Natyasastra’s classification

of five primary colours tallies with the former set of Visnudharmottra.

Silparatna, a latter treatise of great repute, mentions white, red, yellow,

soot and syama (dark, blue or black) as primary colours. “The Abhilasi-

tartha-cintamani (cf. Manasollasa) knows as pure colours, white made
ofconch shell, red (prepared from red lead or from alaktaka juice, i.e.

lac or from red chalk—gairika) green-brown (haritala), i.e. sulphurated
arsenic, and black from kajjvala (soot, used eye-black).

“ I he mi.xing of these colours is left to the ingenuity of the artist.

He may coat them with lac and resin. Colouring substances are: gold,

silver, copper, mica, deep coloured brass, red lead, vermilion, tin, yellow,

orpiment, yellow myrobalan, lac, indigo and some kind of iron oxide”

—

Visnudharmottara, Part III, Chapter 40. In Silparatnam (cf. Ch.

46 vs. 1 19-130) prescriptions for the preparation of these vegetable and
mineral colours are given. “Red chalk for instance ought to be ground
on stone and left covered with water for a day, red lead also ought to

be ground and covered with water for half a day, red arsenic, however,
should be made into powder but it should not be covered with water.

Then the colours should be ground once more and again put into water
for five days. Afterwards, they shovld be mixed with the exudation of
the Nimba tree, then at last they are ready to be applied on walls and
pictures”.

With this general introduction to the colour-scheme of the ancient

treatises, just referred, let us now proceed with the subject in detail.

The topics on colours in the pictorial art as arranged in the Citra-

laksana (pp. 35-39) are : the primary colours—the Mularangas or the

Suddhavarnas; the secondary ones or compound colours—the mixtures

of one another-^the Antaritas or the Milfa-varnas; the substances from
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•which colours were made— the Rahgadiavyas— and the use of the gold in

colouring as well as the technique in their shading and delineations. All

these topics may be taken one by one.

Primary colours.-—According to the V.D. as already referred

before^ there are only five primary colours and Ab.C. however men-

tions only four. Indian texts on painting generally give only four

olours as primary ones exceeding the Western list by the addition of

yvhite. It may however be pointed out here that blue and black are

different, Black is well known. What is the nature of blue? Ab. C.

gives it: ^

‘This colour is, therefore, different from kajjala (for kr^na) and is

absolutely esseniial for preparing secondary colours. These five colours

are kept in separate cups so that they might be used as pure colours or

mixed to produce secondary colour tints’.

The Aparajitapraccha, also lecognizes cnly four colours, but it has

an innovation. Here colours are related to the different styles like

Nacrara and Dravida, etc., taken up in a subsequent chapter ahead—

vide “Styles of Painting” Chapter X.

Secondary Colours—result from compounds or mixtures of one

another. There is a very rich description of the varnas in the Ab. C.

(Cit. Laks. p. 37 under ) and this expatialion, along with those

found in other texts like Silparatna and Siva-tatva-ratnakara, etc. have

very ably been utilized by 'Sri Sivaramamurti (vide his article Taint-

ing and Allied Arts in Bana’s Works’ J.O.R. vol. 7, 1933)’ and it is

worth reproducing here

:

“The texts on painting like the Citrasutra in the Visnudhar-

mottara, the chapters on painting in the Abhilasitarthacintamani and

the Sivatatvaratnakara and the Citralaksana chapter of the Silparatna,

etc. give a list of the various tints got by mixing primary colours. It is

remarkable that Bana has set at naught the limited colour variety of

these texts and given out in his catalogue of innumerable tints that deep

and close study of nature which had enabled him to grasp the extreme

subtlety of difference between tint and tint. In spite of the limited

number of colours stated the texts on painting are not unacquainted

with subtle differences in the same colour. The Silparatna gives three

gradations of red—Sindura for light red, Gairika (mountain-born) red

i[mmeral chalks) for a middle tint and Laksa (lac) juice for a deep

colour. The Abhilasitarthacintamani and the Sivatattvaratnakara tell

rtp tl^t v^miliqn is for brown, andi re4 or sap, red sanderj?
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and mountaiii-born chalks are for crimson tint. They echo Bana’s

statements. White and black give the grey of smoke; blue and white

the colour of the pigeon similar to the Rajavarta and the hemp-flower.

Red mountain chalk and conch powder give a peculiar pale red

(Dhiimracchaya). Darada (vermilion) mixed with white gives the

pale red of the red-lily while Alaktaka (red lac or sap) combined with

white gives the colour of the sun’s horses. The difference is very slight

here. Pure indigo (Nili) of the colour of the blue lily gives a green tint when

mixed with yellow pigment. Red lac with lamp-black gives a dark

brown and with blue the colour of the Jambu fruit. The tints got by

mixing primary colours— like smoke greyj pigeon colour, the different

varieties of red, brown, green and the colour of the Jambu fruit are

clearly given by Bana. The variegated hue to which he refers is

given by the Silparatna as a convenient colour for artists; but

according to Srikumara it is got by mixing red, black and yellow in

equal proportions Red and yellow give the colour of Bakula flowers

which Bana describes as Dhusara (tawny). This is the same as flame

colour. There are also other varieties of red given in the

Silparatna. The green of the parrot’s wing described by Bana

as not dissimilar from that of the plantain leaf is got by ^

mixture of Haritala (yellow) and blue; and the purple of the Jambu

fruit so cleverly described by the parrot in the Kadambar! is the result

of the union of red lac and blue. The yellowish white of the inner petals

of the Ketaki flower noted by Bana is the type of white got by mixing

Haritala and conch-powder as laid down in the Abhilasitarthacintamani.

The rosy colour of the pigeon’s leg in the Kadambarl is the ‘Gaura’

type of rosy white in the Silparatna, which is the same as the

Saurasvasadrsaprabha (colour of the sun’s horses) of the Abhilasitartha-

cintamani and the Sivatattvaratnakara, though the ^Gaura of these

books is slightly different from that of the Silparatna being got by

mixing red and yellow instead of red and white. The pingala type of

yellow, that Bana states as the colour of honey, is not the result of a

mixture of white and yellow in the proportion of one is to two that

the Silparatna gives. It is a tawny colour—more red than yellow—

something like Pinjara which is defined by the Haimakosa as PItarakta.

Bana gives the Pinjara type of reddish brown as the colour of ripe

paddy fields a really true observation; and this colour is lighter than

that of honey which has a greater proportion of red. This might be

the same as the Atirakta of the Silparatna with yellow and red in the

proportion of one is to two. The variegated colour of deer, tigers,

peacocks, tittiries, etc., as given by Bana is quite in accordance with the

j*ule of the Abhilasitarthacintamani and the §iyatattyaratnakara that
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holds the use of different colours for the effect of the animals absolutely

necessary. It might be two colours or three or more.”

;

N. B —The textual quotations in the footnotes are avoided as

they are already there in the Citra-laksana, appended in the end.

Colour Substances—as described in the V. D. are manifold—

a

workable list however (Git. Laks. p. 35) is kanaka (gold), rajata (Silver),

tamra (Copper), abhraka (mica), rajavanta (an inferior diamond of

Virata country what is called ‘Lajawar’ in eastern districts like Gorakh-

pur), sindura, trapu, haritala, sudha, laksa, hingulaka and nila. Loha

is also mentioned as a colour substance.

We can divide colours into two broad classes—natural and artificial.

Dr. Moticha'nd observes : ‘^The natural pigments comprised of certain

elements, compound minerals and vegetable extracts; and the artificial,

all manufactured salts or the pigments owing their colours to vegetable or

insect dye-stuff,” (Mughal Painting p. 18).

‘
* Now leaving aside the order of the colour-substances as tabulated

abovej let us ‘ say a few words on some of the more important colour-

substances :

Sudba.“The V. D. III. 40-2 enjoins the use of lime (Sudha) for

white.

Sindura.—In the preparation of red pigments many substances,
such as red stones and red clays, red ochre (geru) hiraunJT, etc. are used
and orange lead, i.e, sindura is also an important colouring material in it.

Hingula— also goes with sindura. It is vermilion or crude
cinnabar or sulphide of mercury. It is called ‘igur’ in Hindi. That
sometimes outline was drawn in vermilion is referred to in the Maha-
vamsa (xxvii. 18).

Nila— Indigo and Rajavarta, the blue par-excellence, are promi-
nent among blue-pegments.

' indigo (nil)—"This colour was naanufactured in India in antiquity
apd largely exported to Greece and Rome. It is also mentioned in the
Viinudharmottara, III, 40, 26, as one of the colouring
materials. The colour is extracted from certain plant known
in modern botany as indigo-ferae. In the beginning it seems to have
bpn largely used for dyeing cloth but later on. specially in the
painting of the Akbar school, it was used as a colour,

'
'

-

'
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Ultramarine azure (lazwardi).—The ultramarine azure was used

in Indian pictures from ancient times, though lapis lazuli from which

this colour was pi'oduced is not a product of India. The blue par

excellence in Ajanta paintings is ultramarine. This, however, came

from outside the Deccan, probably from Persia. Ultramarine is also

used in the illustrated palm-leaf manuscripts of the Prajnaparamita

from Bengal and Nepal from the tenth century onwards, and also in the

illustrated manuscripts of the Kalpasutra and Kalakacaryakatha belong-

to the period between the twelfth and sixteenth centuries”—Mughal

Painting, pp, 24-25.

^‘Now reverting to the use of the azurite and lapis lazuli in Indian

painting we are aware that the rajavarta was known as a colouring

material in the Visnudharmottara, But this blue must have been a

very costly material in ancient times. Now a question rises about the

so-called deep blue used in Ajanta painting. I do not think that it is

ultramarine but quite possibly the azure. Even the deep blue ofJain

miniatures seems to be azurite. In the Mughal painting, however,

real ultramarine azure has been used in costly paintings to denote sky.

Sometimes the blues of garments are painted with azurite; the exuber-

ance of blue in calligraphic panels also points it to be azurite than

real ultramarine. In Pahari painting the excessive use of azure is

apparent. But in spite of all this there is no separate mention of

azurite anywhere either in Sanskrit or Persian. It seems possible that

azurite and lapis lazuli in Mughal painting went under the same

name”—ibid, 26-27.

Haritala— is one of the popular yellow pigments and Ramaraja

—

yellow ochre also yields brownish yellow. ‘^Orpiment (hartal) was used

in illustrations of the Buddhist palm-leaf manuscripts of the Pala period

and in the miniatures of the illustrated manuscripts of Apabhramsa or

Western Indian style. The use of orpiment in Jaipur painting and

Rajput painting as such only reminds us that the Rajput school, though

greately influenced by the Mughal school retained same of the earliar

traditions intact. I have not seen orpiment used in Mughal painting;

its yellow par excellence being gogili or peori”—Motichand.

As regards the green pigments, something has already been

gathered from Ab.G. cf. SivaramamurtPs article. ^Orpiment or sulphide

of arsenic (hartal) mixed with indigo yields a green known as zahari in

the terminology of Mughal painters’—Motichand.

Use of Gold and other Metals— Metals were widely used both

in sculpture and painting. Gold, the ,metal par excellence, has been a
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hobby of the grand painters, because it trailed with itself the suggestion

of power and grandeur, gleaming lustre and its disinclination to tarnish.

Lavish use of gold in order not only to delineate the details of costume

but also to make painting attractive has been time-honoured tradition

through the ages.

*^It is not known since when the gold- leaf began to be used for

decorating images and paintings, but it is certain that in the early

centuries of the Christian era gold-leaves were being used for decora-

ting the stucco images of the Buddha in Gandhara. The Visnudharmo-

tara Purana also mentions gold as a colouring material

(Visnudharmottara, III, 40, 25), but we do not find the use of gold in

the paintings of Ajanta, Ellura, Bagh or Badami. In the illustrated Jain

manuscripts of the fifteenth century, gold, however, is profusely used.

It seems, therefore, quite possible that the use of gold as a colouring

material and also border decoration was introduced in India from

Persia where the method of decoration with gold was first introduced

by the Timurides in the fifteenth century. In the sixteenth century

this method of decoration extended from Bokhara to various Persian

centres. It came to India from Persia, where its use became general.

The use of gold was not only confined to the embellishment of the

manuscripts but was also extended in the binding of albums and for the

decoration of calligraphic panels’^—Motichand,

This observation about of the antiquity of the use of gold in Indian

paintings is open to controversy. Dr. Motichand on the basis of

archaeological evidence, i.e. absence of the use of gold in the paintings

of Ajanta, Ellura, Bagh and Badami, traced its influx in india from

Persia. This, I contend, is confusing the artistic creations with the

canons of Art. All this pictorial heritage of India as illustrated in the

cave monuments is a direct outcome of the religions upsurge of the

time. Painting, a palace-culture, must have been more refined and
grander in the courts (with the use of gold in it) and simple yet sublime

in the religious establishments like the cave-temples as referred by the

learned Doctor. In pictorial canons of the V. D. (belonging to the

early Gupta period) if the use of gold is there, its artistic representa-

tion in pictures must have also been there which unfortunately are

lost to us. All the principal texts headed by the V.D. echo this

tradition of the old. Hence in my humble opinion the scholars should

reconsider this point and revise their opinions.

. Now as regards the other metallic substances, used as colouring

material are rajata (silver), tamra (copper) trapusa (tin) Abhrak (mica),
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and also loha (iron) as already referred to, in the above list. All

these metallic elements were used in the form of powders applied to

the painting mixed with binding medium.

A word on the technique of the use of gold as gathered from the

ancient texts like the V.D., Ab. G. and S.R., may be also said here;

before the topic of delineations of shades and brightening of the

picture with the colours and metallic substances may be taken up.

The V.D, explicitly mentions the use of the gold, but as regards its

technique, its prescription is general, taking perhaps all the metallic

substances cf, the word ^ ’—Git. Laks. p. 35 last but two lines

—

and accordingly it hints at two-fold technique of the use of

these metals

:

I. Patra-vinyasa, i.e, gold leaves or leaves of any other

metal; and

2* Rasakriya— used in the form of the liquid transformed by

heating it up with the mixture of Abhraka along with other ingredients

such as compa-kutha and vakula-niryasa. (N.B. kutha is the same as

‘kvatha’ in the physian’s Materia Medica and as regards the ^niryasa’

it is a kind of exudation or gum of some tree.)

The substance of the prescription of the use of gold

as found in the Abhilasitarthacintamani and Silparatna—Git.

Laks. p. 36 (

)

and p. 38 (
is as

follows

:

“^Gold-leaf should be divided into finest leaflets, and then ground

with a well smoothed stone; afterwards it has to be mixed with water

and with a small amount of sand. When this paste is well ground it

should again be put into water so that all dirt may rise to the surface.

The gold paste should then be pressed, mixed with vajralepa and

applied with suitable brushes. There were nine brushes

for every colour. When dry, the artist should rub it

slowly with a boar-tusk until it becomes bright. Then again he may
place over this very fine gold leaves and rub them with hard cotton.

It may be noted here (cf. Git. Laks,. p. 38) that though two

methods of the use of gold are described in the Silparatna; practically

there is no difference in them except the minor details because in the
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exposition of the Vidhi’ the texts particularises the aid of vajralepa

which is already there in the first '^vidhi’.

Brushes

The Samarangana-Sutradhara under Vilekha-laksana (73. 12-21)

gives a variety of five-fold brushes. They are technically called

KSrcaka, Hastakurcaka, Bhasakurcaka, callakurcanaj and VartanI (?).

Each of them has been provided with a particular shape of their points

and they are tabulated as follows:

—

Types Shapes

1. Kurcaka Vatahkurakara —points like those of the

sprouts of Banyan tree.

2. Hastakurcaka Asvatthankurakara— ,,
,5an Asvattha

tree

3. Bhasakurca Plaksa-Sucinibha ,, 55an Indian

fig tree.

4. Gailakurcana Udumbarakara ,, ^another variety

of an Indian fig

tree.

5. Varteni — —

M, B. K.P. Jayaswal (cf. A Hindu Text on Painting”—Modern

Review XXXIII, page 734.) however, mentions that there were as many
as nine brushes for every colour.

This information supplied by our text is limited to shapes. What
about their sticks (Danda)? From the corrupt line (73.22) it maybe
surmised that these used to be made of bamboo (cf. Vainavodandah).

Abh. G. (also Manasollasa) (Git, Laks. p. 29) prescribes for th^

preparation of the paint-brush what is termed as Lekhani, to bring the

hair of a calf and they should then be bound up with the aid of

laksa (lac) on the tip of the tulika. This lekhni is of three kinds—
Sthnli, Madhy'^ and 5uA*sma. The first is to be used in the application of

paint-plaster or ointment
( ),

the second in the drawing out the

outline
( )

and the third in the finishing up the minutest of lines

( %lf )
Silparatna^ however, follows Ab* C. in this respect with

some additional innovations of the three-fold lekhni to be varied to nine

for each of the three primary colours like this : In shape the lekhani is
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of three kinds—Sthiila etc. (cf. above vide Abb. C.) but in use it is to be
sub-divided again into nine for each colour. It also gives variations in

the hairs with which the three varieties of the lekhani is bound up on
their tips. The S. R. prescribes the hair of calf-cars only for the

Sthula (cf. Abh. C.) for the madhya and the suksma, the hair of the
stomach of the goat and those of the tail of the hog are preferred

respectively.

Vartana—the Delineation

One of the p incipal elements in the production of pictures is what
we have called it Vartan a, the display of light and shade along with the
equally important element, the Rekha, the delineation and articulation
of form. Both these elements are very much dependent for their fuller

representation upon a set of three other accessories in the pictorical art.

They are technically called Ksayaand Vrddhi—decrease and increase,

—

the science of fore-shortening, the fundamental norm in painting

without which neither delineation and articulation of form nor the

display of liglit and shade can be fully repre.ented. Equally important

is the law of proportion, the Pramana, also. Dr. Kramrisch remarks (cf.

the V. D. Translation—Introduction, page 14) ^Tore-shortening (Ksaya

and Vrddhi) and proportion (pramana) constitute with regard to single

figures, the working of observation and tradition. The law of Ksaya-

and Vrddhi was as intensely studied by the ancient Indian painter as

was perspective by the early Italian masters. Pramana, on th6 other

hand, was the standardized canon, valid for the upright standing figure

and to be modified by every bent and turn”.

Now catching the lost thread of the Vartana, according to Visnu-

dharmottara (cf. Gh, 4c), it is stated to be three-fold: i. Patraja—cross

lines, 2. Airika—stumping—and 3. Vinduja—dots.

The painter draws an outline in yellow and red colours as a rule.

Both Visnudharmottara and Bharata’s Natyasastra concur in their view

(cf. ibid p. 17) that ‘^the painter should think of the proportionate size

of the thing to be painted, and think of it as having been put on the
wall. Then calculating its size in his mind, he should draw the outline

making all the limbs. It should be bright in prominent places and dark
in depressed places. It may be drawn in a single colour where com-
parative distinction is required. If depressed places are required to be
bright, jet black should be used.”

As regards modelling to produce the effect of roundness or curvature,
bright colours are used until the deep darkness is produced—^vide Siva-

tatva-ratnakara.
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Mixture of colours—thousand of thera,—cannot be described in fulf

in any treatise. They are always left (the tradition agrees to it) to the

imagination of the artist. Great emphasis is laid by the ancient masters

on the light and dark shade of every tone. Again it may also be noted

that for every phenomenon the brush with paints are not needed. ‘'The

colour has partly descriptive and partly suggestive significance”. For

example take sky or the atmosphere, Visnudharmottarra illustrates this

phenomenon in both descriptive as well as suggestive colours. In the

former, the sky is to be represented in blue colour of blue lotus and

wearing a garment of that colour, if represented as a statue, it should

carry the sun and the moon in its hands (cf. V. D. Part III, Oh. 62,

verses 1-2). In the latter however, taken in a naturalistic and descrip-

tive sense, it has to be painted as almost without any special colour.

In the end it may be pointed out that proficiency in painting really

depends on how a painter can delineate light and shade. Light and

shade also go with the depths and heights as is evident from poets

like Kalidas who simply paint the picture in their similes and Utpreksas

(cf. Kumarsambhava lines)

:

Dr. Raghavan Comments :

—

“Her body in girlhood was like an unfinished picture which when

worked out with fine brush, attained the waken state as it were from the

sleeping or blind state. The word here is important. It means

the effect of light and shade; and this is given as one of the necessary

good qualities of a picture in the Visnudharmottara :

There are yet two other important topics under lelineations and

they are Landscape painting and the delineations of Rasas and Rasa-

drsties to be taken in the subsequent chapters.



CHAPTER VIII

HOW TO PAINT—CONVENTION IN PAINTING

This is very important theme of the pictorial art canons. How to

paint is to be answered both from the point of view of Realism and

Idealism. All Fine Arts, Poetry, Drama, Music and Painting, etc. are

guided by the loftiest of Idealism and highest of Culture as well as

noblest of themes and sublimest of Conventions. Conventionalism in

the art, therefore, is its life-breath, which in its turn is guided by

Realism and Idealism both. Realism does not mean photographic

fidelity. Similarly Idealism cannot be a monstrous torture of Realism.

Idealism is Realism perfect and graceful. Realism has always been the

ideal not only of Painting and Sculpture but also found fully represen-

ted in Poetry. In Sisupalavadha ( III-51 )
even the live cat is taken for

statue—so marvelous is the work of Sculptors. Another type of this

highly realistic representation is to be found in ‘Raghu-Vamk (XVI.16)

where lions spring fiercely to kill the mighty elephants painted on the

walls ofbathing houses on the banks of Sarayu only to discover that they

are merely lifeless drawings and nothing more. Similar examples of

such extraordinary realistic treatment in painting and sculpture can be

multiplied from both the literary and archaeological sources to prove

this realism in Indian art. We have already noted (cf. ‘Types of

Painting’) that every Picture and especially a Viddha Citra (i. e. a

portrait) should be like a reflection in the mirror.

Further again “Light and shade or rather Chiaroscuro as it is

technically called in the artists world, is a factor to which considerable

attention has been paid by our ancients. This is an outcome of the

desire to faithfully represent the volume or the third dimension on a

plain surface like the board or the convas. This was done either with

a single colour, i. e. monochrome or with different colours as we have

it given in the Abhilasitartha-Cintamani and Sivatatvaratnakara:
.

'T5=EiT^fr?fifs?sr q-qr i

tr^ofsfq ^ i

The oldest authority on this point is the Mahabharata where the

possibility of highly realistic representation by means of light and shades
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in pictures is referred to in the verse quoted by Ksemendra in his

Kavikanthabharana to show Vyasa^s knowledge of various arts inclu-

ding painting.

a'^^TTf^T I

Following it Hemacandra repeats the quotation in his Kavyanusa-

sana. Dhanapala has a passage in the Tilakamahjari where he talks of

light and shade in colours bringing out the effect of relief. The use of

th^ word 'Dinakaraprabheva Prakasitavyaktanimnonnatavibhaga’ is

significant especially when it shows us that the painter of ancient India

had observed the play of light on forms and the effect of light and shadows
thereby. There are other passages from Sanskrit litrature talking

of the directions and forms of shadows, etc. that bear testimony

tb the very keen and accurate study of nature in ancient India

;

and with all this mass of evidence for it, it cannot be so easily said that

Cluaroscuro was a sealed book to our forefathers. A look at the frescoes'

of India from any quarter, Ajanta, Bagh, Sittannavasal or Tanjore

would reveal how well the principles of perspective and foreshortening

were mastered. The talk of Ksayavrddhi in the Silpa-texts is actually

sShown in practice on the walls in these places.

^

From the foregoing pages it is evident what was the ideal of our
ancients in the pictorial world. Their attempt was at realistic treatment.
Of course there are conventions in all spheres and as such certain conven-
&ns are there in painting too. Representation of the three worlds being
th^ aim of the artists of our land, and the forms of the divine ones, etc.,
Being Beyond the reach of* our mortal eye, canons and descriptions
f^arding their forms, etc., laid down by seers had to be strictly

^U6wed”~-SivaramamurtiJ. O. R. Madras Vol. 8. 1934.

Thus treading our path through the mist of realistic representations
ofthe old, we reach the door of treasure house of the Conventions. We
have already heard some of the painting Conventions like Ksaya and
V^ddhi, etc. Why should we adopt them? Impossibility of working ofa hair beyond an indication ofit, and a total inability to represent eye-

colour in Kulpturc, thn impossibility of mpresontation of^mo_the three *mens.ons-.in painting ate some ofthe time-honoured factors which gave rise to Conveudon, h. this fachuStg
^tetonafart There is yet another very powerfitl ptwpose of tho Con-venhomthsuo m paindng. I. fe „ ystiso i, as Hgh a! Dhva

^
Ki
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in poetry. Where there is no suggestivenesss, only a play of words, etc,,

it is termed as Adhama Kavya ; Suggestion, the vyahgya elevates it

high, and makes sublime. ^^The most detailed delineation in a picture

where nothing is left to suggestion and where finish goes to a point of

vulgarity is never so desirable as suggestive sketch full of idea and

thought provoking”. 'Convention’ therefore in the context of painting

'is that particular suggestion that softens a picture and at the same time

gets recognised being understood to connote a certain meaning by

a large number of spectators’ just as in Alankara we talk of Vyaktavya-

kta Kamimkucakalasa as very beautiful and suggestive and bring it in

as an illustration of Vyangyakavya we have the Vyaktavyakta sugges-

tive picture with healthy conventions as the real force in art.

We have a lot of references in Sanskrit literature where particular

conventions denote particular states of emotions. The mudras and

sthanas, etc. of Natya are other methods of expressing the same states

and emotions. And as the method of suggestion in Gitrasastra is not

very different from that in the Natya-Sastra as stated in the verses:

—

ii

^rsrr i

^ (qr^rr ?) i

^ q-t

Visnudharmottara.

We have to take into consideration both the arts.

All this realism and idealism in relation to conventionalism was

introduced here to bring home to the reader the ancient technique—how
to paint pictures—the subject-matter of this Chapter. We have already

taken notice (vide 'Scope of Painting’) of the very apt declaration of

the author of Silparatna to the effect that representation of the three

worlds is the aim of the artists of our land—^sp^iTf

^SFT^rir I
II—and the forms of the divine

beings as well as the visualizations of so many things of the objective

and the subjective world being beyond the reach of our mortal eyes,

canons and descriptions regarding their forms and ideas as laid down

by seers had to be strictly followed. Thus with this introduction the

question : "How to paint ?” gets answered in conventions of the pic-

torial art.

In the Visnudharmottara there is a separate and full section titled

Rupanirmana (also cit, laks. pp-24-29) which is the most representative
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expatiation on this most important theme of the painting. This, therefore,

has to be taken notice of in full. It has already been translated^by Prof.

Kramrisch and fully used in his own way by Sri Sivaramamurty a so,

vide his article ‘Conventions in the art of Painting’ J. O. R. Voi VUi

1934, and the present writer will make an attempt to study it in tabulation

so as to present it in a more coherent and systematic way.

It may be noted at the very outset that conventionalism in Indian

pictorial art was fully guided by the proportionate visualisation aho It

is therefore, that in the representation of Daityas, Danavas,_ a sas,

Kinnaras, Devas, Gandharvas, Rsis, Kings, ministers, Brahmms, etc,,

separate pramanas of each class based on separate^ calculations like

Hamsa, Bhadra, Rucaka, etc,, and the special distinguishing characteris-

tics are given. Let us see all these as tabulated hereunder:

Objects

Ksis

(Sages)

Characteristics

lustrous but weak and emaciated, with

matted hair and skin of the black deer

as the uttarlya

Devatas and with Sekhara-mukuta

Gandharvas ^

I* The text seems to be corrupt. Sri ^Sivaramamurti trans-

lates it as not devoid of crowns and having a Sikhara. But I would

take §ekhara for §ikhara. Thus the meaning would be : these should be

shown not in crowns proper but in one of their varieties—the Sekhara

crown.

Brahmanas full of splendour cf. Brahma-teja

and wearing white garments.

Ministers, adorned fully and in a gaudy fashion

Atrologers with all sorts of ornaments and with

Royal priests turbans and not crowns.

Daityas and with terrible aspect—fearful face, with

D'^navas globular eyes, frowning eye-brows and

with a gaudy apparel.

Gandharvas handsome with garlands and orna-

Vidy'^karas ments, having swords in hands and flying

in the sky or moving on the earth with

their wives.

jV*. B, 2.—The text says that wives of Kinnaras, Nagas, Rakfas,

Yaknas, greatmen, Pisacas, Vamanas (dwarfs), Kubjas (humpbacks),

Pramathaganas and kings are to be painted appropriately to the

naeasurement of their husbands which in case of first three is Rucaka-

pramatta and the fourth in Sasapramana and the rest according to their

natural measurements.
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Kinnaras (i) with the face of a horse and a

human body; be completely decked

with jewels, lustrous and carrying

musical instruments.

{ii) with a horse’s body and a human
face.

Rakmsas terrible, with fierce eyes, hairs all flying

up dishevelled.

N'^gas like gods with an addition of hoods on

their heads.

Yaksas fully ornamented.

M. B. 3.—The Pramathas of gods, and the Pisacas have no special

pram'ana.

Ganas ofgods —having faces of various creatures.

wearing varied dresses, carrying different

weapons engaged in multifarious sports

and activities.

N. B, 4.—All Vaisnavaganas are one type except for four

differences—one class, Vasudevagana, resembling Vasudeva, Sahkarsana-

gana resembling Sahkarsana and ganas of Pradyumua and Aniruddha

resembling them both—all possessing the valour of their lord, clear like

moon, and dark like blue lotus or the maraka+a gem with the lustre of

sindura.

Veiy'^gajias with gaudy apparel in Srngara and in

(prostitutes) Rucaka-pramana

Kulastriyah full of modesty and in Malavya

(Ladies of pramana with ornaments, but not

the house) gaudy.

M. B. 5.—The wives of Daityas, Danavas and Yaksas are beautiful;

others according to their forms.

Widows —greyhaired in white clothes, devoid of, all ornaments.

JV. S. 6.—Dwarfs, humpbacks, old ladies and beautiful damsels are

to be in the retinue of princesses.

Kancukl —old

Vaiiyas and in Rucka and Sasaka pramana, wearing

Sndras dresses according to their castes.

Commander- very proud, mighty with a ponderous

in-chief head, broad chest, prominent nose and

chin, lusty shoulders, browny arms, thick

neck, gigantic in proportions, with three
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JVariors

Armedfoot^

soldiers

Bowmen

Horses and

Elephants

Warriors

on them

Horse-riders

Bards

Heralds

Warriors with

clubs

Pratihira

(door keeper)

Merchants

Musicians^

Dancers^ Critics

ofImtruments

Respectable

townsmen

(Paurajana-

padas)

Workmen

Wrestlers

BullSy lions, etc.

distinct wavy wrinkles on his brow^ a

broad waist, with his look upwards.

— knitted brows.

over-bearing look, gaudy dress and

haughty bearing, of Karantaka type,

armed with swords and shields.

—bare knees with excellent bows, wear-

ing slippers on their feet.

7

generally dark in colour, with orna-

ments, their hairs in Juta-tasara fashion.

—in northern fashion.

with gaudy apparel, veins visible on
their neck with sight upwards.

tawny and looking sideways,

like Danavas.

with demeanour, neither too proud nor

too calm, holding a staff, sword hanging
by his side.

—with high turbans.

—wearing gaudy dress.

with silvery hair, decked with auspei-

cious ornaments, dressed in clean

raiment, courteously disposed, affable

and sweet-tempered, good-looking by
nature.

engaged in duty.

haughty, terrible, and tall, with a body
of large proportions, thick neck and a
closely cropped heavy head.

with the natural background—meadows
and forests, etc., respectively.
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JV. B, 6.—Sadrsyakarana, i. e. faidiful delineation being the most

important canon of pictorial art these above depictions relate to the objects

generally not seen by the painter; otherwise faithful representation is

the rule.

M. B. 7.—The text lays down that people born in different

countries are to be painted according to the form of their features,

colour and apparel, and further directs the painter to carefully ascertain

land, occupation, position and work, seats, couches, vehicles and dress,

etc. before discriminating and painting them properly.

Rivers having bodies, with Vahanas holding

Purnakumbhas and knees bent.

Mountains With Sikharas at the top of the head.

Earth With islands in her hands,

W. 5. 8.—

^

—this line is unintelligi-

ble to Sri Sivaramamurty and Dr. Kramerisch some how suggests earth

with the islands for hands—I however would interpret Earth as a

goddess in whose hands are shown the islands.

Oceans Bearing jewelled jars, with mountain peaks

as their hand. Sri Murty however takes

it ‘with sikhara mudra’—the word pani in

sense of hasta, i. e. mudra is not current,

nevertheless substance not unwarranted

with water as their hollow and for their

symbols of weapons (and not) they should

be a bit depicted on their heads. ‘A

sign of water (wavy lines) is to be depicted

.about the lip of their weapons’, Murty

—

is not acceptable to me at least.

in general is represented in pot (kumbhas)

in drawing of Sankha

„ „ Padma

jV*. B. g .—Other varieties of Nidhis as found in litrature are

Mahapadma, Makara. Kacchapa, Mukunda Kunda, Nila and Vara

—

nine in all.

jV. B. 10 .—The text directs us that ‘all objects to be drawn’ (i. e.

and not ‘activity’ as taken by Mr. Murty—should conform to the

forms, their murti. Thus the divine ones should be specifically marked

off by an aksamSIa and book.

Nidhis

{treasures)

^ankhanidhi

Padmanidhi
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Thus for the objects taken as Adriya and now the text passes to the Dtiya

objects :

‘srt: 'TT ^
Sky— Colourless, full of birds

Heavens— full of stars

Earth Threefold.— (z) Jangala—wild

{ii) Anupa—arid or marshy

(m) Misra ?

Mountain With chains of rocks, peaks, dhatus, trees

waterfalls and snakes

Forest full of trees, birds and beasts

Water with a number of fish, tortoise^ swans and

other acquatic animals

Town with picturesque temples, palaces, markets,

streets, beautiful royal highways

Village with roadways, with some gardens and

groves on either side

Forts and with their proper sites (bhumivinivesa)

Fortresses (and not suitable background as Mr.

Murty takes it) along with a rampart

wall and battlements (high as mountains

and not mountains in addition)

Apaixo bhumi

(bazaars)

—having all sorts of Wares

Ap'^nabhumi —full of men drinking wine

Gamblers devoid ofupper garments and the loosers and

winners among them as sorrowful and full

ofjoy, respectively.

Battle-field with four-fold army (chariots, elephants,

horses and footmen) Warriors furiously

fighting and blood flowing about the

corpses of the dead ones.

Burial ground suggested through funeral—piles of logs and

dead bodies.

Msirga (way) with caravans fully loaded

Might (z) general

suggested with moon and stars, thieves

stealthily approaching and people fast

alseep (another epithet is
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which is not intelligible). Dr. Kramrisch

translates it as those engaged in worldly

pleasures, I would however emend it as

thereby

meaning as ^also shown ulukas (roaming

about)’

(ii) first half with Abhisarikas

Dawn with red streak, dim lamps and cock’s

crow

Day with men drawn in active work

Sandhy^ with Brahmanas engaged in contempla-

(Evening) tion

t)arkne$s with people (and not thieves as Mr. Murty

N, takes it) moving to their houses

j

with the bloom of kumudas, the blue lilies

^ and

(Jyotsna) \ closure of lotus petals.

with the depiction on of the fatigued pe6-

ple,

^Hng with trees full of blossoms, cuckoos and
^ bees and people gay and happy.

Summer with perspiring people, animals under the

shade of trees and buffaloes bathing in

mud and dried up lakes.

Rainyf season with overhead clouds (full of water^) the

rainbow, the lightening, birds hiding in

trees and lions and tigers, etc. in their

dens.

Sarat season with trees full of fruits, fields of ripe corn

and sheets of water full of swans and

lotus.

Memanta with a misty atmosphere and barren earth

with dew-sprinkled surface.

^tsira with joyous crows and elephants, Shivering

men and a dewy atmosphere^

JSf, B.—^The text says that only a look at the fruits and blossoms of

tvmi ^ well as the mifth and joy (oi* otherwise) of the people—in short

^ the world aroUad^ should give the J)icture of the seasons.



CHAPTER IX

PAINTING AND AESTHETICS

Not only the Rekha—the delination and articulation of form—and

the Vartan a— the display oflight and shade—constitute the esseutial ele-

ments of pictorial art, but the skill in ^ the colouring (the essence

painting) is also the most predominant factor in the representatiorr' of

the Citra-images.
‘

The expressionism of colours visualises a temperamental . atljtttde

and is concerned with the wide range of emotions, which iri their turn

give rise to what are called Rasa- citras, the pictures of cmotiohs. §ri

Kumara (cf. Silparatana vs. 145-7) considers these rasa-citras as

group by themselves. They are distinct from the realistic paintings-

which are resembling what is actually seen in nature
,

and look like a

reflex in a mirror. ’

j ,

According .to Bharata (cf. Natya-sastra ch. VI., Vs. 42-43) “each
rasa (emotion) had to be painted in its expressive colour,/ the srngara
(erotic) was of ^yama hue, the laugh-exciting (hasa) ofwMie colour^ the

pathetic (karuna) of grey colour, the furious (rudra) of reM colour, the
heroic (vira) of yellowish white colour, the fearful (bhayin^fe) of black
colour, the super-natural and amazing of yellow 'Coloa^ir and the

repulsive loathsome
(
vibhatsa

) of blue colour’\~-Kramrischix;r4atis.

The author of the Samarahgana-Sutradhara, himself a great
tician (cf. his authorship of 'Srhgaraprakasa) and a king of very refi?^
talents and sentiments, must have had this traditional background ofth^
intimate relationship between aesthetics and the painting that he has
devoted a full chapter on this topic in connection with the exposition of
the pictoral art. . . ..

In the Sand Chapter, entitled “Rasadrsti-laksanam” at the verv
outset he proclaims, “Now (after I have 'described the canons of
pamting in detail) I shall describe the Rasas and the Rasa-drstis-
because the Bh-ayav,yaktih-the manifestation of sentimbnts in picioral
images (citra)is dependent on the rasas and rasa-drstis (tadayatta).

Trheh -^irows 'the ex^dsition ofthe eleven Rasas and eighteen Rasa-
<r«tismost_par6enlarly suited tp the scienpe of painting in i^latioa tg

'
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their dehnation in pictures and images. The following table will show
both these groups at glance with their characteristics

a-eleven rasas

Physical Mental

^

manifestaiioiis manifestations

I. Srngara Motion in eye-brow
’ lovable look.

Full of emotion of]ove
and its manifestation

in the look.

2. Hasya Apaiigas, the outer

covers of the eyes are

blossomed; the lips

flashing.

Playful mood.

3. Karuna Cheeks wet with tears,

eyes closed up in the

excess of sorrow.

Worry and agitation

(Santapa),

4* Raudra
" ^

, 1

1
,

’

Eyes Red, the forehead
^ swelled up, the lower
lip being bitten up by
the teeth.

—

5. Prcmi
f

i

Horripulation all over

body (as a result of

gain in riches, progeny

and seeing near and
dear ones.)

Happy mood
(Harsa).

"

I. Bhayanaka Eyes perplexed and
simply confused, cowed
down for the fear of

the look of the

approaching evil

(enemy).

V .4

•Agitated mind and
heart.

yira. —
Endurance and streng-

th.'. , , . 1 .

¥ —
j. BIbhatsa
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Adbhuta Pupils ofeyes paralysed

and gratified both on

account of an extra-

ordinary spectacle or

scene.

II. Santa Happy look through- Absence of change and

out. attach(ment.

B—EIGHTEEN RASADRSTIS

N. B. Each one of them is related to some princjipal Rasa enume-

rated above and indicated below

:

I. Lalita Srhgara

2. Hrsta Prema

3. Vikasita Hasya

4. Vikrta Bhayanaka

5. BhrkutI —
6. Vibhrama Srngara

7. Saakucita

8. —
9. Urdhvagata

10. Yogini Santa

II. Dina Karuna

12. D?|ta Vira

Vihvala, Bhayanaka and Karuna

14. §ankita

15* Kuncita BhayanaJbu

16. Jihma

17. Madhyastha & Si©ta

18. Sthira —
Without going info (fetails it may be rema^hed-that all these rasas

!
Kavyalasha. They have been

Aea laksanas to suit the sectiments characteristic of^ages m paints. While in poetry the Btiavas are of ec2unportance-the rasas supermost, here in paiutino- it f, th. KU- 7
a«, manifcttdon,, »hich pUyZ »prle rX”
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Two important points in relation to the aesthetics in the pictorial

art still need to be expounded. Firstly all these rasas, though charac-

teristic of only human beings—men, women, and children and in their

likeness the anthropomorphic forms of the gods and demi-gods and

demons—they have an application to all sentient creations— Manusani

Puraskrtya Sarvasatvesu Yojayet’’—82. 13. This statement goes to the

very core of the art and shows that if birds and animals in paints could

be shown manifesting the sentiments, it is really the master-piece, the

supreme achievement of the artist. It becomes a new creation, a

superior creation to that of Brahma, the Primordial Creator Himsel£

If it is through the symbolism ofMudras—hand poses, bodily poses and

the postures of the legs—the mute gods speak to us, giving their vent to

the sublimest of thoughts and noblest of expressions, these so-called

brutes can also become our co-sharers in the aesthetic experience.

It is neither extra-ordinary nor supernatural about it. It is the

marvel of the art. If poetry can Cicate an idealistic world full of

beauty and bliss alone, the painting, her sister must also follow the
suit.

The art of Painting is based on the art of Natya.—Another

point to which the attention of the reader is re-invited is the intimate

relationship of painting with the art of dance and the science of

Music. The following lines from Visnudharmottara are quoted to

illustrate this fundamental background of painting (from Dr. Kramrisch^s

translation p. 31.);

^deya said : Without a knowledge of the art of dancing,

very difficult to be understood. Hence no
.©^rth- ^oh)^Kmg shoukh’-be done even with the help of

two, (foFsomeiK to ht known).

Vajra said : Please speak to me about art of damciiig aiaid .^e

rules of painting you will tell me (afterwards) for (Oh) twipe-i)«Ui iOlie,

the rules of the art of dancing imply (those of) the art of painting.
^

Marfcandeya said : The practice of (dancing) is difficult to be under-
stood by one who is not acquainted with music. Without music
dancing cannot exist at air.

The author of Samaringana-Sutradhara fully conversant with this

tradition, after he has dwelt at length on the Rasadrstis, has very beauti-

ft||fy brought out thk implication in the 33rd and 34th lines of the 82nd
Chapter:
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11

3TTf^% ta- I

Thus a perusalofthe sections on painting in the Visnudharmottara and

in Bhoja’s Samarahgana-sutradhara^ etc. will show how Gitra is based on

the canons of Natya. The authors of these texts find it possible to treat of

Gitra only after treating of Natya. For Gitra is only one scene of

Natya and Natya a succession of citras. The Vi mudharmottara says

that Gitra is as much the art of imitation (anukarana) as Natya. The

poses^ the hands of dance called Nrtyahastas, the Rasadrstis —these are

studied elaborately in Natya and this study is absolutely necessary for,

and is fully utilized in, painting. Says the Vi. Dha

—

iTSTT fa-: i

g-^T sr^'n^rrq' 5r; n

^ ^rq-g^iT i

g fgg fgggr <rc tl

i, e. what the hand poses have implicitly expressed (cf, manifold hand-

poses, like Varada ; Vyakhyana, Jnana, Yoga—Madras and 64 Hasta-

mudras, together with nine-fold bodily poses and a good many of the

leg-postures), the rasas and the rasa-drstis make that explicit. Thus
the images are bestowed life movement through this symbolism of gesti-

culation, the very essence of dramatics and aesthetics, both put together

(Sarvibhinyadarsanat). Therefore, this delineation of ihe_j:a8^iiad
rasa-drstis and their representation thOTeof r-;;\.r:;TJTrthe'l\indamentar"

background both in Aagita-'^Drama) and the citra (Painting) arts.

The science of painting is dependent on the science of Aesthetics (Drama-
tics included.)

Aspects of Poetry in terms of Pictures.—Dr. Raghavan
has contributed a very nice exposition of subject in his own way-vide
‘Some Sanskrit Texts on Painting’ J. O. R. Madras Vol. XI 1934 and
I am taking liberty to reproduce some portions here of that article to
convey g fuller picture of this vital side of pictorial art: “Vamana, among
other Alankarikas, was a keen student of pictures and his Kavya-
lamkara-sutras and Vrtti describe some aspects of property in terms

of picture. With much insight, Vamana says that the essence of .
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poetry is style compares this RIti to the linear

beauty, the lines of a picture.— STprfe^-

As style is the soul of poetry so are lines that of picture. On seeing

this remark of Vamana we are reminded of the Visnudharmottara

which says that the masters praise the lines.

Vamana again returns to the same metaphor of which he seems to

be very fond of and says in his Kavyalahkarasutra-vrtth III, i.

mi I

\
^nfq- sirt: ^rir'n^'JrgrfT-r^rT ii

^ Another reference to painting in Vamana speaks of colour. The
Visnudharmottara, after saying that the masters praise the lines, remarks

that some others praise 'colour’ (^orfeq'fiTd'^

Vamana says that 'aujjvalya* is that quality of the colouring of a

picture which makes the picture always look new and fresh. 'Aujjvalya’

is brilliancy which ensures the life of a picture. Otherwise the picture

fades and looks very old. This quality is borrowed by him in poetry

and he says that poetry looks brilliant and preserves that brilliancy by

the quality of 'kanti’ in the words chosen.

I
Ibid., Ill, 1.25.

II Ibid., Ill, L

A similar idea of an old picture is visualised by Rajasekhara, the

dramatist, in a fine description of Nature in the fading evening twilight

and approaching darkness in the prologue to his drama, Bala-bhaiata

or Pracanda-pandava. He compares Nature at dusk to an old picture

dulled by smoke:

Vamana in his Kavyalankara-sutra (I. iii. 30-31) compares drama

to picture a ad calls drama as literature par excellence, because of its

likeness to a picture.

^riZqiTfsr jffe I

it •

Bhatta Tauta, as has bwn quoted by his pupil, Abhinava, iu hi?
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, .1,-4. -R j)ea-realisation or emotional response is

Abhinavabharatl, says
r a drama for abhinanya or acting

easily and excellently got on y r

^ ^ poetry

makes the thing live before us m ^^ram

can only imagmotowst. seen before out eyes.

called picture by
called Ropa (!W<«n5S-

It is became of thU quality also that

5a,iftCT_tn.q.

Vamana briefly compares

kanthabharana*. .

a„p<,,frns,.iitt*fPisntr, ™ ffldftfrt W*

1 V tiaVa another threat Alankarika, in chapter III of his

RIjSnaka Kun^,
beautiful speech:

Vakrokti-jivita says while speakm^ 01 p

The stamp of beauty on a poet’s utterance is totally different from

• 1 f nnptrv viz the words and thoughts. It is the result

iTof the grLt powers of the poet, constituting his genius. This is

beauty of a picture which is born of the genius of the artist

indifsepmate from the plank or wall on which the picture is painted

or the colours employed. Kuntaka here refers to

and plank, to the rules for lines, anatomy etc., given in the ’

to the colours and to the ‘chaya’ or ‘kanti’ or 'aujjalya
_

of which

Vamana spoke. The following is Kuntaka’s Vrtti on the Karika given

above:

OTOTsaqqiqqiftfn'pnq ytaq
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The application of the Rasa theory to Citra.—It follows from

the above-mentioned fact that Citra is based on Natya, that the critics of

old applied the Rasa theory of Natya, and Kavya to Citra as well. As

a matter of fact the Rasa theory applies to all arts. So it is that, while

speaking of the kinds of pictures in the section on Painting in his

Abhilasitarthacintamani (
Mysore ed. ), king Somesvara speaks of one

type of picture called Bhava-citra:

Jayadeva, author of the Candraloka and his commentator, Paya-

gunda Vaidyanatha, apply the Rasa theory to Citra.

3rr?^?Ttn'iT^crf: ?fcr: ii VI-3

The application of the Dhvani theory to Citra.—The appli-

cation of the Rasa theory of drama and poetry to picture means that in

pictures also Rasas are to be depicted by conditions which rouse them, viz.,

the objects ofemotions, the excitements ofemotions, the effects of emotions

and the minor emotions which can be called fleeting feelings and which are

accessory to the major emotional mood. This means the application ofthe

Dhvani theory also to Citra. It certainly means so. For, in an artistic

presentation, it is the suggestion that forms the very life of that artistic

expression. This can also be proved by taking the canons given by the

Visnudharmottara for depicting things like evening, etc. A perusal of

the verses in chapter 24-, which show, how mountains, sky, earth, etc.

must be depicted, will prove the truth of this statement. The subjects,

e. g., gamblers should be suggested by depicting them as bereft of their

upper
highway must-be

suggested by portraying a caravan of camels, etc. carring articles of

transport (pi tfR ) The night must be suggested

bydrawing a thief walking stealthily, by an abhisarika hurrying to meet her

lover in her secret meeting place and so forth. Rather it is in picture

that this principle of Dhvani, which, according to modern English critics,

is “symbolism” in poetry, applies excellently. For here, in picture, there

is no. scope for the word which can name the subject depicted. In

poetry, it is a fault to give anything by its name. To call Rasas by

their names, which will never rouse up those Rasas, is a flaw of poetry,

called the of Rasas. Thus the title of a picture forms a

very little part of it. If one docs not avoid this flaw, his poem comes to

the state of that picture which can be inown only by its title or that

frame which has the title of the picture within.



Chapter k

STYLES OF PAINTING IN RELATION TO COLOURS,

PATRAS AND KANTAKAS

Enough has been said on the colours—Primary, Secondary as well

as their Compounds, etc.—in the previous chapter. Here something about

the styles of colours or clouring and of the patras and the kantakas is

to be said. It is something quite unknown if there were also styles of

Painting like those of Architecture or Sculpture. Aparajita-praccha,

however, has this distinction to propound this theme in at least three of

its Sutras (i.e. Chapters)—vide Sutras Nos. 227-229.

Before something is said about the styles of painting in relation to

these three very important accessories in the pictorial art, viz. colours,

patras and kantakas, let us have a working knowledge of all these ele-

ments,, Colours have already been taken notice of—vide Chapter VIL
Eet us therefore confine ourselves to the remaining two here.

Patras, in my opinion, in relation to Painting, are the delinea-

tions of the natural scenery, characteristic of a particular region. As

flaura and Fanna of a particular country or region have different

varieties of their own, naturally they carved out for themselves a style

of their own. In painter’s art delineations of nature both in the back-

,
ground as weU as in the forefront making it conspicuous for the sake of

.suggestions, have formed a tradition in the literature and an important

convention in the technique. As paintings are manifold—landscape
.f^rtraits, both divine and human, the images of beasts and birds, tjie

.symbolic representations of the sun, moon, the sky, the clouds, etc.

.etc.,—some technique has to be evolved out, to present all this in a
picture of limited size, with limited resources. These patras, though
literarlly mean ^leaves’, have some symbolic and suggestive implication
having a wider denotation and connotation both. It is from this angle
that this treatise, Aparajita-praccha, in its Sutra No. 227, has taken up
^this theme.

The query of Aparajita in connection with the origin of Citra-patra
.l^ns with a list of the manifold patras like dina-patra, rtu-patra, jalan
patra, sthala-patra, nara-patra, megha-patra, nagara-patra, drivida-*
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patra, vyantara-patra, vesara-patra, kalinga-patra, yamuna-patra, sisu-

patra, svastika-patra, vardhatnana-patra, sarvatobhadraka-patra, etc.

Now in reply to this query of the son-disciple (Aparajita, one of
the four, rather the youngest, Manasa sons of the great Visvakarman) the

father-AcharyaVisvakarma—relates the origin ofthese patras, incidently

hinting at the different styles of the painting, sculpture and architecture

also. These according to the text are:

1. Nagara,

2. Dravida,

3. Vyantara

and the story is;

“The churning of by gods and demons brought

forth, along with several other valuables, a charming tender-

limbed divine tree with variegated jcq and 'm. The
style of architecture came into being in the eastern, srfw,

in the southern, and in the nothern branches of that

respectively. puts forth leaves in (spring), in

(summer) and in^rt? (autumn). In a general way^'i

?rT»it: style is prevalent in <1#^, while owes its origin to

sFlTjsfi^and to the north. being f^sr, is white in colour;

being is red; while is and green.

“Forms of leaves of ^rf^s’ and are ?fT?r, and-

srfff^. The distinguishing ^J^s of these styles are sirm#

(resembling the nails of a tiger), (resembling:

thorns of and %tr^) and (resembling a flower of

plant), respectively. -

“In face of such documentary evidence, differentiating

and ^rr^n: forms of architecture from one another,,

in the matter of tsfr (geographical distribution), ^
(polour) 'Twrirf^f and (mouldings), it is certainly an

unsound attempt to theorize that is nothing more than
)

and that modern writers have ousted out of existence,

.

iri favour of —Mankad

All these styles, rather jatis, i.e. Gitra-jatis, gave rise to innumerable i

pther varieties and sub-varipties of patras, for example dina-patras are^'

4. Vesara,

5. Kalinga and

6. Yamuna
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of afteen varieties. Similarly other varieties are enumerated in the text,

an enumeration of which may be seen in the quotations (Cit. Laks.

p, 31-33). The styles-wise patras have already been hinted at, above.

A special feature of the varieties of patras is that as they are related to

have sprung up from the different parti of that Maha Taru, the Sura-

Taru, they fittingly corresponding to their geneological account like the

ten-fold Sakhodbhava (rising from branches) patras and sixteen-fold

kandaja (resulting from Kanda—the root). Other varieties are also

similarly accounted for (see Git-laks.)

Kantakas—are mouldings and they are stated to be of eight-fold

variety, having their individual or respective shapes*

1, Kali

2, Kalika

3, Vyamisra

Citrakauiala

5, Vyavarta

6, Vyavrtta

7. Subhahga and

8. Bhahga-citraka

The first is like the flower of Agastya-tree, the second takes the

shape akin to the tongue of the Varaha, Vyamisra is said to be in shape

of a bud offlower showing its kesara in tha middle. Citra-kaufala is to

be recoo*nized in the shape of a ukara, while Vyavarta resembles the

nails of a tiger and Vyavrtta assumes the shape of a Kalasa. Lastly the

remaining two—bhanga resembles the thorn of vadaraphala and

subtanga in shape of krtika?

It may be remarked here that whether patra-painting had any

historically authentic basis from the standpoint of styles or not, it was

remarkably a flourishing house-hold pictorial art among the cultured

ladies of ancient India. Bana, among the Sanskrit poets, has said enough

about this patra-racana or Patra-vicchiti, a common hobby

and a pleasant occupation among the beautiful damsels of the time.

A single illustration from Bana’s writings (of. H. C. p, 143; Ka. p* 143)—

etc.j etc. ‘Adepts in drawing designs of creepers and flowers they run

their fingers bathed in colour dexterously over whitened pots and

plates ,
etc.’—can convince us that patra-painting and its handmaid,

the kantaka-delineations were in a very advanced state betokening a

stride that this side branch of pictorial art had tak^n in ancient

lad-ia.
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So much about the canonical presentation of the styles of painting,

a few words may also be added, of historical heritage of Indian painting.

We know that in India three distinct styles or schools of Painting

arose and reached the culmination of their artistic craftsmanship—the

Buddhist, the Hindu (the early and the medieval, the latter being the

Rajaputa) and the Mohammedan or Mughal. In this connection

it may be said that early Hindu painting is devoid of any historical

information in our possession to classify it into different schools or

styles. Similarly the classical frescoes of Buddhist painting too can-

not be said to have any different and distinct schools or styles of their

own. ‘‘But the historian, Taranath, throws some useful, although

confusing, light on the Buddhist art of painting in India which may be

considered at this stage. He refers to three styles of early Buddhist art,

which may be described as the Deva, the Yaksha and the Naga styles.

The Deva style was practised in the country of Magadha (an area

corresponding approximately to modern Bihar) for some centuries after

the advent of Buddha—from the sixth century B.G. to the third century

B.C. He relates that in the former days human masters, who were

endowed with miraculous power, produced astonishing works of art.

It is expressly stated in the Vinaya-agama and other works that the

wall paintings, etc., of these masters were such as to deceive by their

likeness to the actual things depicted”.

“The Yaksha style flourished about the third century B.C., as

Taranath associates it with King Asoka. In spite of efforts to locate

a race ofYakshas; it is clear that the author treats these as a community
of supernatural beings, people who were demi-gods and whose art

was of a miraculous order. The Naga style was practised in the time

ofNagarjuna, a writer and philosopher who lived at the beginning of

the third century A.D. by ‘Naga artisans.’ Traces of the Nagas, an

early race who lived under the protection of snakes, are to be found in

India from Kashmir to Madras. The Stupa of Amravati, erected

about the second century A.D. on the Krishna river (Madras State)

shows many traces of the influence of Nagas, who appear to have been

great architects and artists. From Taranath’s criticism of the work

of all these three styles we are left in no doubt as to its general cha-

racter being es entially realistic, for he proceeds to sum up his descrip-

tion by the statement that ‘the works of the Devas, Yakshas and

Nagas for many years deceived men by their reality”.

“After the third century A.D., Taranath remarks on an appreciable

decline ‘it seemed as if the knowledge pf art had vanished from among

4 revival took place later, and the author theri gives an .
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account of some of the Buddhist schools of painting. The three main

schools were the Middle Country, the Western and the Eastern.

Geographically the Middle Country school of painting corresponded

substantially to the Uttar Pradesh of the present day. It was foun-

ded by a great painter and sculptor, of the name of Bimbasara, born in

Magadha in the reign of king Buddhapaksha, whose date is presumed

to be about the fifth or sixth century A.D. Taranath remarks that

the painters of this school were very numerous, and the styles resembled

the early works of the Devas. Bimbasara may be therefore re-

garded as having effected a renaissance of the ancient style

of painting, as this existed some ten centuries previously. The Western

school may be located in Rajputana, as the principal artist was Sringa-

dhara, born in Marwar in the reign of King Sila. This monarch was

probably Siladitya Guhila, of Udaipur, who lived in the seventh century

A.D. The paintings of this school much resembled those of the

Yakshas. The Eastern school flourished in Varenda (Bengal) under

the kings Dharampala and Devapala, in the ninth century, and the style

was that of the Nagas. Dhiman and his son, Bitpalo, were the most

* famous artists of the Eastern school, and they both appear to have been

equally proficient in painting, sculpture and metal work”.

“Subsidiary schools or styles of art were practised between the sixth

and tenth centuries in Kashmir, Nepal, Burma and Southern India, but

according to Taranath, they were mainly inspired by the productions of

the three principal schools referred to above”—I. P, p. 39-41.

The medieval Indian painting, however, is an exception and it does

give us some historical information about the different styles of Mughal
and Rajput paintings. Percy Brown observes: ‘Indian painting is

classified by Indian connoisseurs, partly geographically, but mainly by

the terms of its technique. Each school or local development is identi-

fied by its Kalm, a word translated literally as ‘pen’, but meaning ‘brush’

The different styles of painting are therefore referred to as of the Delhi,

Deccard or Kangm kalm, etc., according to the character of the brush

work. Only an expert or hereditary painter can be sure of the dis-

tinctions between pictures of different kalms, as some of these are very

fine, but it is not difiScult to define a broad classifications of the more
important styles.

‘Rajput painting is divided into two main Kalm, the Jeypore
Kangara ;

Mughal painting has many kalm, as this art with local varia-
tions was practised in many centres. In this way, we have the: Delhi
Lucknow, Deccard, Irani, Kashmiri, Patna, as well as a Muehal tvn^ 'f

^^fperekdbrl—il. P. p. 12.
" °



CHAPTER XI

PAINTING AND PAINTER

Painting is as high a fine art as poetry or music. The art of painting

being dependent on the art of dancing, has already been expounded;

and these arts, especially poetry and music, have a philosophy of their

own and so the painting, their beloved sister or brother, cannot remain

uninitiated in that high domain of heaven and the lofty peak of

idealism. It is the most difficult art and can be finely executed only

by a painter not only expert in hands—the craftsmanship, but also fully

drunk in nectar of divine intuition. Painting is as much a Sadhana as

Music^ both requiring an exercise of mind and body (i.e. the hands)

alike.

The origin of painting as related in the texts like the V. D. and the

A. P. simply symbolise the truth hinted above. The employment of Rasas

and Rasa-drstis, the symbolic representation of the different po es and «

the execution of the dramatic motions, etc., etc., all these elements in

painting also point out the same fundamental truth. Accordingly paint-

ing can not only inspire us for nobler ways of living but also can depict

the highest of morals and loftiest of ideals. It would have been worth
having, if we could give here an account of some of the famous paint-

ings of the world executed by the immortal painters, but digressive

nature of the theme prevents us to do so. Every one knows the paintings

of Ajanta, depicting some of the great episodes of the life and doings as

well as the renunciation and enlightenment,' death and doom of that

great Buddha, which were a source of moving inspiration to the

multitude of men and women living in those caves as Bikkhus and
Bhikkhunis—monks and nuns. Mahabhiniskramana is a grand painting.

Exploits of Mara, the plays of the celestial nymphs, the display of

flowers and creepers and depiction of so many other allied motifs and
motions as well as life and scenes are remarkable even today not

only for our great admiration for them but also for a great inspiration

from them.
,

<

Cultivation of Fine Arts has been common in all the great civilisa-

tions. It is said that all civilisations meet one another on the common
plane of art. Nevertheless their artistic creations do differ in some
fundamental respects. The two fundamentally different civilisations of

the world are Orienta?! and Occidental or the Eastern and the Westbrh
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ones. Indian art^ be it painting or music, architecture or sculpture, is

a class by itself. India’s culture being more spiritualistic than material-

istic, naturally all her arts are imbedded in its philosophy. Indian

artist is a philosopher first and artist afterwards. Percy Brown has

attempted some distinguishing characteristics of both these eastern and

western ideals of painting and they are worth reproducing

here.

'^As the painting of the West is an art of ^mass’, so that of the East

is an art of ^iine’. The western artist conceives his composition in

contiguous planes of light and shade and colour^ He obtains his effect

by ‘play of surface’ by the blending of one form into another, so that

decision gives place to suggestion. In Occidental painting there is an

absence of definite circumscribing lines, any demarcation being felt rather

than seen. On the other hand, much of the beauty of Oriental painting

lies in the interpretation of form by means of a clear-cut definition,

regular and decided
;

in other words, the Eastern painter expresses form

through a convention—the convention ofpure line—and in the manipula-

tion and the quality of this line the Oriental artist is supreme. Western

painting, like western music, is communal, it is produced with the

intention of giving pleasure to a number of people gathered together.

Indian painting, with the important exception of the Buddhist frescoes,

is individual—miniature painting that can only be enjoyed by one or two
persons at a time. In its music, in its painting, and even in its religious

ritual, India is largely individualistic.”—Brown.

How to paint? What are the rules of painting? What are different

elements, constituents and types of painting? All these we have taken

into our account. For completeness’ sake let us say a few words on the

merits and demerits of painting as we get them from the Visi^udhara-

mottaram (cf. Git. Laks. p. 43). let us start with the demerits so that

their absence may result in merits.

‘Indistinct, uneven and inarticulate delineation, representation of
the human figure with lips (too) thick, eyes and testicles (too) big, and
unrestrained (in its movements and actions)-—such are the defects of
Ghitra (pictorial art)^ “Bad seat, thirst, inattentiveness, and bad
conduct are the root evils (in the painter) that destory painting” --
v.a

As regards the merits, the text lays down, “sweetness, variety,
of (back) ground (bhulamba), proportionate to the position

(^h»na) (of the figure) similarity (to what is seen in nature) (and) minute
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execution are mentioned to be the (good) qualities of Citra. (Oh)

best of men, in works of citra, delineation, shading, ornamentation and

colouring should be known as decorative (i. e. as the elements of

visualisation). The masters praise the rekhas (delineation and articula-

tion of forms), the connoisseurs praise the display of light and shade,

women like the display of ornaments, the rest of the public like

richness of colours. Considering this, great care should be taken in the

work of Citra, so that (oh) best of men, it may be appreciated by every-

one”. “In a work of painting, the ground should be well chosen, well

covered, very delightful, pleasant in every direction and its surface

(lit. space) should be well coated (lit. anointed). A painting should be

then very beautiful when a learned (artist) paints it with golden colour,

with articulate and yet very soft lines with distinct and well arranged

garments, and lastly not devoid of the beauty of (proportionate)

measurement”.

Painter—Rajasekhara’s account (cf. Kavyamimamsa) of the

different types of poets are well known. Unfortunately we do not have

that kind of account of the painter in ancient Indian literary texts. It

might have been missed by me, nevertheless it must be very meagre

indeed.

The Manasollasa of King Somesvaradeva, who himself was a master

painter both in the technique as well in the performance, i.e. execution

is accredited to have not lost sight of the painter and the very statement

about the qualifications of the painter, worthy of the name, as contained

in the following verse:

II

emphasises not only all the basic qualities ofthe painter but also the basic'-

requisites of the pictorial art as well ;
and it says—“Only those paintmrs.

can execute painting full of rasas and rasadmtis, the sentiments and

emotions to satisfy the royal pleasure, (and the royal pleasure in the

present context must be superlatively high as the king has boasted him-

self to be Viranci of Gitrdvidya) who are fully initiated in the

visualization ofthe theme and experts at the line, adept in the execution

skilled at designs of patras, dexterious at colours and masters of delinea-

tions of li^ht and shade,”
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A good many references to the painters of ancient India^ the Citri-

caryas are found in the works of poets like Bhavabhuti (vide chapter

XII—Section B. ahead.), but that is too meagre to give any historical

account of Indian painters. Indian painting is largely an anonymous

art. It is a notable fact that the first Indian painter mentioned by name

was a woman, Citralekha as our Epics and Puranas tell us.

‘‘Of the Indian painter, as an individual, little is known. The

artists of other countries of the East appear as actual characters, their

names and systems of working and living, their personal aspirations,

their eccentricities and very failings, have been handed down to poster-

ity. It is possible to live with them and share their joys and sorrows.

As an example, the Japanese painter was above everything else a

Bohemian, indifferent to the ordinary conventions of society, his existence

depending entirely on the course of his art. But the story of the Indian

artist, if such the meagre records can be called, presents nothing tangible.

The painter, whether Buddhist, Rajput, or Mughal, walks through the

pages of history a somewhat elusive being. Only his pictures remain to

prove that he was a man of no little character, and absorbed in his work.

In these productions a certain personality is discernible, but of an

abstract nature, difficult to focus as an actual individual in relation to

this art.

1

“There is sufficient evidence, however, to enable us to visualise the

early Buddhist painter as an artist-priest, learned in his religion as he
was in his art. His system of work was probably that which prevails

in Buddhist Tibet at the present time. When it has been decided that

a certain building is to be decorated, or a piece of sculpture executed,

artists are sent for from the leading religious institution, and these are

retained in the monastery as part of the sacerdotal establishment until

the commission is completed. For the time being they become members
of the local brotherhood, and are lodged and fed as part of the priestly

staff. The sculptor belonged to the same group as the painter, often

one individual being master of both crafts. When the work was
finished, these artists either returned to the central monastic institution,

or travelled to another religious edifice which required their artistic

services. Living in this way on the spot, and forming for the time a

.

part of the community personally concerned in the building being
decorated, their interest would be a real one, and their work would
accordingly represent a genuine feeling of reverence for the edifice with
whicli they were so intimately associated,

i
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the other hand, the Rajput painter was one of the people, a

member of the guild of craftsmen which formed an essential portion of

the Indian communal fabric since Buddhist times. With the metal

worker, the stone carver, and the weaver, he was one of the village sys-

tem, in ordinary life the decorator of their homes or the embellisher of

the palace of the local prince. When not employed in these capacities he

was preparing pictures of religious subjects, so characteristic of the later

Rajput schools. A simple and unsophisticated craftsman, he is best

described by applying the words of Vasari with regard to Anderea del

C^stagno’s first instructor: ‘One of those country painters who work

at a small price, who was painting the tabernacle of a peasant^ a matter

naturally of no great moment/

“The Mughal painter, living in a different atmosphere was another

type. He formed one of the retinue of the court, and in a sense was a

courtier. In the direct employ of a king or noble, he carried on his work

according to the commands of his patron. He was probably not a

paid servant, but on the production of a good piece of painting he was

given a substantial present”—Brown.

Here end the Canons ; We now go to

their representation in the Monuments.

-Vide Chap. XII



CHAPTER XII

AN OUTLINE HISTORY OF INDIAN PAINTING

The present writer, being a student of the canons of ancient Indian

Architecture—the Vastusastra—in the broad scope of which Sculpture

(Iconography) and Painting besides allied subjects of Town-Planning*,

House Architecture and Palace Architecture (the secular architecture)

as well as the Temple architecture (the religious one) along with arts

like construction of mechanical contrivances, the Yantras and the cons-

truction of house-hold furniture—Sayanasana, etc., etc. are also included—

deems it therefore, necessary to treat this outline history of Indian

painting not only from the archaeological standpoint but also from the

point of view of innumerable references abounding in the literature, the

Kavya literature. Great and eminent poets like Kalidasa, Banabhatta,

Sriharsa, to mention only a few of them, were great 'Painters’ in their

own way. Their poetic painting shows full grasp of not only different

canons of pictorial art but also the technique and conventions of paint-

ing as were prevalent in their days. I, therefore, propose to take up

this subject from two broad angles, namely, the monument?, i. e., the

archaeological evidence and the literature, i, e., the literary refer-

ences.

It may be pointed out at the very outset that but for the viewpoint

of this synthetic correlation between the monuments of our pictorial

heritage on the one hand and the manuals of the art and the references

in the literature on the other, we do not claim any original contribution

in the study ofboth these spheres, as a good many savants have written

enough on them though not in a way we are doing. Thus the presenta-

tion is mine and the material theirs.

Now the problem is : which to beginfost. From the chronological

standpoint, both these streams^ though may be said as flowing parallel

to each other, the contention that literature comes first would not be
disputed. Prehistoric, Vedic and primitive Buddhist records are a
testimony to an early character of Indian painting both in the literature

and the monuments. The paucity of refined and finished specimens of

the artistic heritage stand in the way to pass any judgment of the early

archaeological evidence. Contrary to this, painting was a highly

cultivated art as is evident from an appropriate story, going back to
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the Epic Age of Indian history. (Usa^s dream and Citralekha’s

skilled attempt at the portraiture of the dream).

Similarly considerable documentary evidences (cf. Vinaya-Pitaka

ete.) indicate that for some centuries before Christ, painting in India

was comparatively advanced from of aesthetic expression. The age of

Vatsyayana is pre-Christian and the celebrated writer of Kamasutra is

very well acquainted with the art-canons of pictures. Kautilya, the

greatest diplomat and socio-political thinker of our land was also well

acquainted with the art canons. Similarly, the poets like Bhasa,

Kalidasa, Asvagho^ta, Bana and Sriharsa and famous writers like

Varahamihira, etc., some of whom were pre-Christian and others, though

post-Chris tia*n belonged to the early and medieval centuries, had also

drunk deep in this fascinating art tradition. Side by side with this historical

evidence of the earlier character of literary references, an equally early

age of the archaeological specimens may also not be doubted. The

paucity of archaeological remains going as far back as pre-Christian

period is unfortunately standing in our way to make any bold assertion

in regard to the pre-Christian early Indian paintings, but nevertheless we
can have the satisfaction from the corroborations in literature that the

cultivation of this art in shape of beautiful pictures was the time-honour^*

ed tradition of ancient India. It is a recognised fact that pictures were a

great aid in popular education as well. ‘As permanent or temporary

decoration, on the floors, on the walls and ceilings of private houses,

palaces and temples and on the streets paintings instructed and enliven-

ed the mind of the public. Even religious teachers used painting as the

most popular means of communication, that could be understood by

the illiterate and the child.^ “There is a class of Brahmanical teachers

known by the name of Nakha. They make a (Portable) framework

upon which they cause to be drawn a variety of pictures depicting

scenes of good and evil destinies, of fortunes and misfortunes and causing

the labels to be inscribed. • . —Kramrisch. What are these Yamapatas?

They too had this use of popular education. And if Dance and Drama

can claim a hoary antiquity for their origin and development, Painting,

their beloved and charming sister, must be also as old as their brothers.'

Dfama is called Rupaka which requires something Rupya and so as we

have already seen (cf. ‘Painting and ^Esthetics’ the IX chapter) that

Drama is nothing but a succession of pictures. If there were proving

pictures of men and women, divines and mortals, surely there werp^

stationary pictures on some background, it may be the board, “ the patta,

the doth the. pata or the^ wall,
^

the bhitti. Man being a rational anirnal,

in his progress of civilisation, was sure to adopt the artistic means for the
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development of culture and refinements alround both in the ways of

doing and the ways of thinking. This is the essence and also a meaning

of civilisation as well as a pragmatic approach to life from the times

immemorial. All this gives us full liberty to begin with any of these two treat-

ments being taken either first or afterwards. For the popular appeal,

we therefore propose to take up the pictorial heritage of India from the

archaeological stand point first.

SECTION A

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF EARLY RECORDS
OF PAINTING IN INDIA

This evidence from the historical point of view can be divided into

two broad groups—pre-Gtiristian and post-Ghristian.

Pre-Ciiristian:—The former can again be sub-divided ’into two

groups of

:

I. Pre-historic and 2* Historic.

A. PRE-CHRISTIAN

I. Pre-historic Among the pre-historic records, the followings

may be mentioned that have come to our notice in the archaeological

survey.

(iz) A group of caves in the Kainmr range of Central India in the

caves of which there are primitive records of hunting scenes crudely

drawn on their walls.

{h) Excavation in the Vindhya Hills :—These provide with the

examples of the latter Stone Age. Percy Brown remarks (cf. Indian-

Painting p. 15) ‘*Near the latter (i, e. Vindhya Hills—writer) were also

gathered rubbed specimens of ‘ruddle' (haematite), together with

palettes for grinding down this pigment, in fact several indications of

the existence in this locality of a neolithic art-studio”,

(r) Another range of hills, east of Mand river near the village of

Singhanpur, in Raigafh State, Central Provinces—illustrate a very good
record of an authentic example of early Indian painting. Here a series

of caves depict a number of rude drawings, in a red pigment which may
be-rf very remote antiquity. “These drawings depict human beings and
animals and are accompanied by what appear to be hieroglyphics.

—Brown,
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rCimals characteristically drawn are: a stag^ an elephant and a hare

^^t-^course with a considerable spirit. A very graphically depicted

hunting scene is also here, Svhere a number of people are endeavouring

to secure a huge bison’. ‘A similar incident on the same wall evidently

depicts a buffalo badly wounded with spears, and staggering in its death

agony, surrounded by the exultant hunters’. All these give us a suffi-

cient clue to conclude that the primitive artist ‘had a natural gift for

artistic expression, as proved by the facile manner in which he interpreted

his ideas by means of these effective haematite brush forms’.

{d) In caves of Mirzapur^ U. P., are discovered a group of early paint-

ings bearing traces of haematite drawings of a highly interesting nature.

Here too hunting scenes are usual features. Chase of wild animals such

as rhinoceros and the sambar stagis realistically rendered.

2?. Historic.—Among the historic records of painting before pre-

Christian period of Indian history in the field of archaeological survey

are : The Joglmara cave<vaUs of the Ramgarh Hill in Sirguja in C. P.

These frescoes are presumed to have been executed about the first

century before Christian era. At first sight they present a somewhat
incoherent collection of brush-forms in red and black paint, daubed on
the roughly prepared surface of the rock by a very uncultured hand.

This unattractive effect proves on closer inspection to have been brought

about by a subsequent clumsy restoration of the original work, a crude

but well-intentioned effort, which has almost succeeded in obliterating

the old design. The scheme includes a series of concentric panels depict-

ing a variety of subjects—-architecture, animals and figures—which,

although much defaced, are similar in style to the plastic art of the same

period. Borders with repeating patterns of fishes, makara and other

aquatic monsters enclose these panels, but the story which these paint-

ings appear to illustrate has not as yet been identified”.

*The other rock-cut halls and chambers were originally also adorned

with frescoes is more than likely, but the devastating influence of the

Indian climate has been responsible for the destruction of these mural

painting.’— Indian Painting, p, 17,

B. Post-Christian.

—

As regards the post-Christian historical

records of Indian painting, they simply abound in our classical heritage

and may be classified as

:

1 . Buddhist )

2. Hindu and ) These are, broadly speaking, the religious divi-

Mohamaden
)

sipn^
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The dominent characteristics of all these schools of paintings have

been very brilliantly, though succinctly, expounded by an illumina-

ting writer, Percy Brown—vide his Tndian Painting’ pp, 8-9—and these

are worth reproducing here :

^'The Hindu painting has come to be referred to as Rajput, on

account of its association with Rajputana and the Hill Rajputs of

Punjab, while the Muhammadan art is referred to as Mughal, as it

owed its existence to the encouragement it received from that dynasty.

Buddhist and Rajput painting was symbolic in signifying the spiritual

life of India ;
the dominant note of both was religion, and the chief

feature was mysticism. As a contrast to this, Mughal painting was

frankly secular, and in character realistic and eclectic.

The aim of the Buddhist artist was to visualise the ideals of his

creed, to illustrate by pictorial parables all the beautiful sentiments of

the Buddhist religion. These were designed to appeal to the higher

feelings of the spectator, so ihat, sustained by their supreme charm, the

littleness of his own personality vanishes, and he becomes exalted and

absorbed. The Budahist frescoes no doubt attained this object, and by

their sheer artistery elevated the individual into the actual realms of the

higher beings, thus bringing him to the feet of the Master himself.

Rajput painting, while aspiring towards the same high ideals,

covered a larger field. Apart from its delineation of the great religious

dramas of Hinduism, in its domestic character it reflected the beliefs

and customs of the common people, thus producing an artistic folklore

of unusual interest. Its chief aim, however, was to present the innu-»

merably graphic aspects of their religion to the people in a portable

and popular manner, literally, for household use. This ro&ulted in a

school of miniature painting, which is an outstandipg'^atur^ "•oL. the

pictorial art of India. ^ ^

The painting of the Mughal schoof-'^^ exhibits the same
technical traits as the Rajput art, but is dfstinguished by a widely
different intention. It

'

'rives after no spiritual conceptions, but em-
bodies a genuine statement of fact. Some of the illustrative work
deals with the mythical, but the Mughal miniatures are, in the main,

material. Religion played no part in the artistic productions of this

school. It excelled in portraiture, and in this field it subconsciously went
beyond the representation of superficial facts, often recording the inner-
most character of the sitter in a very natural manner.”

Here in this chapter, however, the universe of discourse being
limited, we shall confine ourselves only to the two schools, what are termed
by writers as the Buddhist an'd the Hindu schools. The Rajput paintings^
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though cannot be regarded as specimens of early Indian painting, they do
mirror some of the art-conons of Painting as elaborated in the early^

medieval and later medieval treatises of Silpa, e.g. the Visnudharmottara,
of early Christian centuries^ Abhilasitartha-Gintamani of i ith century

A. D. and the Silparatna of i6th century A. D. The subject is vast and
present survey^ therefore, will take notice of only prominent illustrations

in regard to both the early and medieval phases of these two schools.

For the sake of completeness, however, a very brief notice of Mughal
Painting and the Modern Indian Paintings may also be taken. The post-

Ghrist-ian early phases of Indian painting from archaeogical point of

view> are entirely Buddhist.

The Buddhist period.—The purview of this period extends from
A. D. 50 to yo^nd it was the harbinger of the classical period in the
history of Indian Painting. The influence of the New Gospel not only

pervaded the entire indigenous country but the whole of the East.

‘^Ceylon, Java, Siam, Burma, Nepal, Khotan, Tibet, Japan and China

all testify, by the remains of their magnificent examples of sculpture,

painting and architecture to the artistic impulse of the Buldhist creed.”-

Brown. ^‘Wherever Buddhism prevailed, skilful religious artists were

found”—Taranath. [The origin and growth of this school was sponta-

neous and natura^ ^uddhism is essentially graphic—the early history

of the cult lends itself to illustration by the brush more than by the pen

—

and the original traditions were largely pictorial^ Pictorially illumina-

ted scrolls and the temple banners (tangka) of Nepal and Tibet were

some of the popular media to spread the gospel of Gautam into distant

countries. The spread of Buddhism in China in A. D. 67 and Japan in

the 7th century etc., etc., was remarkable not only for the growth of Indian

pictorial art there but also attracting people for travellings and pilgri-

mages in India from these countries, especially from China, (^hus this

phase is not purely Indian, it is Eastern as a whofSi The present

dissertation will, however, delimit its purview to |he Indian examples of

this School which are illustrated on the following three sites

1. Ajanta

2. Sigiriya in G^lon^3nd

3 - Bagh.

Ajanta paintings.—These paintings are a marvel on earth (one of

the eight wonders of the world), the pride of India and the art of sup-

reme perfection alluded to be executed not by ordinary mortals but by

humans beings. Ajanta’ss ituation is secluded, beautiful and romantic,

calm and quiet with a beautiful environment full of picturesque sites, the

most suitably atmosphere for the most exuberant play of creative genius
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of an arti^ And when the artist, in this particular context, happens to

be a priest also, the creations are simply superlatively sublime, inspired,

devoted and superbly executed, story of Ajanta paintings is the

story of man’s endeavour to depict the divine in terms of mundane

matters and material^ It is here that we find the service of the Art

most purposefully employed. In India the artistic expressions of the

race found the glorious manifestation when it was exclusively dedicated

at the feet of gods and goddesses. (The majestic and marvellous temples,

beautiful sculpture and tne exquisite images are all rooted in the spiri-

tual craving of the people of Inndia.

Situation.

—

The rock-out temples of Ajanta are situated about four

miles south-west of the small village of Faradpur, which is 35 miles by

road from the nearest railway station of falgaon on Central Rly^ormerly

called the former dominion of the Nizam ofHyderabad, which is

now the Andh^.'Here in a lonely ravine, excavated in the face of

an almost perpendicular scrap of rock, is a series of caves, twenty nine in

number and only approached at the present time by a rough jungle

path.’ 0rhese excavations sweep round in a curve of fully a semi-circle

and are some 100 feet above the small stream which runs at the bottom

of the glen’* Apart from the gigantic halls, pillars, statues, sculptured

facades, the chi^ interest lies in the painted frescoes with which the

walls are adorned^

(Groups and periods,—Though all the caves bear signs of having
been originally decorated with paintings, the ravages of time and other

vicissitudes have been responsible to obliterate a very large portion of
them and now (1910) frescoes are found in only six out of the sixteen
caves thus embellished. These are cave Nos, i, 2. q. lo. ifi and ty.

It may be pointed out, however, that these paintings cannot be
regarded as the result of a single undertaking. They, therefore, may be
said to resolve themselvM into a number of distinct groups, representing
various styles or perio^and accordingly Percy Brown (Indian Painting,
page 30) classifies frescoes of Ajanta as a whole into the following
periods of time:

Qiz) Gave 9 and 10

{b) Pillars in Cave 10

{c) Caves i6 and 17

(<f) Caves i and 2

Circa A* D. 100.

5, A. D. 350 (perhaps later)

„ A* D. 500

„ A* D. 626-628.

KB. These intervals of time in these periods should not be taken
as intervals in painting, is it rather the devastation pf the painting itself
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belonging to these interval^ Hence dearth of painting, as allluded by

Taranath, is not convincing to me.

(Rhemes.—The subjects throughout are exclusively Buddhist

(except one or two scenes depicting contemporary historical episodes)

and are all associated with the Jhtakas^ a collectioi;, of stories recording

the previous incarnations of the Buddha. “These comprise the most

ancient and most complete collection of folklore now existent and are

the main themes illustrated by the Buddhist artists all over the East^

whether in colour or in stone”.—Brown. The following table of these

paintings of Ajanta as ranging in the different periods of time will furnish

the themes of the art:

Cave I

1. Story of Pigeon: Sibijataka.

2. A palace scene: a lady reclining on a couch.

3. A Bhiktu at a palace door.

4. A palace scene: continuation of the previous story.

5. A place scene: not identified.

6. Story of serpent: Sahkhapala jataka.

7. A palace scene: Dancing girls: Mahajanakajataka (?)

8. Raja going out to attend the sermon of hermit: Mahajanka-

jataka (?)

9. A place scene: Raja going out on horse back: Mahajanaka
jataka (?)

10. Shipwreck: Mahajanakajataka (?)

11. Lustration and^Renunciation: Mahajanakajataka (?)

12. Four heads on a salver: Story of Amara Devi (?)

13. Bodhi Sattva: Padma-pani.

14. Temptation of Buddha,

15. A Bodhi Sattva.

16. The Buddha in various attitudes: Miracle of Sravasti (?)

17. Offering of lotus flowers to the Bodhi Sattva (Vajra-pani),

18. Story of a serpent king: Gampeya jataka.

19. Frescoe in the right aisle: not^identified.

20. A palace scene: not identified.

21. A court scene: Persian embassy (?)

22. A Bacchanalian scene (Khusrau and Sirin ?) and decorative

motifs,

23. A Bull fight.

Cave II )

L Arhat^;, Kinn^aras and other Mythical Beings adoring the

Bodhisattva.
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2 .

3 -

4 *

5 -

6 .

7 -

8.

9 -

10.

11.

12 .

13^

14.

IS-

IS.

17 -

18.

19-

20.

21.

22.

23-

24.

25-

26.

27 -

Cave VI

1,

2.

3 -

4 -

5 -

6.

Votaries bringing offerings and Adoring the Buddha.

Indra and the four Yaksas

Flying figures, floral designs and other artistic motifs.

The exile of a lady.

The story of the golden goose: Mahahainsa jataka.

The Yaksas and Yaksinis,

The birth of Buddha.

Votaries bringing offerings.

5S >5

Dragons, geese and other decorative motifs.

The Buddha in various attitudes.

The Bodhi Sattva Maitreya.

The Buddha in various attitudes.

Cherubs, floral designs and other decorative motifs.

The Bodhisattva (Avalokitesvara)

Votaries bringing offerings.

Votaries bringing offerings to the Bodhi Sattva (Padma-

pani ?)

Hariti and Pancika (?) Sculpture.

Vidhura Paxidita: jataka.

Story of a sea voyage: Purna Avadana,

Purna bringing offerings to the Buddha: Purna Avadana.

A palace scene.

A palace scene: A lady kneeling at the feet of a Raja in an

angry mood.

A Bodhi Sattva in a teaching attitude.

Decorative Designs.

Nagas, Ganas and other Mythical beings.

The Buddha in the teaching attitude—Fitst sermon (?)

Dvarapalas and a female votary.

Temptation of Buddha.
, . ^

A Bhiksu

Dvarapalas and pairs of male and female figures.

Miracle of sravasti.

Cave Vn
r. The Buddha in teaching attitude—First sermon (?)

2. The birth of Buddha.

C^velX
1. A Naga king with his attendants: Jataka not identified.

2. A group of votaries approaching a stupa: not identified*
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3. A monastery.

4. Two scenes from the life of the Buddha.

5. The animal Frieza: Mythical herdsman: not identified.

6. The Buddha in various attitudes.

CaveX
1. Arrival of a Raja with his retinue to worship Bodhi Tree: not

identified.

2. The royal party worshipping a stupa: not identified.

3. The royal party passing through a gateway: not identified.

4. The Shyama: (Sama) jataka.

5. The sad-Danta (Ghhadanta) jataka or the story of six

tusked elephant.

6. Figures of the Buddha.

Cave XI
1. Bodhi Sattva: Padma-pani.

2. Figures of the Buddha and Bodhi-sattva (Avalokitesvara).

Cave XVI
1. Scenes from the life ofBuddha: The Tusita heaven (?)

2. The Suta-soma jataka or the story of the lioness who fell in love

with Sudasa the king of Benaras.

3. The Demons in front of a monastery: not indentified.

4.. The Maha-ummagga jataka: The murder of a child and other

episodes.

5. The dying princess: The deserted wife of Nanda (?)

6. The conversion of Nanda.

7. Manus! Buddhas.

8. Flying figures (Apsarasas?) and the Buddha in the teaching

attitude.

9. The Buddha in the teaching attitude.

10. The elephant procession.

11, The Buddha preaching to the congregation.

/ 12. Scenes from the life of Buddha: offerings to Buddha, visit of

king of Magadha and Buddha in the streets of Raja Grha.

13. Scene from the life of Buddha: The first meditation and the

r four signs.

14. Palace scene.

15. Conception.

16. Scene from the early life of Buddha.

Cave XVn
1 . Raja distributing alms: not identified.

2. Palace scene; not identified.
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3. Indra and Apsarasas.

4. The Manusi Buddha and pairs ofYaksa and Yaksinl.

5. Apsarasas and Gandharvas adoring Buddha,

6. Story of furious elephant Nllagiri.

7. The Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara and the Buddhist litany.

8. A yaksa with a female attendant.

9. The royal hunt scene: not identified.

10. The wheel of Samsara (?)

11. The mother and child before Buddha and other Buddhist

deities.

12. Buddha preaching to the congregation: First sermon or the

Great Miracle (?)

13. Floral designs and other decorative motifs.

14. The Mahakapi jataka.

15. The Hasti jataka or the story of benevolent elephant.

16. The bestowal of the royal sword.

17. A court scene: not indentified.

18. The Hamsa jataka or the story of Golden Goose.

19. Sardulas, Apsarasas, and the Buddha in teaching attitude.

20. The Visvantara or the story of prince devoted to alms«giving.

21. Figures of Yaksa and Yaksinl and Apsarasas.

22. The Mahakapi jataka II or the story of the benevolent
monkey.

23. The Suta-Soma jataka or the story of the pious king of Indra-

prastha prevailing on Sudasa to give up cannibalism.

24. Buddha preaching in the Tusita heaven, with two other
scenes,

25. The mother and child before Buddha,
26;' The Great miracle of Sravasti.

27. The Sarabha jataka or the story of merciful stag.

28. The Matrposaka jataka (?) or the story of elephant with

blind parents.

29. The Matsya jataka or the story of fish who saved Its kitisfolk

from certain death.

30. The Shyama (Sama) jataka or the story ofyoung hermit who
had blind parents.

31. The Mahisa jataka or the story of benevelont buffalo and
mischievious monkey.

32. A Yaksa or Royal Guard*

33. The Sinhala Avadana,

34. A Toilet Scene.

35. The Sibi jataka or the story of the Raja who gave his eves in
alms. .

^
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It may be remarked that no system of joining or ^piece-surface’ is

observable in the old Buddhist paintings of India. Furthcrj to hold the

moisture properly for the purpose of applying the pigmentSj the

layer of plaster should be at least a quarter of an inch thick. This

intonaco^ or final coat, in the Sigirya paintings is a quarter to half an

inch thick; at Ajanta it is as thick as an eggshell. One of the earliest

paintings, in Gave 9, was executed on a plaster ground one thirty-

second of an inch thick, applied directly on the rock and polished like

porcelain. In hot climates, this intonaco should ordinarily be thicker

in order to allow for evaporation due to abnormal drying character of

the atmosphere, In the case of the quasi-frescoes of the Etrurians, which

date before the Christian era, the dampness of the rock was enough
to keep the stucco skin moist, and so allow the necessary infittration

of colour from the surface. The coating of plaster on which the

Egyptian and Mesopotamian paintings were executed was too thin to

have itself to true fresco treatment. The method employed by the

artists of these two countries was that of tempera, the same process

which, it is suggested, was utilised by the Buddhist painters of India.

Tempera, or fresco secco^ is a method of lime painting on a plaster

sitrface that has been allowed to dry. This dry surface of plaster is

thoroughly drenched the night before with water, to which a little lime

or baryta water has been added, and the wetting is renewed the next

morning. On the dampened surface thus obtained the artist makes his

painting with the same pigments as used in fresco^buono^ but mixed with

lime or baryta-water, or with a little slacked lime. Compared with

true fresco, tempera is heavy and opaque in its results, while, although

of great durability, as is exemplified by the ancient Egyption wall

paintings, it has not the comical permanence of the fresco buono. The
pigment of the buono sinks into, and becomes incorporated with, the

plaster, and thus forms actually part of the ground composition, while

the secco can never be anything but a layer of pigment lying on the top

of the prepared surface of the wall. There is certainly considerable

evidence to show that the early Buddhist mural paintings were not,

as a whole, true freso, as this process is ordinarily understood, but it is

quite possible that it was a modification of this method, devised and

put into practice by artiste of the period. On the other hand, the

opacity of the colours in some respects as well as their impermanence

in others, besides the composition of the prepared ground, tends to

support the theory that the so-called frescoes are, after all, mural

paintings executed in tempera.”—Brown

(iii) Process-—the colours and t|ie Brushes.—^^The ground of

these ancient paintings having been prepared, the artist then proceeded
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to sketch out his composition in a bold red line-drawing on the ^vhite

plaster. Although this first sketch was evidently drawn in by an

experienced hand, it was subsequently corrected in many places with a

strong black or brown line when the final drawing was added. The sys-

tem is so similar in this particular respect to the process employed by the

early Egyptians that it may be considered identical; in this case also

the first red outlines were drawn or traced by the painter, and after-

wards checked by the master-artist with a vigorous black line. After

the Buddhist painter had drawn out his scheme in red, he proceeded

to apply over this a thinnish semi-transparent terraverte monochrome,

through which his original outline could be seen. This system of

underglazing is very similar to that practised by the Italians in their

early fresco work. Over this preliminary glaze, the Indian artist worked

in his local colours—reds, yellows, browns and blacks—‘suggestively

laid in with solid brush strokes—the flesh not unlike some examples

of modern French paintings’. Afterwards came a ‘strengthening of

the outlines with blacks and browns, giving great decision, but also a

certain flatness; last, a little shading if necessary. There is not very

much definite light and shade modelling, but there is great definition,

given by the use of contrasting local colour and of emphatic blacks and

white’s (Herringham).

We have no knowledge of the kind of brush that the Buddhist

painter used, but the composition of some of his pigments has been

ascertained. The true fresco painter is limited in his palette, as the

pigments have to be capable of resisting the decomposing action of lime,

and must consequently be extracted from natural earths. But it is

possible that the Indian artist, like the ^^ptian, was allowed a

a wider range of colours on account of his particular process appertain-

ing more to the temperate method that of fresco. He was, therefore,

able to use purples, pinks, greens, which would have been destroyed by
fresh lime. The various shades of red at Ajanta and Bagh are

ferruginous in origin, while the green pigment seems to be entirely

composed of a finely powdered silicate containing iron. The white is

largely sulphate of lime, no zinc, baryta, or lead being detectable.

The blue has all the appearance of ultramarine and the yellow is

believed to be orpiment, a natural arsenic sulphide.”—Brown

Adherence to the art-canons and a general estimation.—The
chief characteristic of the art of Ajanta, lies in its adaptation of line
the Rekha which the masters, the Acharyas, praise—Visnudharmotta-
ram. Percy Brown observes ; “The art of many countries owes much
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of its effect to the masterly employment of simple outline. What could

be finer than the linear draftsmanship on Greek vases, or the expressive

drawing of Holbien; but no art relies more on this quality than the

Buddhist frescoes. The painter knew how to qualify and gradate

his outline so as to give it every degree ol expression. Not only

do these frescoes represent his visualisation of a rounded object trans-

lated into line, but his actual treatment of this line is so subtle and

experienced that by its varying quality and sympathetic utterance it

embodies modelling, values, relief, foreshortening and all the essential

elements of art. It is doubtful whether any artist has equalled the

Buddhist painter in his capacity for analysing the complexities of the

human form and then rendering in his picture what is essential by

means of a simple line. Strong, confident and emphatic in its meaning,

this method of artistic interpretation was utilised with consummate

skill, by the painters of this classic age. An excellent example (Maha-

hamsa-jataka) illustrating this characteristic may be studied in Gave i

considered to be one of the latest of the excavations. On the left of the

shrine is a figure, presumably Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara or possibly

illustrating The Great Renunciation’, where the Prince Siddhartha

departs from his palace previous to seeking Buddhahood. This figure

is large—over life lize—stooping slightly and holding in the right hand a

blue lotus flower. It is in its expression of sorrow, in its feeling of

of profound pity that the great work of art excels; and in studying it

the observer realises that he is face to face with a noble being bending

under the weight of a tragic decision; the bitterness of renouncing for

ever a life of bliss is blended with a yearning sense of hope in the

happiness of future.”

This is one of the most representative of all the frescoes of the

Buddhist period. Here the line (Rckha) and modelling of form, as well

as the principles of Ksaya and Vrddhi, are all profoundly followed and

deeply worked out.

Not only the form has been well executed; the scheme of colour

employed in Ajanta painting is also remarkable, not only from its

technique but also from its superb perfection as Brown remarks:

Time and other causes have destroyed much of the delicacy of tone

and tint once displayed in these paintings, but enough remains to enable

a reconstruction to be made of the colour motif, as this may have

appeared fifteen hundred years ago. Then the depth and volume of

the colour would have been a joy indeed, as the brilliant blues (cf the

V. D.—'Rajavanta’ blue par excellence—writer) and greens against the

dark rich purples appeared in their full strength, and the flesh tints
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and brightly-hued costumes glowed in the picture. Low-toned and

blackened surfaces alone are all that remain of this once gorgeous

effect, and from these indistinct monochromes it is necessary to recreate

the original colour scheme.’

The Vartana, the delineation of light and shade of the canonical

treatises like the V.D. was the rule of these paintings at Ajanta.

Representation of group of figures as a light mass against a darker back-

ground was the usual practice.

To illustrate the colour scheme of Ajanta, a typical example may be

illustrated from one of the frescoes in Gave No. 17, the subject of which

is the Maha, Hamsa Jataka, Brown remarks, ^^the colour scheme of this

fresco is a very charming one, and typical of the Buddhist school at its

best”. Tn this picture the lightly toned figures are grouped against a

dark-green atmospheric background, shading almost to black down below.

Over this, small objects in broken colour are painted so that the effect

though strong is not exaggerated. Thelower part of the picture is mainly a

scheme of harmonious green, relieved by passages of white and soft red.

In its details this fresco is executed in the firm but delicate method of

the style, the draperies, jewellery, flowers, and other accessories being

most daintly rendered. Apart, however, from its colouring, this

picture is a typical example of the Buddhist school in its most dramatic

mood’

Regarding the other canons, enough is the corroboration in the

representation of these paintings at Ajanta. This is the treatment of

gesture, one of the great achievements of Buddhist artists especially

in the expression of action of the hand —what we term as mudras in

Natya and Gitra. With this symbolism of hands, the figures are not

only full of animation but are made to express a 'finer language’ of their

own. 'A scene in Gave i, representing an incident of court-life is

remarkable on account of the suggestive actions of the hands. The gift

of bestowing actual spllech was denied to the painter, but all that goes

to form a spoken language is seen in the gestures he gave to his figures.

The subtle turn of the wrist, the flexing of a finger, the two hands
firmly brought together, the opening of the palm, and innumerable
other graceful combinations, all have their meaning, deprecating,

affirming or supplicating according to the needs of the story illustrated.

Where no actual expression was rec^uired the same pleasing treatment
fe discernible, such as the hand waving a fly whisk, holding a flower,
br carrying a vessel, each depicting a refinement of drawing which has
rarely been excelled. The hands of the musicians presented an ekd^p-
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tional opportunity for the artist in this connection, a maiden beating

time with the karatal, or cymbal, suggesting a regulative chiming by a

play of the fingers that can be clearly felt,’

Now as regards the other remaining sites only a few words may be

added here for want of space and the nature of the treatment of this

chapter.

Sigiriya in Ceylon,—The frescoes at Sigiriya are regarded

earlier than those at Bagh. The date of these can be determined as

subjects denote that they were executed during the reign of Kasyapa,

which lasted from A.D. 479 to 497. 'They are, therefore, contemporary

with Caves 16 and 17 at Ajanta, some of the scenes of which bear a

resemblance to the Ceylon example. They are contained in two
irregular rock-cut chambers, and comprise a series ofrepresentations of

some twenty females, three-quarter-length figures, arranged singly and
in couples, in the latter case apparently a royal mistress and her maid.

They are not presumed to have any religious significance, and the

Buddhist opinion is that they are portraits of King Kasyapas queens.
The pose of these figures is singularly graceful, while the actual brush-

work indicates a considerable knowledge of modelling and technique.

On the whole, while these examples do not exhibit quite the skill of

the best work at Ajanta, they are nevertheless very charming works

of art.’—Brown

'In draftsmanship generally the Sigiriya fresco is freer and loser

than* the Ajanta work, but denotes the same masterly knowledge.

The line is an equally impressive and confident sweep of brush, but has

been applied with an abandon that is startling in its impulsiveness. The

entire scheme proclaims the work of an artist of strong individuality,

especially in the boldness of the handling. In the modelling of the

figures, this is particularly noticeable, the brushwork being as spon-

taneous as the chisel marks on sculpture’.—ibid.

Bagh—'With regard to the paintings at Bagh, no

Inscriptions or similar data are available to indicate their age, nor

is there any information as to the history of this territory

during the period these are supposed to have been

executed. In a straight line these caves are but a hundred and fifty

miles from Ajanta, but as the great Narbada river runs between, it is

more than
,

probable they came under the sway of a different ruler,

who, however, is unknown. But the frescoes in these excavations bear

no little resemblance to the work in the later caves at Ajanta so that

they may be referred to the sixth or seventh century. It is possible,
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however, that the painting is not all of one period, but so much of it is

destroyed that this is difficult to determine. Originally this group of caves

contained a very extensive and important collection of paintings, one

of the largest of the excavations, a hall of over 90 feet square, having

the roof, walls and columns covered with frescoes; but now only

crumbling fragments remain. The subjects are not entirely of a

religious order, the majority of them being of secular nature but never-

theless they are associated with some aspect of the Buddhist ritual.

For instance, one scene clearly identifiable, illustrates a performance

of the hallisaka^ a musical drama which is being enacted with considerable

freedom. The licence generally displayed in the paintings of this group

suggests a popular phase of Buddhism, which that religion apparently

tolerated in India during the period of its decline’.

Hindu period.—^The survey of this period from the point of view

of the present dissertation will mainly confine itself to literary sources-the

subject matter of the H section. Here only a very brief notice may be

taken of the pictorial heritage as handed down in the medieval period

A. D. 700 to 1 600. These consist of the several paintings on palm

leaves of probably the twelvcih century from Bengal; some Jain book

illustrations from the fifteenth century; remains of Brahmanical

frescoes at Ellora which may also be of' the 12th century or earlier and

few other miscellaneous fragments of the earlier medieval and medieval

period on the one hand and the Rajaputa paintings of the later medieva

period on the other.

The earliest example of the Jain style is to be found in the palm

leaf MS. of the NiHtha Gurni in the Jain Bhandar at Patan, written in

the A. D. 1 100 in the reign of Siddharaja Jaysimha. The first period

of palm-leaf MSS. lasted from A. D. 1100 to 1400, and from this period

have come to us the illustrated MSS. of the Angasutra, Trisasti ialika-

purusa-carita, Sri-Neminatha-carita, Sravaka-pratikramana-curni,

etc. In the school period lasting from 1400 to 1500 the illustrated

MSS. ofKalpasutra and Kaiakacharya-katha and Siddha-Haima were

painted.

With the introduction of paper for writing and painting the new
era of illustrated Jain MSS. came into being. Innumerable copies of the

Kalpasutra and kalakacarya katha were produced in the 15th and i Sth

centuries besides these Jain MSS. illustrated, MSS. on Hindu erotic as

Vasanta-vilasa and Rati-rahasya, also a few copies of Balagopalastuti

^nd Durga-saptaiati were produced.
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In these manuscripts drawings are in oblong panels. The ouu.

is picked in red, and the colours employed are gold, yellow, black,

white, red, blue, green and pink. In draftsmanship no attempt is

made at round the lincj angularity prevails everywhere, and the

connection of representing an eye protruding in empty space is

followed.

Paucity of historical remains may be explained in over-exuberance

of this art in Ajanta and sister arts like sculpture and architecture had

to be attended now, ^The sculptural triumphs of this age, when

reformed religion of Hinduism was the motive power, are to be seen in

the great monuments of Elephanta, Ellora and Borobunder in Java.

But of painting contemporary with these splendid examples records

are extremely rare’.—Brown

The art, however, did not die out. It simply moved to the border

countries the two adjacent countries of Eastern Turkistan and Tibet.

Khotan in Eastern Turkistan and Tibet bear a testimony of the cultiva-

tion of this art which is decidedly on the pattern of Ajanta. The

explorations of Stein and Le Gog have simply marvelled the world with

their findings, having a direct bearing on the progress of Asian art

during this period. The frescoes and the painted banners (the prototype

of the temple banners of Tibet) of Khotan as well as the pictorial

evidences in Tibet where the walls of the monasteries and temples are

largely decorated with frescoes illustrating various aspects of Buddhist

religion and their temple banners what are termed as tangakas which

^are also fresco paintings in a sense, being tempera paintings on canvas,

the ground being prepared on the same principle as that employed

in mural art’.—Brown

Tn Khotan, therefore, at an early date, and in Tibet at a later

period, it may be possible to discern in the wall frescos and pictorial

scrolls the course that Indian painting pursued during this medieval

period. The process of time, in the case of Tibet, has transformed and

conventionalised the art, but nevertheless there are evidences that it

owed much of its character to the influence of the original Indian

Buddhist school of painting*.^—ibid

Rajaputa paintings.—Rajaputa school and Mugal school of Indian

^nting run parallel to each other. They rose in the same period

ene
former continued till rgoo, the latter died out a century

^Igjyith the downfall of the Mughal power and prestige,

into Painting, is essentially Hindu in expression, and in many

emonstrates that it is the indigenous art of India, a direct
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capitals like Delhi, Agra, Lahore became the centre of their cr

activities/

'But the most virile offshoot of Rajputa school manifested itself in

a group of small States in the Punjab Himalayas, where a distinct style'

of painting is observable. This work is alluded by experts as one of the

^Kangra Kalm\ as the leading State was ihat of Kangra’. ‘‘The Kangra

Kalm, or Pahari school, is one of the most interesting facts in connection

with the history ofpainting in India. In a remote and isolated group

of valleys, far removed from any of the great cities of the plains, there

lived and flourished for some centuries a community of artists, whose

work became known only after the art had almost died out, and when

the construction of roads and railways had opened it up to the communi-

cation. Pahari painting does not denote great inspiration or display

any decided expression of thought or feeling. It is an art of patient

labour and naive devotion. Its chief features are delicacy of the line,

brilliancy of colour and minuteness of decorative detail.”—Brown

‘The work of the Pahari painter was almost entirely executed for a

local demand and was produced under the patronge of the reigning

princes. At the order of these chiefs the artists painted portraits of the

neighbouring aristocracy in large numbers and also long series of

pictures illustrating the mythological’and religious writings ofthe Hindus.

Portraiture was, however, the special features of the Hill Rajputs, and

it is noticeable that most of the features are drawn in exact profile. Jn

Chamba, one of the most artistic of these States, the Raja was often

depicted in company with his Rani and heir apparent, a domestic ^cene

not noticed elsewhere’.—Ibid

At the close of the 19th century, the Pahari art showed signs of

decline and its real end coincided with the great ‘Dharmsala’ earth-

quake which came with a tragic suddenness in the early morning of

April 4, 1905, and struck most of the district out of existence leaving

nothing of the prosperous town of Kangra, but maunds of ruins.

Chai’acter and characteristics of Rajaputa Painting With

this much of introductory remarks to the Rajaputa school of Painting

let us now briefly survey the paintings themselves. These paintings

reveal all the religious fervour of the Ajanta frescoes, “but in place of

the passiveness of the Buddhist religion, it is founded on the restless

energy of the Hindu pantheon. This is its fundamental idea, but it

also embraces every aspect of Indian National life, and delves deeply

into the fascinating folk lore of the country. From this it will be seeq
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painting is largely a folk art, produced naturally by the

^-ople for their own pleasure and edification. It is a reflection

of the simple life of the Indian villager, his work and play, his religious

ceremonies, his home life and above all it mirrors, the picturesque

atmosphere of his creed. His art therefore resolves itself into two
broad divisions, on the one hand representations of the everyday life of

the ordinary Indian and on the other pictures of that mythological

and religious world which was the delight of his fancy and at the same

time the bedrock of his existence,”—Brown

The former division comprises what may be called the familiar

scenes of bazar. The carpet weaver, the cotton printer, the embroi-

derer, the goldsmith etc., etc. The representation of the ordinary

scenes of the road—the mid-day rest, the camp fire by night or the leng-

thy sojourn in the Serai-are another from ofgenre in which the Rajaputa

painter further excelled.

In the latter course, come the Puranic and Epical themes, Parvati and

siva, Radha and Krsna, along with their accessories and so much of

the Rajaput painting is epical taking its themes from Ramayana and
Mahabharata. A large proportion of the pictures were mainly Vais^ia-

vite in purport. “Krishna, therefore, in all his varied characters, in every

act and deed, is the central figure in much of the Rajput art, and some
of the best works of the School gather around the story of this versatile

deity.”

Another field in this division, are the realms of Saivism and there

are many pictures dedicated to this aspect of Hindusim—a typical exa-

mple is ‘Sandhya Gayatri’ dance of siva.

We have already hinted at the two distinct styles of Rajaputa School

of Painting—Jayapura kalm and Kangra kalm. In the latter, apart from
the representation of local Rajas and Ranis, etc., miniature paintings illus-

trating the group of Indian musical composition, known as RagamalS
are the most conspicuous where season, hour, emotion and music fused as

painting. “In other directions too, the Rajput painters worked in conjun-
ction with the sister arts, such as poetry and the drama and many of the
pictures of this school depict subjects taken from the Indian classical

writings. Figures of ideal types, as for instance, the Nayakas or hero-
lovers, were designed by the Pahari artist of the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries, and denote that this art had its romantic aspect.

In the majority of the examples, however, the “Eover and th? be}ovc4”
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'dj are
take the form of Krishna and Radha, respectively, romance, passion aH to

religion being symbolised in the person of these popular divinities/’

—^Brown.

Mughal Paintings :—Rajaputa paintings, as already noticed, are
democratic and in the main, mystic, the Mughal art may be defined as

aristocratic and genuinely realistic. Mughal paintings begin with
Akbar. 'Abul Fazl, whose observations in the Ain-i-Akbari on the

state of painting at this period are exceedingly valuable, refers in the

most emphatic manner, to Akbar’s personal interest in the painter and
his art. This sympathetic atlitute of the great monarch eventually led

to a number of artists from other countries making their way to the

Mughal court to carry on their art under the partronage of the emperor.
Trained mainly in the Persian or allied schools, these prjinters appear to

have been welcomed by the royal connoisseur, and speedly entrusted

with commissions. In Abul Fazl’s list of artists of this period may be
noticed Farrukh the Kalmak, Abd-al-Samad the Sherazi, and Mir

Sayyad AH of Tabriz, a selection which indicates the geographical source

of inspiration of early Mughal painting. Later a few artists from Samar-

kand figure at the court ofJehangir, showing that this intimate connec-

tion with the art of Iran was continuous.

From this it will be understood that fundamentally the Mughal
school of painting was an exotic, just as the Mughals themselves were

aliens in India; but in the same way as that race has gradually become
absorbed into the people of Hindustan, so Mughal painting has come to be

regarded as an integral part of the art of India. For, side by side with

these foreign artists, worked the indigenous painters of the country, the

excellence of whose native skill was speedily utilised by the observant

emperor. Such Hindu names as Basawan, Daswanth and Kesudasa,

famous painters at the court of Akbar, prove the liberal view that was

taken of art at this time.”—Brown.
A record of the names of some 40 artists, known to have lived dur-

ing the reign of Akbar, will serve to indicate the flourishing condition of

the art. But it was left to the Emperor Jehangir to develop Mughal

painting to its fullest extent. Under the succeeding rule of Shah Jehan

Mughal school showed the first signs of deterioration. Under

Shahjehan, architecture reached its zenith, but painting began to decline.

With the advent of Aurangzeb, the bigoted ruler, the decadence was

complete until it died a natural death in the last years of 1800 A. D.

MugHal Miniatures :—Miniatures and portraitures both

formed the bulk of Mughal paintings. Scences from actual life,

hunting and fighting, battles and seiges, historical episodes, durbars,
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./thological storiesj zoology and botany are some of the main

tiemes of these creations

Being Persian in origin, there were so many undercurrents of

development such as Irani kalm. But when integrated into the

indigenous genius, so many indigenous kalms, like Delhi, Lucknow,

Portraiture under the Maghals.—Origin of portrait painting

goes back to the Epic age when Gitralekha painted the Youth of Usa’s

dream, ‘It is related that during the lifetime of the Buddha, when

Ajatsatru desired a portrait of the Master, he allowed his shadow to

fall on a piece of cloth, and then this shape was Hlled in with colour.

This suggests an early employment of the silhouette which as a

progress may have some connection with the portraiture of the Mughal

artists, who almost invariably depicted the features in exact profile.

The favourite incident in the ancient legends of the country of the

almost miraculous gift of certain people in ^seizing a likeness' has

already been referred to. There is also some evidence that portraiture

is to be found in the Buddhist frescoes, an example being the paintings

at Simriya, in Ceylon which are presumed to represent the features of

Kino* Kasyapa’s queens. If the scenes in Gave I at Ajanta really depict

Khusru Parviz and King Pulakesin, these may also be regarded as

within the sphere of portraiture/’—Brown

The commonest examples of portraiture, although not necessarily

the best, are those of the rulers of Mughal dynasty. Members of the

royal line are almost always distinguished by a golden halo, besides

other insignia of their high degree. 'As a rule the artist confined

,
himself 10 a representation of a single figure standing on a green sward

carpeted with flower^, with a background of blended colours in which

a pleasing shade of terra-verte often predominates. The rich brocades

and cloths of gold which formed the usual costume of the Mughal

aristocracy, presented the artist with excellent opportunities for brilliant

schemes of mosaic colouring, and he further heightened his glowing

effects by picking out the accessories with burnished gold. Occasionally

the diaphanous draperies of the hot weather were introduced,

through the .
transparent folds of which the form of the limbs is seen*

The figure is frequently represented as a dark scheme against a light

neutral-tinted or almost colourless background. A few portraits, how-

ever, are painted against a flat background of very dark gt'een and

occasionally black, evidently the work of an artist of some originality.
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No light and shade or cast 'shadows, as ordinarily understood, are

observable, only a delicate toning and modelling are introduced to

bring out the relief. The picture relies on its rich colouring, sympathe-

tic outline drawing, and decorative treatment for its artistic effect.’—Ibid

The majority of the portraits of the Mughal school represent the

figure in almost complete profile. ‘The larger portion of the miniatures

of the Mughal period, which have been handed down to us, have as

their subject a representation of some individual who had an actual

existence before or daring this great dynasty- Kings and jesters,

queens and dancing girls, princes and ascetics, saints and soldiers,

courtiers and grooms, autlientically named likenesses of all sorts and

conditions of people are depicted and collectively form a national por-

trait gallery of which few countries can boast.’

Modern schools.—After the decline of the Mughal dynasty in

A.D. 1760, a number of centres of painting continued through decandence

to pave the path for Abanindra Nath Tagore to work for an aesthetic

revival in the modern times for uplift of this fascinating pictorial heri-

tage of India. These were, Delhi, Lucknow, some of the retreats of

Punjab hill States, Punjab, Lahore, Amritsar, Patna, Bengal, all belong-

ing to the North and in the Daccan where the painting progressed on

lines somewhat different from the North, were the strongholds of

Aurangabad and Daulatabad, Hyderabad and Nekonda. “Further south

there are records of the art, which, on the one hand may indicate that

it had a separate existence, while on the other, tradition associates it

with the painting of Northern India. Taranath makes a brief refe-

rence to painting ‘in the south’ and mentions by name three artists,

Jaya, Parojay, and Vijaya, who had many followers. The date of

these is unknown. At a comparatively late period we find the art

resolved into the two separate schools of Tanjorc and Mysore.”

‘Nevertheless the art was approaching the final stage of its dowii-

ward course and that its degeneration was almost complete. This state

was not ‘an unfavourable one for an aesthetic revival. The advent

of a new spirit may quicken it again into artistic life. And in the

last decade of the century, signs of this spirit are observable—for a small

but earnest group of Bengali painters, grasping the situation, have

joined' themselves together with the intention of endeavouring to resusci-

tate Indian painting and of rescuing it from the degradation into

which it had drifted. The leader of this art movement is Abanindra

Nath Tagore, a member of a talented family, which has distinguished

itself in other fields of learning. Around him he has' gathered, by

virtue of his keen artistic instincts and magnetic personality, a small
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school of young painters, whose work is already producing considerable

effect. The first step taken by these reformers has necessarily been

retrogressive one. They contend that the recent art of the country, in

assimilating, as it had been doing, the elements of the Occident, is

pursuing a doubtful course, and that a return journey must be made,
back to the point where it began to lose its traditional character. Its

members, therefore, have sought out the old historic painting of the

past, the frescoes of Ajanta and Sigiriya, the religious banners of Tibet,

and the miniatures of the best artists of the Mughal and Rajput schools,

and on the results acquired from a study of these and other master-

pieces of Oriental art, the new movement has been founded/

The subjects they have selected are largely illustrative of divine

philosophy as this is presented in the classical literature of country.

^Scenes are taken from the writings of Kalida=5a, the Ramayana and

Mahabharata, the Gita and the Paranas, and incidents of ancient

Indian history. The pictures are almost invariably small, as were the

folio paintings of the Mughals to which they bear some similarity; it

will be realised, therefore, that in the formation of this school, a prac-

tical effort has been made to bring about a revival of Indian painting,

in the style in which this art was practised during its best periods.’

There are certain notable names and famous personalities

of modern Indian painters whose work must be valued only after the

time has tested it.

SECTION—

B

LITERARY EVIDENCES OF EARLY INDIAN PAINTING

The very fact that there was literature, there must have been

painting also. Muses of Fine Arts (Literature and Painting included)

did not arrive one after another. They descended on Earth together

and so the origin of painting must be syncronous with the origin of
poetry, music, drama, sculpture, architecture; etc., etc. Moreover, the

cultivation of fine arts started with the rise of civilisation, the rise of
cities and citizenship. One of the most material form of a civilisation

is its ways of living as well as those of doing (bodily and mentally both,
and hence thinking also comes here). If the savages could work sculp-

ture and build branch houses, prepare implements, paint the cave-

walls (their refuge) and do many other things, painting and allied art

must have been the time-honoured companions in the progress of
civilisation throughout the ages.
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Vedic Literature.—The earlist literary documents the Vedas also

offer a clear clue to the conceptions of pictorial art in a good many
hymns. In the Upanisads— ^‘Let a man with firmness separate the spirit,

the inner soul, from his own body, as from a painte’s brush a fibre”

—

this expression which is curiously technical one, may indicate that the

early painters did not employ hair for the manufacture of their bi'ushes

but might have made them of fine vegetable fibre.

Similar references may be found abounding in so many other

scriptural texts. In the Ghandogya (VI. 4) “Red, white and dark

neither designate nor describe, brilliance, wateriness and solidity. They

are one with these qualities. They are spoken of as ‘Rfipa’ intrinsic

form. This intrinsic quality invests with substance the colours in paint-

ings,”

Pali Buddhist canonical literature.—An instance of early illu-

sions to the art of painting, the Vinaya Pitaka, a Pall Buddhist work

has already been referred to (cf. Pleasure House of King Pasenada i.e.

Prasenajit containing picture-halls cittagaras adorned with painted

figures and decorative patterns.) Its date is pre-Christian (3rd or 4th

century B.C.). In Samyuttanikaya P. Ill p, 132 V. II, paintings of

male and female figures on wooden boards, walls and cloth are dis-

cussed. This is the earliest known reference to all the three time-

honoured backgrounds of painting. Similar instances can be multi-

plied from several other early works on Buddhism among which the

Jataka literature is very very informative on this score.

Epics.—In the Ramayana, no description of a palace or lofty

superstructure ofvimana,saudha or prasada is complete without reference

to the pictorial decoration. Pictorial halls are a familiar paraphernalia

of a palace establishment. In the Mahabharata also these references

abound (cf. one hundred, etc. Coomaraswamy). A Tibetan historian

in the seventeenth century of the name of Taranath, in a summary

account of Indian Buddhist art from the earliest times to the author’s

day, ascribes a great antiquity to all the crafts of India, ^dating even

from the remote age prior to the disappearance of the Teacher (480

B.G.). He specially alludes to the superlative excellence of the earliest

wall paintings, which he attributes to the gods. This work was subse-

quently carried on by the ^Yaksas’ (punya-Yanas), literally ^the good

people’, divinely inspired artists employed by Asoka (250 BG) and next

by the semi-human Nagas, under the control of Nagarjuna (circa A. D.

200).

Puranas—-Reference to paintings in Puranas simply abound and

tJieChtra-sutra of Vitnudharmottara, forming supplement Or Appendix
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j:o the Visnupurana, is Pauranic par excellence compendium on this

art—a detailed notice of which has already been taken.

Silpa-Sastra.—Silpa-Sastra is of hoary antiquity. It is one of the

auxilliary sciences of the Vedas themselves. Sthapatya is an Upaveda

as Gandharva Veda is one. Some of the Acharyas of the science are

Vedic Rsis and a reference to them has already been g'iven in the first

chapter, vide Dr. Raghvan’s quotation —some Sanskrit texts on Paint-

ing. Among the other notable treatises important mention has also

been made in the writer’s 'Hindu Science of Architecture’ treating this

subject.

Kavyas.—Here the interesting reference forming the bulk of the

section will be coming forth from the classical Sanskrit literature—the

Kavyas of Kalidasa, ofBanabhatta and Sriharsa, etc.—andwithout going
into details of comments on them, they are being arranged here with short

tabulations of the topics to facilitate a general understanding of the

reader not acquainted with Sanskrit. It may, however, be further

pointed out as this class of literature itself is simply very very vast and

there is no dearth of pictorial references in practically each and every

class of work Mahakavyas, Khandakavyas, Dramas, Campus, Kathas,

Akhyayikas, Prose-romanccs, Historical Kavyas, etc., etc, therefore, ^

very judicious selection has to be made and only representative writer^

are to be selected to bring home to the reader only subject-in-hani

namely wide appeal of the art and its culture as well as its training among

not only the refined citizens of the day but also among the eminent writers,

poets, and story-tellers. Accordingly Kalidasa, Banabhatta and

Sriharsa may be selected, as they represent three broad periods

of Indian history, early, early medieval and medieval and

these were also the three broad periods of the development of

Sanskrit Kavya literature—adolescence, youth and maturity. For

completeness’ sake, however, a brief reference will also be made to the

other classes of classical literature unattended in this general purview.

KALIDASA.—Let us begin with Kalidasa, the sweetest bard of India’s

mellifluous tongue, a typical cultured citizen, Nagarika (as Vatsyaya-
na would have him) and an expert in the three well known arts-*

dancing, painting and music—as evident from his three dramas (where

equal prominence is given to each of them). The Malavikagnimitra

opens us,a leaf of the chapter on Dancing. Painting is given sufficient

importance in the Sakuntalam. The music of today is preserved For

m in the Vikramorvaslyam’, As the universe of our discourse being
delimited to the Fine Art of Painting, let us, therefore, se^ wh^t KalJ-
d^a saysi onTaiBtijig*
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Sivaramamurty’s significant remark in this connection is note-

worthy— (cf. his paper ‘Kalidas and Painting’ J O. R. Madras Vol.

VII 1933): ‘*Fi'om the Gitrasalas, decorations of houses with picture,

portraits and imaginary pictures drawn on board and painting of

creepers on the human body, the colour decoration of the elephant,

down to the comparatively insignificant border decoration of garments,

there was nothing so trivial as not to give scope for the expression of the

enthusiasm of the time for this noble art. It was not the professional artist

that was the only store-house of this knowledge. Painting was a part

of the polite education of the day and was freely practised by both

sexes. Portrait-painting appears to have been very popular; memory
and imagination were also given stimulus by paintings being executed

even in the absence of models. The latter Kalidasa styles Bhavagamya

citra.”

Now a very brief tabulation of the references of painting from Kali-

dasa’s works is sumarised here. The numericals indicate the quotations

to be arranged accordingly in the appendix.

Citrasalas.—All the three kinds of Gitrasalis—the Royal Art

gallery (i), the Public art gallery and Private Picturehouses (2) are

mentioned in Malavikagnimitra, Raghuvamsa and Meghduta.

Gitracaryas.—They are referred to in Malavika (3). The

references to Gitracaryas abound in so many other dramas and Kavyas

like Uttara-Ramacarita of Bhavabhuti, Tilakamanjari of Dhanapala, etc.

‘Like the Natyacaryas, they appear to have held some important place

in the royal courts of the old’—Sivaramamurty.

Pictures.—Portaits (4) were more prominent. ‘The portraits of

Agnimitra—not one, many perhaps—in different postures, hung every-

where on all sides in the big hall of the Samudragrha’ (5). References

to Bhavagamya Citra (6) are many, viz. the painting of Yakja and

and YaksinI in Meghduta and that of Sakuntala and her companions

by Dusyanta in Sakuntalam. ‘The high relism achieved in the field of

painting is best exhibited in the words of Sanumati:

! ^

As regards perspective and landscape a very beautiful illustration

will be found in Abhi S. Act VI, (7), where Dusyanta describing a grand

sdeneTy introduces the landscape as background in the portrait, bh
visualises of Sakuntata. “Natural scenes were favourite themes with the

artists of India. Animal painting was also quite common. The realistic

pictures of elephants painted on the walls of mansions in Ayodhya are

^n example of it. In the Vikramorvasiya we have a reference to ^
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monkey in a picture. This animal was a favourite subject of study at

the time and the monkeys of Ajanta given such a prominence by

Dr. Vincent Smith in his History of India are sufficient evidence for it.

Of conventional pictures the Sahkha and Padma painted near the

doorway of the Yaksa’s mansion are examples’’.

Backgrounds.—The slab of (8) may stand well for a

board where we have a rough sketch in mineral chalks —something like

a pastel drawing— on a stone slab. Similarly Raghu. (9) gives us some

idea of the fresco or wall-paintings of the day. 'Tortrait painting on

board and canvas was very common and we have types of it in the

pictures of Indumati, Dasaratha, Sakuntala, Malavika, Agnimitra,

Iravati, Urvast, the drawings of dancing girls executed by Agnivarna’s

and the like. Patralekhana, L e, painting of creeper designs on the body

of both man and beast generally the elephant in the latter case—-is very

often stated. In the lines. . .

.

11

we have a description of Sindura-painting on the elephant’s body”.

Drawing designs on the arms and cheeks of both the sexes was a

common practice as is evident from Raghuvamsa (10).

Process.— One of the most popular pictorial ornamentation in those

prosperous days was Patralekhana—drawing lines with a dark colour on a

light background and the background was generally white sandal paste

smeared lightly over the body—and our poet fully mirrors this process

in the Raghu. (ii). Again the background process as well as the paste

in this process varied also, i, e. Suklaguru for the background and

Gorocana and Dhaturaga for drawing the lines. Further again from

the Sakuntalam (ifj), we get an evidence that the most important factor

in drawing a picture is the conception of it what is called here ‘Mana^

sakrta’. The use of Vartika in drawing the picture is also there—vide

Agnivarna’s sketches of his amorous dancing girls, Kumarasambhava

(13), further provides a very valuable information of the final touches

in picture-drawing what is technically called ‘Citra-unmiian’ like

ffiayanonmilana of an image (vide Manasara) and it was done with a

very delicate brush known as Tfilika.

Delineation of light and shade in colours known technically as

chiaroscuro is also illustrated in Sakuntalam (14) and in this connection

Sivaramamurty’s significant observation is worth quoting: ‘The general

notion of some art-experts of today that artists of ancient India were
i^orant of chiaroscuro can easily be dismissed by the volume ofevidence
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from Sanskrit literature. We have^, for instance^ Dhanapala, the author

of Tilakamanjarl, talking of light and shade in colours—cf. description of

For light and shade we have such an ancient authority as a statement

of the Mahabharata :

Sakuntalam further informs us some of the most important funda-

mental and advanced rules of the technique of pictorial art like Rekha:

—

"mm
^Vartikanipunata; (15) a powerful dexterous weilding of the pencil

or brush; Wartikocchvasa’ (i6)j a loose sweep of the brush, etc. were

simply on his finger-tips.

Materials.—All the artists’ materials were known to Kalidasa.

Colour-brushes are already referred loin Sakuntalam; there is also a
reference to Varnikakaranda (17), a colour box to preserve colours in

it.

Colours.—The latter half of the Kumarasambhava (18) bears an
evidence that four mountain-born colours, red, yellow, black (blue) and
white were taken by the poet as the primary the colours, compound colours

or diversity of tints by mixtures were also known. ^‘The favourite

colours of Kalidasa’s time appear to have been water-colour of the

type of tempera. The Meghduta (19) has a verse in which the clouds

are described as slyly sneaking away in the form (guise) of smoke
through the window apertures of the lofty mansions of Alaka being

ashamed of their conduct in having caused damage to the beautiful

pictures printed there by allowing water particles to settle on them.

In the Sakuntalam we have another reference. The verse

shows that the colour is easily spoilt by water
;
and this accounts for

the lines in colour being blurred by the perspiration of the fingers, It

is this same idea that Bana echoes in his Kadambari when he writes

—

thus pointing out the continuance of the same colour (tempera) even in

his day. Further the ‘Vartikocchvasa’ caused by tears settling on the

picture is possible only when the colour is a kind of tempera. A better

elucidation of the nature of colours is to be had from Dandin’s Dasa-

kumaracarita wherein he tells us that they are a kind of ‘Niryasa Kalka’,
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Niryasa is a kind of exudation or gum of some tree and ^Kalka’ is a

viscous preparation obtained from substances or drags ground or

powdered. Colours are mixed with glue or Vajralepa for additional

strength and the process of such a preparation is given in almost all

the works of Silpa. The Vajralepa is a medium of animal origin. The

Niryasa stated by Dandin is of vegetable origin. Media of both kinds

appear to have been used for watet -colour and tempera.” “By the

use of the phrase

—

in mi^
—Kalidasa tells us that colours are fresh and beautiful when new, and to

maintain this freshness for a longer duration has been the endeavour to

every great artist. This is sought to be achieved by a proper use of

durable colours as opposed to fugitive ones that fade or disappear after

a time”.

“It is this question of proper choice of pigments that induces the

artist to study that particular branch of knowlede in art-chemistry of

colours—a result of great experience. Any way the fading of pictures by

sheer age is inevitable and it is all the more hastened by dust, smoke
and such other spoiling agencies. It is of this that Rajasekhara speaks

in his verse in the Balabharata when he refers to pictures being dimmed
by time and smoke :

jf 1 ^ "4^®!Tel I

Bodily poses and postures of legs, etc.—One ofthe fundamental
canons of art-painting and sculpture (iconography) is the depictation of
Various hand-poses, the poses of the body and the postures of the legs

what are called the mudras and sthanas. They simply bring life and
animation in the picture. Besides the conventional poses (20) referred
in his works Kalidasa has the knack of creating some very charming yet
complex poses like Kapthasutra, Kanthaslesa, etc. (21), found depicted
in the paintings of Ajanta.

A painter must be fully conversant with anatomy of human body
and Kalidasa was a master anatomist—vide the descriptions of physical
features of Dilipa, Parvati, Malavika (22).

^

A word on propriety in painting, that is, how to paint a particular
subject, may also be said. This technique is also fully borne out his
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works, e, the ornamentations and dresses in case of hermit girl

Sakuntala (23) and other types of women like Abhisarika (24) and

Virahini (25) as well as swan designs in the garments of a bride and a

young king Atithi, (26) etc., etc. Kalidasa was also fully conversant with

the conventions of representations of superhuman beings. Airavata,

the divine elephant with four tusks (27) Yaksas as youths (28) Siddhas

always in pairs, with Vinas in their hands (29), kinnaras with the face

of a horse (30).

The place of painting in the cultural life of ancient Indians, i. e.,

the manifold purposes which this fine art used to cater to the service of

men and women are also recounted by this greatest ofgreat genii of India.

Milavikagnimitra (31) gives out the picture as coming the to rescue of

a lady in love to see the protrait of her lover in portrait maintaining her

bashfulness. Pictures were also very useful in giving the wider

knowledge of the world, Sakuntala could be depicted in polished

ornaments by her hermit girl companions sheerly because of having

observed them in pictures (32). Pictures of beautiful princesses were

sent round to princes, to win their hearts (33). The most universal

element of the utility of the pictorial art is the pleasure ‘Vinodasthana’

what is acclaimed by Du^yant in the Sakuntalam (Act. vi.).

In the end a word may also be added on the philosophy of fine

arts, which perhaps nowhere better hinted at than in the Sakuntalam

in the following verses :

really meaning

in the sense of meaning that whatever is not beautiful can be made
different in picture—Mahamahopadhyaya Kuppuswami Sastrfs inter-

pretation— cf. Sivaramamurty’s paper ^Kalidasa and painting’ J. O, R.
Madras Vol 7. 1933.

^‘Kalidasa holds the view that a good deal of Samadhi (34) or

concentration is the first requisite for producing a good picture. Fully

aware of the nobility and greatness of the fine arts, he, in a general

way, gives out that they shine properly only when imparted to the

proper person (33)’'~Swaramaivmurti*

Binabatta: The celebrated prose-writer, the author of the celestial

Kadambari and magnificient Harsacarita, Bannbhatta, for whom it is

an eloquent tribute to have exhausted everything worth describing in

three words— —has equally excelled all in his mastery
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of the pictorial art, the scope of which, as we have already seen, is the

depiction of all the three world (cf. Silparatna

It was, therefore, not in vain that as a youth he moved in the company

of friends and companions of various professions including an artist and

a sculptor

^r^ : H, C.

Every palace and mansion described by Bana is full of citrasala or

art gallery. Every city abounds in picture galleries. The big

citras alas were built in the style of Vimana and this characteristic of a

Citrasala has a tradition in the Silpa-texts. Narada silpa (cf. first

chapter and Dr. Raghavan’s observations on ^Sanskrit Texts on Paint*

ing’), describes a citrasala building as ornamented by a small gopura

in the front and having Sikhara-kalasas, etc., thus satisfying the descrip-

tion of ^Vimana’ given by Bana (i). As regards the decorations of the

palaces, reference is made in H. G (2) to great Silpis being invited from

various countries to do the job before the mari'iage of Rajyasri, and

they also received the usual honours and rewards as per the time

honoured tradition of the texts like Samarangana-Sutradhara (cf.

H. S. A. Vol. I —Preliminaries before the building operations).

With this general introduction to the status of pictorial are in the

thaes of Bana, let us proceed with the canonical knowledge of the poet

in relation practically to all the canons, the types of pictures, the back-

grounds, the materials and the process (including sketch, colour,

anatomy and pose, etc.).

Types of pictures, —We are familiar with the universal scope of

painting, as echoed in Silparatna perhaps got from Bana—^vide Ka (3),

the town illustrating the picture of the universe, the Royal household

displaying the manifold and wonderful features of the inmates of the

three worlds through pictorial lines (pictures in art galleries) and picture

houses are adorned with paintings of leaves (foliage decorations) and
birds of various hues.

On the special occasions like delivery of a prince child (queen of

Tarapida) and marriage of a princess (Rajyasri) expert painters from far

and wide used to be called to work on the walls (4).

This was the mural painting. Now come the portraits. Departed
souk (5) (Prabhakarvardhana) were painted on a suitable surface.

Yamapatas are another set of pictures and were in vogue in ancient
India. This is borne out by numerous references in Sanskrit |literature.
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It was held an ominous picture and Bana echoed it when Prince Har-a

is hurrying to meet his father and he sees it as one of the various omens

that perturbed his mind— vide H. C. (6) , Kamadevapata was still another

variety of pictures, a populer picture of the bed-room—videKa(7).

Cupid’s picture had almost an exclusive privilege in the Vasabhavana

—

vide H. G. (8). Palace walls had paintings of Camaragrahinis, H. C.

(9). Chowries being an important insignia of royalty, Camaragrahins were

common in royal house-holds. Other pictures adorning the royal man-

sions were the portraits of princes (lo) both defeated princes and renown-

ed ones of other royal houses. ^Another picture of the aristocratic

household is the Cakravaka painted usually to amuse women in the

harem/ H. C. (ii).

Backgrounds.—Bana was conversant with all the three pictorial

backgrounds Patta, Pata and Bhitti—the wooden board, the canvas

and the walls of buildings. “It was not an uncommon practice in

India to draw and paint creepers, dragons and such things on the

body to heighten the beauty of the particular spots which on that

account fromed the ground. This practice was not restricted

to the human body alone. Majestic elephants of royal

courts were profusely decorated with designs of creepers.

Drawing and painting on vessels is an age-long custom in our land. An-

other and a more natural ground is the floor or the bare ground, giving

ample scope for clever women to draw fine free-hand-drawings in colour

powders. All these are too well known to Bana and what is more, he is

very well aware that any ground is alright for a good drawing provided

one has cleverness of excution; and the stone salb that served the pur-

pose of a canvas or board when neither was procurable to gladden the

heart of a lover by a picture of the beloved one is not overlooked.” (12).

Materials.—Bana refers to separate brushes for separate colours

and the most popular brushes of the poet’s day seem to be Vartika,

Kalanjana-vartiki and Kurcaka (13) (cf. also the S.S's prescriptions

Chap. 77) (exclusive brush for applying black), Varnasuddha Kurcaka

(for the use of white). The third variety of the brush, tulika (in the

sense of Lekhani of the Silpa texts) used for final touches was also known

to him, H. G, (14). The alabu or gourd in the present context (used by

Bana) might have been used in those days for stocking colours and other

essential artist’s requisites.

Method of painting on various surfaces:—The H. G. (15) gives

us somewhat elaborate accounts of ho n walls were made fit for pictorial

decorations perfectly tallying with those prescribed in the Silpa manuals

li^e Ah. C. and Silparatna (vide ‘Vart^a and background’, Chap. IV}.
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Bana also more often than not talks of highly polished
r

in their splendour. The walls oft he palace ofV.lasvati are perfectly

white and are resplendent wnth fresh pictures painted on them.

The surface prepared, the artist has to visualise the picture he was

going to paint. What Bana calls itSamkalpalekha, which is what Kalidaia

has called Bhavagamyacitra. Then come the general proportions—the

Sutrapatalekh—called by Bana (Aambhasutrapitalekha) (16}. ‘These

sutras or lines ‘like Brahmsutra, Paksasutra and Bahissutra vary and fall

at particular points on the canvas cutting particular parts of the from

according as the sthana or pose is front, profile or three-quarter-view

and so forth’-Sivaramamurti. Thus we are convinced how Bana was

perfectly conversont with the technical language of the artists. The

word Gitronmilana (17)# (cf- Kalidasa’s, etc.used by Bana con-

vinces us of the unbroken tradition of the high skill of our artists in the

ptetorial art. When the artht simply infuses life in to the picture, what

is called ‘unmilan’ it becoms our object of highest admiration.

Process of the types of pictures like those painted on cloth or on

board slightly differs as per the dictum of Silparatna
:

_

and so the portraits generally were drawn on what Bana calls citra-

phalakas (i8) Kadambari (19) refers to so many other types of pictorial

decorations^ the elaborate drawing of the floor, drawing designs

of creepers and flowers (vide also H C 20), etc., etc. as

mainly accomplished by housewives. Clever artistic work on

pots and plates, picture decorations drawn by women

muslins and silks, flowery drawings of human figures on the canopy

and curtains reflected on the glossy cheeks of Queen Yasovat asleep on

her Royal couch are also borne out by the abundant refrences in Bana’s

works. Miniature drawings on human frame was a favourite pastime in

India. Women used to adorn their faces and breasts with lovely

drawings of undulating creepers and quaint dragons in which the curva-

vature of the line and the colour of the form were marvellously exquisite- •

Sivaramamurti. Accordingly this is brone out in many ofthe references in

K.a. (21) ‘In his sports, King Taraptda’s white upper garment gets a print

ofthe dark foliage painted on the breasts of the ladies of his harem with

Kr naguru paste. The King questions his queen, on another occasion,

why she did not adorn her breasts with drawings of creepers. The
wonderous person that comes from the moon to take away the lifeless

body of Pundarlka has his shoulders marked with crimson of the cree-

pers painted on his beloved’s breasts. Thus there are two materials for

painting on the body Kunkuma and Krsnaguru to which a third Kasturi

yyhich jk to mentioned presently is to be added. Generally sapd^l
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paste served as the ground paint in such cases. Not content with

painting themselves the women went to the extent of even decorating

dolls with such drawings. Thus we have one of the maidens in the

palace of Kadamban exhorting one of her companions to paint the

breasts of a doll. That even youths delighted in this, of decorating the

body with paintings, is proved by the reference in Harsacarita of young
Dadhica smelling sweet with creepers marked on his body with Kasturl.

The artistic figures of swans painted with Kasturi on the border of the

fine fabric covering the shoulders of King Sudraka show the highly

developed aesthetic taste of the time.—Sivaramamurti.

Colours : Bana is fully conversant with the five primary colours
of the Silpa texts like the V. D. and as regards secondary ones, they
have an inexhaustible store g* our poet^s works. On every page you
will find mention of some colour or other. The following tabulation

will give a vivid, interesting and informative colour«scheme of Bana :

Primary colours and their varieties : In these varieties the

subtle differences are noteworthy :

—

Varieties of white (21) ;

I. Haritalasaila white. 7. Ivory white.

2. Swan „ 8. Foam. „ )

3. Lotus „ 9. Milk „ ) Identical.

4. Sinduvara a different 10. Conch. ,, )

pattern of white. 1 1 . Petals of full blown Ketak!

5. Karnikara „ white-yellowish.

6. Gampaka „

Varieties of red (22)

;

I. Bandhaka flower, 5. Sindura,

2. Kunkumpinjara, 6. Mandara fllowers,

3 Kusumbharagapatala. 7. Manjistha,

4. A bunch of Ghataki 8. Pihjara,

flowers(Blood red), g. Rosy colour of dove’s leg*

Varieties of green (23)

I, Parrot green, 3. Emerald green,

2. Plantain leaf, 4. Dark green (Tamala

type).

V«u?ities of Cray (24) ;

I. Srnoke colour^
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2. Ass skin colour,
'

• 4. of pigeon’s neck,

3. of the doves, 5. Saphara’s belly*

Vaifities of brown (25) ;

1. Gorocana,

2. Yellowish. 4. of the Camel’s hair,

3. of the red palm fruit, 5. of Godhuma (wheat).

Black.—Its various degrees and grades (26) ;

1. Light black of buffalo, 3. The pitch dark night

2. The darker shade on the resembling the wing of

face of the Golahgula the bird casa.

monkey and

Varieties of Sara of Sabala—The versi-coloured hue :—Our tra-

dition recognised a separate variegated hue. A number of colours varie-

gate the rainbow and the bean seed (of mottled colour) also. Two tints

yellow and black account for the variegation in the tiger’s skin and white

and blue for that in the eyes (27).

Varieties of Mixed colours (28):

I. Grey of smoke from blue and white. 2. Green from yellow and
blue, 3. Purple from red and blue.

^Bana’s knowledge of the infinite variety of colour in nature and
his singling out the beautiful natural tints of flowers and fruits so often

chosen with great delicacy by expert artists for the execution of excellent

still-life compositions is remarkable. Some of the descriptions in Bana’s

works simply represent the commentaries on Citra-sastra especially those

noteworthy paragraphs wherein colours, all from nature, play the part.

The following descriptions illustrate the truth of the statement

;

(5) Colour picture of a country

(janapada)

(6) Multi-coloured nature of the

ground

(7) Colour imagery in the descrip--

tion of Elephant Gandha-

madana

Thus these descriptions of Flaura and Fanna illustrate Bana’s artistic

insight. Anatomical knowledge (29) of Bana was ^Iso remarkable* He*

(1) Jambu fruit

(2) Amalaki fruit

(3) Forest fires

(4) Colorific nature of the

forest
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however excells equally in the beauty of the limbf and its opposite ugli-

ness—vide his descriptions of Dravida Dharmika, the Sabaras, Bhaira-

vacarya and his disciple, Bana also gives us laksanas of some'demi-

gods (30), Technical descriptions of* the animals like the horse and the

elephant are of popular knowledge. Bana is quite aware of the tremen-

dous potentialities of pose. ‘As an expert in pose Bana knows enough

of Ahgabhanga. There is a variety of Ahgabhanga in the limbs of the

Varavilasinis surrounding Harsa, With a definite knowledge ^ of

Ahgas and Pratyahgas he gives the names of separate bhangas like the

Grivabhahga mentioned by Kalidasa— one such is the Madhya

-

bhagabhahga (31). A ^.t aesthete conversant with the principles

of Natya (dance) Bana informs us of a charming pose—Karavenika

(32)5 in which two women stand with their hands inter-locked.

—

Sivaramamurti.

SRIHARsA.—A proSle writer, an erudite scholar and a great poet

as Sriharsa was, it is but natural that his Naisadhiyacarita, a Maha-
kavya teeming with encyclopaedic learning, must present a suffix ient evi-

dence to his knowledge of pictorial art, fully advanced by his time, the
medieval Period of Indian history (nth or 12th century A. D.). Pain-
tings on various mediums on diverse grounds is the traditional depiction,

but mosaic decora tion of the floor and a host of similar innovations are

our additional information on the subject.

Letter pamting.

—

The art of examining the form and shape, the

peculiar characteristics of the letters of the alphabet from a decorative

point, may be seen in his descriptions—N. G. (X) 85-86—where ‘the letter

‘OM’ is taken up and its various parts, i. e, the two dalas, the bindu
and ardhacandra are compare J to the eyebrows, the tilaka, and vIna-

kona (lute-bow) of DamayantI, respectively. Verses (X) 85-86 (i) give

us the shape of^ and the visarga which are compared to eyebrows, the

tilaka, vinakona and to the rounded breasts of Damayanti! (who was still

a Balika.) cf.

Types of pictures.—There are double portraits on the same
panvas—the miniature portraits on board or canvas as well as bigger

ones on the wall. The princes who come to DamayantPs Svayamvara
amuse themselves by gazing at the pictures of the beautiful princess

executed on the walls of the various mansions in the city (2). The
themes thereof are the important incidents from the life of Damayantil.
Pictures describing life incidents appear j:o have been common in

ancient India. Kalidasa, Bhavabhuti and Rajasekhara also give out
their representations.
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There were also picture stories from contemporary life. Groui)

pictures were also not wanting. As regards the pictures of general

character like the paintings of women near the doorway, etc., are amply

illustrated in N. G. (3). We are familiar with the dictum of the V. D.

forbiding painting of pictures for one’s own use and accordingly Bhai-

mi got a typical pair of lovers, painted by Karuvara (4),

Sriharsa, a gifted genius of a very bold nature and freedom loving

scholar is credited to have violated the rules of painting, gone astray

from the conventions as set out in the standard Silpa-texts like Silpa-

ratna (though later than Sriharsa nevertheless echoing the tradition)

which forbids naked tapasvillla in the human dwellings vide N« C.

XVIII (5).

Process.—In drawing of the outline of a picture the 6rst thing, to

go through, is fixing up the general proportions by preliminary indica*

tive lines what are called the sutrapatadekha and oriharsa makes men-

tion of the artistic device of determining sketch in VII and XV (6).

Even preliminary to Sutrapata-rekha is the Hastalekha, or the

experimental sketch snd this is mentioned by Sriharsa thrice—twice in

VII and once in XXI (7).

Colours.—After the sketch is laid out, colours take their turn.

Srihaii^ gives only four primary colours (8). As regards the varie-

gated hue ^citra-varna’, the mosaic floor that Sriharsa mentions in VI 11

(9) satisfies it. According to .Sriharsa propriety of colouring—colour to be

laid in its proper place in a picture—is the first pre-requisite (10). That

is, for the effect of one colour over the other, the contrast, the balance,

the tone and such other details, it is an essential prescription. Touch-

ing and blending may be attended also in due course.

Anatomy.—^Of the so many factors that constitute a picture the

one thing that is dealt with at great lenth by Sriharsa is anatomy and
that too feminine, i. e. of the woman. It is the description ofDamayan^
tl’s beauty that lends itself as a proper medium for the artist poet’s

detailed delineation of anatomical rules. There is nothing of the brawn
and the bone in it. The graceful portrayal in verse of the delicate cur-

vatures and subtle beauty spots that make up the lovely form of the

princess is all that we get from the pen of Sriharsa. This in fact is the

true and correct anatomy of the Indian artists”—Sivaramamurti.

Let us now refer to Sriharsa’s anatomical details (ii) in a tabular .

form, of the important limbs and sub-limbs, the facial description show-
ing the very minute observation and artistic insight of the poet:
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Face,— (i). Lips with lines is compared to the Bandhukapuspa VIL

37. 41 -

(ii) Nose.—likt Tilapuspa VL 36* wherein, front and threequar-

lers view are both fully comprehended.

(m) Chin with a dimple VII. 51. is a beautifying factor.

{iv) Ear,—its curvature proceeding and vanishing in the cavity

—

VII. 62.

(e?) Eyes.—Compared with deer—VIL 53. Sivaramamurti observes :

'^The width and beauty of the eye of the fawn is proverbial. But the one

thing to be noted in this comparison is that Sriharsa closely observes

and dismisses the long streak proceeding from the root of the eye nearest

the nose of the deer as unworthy of the beauty of King Nala and tells

by means of a clever pun that this streak distinguishes the eyes of the

fawn from his.’’

{pi) Neck,—Its rotundity and extreme grace being enhaned by the

three lines, the creases—III. 66.

{vii) Hair,—‘Damyanti’s long tresses are given as black and curly,

while Nala’s locks are extremely fine and of a thick growth’—VII 21

and 67.

OTHER PARTS:

(i) Nitamba. - Resembling as a wheel (VII. 89) and nails resembling

moons are conventional but

—

(ii) Gulpha.—Ankle should not be prominent in the artistic insight

of Sriharsa VII 98.
“

(iii) Heel.—Fully developed is a mark of beauty—VIL 10?.

(iv) Fingers.—Lovely only when they are long and wiry—VII-
303.

With these bits of references and illustrations thereof, the pictorial

depth in the Naisadhiyacaritam, let us close this in the words of that

gifted and talented art-critic in our Indological Researches, Sri iiva

ramamnrti, who is really the pioneer to have taken up these studies from

quite a new angle in the contemporary studies in Indian culture and

literature:

^'Sri Harsa has some artist’s notes in his diary, so to say, and this is

best brought home to the reader’s mind by a peep into the XVIII canto

of Naifadba. Here the palace of NaJa is penned in all its glory. The

mosaic floor is noteworthy feature (c£ ¥fN’f,etc). We have the

usual CitrasalS of the royal household, (12). Here we have perhaps the
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lengthiest description of the Gitrasala in Sanskrit literature. The sub-^

jects of frescoes and the pictures in the gallery are all given out in

detail.

‘Tnventive skill accounts for originality and variety of design (13).

The designs like Makara (a figure something like a quaint dragon) are

given a prominent place in Patrabhaiiga (14). Designs of letters, that

form a feature of the two interesting branches of artistic science, Illumi-

nation and Calligraphy, is indicated sufficiently as has been noted be-

fore. This art of lettering is today an important force and the greatest

forte of the artist designer and poster worker and serves best for adver-

tisements. Old scripts are explored and hunted and new fantastic types

created ;
books are every day coming into field on the subject and we

have such books as ^Alphabets’, ‘How to letter’, ‘The art of Lettering’

j

etc. We have the Black letter and the alphabet of the twelfth century

serving very well the purpose of decorative artists. No wonder the

Nagari script ^ is specially chosen by Sriharsa as a , typically

artistic letter lending itself to design.

“Little need be said of pose. It is an all-accepted important factor

in a picture. Sriharsa knows technicalities of various poses as is

evident from his references to such minor details like the Vrksa:dhiru4ha

and Latavestitaka (15) types of embraces described in the Kamasutra.

The commentary explains these two as two different varieties of graceful

embrace. For the fine pose described in the verse.-^ ^2?

we have the nearest approach in the figure of Madalasa in Ravi Varm’s

charming picture of Madalasa Rtudhvaja.” In the end let us close this

account with his personal experience of a genuine artist (16).

Other poets.—Like Kalidasa, Bana and Sriharsa, other poets can

also be worked out from this angle. The pioneering lead has already

come from an eminent scholar and so to tackle up the subject, there

no dearth of guidance. Paucity of space forbids me to dwell at length

on this topic, nevertheless a few words may be added on the stray

references to pictures by other writers like Bhavabhuti, Sri Harsa,

Magha, Somesvarasuri, Rajasekhara and Dhanapala. These names
are only barely touched here and it does not mean they exhaust the

list.

Bhavabhuti’s Uttara-Rama Garita gives us a very vivid know-
ledge of the principles of perspective which for the landcape artists was
an essential pre-requisite. The picture of Ingudipadapa near Srnga-
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berpura
; of the Ganga; of the Vatavrksa called Syama on the way to

Citrakuta
;
of the Prasravana mountain in all its glory

; the picture of

parleying of Surpanakha with Pancavatf as background
; of Pampa lake

and its surroundings—all show that painting natural scenery was a

common feature implying knowledge of perspective.

Sri Harsadeva—is accredited with three very popular stageablc

dramas—^Ratnavali, Priyadarsika and Nagananda. We have seen

Bana’s alabu for holding colours and Kalidasa’s varnikakarndaka, a

box for holding brushes
;
Sri Harsadeva speaks of ‘Samudgaka’ cf.

in the Ratnavaii hinting practically at all the

accessories of paintings colour box (Samudgaka), picture board (phalaka)

and brush (vartika),

Dandi.—In his Dasakumaracarita corroborates this meaning of

feamudgaka as colour box—videucc.

fete, where also are given some very important clues of the technique of

pl^inting like ‘Niryasa’ and ‘Kalka’ (already explained in the body of

thll book) (cf. also ^Vartika and Background’ chap. IV). These are rela-

ted to the elucidation of the nature of colours also—cf. under Kalidasa,

Magha.—Is a versatile genius and his knowledge of the different

brahfehes of learning is a jealous tribute. In the 3rd canto of Sisupala-

vadhii there is a reference to the Alekhya-karma though not elucidating

directly any pictorial technique or convention, nevertheless, he simply

voices forth the opinion that too shining and too smooth a surface is not

always quite convenient for drawing a picture

:

RajaseMiara—also evinces his great interest in this art. He seems

to be fully cohversant with the chemistry of colours. In his Balabharta,

there is a refeifence to a particular aspect of this side-branch namely the

causes for dimniing the colours cf. etc.

Dhanapala.—The author of Tilakmanjari shows his mastery of

light and shade, the dexterity ofonly expert painters :

He also refers in some of the passages of his Tilakmanjarl, to

Gitropadhyayas and townsfolk well-versed in the theory of painting as

critics of art and pictures.

SomesvaCrasurPs Yasastilaka Gampu also abounds with pictori-

cal references giving an evidence not only of his depth of knowledge
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of the art but aLso that of the flourishing condition of this fascinating

art. A very advancedj popular and interesting side-development of the

pictorial art has been Patralekhana, i. e. painting of creeper designs on

the body of both man and beast. In Kalidasa’s Meghduta, we have

already seen a description of Sindura painting on the elephant’s body.

In Somadevasari’s Yasastilaka is a passage describing the bhuti of the

elephant consisting of Bahkticcheda —Drawings offestoons (flags), conch,

discus, swastika^ Nandyavarta and the like make up the elephant’s

artistic decoration. This information is rare.

In painting of the bodily limbs (so popular in ancient India among

the ladies), fingers and nails must have been more popular in the

Ahgaprasadhana served as Srngarahga and Sri Suri does refer to it,

simply echoing the practice

:

i Y. T. p. 463

Needless to multiply the further references to other poets and their

works. Goomaraswamy (as already referred to, cf. Chap, I) has also

gathered many allied references in his monograph 'One hundred refer-

ences to Indian Painting and further reference to Painting in India’

—

Artibus Asiac IV. pp. 41 and 126—and there is still a very fine scope for

fyirther researches in this hitherto unattended branch of profitable learn-

ing.

Book Ulastration s

—

In the end a third current of pictorial tradition may also be tou-

ched just to point out universal cultivation of this art and its appeal
thereof ^ fsTtr^T’ . It is the Indian picto-

rial art as developed in Book-Illustrations. Its vogue though quiet com-
mon in other parts of India, Western India, however, may be credited

to have taken higher strides in this direction as per the finds in our collec-

tions, a reference to one of these (cf. Illustrated Jain Manuscripts) has
already been made. ‘Gujarat possesses a large numer of illustrated

manuscripts mostly Jain which are preserved in the bhandaras at Ahmc-
dabad, Patan and other places. The pictures found in these works
appear to be the outcome of a special technique which obtained in

Gujarat long before the advent of Mughals. The examples reproduced
in the works of Dr. Goomarswamy and in the copiously illustrated

volume of the Jaimchitrakalpadruma furnish ample evidence of the exis-

tence of such a school’. Hirananda Sastri’s monograph ‘Indian Picto-
rial Art as Developed in Book-Illustrations’ has brought out all these
evidences to prove this exuberance in the development of India Painting
and the reader is referred to glance at this work for necessary and inter-
esting information.



APPENDIX A
[Q,aotations from Kavyas)

WORKS OF KALIDSSA :

I. 'f^?iT5rf JTcrr

Malavika, I.

2. ^rf^rawPraT: %??=3rT<t irrw: srr^rr^c^T 5^irgin?riT’ Megha.

3. Mai. 1.

4. (i) 'Tft^rftcrr: ?rirr: ^«rf3=^SRTc^?rfcrsrg;^^ 1

fsT^rrirT ^^5 11

Raghu. VIII. 92.

(ii) '^GcnTr4TMr ftr5f%%5r’ Raghu. XIV. 15.

5. '?r% ! SR-JT ^crft, fE5?r:

7. ^Tirf ?j^rg-?flrri?rfiT^?rT

^ ^tfwf3P?5e5IR«r:

ipir^jTR ^'jfjRFrr fjftir 11

8. RRTf^ ST’JTiTff'Tcrf

STTRR ^ wnrf^^f JTRf?=5^fJT I

3T#?5rT^5|^'lf^ffeTT^^ %

H g'ffTf ?ft fgw; 11

Mai. IV.

Megh.

Abh. VI

Megha.

9. f%^sqrrr\ 1

II Raghu. XIV. 16.

10. fiTRtsfq- firr^f^^: i

^ R. III. 55.

Tf|5^mFrFT n: 5rrRplHTF=t>HM: I

^^T^pTFrr 11 R. VI. 72.

11. 5ffr:5r^ftE§ 5rtiRm^r#^«fF?7nf?^ 1

^RFTRm^f^'FsRr: II R. III. 59-



1 2. ir^reT f^fsT^rr farr 5 1

jrrar^TrfcT ^f Jr am- iiS. II. 9.

13. d’-air^d fa-q 1

a?qrqq-gw?fffq aaqta^a 11 K. I. 32.

14. Jr ?/^i:5rtacrq^%l’ Abh. VI

JV.B. As regards 15, 16 and 17 cf. Abh. S. Act. VI
if!. qtaiftraKaaftra

: 5tT^qi^f?q-aa-fgq!aif)Kraiqj;
1

^rqtcqfaafwa: II Kum.XIV. 31

19. atcT : traaqfaar qferrrarTr^ift Tt^iwNf ^asrrT^forq^ral-q'gcqrqr ?r^: 1

3T5r a-qf^mr?5fr3rr?=rirFf-

'qqtaaTTriffafaj'irT faEqg-frg- 1
1 Megh.

20. (i) sffrf?«ra: Ws^qfeqttrtrqfWij^^Tsf^^aqsqsrrj:
1

3TT^4w>^2^qT>qsFqT sqrHcTRq ^fqatqqra: iRaghu, XIII.51

(ii) ‘aaf?Tarrqr^rqfqGS5Fi^;T=rrM-rjf-=vrqHqr?JT Ku. III.

21. cTR fqfjRf^snrra-ar: ^'’s^^rqfeq 1

3Tsq5rccr „ Raghu.XIX.32,

22 (ii) 3f^-?:fqrt qq^q^sr:
1

3naqq?q?tq ^ §Trw> qjf 11 Raghu. I- 13.

fqr iqsqrqaqTftm: qrqrsq^rr; qftroqyqq: 1

qj: qqqfqsrqq jq qW^aqrfq q>q fqqqrqq^mr II Raghu.III. 34

(ii) f^r5?;q ^q q qrfaqt-q spf
i

^Wl^f^fqfqql- fqqrgqfqnqg^qRr ?qT¥ q^q: 1 1 Kumara. 1 .35

(in) qlrqf^ qrtft^qqf?qqq?f qaT%q'T:

fqfq^qq^qqf^: q^q^^ i

q®q: qrfqfqqt fqqfcq qqq qrqTqrrqr^ qft-,

qqprgqqq qq^; fq^nsj qqrm qj: II M. II. 3,

53* ’em— qqfq ! STfq^sq, qrfqRiqr : qqrqqqfqqqqq fq^Jjq-

qmfq; I



^TSfT—^ ?T ?r^

ST ^ 5R=s^s=S^ltlf^^fnT^ Tf^ SRTSTFTT^ II Abh.VI

cf. also

24.

25-

ftr fjT^ ff TT^TTUTt Jfrf^rrm’

‘?rFs3', TT^ ^ irssT ^TBr^or^creft

%*fr^2’?r5?rfk^RrRcfl'?fTST, fTr?^:

?ftsiTp4 ^ 3ir=:3rq^ I

?ir3ri% fwfsRT TT ?^#^r'TTT?r: II

Adh. I.

fraTfT:%T%50

vik. VII.

Megha.

26. (i) ?rRcHRf%f?rJr i

’isttRr' ^ ti Kum. V. 67.

(ii) sn^rirw: 1

3mfr?f?r5iir?^TT: ^ 11 Raghu XVII.25.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31-

32.

33 -

^TTT^r ?3r ^s^’bsT^wrfrrsrR^JT Tor^srszraiJfTW'TT^: 1

5»T?NTfRrt^?(^: qf?rT:wfsT>raW #5=^^ =^gRr: 11

Ragh. X. 86.

q- Megh.

‘Rr^jstssr^rTniTTrJTr^'TbTOTPrpf:, „

‘ST p^ssfrforwtsrTT^f f^^sg- I Kum. I

! cT^r ;FrsEf¥riT5^''sgTf ^#¥73[^st ?r«rT ^ f^^rrl^

3T«rT?r f^TTTf^erft=^^sig3;^sT> Malavika. IV

3T^ ! srj'T^w’jtnTtssT ssrrR^^wf'TfT^q-sTT^g t sniTTOTftMtsf

^Ttf^T I Abh. IV.

srf^feWRft ; Trafg^T^sTT: ^TfcTR^: 1

TTsjRvrzrr: u

R."XVIII. 53.
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34 * Rrq'qrrrqrirRrt q7Tf%fq¥qT?q[f^ ^ •

%r«rqr?rqTf^ ^^irtrrM^ciT 11 Mala. II.

35 - qrqi^^q 5011^ t3r% ftrqqiiTsrTf: 1

srqrFqqr ^trrrqi^rdt qqt^Rr 11 Mai. I

WORKS OF BANABHATTA

I . ‘fTi^^r5ir?!T#f^rwi>^^TTSJTrf?rgrTftrf5=^5rT5T^ ftsirf^TrR'Tf^-

Ka.99.

2. (i) '^^^rfejTirrfrftrf?'T?rr«rfwiT’T’ H. G. 142.

(ii) ‘fg'^r g;^srTf:’ „

3. (i) Ka. 176.

(ii) ‘3rT%?5rT|Rf 5i Ka 241.

4. (i)
‘

5rc!T^rf€fe?rtT|f?iTr%^zft^5^?faRTffr)Tr’T^^^^ Ka. 136.

(ii) '=^f^^^r?:^5pf[wRrwirr^^?q-r?neq'’T H. G. 142.

5. f^^RtiTsrrf^ ^r33T^q-^?r ?R?rr%’ H G. 175.

6. (i) 'sTferf^? qj q)«rq?5T ^rqqfssqf H. G. 153.

(ii) ‘qTR-qfeqiT H. G. 138.

7. ‘qT¥^q% Jr ftrdmqRfirr: q^nr^qq?: qrzTtq:’ Ka. 536.

8. ‘srf^qr =q gRq#?ffer^^jfrfrrfqcrir’ H. G. 148.

9. 5"^ qiRT^rq^ f^qfff%=qrR'wrff'>qrsfq =qrqTrf'T' =qrqrqT3=^^:

H. G. 127.

10. srit^qfef^qRrfjR'^qtr'qf^: ?faf'3TTrPT=qTnft’ H. G. 136.

11. f^qRrfTrfq-Rrr^rrrfq =qqiqrqrrTr^qTfF[’ Ka. 446.

12. ‘3f?r =q ^qr^qrqrrqr fsrRrfecrrfq' ’q^q?a1%fcFq'qirrq'

Ka. 262.

Ka. 455.

Ka. 527.

Ka. 246.
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'

i^ i
^ ’

H. G. 217.

15* (^)
1

H. C. 142.

(ii)

sRffwIrrrwTRfw^ir’

1 6. ‘^JpT

( ii) 'srra^ rifi Ri'^'

ibid.

Ka. 466.

Ka. 455.

Ka. 548.

18. 3nf%fe?rT ^W5rjrl%f%^JT 1

19. ^5T3T?nr^'"
••• -

Ka. 172.

Ka. 143.

20. '5r|f^5T?'>f^Tf?^5irT^2dff>TiiT?r^rfd =?••
ic'^ 1 JT^^ft^TP-adl r^Tod'cr^r’

H. C. 143.

H. C. 188.

Ka. 96.

ibid

ibid

ibid

H. C. 33

H.C. 70

H. G.io.

H. C.21.

H. C.20

21. (i)

(ii) (a) f?rsrwwr «r^T*TiTcr3^cFrr

(b) ffq^^rd^

(iii) 3TbT^^r?ra%-|?rRf2ir'TTo?f;

(iv) ^Sr^T3=^^r5|spq^i^T

(v)
=!?^q'+Nc!ld'4 r

(iv) ^y^TFJ^cnt

(vii) (a)

(b)

(iii) T3r;?r^^Tr

22. (i) '^sndi'sr^r^Tt
jj. G. 29

(ii) =^|iT?rRr_H, G. 31
(iii) G. 32

(v)

(vi) qrf^ji <16 <,( f^RJT'snd Ka. 53
(yii) ^5rRrcrfcT3:3RT ^ 735RT: Ka. 105.



23. (i)(a) Ka. 42; (b) ^Rt|fiaT-H. C. 22.

(ii) Ka. 379.

24 (i) .. .. Ka. 72.

(ii) Ka. 52.

(iii) ^^r^cfisri^Ki^ Ka. 52.

(iv) +4 'ld+X6’tij ^ RiIh^—H. C. 145.

(v) Tsrfg- H. C. 21.

25. (i) Ka. 126.

(ii) |r<^ f'T'Ti 'Tf'ij^nTfeTd^a^^br:—Ka. 393.

(iii) ^IrSfi^si^isidlit' 'TrC’iTtildH'Tiwfc^ff H. C. I5.

(iv) ^^TTN^: >Tf^’S2!T: H. C. 162.

(v) »fmsrPTTf(T: ^>TGtTfstfei3T—H. C. 94.

26. (i) srr-irf^w'^br^'bTi^ cnrftr—H. C. 81.

(iii) qifsrfjr—H. C. 23.

(iii) H. C- 16.

(i) '

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
\ / ’N ND S

T’-H.C.yi

^-H.C. 94.

H.G. 232.

H.C. 79.

28. (i)(a)‘!R;^mb^
?r'T?fisinTffTtftt?rT?5r>

f^qRTcTT 'T<kr^^;'

(b)'?R^?Tfcr wr
^TcriRfr''

H.C. 13.

(li) 3ii^'?ii^^M'tii'h'T^gr)Fi«ii ^ ^AH 1 1. 1 (d a +1 "-ir^^R^g^^snTRzrrtrT-

J4<+d^JTbT^ 'T==3n^|?rT

Ka. 21



(iii) =s€sr^iff^'7Tcr^ : ^’'i;-

:’ Ka. 36,

29. ^t|: STTCT:

qrr^pjf ...5TT«r^'’T^ H.C. 140.

30. ‘?ra- XT^ fRt ^

f^r^Rc^JT' ' H.C. 1 15.

31. 't^Jnnr^ irsirwr^t Ka. 335.

32. ‘sr^^^^iTRftHrErfefttTi 'T% <?i Rt^rftr: ’ Ka. 75.

NAISADHIYA-CARITA OF SRIHARSA

I.

2 .

3 >

4 -

5 -

6 .

(i) ?i=Trw sr^T^ JT^JTT^cTffrr ^^»TRr'ra-’T i

F^«d%T3:^fr^RorTr^>'ir''Tf; ii X. 85.

(ii) gwJTF^eT'^rr ^r3:=^JT?m^ftqTfT i

^ irifKt ^f5?3Tr; l^rirTfsT ii X. 86

^ ^ f^rf'n’ q^: gft I

fRgfsr?# ffTfrr ^ ac^qrcTO’ftw^rif^Tt: ii X. 35.

SFt 'Tfsr ITT’TfTf'T I

fTiTtsfq- fqTJffRTRFc ^'srf ?Tft^3mTrm:wqTffT: 11 X. 31.

fiT^ fsm ^ ft’srq-^srfzrf^rifr Fr^rfsr^^r^fFrffr 1

?rr ^ ^ ?R3inft?T^ 11

I. 38.

(i) ^^fifa'fRWw: 1

XVIII.20.
(ii) jGtrspT^swkpi^TrTfiT# ’ftcr’RJ^rwFR: 1

qK< I Ffrf%5 ii XVIII. 21.

(iii) spRTFJrqTTOTtTsrcftJT ^^'Wdqt'jfRT 1

3TCR:f'WRl^f<HJ^?q'Tc?3rifjR M^fgr: II

(
i )

ifkl? T^irr %mx 1

f^^rRTT

26.

VII. 83.

(ii) snr^irTf^r^ ^rr 1

3rn% crfew Fs^qw ^:Fw 11 XV. 34.

7. (
i ) S'<Tt>Fd’: ^’’riw ft-WT|Tng)t^: ^ I

^if ^Tsr^Tft' u VII. 15.



(ii) 3T^ i

WT?rr iPOTOTim f% ^rirTFTTJT ii VII. 72.

(iii)
i

TR Tmsi'<l^ddTti??1<fi+ : srsTJT^ f?5TTdT II XXL 69.

8. (
i ) f^Rfqrf^^, tft, wf^r^nflf^ 1

5r^w?wfc?rfq^ 11 IV. 15.

(ii) 'ftWRI^raT^q^ftw^rrat ^'T^fTfl^T'>T4'#TT’T 1

?3T^ jrfNr^ g- <i>jZTJHic?<it^K<i«r fsT^wi^': 1

I^T^TnrRr n VIII. 3.

ff«rfcRrTf^?mw^df ^ f^wfi f^irg' !rr i

?2n:%?5'T5 sFfwFr^'Tf^^R^ q- ^ ii II. 98.

cf. N. C. VII. 21, 33, 36, 37, 51, 62, 66, 67, 70, 89
98, 102, 105 and 106.

jft f??T5r?:?T3r; 1

XVIII. II.

cTT?^ ’rt 'Tsft Jlf? 5|T^^ ^EftirpT I

3Frm^^##Tt 'T^mV?Tt II III. 118.

?rm3T^ fw5r^ II VI. 63.

TNxcrriwf %!?)• ftjTreilT: I

srPr 11 , VII. 97.

9-

10.

11.

12.

13-

14.

15-

16.

7 ^ f^5^;pcr II

XVIII. 12.

Appendix B— Illustrations—Could not be given due to the
paucity of funds in this edition.

Appendix G—vide —ahead.



PT. IV

1. !#ir-i^

9. !rf^r-^8i«t

h f^-^OTs|



•s •s

qgfti q^f ¥rr^?ftq'*’^5T5*i

qiMt ^-qn'^fq?qi^^f^r^3^?sr[?iq.JTf5!r ni^:;

irf«Rr^^?cr5iW; irtsr^lsT^q g?n;i^’ir-g^q;!i:nf^frtq q:

q't- !?:=?« ^o-gqrfq-fqqq^: qq^r: q: m cRjrtqrr; q^^qn^ii ?Kfq;

(?S.«.^ 5jqq<t) q[fr; qqsqqr^ sqq'^ (?S.^e; q|) ^o %^-3qIfq-fqqqf n{qqr-

f^irqrfirqjTjqq qq?4 q?tiqq: qrs^ qq qft^irw: ciqisf? ^Ri\ qr qqq?qT:|J'nq:

^qfqqq: qrq =q qi^TT-

q^rrfqq^ (qq>r^-qTfF^-qi^q qrft^fq^-^ q') tq qq^^t^qrfi-

»TR#T-qT?5-!qRq1% qiqpqfqqqsqsflsq =^qqiqfqrqi^qiT Jiqqqiq-qtqqT

^trqqqrqi^
I q^f jrfeq#?trqrrqq?q f^%q?q?qT5t feql^t qrn: qt^qr-

^%i-q?q5qTft q qq ^q.?iM-fqq-saiqr-^qq«fits?i jp=q: fq|qt
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V. Rgq q'tqt Fq^qf qqiftqqf q^qrsr^qFqmtf,
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qqt qrqqqqq qqrr^^qrffq^q^qF^^^^ •^^qr qFqqrjrgfslr srtqiq^-
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ST^V-JTTf^^rf#^ —
V. qT>q^qq:--#q'',qq|it'tq'q
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.
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f?r?:ftr sirTt^s^^^r 'srugst^cit 5r«rJT5«# irirfEof crarr af^irp-Ts:^^

fg’a-'ft^riir^^cr^narf'if ^1115^73=^5? 5:7^?T^5rifi;?rf%5rwf =7

Fwf# .^rs^f^rFr ^Gfr5>^r^7=r7TFT fT'^rfor Twf^ratstPrf^^^n^

?rd7f ^a7?rF5>7^ 7t7t?7?r77ran:r s^Tsr^^irfT^g'^r ^5ST>5TSK5r5^5

^7;-5:;7=3s;cnr-3T3:^f5r-!^5:-5rF55r-5575:-5?r^-5?i%-¥7^-3TST7^^ % qnwsR^r-

ar5:-7r5r-^^7lr-7^w-73rr-f7g;5T-=775?-^c7?r-^'i3T-7=^5-i5rf^ w# =7—
g^fECT qpw«t: r̂ 7crT5 1

ffw^fT^rPT^rt ^rfrgfT^nTTgWii
f7^>=75;3rHT SiiT7T?r

I

V. 7<if5r7=(t—iT7W#f 'fl'77'Jt! Fr5’7r 73;53rf 7«TJTf?f qW fef

wnf T# ^ciiTf^Rli ?r57f5r^T=?:7it 7'''iTfqf^5TT7?r7t ^fifl'7fft;55TT 'ftqt =^-

5T^5=5rf T ^^'75#: 7==?7^55r^snft’iff ?T?r=a^f!T5:T7RrT^-

fq^spTErgariMf 5^117^^^5155J?5^T5r>ir7Tftw1f srwt f7®=rnT

fqqnq f?r^qqr^??r?r^ qc^rffts^qt pwgFssqqqFqrqf fqsqjrjrpr grcr?^?

q%'qq^5f5sqfKiFqqqrg
•-qrq^ • •

•
1

5r?rTqTf=!:fqqT fs-qsrTJrqiqqqt f^orf qqtwg 1

3T^q=#q%5rT =q 5%5rn:qft=i:^?=qgrT5 11

qqf 5 qqqqw fqqrq^ i

qarqRfqqt 71% q^q^^^f^qqnr 11

ifiql^rfTW^qf qrTq%?qifq7’J7% 1

3fq)T??iT7?rF^r qqqTqrqqiiPOTtqr 11

\. ET^^fqqir—7^7f^7^r fq^7i=q5J5^'tq5q3f^crT’i5'fr gqqjraTFTT

7G5t?5iJ%^7t q^%^>iTT5rif75fq75T'i5^?s7ivr5:'ir5fq7r 73:7521-

7Tr5:'qtq^>q5fftqf sqrCTqjffqqqqt 5qq%€7757T 7%% wwqqiqM,

7T% qiqr^q'qrjT5r«Rt qq^rqqrf q^qisT^qq: gqqrTfqwiwf =7 1

\9 . q5rq?7Tfqrft'“'ft'—qirq^qrgqTF^Tt 755'775^
7^77:77?% 7177777 75:57177711 |q75:7t7T ^Tf^qq^f ,1

,



( )

^5^jqi'3^a3'r5T3:^^^f^re^ oirrsTif^^^^^r

5R3TT^S7^r srssft^irf i

siM’i^^srct^HTTcfT^^s^rnT^crt i
si^^?r#5r?r'Tf!:|?rT

f^'T^=^'Sra';T?2ft ?;?Fr?F^5f *

n. ^^Tc^rr—

^

5r^^wf3:)F
5Trt'i^^f^ra’?Tf?'£rart

fTGorrJr^^^g;^-

fq^5T%5?iTJT aT^twrsffe^ <r^T'jr?r

'Ts^fsrF^^w • • •

'

?. Tn’d=^

(i) 3r5^t^5PT?5[T

(ii) 3rnfin^=^

(iii) ft'=^

lifTW cr'5r^PT3=^^wr?^Tr’T

!

^^iftEwftsrat =^^fwr5nTTfT^5^>arqT*r i'

sr^rtqiqsfra'raiqfq^’^f qra'rrpqqr

fq-sr^* qv:qTq;Rqfi!.T’q®i^'T^^T’‘l >

qftf^rqr

q%q?qr q^Rqrfq jn<t=qlnpr^srqTq; i

arTq^qqrd'^

jT^s^^rq'qf^qt ^q^q'cErdsiq': i

qnf^r’^qPrf’^^I’T 1

<ftqr (^) ^T'q^TifFrt qq^^qrftfqt’i;

H^sqrsTTfqrfq €tq^ qsq?^ '

^^^s^^qrqtqriTqt fq?q?qt^ "|GEf^F^qTS!rft%qT%^qpTOi^; i

f^afrr'erGsfvr?mq i^erq q<OT qmq^
=q cnffcTii; II

!T?fr>Trq<TqT^fiFcrt ^%^?r?fl-

. ^SCTftqfqsrqr-^q^TT qqiftqqf qHT55^nqtt STCE^^rf

^qq^fy Fq?q^, qtqfCTTqf^'qq^qqqt. qfe>iRq^'''q; fqqqqqrqqr^qiOTq^^-

^tr, qrq^^’'#: =qiqcf5f^q^'TT?rmq|?q?'q5’=m: ;
#?q3|Tq^?«r^t

fqtsqr^r q^ ^5 sqrqr^ I



( )

fg?rm'Tm'TTTf3f^T—ferKT'mN'ufsTcTt ^iRcf!

ftr?rq-5TT

^sR^JT^T ?r3#’T|f^swf?Tfff

sJTRgT fst ^?3r%?r I

'^. TTirarprsrJTfeft—TT|r?rTpr5!-!Tf^TT-JTT55TT?f sinq-ra;; crg^srt

^^Tr^iTR^pT:, ^TiTr%^t5 sr^tTr^TR^r^:,

t^>^frr^ttspcTt 'RT^^sTT^PTSmiT I

!(.. arrciTT^ crrf^irfgirsr^irt

2rFa,Tnt?r ^T>s^;^s5rf'3rTTiT tr^R^r^rt 5^5rr

'T'J^jT-^fjcTT f?RRt 'T3:^?rT?rrRirR ?r|3rR???^TrT^ srcJrr5fts7?T^R-

!5rrt5'i?in^r3Tg^^lR'TT5rr ^rFr Ftr^Y itt^^ i

?. ^Fr^ctitt—^FRrirrft'qf^fFsif^f R^RTRF^sFsrii^TfTTO’^

3T^^RRrTr^3^5f>3Rr5JBr?F5T'ir^Tirf?JR’rrT F^sq'fHTTt’Rr^RSRff rtrt i

’sr^^3rf'?RTcrRT—F?r?rR^T F^r^w 'T^^^rt 'ft^lRcd^'JrcRg^^f srF??^^

F^r^wt ^^:?r2fr|5r5T^:3r^?F^irF3r^?:rir 3?q^q’fr^r'RW’TTrF'T3rJiTit srsRjf^-

f^q'aurr 3r7r5YiF=3r~rR-;rF ifr 'R^rgo^F^fF^^iTRR’T sr^^-

Ifcrtr^fT^t sTTR^^RSTTt FRR^ffFcnTES^rr^frRjrfRTR I

V. STfr^crRT—?rRT^R^rrT5tTT?f =3[rST?r=r5r5Tt HtRt ^IRR^SIT

iFcg-RTirrJr^Rfn Fs^fK^

fR^rF5F4RTNT“rtTf7=7:rRRRTRr^f^5f'; striiiTcr i

K. RT^r^ fFRT F^5^ F^Jr^rt F^5g;^?F§T'3RTirpr?rT

?r3p>3r^F?r?rFnTT

?rq3riTT?rT 5iTr5r^pifFTRr?TT>ftEr5Hf^=[<t^R^fir5t%#TrEr>5%R>Tr-

’RTfr'T^^TRRjft^rfefs^^St’TTciTFf 5rfs% pT^qr^r I

irfRrJTjct—niTRf^1 fFRW'JTf F^f^ 'T^w^rf 5r1%^^ F^i^^rf ftsor^.

^ST'ira'RRr; ^F^r'^rF^ri?^'! irsTT^rr irfTFR^fTOTRWffr: ; g-^fT ^RFwfFcR

?:?R^sRr'ftR^?3r^?r5rr: ;
F^F^WTJrr^ort 5>j:^r'R?rr =R3Te% =R?5rR-

Wcft5T5TRF^^JT?ft3rF?TF5iife! i

(3 . —|FRf FwiT’fTR; srev^rt srqTRiiqtqsTR^f, qjfq^

qif7^5ft^!f =^;^R R# •JTfsV^cjrqiTR
;

=^
5 ;

RT gTiR^:^: ^FR53R>qriiTd'^"4’^^q-ra^ ^^stqTH^fRrt

T5Tl^TtR’R'if|3rF?r;i^tTdts#T^^%^ Fwf^q-

1



( )

r

^=5^^cTT3fTT¥r^5=^ i
^-

l. JT|ra%?TTT-5ff?rgTr gq\crfT^?j5T|ftfTTf f^^wr-

'T^=^T?{% Hf^^i'TffsrcTT HTffR^TTSTTilf^^fGIcrt f^^TTS^T 1

^sTRT—'fl'cr-"<?-^K'7ft'3Tcrt 'TtcTt '^r^-

TTs^srft^TRr^^wsgTTri^crr ^fear^r sr^^r^sifr'Tft^^T f^?g'T^=^fir-

^TTT^qt ^!:5?RrF^T^5ffs^ I

q3:=^SqTf?r^^Tf^^T%Cr t5f>
VO VS

?. 3rr?rR: i

sr. iTfr^i^r—^Tr|T^?r|K^ fctjt^tjf f^r^rq-jf iriT^qr^r w-
Epqi^qTfefti'iTqiTrw ^osirrai^s^j.^fiiqfq^^pi^^'lqf!: qs^^qrqM-qT ^r-

^TRqRq? ^sr^T^Ti'TRiiTqglcr ^cr^fsRi’jrnTOTTTf sqfeFcT fffcqrqr i

?. ^5g-'q3TTt|Tq:M:—anciriff siqqrcf 'cffse^^^iTrir^'r# m^Sra; arnjq^ff

^f^fOTq^t^F^Tq^q^r^q^^qTf^rspw^qjT-

^ wg;atfqr?rq3r^i^q'02i5:^g5r5^5T^qTSJTf:?n:FTO ^srrrr trq-

^¥qt q?rrM'^^ friT-^-||-|tft-g;ferf«ff f?rsFrqrcTr5p

q^^qf^fffsiT q^f'jqqrra'Twf ^q^rq^Tir i

?. q^qTTT Wr^>iq^sq5?Tt Fq>Trq%^ I

snssafTi ^gqspqT ^prk^Rfq'^FqciTJir n

^frq^fq'^r W5IIT fqr^'t^rEq^'tsrq^nr i

q^fcqPrqqi^rTir ii

qqqtqq^rrq^qt =q?5'H:q-7^or?rr’T i

fqqqqqr^rqr^fl-qt qqcranfnfq^qRnir ii

q^qp?rarqTqr^?r^>?iqqf5r'iiTii; i

q^r3:^f5i^5q?rq'5^q5^qyqmqTMtJT ii

q^Miq^qtJrq I

jEq^m | f^rcrq^qf inftw*?; ii

aS'qrra^T^fqmr fEq-g-riTqi^rf^rr^r i

frqqriwqqi^r =q W^rfr^Fcra-m ii

qfsnif wqErrqf % ^q-qf ffjfqoflrir i

qqqiT^RlTsqqt ?I^?«5^R'|fqqTH; II

qfqqJr ^qffTTt q ^qqfccrqj'^TfSTrJi; ii

qFqq'in q^Tcqjqqi'f

'

js'vjw i



( )

S3IPTT?3:^f^Tf? 51%^: II

fiw fgf?f^5?Tr feut-

^'jrf, Ttcf^irf f^fgrRfrrr^^wt tTf?^-

5T^ ^^?q?rslf ^^q'fJT ff^^rt f^fcR?q-t

^^HT ^wwif^rrir i

R sraT'TiTfRcrT JTTJrTjrr^^irf^f^^T

V. f?rfr?rRr—crr^m’T^cff f^r^rwt =^5'’^' srf 'T3:=^sTFrcr5f€f strt-

^^Rr ^3r5^?ft?T^5?t ^sTHT f^RroR^r^fJT^^^^

^rTFtrqr^r^ssjnOi f^^rirt sq'(irT?r 1 cre^rT ?f?RRR€ 'ftwt

^?T^riTt fe^Tsrt T^r?ft^rq5?r^'<?^t ?f5rir?r fer=^iRSRt w-
'O

^f?T'ff?r =^T^wuiT fgf^Fir I

R. =^??T 3TRJi=g??f 5R5=^FTTTr^5?ir ^g^'srf 5?ct^^a'

qm^nf^^^'^srairt fTT^rrvr^^r^fcRrt i

'T3=^‘?:5Tm’j^?TT5

?. ^|raf3?RT F^raT^^SrTTTfeft- JTfTFfWTfHTMt V.TTlTTIIffr

K. Tr|f?i?r^f?r 'rft’T'irfnT i

cTRT:

^TTiri^iir;—ff^ciT:, ^?5T5^ i fferr, Tt^r, =?%

?f5r 'ftcIT qsfT—

l^m? irirwTTt giRi^^ fq%^w src^^^^rt

fq^^%5rr TOi?r?rrsf^^FT^^|Rt sFr^Tw srcqm'ts'T?^^ l?Rft

fT^3ftqFt M%^^5^^tTsirt ssriqrg^ 'ft#, ^f^nf fi#t# #t#, g#t# ^qr#,

=^5^ qqsRqr#
, qpf fRT^rvr#, %#tq W, qqqqqmf,

ssqf?#

qiTqlt fq^Rtc^iR
;

^qT^-q?q5r-^^-q'®r-3R:^f^-q#%-qti^-3nTq-qTt,

qmq%q qqRrqq#t^qmq|:^jqT^q'5j'iT5rq^%TRFT^^sRt fq^?r-

q^q^qt fqqqr-fq^qqt, qiqqr^ ^S, qf^qqfT^q q^, Tiq^q^^ Iff qin#

q siT^fq ftqqt qqqr^ifqqiftrqf mqq^ qtqt 1

?. qqqfq:—qqq?# qqqfq ^qqqq sRTqfqTqftfE# qsqfiR^ig^



( )

?r3!T^%<T fSf^-^T^-

cRjJ ^ ^tET^ iPT^WmPrfcri
'

V. ffSHFcT^:—3ITcrrr?f JTciTr^fts^f^sq-OT

^^TOi 5rw.i*t"rtn5R^ Pr^rftrftenr

fnrwtqf^ itt^^ i

^cr^ Tr^R>3

3T^T?f

«ri3T^J5r^'li^^

sTOT^sq-^?

f:c<irqnf Tr^T^fqJT ||

qyjfi'FTqHWnFiT I

aTTq^cf fq'qr^qi’q ii

^jrqS-TT^q’fT I

V. sTRqrq qq^cT ^ ^q'HrqHTf '

rr^T^Vq fqvrrs^srqqqq^Til II

q3qg?vTi?q ffs^qqq qTqqTpqqT i

qc5vqR:mqqq qmReq:fq#rqq '<

I

^^rtqqjTfq qmq ii

^^ftqqrfqfecf srm i

anfeq^'tfj^^^T’T It

ggqqftq i

qrqT^rqmr^fi

3rf|T?f TTfTqK

q?rT5fte|^f?qiqq

3TM<in»)
'

a 'Tqrqq^

a. q^qsqRrH^TT^;—q^qqqr^Tq^rrqsp qr^rqw sqTamiwf^q^ J%-
rq%;pjVT3f ^>j^fr^q^qRaspq'>Rarffqa q’5’=’{’q =q5mqmqR:q3=j-

:^'grtq3petnjT^Tqqfqr»qsqi^Tqqfifqr^qqqrq:q^

?rrc^^ fgoJTtrr^fts^^iSJ^sif^^rcr

qrrq^fqfa i

tH>Fqfq5nT:--Mqqfq3rq^q? ^ ^5il?qqew3f

qfsT^ ^ qt^Tc^f qtq^q fT^qt WTq^qTf'qaq^aTqqr

|fq sr^fqrRprq^ qaq-qfqq^: ^qsqiWTl.^^T^''^ qrqfqqrtqqTqqRTq^q^,

sRqratlq qrqqrqiqq^qlqq^q’i^ qrsqqrqrqTqcHsqqtft'^aqfq^ i

(s. qqqrrqq:—qxqrrq ^ ^q^^^qq^q qq^’^ q^q^’l^K

fqatqq qF^nqffe qm q^ri^, ^ferXf^atEs ifqarqqg^, t?:%q qf^Tq-

fqqarqqsRq^q feqq^^'t^-ssrfqqq f3t?a, tT%q qiq#2:q!^?^q fq^q-

qqr qr^q^ jqqfeqfqqarqqqf^f^qqq fsqM 5^^^’Tqr^'^ qrfqa qr^
TOtfeqqjqqw ’qqq qrq % qqfqreqrqqfqT^qr q®? qrq q qr^q-a, qwr-

5ftSq qfsTqqTq^fi^rqf fqq qrrqqq ftqa, feftqqfqrqq^®^T qfa iflrfa q, qw-

srqqqT^!=q qrqfeftqqr^q srqqr^ qq?a q, f?qTcqrq sqrqr^r i



( )

5;. si?T?riTJr:T: ^rCTffsgr: frnr-

q'ofsr^s^^^: srsT^rr^JT: ?T5iT?5n^ f^srsr^ sr^rirfs^zf,

sr^JTT ^^3:3rF^H;^r, ?rswiT=^-

^'^rrsirr cT'f'irfsTf?, ^Qir^rJTqr3:w?irr >Tr^?«iTiT?r#T>ir5?t,

^PTTWsirr^st, ^rqrfcft^fr ?srR, 1

?. 5n:f5r#r— 'STJT^cff

=^?5TTo^^?2rt 5r?rr5rf?RwmEni?Tr^5#TrFcT-

^^<iTrrr5rt 5%cr^f?iTffrrw;T«rn ^ffirir^'tq'^ftPfTcrf^^rt q'nTr?:5iTr5r^TT^

ijferfq-ff?r??5^'t?crs1r ?5^qq?crq^?^5f?Tqmf?Rr^^qw 1

arq^rF^rerr—srq^rF^rar 'ftcrr Fg^tqrg# fTTqr^pftq^ftF^rcrr quinFci^+ii-

qipcTT =q^5:rqrqiF>Tqqqr5T<irq?Tr JTi^qr^^Tst^qrfqjrf^sprqnrqsrr srFcrwf^-

3T5rqrrr^q?^^ q|rrFq|C5Tl^qcrFTFTq^>f^^cr^^ %Fcr i

q^qi^qr^—q^qpqr^ f^r 5T?5r^3iT 5>s#Pr^w%5fl' src^ral-

sqqr qE^q?^T?rqqqr sFer^*! Fq'^qr qF^r'qq^^'tq qqrqpT

f^g;5rqTir=q5PTPT, qmq^^q !qsqT^r3^,f^q|:q^^5rf^^3#=q:, srsnrg^

stt^tF't 5^Fq q^^qorfFq, Fqwr^gijqFfnrr %fa 1

V. q5jtftF'Rlr-->T|rF^qrt qqjqtfipff ciwF^spr^qrrT'TFwt qterqqr? ?q?T^

qF§T'Jr|?^q>f%?rff^w sjetFqffcrqnrqTf

3rsftqfqcr?F?r'irqT|iT qra^t srarPi^^'q'TTqr gr^fF^wqFFTRt wSr^ i

qiqfqT%fcqrf’'TRT^ ?qft aFq^rF^, arr^ qmlqtFq^ifr^'# sifq^rFg’

?Fcr I qTiTqF5r'JrTT5qq>: qp^F^'q-

qf5r'Tqw|?qf'TK?rF|& q^rrftqqrqqrqqisnrF^qqfe'WTq

?r^q%cn?TTt qrq^rq 1 ^qq>: TT^qqt: qtfq?qt: apcfFw

arFq^Tf# qtmq mqqq 1

a.. 5T|Trr^T—qfqr^qq Fqg^^^r'ffcr^^ qsvjqT, snrq^-pr-qqj-

5rn; qr^r qTq5r-=qM; qqira'qr 1

%,. q'qqfqfqqr—t?qi5*qr
q^qw^r 1

V3 . q^Fqqrf^ =q—q^Fqqn^ 73:^5^ q^qqr, q^ ar^^^^qq^rt-

qw-qp:qr, qf^r qw-'qq-sqsr-sr^qqr, qcqraftqrqqr 1

^rRT^'tsq^t 'TS^:

srf^riTr-^sripT



f^rcrJTT: . <T'S3T^;

?.

f^'t?'Tf^:

J)

V. ^'^ f^WTT

'<•

(a. f^WI^TfJT ^0?

t:. f^wF^ffrw? ^.?-Y

§?circfr;f ? 0 '<-=:

?=• ^oc;

n. f^^Fn- Sir^^JRTRTf?-

3T.

i^TTfgf-qs^^p'T-^^ifr'jrq; ^0 V?o

?r. f^^^rafcr ^c^mar-sruTwii;

IT. ?F5ft-irr Fnrf'iTrr

X. TTRFirriT^'jffrJT

5Tr5Tm?5^crl ^^ti^n-^f^gTTT: ^o5rr7rcnTr'^?FrfrT?r%^»

^?t'T'TfS^F('?^Mi’T’T> 5Tg5r2[T; %\\-\%

n- fwT ^w^q-fciTr?srl^^r<R^r^r !FfTR=5'3!5r?Tr Fnrf'JT-

^5ff^%^p;'TTM5r!T!T?Tr?Tt5T?rF^frrn-Tifrf?T^^F5r’?r^5r^'T'^

5fro?^5r^q^rfrrsr^??TO^^Tf?rirfS!TiF^FfTTrf>iTJT \\%-^\

?v.

u. gfIrspT

U. f^'^#?fr?r-f^fsf: ^r-i

?V9. 3T. ^^rTf^srr: w. Tg'T^«fd^frrr^’!TW5=5r

P^WT^ftccrffr:

n
f^^iffor ?r>if?r?:--^s^iJTrir=!Tf'jrf?ir5^ iF^orsnft’fl'sf'T

^?- ?TfRTf?m5r^^ fffo

n

ftrsrgtrrT:

>0 n



Canons of Painting



?. f^'^rsr^gr

(i) fwo ?ro

(ii) ?ro

(ni) sTo 50

^Rt vmt 1

sr«riT t?R»T|; m irFcrfearq; 11

ZTSiTT JT^tr ^npTT

JT^g; SfSTH: I

qs?T ^I'^T'iTt sett: ftTcft^T—

?^«TI EflE^RTfir? II

f? ^ ^tEp^ir =ET fsrw’

?R #5?frw TT^TTRKW I

11

^SETT^'^i ^T'^Tf =tW ^ trf?Eft I

f^^5?ft:§-^ ^fTcF^TEHR^W II

^Sir^^<?+i^ crT^5^'^--5%li vj|
I W3r'?;T^ijri : 1

?rt f^^>:p;?rT ii

'^gTEifl'fcr^rsTTf'iT sftErjftffRjrEPsrT 1

?rt 11

s^^aWEftcrfEtin gtirf W f^^TcRT: 1

cR> TO%E(rTf5r 11

•iT^¥'T5=g' qTTc'R’iT I

5TT?lRt ?RfiR ^r^^sftSIWTcTT^ II

T^ElfR 531% JTSSIT I

cr5f^=^TR ?R qE^irfycr ijr^sfiftEr: 11
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Enough has been said about the important works consulted.

They are all inferred invariably at their proper places. More impor-

tant ones have been specially indicated in the Introduction, more

particularly in the respective introductories of all the five parts.

Here therefore only the works forming the sources are being mentioned

with their abbreviations. Iconography being a very vast subject,

practically all the source-literature—Samhitas , Brahmanas, Upni§ads,

Epics, outstanding works of eminent Sanskrit poets like Kalidasa,

Banabhatta ^riharsa etc. etc. have also found a prominent place in

this exposition.
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